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Medical data security is an important guarantee for intelligent medical system.Medical video data can help doctors understand the
patients’ condition. Medical video retargeting can greatly reduce the storage capacity of data on the premise of preserving the
original content information as much as possible. %e smaller volume of medical data can reduce the execution time of data
encryption and threat detection algorithm and improve the performance of medical data security methods. %e existing methods
mainly focus on the temporal pixel relationship and foreground motion between adjacent frames, but these methods ignore the
user’s attention to the video content and the impact of background movement on retargeting, resulting in serious deformation of
important content and area. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes an innovative video retargeting method, which is
based on visual attention and motion estimation. Firstly, the visual attention map is obtained from eye tracking data, by K-means
clustering method and Euclidean distance factor equation. Secondly, the motion estimation map is generated from both the
foreground and background displacements, which are calculated based on the feature points and salient object positions between
adjacent frames. %en, the visual attention map, the motion estimation map, and gradient map are fused to the importance map.
Finally, video retargeting is performed by mesh deformation based on the importance map. Experiment on open datasets shows
that the proposed method can protect important area and has a better effect on salient object flutter suppression.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of high-techmedical imaging [1–3],
blockchain technology [4], artificial intelligence [5], Internet of
%ings (IoT) [6], and 5G network [7], intelligent medical system
[8] and intelligent diagnosis [9] are becoming more and more
popular. However, data security threats [10] make protecting the
security of medical data an urgent problem. %e volume of
medical video data is greater than typical data, which makes the
execution of medical data security methods, such as data en-
cryption [11] and integrity detection [12], long.Video retargeting
[13] can greatly reduce the storage capacity of video data on the
premise of preserving the original content information as much
as possible. Medical video retargeting can obtain smaller volume

of medical data, then reduce the execution time of data en-
cryption and threat detection algorithm, and improve the
performance of medical data security methods.

Traditional image and video retargetingmethods, mainly
including uniform scaling and direct cropping, only con-
sider the original size and the target size of images, without
considering image content. %eir effects are unsatisfactory.
To improve image and video retargeting performance, re-
searchers proposed content-aware retargeting techniques,
which are mainly classified into three types: discrete
retargeting [14, 15], continuous retargeting [16–19], and
multi-operator retargeting [20–23].

Video retargeting has one more time dimension than
image retargeting. It needs to take consideration of the
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correlation between the contents of adjacent frames. By
regarding video as a three-dimensional pixel space-time
matrix, Rubinstein et al. proposed FSC [15], looking for and
deleting common pixel seams between adjacent frames to
eliminate content jitter. NCV [17] proposed by Wolf et al.
combines the gradient map, face detection, and foreground
motion to produce importance map and then uses mesh
deformation to realize video retargeting. Nam et al. [24]
proposed a video retargeting method based on Kalman filter
and saliency fusion to reduce video content jitter, so as to
enhance the robustness of video retargeting. Wang et al. [25]
proposed a multi-operator method based on improved seam
carving to realize video retargeting. Cho and Kang [26]
proposed an interpolation video retargeting method based
on image deformation vector network, which uses the
displacement vector generated by a convolutional neural
network to perform interpolation. Kaur et al. [27] proposed
a spatiotemporal seam carving video retargeting method
based on Kalman filter.

%e existing video retargeting methods mainly focus on
the pixel relationship and foreground motion between ad-
jacent frames. %ese methods aim to ensure the shape of
important content in the process of retargeting. However,
the above methods do not consider the attention of users to
the video content, nor the impact of background movement
on retargeting, resulting in serious deformation of the im-
portant content or poor quality of retargeting results.
Furthermore, the human visual system can quickly find the
required information from the visual scene and locate the
visual attention to the focus in the scene [28]. Consequently,
besides moving objects and important targets, the attention
focus also includes the areas where change is about to
happen next moment, such as the place where the sun will
rise before sunrise, the place where actors will appear on the
stage before the performance, and the direction where the
ball is moving to.

%is paper makes full use of the user’s eye tracking data
and the motion information of both the background and
foreground in the video and proposes a video retargeting
method based on visual attention and motion estimation to
reduce the deformation of the important area. Firstly,
clustering is carried out according to the eye tracking data to
generate the visual attention energy map. %en, the motion
estimation map is obtained according to the corresponding
feature points of the foreground and background between
adjacent frames. %irdly, importance map is generated by
composing visual attention energy map, motion estimation
energy map, and gradient map. Finally, video retargeting is
performed by mesh deformation.

%e proposed method utilizes the attention attribute of
the human visual system and the movement factor of
content in video, so the retargeting result is more in line with
people’s visual requirements. %e experimental results on
public datasets show that the method in this paper is better

than the compared method in protecting important area and
reducing salient object jitter.

2. Proposed Method

As shown in Figure 1, the framework of the proposed
VAMEVR (visual attention and motion estimation-based
video retargeting) method mainly includes visual attention
data clustering, salience detection, SIFT feature detection,
motion estimation, mesh deformation, and so on.

2.1. Visual Attention. In a video, the areas concerned by the
human visual system are usually regarded as important
areas. %ese areas should be of increased energy to reduce
deformation in the retargeting process. In this paper, the eye
tracking data will be utilized as the basis of visual attention,
and it will be abstracted as visual focus. %en, visual at-
tention energy will be generated according to the visual
focus.

2.1.1. Visual Attention Focus. %is paper takes the eyeball
tracking data of DAVSOD [29] dataset as demonstration. As
shown in Figure 2, the eyeball tracking data exist in the form
of discrete points.%rough observation, it is found that most
eyeball tracking data points are presented as two clusters.

In this paper, the K-means method [30] is utilized to
cluster the eyeball tracking data points into 2 groups. %e
center of each group is just the visual focus. Firstly, we
randomly select 2 data points as the initial cluster centroid.
Secondly, we divide the data points into 2 mutually exclusive
clusters according to the Euclidean distance from each point
to the initial selected data points. %irdly, the average po-
sitions of each cluster are obtained as the new cluster
centroid. %en, repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centroid po-
sition does not vary.

%e example of the focusing result is presented in Fig-
ure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the original frame. Figure 3(b)
shows the eye tracking data and focusing result. %e white
point is regarded as the eye tracking data, and the two red
points are the centers of two clusters. Figure 3(c) shows the
visual attention energy map.

2.1.2. Visual Attention Energy. Visual attention energy in-
dicates the attention of the human visual system to im-
portant position in the image. %e greater the energy is, the
higher the attention is, and vice versa.

Two cluster centroids described in Section 2.1.1 are
denoted as P1(x1, y1) and P2(x2, y2). %e distances from
each pixel of the frame to P1 and P2 are separately set as r1
and r2. %en, visual attention energy e(xi, yj) of each pixel
position in the frame is defined as
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where W and H are separately the width and height of the
video frame.%e generated energy map is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3(c) shows the visual attention energy map, which is
generated according to the cluster results of eye tracking data
as shown in Figure 3(b).

2.2. Motion Estimation. In a video, the background and
foreground are usually moving. In addition, the moving
direction and speed of background are different from those
of the foreground. %e human visual system pays greater

attention to the direction where the object is going. For
example, in the tennis video, the direction where the players
run to will attract more attention. In the racing video, area in
front of the car is paid more attention.

Between adjacent video frames, the motion distance and
direction of the background and foreground can be calcu-
lated to predict the motion trajectory of the salient object.
Both current position and the upcoming position of the
foreground object are taken as important areas at the same
time, which can protect the visual attention areas to reduce
the deformation of these important areas in the process of

Eye tracking data
of Input frame Input frame Next frame

SIFT feature
detectionSalience

detection
Salience

detectionGradient
detection

Gradient
map

Importance map fusion

Mesh deformation

Retargeting
result

Importance map

Motion estimation
Motion estimation

energy map

Clustering

Cluster map

Energy
computing

Visual
attention

energy map

Salience
map

Salience
map

SIFT feature
map

SIFT feature
map

SIFT feature
detection

Figure 1: %e framework of the proposed VAMEVR method.

Figure 2: Eye tracking data example in DAVSOD dataset.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Visual attention energy map.
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retargeting and improve the visual effect of retargeting
results.

2.2.1. Feature Detection. In the background of a video frame,
the mean values of displacement of the feature points are
used as the base of moving speed. %e same is for the
foreground of a video. %e position to be reached by the
foreground significant object is estimated according to the
moving speed. %en, both the current position of the
foreground and the position to be reached after motion
estimation are regarded as important areas.

SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) [31] is a com-
puter vision algorithm proposed by Lowe to detect regional
features in images. %e core idea of SIFTalgorithm is to find
extreme points in multiple spatial scales and calculate po-
sition, rotation, light, and scale invariants to describe the
features in images. %e SIFTalgorithm has good robustness,
recognition, expansibility, and efficiency.

In this paper, SIFTalgorithm feature detection is used to
detect the background and foreground motion information
between adjacent frames. Also, 20 feature points with the
highest reliability are selected as the basis for motion speed
calculation. An example of feature points is shown in
Figure 4.

2.2.2. Foreground Separation. In a video frame, salient
object is generally the foreground area. By salience detection,
the foreground area can be separated from the background.
Compared with other algorithms, SSAV [29] can obtain
clearer and more accurate result. SSAV [29] is mainly
composed of a pyramid deconvolution module and salience
transfer perception module. %e former is used to robustly
learn static salience features. %e latter combines the tra-
ditional long-term memory convolution network with sa-
lience transfer perception attention mechanism. %is paper
uses the SSAV [29] method to separate the salient fore-
ground object from video frames.

2.2.3. Motion Detection and Estimation. From SIFT feature
points, we select n(n � 20) point with high reliability as the
basis for motion detection and estimation. Concretely, SIFT
feature points contained in the background are recorded as
Pbg(xbg, ybg), and the number of those points is nbg. Sim-
ilarly, SIFT feature points contained in the foreground are
recorded as Pfg(xfg, yfg), and the number is nfg. From
frame i to frame i + 1, the average moving speed of feature
points in the background is recorded as Vbg(dxbg, dybg).

dxbg �
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i
bg 
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(2)

Similarly, from frame i to frame i + 1, the average value
of themoving speed of the feature points in the foreground is
denoted as Vfg(dxfg, dyfg).

dxfg �
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For a video, the estimated actual motion speed
Vact(dxact, dyact) of the foreground is defined as the dif-
ference between the motion speed of the foreground and
background.

Vact � Vfg − Vbg. (4)

Bring equations (2) and (3) into equation (4).
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(5)

As shown in Figure 5, after obtaining the salience map of
the current frame, we calculate the edge of the salient region
by the Canny [32] method. %en, the edge is overlaid with
the actual motion speed Vact(dxact, dyact) as the predicted
position of the salient object. %e polygon surrounding
method [33] is used to obtain the external polygon of both
current and predicted object contour. Finally, the area
surrounded by the polygon is just the important region after
motion estimation.%emotion estimation energy map is the
binary map of important area after motion estimation,
which is shown in Figure 5(d).

When the salient object is too small or the features are
not obvious, the first n (n = 20) feature points detected by the
SIFT algorithm are wholly in the background area. In this
situation, the centroid displacement of the salience object
detected by SSAV is directly used as the moving speed of the
foreground object to predict the position where the fore-
ground will go.

%e points in salient object area are denoted as
P∗fg(xcfg, ycfg). %e number of those points is mfg. From
frame i to frame i + 1, the motion speed of the foreground’s
centroid is denoted as V∗fg(dx cfg, dy cfg), where

dxcfg �
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(6)
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%e actual motion speed Vact(dxact, dyact) of the fore-
ground is the difference between the motion speed of the
foreground and the motion speed of the background.

Vact � V
∗
fg − Vbg. (7)

Bring (2) and (6) into (7).
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2.3. Importance Map Fusion. %e importance map is the
direct basis for image retargeting. %e visual attention en-
ergy map and motion estimation map obtained in the above
steps need to be fused into the importance map.

We denote Ieye as the normalized visual attention
energy map, Igrad as the normalized gradient energy
map, Imotion as the normalized motion estimation energy
map, and Iimp as the importance map. %e coefficient

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: SIFT detection between adjacent frames. In (a)–(c), the green lines indicate the connection of feature points in the background,
and the red lines indicate the connection of feature points in the foreground. All feature points in (a) and (b) belong to the background area.
In (c), only one feature point is in the foreground area and the other feature points are in the background area.
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w(0≤w≤ 1) is the weight of the visual attention energy
map in the importance map, over the gradient energy
map. %en, the importance map Iimp is defined as
follows.

Iimp � max w × Ieye +(1 − w) × Igrad , Imotion . (9)

%e parameter w(0≤w≤ 1) determines the visual ef-
fect of visual attention energy in importance map. %e
smaller w is, the smaller the proportion of visual attention
energy is. %us, the impact of visual attention on the
results in the retargeting process is smaller, and vice versa.
%e larger w is, the greater the proportion of visual focus
energy is. %erefore, the impact of visual attention on the
results in the retargeting process is greater. When w � 0,
the retargeting results only reflect the gradient informa-
tion and motion estimation information, not the visual
attention information. Also, when w � 1, the retargeting
results only reflect the visual attention information and
motion estimation information, not the visual attention
information.

2.4.MeshDeformation. %is paper uses Wang’s method [18]
for mesh deformation to realize video retargeting. %e input
frame is divided into quadrilateral mesh (V, E, F). V, E, and
F represent the set of vertex, edge, and quadrilateral sepa-
rately. Each quadrilateral is with a scaling factor sf. %e
average importance energy of each quad is wf. %e quad
deformation energy is defined as Du.

Du � 
f∈F

wf 
(i,j) ∈ E(f)
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�����

�����
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%e grid line bending energy is described as Dl.
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%e total energy D is the sum of Du and Dl.

D � Du + Dl. (12)

Wang’s method [18] uses iterative solver to solve for
mesh deformation. In each iteration, the scaling factor sf of
each grid is calculated by local optimization, and then the
mesh vertexes are updated by global optimization under the
constraint of target image boundary conditions. %e iterator
will be terminated when the energy is no longer increased or
the displacement of mesh vertexes is less than 0.5. %e
smooth scaling factors sf

′ are generated by minimizing the
following energy.


f∈F

wf 
q∈N(f)

1
2

wf − wq  sf
′ − sq
′  + 

f∈F
wf sf
′ − sf 

2
. (13)

2.5. :e Algorithm of the Proposed Method. %e imple-
mentation steps of the proposed methods are shown in
Algorithm 1.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Experimental Environment and Parameter Settings.
To validate the performance of the proposed method, we
conduct experiments on a computer with an Intel i7-
5500U@2.4GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. %e proposed
method was implemented in MATLAB R2016a on
Windows.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Motion estimation. (a)%e original frame. In (b), the green contour is the current position of the salient object, the yellow contour
is the predicted place of salient object, and the blue contour is the encirclement of both the current and predict areas of salient object after
motion estimation. (c) %e salience map of (a). (d) %e binary map of important area after motion estimation.
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%e number of visual attention data cluster k is set as 2.
In the important map fusion process, the weight w of visual
attention is set as 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 separately.

In order to illustrate the universality of proposed
method, the public dataset DAVSOD [29] is selected as
experimental input. DAVSOD is a large-scale video salient
object dataset, which mainly serves the evaluation of video
salient object detection and video retargeting. DAVSOD
contains 226 video sequences and 24000 frames, covering a
variety of scenes, object categories, and motion modes. It is
marked strictly according to human eye tracking data.

For each dataset, 3 methods were applied for comparison
experiments: forward seam carving (FSC) [15], SNS [18], and
the proposed VAMEVR.

3.2. Experimental Result and Analysis. We randomly select
“select_0115” and “select_0194” videos of DAVSOD as input
data of experiment. %e data of “select_0115” include a
tennis video clip with 105 frames and 640∗360 pixels per
frame. %e data of “select_0194” include a motorcycle race
video clip, with 133 frames in total, and the size of each
frame is 640∗360. In both of the above video data, the camera
is moving during video shooting, that is, the background is
moving.

%e experimental results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
From Figures 6 and 7, we can find that the deformation

of the salient area is small, especially the area in the direction

the object moves to, which is well protected. As shown in
Figure 7(d) concretely, the region, where the tennis ball in
“0145” video frame is moving to, is with smaller deforma-
tion, and so is the area in front of the motorcycle in “0818”
video frame.

%e main reason of above results is that the important
area is of high energy by visual attention and motion esti-
mation. In “0145” and “0150” of Figure 7(c), it can be seen
that people paid more attention to the direction of the ball
the player was going tomove. Similarly, in “0815” and “0818”
of Figure 7(c), people pay more attention to the forward
direction of the motorcycle and less attention to the rear
direction of the motorcycle.

Specifically, as shown in Figures 6(c), 7(a), and 7(c), the
smaller w is, the weaker the effect of the visual attention is.
%e larger w is, the more obvious the effect of visual at-
tention is.

3.3. Time Analysis. %e size of video frames and average
processing time of each frame in this paper are shown in
Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the time of FSC is
longest, with 6.03 s per frame. %e average time per frame
of VAMEVR in this paper is 0.53 s. It is 0.24 seconds
longer than SNS. %e increased time is mainly used to
calculate visual attention energy and motion estimation
detection.

0145

0150

0175

0815

0818

0845
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Horizontal retargeting to 75%. (a) Input frame. (b) Result of SNS [18]. (c) Our importance map with w � 0.1. (d) Our result with
w � 0.1.
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0145

0150

0175

0815

0818

0845
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Horizontal retargeting to 75%. (a) Our importance map with w � 0.5. (b) Our result with w � 0.5. (c) Our importance map with
w � 0.9. (d) Our result with w � 0.9.

Input: original video Vinput, the number of frames K, important map fusion coefficient parameter w

Output: retargeting result video Vresult
For i= 1 to K− 1 do

Calculate the two cluster centers of eye tracking data of Framei by K-means method
Use (1) to produce the visual attention energy map Ieye of Framei
Significant object separation of Framei and Framei+ 1 by SSAV [29] model
Calculate the position of corresponding features of Framei and Framei+ 1 by SIFT method
Get the number of trusted feature points in foreground and denote it as nfg

If nfg ≥ 1
Calculate the background speed Vbg between Framei and Framei+ 1 by (2)
Calculate the foreground speed Vfg between Framei and Framei+ 1 by (3)
Calculate actual moving speed Vact of the salient object by (4) and (5)

Else
Calculate the background speed Vbg between Framei and Framei+ 1 by (2)
Calculate the foreground speed V∗fg between Framei and Framei+ 1 by (6)
Calculate actual moving speed Vact of the salient object by (7) and (8)

End If
Estimate the position of foreground (xest i, yest i) � (xcur, ycur) + Vact
Calculate the circumscribed polygon Rfg of both the estimated position and current position of the foreground
Generate the foreground motion estimation map Imotion according to the salient areas Sr in polygon Rfg

Compose importance map Iimp from visual attention energy map Ieye, foreground motion estimation map Imotion,
and gradient map Igrad by (9)

Use the mesh deformation method described in Section 2.4 to produce retargeting result of Framei
End for
Output result Vresult

ALGORITHM 1: Video retargeting based on visual attention and motion estimation.
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3.4. Discussion. %e human visual system is more sensitive
to salient objects. %e more consistent the displacement of
salient objects in adjacent frames before and after retar-
geting, the lower the content jitter. In this paper, 30 frames of
motorcycle racing videos are randomly selected for
retargeting.

For the proposed VAMEVR, the centroid displacement
of salient object in the retargeting result is basically the same
as that of original video. When the weight coefficient of
visual attention energy map is 0.1 and 0.9, the comparative
analysis of horizontal and vertical displacement is shown in
Figure 8.

%e displacement correlation of the salient objects can
indicate the visual consistency between the original video
and the retargeting result. %e displacement of the cen-
troid of the significant object in input video and retar-
geting result is denoted as X and Y separately. %e
covariance is defined as cov (X, Y), and the standard
deviation of X and Y is (σX, σY). %e Pearson correlation
coefficient ρX,Y is defined as follows.

ρX,Y �
cov(X, Y)

σXσY

. (14)

As shown in Table 2, for VAMEVR, the displacements of
the salient objects before and after retargeting are more
positively correlated than SNS and FSC. %e visual effects of
our results are more consistent with the original video than
SNS and FSC.

4. Conclusion

%is paper proposes a visual attention and motion esti-
mation-based video retargeting method for medical data
security. Firstly, clustering is carried out according to the eye
tracking data to generate the visual attention energy map.
%en, the motion estimation map is obtained according to
the corresponding feature points of the foreground and
background between adjacent frames. %irdly, importance
map is generated by composing visual attention energy map,
motion estimation map, and gradient map. Finally, video
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Figure 8: Comparison of displacement of salient objects before and after retargeting. (a) Horizontal. (b) Vertical.

Table 1: Execution time of different methods.

Frame size SNS (s/frame) FSC (s/frame) Proposed VAMEVR (s/frame)
640× 360 0.29 6.03 0.53

Table 2: Correlation of salient object displacement before and after retargeting.

Direction methods SNS FSC
Proposed VAMEVR

w � 0.1 w � 0.5 w � 0.9
Horizontal 0.69185 0.26246 0.89489 0.87823 0.86542
Vertical 0.72326 0.73599 0.84416 0.82361 0.78051
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retargeting is performed by mesh deformation. Experiments
show that the proposed method can protect important area
concerned by the human visual system. %e displacement of
a salient object in retargeting results is more close to input
video.%erefore, the visual effect is more in line with human
visual need. Our future work is to study the multi-object
separation method and then study the video retargeting
method based on multi-object motion estimation for
medical data security.
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k nearest neighbor similarity join on high-dimensional data has broad applications in many fields; several key challenges still exist
for this task such as “curse of dimensionality” and large scale of the dataset. A new dimensionality reduction scheme is proposed
by using random projection technique, then we design two novel partition strategies, including equal width partition strategy and
distance split tree-based partition strategy, and finally, we propose k nearest neighbor join algorithm on high-dimensional data
based on the above partition strategies. We conduct comprehensive experiments to test the performance of the proposed
approaches, and the experimental results show that the proposed methods have good effectiveness and performance.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of emerging technologies such
as big data [1, 2], Internet of things [3, 4], Deep Learning
[5, 6], Adversarial Training [7, 8], Federated Learning [9],
and 5G [10–12], the smart healthcare systems are becoming
more and more pervasive and necessary in modern hospi-
tals, and massive and diverse medical data have been ac-
cumulated by using a great volume of wearable sensors, the
Internet of Medical $ings [13, 14], or the Internet of Health
$ings [15, 16]. Medical data analysis, security, and privacy
protection [17] are very important for using massive medical
data. Many research works have been done, which can be
used as the references to analyze the medical data and secure
the Internet of Medical$ings, such as the blockchain-based
security approaches [18, 19], the security technologies in
Internet of Internet of Vehicles [20, 21], Industrial Internet
of $ings [22–25], Artificial Intelligence of $ings [26–28],
Energy Internet [29], and Intelligent transportation [30, 31].
Similarity join operation plays an important role in medical

data analysis [32, 33]. $reshold-based similarity join query
on high-dimensional data can obtain all the data pairs whose
distance is less than or equal to the given distance threshold,
and it needs to know the distance threshold in advance;
however, in many cases, it is hard or even impossible to get
the distance threshold in advance, while k nearest neighbor
similarity join (k NNJ) does not need to obtain the distance
threshold in advance. k NNJ is always used as the pre-
processing stage for classification or clustering task and has
broad real applications in many data mining tasks, such as
multimedia analysis, spatial data mining, time series, data
streams, and social network. Taking similar medical image
pairs detection as an example, in some cases, it is hard to
make a definite diagnosis according to the medical images
only; however, it is possible for us to obtain some similar
medical images of the existed confirmed cases (k nearest
neighbors) to help the doctors to make a final judgement on
the unconfirmed diseases.

In many applications, the target objects can be repre-
sented as vector forms through feature extraction in order to
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facilitate data processing, such as time series, videos, and
trajectories, especially for the image processing tasks
[34, 35]. With the continuous improvement of the accuracy
of data acquisition equipment, the dimensionality of vectors
representing the target objects will be very high, maybe
hundreds of dimensions or even tens of thousands of di-
mensions. $e calculation of the similarity or distance be-
tween the object pairs is a time costly operation. Most of the
existed approaches conduct k NN join operation directly on
the original dimensional space, so their performance is not
ideal. It is an effective way to reduce the time cost of k NN
join through reducing the dimensionality of the original data
points. $ere are three contributions in the paper:

(i) We proposed an effective dimensionality reduction
approach that can make sure that the data points in
the projected space preserve the location relation-
ship to some extent as in the original space.

(ii) We proposed two partition strategies, including
equal width partition strategy and distance split
tree-based partition strategy, and a novel k nearest
neighbor join algorithm was proposed by using the
above two partition strategies.

(iii) Comprehensive experiments are conducted, and the
final results prove that our approaches have better
effectiveness and performance.

$e other parts of the paper are arranged as follows. $e
detailed related research works are described in Section 2.
Section 3 displays the notations, problem definitions, and
some theorems. $e lower bound probability is figured out
in Section 4. $e k nearest neighbor join algorithm using
random projection and partition strategies is described in
Section 5. $e detailed experimental results of the proposed
approaches are displayed in Section 6. Section 7 makes a
conclusion of the paper and points out the future research
directions.

2. Related Works

Many researchers have conducted in-depth research on
similarity join problems because of their broad applications
and important role in data mining or machine learning
context; several survey articles have conducted a compre-
hensive and detailed analysis of the similarity join problem
literature [36, 37].

k nearest neighbor join: an approximated k NN simi-
larity join approach in metric spaces was proposed by
Ferrada et al. [38], its time complexity is Θ(n3/2), and the
empirical precision can reach up to 46%. Lu et al. [39]
designed a novel approach called PCBJ by using Voronoi
diagram, which can deal with exact k NN similarity join
problems; however, its performance is not very good as the
increase of data dimensionality. Dai et al. [40] proposed two
novel k NN join algorithms based on the MapReduce
framework, which are DSGMP-J using Distributed Sketched
Grid and VDMP-J using Voronoi diagram; DSGMP-J [40]
approach is easy to implement, but it ignores the real dis-
tribution of the dataset. Zhao et al. [41] designed an effective

data partitioning scheme called k NN-DP, which can solve
the load imbalance issues caused by the data skewness
problem; two novel schemes called LSH+ and z-value+ were
developed based on k NN-DP to deal with k NN join op-
erations under MapReduce framework. Song et al. [42]
conducted a detailed analysis of the common workflows of
the several existing k NN algorithms and further analyzed
their load balancing, accuracy rate, and overall complexity;
finally, a choice guideline was given which can help select the
suitable methods for a specific case. Song et al. [43] also
conducted a detailed comparison among the existing k NN
join approaches both theoretically and experimentally on the
MapReduce platform. RankReduce approach [44] was
proposed by using locality-sensitive hashing with MapRe-
duce for processing k nearest neighbor query. Hu et al. [45]
proposed an adaptive vk NN join algorithm by using the
Voronoi diagram, which can eliminate many unnecessary
computations. $ere still exist many other research works
about k NN join problems in several applications, such as
Trajectory Data [46], machine learning [47], and Hilbert
R-tree-based k NN join algorithms [48].

Top-k similarity join: Kim et al. [49] proposed two serial
algorithms called the “divide-and-conquer algorithm” and
“branch-and-bound algorithm” using the MapReduce
framework, which can deal with Top-k similarity join
problems efficiently. Chen et al. [50] developed a new dis-
tance function based on LSH and proposed an RDD-based
Top-k similarity join algorithm using the Spark framework,
and the test results proved that the RDD-based algorithm
has better scalability and effectiveness than that of Hadoop.
Ma et al. [51] developed a Top-k threshold estimation ap-
proach through sampling and designed an effective filtering
solution by using the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation
technique and then proposed a SAX-Top-k algorithm, which
can deal with Top-k similarity join problem. Lei et al. [52]
explored the similarity join problems for massive probabi-
listic dataset. $e main idea of Lei et al. [52] is mapping the
probabilistic data from the original space to the reduced
dimensional space (one dimension), and then the range
query on the one-dimensional space can be instead of the
threshold-based similarity join query on the original space.
Based on the above schemes, the authors proposed the Top-k
Block Nested Loop Join Algorithm and Top-k Data Locality
Preserving Join Algorithm, respectively. MELODY-JOIN
[53] can improve the efficiency of the Top-k join on the
histogram probabilistic dataset by using the standard lower
bound space of the EMD distance; however, it cannot deal
with the data skew problem efficiently. EMD-MPJ [54]
proposed a novel Mapping-based Data Partitioning
Framework that can solve the data skew problem. Heads-
Join [55] made an extension to MELODY-JOIN [53] so that
it can deal with both range similarity join and Top-k sim-
ilarity efficiently.

$reshold-based similarity join: Cristiani et al. [56]
designed a novel randomized set join method whose recall
can be up to 100%, and its performance is better than that of
the existing approach theoretically and empirically.
Gowanlock et al. [57] proposed several novel methods to
accelerate the similarity self-join by making full use of the
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power and characteristic of GPU.$ere still exist some other
research works which focus on the similarity join problem
using GPU [58]. Sandes et al. [59] developed a novel filtering
scheme that can speed up the exact set similarity join more
efficiently. Ding et al. [60] exploited the privacy preserving
problems in similarity join using MapReduce context. Wu
et al. [61] proposed a novel parallel framework called SMS-
Join which can support similarity join operations in metric
space using the MapReduce paradigm. Ma et al. studied the
similarity join problems for high-dimensional dataset
through developing a novel dimension reduction approach
based on the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation technique
and proposed two algorithms called SAX-Based HDSJ [62]
and Mp-V-SJQ [63].

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Notations. $e notations used in this paper are listed in
Table 1.

3.2. Problem Definition. $e definitions of KNN and KNN
join will be described in this subsection. Given two datasets
R ∈ Rd and S ∈ Rd, R � r1, r2, . . . , rn1

 , S � s1, s2, . . . ,

sn2
}, |R| � n1, and |S| � n2. ri is the ith data point from R,

ri � 〈ri1, ri2, . . . , ri d〉, sj is the jth data point from S,
sj � 〈sj1, sj2, . . . , sj d〉, and the distance measurement used
in the paper is the Euclidean distance denoted as dist(ri, sj),

dist ri, sj  �

�����������



d

l�1
ril − sjl 

2




, (1)

where dist(ri, sj)> � 0 and dist(ri, sj) equals 0 when r � s.

Definition 1. K Nearest Neighbor Join (KNN). For a d-di-
mensional dataset S ∈ Rd and a query data point r, the KNN
operation of r on S can be recorded as knn(r, S, k) aiming to
obtain the k nearest neighbors of r in S:

knn(r, S, k) � s1, s2, . . . , sk|si ∈ S, 1≤ i≤ k ; for each
∀sj ∈ S − s1, s2, . . . , sk|si ∈ S, 1≤ i≤ k , the distance meets
the following requirements:

dist(r, s1)≤ dist(r, s2)≤ · · · ≤dist(r, sk)≤dist(r, sj).

Definition 2. K Nearest Neighbor Similarity Join (KNN Join).
Given two datasets R ∈ Rd and S ∈ Rd, the KNN similarity
join operation on R and S can return the k nearest neighbors

for each data point r ∈ R from S, which can be denoted as
knnJ(RS) � (r, knn(r, S, k))|for each r ∈ R{ }.

3.3. @eorems

Theorem 1. Given two d-dimensional data points s1 and s2,
then g(s1) − g(s2)/dist(s1, s2) ∼ N(0, 1).

Theorem 2. Given two d-dimensional data points s1 and s2,
then Δ2m(s1, s2)/dist2(s1, s2) ∼ χ2(m).

Theorem 3. If dist(s1, s2)≤ ϵ, then the probability that
Δm(s1, s2) is less than or equal to kϵ will be bigger than or
equal to 1 − P(χ2 > k2), which can be denoted as follows:
P(Δm(s1, s2)≤ |kϵ dist(s1, s2)≤ ϵ)≥ 1 − P(χ2 > k2).

$eorem 1,$eorem 2, and$eorem 3 have been proved
by Ma et al. [64]. $eorem 3 indicates that if the Euclidean
distance of the original space is less than or equal to ϵ, the
probability that the distance of the projected space will be
less than or equal to kϵ has the lower bound; that is,
1 − P(χ2 > k2). So we can project d-dimensional data point v

into m-dimensional space (m< d) through πm(s) � 〈g1(s),
g2(s), . . . , gm(s)〉.

Theorem 4. Given three d-dimensional data points r, s1, and
s2, r, s1, s2 ∈ R

d, U � Δ2m(r, s1)/dist2(r, s1) ∼ χ2(m), V �

Δ2m(r, s2)/dist2(r, s2) ∼ χ2(m), and then F � U/V obeys the F
distribution with degrees of freedom (m,m); that is,
F � U/V ∼ F(m, m).

Proof. According to $eorem 2, U � Δ2m(r, s1)/dist2

(r, s1) ∼ χ2(m), and V � Δ2m(r, s2)/dist2(r, s2) ∼ χ2(m); that
is to say, U and V both obey the χ2 distribution with freedom
m.

Based on the definition of F distribution, F � U/m/V/m
obeys the F distribution with degrees of freedom (m,m); that
is, F � U/V ∼ F(m, m). □ □

Theorem 5. If dist(r, s1)≤ dist(r, s2), then the probability
that Δm(r, s1)≤ kΔm(r, s2) is bigger than 1-P(F> k2); that is,
P(Δm(r, s1)≤ kΔm(r, s2)|dist(r, s1)≤dist(r, s2))> 1 − P

(F> k2). F is the distribution with degrees of freedom (m,m);
that is, F ∼ F(m, m).

Proof.
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 .
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□

According to $eorem 5, when k� 1, if dist(r, s1) ≤ dist

(r, s2), then P(Δm(r, s1)≤Δm(r, s2) |dist(r, s1)≤ dist(r, s2))
> 1 −P(F(m, m)> 1); it indicates that the probability that
Δm(r, s1)≤Δm(r, s2) has the lower bound: 1 − P(F

(m, m)> 1).

We can conclude that if s1 is closer to r than s2 in the
original d-dimensional space, πm(s1) is still likely to be
closer to πm(r) than πm(s2) in the projected m-dimen-
sional space with lower bound probability 1 − P(F(m,

m)> 1).

Table 1: Notations.

Notation Meaning of the notation
n1, n2 $e data points’ number in the dataset.
ϵ $e width of each partition under equal width partition strategy.
d $e data point’s dimensionality.
dist(s1, s2) $e Euclidean distance of data point s1 and data point s2.

g(s) g(s) � a · s, a is a d-dimensional vector, and each element is a random variable that obeys
p-stable distribution.

πm(s) πm(s) � 〈g1(s), g2(s), . . . , gm(s)〉.
Δm(s1, s2) Δm(s1, s2) � dist(πm(s1), πm(s2)).
χ2(m) Chi-square distribution with degree of freedom m.
π1(s)min $e minimum projected value of data point s.
π1(s)max $e maximum projected value of data point s.
len $e width of all the projected values in one-dimensional space; that is, π1(s)min − π1(s)max.
PN $e number of the partitions in one-dimensional space.
Pi $e ith partition.
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4. Probability Computation

When m � 1, k � 1, the probability P(F(m, m)> 1) can be
figured out based on the probability density of F distribution
which is described as follows:

ψ(y) �

Γ n1 + n2( /2  n1/n2( 
n1/2y

n1/2( )− 1

Γ n1/2( Γ n2/2(  1 + n1y/n2(  
n1+n2( )/2

, y> 0,

0, other.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Given the freedom (1,1) and the upper quantile with 1,
the probability P(F(m, m)> 1) can be calculated as the
follows:

P(F> 1) � 
∞

1
ψ(y)dy,
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∞
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4

  � 0.5.

(4)

$e result of the above computation shows that, given
three d-dimensional data points r, s1, and s2, r, s1, s2 ∈ R

d,
they can be reduced to 1-dimensional space through dot
product with a d-dimensional vector a. If s1 is closer to r
than s2 in the original d-dimensional space, the lower bound
probability that π1(s1) is still likely to be closer to π1(r) than
π1(s2) in the projected 1-dimensional space is 0.5.

5. k Nearest Neighbor Join Using Novel
Partitioning Strategy

5.1. Algorithm for k Nearest Neighbor Join Using Novel Par-
titioning Strategy. $eorem 5 shows that if s1 is closer to r
than s2 in the original d-dimensional space, πm(s1) is still

likely to be closer to πm(r) than πm(s2) in the projected
m-dimensional space with the lower bound probability
1 − P(F(m, m)> 1). $e conclusion implies that data points
in projected space maintain relative location relationship as
in original dimensional space. So we proposed k nearest
neighbor join algorithm using random projection (RP k

NN); it includes twomain stages: the first stage is responsible
for dimension reduction and space partition, and the second
stage is used to conduct k NN join in reduced dimensional
space. Figure 1 shows the general framework of k nearest
neighbor similarity join algorithm using novel partitioning
strategy. $e concrete process of the proposed algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1. $e getPartition routine projects
all the data points into one-dimensional space and divides
the data points into several partitions according to the
specific partition strategy (line 1). For each partition Pi, its
corresponding partition Pi, which needs to be compared
with Pi, can be obtained through lines 3–9. If Pi is the
leftmost partition, Pi←∪Pi ∪Pi+1 (line 5). If Pi is the
rightmost partition, Pi←∪Pi−1 ∪Pi (line 7); in other cases,
Pi←Pi−1 ∪Pi ∪Pi+1 (line 9). Finally, for each data point
v ∈ Pi, k NN join routine is used to find its k nearest
neighbors from Pi (lines 10–12).

5.2. Partition Strategy

5.2.1. Equal Width Partition Strategy. All the data points are
divided into several partitions with equal width. $e total
partition number can be set to PN � ⌊

�
n

√
⌋. Suppose that

π1(s)min is the minimum projected value of s in one-di-
mensional space and π1(s)max is the maximum projected
value of s in one-dimensional space; that is
π1(s)min � min π1(sj), sj ∈ R  and π1(s)max � max π1

(sj), sj ∈ R}; len is the width of all the projected values in
one-dimensional space, len � π1(s)min − π1(s)max; ϵ is the
width of each partition, ϵ � ⌊len/PN⌋; given a data point s,
its corresponding partition number is Pi � π1(s)/ϵ. $e
detailed procedure can be shown in Figure 2 and Algorithm
2.

5.2.2. Distance Split Tree-Based Partition Strategy. $e
previous equal width partition strategy is easy to implement;
however, it cannot deal with skewed dataset efficiently.
According to our proposed approach, the d-dimensional
data point s will be projected into one-dimensional space
through π1(s) � g1(s) � v · a � 

d
i�1 si ∗ ai; each element of

a obeys standard normal distribution; that is:
ai ∼ N(0, 1), i ∈ [1, d]. $e projected value π1(s) is subject
to normal distribution, so it is skewed. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the projected values.

Theorem 6. Given two d-dimensional data points s and a,
ai ∼ N(0, 1), i ∈ [1, d], π1(s) � g1(s) � s · a � 

d
i�1 si ∗ ai,

and then π1(s) ∼ N(0, 
d
i�1 s2i ).
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data partition

Random Projetion
g (s) = s.a

KNN join verification

KNN Join: 1 dimensional space

Verification: d-dimensional space

dimension reduction 

r

S1

S2

Pi = Pi–1 U Pi UPi+1
~

g (s)

. . . . . .Pi–1 Pi Pi+1


1


d

π1(r) = <g (r)>
π1(S1) = <g (S1)>
π1(S2) = <g (S2)>

Figure 1: Framework of k nearest neighbor join algorithm using novel partitioning strategy.

Input: R, k //dataset, the number of nearest neighbors to �nd
Output: res //a set of pairs of data points
(1) partitions←get Partition(R, n);
(2) res←∅;
(3) for i � 1; i≤ |partitions|; i + + do
(4) if i�� 1 then
(5) Pi⟵∪Pi ∪Pi+1
(6) else if i�� |partitions| then
(7) Pi⟵∪Pi−1 ∪Pi
(8) else
(9) Pi⟵Pi−1 ∪Pi ∪Pi+1
(10) for data point v ∈ Pi do
(11) temp←kNN Join(k, v, Pi)
(12) res←res∪ temp
(13) return res.

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for k nearest neighbor join using novel partitioning strategy.

P1 P2 P3 Pi–1 Pi Pi+1 Pm–2 Pm–1 Pm

equal width partition strategy
1

π1 (s)min
π1 (s)max

len = π1 (s)min–π1 (s)max

. . . . . .

g (s)

Pi = Pi–1 U Pi UPi+1
~

Figure 2: Equal width partition strategy.
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Input: R, n //dataset, the cardinality of the dataset
Output: partitions //list of the sets that partition the dataset
(1) PN � ⌊

�
n

√
⌋

(2) partitions[i]←∅,∀i, 0≤ i≤PN

(3) π1(s)min � min π1(sj), sj ∈ R 

(4) π1(s)max � max π1(sj), sj ∈ R 

(5) len � π1(s)min − π1(s)max
(6) ϵ � ⌊len/PN⌋

(7) choose one vector randomly, recorded as a,∀e ∈ a ∼ N(0, 1)

(8) //divide R into PN partitions according to Pi, the data points which have the same Pi.
(9) //belong to the same partition, recorded as partitions[1], partitions[2] · · · , partitions[PN].
(10) for each data point s ∈ R do
(11) π1(s)⟵〈g1(s)〉

(12) Pi � π1(s)/ϵ
(13) partitions[Pi]←〈Pi, π1(s), s〉

ALGORITHM 2: Equal width partition strategy.
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Figure 3: $e distribution of the projected values (π1(s)): (a) dim � 128 and data science � 30000; (b) dim � 256 and data science � 30000;
(c) dim � 512 and data science � 30000; (d) dim � 1024 and data science � 30000.
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Proof.

∵ai ∼ N(0, 1),

⇒siai ∼ N 0, s
2
i ,

∵π1(s) � 

d

i�1
si ∗ ai,

∴π1(s) ∼ N 0, 
d

i�1
s
2
i

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

⇒π1(s)is subject to normal distribution and its variance is

d

i�1
s
2
i .

(5)

Aiming to deal with the data skew problem, we proposed
a novel partition strategy called distance split tree- (DST-)
based partition strategy. Figure 4 displays the structure of
DST. $e main idea of DST is that after the original d-di-
mensional data points are mapped into one-dimensional
space, in the beginning, all the data points are divided into
equal width partitions with threshold ϵ � π1(s)max
−π1(s)min/2c, c is an adjustable parameter. maxNum is the
upper bound of data point count contained in each partition.
Once the data point count in a specific partition exceeds
maxNum, the partition will be divided into two new par-
titions with equal width again and so on, and finally, a
distance split tree is formed. For each leaf node, the level of
the node’s hierarchy, the node number in the specific level,
the count of the data, and the corresponding dataset are
recorded. Based on the above information, the distance
range corresponding to each leaf node can be calculated.$e
corresponding distance width of each node in the current
level can be calculated: 1/2level− 1ϵ. $e corresponding dis-
tance range of the node can be calculated by or de rNo in
the level [orderNo − 1/2level−1ϵ, orderNo/2level−1ϵ). $us, the
distance range corresponding to the N2 node can be cal-
culated: [3 − 1/23−1ϵ, 3/23−1ϵ); that is, [2/4ϵ, 3/4ϵ).

$e construction of distance split tree: the construction
process of the distance split tree is as follows: firstly, build a
root node Nroot, for each data point si ∈ R, and figure out its
projected value in one-dimensional space π1(si).$en all the
data points are divided into equal width partitions with
threshold ϵ, and the corresponding partition number of each
vector si in the mapping space is obtained pi d←π1(si)/ϵ.
If the node with the number pi d does not exist, a new child
node with the number pi d will be generated. If it already
exists, si is inserted into the node pi d, and its count value is
increased by 1. Once the amount of data point in a node
exceeds a given threshold, such as maxNum, the node will
be further divided into two subnodes according to the
distance range. Repeat this procedure, and finally, a distance
split tree is generated.

Data partitions generated: after the distance split tree is
constructed, the partitions set can be obtained through
preorder traversal for distance split tree; only the leaf nodes

are left as the member of the final partitions set. $en the
obtained partitions set can be used in Algorithm 1. □

6. Time Complexity Analysis

In this section, we mainly analyze the time complexity of our
proposed method. Given the d-dimensional dataset R and
|R| � n, the total partition number is PN � ⌊

�
n

√
⌋, Pi rep-

resents the ith partition, and Cost represents the total
computations of the proposed method. $e time complexity
is as the follows:

Cost � 

PN

i�1
Pi


∗ Pi ∪Pi−1 ∪Pi+1


∗ d. (6)

In the best cases, all the data points in R are evenly
distributed in each partition; that is, |Pi| � ⌊

�
n

√
⌋, so

Cost � 
PN

i�1
⌊

�
n

√
⌋∗ 3∗ ⌊

�
n

√
⌋∗ d

� ⌊
�
n

√
⌋∗ ⌊

�
n

√
⌋∗ 3∗ ⌊

�
n

√
⌋∗d

� 3∗ n
3/2 ∗d.

(7)

$e time complexity in the best case can be recorded as
O(n3/2d).

In the worst case, supposing that all the data points are
included in one partition, then the time complexity should
be O(n2d). Because the projected values of the proposed
method obey normal distribution, it is between the best case
and the worst case, so the time complexity of the proposed
method lies in (O(n3/2d),O(n2d)).

7. Experimental Analysis

We conducted experiments to test the effectiveness and
performance of the proposed methods, k nearest neighbor
join algorithm using random projection with equal width
partition strategy (RP k NNEW) and k nearest neighbor join
algorithm using random projection with distance split tree-
based partition strategy (RP k NNDST), and made com-
parisons between our proposed methods and the existing
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methods including a KNN [38] and the brute force method
with Block Nested Loop Join Strategy (BNLJ). a KNN [38] is
a relatively new research work on k NN similarity join
problem, and it also adopted the algorithms based on the
partitioning strategy.

Experimental settings: our tests are performed on HP
workstation, and the configurations are as follows: CPU:
Intel Xeon Gold 6136 @ 3.00GHz, memory: 128GB, disk:
2 TB, OS: 64-bit Windows 10, and 12 cores. Table 2 describes
the parameters and their values.$e bold fonts represent the
default values.

Datasets: the datasets adopted in our experiments are
synthetic data, the elements of the vector are uniformly
distributed in the range [0, 1], and the dimensionality of the
datasets includes 128, 256, 512, and 1024. $e datasets are
listed in Table 3.

7.1. Precision versusData Size. It can be concluded that RP k

NNEW has the best precision among the above three ap-
proaches, including aKNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST;
in some cases, the precision of RP k NNEW is more than
50%. However, Figure 5 shows that the precision of a KNN,
RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST is not very stable for dif-
ferent data size, and the precision of RP k NNDSTis between
that of a KNN and RP k NNEW.

7.2. Precision versus Dimension. Figure 6 displays the pre-
cision of a KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST under
different dimension. $e proposed method RP k NNEW has
the best precision; although the precision of RP k NNEW
varies under different dimension, it is always higher than
40% under all conditions. $e precision of RP k NNDST is
relatively stable under different dimension, and it is lower
than that of RP k NNEW. Because RP k NNDST adopts the
distance tree-based partition strategy and all the data points
will be distributed into different partitions more evenly,
every partition will not containmuchmore data points, so its
precision will decrease to some extent compared with RP k

NNEW. $e precision of our proposed methods, including

RP k NNEW and RP k NNDST, is better than that of a KNN
under all different dimension.

7.3. Precision versus k. Figure 7 displays the precision of the
above approaches (including a KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k

NNDST) under different k. $e results prove that the
precision of RP k NNEW and RP k NNDST is higher than
that of the existing method a KNN. $e precision of RP k

NNEW is higher than that of RP k NNDST; the reason is that
RP k NNEW adopted the equal width partition strategy;
while the projected values are skewed, several partitions will
contain more data points; the precision will be higher ac-
cordingly. $e precision of a KNN and RP k NNDST is
basically stable under different k value, while the precision of
RP k NNEW is a little more sensitive to the different k value.

7.4. Precision Distribution. Figure 8 displays the precision
distribution of a KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST. It
can be found that the precision of some data points is very
low (less than 5%), and the precision of some data points is
very high (more than 80%) by using RP k NNEW. $e
average precision of RP k NNEW is higher than that of a

KNN and RP k NNDST; the percentage of the data points
whose precision is more than 80% is 20.6%, 0.05%, and
0.57%, respectively, for RP k NNEW, a KNN, and RP k

NNDST. $e main reason is that RP k NNEW adopts the
equal width partition strategy, which cannot deal with the
skewed projected values effectively; however, RP k NNDST
adopts distance split tree-based partition strategy, which can
distribute all the data points into different partitions more
evenly.

7.5. Performance versus Data Size. Figure 9 displays the
performance of BNLJ, a KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k

NNDSTon the datasets with different size. $e run time of a

KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST is much less than that
of the BNLJ method; the run time of BNLJ increases ex-
ponentially with the size of the datasets; however, the run
time of a KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDST increases

0 1 24

1 1 10 1 2 2 1 5 9 1 8 3

2 1 3 2 2 7 2 9 4 2 10 5

3 3 4 3 4 3 3 7 2 3 8 3

root node

leaf node
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level
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Figure 4: Distance split tree-based partition strategy.
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linearly with the size of the datasets. $e run time of RP k

NNEW is a little bit more than that of a KNN and RP k

NNDST. While we can find that RP k NNEW has the best
precision among all the methods based on the above pre-
cision analysis, we can choose the RP k NNEW method
when the performance requirements are not very strict;
otherwise, RP k NNDSTwill be the most appropriate choice,
because the precision of RP k NNDSTis higher than that of a

KNN, while its run time is less than that of RP k NNEW.

7.6. Performance versus Dimension. Figure 10 displays the
performance of our proposed methods and the existing
methods for different dimensions, which are 128, 256, 512,

and 1024, respectively. $e time of all algorithms grows with
the increase of the dimension, and the reason is the bigger
the dimension, the higher the time complexity. $e per-
formance of RP k NNEW is the best when the dimension is
less than 512, while the run time of RP k NNEW will be
slightly higher than that of a KNN when the dimension
exceeds 512.$e run time of RP k NNEW is higher than that
of a KNN and RP k NNEW, while Figure 6 shows that RP k

NNEW has the best precision in all cases.

7.7. Performance versus k. $e performance of BNLJ, a

KNN, RP k NNEW, and RP k NNDSTwith different k (data
size� 30000; dim� 512) is displayed in Figure 11. $e run

Table 2: Experimental settings.

Experimental parameters Values of the parameters
Returned number: k 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50
Dimensionality: d 128, 256, 512, and 1024

Data size: N
10000, 20000, 30000, 40000,

and 50000

Table 3: Datasets descriptions.

Dataset Number Dim. Data size
(M)

Data-128-1 10,000 128 11.3
Data-128-2 20,000 128 22.5
Data-128-3 30,000 128 33.8
Data-128-4 40,000 128 45
Data-128-5 50,000 128 56.3
Data-256-3 30,000 256 67.6
Data-512-1 10,000 512 45
Data-512-2 20,000 512 90
Data-512-3 30,000 512 135.1
Data-512-4 40,000 512 180.1
Data-512-5 50,000 512 225.1
Data-1024-3 30,000 960 270
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Figure 5: Precision versus data size.
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Figure 8:$e distribution of the precision: (a) dim � 512, data size � 30000, and k � 30; (b) dim � 512, data size � 30000, and k � 30; (c) dim
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time of all the above algorithms changes little with the
different value of k. $e run time of RP k NNDST is very
close to that of a KNN, and the reason has been explained in
Section 6; however, the precision of RP k NNDST is better
than that of a KNN according to Figure 7. $e run time of
RP k NNDST and a KNN is less than that of RP k NNEW.

7.8. Preprocessing Time. Figure 12 displays the preprocessing
time required by the construction of the distance split tree
(DST) in RP k NNDST approach for different dataset. $e
preprocessing time increases almost linearly with the size of
the dataset. Given a dataset with a fixed size, the preprocessing
time increases exponentially with the growth of the dimen-
sion. Overall, the proportion of preprocessing time in the total
time is low and relative stable. $e benefit of the distance split
tree (DST) canmake up for the additional overhead caused by
the construction of DSTand canmake the total run time of RP
k NNDST less than that of RP k NNEW.

8. Conclusions

In the above sections, we mainly studied the k nearest
neighbor similarity join problem on high-dimensional data.
We proposed k nearest neighbor join algorithm using
random projection with equal width partition strategy (RP k

NNEW) and k nearest neighbor join algorithm using ran-
dom projection with distance split tree-based partition
strategy (RP k NNDST), which can filter out many un-
necessary comparisons and ensure the required precision.
We also conducted several experiments to test the effec-
tiveness and performance of our proposed approaches, and
the test results show that the proposed approaches in this
paper have better effectiveness and performance. However,
the proposed approaches in this paper have some limita-
tions, and they can only work with the Euclidean distance. In
future research works, we are planning to further study the k

NN similarity join approaches, which can deal with other
similarity measures, other more effective dimension
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reduction techniques, and the distributed k nearest neighbor
similarity join algorithms.
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Platform ecosystem provides internal firms with an abundant source of green technology knowledge for sustainable development.
In a low-carbon economy, green technology could be accumulated via platform, thus utilized to achieve energy conservation and
emission reduction. From firm’s social capital perspective, this study explores the effects of platform firm’s IT capabilities and
external informal knowledge governance on green knowledge integration. A theoretical model is constructed about their direct
and interactive effects. Based on 372 samples of platform firms, the empirical test results show that ITcapabilities have a significant
positive impact on collaborative and sysematic green knowledge integration; external informal knowledge governance has a
significant positive impact on socialized and collaborative green knowledge integration; and their interactive effects pose sig-
nificant positive impact on socialized, collaborative, and systematic green knowledge integration.

1. Introduction

Low-carbon economy is advocated by an increasing
number of countries as climate changes and environmental
pollution looms. It has been one development mainstream
of the world economy. EU, China, and many other
economies are requiring firms to participate into the
carbon reduction activities with concrete reduction goals or
routines (e.g., carbon neutrality). Besides, from ecological
perspective, industry 4.0 emphasizes the efficiency of re-
source and energy, which is driven by the harmony between
economy and ecological environment via green technology
innovation (e.g., 5G, AI) [1, 2]. In these contexts, firms,
main carbon emitters, should assume key responsibilities of
reducing carbon emission. In the last decades, various
platforms are prevailing as firms are directly and indirectly
linked by online transaction based on digital technology,
especially in the era of industry 4.0 and globalization. %ey
exist in various forms (e.g., e-commerce platform,
smartphone platform). And they are usually initiated or

created by key stone firms (e.g., Amazon, Alibaba Inc.).
Platform, as a popular organization cluster, provides a key
micro context for collaboration, cooperation and coevo-
lution among those firms surrounding the key stone firms
or dominator firms [3]. With aims of peak carbon dioxide
by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060 committed by
Chinese government, Chinese platform firms have devel-
oped rapidly in recent years. %ese platform firms are
associated and coordinated by surrounding customer
value, introducing platform ecological effects that could
complement each other. %e symbiosis environment in
platform ecosystem provides good external conditions and
abundant resources for innovation and sustainable de-
velopment by searching, sharing, integrating, and creating
technical knowledge inside and outside the internal firms
[4, 5]. Green technology knowledge integration helps firms
integrate green technology into the link of opportunity
identification and innovation, thereby promotes energy
conservation, emission reduction, and low-carbon devel-
opment [6].
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In green knowledge integration (GKI) of platform firm,
many factors (e.g., knowledge characteristics, market
mechanism failure) will affect technological innovation [7].
For example, the deeper the tacitness and embedding of
knowledge, the more difficult its observation, which will
affect the knowledge sharing, dissemination, and absorption
among different platform firms. And information asym-
metry, sharing dilemma, and evaluation difficulties also
hinder knowledge exchange and collaboration. %ese
problems will lead to knowledge hiding, “free riding”, and
other risks, so GKI should be conducted from the per-
spective of governance [8, 9]. In platform ecosystem, firms
are linked via symbiosis. Due to the lack of formal mech-
anism (e.g., bureaucracy), platform firm’s external informal
knowledge governance (EIKG) is needed to guide green
knowledge activities [10]. Different from internal informal
governance tools or methods (e.g., corporate culture, per-
sonal relationship), firm’s external knowledge governance
primarily relies on organizational relationship, external
network structure, etc. [11, 12]; however, existing studies on
knowledge governance mainly focus on firm’s internal teams
or departments, and external firm’s EKG still needs further
exploration.

In platform ecosystem, low-carbon economy requires
efficient coordination among platform firms. %is process is
accompanied by information circulation (e.g., data,
knowledge), which is inseparable from information tech-
nology. %erefore, platform firm’s IT capabilities (ITC) are
key elements to improve the level of green knowledge
management [13]. In low-carbon economy, environmental
capacity is limited and environmental awareness is con-
stantly increasing. %us, platform firms would utilize in-
formation technologies (e.g., cloud computing, AI) to
acquire more green knowledge and improve the efficiency of
green knowledge creation and application. In firm’s
knowledge activities, ITC could promote knowledge sharing
by providing data processing system and knowledge sharing
platform [14]. However, the relationship between ITC and
GKI needs further exploration especially in the context of
platform ecosystem, such as effects of ITC on GKI and EIKG
on GKI in the platform.

To explore these effects in platform firms, this study
introduces social capital into firm’s EIKG, constructs a
conceptual model about these effects, collects 372 sample
data of platform firms from China, and verifies their rela-
tionships through statistical analysis. %is paper makes the
following main contributions:

(1) To explore the effects of platform firm’s ITC on the
subdimensions of GKI and verify these effects

(2) To explore the effects of platform firm’s EIKG on the
subdimensions of GKI from firm’s social capital
perspective and discover the different roles of EIKG
in the subdimensions of GKI

(3) To explore the interactive effects of platform firm’s
ITC and EIKG on the subdimensions of GKI, verify
these effects, and analyze the moderating effects in
the interaction

%e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the relevant literature and introduces the
conceptual model. Section 3 describes the methodology used
for data collection and measurement. Section 4 presents
model test and analysis. Section 5 summarizes the conclu-
sion and presents possible future work.

2. Literature Review and Concept
Model Construction

2.1. Platform Firm’s IT Capabilities and Green Knowledge
Integration. Platform ecosystem is a super-organization
composed of interrelated groups of organizations that share
common vision and achieve coevolution and sustainable
development through cooperative innovation [15]. It em-
phasizes symbiosis and openness, and provides environ-
mental support for open innovation and low-carbon
development [16]. In low-carbon economy, relying on
various symbiotic relationships in platform ecosystem (e.g.,
mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism symbiosis), firms
could achieve low-carbon-related technology and knowl-
edge sharing, complementation, optimization, and collab-
oration with other members, then green technology
knowledge integration and application to achieve energy
conservation and emission reduction. %erefore, the effi-
ciency of green technology knowledge activities would not
only affect platform firm’s green technology innovation and
competitive advantages but also affect the energy conser-
vation and emission reduction of the entire platform
ecosystem.

Green knowledge is judged from its long-term positive
impact on environment, and generally includes green
technologies and shared vision that could protect the en-
vironment and promote firm’s sustainable development
[17]. Usually, platform firm’s external green technology
knowledge is mainly from active sharing, mutual beneficial
exchange, or transaction among internal firms of the plat-
form ecosystem, which is produced in the process of firm
allying and common business transaction. In addition, core
firm could enrich green knowledge of the platform eco-
system by attracting firms with complementary knowledge
to join and actively promote their knowledge sharing and
exchange. Noncore firm (e.g., dominator and niche firms)
will actively participate in the knowledge activities to obtain
environment-friendly knowledge [18]. Because of the strong
complementarity of platform firms’ knowledge and the small
green knowledge distance, it is easy for platform firms to
share and integrate their green knowledge under the sym-
biosis vision and the leadership of core firms in platform
ecosystem.

Green knowledge integration (GKI) refers to the dy-
namic identification, collection, reconstruction, and opti-
mization of green knowledge by firms, so that green
knowledge could be systematically linked and integrated,
which is conducive to knowledge creation and innovation
[19]. It involves changes about knowledge forms, organi-
zation, and transferring [20]. GKI could not only promote
firms’ internal green technology innovation but also help
them perceive the market demand for low-carbon economy
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and energy conservation. GKI urges firms to cross organi-
zational boundaries to innovate, so firms’ external knowl-
edge reconfiguration is inevitable. From the perspective of
integration method, firm’s green knowledge integration
could be divided into socialized green knowledge integration
(SOGKI), collaborative green knowledge integration
(COGKI), and systematic green knowledge integration
(SYGKI). Inside platform firm, SOGKI is embodied by the
establishment of shared visions and values to promote
knowledge integration. It has characteristics of high inte-
gration efficiency, narrow scope, and low flexibility. COGKI
is embodied by firms’ participation in common business
activities to promote knowledge exchange and integration
between organizations. It has low integration efficiency, wide
scope, and high flexibility. SYGKI is reflected in firm’s
existing knowledge coding, reorganizing, flowing, and other
standardized knowledge processes. It has high integration
efficiency, narrow scope, and low flexibility [21]. In platform
ecosystem, firm’s GKI has many problems (e.g., knowledge
vagueness, embeddedness, tacitness, context dependence,
specificity, and pricing difficulty, sparse distribution, rapid
changing). Some problems lead to the failure of firm’s formal
governance mechanism. While the low-carbon economy
poses high requirements for their green knowledge inte-
gration and innovation.

IT not only affects the knowledge network structure of
platform ecosystem, but also affects the acquisition, creation,
and application of knowledge by influencing information
collection, storage, transmission, and processing [14]. Firm’s
ITC is a complex collection of internal and external IT-
related resources, skills, coordination activities, and business
practice knowledge of using IT assets to achieve expected
goals [22, 23], involving the comprehensive transferring and
deploying IT-based and relevant resources [24]. Firm’s ITC
could significantly promote knowledge sharing and inte-
gration with suppliers and customers [25]. %erefore,
platform firm could facilitate the sharing and integration of
green knowledge by building ITC.

In knowledge activities, firms mainly apply ITC to con-
nect dispersed information carriers, integrate multilevel in-
formation, and optimize knowledge networks to enhance
their ability to integrate, match, and innovate business pro-
cesses including knowledge activities [26]. Regarding IT roles
in interfirm business, Rai and Tang [27] divided firm’s ITC
into IT integration capabilities (ITIC) and ITreset capabilities
(ITRC) from the perspective of organizational cooperation.
ITIC are the abilities to integrate business data, communi-
cation technology, and business collaboration systems among
firms via IT. %ey achieve the integration of business pro-
cesses including knowledge among firms by resolving dif-
ferences in the information business level (e.g., differences in
data structures and business processes) and coordinating
differences in software and hardware (e.g., differences in
hardware infrastructure and information system compati-
bility). ITRC are the abilities to expand and reorganize IT
resources according to external business needs. %ey are
based on information system modularization, interface
standardization, then realizes the support of information
technology for adjustment of firm’s knowledge activities.

In platform ecosystem, firm’s ITC are embedded in the
organizational business processes and could promote value
chain development via supporting and optimizing business
processes: firms utilize ITC to connect knowledge nodes on
the platform ecological chain, optimize knowledge network
structure and business processes, and improve the efficiency
of knowledge activities to support the business ecological
chain [28]. During these processes, core firms will actively
use IT to establish a knowledge sharing platform to promote
business collaboration and knowledge integration. Noncore
firms could also use IT to increase their participation in
knowledge activities. With the assistance of ITC, platform
firms could link external knowledge nodes with external
knowledge networks, meanwhile perform explicit coding
and rapid transmission of information to achieve rapid
aggregation, sharing, and transfer of knowledge. Platform
firm’s ITC could also realize the intelligent processing,
mining, and efficient retrieval of knowledge to facilitate the
systematic integration of knowledge [29]. %erefore, ITIC
could positively affect knowledge management including
GKI. When the demand for energy conservation and
emission reduction related to green innovation changes,
ITRC could help firms quickly adjust external knowledge
networks and coordinate knowledge activities [30], so as to
quickly obtain green knowledge needed to support the low-
carbon development. Based on the above analysis, this article
proposes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a): platform firm’s IT capabilities
could positively affect the socialized green knowledge
integration.
Hypothesis 1b (H1b): platform firm’s IT capabilities
could positively affect the collaborative green knowl-
edge integration.
Hypothesis 1c (H1c): platform firm’s IT capabilities
could positively affect the systematic green knowledge
integration.

2.2. External Informal Knowledge Governance and Green
Knowledge Integration

2.2.1. Platform Firm’s External Knowledge Governance.
%e complexity and characteristics (e.g., vagueness,
embeddedness, tacitness, and context dependence) of
knowledge activities hinder knowledge sharing and trans-
ferring. However, in the platform ecosystem, there is a lack
of restraints and incentives from contracts, hierarchical
organization, culture, economy, etc. %erefore, platform
firms need to use relationship and common cognition, trust,
agreements, etc. to promote external knowledge transfer
[31].%is determines that knowledge organizing and man-
aging need coordination and optimization from governance
perspective. Knowledge governance is the process that an
organization coordinates knowledge exchanging and shar-
ing between internal and external knowledge nodes to op-
timize knowledge acquisition, creation, and distribution
[32]. Foss andMichailova [33] divide knowledge governance
into formal knowledge governance (governance through the
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application of formal bureaucratic mechanisms such as
power and institutions) and informal knowledge governance
(governance through the application of informal mecha-
nisms such as culture and relationship). Firms should choose
a more effective combination of governance mechanisms
based on specific context to positively affect knowledge
sharing and integration.

In platform ecosystem, firms lack formal mechanisms
(e.g., relevant rules and regulation, contracts) for external
knowledge activities, so their restraint and incentive effects
are insufficient. And some problems (e.g., knowledge hiding
and pricing difficulty) also hinder the knowledge exchange
through market mechanisms. %erefore, informal mecha-
nisms (e.g., relationship governance, network governance)
should be applied to influence external knowledge activities
[34, 35]. Firm’s EIKG is mainly achieved by tapping its social
capital (e.g., mutual trust, network relationship, consensus
among platform firms) [12, 19, 25]. Firm’s social capital is
the sum of relationship, cognition, and structure that could
affect external information activities and could be used to
coordinate knowledge acquisition and sharing among firms
[25, 31, 36, 37]. It could be divided into structural capital,
cognitive capital, and relational capital [38]. %us, external
informal knowledge governance from social capital perspective
for platform firms could be conducted from three dimensions:
structure, cognition, and relationship. (1) On the structural
dimension, informal governance mainly establishes the niche
of the firm through the positioningmechanism on the business
ecological chain and affects the platform ecosystem. (2) On the
cognitive dimension, informal governance mainly promotes
knowledge sharing and open innovation among internal
members through the establishment of symbiosis mechanism.
(3) On the relational dimension, informal governance mainly
relies on trust mechanism establishment among members to
maintain and promote the formation and development of the
business ecological chain, thereby promoting cooperation
between knowledge nodes. %erefore, EIKG of platform firm
could be mainly launched from three aspects: positioning
mechanism (PM), symbiosis mechanism (SM), and trust
mechanism (TM).

2.2.2. External Informal Knowledge Governance and Green
Knowledge Integration. As for PM, platform firms mainly
have keystone, dominator, and niche positioning [39].
Keystone positioning means platform firm is the initiator
and leader of the platform who builds and optimizes the
business ecological chain through core technologies and
business models, and it creates business niches for other
positioning. Dominator positioning firms build key niches
in platform ecosystem through business collaboration via
key technologies and business links. Niche firms are small
ones that are in the gap or on the edge of platform ecosystem
who diversifies platform development.

To occupy or re-establish the business niche through
technological and business innovation, PM would utilize

internal and external resources, business models, etc., to
establish business relationship with other system members
[40, 41]. %is process is accompanied by the formation,
optimization, and reconstruction of firm's external knowl-
edge network. Firm’s positioning with greater influence
needs more green knowledge, while such positioning could
help them consolidate the favorable position in the
knowledge network. %is positioning would conversely af-
fect their external green knowledge acquisition, absorption,
and integration [42].

As for SM, firm’s symbiosis is based on labor division
and coevolution of the value chain in platform ecosystem
[43]. Platform firms establish corresponding symbiotic
infrastructure (e.g., industry-university-research plat-
form, supply chain platform). %ey would collaborate
with each other to achieve the low-carbon development of
the entire platform. %erefore, they should establish
common knowledge activity standards (e.g., knowledge
exchanging and sharing process) to facilitate green
knowledge sharing and collaboration. In addition, the
symbiosis vision could promote platform firms to reach a
consensus on cooperation in the organizing, transferring,
and sharing of green knowledge. Firm’s symbiotic rela-
tionship with higher mutual benefit tends to increase
green knowledge sharing and open innovation to obtain
more green knowledge.

As for TM, trust is the subjective belief that the two
parties do not expect opportunistic behaviour from each
other, which could prompt firms to advance potential
transactions according to expectations without worrying
about being misused by other parties [44]. Trust could ef-
fectively reduce the risk and uncertainty in green knowledge
activities [45]. More trust could also increase the relation-
ship strength between organizations, thereby increasing
their green knowledge cooperation, sharing or exchange
[46]. Additionally, trust could reduce knowledge transaction
costs and increase benefits of knowledge activities [47]. To
sum up, EIKG from the perspective of social capital could
positively affect green knowledge transfer among platform
firms, thus affecting their GKI. %erefore, this article pro-
poses the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2a (H2a): external informal knowledge
governance could positively affect socialized green
knowledge integration of platform firms.
Hypothesis 2b (H2b): external informal knowledge
governance could positively affect collaborative green
knowledge integration of platform firm.
Hypothesis 2c (H2c): external informal knowledge
governance could positively affect systematic green
knowledge integration of platform firms.

2.3. InteractiveEffects of ITCapabilities andExternal Informal
Knowledge Governance. %e impact of IT capabilities (ITC)
on external informal knowledge governance (EIKG). In the
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process of applying EIKG, firstly, ITIC could help platform
firms establish a knowledge transmission network which
could improve the efficiency of green knowledge transfer
and reduce costs. Secondly, ITIC could help platform firms
systematically integrate data, knowledge in different for-
mats and levels through systematic coding and stan-
dardized processing. Furthermore, ITRC could help
platform firms adjust their knowledge network to opti-
mize business processes. %erefore, the roles of ITC in the
construction of firms’ green knowledge network and
systematic knowledge processing will directly affect their
ecological positioning and knowledge acquisition; the
roles of ITC in business collaboration and the estab-
lishment of symbiotic relationship could promote the
communication in platform ecosystem chain, and
strengthen the symbiotic relationship and trust rela-
tionship among platform firm. %e impact of EIKG on
ITC. PM in EIKG would guide platform firm’s ITC.%e IT
strategic thinking under SM could prompt platform firms
to use IT in green knowledge transfer and collaboration to
attract external firms, thereby expanding green knowledge
network in platform ecosystem and green knowledge
source. %e sustainable development under the SM could
guide the construction and application of ITRC (e.g., IT
upgrade, business process reengineering). Finally, the
application of TM could improve the effects of ITC by
reducing the risk of opportunism. %erefore, EIKG could
guide and promote the establishment, application, and
upgrade of ITC in the process of GKI.

In summary, this article proposes the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3a (H3a): the interactive effect of IT ca-
pabilities and external informal knowledge governance
has a positive impact on platform firm’s socialized
green knowledge integration.
Hypothesis 3b (H3b): the interactive effect of IT ca-
pabilities and external informal knowledge governance
has a positive impact on platform firm’s collaborative
green knowledge integration.
Hypothesis 3c (H3c): the interactive effect of IT ca-
pabilities and external informal knowledge governance
has a positive impact on platform firm’s systematic
green knowledge integration.

Based on the hypotheses above, this paper constructs a
conceptual model (Figure 1) about the impacts of platform
firm’s ITC, EIKG, and their interaction on the sub-
dimensions of green knowledge integration.

3. Methodology

To verify the conceptual model and its hypotheses proposed
above, empirical research is conducted whose process is
shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, initial scales from literature
review are adopted and revised, final scales are formed via
preliminary investigation, and sample data are collected via
sampling questionnaire survey. %ese data are subjected to
reliability and validity check, then analyzed via multiple

linear regression method, and further moderating effects are
tested for analyzing the results of hypothesis verification.

3.1. Data Collection. %is study uses empirical analysis to
verify the proposed conceptual model. Chinese platform
ecosystems have developed rapidly in recent years, and they
are accelerating their low-carbon transformation, and ac-
tively conducting green knowledge integration. %erefore,
they provide sufficient samples for this study. %e survey
subjects are selected from three e-commerce platform
ecosystems (Taobao, JD, and Pinduoduo). %ese three
platform ecosystems are relatively mature, and the number
of their internal firms is very large. Four types of subjects in
these platform ecosystems (core firms, flagship stores, or-
dinary merchants, and logistics firms) cover the roles of
keystone, dominator, and niche firms. %ere are two ways to
issue questionnaires: (1) issuing questionnaires to managers
and first-line workers from different departments in core
firms of these platforms, and a total of 100 questionnaires are
collected; (2) issuing questionnaires to those people from
clothing, home appliances, food, book flagship stores, lo-
gistics firms via platform instant messenger, and 600
questionnaires are collected. Questionnaire survey was
conducted from May to December 2020. Except invalid
questionnaires, a total of 372 valid questionnaires are
collected.

3.2. Measurement. %e questionnaire contains two parts:
background information and variable scales. Initial items of
variable scales mainly come from existing mature scales, and
the indicators use Likert’s 7-point scale (1 means “com-
pletely disagree/do not conform,” 7 means “completely
agree/conform”). We firstly used the Delphi method to
improve the initial scale by inviting 5 experts to modify the
scales for three rounds; then conducted a preliminary in-
vestigation on one e-commerce platform (collecting 61
samples of data). Via reliability and validity analysis of the
scales, we eliminated two items with underloading factors to
get the final scales.

(1) Green Knowledge Integration (GKI). %e measure-
ment items refer to the research of Long [12], Prieto-
Pastor [25], and Mehta [19], including 4 socialized
green knowledge integration items (SOGKI1—
SOGKI4), 4 collaborative green knowledge inte-
gration items (COGKI1—COGKI4), and 4 system-
atic green knowledge integration items (SYGKI1—
SYGKI4).

H1a, H1b, H1c

SOGKI

EIKG

ITC
GKI

COGKI

SYGKI

ITC x EIKG

H2a, H2b, H2c

H3a, H3b, H3c

Figure 1: Conceptual model.
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(2) IT Capabilities (ITC). %e measurement items come
from the scale of Rai et al. [27], including IT inte-
gration capabilities (ITIC) and IT reset capabilities
(ITRC). ITIC includes 3 measurement items (ITIC1-
ITIC3). ITRC includes 3 measurement items
(ITRC1-ITRC3).

(3) External Informal Knowledge Governance (EIKG).
%e measurement items refer to the research of
Iansiti [39], Prieto-Pastor [25], etc., including 3
positioning mechanism items (PM1-PM3), 5 sym-
biosis mechanism items (SM1-SM5), and 4 trust
mechanism items (TM1-TM4).

(4) Controls. %e age and scale of platform firms are
controlled for their possible effects on knowledge
integration according to the existing literature [48].

4. Model Test and Analysis

4.1. Validity Test. In multiple linear regression analysis,
common method deviation and multicollinearity are two
common threats to the validity of research model. And their
prevention and check are as follows:

(1) Common Method Deviation. After adopting com-
mon method deviation prevention technology (e.g.,
anonymity of questionnaires, terminology annota-
tion, item order changing, 3 reverse questions, and
item expression improvement), this study uses
Harman’s single factor test to check the common
method deviation: the KMO value without rotation
is 0.917, the chi-square value is 146.172, and the
significance level is 0.000. %e factor analysis of all
items shows that the contribution value of the first
principal component factor is 29.743%, so the impact
of common method deviation in the study is not
significant.

(2) Multicollinearity Detection. %is study uses variance
inflation factor (VIF) as the indicator to check the
multicollinearity among variables. %e VIFs of ITIC,
ITRC, PM, SM, and TM are 4.247, 4.324, 1.751,
2.988, 2.056, respectively. %ey are all less than 5, so
there is no multicollinearity problem among related
variables.

4.2. Reliability and Validity Analysis. In this study, explor-
atory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis were
applied to check the reliability and validity of the variable
scales. %e results are shown in Table 1. %e Cronbach’s α of
subdimensions of ITC, EIKG, and GKI in Table 1 are all
greater than 0.7, so the scales have good internal consistency.
In addition, the minimum CR (construct reliability) of each
variable subdimension is 0.806 (greater than 0.7), so the
scales have good construction reliability. In summary, the
reliability of the scales is acceptable.

In terms of validity, the designing process of the ques-
tionnaire ensures the content validity of the scales. In the
confirmatory factor analysis, the minimum factor loading of
each subdimension is 0.718 (greater than 0.6), the maximum
cross-factor loading is 0.336 (less than 0.4), and the mini-
mum value of AVE of all subdimensions in Table 1 is 0.574
(greater than 0.5). In addition, the correlation coefficient
values between the variables in Table 2are all less than 0.7. In
summary, the scales have good convergence validity and
discriminative validity.

4.3. Hypothesis Verification

(1) Dimensionality Reduction of Independent Vari-
ables. Since independent variables (ITC, EIKG) are
all high-dimensional variables, we firstly use the
projection pursuit method [49] to reduce their
dimensionality. %e projection pursuit method
could project non-normal distributed and non-
linear high-dimensional data into a one-dimen-
sional space that could reflect their principal in-
formation or characteristics and avoid possible
mutual influence. Its operation are as follows [50]:
(i) Normalize the item data of independent vari-
ables with minimum-maximum method: x∗(i, j) �

(x(i, j) − xmin(j))/(xmax(j) − xmin(j)) (x(i, j) is
the value of jth question of sample i, and xmax(j),
xmin(j) are the maximum and minimum of the jth
question in all samples, respectively). (ii) Con-
struct the projection index function that is the
projection direction. (iii) Optimize the projection
index function via genetic algorithm. (iv) Calculate
the one-dimensional independent variable value

Random
sampling survey

Preliminary
investigation 

Results Analysis
Effects of ITC, EIKG,
and ITC x EIKG on

SOGKI, COGKI,
and SYGKI

Hypothesis Verification
Dimensionality reduction
Multiple linear regression analysis

Reliability and Validity
Common method deviation
Multicollinearity detection
Cronbach’s α, CR
Correlation coefficient matrix

ITC, EIKG,
GKI (SOGKI,

COGKI, SYGKI)

Initial scales
ITC, EIKG,

GKI (SOGKI,
COGKI, SYGKI)

Final scales

Taobao, JD, Pinduoduo
E-commerce platform

Sample Data

Figure 2: Methodology of model verification.
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based on the optimal projection direction. Use
Python program to calculate the optimal projec-
tion directions of ITC and EIKG. %ey are
a1 = (0.513,0.401,0.351,0.336,0.412,0.502) and
a2 = (0.310,0.323,0.312,0.216,0.122,0.149, 0.287,
0.251, 0.314, 0.402, 0.301, 0.350), which are all unit
length vectors.

(2) Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. To verify the
hypotheses proposed above, based on dimensionality
reduction of independent variables, this study fol-
lowed the recommendation of Baron and Kenny
[51], step-by-step introduced control variables, in-
dependent variables (ITC, EIKG), interactive effect
of independent variables, and analyzed the multiple
linear regression models with three dependent var-
iables (SOGKI, COGKI, SYGKI). %e multiple re-
gression analysis results are shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the p values corresponding to the F
values in all models with independent variables are all less
than 0.01, so all models are effective in statistics. After in-
troducing two independent variables and their interactive
effects in sequence into the models with three dependent
variables, the values of adjusted R2 are all improved.
%erefore, the fit of the model containing interactive effects
is better.

In SOGKI submodels, no significant correlation exists
between ITC and SOGKI (Model 1), so hypothesis 1a is not
supported. While EIKG alone is positively correlated with
SOGKI since the coefficient is 0.469 (p< 0.001) in Model 2.
%is supports hypothesis 2a. As for interactive effect of
independent variables on EIKG inModel 3, the correlation is
highly significant (p< 0.001) and positive (the coefficient is
0.191), so hypothesis 3a is supported.

In COGKI submodels, ITC are significantly and posi-
tively correlated with COGKI in Model 5 (the coefficient is
0.313, and p< 0.01), thus hypothesis 1b is supported. And
EIKG has a highly significant positive correlation with
COGKI in Model 5 since the coefficient is 0.395, and
p< 0.01.%is provides support for hypothesis 2b. In terms of
interactive effect of independent variables in Model 6, the
correlation is highly significant (p< 0.01) and positive (the
coefficient is 0.469), which supports hypothesis 3b.

In SYGKI submodels, ITC and SYGKI are highly sig-
nificantly positively correlated in Model 8 since the corre-
lation coefficient is 0.465, and p< 0.001. %us, hypothesis 1c
is supported. While the correlation between EIKG and
SYGKI is not significant, thus hypothesis 2c is not sup-
ported. In terms of interactive effect of independent vari-
ables in Model 9, the correlation is highly significant
(p< 0.01) and positive (the coefficient is 0.142). %is result
yields support for hypothesis 3c.

4.4. Result Analysis

(1) ITC could promote COGKI and SYGKI, but there is
no positive correlation of ITC with SOGKI. IT could
improve the efficiency of explicit knowledge col-
lection, standardized storage, and transmission.
%erefore, the application of ITC could enhance the
collaborative and systematic integration of explicit
green knowledge among platform firms. %e reason
for the failure of the relationship between ITC and
SOGKI may be that the latter requires the guidance
of shared cognition such as symbiotic vision.
%erefore, without the aid of EIKG, pure ITC may
not be able to promote the SOGKI of platform firms.

Table 1: Reliability and validity analysis of the scales.

Variable Subdimension Cronbach’s α CR AVE

ITC ITIC 0.789 0.849 0.651
ITRC 0.747 0.854 0.661

EIKG
PM 0.782 0.806 0.581
SM 0.791 0.870 0.574
TM 0.802 0.859 0.605

GKI
SOGKI 0.834 0.877 0.640
COGKI 0.797 0.895 0.680
SYGKI 0.827 0.869 0.625

Table 2: Correlation coefficient matrix and square root of average variance extraction value (N� 372).

Variables ITIC ITRC PM SM TM SOGKI COGKI SYGKI
ITIC 0.807
ITRC 0.167∗ 0.813
PM 0.201 0.213 0.762
SM 0.102∗ 0.094∗ 0.431 0.758
TM 0.262 0.309 0.101 0.205∗ 0.778
SOGKI 0.104 0.239 0.512∗∗ 0.357∗ 0.413∗∗ 0.801
COGKI 0.351∗∗ 0.287∗∗ 0.245 0.401∗∗ 0.351∗∗ 0.155∗ 0.824
SYGKI 0.574∗∗ 0.197∗∗ 0.303 0.198∗∗ 0.339 0.203 0.112 0.791
Notes: (1) Diagonal elements are the square roots of AVE; (2) ∗p> 0.05; (3) ∗∗p< 0.05.
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In addition, SOGKI also involves the learning and
dissemination of tacit knowledge. %ese issues may
be greatly influenced by factors such as trust, culture,
etc., and are not closely related to ITC.

(2) EIKG could promote SOGKI and COGKI, but it has
no positive correlation with SYGKI. In platform
ecosystem where formal governance mechanism is
insufficient, firms could use social capital to influ-
ence GKI in terms of ecological positioning, vision,
and trust establishment: ecological positioning helps
firm occupy the target position of the platform
ecosystem (appropriate knowledge network nodes),
establish the structural basis for green knowledge
integration; the implementation of the symbiosis
vision and the establishment of trust will help firm
reach a consensus on green knowledge sharing,
transaction, etc., reduce uncertainty and opportu-
nistic behavior, thus laying the foundations of
cognition and relationship for green knowledge

integration. %e construction of these foundations
will help platform firms to form a consensus, so as to
realize socialized and collaborative green knowl-
edge integration. %e reason for the insignificant
correlation between EIKG and SYGKI may be that
the latter is more dependent on standardized
knowledge activity rules. SYGKI may require the
guidance of formal governance mechanism such
as clear rules and regulations. In addition, large-
scale systematic knowledge integration including
coding and processing may also require the as-
sistance of information technology such as com-
puter and database.

(3) %e interactive effect of ITC and EIKG has a sig-
nificant positive impact on socialized, collaborative,
and systematic GKI. We further analyze these in-
teractive effects. In COGKI submodel (Model 6),
the moderating effects of (i) independent variables
are mutual, and the interactive effect is shown in

Table 3: Multiple linear regression analysis.

SOGKI COGKI SYGKI
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9

Controls
Age 0.175 0.111 0.135 0.113 0.081 0.092 0.074 0.069 0.079
Scale 0.304∗ 0.227∗ 0.282∗ 0.412 0.411 0.405 0.185 0.173∗ 0.170∗

IV
ITC 0.182 0.177 0.313∗∗ 0.308∗∗ 0.465∗∗∗ 0.436∗∗
EIKG 0.469∗∗∗ 0.437∗∗∗ 0.395∗∗ 0.342∗∗ 0.118 0.142
Interactive Effects
ITC X 0.191∗∗ 0.237∗∗ 0.305∗∗

EIKG
R 2 0.054 0.501 0.623 0.035 0.634 0.782 0.022 0.401 0.537
ΔR 2 0.054 0.498 0.620 0.035 0.621 0.763 0.022 0.386 0.528
F 2.103 49.554∗∗∗ 42.968∗∗∗ 2.583 28.526∗∗ 25.287∗∗ 1.331 35.108∗∗∗ 29.701∗∗

Notes: (1) ∗p< 0.05; (2) ∗∗p< 0.01; (3) ∗∗∗p< 0.001; (4) Two-tailed test.
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Figure 3: Interactive effect of EIKG and ITC on COGKI.
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Figure 3. Among them, the correlation coefficients
of EIKG and COGKI under high- and low-level ITC
are significant. As shown in Figure 3, when ITC are
high, EIKG is positively related to COGKI; when
ITC are low, this positively significant relationship
becomes weaker. %e effect of EIKG on COGKI is
the same. Hence, COGKI needs not only the
guidance of EIKG but also ITC to improve the
efficiency of GKI. %e former mainly promotes the
sharing and exchange of tacit and explicit green
knowledge through vision sharing, knowledge
network, and trust establishment, thereby reducing
the uncertainty and transaction costs in collabo-
rative green knowledge integration; the latter could
promote the efficiency and frequency of the COGKI
via information system, AI, and other information
technology. (ii) In SOGKI submodel (Model 3),
interactive effect is only reflected in the moderating
role of ITC that positively regulates the relationship
between EIKG and SOGKI (c= 0.191, p< 0.01). %is
might be because the roles of IT in knowledge
activities are mainly reflected in the processing,
storage, and transmission of green knowledge. And
ITC only have the advantage in knowledge col-
laboration and exchange. (iii) In SYGKI submodel
(Model 9), interactive effect is embodied as the
moderating effect of EIKG that positively moderates
the relationship between ITC and SYGKI (c= 0.305,
p< 0.01). EIKG could guide the IT integration and
reset process from the aspects of external knowl-
edge network construction and the purpose of
knowledge systematization, thereby affecting the
relationship between ITC and EIKG. To sum up,
interactive effect of the two independent variables
could be complementary (embodied in a one-way
moderating effect) or enhanced (embodied as a two-
way moderating effect) in platform firm’s green
knowledge integration.

5. Conclusion

In the context of the platform ecosystem, from the per-
spective of firm’s social capital, this article explores the
impact of platform firm’s IT capabilities, external informal
knowledge governance and their interaction on green
knowledge integration by building a conceptual model about
their relationships, and uses 372 sample data to test this
model. %e final results show that: (i) platform firm’s IT
capabilities could positively affect the collaborative and
systematic green knowledge integration; (ii) platform firm’s
external informal knowledge governance could positively
affect the socialized and collaborative green knowledge in-
tegration; (iii) the interactive effect of IT capabilities and
external informal knowledge governance has a positive
impact on platform firm’s socialized, collaborative, and
systematic green knowledge integration.

However, there are some possible limitations in the
research. Further in-depth study could be conducted from
the following aspects:

(1) Distinguish the types of platform firms. Platform
firms surveyed in this research are mainly from
e-commerce platform ecosystems. Further study
could be expanded to those platform firms from
other industries.

(2) Conduct in-depth research about the effects of the
subdimensions of external informal knowledge
governance and ITC on green knowledge integra-
tion. Such research could help platform firms build
specific capabilities or informal governance to pro-
mote the green knowledge integration.
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Under the normal conditions of the new economy, people’s living standards have improved; the amount of urban domestic waste
has increased suddenly; and the differentiation of waste has become more and more complicated. However, the garbage
transportation method at this stage has been difficult to meet the needs of reality. 'erefore, it is particularly urgent to reform the
original and simple treatment methods and adopt the latest and more reasonable garbage transportation. 'e urban waste
transportation route optimization described in this article is quite complicated in the specific problems faced in the optimization
of the urban domestic waste transportation route. 'is paper proposes to combine computer science to study the system
optimization model and combine information management and other disciplines to develop and apply research on the dynamic
management software of urban waste logistics systems. In the modern service industry, logistics occupies an important position.
'e optimization of urban waste transportation routes based on genetic algorithms also promotes the development of high-end
modern service industries and is an important task to promote urban development and maintained hygiene and improve the
healthcare of the citizens. 'e optimization of urban waste transportation routes is conducive to creating a clean and tidy
urban environment.

1. Introduction

Urban domestic waste mainly includes kitchen cabinet
waste, waste paper, fabrics, household utensils, glass and
ceramic fragments, waste electrical appliances, waste plastic
products, coal ash, and waste vehicles. With the acceleration
of the pace of life and the improvement of living standards,
the output of domestic garbage has increased rapidly, and
the proportion of inorganic substances such as coal ash and
slag in the garbage has gradually decreased. 'e proportion
of organic matter, combustibles, and recyclables such as
products in the garbage is gradually increasing. 'e clas-
sification and treatment of garbage at the source determines
whether the process of resource utilization and reduction of
garbage can be carried out effectively, and it is the most
critical part of garbage classification and transportation. In
recent years, the continuous improvement of domestic waste
removal has reached 261.04 million tons, and the national
urban waste is increasing at an annual rate of 8%∼10%. 'e

domestic garbage that has not been effectively collected and
processed not only pollutes the air and water sources but also
poses a threat to the lives and health of urban residents. 'e
use of “Internet” technology to establish a coordinated
transportation mechanism for the government, private
enterprises, social organizations, and the public is an im-
portant way to achieve the reduction, harmlessness, and
resource disposal of domestic waste. 'e problem of urban
domestic garbage has become an increasingly prominent
problem [1, 2]. 'e amount of garbage generated is greater
than the amount of clearing and transportation, and the
amount of harmless treatment is smaller. 'e transport link
of municipal solid waste is an important part of the waste
treatment system. In the cost of waste treatment, the cost of
the collection and transportation accounts for a considerable
proportion. For example, the total annual waste treatment
cost in the United States is about 20 billion US dollars.
Collection and transportation costs have exceeded 10 billion
US dollars. 'erefore, it is necessary to optimize the
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collection and transportation route of garbage trucks to
reduce the cost of collection and transportation system and
reduce environmental pollution and social impact.

At present, in the transportation of urban domestic
waste, due to the lack of information disclosure mech-
anism and information communication mechanism, it is
difficult for different transportation entities to achieve
interconnected information communication and infor-
mation sharing, which has led to the existence of in-
formation between various government departments,
government departments and enterprises, and the public.
'e municipal urban management committee and the
district urban management bureaus are responsible for
the treatment, and the trade committees are responsible
for the garbage recycling [3]. 'e garbage infrastructure
construction and related transfer work are responsible for
the relevant enterprises. Since the information exchange
platform among various departments has not been
established. Among different departments, it is difficult
for relevant functional departments, enterprises, and the
public to understand the progress of their respective
work, and it is difficult to achieve collaborative opera-
tions, which makes it difficult to improve the effect of
waste classification. In addition, due to the lack of in-
formation-sharing platforms, residents also lack an ex-
pression and feedback mechanism for the actual needs of
urban domestic waste transportation, which makes it
difficult to stimulate the public’s enthusiasm for waste
classification. According to the forecast of the growth for
waste generated in the past 10 years, it will be 409 million
tons by 2030 and 528 million tons by 2050. At present,
China has accumulated nearly 7 billion tons of municipal
solid waste, covering an area of more than 500 million
square meters. About two-thirds of large and medium-
sized cities are surrounded by garbage, and about one-
fourth have developed to no suitable place for stacking.
Municipalities and provincial capitals account for an
important proportion of waste generation [4]. Sixty
percent of the domestic waste output is concentrated in
52 key cities with a population of more than 500,000.
Such a current situation makes the collection and
transportation system of domestic wastes more and more
important in the management of domestic waste. China’s
municipal solid waste has the following characteristics.
(1) 'e generation source is scattered, and the generation
amount is large. Domestic waste is mainly produced in
households, so the sources of production are spread
across all residential areas. In the past 20 years, the
process of urbanization in our country has been accel-
erating year by year, and the amount of municipal solid
waste produced has gradually increased. (2) 'e com-
position is complex, and the nature is unstable. Due to the
diversity of residents’ lives, there are many types of
domestic waste generated, resulting in a complex com-
position of domestic waste. Especially new materials and
new products emerge in an endless stream, making the
composition of domestic waste more and more compli-
cated. (3) 'e amount, composition, and nature of do-
mestic waste are related to many factors, for example,

residents’ living standards, living habits, climate, geo-
graphic location, and so on. (4) Municipal solid waste has
potential economic value. Many components in urban
domestic waste are useful resources that can be recycled
and reused, such as waste paper, waste batteries, waste
plastics, and so on, and thus exhibit great economic value.

'e development of cities and the continuous ex-
pansion of the city’s scale have made the urban area
covered by the waste collection and transportation system
larger and larger. 'e collection and transportation sys-
tem of municipal solid waste is composed of the three
links of collection, transportation, and transfer in the
disposal system. Collection and transportation are com-
mon to each collection and transportation system. It is
determined according to the transportation distance from
the source of garbage to the treatment site, the trans-
portation capacity of garbage collection vehicles, and the
amount of garbage. 'e distance between garbage treat-
ment and disposal facilities and the source of municipal
solid waste is getting farther and farther. 'erefore, the
overall optimization of the modern urban domestic waste
collection and transportation system is very necessary.
How to achieve scientific and effective collection and
processing through classification and how to classify are
always the focus of domestic waste transportation. Many
developed countries in the world have issued corre-
sponding laws, regulations, policy plans, and trans-
portation measures in accordance with their national
conditions, for example, Germany’s “garbage economy”
legislation, two-way recycling system, and other mea-
sures; Belgium’s garbage classification “family compul-
sory course”; and so on. In addition, urban household
waste has the characteristics of large quantity and wide
range, complex composition, rising harmful types, and
large regional differences [5], making the classification
and treatment of urban domestic waste in our country face
tremendous pressure. 'e main work of this paper is as
follows: it introduces the research status of urban waste
transportation routes, which needs to optimize. 'is
paper proposes the GA optimization method and develops
and applies the dynamic management software of the
urban waste logistics system. System software promotes
the important tasks of urban development, maintaining
hygiene and improving the health of citizens. Based on the
standardized transportation of urban domestic waste in
some areas in the early stage, it is of great significance to
conduct research on the classification and treatment of
urban domestic waste from the perspective of a more
systematic standardized transportation theory.
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Figure 1: Optimized status of urban waste transportation.
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2. Related Theoretical Research

2.1. Literature Review. 'e optimization of transportation
routes of municipal solid waste started late. It is in a weak
link in the solid waste environmental management system
and lacks scientific planning and research. 'is has caused a
lot of labor loss, material resources, and financial resources
as well as useful resources.'e optimization route of garbage
vehicles based on the basic situation of our country is
drawing on the results of foreign research [6]. 'e opti-
mization model from single- to multi-objective is shown in
Figure 1, which is from a simple function to an uncertain
multi-objective mathematical model.

Initially, due to the small amount of garbage generated,
the impact on the environment was not obvious, and the
management of urban domestic garbage was in a state of
fragmented management, allowing it to dissipate naturally
in the environment. 'e single objective is optimized by
only one factor. Multi-objective realization and multi-
factor have been optimized by multi-dimensional space
realization. With the growth of the population, the de-
velopment of cities, and the improvement of people’s living
standards, the output of domestic waste is increasing.
People gradually realize that if domestic waste is not
managed effectively, it will bring serious environmental
and health problems [7]. 'e waste management model has
been researched and tested, and the initial research method
is a single-objective optimization method. 'e single-ob-
jective optimization model focuses on economic input and
is simple and easy to implement. However, the consider-
ation is one-sided and suitable for the management model
of small and medium-sized cities. For large cities, envi-
ronmental impact and social effects must have been con-
sidered. 'erefore, for the collection and transportation of
domestic waste in large cities, single-objective optimization
mode performance is also very limited. Jia [8] took the cold
fresh meat logistics distribution path of S enterprise as the
research object, constructed a cold chain logistics path
optimization decision model with the goal of minimizing
the total cost, and used the improved genetic algorithm to
optimize the distribution route. 'e optimized plan is in
various distribution costs are significantly reduced.
Hadipour [9] established an improved multi-objective,
mixed-integer planning model for collecting vehicle routes
and solved the problem of collecting vehicle routes and
schedules. GIS technology is used to create, store, retrieve,
analyze, and display spatial information under complex
spatial and geographic relationships and has been widely
used in many aspects of the environmental field. For ex-
ample, use GIS technology to simulate surface water flow
and surface water pollution and manage water distribution
networks. Isnafitri’s research [10] shows that by combining
GIS technology, mathematical planning software, and as-
sociated database management systems, it is possible to
analyze and compare the available garbage collection
schemes under the circumstances of changes in the envi-
ronment and municipal planning. In addition, a large
number of scholars continue to experiment and research on
this issue.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm is generated by
simulating the concept of biological survival in nature.
Generally speaking, the genetic algorithm includes three
operators, namely selection, crossover, and mutation. 'e
function of the selection operator is to increase the average
moderate value of the entire population. In the entire
population, individuals with high evaluation values are se-
lected to form the main group of the mating pool: 'e main
function of the crossover operator is to select the good genes
in the mating pool to be inherited to the next. In the first
generation, individuals in the mating pool are paired, and
then some genes are exchanged purposefully to generate
individuals with more complex genetic traits. 'e mutation
operator is to invert one or several individual binary
characters according to a certain small probability, so as to
realize the simulation of gene mutation phenomenon in
nature. In this algorithm, every problem that needs to solve
has been coded and designed as a “chromosome” as much as
possible. Multiple chromosomes can then form a pop-
ulation. In this process, genetic operations such as selection,
mutation, crossover, and duplication will occur. When the
genetic algorithm is initially set, an initial value, namely a
population, is first randomly generated, then the individuals
in the population are processed and evaluated according to
the function of the algorithm, and the corresponding value
of the environmental fitness is generated [11–13]. 'en the
algorithm will select excellent individuals for next-genera-
tion derivation based on these fitness values, and then
mutate and cross-process the selected excellent individuals.
As shown in Figure 2, genetic algorithms are widely used in
the path design of robots; the scope of application is not only
in the travel of a single robot but also in the cooperation of
multiple robots; and they have achieved good results.

'e genetic algorithm is a robust query algorithm ap-
plied to the optimization of complex systems. Compared
with other optimization algorithms, optimization genetic
algorithm has the following characteristics:

(1) Decisive variables are encoded, and a code is used as
the object of algorithm processing

(2) In the algorithm, the calculated fitness value is used
to query other data information

(3) 'e query process of the genetic algorithm starts
from a population, not from an individual

(4) 'e query of a genetic algorithm is a query based on
probability, not a query based on a certain value

3. Optimization of Urban Waste
Transportation Route

3.1. Existing Problems and Optimization Ideas. 'e munic-
ipal solid waste collection and transportation system is a
large-scale logistics system, and its problems are very
complex and involve a wide range of areas. However, it is
mainly applied to the specific situation of foreign municipal
solid waste management. Due to different national condi-
tions, the current situation of municipal solid waste man-
agement in China is quite different from that of foreign
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countries. In terms of optimization methods, some opti-
mization methods (such as fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
and analytic hierarchy process) have strong subjectivity and
cannot express the economics of optimization results [14].
'e calculation results of some optimization methods
cannot be better. 'e actual situation and complex calcu-
lations such as nonlinear programming, dynamic pro-
gramming, and fuzzy programming restrict its application in
practical problems.

In terms of optimization algorithms, heuristic methods
can simultaneously meet the needs of the detailed de-
scription of the problem and solution, and more accurate
optimization methods are more practical. 'e disadvantage
is that it is difficult to know when a good heuristic solution
has been obtained. Although the saving method lists be-
tween each point and construct the path from large to small
according to the savings, it has the advantage of fast cal-
culation speed, but it has the problem of messy uncombined
points and difficulty in combining edge points. If the genetic
algorithm wants to obtain a more satisfactory solution set, it
is at the cost of prolonging the calculation time.

After referring to a large number of domestic and foreign
documents, the author of this paper proposes research
routes and methods for the optimization of urban domestic
waste collection and transportation routes, which is shown
in Figure 3.

'is method integrates model research, optimization
methods, evaluation, and diagnosis technologies. 'e theory
application of pollution loss and uncertainty factors used to
optimize the collection and transportation routes of mu-
nicipal solid waste based on the economic quantification of
environmental impacts, explore the optimal mode and
method for collection and transportation of municipal solid
waste, and establish a set of measures for municipal solid
waste [15]. A comprehensive, multi-level comprehensive
evaluation, diagnosis, and management system provides

decision support for municipal solid waste management and
promotes a benign interaction between solid waste, social,
and economic development. In addition, comprehensively
consider various factors in the optimization process from
both vertical and horizontal aspects. On the one hand, the
systematic analysis of municipal solid waste, the setting of
garbage points, the selection of collection routes, and the
selection of transportation routes need to study in detail to
determine the best optimization plan. On the other hand, the
formulation of urban domestic waste collection and
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transportation routes has closely related to factors such as
economy, population, consumption, and society. Any
change in one of them will affect the entire optimization
model. Various factors are intricately intertwined and
mutually restrict each other.'e related works are in Table 1.

3.2. Mathematical Model of Urban Garbage Transportation
Vehicle Scheduling Problem. 'e scheduling problem of
urban garbage transportation vehicles can be described as
follows: from a logistics center with multiple garbage
transportation vehicles to multiple customers, each cus-
tomer’s location and demand for goods are certain, and the
load capacity of each garbage transportation vehicle is
certain. 'e maximum driving distance of the distribution is
fixed; it is required to arrange the vehicle distribution route
reasonably.

Suppose that the logistics center has K garbage transport
vehicles, a car goes to n garbage sites to pull goods, all the
routes are repeated and then back to the starting point, so
that the distance traveled is the shortest. 'e path optimi-
zation problem is expressed as a directed graph ofM garbage
sites G � (m, b).

M � 1, 2, . . . , m{ };

B � (i, j)|i, j ∈M .
(1)

'e distance between junk sites is as follows:

eij 
m×m

. (2)

'e objective function is as follows:

f(uv) � 

m

l�1
eilil+1

, (3)

where

uv � i1, i2, . . . , im( . (4)

It is an arrangement of garbage sites 1, 2, . . . m. When
im+1 � i1, f(uv) is the garbage compression transfer facility.
'e construction of garbage compression facilities improves
the efficiency of garbage transportation, garbage trans-
portation generally uses large vehicles, and the starting point
of garbage transportation cannot be too scattered [16].
Moreover, garbage should have compressed before trans-
portation to reduce the volume of garbage and save trans-
portation costs. All cities should make reasonable planning
and construction of garbage compression stations as an in-
dispensable supporting infrastructure for urban construction.

'e probability that s garbage trucks are randomly
placed at m garbage sites and the k-th garbage truck at site i
chooses the next site j is as follows:

P
s
(i, j) �

[τ(i, j)]
α

· [η(i, j)]
β

s∉tabus
[τ(i, k)]

α
· [η(i, k)]

β, if j ∉ tabus,

0, otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where
τ(i, j) indicates the pheromone concentration on edge
(i, j)
η(i, j) � 1/d(i, j) is heuristic information, where d is
the distance between cities i and j
α and β reflect the relative importance of pheromone
and heuristic information
tabus indicates the list of cities that ant K has visited

τij(t + n) � ρ · τij(t) + Δτij,

Δτij � 
m

k�1
Δτk

ij.
(6)

ρ is a constant less than 1, indicating the persistence of
information.

Δτk
ij �

Q

Lk

, ij ∈ lk,

0, otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where Q is a constant, lk represents the path taken by the
k-th garbage truck in this iteration, and Lk is the path length.

3.3. Path Optimization Design. 'e standard genetic algo-
rithm includes group initialization, selection, crossover, and
mutation operations. 'e main steps can be described in
Figure 4. 'e transportation of urban garbage vehicles has
neighborhood characteristics, and the candidate window is
set, and the window size should be a reasonable value [17].
Garbage vehicles always prioritize the cities in the candidate
window. After the search is over, the path is optimized
according to the candidate window. If the node in the
candidate window is switched to the vicinity of the current
node and the distance is shorter, then the mutation is
performed.

Explanation:
(1) 'e judgment end criterion of this algorithm is to fix

the number of iterations. When the algorithm rea-
ches the number of iterations, the algorithm ends,
and the current optimal solution is output.

(2) When calculating and selecting according to the
adaptation value, the recorded current optimal value
is added to the new group after the mutation to
ensure that the TSP solution is getting better and
better (will not get worse) in the new iterative cycle.

Table 1: 'e related works.

NO. Contents
1 Existing problems
2 Construction of the mathematical model
3 GA path optimization
4 Case analysis
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(3) An operation in the selection is to replace the worstK
individuals with the best K individuals. In this ex-
ample, the selection is based on the fit value, and the
number of groups is reduced. After each mutation
operation, a random path is generated to supplement
the population; the number of the population re-
mains unchanged; and the cycle is repeated. To a
certain extent, prevent falling into the local optimum
due to the selection problem of the initial group.

4. Case Analysis

'e transportation of urban domestic garbage requires
professional vehicles and so on. Individuals and small col-
lectives do not have the conditions for garbage trans-
portation, mainly relying on the unified completion of the
urban management (environmental sanitation) department.
Large-scale garbage disposal sites are generally far away from
cities. 'e larger the city, the greater the amount of garbage,
the more transportation vehicles, and the more trans-
portation routes there will be. 'e transportation routes
should have been planned reasonably to avoid empty run-
ning of vehicles or insufficient capacity, which may cause
labor and material resources. Garbage transportation ve-
hicles should maintain a neat appearance, and it is strictly
forbidden to expose garbage, abide by traffic rules, and pay
attention to safety precautions during night transportation
[18]. 'is paper takes Guangzhou as an example to optimize
the route of garbage transportation vehicles by using an ant
colony algorithm.

4.1. Establish a Garbage Transportation Network. 'is paper
uses GIS to establish a Guangzhou garbage transportation
network. 'e process is as follows: (1) import the map of
Guangzhou New Area into GIS and select the appropriate
geographic coordinate system and projected coordinate
system. (2) A new Shapefile file will enter and exit the main

line of Guangzhou. 'e route map is identified in the GIS,
including national highways, provincial highways, and ex-
pressways, and the same geographic coordinate system and
projected coordinate system as above have been selected to
establish a garbage transportation network in Guangzhou
Port. 'e shortest GIS path of n sites or searches for a subset
of natural numbers X � 1 , 2 , . . . , n{ } (the elements x rep-
resent the number of n cities). 'e subset of the sites is
π( X) � V1, V2, . . . , Vn){ . len �  d(Vi, Vi + 1) + d(V1,

Vn) is set to take the minimum value, where d(Vi, Vi + 1)

means the distance from city Vi to city Vi + 1.
'is paper uses spatial registration vectorization to

operate the Guangzhou garbage transportation network,
design the corresponding electronic map for follow-up re-
search, and import it into the personal geographic infor-
mation database. Establish a topological layer for the map;
set topological rules, that is, no hanging points, no over-
lapping; and check the correctness of the connections be-
tween paths according to the rules. It is assumed that the
working space of the garbage truck is a two-dimensional
structured space, the location and size of the obstacles are
known, and the location and size of the obstacles do not
change during the movement of the garbage truck. If there
are no obstacles in a certain road size range, the road is called
a free road. Otherwise, it is called an obstacle road. Both free
space and obstacles can be expressed as a collection of
roadblocks. Number the divided roads.'e working space of
the garbage truck after the division is shown in Figure 5. 'e
shaded areas in the figure are obstacles.

4.2. Road Data Collection. After modeling the garbage
transportation network in Guangzhou, it is necessary to
collect road-related data. 'e road-related data in this article
is taken from a traffic analysis research report on the starting
and ending points of motor vehicles on the Guangzhou
highway network. 'e results of the study pointed out that
the number of vehicles within 24 hours of a day has a certain

select cross Variation N2 N2

the new group N

�e optimal solution added to 
the next iteration 1

Random 
path

Generate initial population N
Generate random path

Keep the number of groups 
unchanged N-N2-1

Figure 4: Route optimization ideas for garbage transportation vehicles.
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pattern in the distribution of the city and analyzed the traffic
adaptability of different road sections. It also listed the
number of vehicles in each hour of the 24 hours during the
survey process. Converting the traffic volume, through
comprehensive analysis, the corresponding time-space
matrix can be established based on the data of each road
section. 'is article assumes that the ratio of the number of
vehicles in different time periods of each road section is the
same, and the ratio is only related to the time period. Based
on the data, the vehicle number ratio of each period is sorted
out as shown in Table 2. 'ese data are substituted into the
ant colony algorithm to optimize the transportation route.

4.3. PathOptimization. In this paper, a map of a certain area
in the center of Guangzhou is collected as an example, as
shown in Figure 6 for delivery. C language program is used
to simulate the driving path of the supply trolley, and the
optimized driving path of the supply trolley is obtained. 'is
map contains one shipping point, ten shipping points, and
fourteen intersections. 'ese points are regarded as the
vertices of the mixed graph G� (V, E, W), where 1 is the
shipping point. 'e ten points from 2 to 11 are delivery
points, and the others are intersections. 'e path that the
delivery car travels meets the requirements: each delivery
point is required to have a car for delivery, and only one
delivery is required. Make each driving route as short as
possible that is as optimal as possible. 'e solutions are
based on the above-mentioned ideas to solve the problem of
the optimal travel path of the supply car.

4.4. Result and Analysis

4.4.1. Optimization Results. When optimizing garbage
transportation routes, there must be clear goals and basic
principles. 'e choice of the garbage transportation route
plan can be considered from the following aspects: (1) the
garbage transportation has the highest benefit or the garbage
transportation cost is the lowest. 'e benefit is the main goal
pursued by an enterprise, and it can be simplified to express
it in terms of profit or take profit maximization as the goal.

'e cost has a direct impact on enterprise benefits, and
choosing cost minimization as the target value is directly
related to the former. (2)'e garbage transportation mileage
is the shortest. If the garbage transportation cost has a strong
correlation with the garbage transportation mileage, but the
correlation with other factors is weak, the shortest garbage
transportation mileage is essentially the lowest garbage
transportation cost. 'e shortest garbage transportation
mileage can be considered as the target value, which can
greatly simplify route selection and vehicle scheduling
methods. (3) 'e level of garbage transportation service is
the best. If the requirement for punctual garbage trans-
portation becomes the first priority or when the cost is
needed to ensure the service level, the service level should be
the first choice within the maximum tolerance of the cost.
'e loss of this cost may have been compensated by other
aspects, such as high-quality services that can adopt a higher
price strategy. (4) 'e consumption of garbage trans-
portation is minimal. 'at is, the goal is to minimize the
consumption of materialized labor and living labor. In many
cases, such as labor shortages, fuel shortages, and vehicles
and equipment are tight, the scope of selection of garbage
transportation operations is limited, and the garbage
transportation needs can have considered. Labor, vehicles,
or other related resources are used as the target value. Path
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Figure 5: Working space of garbage truck after division.

Table 2: 'e situation of road vehicles in various periods in
Guangzhou.

Period Vehicle ratio (%) Period Vehicle ratio (%)
0∼2 1.92 12∼14 6.34
2∼4 2.01 14∼16 6.76
4∼6 1.84 16∼18 8.23
6∼8 7.12 18∼20 7.15
8∼10 7.62 20∼22 3.7
10∼12 6.42 22∼24 (0) 2.64
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Figure 6: Road map of garbage transport vehicles.
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simulation of garbage transportation vehicles is shown in
Figure 7.

For practical problems, due to the increase of restrictions
on the garbage transportation path, many related problems
can be derived.'emain optimization purpose of this article
is the (2) mentioned above, that is, the shortest garbage
transportation mileage. In this example, a partial matching
crossover strategy is adopted for crossover, and the basic
steps are as follows:

Step 1: Randomly select two intersections
Step 2: Exchange the gene segments between the two
intersections
Step 3: Replace the parts other than the exchanged gene
segment that conflict with the elements in the ex-
changed gene segment with the corresponding position
of another parent until there is no conflict

In this example, the path instance as shown in the figure,
the intersection points are 2, 7, and after the matching
segment is exchanged, there are 7, 6, and 5 conflicts in A. In
the matching segment of B, find the value 7–3 at the cor-
responding position in the matching segment of A. 'e
point 6–0 and the point 5–4 continue to detect conflicts until
there are no conflicts. Do the same for B to get the result.

4.4.2. Analysis and Discussion. 'e author separately
compiled the traditional transportation method program for
logistics distribution vehicle scheduling problem and the
genetic algorithm program for transportation route opti-
mization in C language, which addressed the problem of a
distribution center by 2 vehicles to transport garbage to 8
demand points in the literature [9]. Experimental calcula-
tions are performed (in addition to the original problem, the
constraint condition that the maximum driving distance of
the vehicle at one time is 20 km ∗ 30 km is added in the
calculation). 'e following parameters are used in the ex-
periment: the population size is 5; the evolutionary algebra is
50; the crossover probability and mutation probability of the
traditional transportation method are 0.92 and 0.1, re-
spectively; and the maximum number of gene transpositions
of the genetic algorithm for transport path optimization is 4.
'e computer programs are run 20 times randomly, and the
calculated results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the 10 calculation
results of the traditional transportation method and the
genetic algorithm of transportation route optimization are
better than the result of the saving method by 78.3 km, and
the genetic algorithm of transportation route optimization
obtains better results. In 10 calculations, the genetic algo-
rithm for transport path optimization got the optimal so-
lution of 57.5 km for the problem 3 times and got the
suboptimal solution of 69 km 3 times. Before optimization,
the total distribution cost was 3,301.25 yuan. After multi-
objective optimization, the number of garbage trucks will be
reduced by 1, and the number of transportation mileage will
be reduced by 0.6 km, saving distribution cost 550.37 yuan,
which has a good optimization effect. 'e transmission
efficiency has increased by 23%. However, the traditional

transportation method only got the optimal solution once,
and the genetic algorithm for transport route optimization
can overcome the “premature convergence” problem of
traditional transportation methods, which avoids falling into
local optima.'is algorithm adds mutation operation so that
the whole process can jump out of the local optimum and
reach the global optimum.

In addition, the author also performed experimental
calculations on an example of a certain distribution center
using three vehicles to transport garbage to ten demand
points in the literature [18]. 'e calculations show the same
effect. 'e genetic algorithm for the optimization of
transportation routes can be easily used. Find two optimal
solutions to the problem. 'e total length of the distribution
path is 80 km, and one of the solutions is the same as the
calculation result of the economy method. Due to the rel-
atively strong constraint conditions of this problem, the
traditional transportation method is used to solve it, and
sometimes, even a feasible solution cannot be obtained.

5. Conclusions

Unreasonable stacking of urban garbage is one of the main
environmental problems facing humans today. Due to its
serious harm, it has received widespread attention from all
over the world. 'is article describes the current situation of
urban garbage transportation, analyzes its impact on the
environment and society and optimizes garbage trans-
portation routes through computers so that garbage can be
cleared and transported in time, and the city is clean and
hygienic. While enjoying the urban civilization, people are

A: 9 8 || 4 5 6 7 1 || 3 2 0
B: 8 7 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 9 6 5

Swap matching segments

Perform path conflict swapping on A

A: 8 3 || 4 5 6 7 1 || 9 0 2
B: 9 8 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 7 5 6

In the same way, make a conflict call to B

A: 8 3 || 4 5 6 7 1 || 9 0 1
B: 9 8 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 3 2 0

A: 83 || 4 5 6 7 1 || 9 0 2
B: 9 8 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 3 2 0

A: 8 7 || 4 5 6 7 1 || 9 6 5
B: 9 8 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 3 2 0

A: 8 3 || 4 5 67 1 || 9 0 4
B: 9 8 || 1 4 0 3 2 || 3 2 0

Figure 7: Path simulation of garbage transportation vehicles.
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Figure 8: Comparison of calculation results of garbage trans-
portation vehicle scheduling problem.
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also suffering from the troubles caused by urban waste, of
which construction waste accounts for a considerable pro-
portion, accounting for about 30% to 40% of the total waste.
'erefore, how to deal with and utilize more and more
construction waste has become an important issue faced by
government departments at all levels and construction waste
treatment units. 'is paper simulates the accident rate and
accident consequences of urban waste transportation; es-
tablishes a comprehensive, dynamic, multi-objective urban
waste transportation route optimization model based on the
transportation cost; and uses the GA model to obtain travel
time of different road sections. 'en, the coding method in
the GA algorithm module and the method of solving the
objective function in the custom problem module were
designed and improved to make it more suitable in this
paper. Finally, an empirical study was carried out with the
main line entering and leaving Guangzhou as the research
area. By collecting corresponding road data and combining
it with the accident threat area obtained by modeling the
urban garbage accident scenario, the model and algorithm
established in this paper were used to select optimal urban
garbage. 'e transportation route proved the feasibility of
the study. 'is work will apply the optimization models of
municipal solid waste collection and transportation routes in
other cities. It can also optimize the collection and trans-
portation routes of municipal solid waste in the future. 'e
work of this paper also has certain limitations. It only focuses
on the optimization of garbage transportation within in-
dividual cities, and cooperative transportation between cities
is indeed considered, as well as the consideration of the
occurrence of emergencies [19].
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Purpose. Distal metastasis in chondrosarcoma is associated with a poor prognosis. -e aim of this study was to develop and
validate columnar maps to predict the risk of distal metastasis in patients with chondrosarcoma, thereby contributing to clinical
diagnosis and treatment. Methods. Data from chondrosarcoma patients obtained from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End
Results (SEER) database from 2010 to 2016 were then screened by univariate and multifactorial logistic regressions to construct a
predictive distal metastasis risk. -e model discrimination of nomogram was assessed by calibration plots, while the predictive
accuracy and clinical values were measured by decision curve analysis (DCA). In addition, predictive column line plots were
validated in an in-house test set. Results. A total of 1,290 patients were included and randomized in a 7 to 3 ratio into a training
group (n� 906) and a test group (n� 384). After logistic regression analysis, the significant variables were gender, tumor
pathological grade, laterality, primary tumor stage, regional lymph node metastasis, surgical treatment, and chemotherapy.
Calibration curves showed agreement between column line graph predictions and actual observations, while DCA showed the
clinical utility of the nomogram. In addition, ROC showed good discrimination and calibration in the training (AUC� 0.937, 95%
CI 0.919–0.952) and validation groups (AUC� 0.91, 95% CI 0.877–0.937). Conclusions.-e nomogram for distal metastasis risk in
patients with chondrosarcoma can effectively predict the individualized risk of distal metastasis and provide clinicians with
enlightening information to optimize treatment options.

1. Introduction

Chondrosarcomas (CSs) are a group of heterogeneous bone
malignancy with diverse histopathological and clinical
features characterized by the production of a cartilaginous
stroma [1], which are the second most frequent type of bone
malignancy after osteosarcoma, accounting for approxi-
mately 20% of all types of bone malignancy. -ey are
commonly found in male adults within flat bones; the pelvis
and femur are two common sites of involvement, although

any bone may be affected. Most chondrosarcomas exhibit
indolent, with approximately 90% below intermediate grade,
and stably behave and rarely metastasize [1]. Approximately
8% of the patients with chondrosarcoma developed distant
metastasis [2]. Recently, there are no common therapies
such as radiotherapy or chemotherapy regimens, and tar-
geted drugs are still under basic research and clinical trials
[3]. Fortunately, CS is insensitive to chemotherapy and
radiotherapy, after complete surgical resection at present.
-e prognosis of combined pre- and postsurgical
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radiotherapy and chemotherapy is significantly better than
that of surgical treatment alone [3]. Some studies have
shown that distant metastases occur in 8–38% of patients
with chondrosarcoma, which can greatly affect the execution
of surgery and make complete resection of the tumor ex-
tremely difficult [4]. Pulmonary metastases with local re-
currence are the most common reason for death in CS.
Prospective research treatment of chondrosarcoma is,
therefore, necessary [5], and clinicians treating patients with
chondrosarcoma must determine the likelihood of metas-
tasis [6], and it is necessary to identify risk factors for distal
metastases, requiring an expansion of treatment options and
approaches to improve clinical outcomes. For the current
studies, predicting survival in individual patients remains
difficult [7].

Since chondrosarcomas with lower incidence are rela-
tively rare, studies assessing prognostic factors are difficult to
carry out while requiring a large sample size. -e National
Cancer Institute’s SEER program is a comprehensive source
of population-based cancer incidence and survival infor-
mation from the United States, collecting 18 population-
based cancer registries representing approximately 27.8% of
the total U.S. population [8].-is study is based on the SEER
database, which does not require patient authorization, to
investigate risk factors for distal metastasis of chon-
drosarcoma at the time of initial diagnosis, considering that
this database has been providing site-specific data on
metastatic tumors since 2010, by collecting information on
the demographic and clinical characteristics of
chondrosarcoma.

Nomogram is commonly used to generate the likelihood
of clinical events through complex computational formulas
[4, 9]. With nomograms, clinicians can assess the risk of
clinical events, personalize individual treatment alternatives,
and optimize treatment strategy. Considering the important
role of distal metastasis in the chondrosarcoma prognosis,
this research study aimed to assess patients at high risk of
distal metastasis from chondrosarcoma through the use of a
nomogram.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Sources and Inclusion Criteria. -is study was
based on the clinical data of patients with chondrosarcoma
from the SEER database. Patients with a pathological di-
agnosis of chondrosarcoma in the SEER database were
retrieved through the SEER∗ Stat software, along with the
third edition of the International Classification of Oncol-
ogy (ICDO-3), morphology code (9220) used to identify
chondrosarcoma. -e data in this study included patients
diagnosed with chondrosarcoma from 2010 to 2016. Ex-
clusion criteria were as follows: (1) patients with no positive
pathology; (2) patients with unknown survival; (3) tumors
that were not the first occurrence; (4) more than one
primary tumor; (5) distal metastasis information unknown;
and (6) regional lymphatic fluid information was incom-
plete for lymph node metastases.

Data were extracted from the SEER database including
age, sex, race, primary site, survival duration, laterality,

tumor pathology grade, primary tumor stage, surgical
treatment, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and lymph node
metastasis. -ese data were derived from the variable “CS
site-specific factor 6.” In addition, less than 20 tumor sites
were categorized as “other.”

2.2. Nomogram Construction, Validation, and Clinical
Application. Patients with chondrosarcoma who met the
inclusion criteria were randomly divided into training and
validation groups in a ratio of 7 to 3. Subsequently, the
following variables were selected for the study: age, race,
gender, laterality, survival time, tumor pathological grade,
primary tumor metastasis, primary site, surgical treatment,
radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and lymph node metastasis.
Univariate and multivariate binary logistic regressions were
applied to identify independent risk factors with a forward
stepwise regression method. Nomogram was constructed
based on the results of logistic regression analysis. Cali-
bration plot chart of clinical prediction model (calibration
plot) and ROC curve were plotted, and ROC was used to
estimate the predictive performance of column line plot.-e
larger area under the ROC curve (AUC) means the better the
discriminatory ability or prognostic accuracy of the variable.
In addition, decision curve analysis (DCA) plots the net
benefit (NB) under a range of reasonable risk thresholds that
were consistent with clinical practice and were used to assess
the clinical utility of column line plots in decision-making.

2.3. Statistical Methods and Software. Continuous variables
were expressed as mean± standard deviation (SD), and
categorical variables were expressed as proportions. Con-
tinuous and categorical variables were compared by t-test
and chi-square test of SPSS, respectively. IBM SPSS Statistics
version 26.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and R software
version 4.0.5 (http://www.r-project.org) performed the
above statistical methods, and several R packages (including
regplot, rms, rmda, and pROC) were applied to plot graphs,
such as nomogram, calibration plot, DCA plot, and ROC
curve. KM curves were plotted by GraphPad Prim 8.0. All P

values were bivariate, values of P< 0.05 were considered
statistically significant, and confidence intervals (CIs) were
expressed at the 95% confidence level.

3. Results

3.1. Results of Single-Factor and Multifactor Logistic
Regression. A total of 1,290 patients were included in the
statistics, and by the univariate and multifactorial logistic
regressions, the extracted variables were first subjected to
univariate logistic regression analysis, which showed that
age, survival time, tumor pathology grading classification,
gender, laterality, primary tumor stage, surgical treatment,
and chemotherapy were prognostic factors affecting distal
metastasis (P< 0.05). Further multifactorial logistic risk was
performed, resulting in seven factors as independent
prognostic factors for distal metastasis (Table 1), such as
gender (female: dominance ratio (OR) 0.368, 95% CI
(0.150–0.901), P< 0.05), tumor pathological grade (GIII:
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OR� 6.921, 1.410–33.983, P< 0.05; unclear tumor grading:
OR� 6.216, 1.385–27.891, P< 0.05), laterality (right:
OR� 2.674, 1.029–6.945, P< 0.05), primary tumor stage
(T2 :OR� 4.698, 1.732–12.738, P< 0.01; T3 : OR� 59.117,
8.152–428.709, P< 0.001; TX :OR� 4.074, 1.221–13.594,
P< 0.05), regional lymph node metastasis (positive:
OR� 9.168, 1.572–53.669, P< 0.05; unknown: 6.743,
1.874–24.269, P< 0.01), surgical treatment (OR� 0.237,
0.101–0.555, P< 0.01), and chemotherapy (OR� 19.188,
7.554–48.740, P< 0.001). -e specific results are shown in
Table 1 as single- and multifactor logistic regression analysis.

3.2. Baseline Characteristics of Patients with Nonmetastatic
and Metastatic Chondrosarcoma. -e 1,290 patients were
grouped byM0 andM1 and are then summarized in Table 2.
Age, tumor pathological grade, laterality, primary tumor
stage, regional lymph node metastasis, surgical treatment,

chemotherapy, and survival time were shown to be prog-
nostic factors affecting distal metastasis (P< 0.05).

3.3. Population Baseline Characteristics. -e 1,290 patients
were randomized into a training group (n� 906, 7 to 3 ratio)
and a validation group (n� 384), which are then summa-
rized in Table 3. -ere were no statistically significant dif-
ferences between the training and validation groups
(P> 0.05).

3.4. Construction and Validation of Nomogram for Distal
Metastasis of Chondrosarcoma. -e results of univariate and
multivariate logistic regressions were used to construct the
nomogram of distal metastasis (Figure 1(a)). -e primary
tumor stage was the best predictor, followed by chemo-
therapy, tumor pathological grade, lymph node metastasis,

Table 1: Univariate and multifactorial logistic regression analysis of risk factors for metastases in patients with chondrosarcoma.

Variables Univariate OR (95% CI) P value Multivariate OR (95% CI) P value
Age (years) 1.018 (1.002–1.035) <0.05 1.005 (0.983–1.027) 0.656
Survival time (month) 0.959 (0.944–0.975) <0.001 0.985 (0.965–1.005) 0.146

Race
White Ref Ref Ref Ref
Black 1.337 (0.512–3.491) 0.553 — —
Other 0.583 (0.138–2.467) 0.464 — —

Sex
Male Ref Ref Ref Ref
Female 0.275 (1.36–0.554) <0.001 0.368 (0.150–0.901) <0.05

Primary site
Limb bones Ref Ref Ref Ref
Axis of a bone 1.569 (0.858–2.872) 0.144 — —
Other 1.794 (0.580–5.554) 0.311 — —

Grade
Well differentiated; grade I Ref Ref Ref Ref
Moderately differentiated; grade II 4.897 (1.413–16.972) <0.05 3.047 (0.689–13.474) 0.142
Poorly differentiated; grade III 15.267 (4.253–54.803) <0.001 6.921 (1.410–33.983) <0.05
Undifferentiated; anaplastic; grade IV 21.957 (4.935–97.697) <0.001 3.006 (0.439–20.588) 0.262
Unknown 14.559 (4.162–50.923) <0.001 6.216 (1.385–27.891) <0.05

Laterality
Left Ref Ref Ref Ref
Right 3.186 (1.533–6.622) <0.01 2.674 (1.029–6.945) <0.05
Other 2.384 (1.026–5.542) <0.05 1.890 (0.584–6.115) 0.288

T
T1 Ref Ref Ref Ref
T2 8.456 (3.652–19.578) <0.001 4.698 (1.732–12.738) <0.01
T3 42.515 (8.463–213.564) <0.001 59.117 (8.152–428.709) <0.001
TX 9.101 (3.588–23.082) <0.001 4.074 (1.221–13.594) <0.05

N
N0 Ref Ref Ref Ref
N1 25.901 (6.699–100.184) <0.001 9.168 (1.572–53.669) <0.05
NX 8.290 (3.441) <0.001 6.743 (1.874–24.269) <0.01

Surgery
No Ref Ref Ref Ref
Yes 0.102 (0.057–0.183) <0.001 0.237 (0.101–0.555) <0.01

Radiation
No Ref Ref Ref Ref
Yes 0.841 (0.327–2.165) 0.720 — —

Chemotherapy
No Ref Ref Ref Ref
Yes 23.505 (11.957–46.205) <0.001 19.188 (7.554–48.740) <0.001
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laterality, surgical treatment, and gender. -e calibration
plots of the nomogram (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)) showed that
the apparent curves, in both training and validation groups,
showed good consistency. -e AUC values of nomogram
were 0.937 (95% CI 0.919–0.952) and 0.91 (95% CI
0.877–0.937) in the training and validation groups, re-
spectively (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). According to the ROC
curves in the training set, the values of nomogramweremore
important than other variables, including tumor patholog-
ical grade (AUC� 0.733, 95% CI 0.703 to 0.762), laterality
(0.591, 0.558 to 0.623), primary tumor stage (AUC� 0.608,
95% CI 0.575 to 0.640), gender (AUC� 0.635, 95% CI 0.603
to 0.666), and surgical treatment (0.718, 95% CI 0.688 to
0.748). Similarly, nomogram values were higher in the test
set than in the univariate, as shown in Table 4.

3.5. Clinical Usefulness of the Distal Metastasis Nomogram.
Kaplan-Meier survival curves for overall survival (OS) were
plotted for the 1,290 patients enrolled in the study
(Figure 3(a)), and there was a significant difference between
the Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the two groups
(P< 0.001), suggesting that patients with chondrosarcoma
who are expected to develop distal metastases would have a
significant survival disadvantage. Subsequently, the DCA

curve shown (Figure 3(b)) with a threshold of approximately
0–0.7 was the maximum gain for distal metastasis.

4. Discussion

-is study is a study to analyze the risk of distal metastasis in
chondrosarcoma based on the SEER database. According to
the study, approximately 8% of patients with chon-
drosarcoma develop distal metastases [10]. Since patients
with chondrosarcoma combined with distal metastases have
a poor prognosis, it is necessary to identify relevant factors to
identify patients with chondrosarcoma at high risk for distal
metastases [11]. -e results of this study showed that pa-
tients with tumor pathological grade 3, i.e., hypofractionated
tumor and tumor with an unclear grade, laterality to the
right, higher stage of primary tumor, lymph node metastasis,
male, nonsurgical treatment, and chemotherapy alone were
at higher risk of distal metastasis.

-is study found that tumors with grade 3 pathology
versus unclear grade had a higher risk of distal metastasis. In
both univariate and multifactorial logistic regression ana-
lyses, tumor pathology grade 3 and unclear grade were
associated with the risk of distal metastasis, with OR values
of 6.921 and 6.216, respectively, representing a 6.921- and
6.216-fold higher risks of distal metastasis in

Table 2: Baseline of chondrosarcoma patients without and with metastases.

Variable Level Overall (N� 1290) M0 (N� 1215) M1 (N� 75) P

Race (%)
Black 96 (7.4) 90 (7.4) 6 (8.0)

0.752Other 77 (6.0) 74 (6.1) 3 (4.0)
White 1117 (86.6) 1051 (86.5) 66 (88.0)

Age (mean (SD)) NA 53.44 (18.12) 52.96 (18.06) 61.16 (17.43) <0.001

Sex (%) Female 571 (44.3) 550 (45.3) 21 (28.0) 0.005Male 719 (55.7) 665 (54.7) 54 (72.0)

Primary site (%)
Axis bone 677 (52.5) 629 (51.8) 48 (64.0)

0.068Bone of limb 544 (42.2) 522 (43.0) 22 (29.3)
Other 69 (5.3) 64 (5.3) 5 (6.7)

Laterality (%)
Left 496 (38.4) 482 (39.7) 14 (18.7)

0.001Not a paired site 293 (22.7) 268 (22.1) 25 (33.3)
Right 501 (38.8) 465 (38.3) 36 (48.0)

Grade (%)

Moderately differentiated; grade II 518 (40.2) 492 (40.5) 26 (34.7)

<0.001
Poorly differentiated; grade III 129 (10.0) 115 (9.5) 14 (18.7)

Undifferentiated; anaplastic; grade IV 39 (3.0) 32 (2.6) 7 (9.3)
Unknown 169 (13.1) 146 (12.0) 23 (30.7)

Well differentiated; grade I 435 (33.7) 430 (35.4) 5 (6.7)

T (%)

T1 716 (55.5) 704 (57.9) 12 (16.0)

<0.001T2 389 (30.2) 351 (28.9) 38 (50.7)
T3 13 (1.0) 9 (0.7) 4 (5.3)
TX 172 (13.3) 151 (12.4) 21 (28.0)

N (%)
N0 1237 (95.9) 1178 (97.0) 59 (78.7)

<0.001N1 11 (0.9) 5 (0.4) 6 (8.0)
NX 42 (3.3) 32 (2.6) 10 (13.3)

Surgery (%) No 177 (13.7) 133 (10.9) 44 (58.7) <0.001Yes 1113 (86.3) 1082 (89.1) 31 (41.3)

Lymph node dissection (%) No 1213 (94.0) 1142 (94.0) 71 (94.7) 1Yes 77 (6.0) 73 (6.0) 4 (5.3)

Radiation (%) No 1149 (89.1) 1081 (89.0) 68 (90.7) 0.79Yes 141 (10.9) 134 (11.0) 7 (9.3)

Chemotherapy (%) No/unknown 1231 (95.4) 1181 (97.2) 50 (66.7) <0.001Yes 59 (4.6) 34 (2.8) 25 (33.3)
Survival months (mean (SD)) NA 34.19 (24.16) 35.38 (24.00) 14.99 (18.03) <0.001
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hypofractionated tumors and tumors with unclear grade
than in highly differentiated tumors. It has also been shown
that the main prognostic factor for patients with chon-
drosarcoma is the grade of the tumor, with increased
pathological grade suggesting a poor prognosis [12]. Ap-
proximately 85% of these tumors are low grade, and overall
survival is favorable [13], due to the fact that low-grade
chondrosarcomas have abundant cartilage stroma, low cell
density, are easily locally confined, and have a good prog-
nosis after surgical resection, whereas high-grade tumors
have little cartilage stroma, high cell density, and are prone
to metastasis, leading to a poor prognosis [1]. -erefore,
high-grade tumors have been considered as an independent
risk factor for metastasis and death [14], which is also
consistent with the findings of this study. Regarding
laterality at diagnosis, this study concluded that the more
right-sided tendency at diagnosis, the greater the risk of
developing metastasis. -e results of logistics analysis in

Table 1 show that with right-sided tendency, the risk of
developing metastasis is 2.674 times greater than with left-
sided tendency. Chondrosarcoma is often a lateral growth,
and there are fewer related studies. -is study found that
right-sided laterality has a higher risk of developing distal
metastasis, and the reasons for this need further study. It was
found that the higher the primary tumor stage, the higher the
risk of distal metastasis. In the univariate and multifactorial
logistic regression analyses, T2, T3, and TX were associated
with the risk of distal metastasis, with OR values of 4.698,
59.117, and 4.074, respectively, representing that the risk of
developing distal metastasis will be higher when the primary
tumor is limited to the bone cortex, exceeds the bone cortex,
or cannot be determined 4.698, 59.117, and 4.074 times, with
the highest risk of distal metastasis at T3 stage. Possible
reasons for this phenomenon are that as the tumor volume
increases, the depth of infiltration and the extent of collateral
tissue involvement increase, and the tumor becomes more

Table 3: Baseline data table of the training group and the validation group.

Variable Level Overall (N� 1290) Training group
(N� 906)

Validation group
(N� 384) P

Race (%)
Black 96 (7.44) 65 (7.17) 31 (8.07)

0.6624Other 77 (5.97) 57 (6.29) 20 (5.21)
White 1117 (86.59) 784 (86.53) 333 (86.72)

Age (median (IQR)) NA 54.000 [41.000,
67.000]

54.000 [41.000,
67.000]

55.000 [41.000,
67.000] 0.6463

Sex (%) Female 571 (44.26) 401 (44.26) 170 (44.27) 1Male 719 (55.74) 505 (55.74) 214 (55.73)

Primary site (%)
Axis bone 677 (52.48) 471 (51.99) 206 (53.65)

0.6012Bone of limb 544 (42.17) 383 (42.27) 161 (41.93)
Other 69 (5.35) 52 (5.74) 17 (4.43)

Laterality (%)
Left 496 (38.45) 353 (38.96) 143 (37.24)

0.6818Not a paired site 293 (22.71) 200 (22.08) 93 (24.22)
Right 501 (38.84) 353 (38.96) 148 (38.54)

Grade (%)

Moderately differentiated; grade
II 518 (40.16) 346 (38.19) 172 (44.79)

0.1098
Poorly differentiated; grade III 129 (10.00) 99 (10.93) 30 (7.81)
Undifferentiated; anaplastic;

grade IV 39 (3.02) 28 (3.09) 11 (2.86)

Unknown 169 (13.10) 127 (14.02) 42 (10.94)
Well differentiated; grade I 435 (33.72) 306 (33.77) 129 (33.59)

T (%)

T1 716 (55.50) 503 (55.52) 213 (55.47)

0.8912T2 389 (30.16) 272 (30.02) 117 (30.47)
T3 13 (1.01) 8 (0.88) 5 (1.30)
TX 172 (13.33) 123 (13.58) 49 (12.76)

N (%)
N0 1237 (95.89) 869 (95.92) 368 (95.83)

0.6182N1 11 (0.85) 9 (0.99) 2 (0.52)
NX 42 (3.26) 28 (3.09) 14 (3.65)

M (%) M0 1215 (94.19) 853 (94.15) 362 (94.27) 1M1 75 (5.81) 53 (5.85) 22 (5.73)

Surgery (%) No 177 (13.72) 124 (13.69) 53 (13.80) 1Yes 1113 (86.28) 782 (86.31) 331 (86.20)

Lymph node dissection (%) No 1213 (94.03) 854 (94.26) 359 (93.49) 0.6848Yes 77 (5.97) 52 (5.74) 25 (6.51)

Radiation (%) No 1149 (89.07) 807 (89.07) 342 (89.06) 1Yes 141 (10.93) 99 (10.93) 42 (10.94)

Chemotherapy (%) No/unknown 1231 (95.43) 859 (94.81) 372 (96.88) 0.14Yes 59 (4.57) 47 (5.19) 12 (3.12)
Survival months (median
(IQR)) NA 31.000 [13.000,

53.000]
31.000 [13.000,

54.000]
30.500 [13.000,

51.000] 0.2844
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aggressive and also predicts a higher degree of malignancy,
thus increasing the likelihood of metastasis [15]. It has been
suggested that larger chondrosarcomas may be a predictor of
poor survival expectations [16], which is also consistent with
the findings of this study.

It is also noteworthy that this study found studies
showing that inability to undergo surgical resection and
chemotherapy alone has a higher risk of metastasis, with an
OR of 19.188 in univariate and multifactorial logistic re-
gression analyses, representing an inability to resect and a

19.188-fold higher risk of distal metastasis after chemo-
therapy alone. A related study found chemotherapy to be an
important risk factor, and the results indicated that patients
receiving chemotherapy were more likely to have higher
tumor grade, larger tumor size, and greater tumor extent
[17], consistent with the findings of this study. -is may be
related to the ineffective delivery of chemotherapeutic
agents, with some studies showing that tumors poorly re-
spond to chemotherapy, and no significant improvement in
disease-free survival or overall survival was seen compared
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Figure 1: Line plots and calibration curves to predict the risk of distal metastasis in patients with chondrosarcoma. Seven features are
included in the nomogram (a) and illustrated by mapping their values to covariate scales for patients. -e calibration plot that predicts the
training group (b) and the test group (c) is shown on the right.
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to cohorts that did not receive chemotherapy [18]. -e role
of chemotherapy in the treatment of patients with localized
and advanced chondrosarcoma is unclear. Although its use
in conventional chondrosarcoma has been largely ineffec-
tive, recent data suggest that it may play a role in certain
chondrosarcoma subtypes, particularly dedifferentiated and
mesenchymal variants, and reports suggest that chemo-
therapy may provide benefit for this particular subtype [19].
-erefore, further research is needed on the role of che-
motherapy in the treatment of chondrosarcoma. In this
study, we found that the OR of the population treated with
surgery compared to the population not treated with surgery
showed that the risk of distal metastases was only 0.2 times
higher in patients who underwent surgery. Surgical resection
is the primary treatment for both primary and metastatic
chondrosarcoma [20]. -e goal of resection is to remove the
primary tumor with clear margins to limit recurrence and
metastasis. Currently, 90% to 95% of patients with osteo-
sarcoma of the extremities successfully avoid amputation
through limb-preserving surgery [21]. It has also been
demonstrated in relevant studies that high-grade chon-
drosarcoma (grade 2 and above) is best treated with

extensive resection [22]. Approximately half of the patients
have a good or very good prognosis [23], which is consistent
with the findings of this study. -is study showed that male
patients with chondrosarcoma had a higher and statistically
different risk of developing distal metastases compared to
female patients. OR values showed that female patients had
only 0.4 times the risk of developing LM compared to male
patients. A related study found that men were an inde-
pendent risk factor for survival in patients with chon-
drosarcoma [24]. Considering that men have a higher risk of
distal metastasis, it may, therefore, affect survival
expectations.

According to the results of the regression analysis in
Table 1 logistics, patients with lymphatic metastases had an
approximately 9-fold higher risk of distal metastasis than
patients without lymphatic metastases (OR� 9.168), and
patients with unknown lymphatic metastases had an ap-
proximately 7-fold higher risk of distal metastasis than
patients without lymphatic metastases (OR� 6.743). -e
prevalence of regional lymph node involvement in patients
with chondrosarcoma is 1.3% due to the lack of lymphatic
vessels in the bone, which rarely metastasize through lymph
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Figure 2: ROC curve analysis of nomogram for indicating the discriminative ability of nomogram. In the nomogram of training (a) and
testing (b) groups, the AUC was 0.937 (95% CI 0.919–0.952) and 0.91 (95% CI 0.877–0.937), respectively, which proved that the nomogram
had a good predictive ability.

Table 4: AUC of the training group and validation group.

Training group Validation group
Variable AUC SE 95% CI AUC SE 95% CI
Grade 0.733 0.03 0.703 to 0.762 0.699 0.0534 0.650 to 0.745
Laterality 0.591 0.0329 0.558 to 0.623 0.678 0.0589 0.628 to 0.724
N 0.608 0.0298 0.575 to 0.640 0.55 0.0374 0.498 to 0.600
Sex 0.635 0.0284 0.603 to 0.666 0.53 0.0561 0.479 to 0.581
Surgery 0.718 0.0349 0.688 to 0.748 0.788 0.0515 0.744 to 0.828
Nomogram 0.937 0.0173 0.919 to 0.952 0.91 0.025 0.877 to 0.937
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nodes. -erefore, lymph node spread in chondrosarcoma is
extremely rare, and lymph node metastasis, although ex-
tremely rare in primary osteochondrosarcoma, has been
shown to have an overall 5-year survival rate of 28% and 77%
in patients with and without regional lymph node metas-
tasis, respectively. Patients with chondrosarcoma with
lymph node metastases had a worse prognosis than those
who did not report regional lymph node metastases [25, 26],
consistent with the findings of this study. -is study also

found that patients with regional lymph nodemetastases had
different tumor characteristics compared to those without
regional lymph node metastases. Most importantly, the
finding of regional lymph node involvement independently
indicates a lower survival rate in patients with chon-
drosarcoma; this may be important when planning treat-
ment or advising patients on their condition, so clinicians
should more carefully examine patients with chon-
drosarcoma who have lymph node metastases [27].
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Figure 3: (a) Kaplan-Meier survival curve, (b) decision curve analysis (DCA) internal, and (c) decision curve analysis (DCA) external.
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-erefore, factors related to lymphatic metastasis and distal
metastasis still need to continue to be studied in depth.

Nomogram is a quantitative mathematic tool to assess
risk and benefit and has been widely used in the medical field
for clinical decision-making in a variety of diseases [28, 29].
In previous studies, several nomograms have been developed
and validated to predict specific survival and overall survival
in chondrosarcoma [30]. However, a nomogram for pre-
dicting distal metastasis has not been reported. In this study,
1,290 chondrosarcoma cases were obtained from the SEER
database, and patient prognostic factors (i.e., gender, tumor
pathology grading classification, laterality, primary tumor
stage, regional lymph node metastasis, surgical treatment,
and chemotherapy) based on seven of the logistics regression
analyses were used to establish a nomogram for predicting
the distal nomogram for distal metastasis that showed better
diagnostic efficiency compared to other individual variables
as evidenced by calibration plots and ROC curves (Figures 1
and 2, Table 4). -is all proves the value of the use of no-
mograms in this study, which can be further applied and
improved in clinical work, and clinicians can choose better
medical tests and optimize treatment plans with the help of
nomograms.

-is study still has limitations. First, this study is a
retrospective analysis, and the data are biased and indeed
lack systematic and prospective data. Also, as a single-center
study, even though it was divided into training and vali-
dation groups, it still lacks external validation from other
institutions, which may lead to overfitting of the nomogram
for predicting distal metastasis.

5. Conclusions

A large population-based cohort from the SEER dataset was
screened for this study and statistically analyzed to conclude
that age, gender, survival time, tumor pathological grade,
laterality, primary tumor stage, and whether or not surgical
treatment and chemotherapy were prognostic factors af-
fecting distal metastasis; higher or unclear tumor patho-
logical grade, laterality to the right, higher primary tumor
stage, male, lymph node metastasis, chemotherapy, and not
the higher tumor pathology grade or rightward, higher
primary tumor stage, male, lymph node metastasis, che-
motherapy, and no surgical treatment were independent risk
factors for distal metastasis. A nomogram was further
constructed based on the results of statistical analysis to
predict distal metastasis in patients with chondrosarcoma.
Based on the results of internal validation, DCA curves and
clinical impact maps, the nomogram in this study can ef-
fectively predict the individualized risk of distal metastasis.
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Bioinformatics is an active and important research discipline in whichmolecular data is exponentially growing in complex nature.
Because of the substantial research in this field, researchers are faced with critical issues such as bandwidth, storage, and
complexity in order to retrieve molecular data. It becomes very difficult to conduct research using low computational devices such
as Internet of things and sensors. We are employing migration of the agent technique to decrease network traffic and to mitigate
the client’s limited resource problem by utilizing server-side resources to perform large-scale computation. Our proposed solution
does not necessitate additional storage or processing power on the client’s side which makes it cost effective. In the proposed
solution, (i) an agent visits service provider containing biological data, say sequences requested by the client, (ii) agent fetches the
required data, and on the server side it will manipulate the data, and (iii) returns along with the required results to its source
platform. %us, it solves the bandwidth, storage, and computational issues without involving the low resources of the client. For
the proof of concept, Java Agent Development (JADE) framework is used as an implementation tool and the results are compared
with Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). It is important to note that our findings reveal that our strategy saves the user up to
16.25% of average time with respect to bandwidth. On the other hand, our approach takes 46.82% less time than the other with
respect to data that the agent carries. In addition to the previous contributions, our approach acts as a mashup, to collect data in
different format from several service providers, and converts it in any required format. %us, it solves the problem of complexity
hidden in the nature of the data to increase the researchers’ productivity.

1. Introduction

%e volume and complexity of data over multiple service
providers are generated exponentially. Now the issue is
extraction, retrieval, and processing of relevant information
which has made obvious the need for a system to facilitate
users. Data coming in from multiple domains needs to be
integrated together to provide a cohesive view. One tech-
nology that massively helps facilitate this goal is the concept
of mashups [1, 2]. Mashups help users get an integrated user-
oriented view of data and code from multiple heterogeneous

sources. Trendsmap, housingmaps, Wheel of Lunch, and
InstantWatcher are some examples of mashup. A mashup is
a web application that stitches together the contents, pre-
sentations, and application functionalities from multiple
sources and gives them a new and useful look. In other
words, it combines multiple services into a single one [3, 4].
In this paper, we apply the concept of mashup through
multiagent paradigm to the domain of bioinformatics.

%e bioinformatics [5] and [6] is about understanding
biological data and is a growing field of research. With the
advance in technology, the amount of biological data is
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growing at a tremendous pace. %is makes the field of
bioinformatics important to the society. %ey have also
made strides in understanding how they interact with
other proteins, which is known as protein-protein in-
teractions. For example, data reports [8] and [9] also
include both structural data [8] and other data [10], [11]
about proteins. A wide range of computational tech-
niques has proposed, primarily for image manipulation
and pattern detection. With NGS, analysts are analyzing
precious data and doing a lot of intensive work to find
patterns. More importantly, it is considerably difficult for
them to create complex maps from heterogeneous
sources.

%ere are various experimental approaches [18] which
are very expensive and time consuming because they require
a lot of resources and time to measure the physical inter-
action among proteins. %ey have a high possibility of error
because experiments are purely carried out in the lab and are
not standardized. %e adoption of agent technologies and
multiagent systems constitutes an emerging area in bio-
informatics where data is quite big (that is, in gigabytes) and
complex in nature. Researchers face the problem of data
retrieval due to low (1) bandwidth, (2) storage, and (3)
computation on their machines. For the processing, ana-
lyzing and transportation of multilevel complexity of mo-
lecular data require high bandwidth and storage. %us, it
becomes very difficult for researchers to conduct research
with low power researches. %is study proposed agent mi-
gration-based approach [19–21].

%e main advantage of an agent-based approach is that
the agent will get the request from the requester and visit the
service provider, which saves the time for the data provider
to make the data available, and agents will return back to the
requester. Another advantage of using agent-based approach
is that we will be able to transfer data to the machine which
has high computational power. %e computation is done at
the service side. And the results are available in the same
format as they were at service side. %is will help to reduce
the data size and transfer the data to the machine which has
high computational power. %is will give better efficiency,
reduce network congestion, and transfer the data to machine
with high computational power. %e main theme of this
paper is to use agent-based methodology which tackles
processing and network issues of multiagent systems. It
processes all the necessary steps on the client side with low
computational resources.

%e rest of the paper is organized into different sections.
Literature review about bioinformatics, multiagent systems,
andmashup is provided in Section 2. Section 3 provides a list
of complete steps of our agent-based solution along with
details. In Section 4, as a proof of concept, a reference
implementation is listed. Section 5 provides the analysis and
discussion of the proposed solution. Section 6 concludes this
study along with future directions.

2. Literature Review

In this section, literature about bioinformatics mashup and
multiagent systems is presented. In each section, the

importance of each domain is provided. We first turn to the
target domain, namely, biofoundation.

2.1. Bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary
field that mostly uses computer as a computational tool for
solving issues related to the biological data. Such computing
devices are used for the analysis of the internal structure and
biological functions of living organisms. %e main purpose
of computing devices is giving an efficient structure to the
data so that it could be interpreted accurately. Mainly it deals
with genome and protein. One of the important charac-
teristics of bioinformatics is personalized medicines. It is the
application of computer processing techniques to the field of
genetics and biochemistry. %is is a branch of computer
science that deals with the storage, retrieval, and analysis of
biological data [11]. It is a classification of data in a standard
manner. %e data are analyzed in order to determine their
structure and content [12]. %e bioinformatics includes the
research in the field of genetics and genomics.%is branch of
science is implemented in various fields such as the study of
evolution and phylogeny of various species [13]. %e data
generated by the bioinformatics are stored at various data
centers. %ese data can be used for the diagnosis of the
diseases and for the treatment and prevention of the diseases
[14].

%e protein-protein interactions [22] are of extreme
importance because they play a vital role in many biological
processes, such as signal transduction and transcription
regulation. %ey also act as protein-based modules that are
extensively used by nature to build complex systems.
%erefore, they are a primary objective of many bio-
informatics algorithms. However, in the field of protein-
protein interactions, the problem of interactions between
proteins in the context of the entire proteome has received
less attention. In this context, a recent study has been carried
out by proposing a new protein-protein interaction network.
%e network is based on the comparison of the entire
proteome between two different organisms.

Protein-protein interactions [8, 9, 23] are a key element
in the study of molecular biology, as molecular interactions
are at the foundation of all biological systems. In this regard,
the interactions between proteins have been extensively
studied [10, 24]. Protein Interactions by Structural Matching
(PRISM) [25–27] is an online web tool for predicting
protein-protein interactions with high confidence. It is based
on the structural and functional domain similarity of pro-
teins.%e first step in the PRISM-2 algorithm is to generate a
structural alignment of two proteins. %e proteins are
compared by hand-determined structural similarity, and this
similarity is used to generate a structural alignment.

%ere is a gigantic development in the organic succession
where a huge amount of data is being made and transferred
on the sites/servers. Presently to get the information we
would have to communicate with the connection point
utilizing electronic inquiries [28]. %is means that the user
has to click on a single link to access all the linked websites.
%is is very time consuming and tedious to stay online each
query. %e idea of a mashup is to integrate multiple datasets
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into a single system. %e paradigm of a mashup combines
the data from multiple heterogeneous data sources. It is a
great way to combine diverse data sources into a single view.
Mashups are a great way to implement the existing data into
a new structure. It is used in situations where the data from
multiple heterogeneous data sources are required to be
combined into a single view. %e main idea behind the
mashup is to integrate the data from multiple data sources
into one system.

2.2. Mashup. Information retrieval is becoming a chal-
lenging task due to rapid proliferation of data. It becomes
more complex when the required information is scattered on
multiple service providers. %is complexity demands an
efficient system to retrieve the desired results in an ap-
propriate manner. %ere are different approaches to retrieve
the information, combine it, and give a desired look; mashup
is one of such approaches [29]. Mashup gives entirely a new
and different look or some added value to the existing data
for end users. Service providers provide APIs which act as an
interface for data and services. Some APIs are free, and some
are proprietary in natures that need authentication and
authorization. Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX),
Representational State Transfer (REST), and Services-Ori-
ented Access Protocol (SOAP) are some state-of-the-art
technologies that have influenced the mashup architecture
[30]. REST, screen scraping, and RSS feed/widget are used to
retrieve the contents from other websites. It is widely de-
veloped for web applications such as social networking,
e-government, enterprise resource management, real state,
and more [31, 32].

A number of tools exist to create mashup such as Yahoo
Pipes [33] or IBM Mashup Center [34]. Traditionally, a
mashup runs inside a web browser, but there are also some
other environments for it. Two important styles of mashup
are server-side mashup and client-side mashup [35]. %e
difference between server-side and client-side mashups is
the way the data is processed. In a server-side mashup, also
called a proxy-style mashup, a web server serves the mashup
to retrieve all the data frommultiple web hosts, and stitching
takes place on server side and is rendered on client’s web
browser. In a client-side mashup, opposite to server-side
mashup, stitching of the services and contents takes place on
the client, namely, within the web browser. %ese are also
called Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) and have the added
advantage of prompt response over server-side mashup. A
mashup can be either a consumer or enterprise [36]. A
consumer mashup also known as service or client mashup
integrates data from multiple public sources inside the
browser, for example, iGuide; server-side mashup is the
target of this study. Both styles of mashup have their own
obvious benefits, as both provide new insight into existing
resources. But using such mashup tools, users must trust
them. So user data is not secure, since it has to be released to
the third parties. We address this issue using the multiagent
paradigm.

2.3. Multiagent Systems (MAS). Multiagent system is the
collection of multiple software agents [37]. A software agent
is a piece of code that works autonomously and commu-
nicates with other agent-oriented and non-agent-oriented
software [38, 39]. %e basic building blocks of an agent
consist of code, data, and state. %e data part represents the
data structure to preserve important information about the
expression before and after evaluation. %e configuration of
the agent is stored in its data and state parts. It contains
information about platforms which changes dynamically
when it travels from one node to another node within a
network. %e code part of an agent is the collection of or-
dered statements that remains nearly constant during the
execution though it can change when required. It represents
the actual logic of the agent. %e state part of an agent
represents the current status of the data part. Basically, state
is the collection of information of all data structures.

2.4. Significance of Multiagent Systems. Agent-oriented
software paradigm has become a promising technology
which is widely used in distributed environments such as
e-commerce [40], network management [41], data mining
[42], robotics [43, 44], and information extraction [45].
Some interesting applications of agent systems can be found
in healthcare system [46, 47] for patient scheduling, storing
medical records of patients, and sharing themwith concerns.
Agent-based system, also called multiagent system [48], is
the system in which multiple agents interact, cooperate, and
coordinate with each other. Such system, loosely coupled,
enhances the capabilities of monolithic system to perform
different tasks which are beyond the scope of individual
agent. It is widely used to share or get resources over the
network among agents. %e resources might be computa-
tional, logic to solve the problem, software or expertise
distributed temporally and spatially. Normally, systems are
categorized into two categories: client (to make a request)
and server (to server) but multiagent systems combine the
benefits of both in a social, proactive, and reactive manner.

2.5.Design Issues inMultiagentSystems. %emost important
design issue for multiagent systems is how they will
communicate among each other and with other entities.
%e starting point is to select any tool or middleware to
facilitate developers to get the core benefits of this tech-
nology rather than to resolve the basic issues of commu-
nication. So some standards are needed prior to deploying
such system. %e Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents (FIPA) [49], AGENTLINK [50], and OMG Agent
Platform Special Interest Group (PSIG) [51] are the leading
standardization bodies to promote agent technology. %is
study focuses on FIPA for agent reference and development
model. %ere are various tools for agent-based modeling
like NOMADS [52, 53], AgentScape [54], Agentcities [55],
Aglets [56], Voyager [57], Janus [58], TACOMA [59, 60],
Grasshopper [61], JADE [62, 63], JaCaMo [64], Addre
Jason [65], and ABLE [66].
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JADE [62] is used to launch an agent platform.%e most
important reason is that it is an open source middleware
under the Library Public License (LGPL). It is entirely
implemented in the Java language, which makes it more
portable and smarter. It is one of the most popular mid-
dleware types within the research community. It alleviates
the implementation of multiagent systems (MAS). It pro-
vides a set of graphical tools which make it very easy to
deploy agent platform on a standalone system as well as over
a distributed network. %is study highly recommends JADE
as agent middleware. Its infrastructure is very flexible and
agent community is adding different add-ons to enhance its
features. It is compliant with the FIPA-IEEE computer
society specifications. %e core concept of FIPA is to resolve
the issue of interoperability and it has extended FIPA’s
model in multiple areas. According to the JADE specifica-
tion, the mobility of an agent can be categorized into two
types: inter- and intraplatform. In intraplatformmobility, an
agent migrates itself between containers of the same plat-
form but cannot move to containers of the different plat-
form. In intraplatform mobility [67], an agent moves among
different platforms. In interplatform mobility, the agent
leaves its own main container and joins another main
container of another platform. %e main focus of this study
is interplatform mobility; see step 1 for details of each and
how an agent can migrate from one platform to another.

2.6. Bioinformatics and Multiagent Systems. %is study also
explores the area of bioinformatics as a real application of
multiagent systems and explores how a mobile agent can
operate in a highly dynamic environment for data dis-
semination. A mobile agent visits different itineraries to
collect the required information and stitch it together to
provide a new shape. We propose agent migration to mit-
igate the aforementioned issues by moving the agent to the
server side to perform computations [21, 68]. In a nutshell,
this study proposes agent migration characteristic to make it
a mashup. Hence, it can be used for data dissemination.

3. Solution

We propose mobility characteristic of an agent to find a
solution. %e solution provides accurate and fine-grained
result even though the bandwidth and storage of the client
might be low. It also deals with complexity present in the
nature of the data as well as in the dynamic environment. In
the agent migration approach, an agent is executed in a client
machine; the agent migrates to another machine when the
original machine is overloaded. To migrate an agent from
one machine to another, the agent must be able to traverse
the network. %e abstract details are in Figure 1.

Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [69] is a way to
extract data from the server as it allows remote access to Java
objects on a remote host. It is light weight communication
protocol. %e payload of Java RMI is the Java object that
contains references to the remote methods. A Java object on
the remote host is a Java object that is created on the remote
host. A client stub object, which is a proxy object that

contains references to the remote object, is used to access
remote object. %e complete steps which were used in this
study are listed in Figure 2.

Mobile agents use the resources of the system to com-
plete the tasks and then get back to the system where they
started their execution [10, 11]. Agent-based systems are a
powerful and effective way to develop intelligent systems
because of their simplicity and extensibility. %ey are more
effective in handling with the problems related to distrib-
uted, parallel, and autonomous systems.

It is also effective in handling with the problem of
complex systems. %e reason behind it is that they are not
heavy in computation and they can be used on multiple
systems at the same time. %is makes it easy to design and
implement these systems. %e steps which are carried out in
this study are mentioned in Figure 3.

4. Reference Implementation

To deploy agents, various agent frameworks are available
[70, 71]. Java Agent Development (JADE) framework is
FIPA Agent Markup Language (FAM), a language designed
to be used to model agent systems. It is compliant with the
FIPA Agent Communication Language (ACL) specification
and with the FIPA Agent Communication Framework
(ACF). We provide the source of our own reference
implementation at https://github.com/BioAgent.

For the testbed configuration, two personal computers
were used: one as a server and the other one as a client. Both
systems were connected through the 4G Huawei E5573s-320
which is a pocket WiFi router. Table 1 shows both hardware
and software details of both personal computers.

5. Results and Discussion

%is section presents the study carried out on the perfor-
mance of mobile agents and Java RMI. A detailed discussion
of the results is carried out in this section. Java RMI and
agent migration approached are compared. Due to the fact
that mobile agents are not dependent on the host application
and can be independently transferred to another host, an
effective approach to large-scale agent migration has been
proposed.

Table 2 shows the amount of network load made by
client using Java RMI and our agent-based approach. %e
agent approach is more efficient than Java RMI approach
because it decreases the number of network calls made by the
client.%e agent approach is more efficient because the agent
is migrated to the server only when there is a need for it. As a
result, the client makes fewer network calls, and the over-
head of the network calls is reduced.%erefore, it is clear that
the Java RMI approach has more network load than the
agent approach. In the agent approach, the number of
network calls is reduced by migrating the agent. It is im-
portant to note that, in the agent approach, the agent is only
migrated if there is an urgent need for it.

%e Java RMI approach is a lot more mature compared
to the agent-based approach. Table 2 provides a summary of
the results of Java RMI and agent approaches based on
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network load. %e agent migration approach does not have
any network load as it needs only interconnectivity.

In Figure 4, the x-axis represents the size of the extracted
data from multiple databases, while the y-axis shows the
network load consumed by both approaches. According to
Figure 4, we conclude that Java RMI is showing an in-
creasing trend in result size. But, at the same time, the curve
shows an increasing trend in network load. %us, while
achieving high results, network load also increases with time.
%at is why the curve has been shown in the graph. It shows a
direct relationship between result size and network load.%e
result size is dependent on network load. On the other hand,
an agent-based system shows high results with a constant
value of network load. %at is why the graph of an agent-
based system is a straight line.

In Figure 5, we can see that the agent-based approach
gives better results as compared to Java RMI when the result
size increases from 2 kB. Similarly, the response time is only
10 seconds at result size of 5 kB. Furthermore, 10 kB result
size is achieved at a response time of only 15 seconds.

From Figure 5, which is based on Table 3, we can
conclude that, in the Java RMI system, result size is directly
proportional to response time. As the size of the result
increases, the response time also increases. It will take more
response time to achieve a high volume of results. On the
other hand, an agent-based system shows a high return size
with 46.82% less response time than the other with respect to
data that the agent carries.%e average of Java RMI approach
is 20.21785714 while the average time of our approach is
10.75047619. %e difference of both approaches is
9.467380952.

In Figure 6, the blue line shows the agent graph and the
red line shows the graph of Java RMI. We can clearly see that
if we decrease the bandwidth, our agent is computing faster
as compared to Java RMI.

According to Table 4, the average responses of both
approaches are 20.21785714 and 10.75047619. It is important
to note that our findings reveal that our strategy saves the
user up to 16.25% of the average time with respect to
bandwidth.
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Figure 1: System architecture.

Figure 2: Protein-protein interactions using Java RMI.
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Figure 3: Protein-protein interactions using agent migration.

Table 1: Testbed configuration.

Feature Server Client
Operating system Windows 10 (64 bits) Windows 10 (64 bits)
Model Toshiba satellite L50-B1380 core i5 6GB RAM 1TB HDD Dell inspiron 15 5570 core i5 4GB RAM 1TB HDD
JADE version 4.5.0 4.5.0

Table 2: Comparison of network load between Java RMI and agent-based approach.

Result size (byte) Java RMI Agent-based approach
Network load (byte) Network load (byte)

0 0 0
50 0.0625 0
100 0.125 0
150 0.25 0
200 0.5 0
250 0.75 0
300 1.00 0
350 1.0625 0
400 1.25 0
450 1.75 0
500 2.00 0
550 2.25 0
600 2.65 0
650 3.01 0
700 3.50 0
750 3.96 0
800 4.25 0
850 4.98 0
900 5.25 0
950 5.97 0
1000 6.125 0
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Figure 5: Response time according to agent size.

Table 3: Java RMI vs. agent, based on response time.

Result size (byte) Java RMI Agent-based approach
Response time (seconds) Response time (seconds)

0 0 6.25
500 2.5 7.00
1000 5.0 7.42
1500 5.25 7.84
2000 6.5 8.26
2500 10.625 8.68
3000 12.5 9.10
3500 15.0 9.52
4000 16.25 9.94
4500 18.75 10.00
5000 20.0 10.60
5500 22.5 11.20
6000 24.5 11.80
6500 26.25 12.40
7000 28.75 12.75
7500 30.0 13.00
8000 32.5 13.25
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we have designed an agent migration approach
for transferring the information between the clients. %e
agents migrate from client to client to collect the data and
transfer it to a central server. %e client uses the agent’s
services. Feedback service of the agent is used to ask the
client for any information required by the agent. %e client
can provide information to the agent to ask the server for any
service the client requires. %e agent can migrate between
the client and the server.%e client can also request the agent
to migrate to any other client. %is approach has many
advantages. %e agents are intelligent, and they can even
work well in low network areas. %ey can be used for many

generic purposes. %e agents can be used to find out the
interactions between proteins.%is approach can be used for
many bioinformatics problems like finding out the similarity
of sequences, or even finding the missing sequence in known
sequences. %e findings also show that mobile agent tech-
nology leverages network load and storage on the client side
and heterogeneous data can be converted into homogeneous
format. %e main limitation of this study is the deployment
of agent environment on client and service side. %is ap-
proach does not demand the availability of the user online
for a full time period. Our research can be modified to make
it work on different bioinformatics problem, like viewing the
interaction of sequences. It can also be used to find out the
similarity of sequences. By modifying the approach, one can

Table 3: Continued.

Result size (byte) Java RMI Agent-based approach
Response time (seconds) Response time (seconds)

8500 34.5 13.50
9000 35.7 14.00
9500 37.5 14.50
10000 40.0 14.75
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Figure 6: Response time according to agent size.

Table 4: JAVA RMI vs. agent based on bandwidth.

Bandwidth (kbs) Java RMI Agent-based approach
Time (seconds) Time (seconds)

10 84 74
12 64 58
14 45 40
16 35 29
18 34 28
20 33 26
22 30 25
24 29 23
26 28 21
28 25 19
30 24 18
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also find out the similarity of proteins, or even find the
missing sequence in known sequences. It is also possible to
find out the similarities between different organisms.

Data Availability

All relevant code samples can be found at GitHub-shahshakir/
BioAgent (https://github.com/shahshakir/BioAgent/).
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With the development of university information technology, how to mine and visually analyze the data of the existing separated
information system will become an important research topic.&e current university information system is a combination of some
proprietary business systems characterized by poor data separation and storage and data analysis power. In addition, the data
mining methods based on cloud computing will make customers gradually lose the ability to control the data. Because of the above
problems, this paper proposes a university data mining method based on the MDA idea by constructing a data analysis and
visualization framework, including multidimensional data modeling, data extraction, and data display based on visualization
technology.&e frameworkmakes full use of the design idea ofMDA andmodels multidimensional data, data extraction, and data
display, respectively. &e multidimensional data model module, data extraction module, and data visualization module provide
efficient solutions for data analysis and visualization in universities.

1. Introduction

With the development of computer technology and network
technology, various university business information man-
agement systems based on the network, including enroll-
ment management, academic affairs management,
graduation management, and financial management, have
been widely used in universities. &e scale and function are
constantly expanding. With the continuous increase of the
number of colleges and universities, information manage-
ment more and more reflects its unique advantages. Many
universities have gradually launched the student manage-
ment information system. Functions cover student enroll-
ment, training management, course performance
management, graduation employment management, etc.
Realize the standardization, informatization, and network of
student management. At the same time, it has also accu-
mulated a lot of information and data in its daily work. Also,
it has the storage, backup, query, and simple statistical
functions of massive data, but there are still the following
problems:

First, a large amount of data is accumulated in each
management stage of the system, but most data are separated
into different system databases. Second, the management
system realizes the management function of the data. Still,
the data analysis function is relatively weak. &e lack of
multiangle analysis and data statistics is not enough to
excavate the valuable information hidden in themassive data
not to provide enough decision support for the school
business managers. &ird, the statistical analysis function in
the management system is relatively simple, and the analysis
results are primarily displayed in the form of reports and
data tables, not intuitive enough. &e present analysis is
limited to the simple number of people, grades, courses, and
so on, less to give the problems reflected by the data. It is
difficult to recall the internal relationship between the data.
&erefore, using statistical analysis and dataminingmethods
to analyze the student management data from multiple
angles and how to use the analysis results to provide ac-
curate, intuitive, and good decision support for various
management departments has become the focus and key of
the current research.
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&e literatures [1, 2] proposed a data analysis method
combining data mining for information management in
colleges and universities, but just for a particular business
problem to put forward a basic solution of ideas, lack of
technical solutions for overall business data analysis. At the
same time, the lack of data visual analysis function cannot
provide intuitive visual analysis function. A solution that
organically combines cloud computing technology and data
mining is proposed in the literature [3, 4]. &is solution can
effectively solve the problem of the massive data and the
limited computing power of the traditional data mining
systems caused by the exponential growth of the data. &e
crow search algorithm has been successfully applied for the
optimization of the data mining process, based on the
characteristic of less parameter settings, easy implementa-
tion, and strong optimization capacity [5]. &e performance
of the system is tested through the mining and analysis of the
electronic literature access log data set of college teachers
and students in the library. &e real-time performance and
reliability of the system are verified.

For the problems of data analysis and data visualization,
this paper comprehensively studies data mining [6] and data
visualization technology [7, 8]. It proposes the analysis and
visualization framework for college information data based
on MDA [9] ideas. &e framework makes full use of the
design idea ofMDA andmodels multidimensional data, data
extraction, and data display, respectively. &e multidi-
mensional data model module, data extraction module, and
data visualization module provide efficient solutions for data
analysis and visualization in universities. Businesses and
developers can quickly complete functional development for
a thorough data analysis and visualization business through
this framework.

2. The MDA-Based Analysis and
Visualization Framework

For college students’ data analysis and visualization prob-
lems, this paper designs and implements the data acquisi-
tion, analysis, and visualization framework based on MDA
[10], which mainly includes three submodules of analysis
data visualization modeling, data acquisition, and visuali-
zation display. &e overall design structure diagram of the
framework is shown in Figure 1.

In analyzing data and visualization, it is first necessary to
visually model the relevant business data to build the data
model. &en, data extraction and cleaning are done
according to the established data model to obtain all the data
sets to be displayed. Finally, the data is visually visualized
and analyzed through the interactive defined display model.

2.1. Data Analysis Modeling. &e data model is a typical
performance of data structure. According to the needs of
user-oriented, data models gradually establish different
degrees of detail and refinement, which is an understanding
of various degrees of abstraction in the real world. &e data
model in the traditional business processing system is a
relational data model, which cannot effectively reflect the

structure and semantic information between the data. &e
primary purpose of a data analysis system is to analyze
operations on a particular topic, which are called facts or
measures. In contrast, the various angles of the analysis are
called dimensions. &erefore, a multidimensional data
model is used to model the data analysis and visualization
systems in this paper. &e system can complete a trend
analysis, a continuous time subset of data sections, and
quickly create a new view representing this section.

&e establishment of the multidimensional data analysis
model can integrate various kinds of data details and
summarize the comprehensive information to meet the
needs of the decision support system. However, the estab-
lishment of the model can be effectively organized in various
parts, form complete and summary data for decision
analysis, and provide strong decision analysis support for the
leadership decision-making layer. &e logical structure de-
sign of multidimensional data model is mainly the structure
design of dimension table and fact table. For the logical
definition of relational patterns, the patterns should be di-
vided according to the current implemented topics to form
multiple specific dimension tables and fact tables and de-
termine the relationship patterns of each table.

Multidimensional data models organized through the
dimensional table-fact table structure form of multidi-
mensional phenotypes can be expressed in star mode,
snowflake mode, or fact constellation pattern form. Multi-
dimensional data models often regard the data as the form of
a data cube, and the data cube is defined by dimension and
facts. Dimension is about the perspective or entity that an
organization wants to record and collects the same class of
data. &is paper adopts the star mode to ensure the per-
formance of the data query and the easy understanding of
the model. Its multidimensional data model will be estab-
lished as follows:

Step 1: to determine the analysis topic, assuming that
the analysis topic is to analyze the teacher’s perfor-
mance in the past year, which is also a fact or measure
in the multidimensional data model.
Step 2: to determine the analysis dimension, including
scientific research dimension, teaching dimension,
guidance student dimension, post-level assessment
dimension, and academic reputation dimension, in
which each size can be divided according to the actual
situation, into smaller dimensions, to slice the data
cube and other operations.
Step 3: according to the analysis of the first two steps, a
multidimensional data model of the star pattern rep-
resentation can be obtained.

2.2.DataProcurement. For a specific business analysis topic,
after completing the creation of the multidimensional data
model, the data extraction next needs to obtain the necessary
data to analyze and visualize the data from different data
sources. To provide clean, complete, accurate, uninformative
data for the data analysis process, improve the efficiency of
the analysis process, and ensure the rapid generation of the
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presented results, this paper designs a method of data ex-
traction, data conversion, and data loading from a data
source to a cube (namely, the ETL process). &e framework
for the data acquisition is shown in Figure 2. In this
framework, the data obtained from the source is not directly
written to the cube. Instead, the data is preprocessed first,
then data conversion and cleaning according to the corre-
spondence between source and target data. Convert good
data as intermediate data. &e intermediate data is then
stored into the cube after profound transformation.

As shown in Figure 2, the model divides the entire
application system into three layers: data source layer, in-
termediate data layer, and multidimensional data layer. &e
data source layer can be divided into structured and un-
structured data according to the data characteristics. &is
paper adopts different data acquisition methods for the
above two different types of data. &e paper uses traditional
data extraction, data transformation, and data loading
processes for structured data. &is paper uses the interface-
based design for unstructured data, using four typical in-
terface methods: Web Service, intermediate library, file,
TCP/UDP message transmission. Transparency to hetero-
geneous data acquisition is achieved by interface mode.
&en, the data acquisition is completed in the transforma-
tion and loadingmode of the heterogeneous data obtained in
different ways.

2.3. Data Presentation. Data visualization is a theory,
method, and technique for using computer graphics and
image processing techniques to convert data into images or
images displayed on the screen and perform interactive
processing. Data visualization changes the traditional way of

showing data relationships through the relationship tables,
allowing people to make more intuitive and efficient ob-
servations of the relationship between data. After com-
pleting the multidimensional data modeling and data
acquisition process, this paper presents the data in a visual
way. &e general way of data display is to convert the ob-
tained data into a vector chart or bitmap and display the bar
chart pie chart on the vector chart or bitmap. For example,
SVG generates a vector map for data amount visualization.
&e Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) describes a vector
drawing standard for two-dimensional vector graphs in the
XML language, including rectangles, circles, and polygons. It
has the advantages of high graphics quality, small files, and
rich performance effect, but SVG plugin must be installed at
the user’s browser end, which inconveniences customer
browsing.

A Flex technology-based data presentation model is
chosen to improve the applicability of data presentation to
different architecture designs, including B/S and C/S ar-
chitectures. &e data display can meet the display require-
ments of both B/S and C/S architecture and can meet users’
needs. &rough the data display mode of Flex technology,
the overall data display process includes data transmission,
the display mode of interactive processing, and data binding.
&e result data is obtained from the callback mechanism of
front-end Flex communication with Java. During the data
conversion between Flex and java, Flex implements the data
transformation and binding via a binary AMF protocol. &is
paper provides a visual analysis and display of data to
support high-dimensional data, including pie charts, bar
charts, line charts, scatter plots [11], and parallel axes
[10, 12].
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Figure 1: Data analysis and visualization framework.
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3. Example Analysis

Step 1. Determine the theme of the analysis. &e theme is to
analyze the school performance of the doctoral students in
Shandong University to provide the school doctoral student
training policy and establish an effective decision-making
system. Mainly according to the daily routine of post-
graduate students in school, the doctoral data is analyzed to
predict the proportion of general, reasonable, and excellent
academic performance. All administrative departments of
the school can adopt appropriate policies to improve the
research performance of doctoral students from the cate-
gories of general and good performance.

Step 2. First, obtain the behavioral data of the doctoral
student performance, and then, according to the doctoral
student data, determine the analysis dimension, including
the scientific research dimension, the degree dimension, and
the performance dimension, in which each dimension can be
divided into smaller dimensions according to the actual
situation. In the downward subdivided dimension, the re-
sults of various subjects to calculate the achievement di-
mension are used. In this example, the three main courses of
doctoral students are used for analysis. &e research di-
mensions consider published papers and influencing factors.
Because of a degree dimension, it mainly evaluates the tutor
evaluation results of the doctoral thesis, whether to delay
defense or repeat defense.

Step 3. &e model is designed from the analysis of the first
two steps. In this example, the K-Means algorithm and the
PCA algorithm are used to build a model framework for the
cluster analysis of doctoral data. &is model first clusters the
doctoral student data through K-Means, after which each
doctoral student corresponds to a class. Later, the doctoral
student data is reduced through the PCA algorithm. &e

results obtained from clustering are combined with the
source data and analyzed using visualization techniques.

In this example, Python is a programming language
compatible with many platforms that support both process-
oriented and object-oriented programming and include
various standard libraries. &e data clustering analysis is
mainly used for the sklearn library and visualized to the
matplotlib library.

3.1. Data Procurement. In this example, we establish ex-
cellent data standards for school data and definition of
metadata, data items, data classes, and datasets. In the data
standards, 15 data categories, including departmental units,
student management, teaching management, staff man-
agement, and scientific research management, are estab-
lished, and each data class contains its respective subclass.
&e data interaction is related to huge amount of data of
undergraduate schools, graduate schools, and colleges
through the data standards. We extracted the daily behavior
performance data with doctoral students.

&rough the school system, we collect data on doctoral
students’ daily behavior and scientific research performance
and use the traditional data extraction, data transformation,
and data loading process for processing. Scientific research
information, degree information, and results are all struc-
tured data.

&e collected data are 3579 pieces of doctoral data. &e
doctoral degree types include general master and post-
graduate degrees, general professional doctors, general
doctors, and general direct degrees. &e disciplines come
frommedicine, science, law, engineering, and other fields. In
the college distribution, these doctors come from many
colleges, including the School of Pharmacy, the Law School,
the Business School, and the Institute of Economics. &is
example mainly considers information from 11 dimensions
to analyze it.

Target data

Intermediate
data

Source data

Data conversion process

Subject-oriented target
data

Source
data 1

Source
data 2

Source
data 3

Figure 2: Data acquisition framework.
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&e dimensions that assess doctoral performance are 11.
&ese mainly include the following:

(1) Degree information is divided into MidCheck, an-
swer, comment1, comment2, comment3, com-
mentNum. It represents the degree information in
the doctoral thesis review, and the larger the number
of comments made by the reviewing supervisor, the
worse the doctoral student’s performance.

(2) Achievement dimension information is divided into
Course1, course2, course3.&ey represent the results
of three doctoral subjects. &e higher the perfor-
mance, the better the doctoral student performs.

(3) &e scientific research dimension information is as
follows: DisserNum, impactFactor. It represents the
sum of the number of published papers and the
influence factors of the papers, respectively. &e
larger the number, the better the doctoral student’s
performance.

3.2. K-Means Model. We send the extracted doctoral data
into the cluster model for clustering to obtain the label values
for their categories when analyzing the doctoral data.We use
the K-Means algorithm [13] for clustering statistics. &e
K-Means showed fast convergence, excellent clustering ef-
fect, and strong interpretable algorithm, so we used
K-Means as a model for clustering. In the model, we ran-
domly divided the data into K groups and selected K objects
as the initial clustering center. &e distance between each
data point and each cluster center is calculated after being
assigned to the nearest cluster center. When each data point
is assigned to the corresponding data center, the clustered
cluster center is recomputed based on the existing cluster
data point distribution. &is step is repeated continuously
until all points are clustered. &e clustering result has the
smallest sum of error.

In the K-Means, the distance measure used is the square
of the Euclidean distance:

d(x, y)
2

� 
n

i�1
xi − yi( 

2

� ‖x − y‖
2
2,

(1)

where x, y represent two different samples, and n represents
the dimension of the sample. &e problem with the Eu-
clidean algorithm is that the sum of squares of error (SSE) in
the cluster is minimized with the following formula:

SSE � 
n

i�1


m

j�1
w

(i,j)
� x

(i)
− μ(j)

�����

�����
2

2
, (2)

where μ(j) represents the central point of the cluster j.
We determine the K cluster using the elbow method. As

the number of clusters, K, increases, the sample division will
be gradually detailed, the aggregation degree of each class of
clusters will gradually increase, and the resulting sum of
errors (SSE) will gradually decrease. When K is smaller than
the real number of clusters, the SSE will drop greatly because

the K greatly increases the aggregation of each cluster. When
the K reaches the real cluster number, the aggregation
obtained by the K will decrease rapidly, so the decline of SSE
decreases sharply. &en, the curve will gradually flatten as
the K value increases.&e curve is similar to the elbow shape,
with the corresponding K value as the true cluster number of
the data.

Classification images of doctoral students are drawn by
elbow method, as shown in Figure 3.

&e horizontal axis of the image is K, and the vertical axis
is SSE. &e image shows that the inflection point is k� 3
when the clustering class is 3.

After determining the K value, we set the K to 3 and send
it to the K-Means model for clustering operations, in order
to obtain the best clustering data.

&e algorithm steps for K-Means are in Algorithms 1
and 2.

αj First, the initialized k samples are selected as the initial
cluster center α � α1, α2, . . . αk.

(1) For each sample xi in the dataset, its distance to the k
cluster center is calculated and divided into the class
corresponding to the cluster center with the smallest
distance.

(2) For each class αj, recalculate its cluster center
αj � 1/|ci|x∈ci

x (the center of mass of all samples
belonging to the class) for each class;

(3) Repeat the above 1 and 2 steps until some abort
condition (number of iterations, minimum error
change, etc.) is reached.

After completing the multidimensional data modeling
and data acquisition process, we obtained 3579 doctoral data
sample labels and clustering results of the data, followed by
dimensionality reduction and presentation of the data in a
visual manner.

3.3. PCADimensionReduction. &emain idea of PCA [14] is
to map n-dimensional features to k-dimensions. &is
k-dimensional feature is an entirely new orthogonal feature,
called the principal component, and is a k-dimensional
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Figure 3: Elbow method image of doctoral student data.
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feature reconstructed based on the original n-dimensional
feature. PCA’s work is to find a set of mutually orthogonal
axes from the original space sequentially, and the selection of
the new axes is closely related to the data itself. &e first new
axis selection is the direction of the largest variance in the
original data. &e second new axis selection is the plane
orthogonal to the first axis and the largest in the plane
orthogonal to the 1 and 2 axes. By this, in turn, n such axes
can be obtained. With the new axes obtained this way, we
find that most of the variances are contained in the pre-
ceding k axes, and the latter axis contains a variance of
almost 0. &erefore, we can ignore the remaining axes and
retain only the first k axes containing most of the variance.
We retain only the dimensionality features containing most
of the variance in the doctoral data, while ignoring the
feature dimension containing the variance of almost 0,
achieving the dimensionality reduction of the data features.

PCA algorithm based on eigenvalue decomposition
covariance matrix is in Algorithm 2.

We transform the doctoral data into m n-dimensional
vectors Xm×n for and performed zero-mean value (the av-
erage of this column) for it. &e covariance matrix C is
found, which further obtains its eigenvalue and eigenvector
A. &e eigenvectors λ form the matrix with the corre-
sponding eigenvalues from large to small and then take the
first k to form the matrix P. Y�PM is a matrix of a new
k-dimensional size.

By calculating the covariance matrix of the data matrix,
the eigenvector of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix is
obtained, and the matrix composed of the eigenvectors
corresponding to the k features with the largest eigenvalue is
selected. Transfer data matrix into a new space to achieve
dimensionality reduction of data features. &e covariance is

COV(X, Y) � E[(X − E(Y))(Y − E(Y))]

�
1

n − 1


n

i�1
xi − x(  yi − y( .

(3)

For the n-dimensional matrix, the covariance matrix is

C � cij 
n×m
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, (4)

cij � Cov(Xi, Xj), where i, j� 1,2,3, ......., n.
&e divergence matrix is defined as

S � 
n

k�1
xk − m(  xk − m( 

T
, (5)

where m is the average vector: m � 1/n 
n
k�1 xk.

Vector v is the eigenvector of matrix A and can be
expressed in the following form:

Av � λv. (6)

Among them, λ is the eigenvalue corresponding to the
eigenvector v, and a set of eigenvectors of the matrix is a set
of orthogonal vectors.

For matrix A, there is a set of eigenvectors v, which are
orthogonalized to obtain a set of orthogonal unit vectors.
Eigenvalue decomposition decomposes thematrix A into the
following formula:

A � Q  Q
− 1

. (7)

Among them, Q is a matrix composed of the eigen-
vectors of the matrix A, and  is a diagonal array, and the
elements on the diagonal are the eigenvalues.

In this example, we use the PCA algorithm and divide it
into two dimension reduction methods:

(1) We reduce the degree information midCheck, an-
swer, comment1, comment2, comment3, com-
mentNum and research dimension disserNum,
impactFactor to 1 dimension information, repre-
senting the degree level and research level of doctoral
students. &e achievement dimension information
course1, course2, and course3 are reduced to 1-di-
mension information, which indicates the perfor-
mance level. After the dimensionality reduction

n × mArrn×m Input: dimension array, iteration t
Output: &e label value Labeln
Begin

Automatic_Random_Generate() pointK
while(t)
for(int i� 0; i< n; i++)
for(int j� 0; j< k; j++)

Calculate_Distance() Arripointj
for(int i� 0; i< k; i++)
Find_All_Data_Points_belong_Cluster() Arrn×mpointK
Modify_Coordinate_to_Center_Coo_Points() Arrn×mpointK

End

ALGORITHM 1: K-Means clustering.
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through the PCA algorithmmodel, we reduce the 11-
dimensional intake to 2.

(2) We reduce the degree information midCheck, an-
swer, comment1, comment2, comment3, and com-
mentNum to 1-dimension information representing
the degree level of a doctoral student. &e achieve-
ment dimension information course1, course2, and
course3 are reduced to 1-dimension information,
which indicates the performance level. Reduce the
scientific research dimension disserNum and
impactFactor to 1-dimensional details, representing
the scientific research level. After the dimensionality
reduction through the PCA algorithm model, we
reduce the 11-dimensional intake to 3.

After the doctoral data underwent PCA dimension re-
duction, we combined the source data for analysis and
presented them with visualization techniques.

3.4. DataDisplay. After the model operation, we can get the
picture effect of the doctoral student data clustering. &e 2 D
clustering effect is shown below, and the total number of
doctoral students is 3579, including 2052 in class 0 (blue),
1179 in class 1 (green), and 348 in class 2 (red). &e drawing
invokes the matplotlib graphics library for the python
programming language. matplotlib is a library dedicated to
developing 2D charts and 3D charts, realizing data visual-
ization gradually and interactively, strong control over
image elements, and output multiple formats including
PNG, PDF, SVG, and EPS, as shown in Figure 4.

From the results of data clustering image classification,
combined with the analysis of Tables 1 and 2, compared with
the mean value, class 0 (blue) doctora l students perform the
best, and their scientific research, degree, and performance
are relatively excellent. &e number of papers (disserNum)
and paper impact factors (impactFactor) exceeded the other
two doctoral students. &e impact factors are nearly five
times more than the two different categories. Among the
achievement items, class 0 students had the highest grades in
course 1 and course 3, with course 2 at the middle level.

&ere are some problems in class 2 (red) doctoral stu-
dents—their scientific research ability performance in
general. &e number of papers and paper influence factors is
relatively small, but their performance is good, the best in

course2 and course3. &eir degree performance is in the
middle level. Class 1 (green) doctoral students have the least
number of scientific research papers. Still, the impact of the
papers is relatively high, with the worst performance, and
their degree performance is in the middle level.

Based on the above data, we continue to explore the
classification results of k� 4 with k� 5. After data analysis,
we found that the subdivided types of doctoral students are
more detailed in terms of scientific research, degree, and
performance.

In the k� 4 classification, 9 doctoral students with extra
categories of 2 (red part) in Figure 5(a) have better degree
information, good grades, the best number of published
papers, and the highest impact factors, because fused Ph.D.
data from class 0 in k� 3. In the classification of k� 5,
according to the source data analysis, the influence factors of
the doctoral data with class 4 in Figure 5(b) papers are
significant, but their academic performance is low.

After collecting the above data analysis results, we fur-
ther explored that we standardize the doctoral data and
processed the standardized data through K-Means and PCA.
&en, two-dimensional images are then obtained, as shown
in Figure 6. From the data distribution perspective, the data
distribution after the standardization is somewhat more
uniform.

Input: m n-dimensional vectors Xm×n � x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm 

Output: k n-dimensional vectors Yk×n � y1, y2, y3, . . . , yk 

begin
for(i� 0; i< n; i++)
Mi � Minus_Averagexi

C � 1/mMMT

λ, A � Solve_covariance(C)
P�Array_Dwindle(A[1:k])
Y�PM

end

ALGORITHM 2: PCA algorithm.
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Figure 4: Doctoral cluster image of doctoral students, horizontal
axis represents research degree information and vertical axis
represents achievement information.
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We analyze the data and averaged the clustering results
according to the data clustering results. It can be found from
Table 3 that class 0 (blue) doctoral students are at the middle

level. &eir grades are at the downstream level. Class 1
(green) doctoral students have the best scientific research,
degree, and performance. &ese kinds of students are

Table 1: PhD student data K� 3 cluster research and achievement mean.

Classify Disser Num Impact factor Course 1 Course 2 Course 3
0 class 4.6041 24.2042 89.7470 88.5654 87.2619
1 class 2.0813 5.4582 88.1742 80.8182 86.1568
2 class 2.2335 5.0030 88.3930 91.9798 88.1305

Table 2: PhD student data K� 3 cluster degree information mean.

Classify MidCheck Answer Comment 1 Comment 2 Comment 3 Comment Num
0 class 1.2321 2.7351 1.9375 1.7202 1.3184 7.9315
1 class 1.0871 2.4655 1.9145 1.6506 1.2663 7.7668
2 class 1.1133 2.4170 1.9156 1.6496 1.2654 7.7894
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Figure 5: (a) PhD student cluster images, k� 4. &e horizontal axis represents scientific research degree information, and the vertical axis
represents achievement information. (b) PhD student cluster images, k� 5. &e horizontal axis represents the scientific research degree
information, and the vertical axis represents the achievement information.
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Figure 6: Cluster images of doctoral students after standardization: horizontal axis represents scientific research degree information, and
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relatively excellent. Class 2 (red) has a low scientific research
and degree life, but their grades are in the middle level.

We further expand based on the analysis of the above 2D
data.When we use PCA to reduce 11D doctoral information
to 3 D, we can build 3 D graphics, as shown in Figure 7.

From the analysis of data clustering results combined
with doctoral performance data, we see that green doctoral
students have the best performance.&eir scientific research,
degree, and performance are relatively excellent. Red doc-
toral students have general scientific research ability. &eir
performance is the worst, and their degree is middle. Blue
doctoral students have general scientific research ability,
good performance, and degree performance.

From the above analysis, it is learned that appropriate
data analysis applied to doctoral student performance can
effectively extract effective information from a large amount
of data. It can be used for the school management decision-
making process. Statistical analysis of doctoral data helps
provide adaptive learning guidance. Preserving the students’
performance and behavior in advance will help the relevant
departments of the school to take appropriate adjustment
measures to cultivate talents better and build a talent system.

4. Conclusion

Data analysis and visualization technology is an emerging
and promising research field in university information
management. With the development of university infor-
mation technology, how to mine and visually analyze the

data of the existing separated information system will be-
come an important research topic.

&is paper presents a complete set of solutions based on
MDA ideas for analyzing and visualizing information data in
universities. &e proposed framework includes multidi-
mensional data modeling and analysis modules, data ex-
traction and cleaning modules, and data display modules
based on data visualization techniques.

&rough this framework, the business analysis and de-
velopers can quickly conduct the data visualization busi-
ness’s modeling analysis and programming implementation.
In the existing framework, the interface is provided for data
mining analysis. Moreover, the data mining algorithms and
multidimensional data visualization techniques will be
deeply studied and applied to the existing data analysis and
visualization frameworks in future work.
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Semantic segmentation is a significant research topic for decades and has been employed in several applications. In recent years,
semantic segmentation has been focused on different deep learning approaches in the area of computer vision, which has aimed
for getting superior efficiency while analyzing the aerial and remote-sensing images. )e main aim of this review is to provide a
clear algorithmic categorization and analysis of the diverse contribution of semantic segmentation of aerial images and expects to
give the comprehensive details associated with the recent developments. In addition, the emerged deep learning methods
demonstrated much improved performance measures on several public datasets and incredible efforts have been dedicated to
advancing pixel-level accuracy. Hence, the analysis on diverse datasets of each contribution is studied, and also, the best
performance measures achieved by the existing semantic segmentation models are evaluated. )us, this survey can facilitate
researchers in understanding the development of semantic segmentation in a shorter time, simplify understanding of its latest
advancements, research gaps, and challenges to be used as a reference for developing the new semantic image segmentation
models in the future.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation is an image analysis task, which
assigns a label for each pixel in input images for describing
the class of its encircled region [1]. Semantic segmentation of
aerial images represents the assignment of one land cover
category to each pixel, which is a complex task owing to the
huge variations in the appearances of ground objects. Several
works have been presented in recent years [2]. )e state-of-
the-art approaches in semantic segmentation are focused on
the hand-crafted features, which fail to get the satisfactory
performances and are restricted through the depiction
ability of features [3]. When compared with object detection
and image classification, semantic segmentation is used as
the highest level of the image analysis process, which permits
complete scene information of the complete input image [4].
In several remote-sensing tasks, semantic segmentation is

considered as pixel-wise classification [5]. Semantic seg-
mentation of aerial imagery has been employed in diverse
applications such as hazard identification and avoidance,
traffic management and evaluation, and urban area planning
and monitoring [6]. However, the growth of semantic
segmentation techniques was stopped years ago due to the
lower accuracy rate of existing image analysis methods fo-
cused on the extraction of hand-crafted features [7].

Aerial and satellite imagery have been utilized in dif-
ferent applications such as regional planning, cartography,
landscaping, and agriculture [8]. In 2020, Maddikunta et al.
[9] have focused on applications, requirements, and chal-
lenges of UAV images which were captured from UAV
vehicles for smart agriculture system. Multirotor UAVs are
usually used for airborne surveillance, photography, and
other similar tasks.)ese are the simplest to produce and the
least expensive of all types of UAVs. )ese images have
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different visible colors and other spectra. )ere is also el-
evation imagery, which is generally prepared through light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) and radar images [10].
Moreover, along with the emergence of satellite and aerial
images, remote sensing is also implemented. Remote-
sensing images are gathered from the remote object through
a device, which cannot be physically contacted the object
[11]. In recent years, the data analysis and interpretation are
still performed by human experts. Although, semantic
segmentation offers superior abilities in object detection, it
suffers from implementing it into the real use cases [12]. In
2020, Ch et al. [13] have suggested the security and privacy of
UAV data using blockchain technology. )e value of virtual
circuit (VC)-based devices—UAVs, drones, and similar
other IoT-based devices—has grown tremendously in recent
years. )ese gadgets are mostly utilized for aerial surveying
in sensitive and isolated locations. )e object detection in
aerial images is complex due to the bird’s-eye view of aerial
images, which have huge variations in orientation, high
nonuniform object densities, large aspect ratios, and scale
variations of objects. Moreover, several challenges are
presented in the detection of objects using aerial images,
which are low GPUmemory capacity, downsampling a large
image, and lack of inference on large images [14]. In aerial
images, several sensor and resolution are considered as the
factors for producing the dataset biases [15]. )e standard
dataset is prepared by collecting the images from different
platforms and sensors through several resolutions including
aerial images, satellite images, Gaofen-2 (GF-2) Satellite, and
Google Earth [16].

Currently, many DL applications are being used all over
the world. Healthcare, social network analysis, audio and
speech processing (such as recognition and enhancement),
visual data processing methods (such as multimedia data
analysis and computer vision), and NLP (translation and
sentence classification) are examples of these applications.
)ese applications are divided into five groups: classifica-
tion, localization, detection, segmentation, and registration.
Although each of these jobs has its own aim, as seen in
Figure 1, there is significant overlap in the pipeline
implementation of these applications.

)e semantic segmentation is adopted by deep learning
approaches in recent years, which has attained high effi-
ciency in diverse conventional computer vision applications
and consists of detection and classification of objects and
semantic segmentation [15]. )ese approaches have auto-
matically derived features, which are customized for clas-
sification tasks that create these approaches to offer suitable
options for managing complex cases [17]. )e huge
achievement in other fields makes the extension and
adoption of deep learning approaches for solving the
challenges in remote-sensing fields. Although, deep learning
offers noteworthy performance, it suffers from allocating
significant labels to the components of remote-sensing
image [18]. Due to the large number and enormous quantity
of modalities of the remote-sensing data, the deep neural
network has been facilitated for feature extraction [19]. It has
also offered great benefits to practitioners and researchers,
which require less programming intensive tools for high-

level data analysis and are understandable in geosciences
[20]. In 2021, Kumar et al. [21] have given a secured privacy
preserving framework for smart agriculture unmanned
aerial vehicles for both blockchain and nonblockchain
frameworks. Balamurugan et al. [22] have given a direction-
of-arrival (DOA) tracking for seamless connectivity in
beamformed IoT-based drones, and their communication
and beamformed performances were increased.

)e primary and significant deep learning approach
consists of restricted Boltzmann machines, autoencoders,
and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which have
focused on understanding the satellite imagery or aerial
imagery [23]. Hence, this study has reviewed several se-
mantic segmentation models with diverse deep learning
algorithms for future works.

)e major contribution of this survey is (i) to design a
detailed survey on existing semantic segmentation models
on diverse imaging modalities in recent years by gathering
the noteworthy information from each and every semantic
segmentation model along with diverse algorithms on
machine learning and deep learning, (ii) to present a
comprehensive study about datasets, simulation platforms,
chronological review, performance metrics, features, and
challenges of the conventional semantic segmentation
models and their algorithms focused, and (iii) to give the
appropriate research gap with the limitations present in
existing semantic segmentation systems for motivating the
researchers to design a new semantic segmentation model.

)e remaining sections of this survey are depicted here.
Section 2 discusses the literature review on state-of-the-art
semantic segmentation models. Section 3 presents the al-
gorithmic categorization and features and challenges of
existing semantic segmentation models. Section 4 describes
the simulation platforms and dataset description for con-
ventional semantic segmentation models. Section 5 dem-
onstrates the performance measures and best accuracy rate
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Figure 1: Examples of DL applications.
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attained by the conventional semantic segmentation models.
Section 6 gives the research gaps and challenges. Section 7
concludes this survey.

2. Literature Review on State-of-the-Art
Semantic Segmentation Models

2.1. Literature Survey. In 2015, Saito et al. [24] have utilized
CNN for training the pixel labeling to get the extracted
building areas for determining the semantic segmentation of
aerial images. )en, they have used Dijkstra’s algorithm for
discovering the optimal seam line to get shortest path on the
map. In 2016, Marmanis et al. [25] have described the se-
mantic segmentation model using high-resolution aerial
images and using ENSEMBLE OF CNNS named FCN and
modified CNNs to show the superior efficiency on standard
dataset. In 2017, Holliday et al. [26] have addressed the
semantic segmentation model by applying the model
compression techniques for getting the superior segmen-
tation accuracy, which has also used ConvNet to determine
the significance of segmentation.

In 2018, Chen et al. [27] have suggested shuffling CNNs
for realizing the aerial images for semantic segmentation in a
periodic way, which has also proposed a field-of-view im-
provement for improving the predictions. )is model has
attained effective and promising results for two datasets. In
2018, Yu et al. [28] have designed an end-to-end scheme for
semantically segmenting the high-resolution aerial images
by considering the CNN structure with pyramid pooling
phase for extracting the feature maps at diverse scales. In
2018, Chen et al. [29] have presented the digital surface
models (DSMS). )ey have presented the deeply supervised
shuffling convolutional neural network (DSCNN) for effi-
cient upsampling of feature maps, and furthermore, the
multiscale features were attained. In 2018, Volpia and Tuia
[30] have suggested a semantic segmentation model using
aerial images for leaning the shallow-to-deep visual features,
semantic boundaries across classes, and semantic class
likelihoods through a multitask CNN. Here, the top-down
and bottom-up information were combined and encoded
with a conditional random field model. In 2018, Sun et al.
[31] have implemented a new semantic segmentation model
from LIDAR data and high-resolution aerial images through
a multifilter CNN for offering multiresolution segmentation.
It has also delineated the object boundaries to reduce the salt
and pepper artifacts. In 2018, Kemker et al. [32] have
designed a semantic segmentation method using DCNNs
from multispectral remote-sensing images for getting the
efficient performance on RIT-18 dataset. In 2018, Marmanis
et al. [33] have designed a semantic segmentation model
from high-resolution aerial images by applying DCNN for
representing and extracting the boundaries among the re-
gions of diverse semantic classes. In 2018, Vo and Woong
[34] have designed a semantic segmentation method
through investigating the effects of deep network and cas-
caded framework of dilated convolutions, which has im-
proved the localization efficiency. )is model has trained
efficiently.

In 2019, Peng et al. [35] have presented a new archi-
tecture by combining the “dense connection and fully
convolutional networks (FCN)” for providing the fine-
grained semantic segmented maps for remote-sensing im-
ages. )e suggested model has achieved the traditional ef-
ficiency on two datasets without any postprocessing and
pretraining. In 2019, Luo et al. [36] have proposed a new
deep FCN with channel attention mechanism (CAM-
DFCN) for semantic segmentation using high-resolution
aerial images, which has included encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. )e integration of multilevel feature maps has also
facilitated. It has also offered accurate segmentation for
offering spatial location information and weight semantic
information. In 2019, Li et al. [37] have designed a road
segmentation system with the combination of “adversarial
networks with multiscale context aggregation.” )is study
has focused on extracting the road by utilising the UAV
remote-sensing images. )is model has used morphological
techniques for getting the results with the elimination of
small independent patches. In 2019, Azimi et al. [38] have
designed a symmetric FCN improved with wavelet trans-
form for doing the segmentation of lane marking from aerial
imagery. )is model has used a customized loss function for
improving the accuracy of pixel-wise localization. In 2019,
Wang et al. [39] have designed a semantic segmentation
from UAV-taken images for generating the defect detection
outcomes through applying matrix operations with segment
connection technique for connecting the segment features of
objects. It has also used an artificial contour segment feature
generator with a background filter which was used for line
accessory detection that has enhanced the detection effi-
ciency. In 2019, Cao et al. [40] have suggested a digital
surface fusion models (DSMF) for improving the semantic
segmentation results along with four end-to-end networks
named DSMFNets to get the overall accuracy on segmenting
the high-resolution aerial images. In 2019, Nguyen et al. [41]
have suggested a MAVNet for semantic segmentation with
the use of deep neural network on microaerial vehicles
(MAVs). It has demonstrated the superior efficiency on
standard datasets. In 2019, Guo et al. [42] have integrated the
super-resolution approaches for improving the segmenta-
tion efficiency using “efficient subpixel convolutional neural
network (ESPCN) and UNet” using remote-sensing imag-
ery. It has significantly attained more precise and high ac-
curate segmentation results. In 2019, Igonina and
Tiumentseva [43] have focused on identifying the known
neuroarchitectures to solve the problems persists in remote
sensing of Earth’s surface, which has also focused on se-
mantic segmentation of UAV images. In 2019, Wu et al. [44]
have studied attention dilation-linknet (AD-linknet) neural
network by adopting the encoder-decoder framework along
with pretrained encoder, channel-wise attention scheme,
and serial-parallel integrated dilated convolution for se-
mantic segmentation of high-resolution satellite images. In
2019, Masouleh and Shah-Hosseini [45] have presented a
Gaussian–Bernoulli restricted Boltzmann machine (GB-
RBM) for the semantic segmentation of UAV-based thermal
infrared images, which has evaluated the efficiency on av-
erage processing time and average precision concerning with
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the extraction of ground vehicles in road. In 2019, Audebert
et al. [46] have introduced a regression-based semantic
segmentation regularization model through a distance
transform, in which the FCN was trained for both contin-
uous and discrete spaces through learning the distance re-
gression and joint classification. In 2019, Mohammadi et al.
[47] have implemented a semantic segmentation model
from polarimetric synthetic aperture radar images using
FCN architecture, which has extracted the discriminative
polarimetric features for finding the wetland on complex
land cover ecosystem. In 2019, Hua et al. [48] have presented
a CNN for processing the extracted features for enhancing
the efficiency of semantic segmentation of aerial images,
which has used two modules such as patch attention module
and attention embedding module for getting the significant
information of low level features. In 2019, Panboonyuen
et al. [49] have designed a global convolutional network
(GCN) for semantic segmentation of remotely sensed im-
ages for extracting the multiscale features from diverse
phases of the network.

In 2020, Liu et al. [50] have proposed a semantic seg-
mentation model for high-resolution remote-sensing images
using a multichannel segmentation network termed DAPN
that has completely extracted the multiscale features of the
images and retained the spatial features of the object. In
2020, Mou et al. [51] have considered two efficient networks
called channel and spatial relation module for learning and
reasoning about the global correlations among the feature
maps or positions. )e suggested model was termed as
relation module-equipped FCN. In 2020, Wang et al. [52]
have designed a “context and semantic enhanced high-
resolution network (CSE-HRNet)” with two comprehensive
processes for tackling the intraclass heterogeneity problem
and for enhancing the representational ability of multiscale
contexts. In 2020, Martinez-Soltero et al. [53] have utilized
CNN for terrain detection using aerial images, which has
aimed for solving the navigation tasks and robot mapping
along with the pixel-level segmentation for generating a high
detailed map. In 2020, Jiawe et al. [54] have proposed a real-
time semantic segmentation model by designing a new
“asymmetric depth-wise separable convolution network
(ADSCNet)” for offering the better prediction efficiency. In
2020, Deng et al. [55] have developed a semantic segmen-
tation network from UAV images for real-time weed
mapping for reducing the time gap among the herbicide
treatment and image collection. )is model has focused on
implementing a hardware system with combined processes.
In 2020, Niu et al. [56] have designed a new “hybrid multiple
attention network (HMANET)” for adaptive capturing of
global relationships, which has computed the category-based
relationship and recalibrated the class level details. )is
study has introduced an efficient region shuffle attention
(RSA) module for enhancing the effectiveness of semantic
segmentation. In 2020, Chai et al. [57] have proposed the
semantic segmentation model from high-resolution aerial
images that has addressed the problem of learning spatial
context through Deep CNNs (DCNNs). )is model has
predicted the distance map rather than the score map for
every class that has enhanced the segmentation efficiency. In

2020, Song et al. [58] have offered the sunflower lodging
detection method from remote-sensing images by consid-
ering the deep semantic segmentation and image fusion
fromUAV, which has attained by improved SegNet. In 2020,
Diakogiannis et al. [59] have suggested a reliable framework
with “ResUNet-a” for semantic segmentation of high-res-
olution aerial images along with dice loss function through
UNet encoder-decoder network. In 2020, Ye et al. [60] have
introduced Uavid dataset for semantic segmentation of
urban scenes through ensemble learning including multi-
spectral dilation with feature space optimization (FSO). In
2020, Bianco et al. [61] have suggested a semantic seg-
mentation model for detecting the road participants and
road lane through a multitask instance segmentation neural
network. )is model has developed an ad-hoc training
process for composing the final annotations utilized to train
the suggested model by applying the CNN. In 2020, Mi and
Chen [62] have introduced “superpixel-enhanced deep
neural forest (SDNF)” for improving the classification ca-
pability from remote-sensing images along with the se-
mantic segmentation, which has also designed a “superpixel-
enhanced regionmodule (SRM)” for reducing the noises and
improves the edges of ground objects. In 2020, Zhang et al.
[63] have proposed a new fused network with the model-
agnostic metalearning (MAML) and FCNN for semantic
segmentation of remote sensing based on RGB images along
with the optimization algorithm, particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm. In 2020, Boonpook et al. [64] have
proposed amultifeature semantic segmentation from images
of UAV photogrammetry using the deep learningmethod, in
which the accuracy of building extraction has improved with
help of SegNet. In 2020, Yang et al. [65] have focused on
understanding the pixel-level information from high-spatial
resolution remote-sensing images using end-to-end network
called residual network (ResNet), which has also considered
several additional losses for enhancing the suggested model
with optimization of multilevel features. In 2020, Mehra
et al. [66] have suggested a semantic segmentation method
for classifying the land cover through “six deep learning
architectures such as pyramid scene parsing, UNet, and
deeplabv3, path aggregation network, encoder-decoder
network, and feature pyramid network,” which has attained
superior results. In 2020, Tasar et al. [67] had proposed a
semantic segmentation method by using color mapping
GAN named ColorMAPGAN, which has also used element-
wise matrix manipulation to learn the transformation of
colors in the training data to the colors of the test data. In
2020, Venugopal [68] has suggested “a feature learning
method named deep lab dilated CNN (DL-DCNN)” for
automatic semantic segmentation for determining the
correlation among two images, which has shown the su-
perior efficiency over existing methods.

In 2021, Girisha et al. [69] have an improved encoder-
decoder-based CNN architecture termed Uvid-Net for se-
mantic segmentation from UAV video frames. )is archi-
tecture was used to incorporate the temporal smoothness,
which has captured the correlation among the sequence of
frames using multibranch CNNs. In 2021, Huang et al. [70]
have suggested an attention-guided label refinement
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network (ALRNet) to enhance the semantic labeling of very
high-resolution remote-sensing images with the encoder-
decoder framework. Here, attention-guided feature fusion
(AGFF) module was significantly developed for declining
the semantic gap among diverse levels of features. In 2021,
Abdollahi et al. [71] have suggested a GAN for segmenting
the roads from high-resolution aerial imagery. )is model
has also used a modified UNet model (MUNet) for attaining
the suitable results. In 2021, Alam et al. [72] have suggested
an integrated framework using CNN with enhanced UNet
and “encoder-decoder CNN structure SegNet with index
pooling” for semantic segmentation of remote-sensing
images, which has attained appropriate segmentation results
on multitargets. In 2021, Anagnostis et al. [73] have sug-
gested a semantic segmentation approach for obtaining the
orchard trees from aerial images, which has used UNet for
improving the efficient performance in terms of accuracy.
)is designed model has focused on automatic localization
and detection of the canopy of orchard tress on different
constraints. In 2021, Li et al. [74] have proposed a semantic
segmentation model for analyzing the properties of pho-
tovoltaic, which has also enhanced the recommendations of
segmenting the PV. It has revealed the high nonconcentrated
and class imbalance distribution of photovoltaic panel image
data through hard sampling and soft sampling. In 2021,
Wang et al. [75] have designed a real-time semantic seg-
mentation of high-resolution aerial images named an aerial
bilateral segmentation network (Aerial-BiseNet) for offering
superior accuracy. )is suggested model has used two
modules termed “feature attention module (FAM) and
channel attention-based feature fusion module (CAFFM)”
for analyzing the features. In 2021, Vasquez-Espinoza et al.
[76] have suggested a semantic segmentation scheme using
indoor imagery through the exploitation of details offered
with the metadata utilized in the training stage of UNet. In
2021, Chen et al. [77] have considered different existing
approaches such as “deeplabv3, generative adversarial net-
work Pix2Pix, and UNet” for semantic segmentation of
partially occluded apple trees, which has provided more
details on branch paths, where the recovery of finer details
from occlusions was offered. In 2021, Tasar et al. [78] have
suggested a coined DAugNet for the semantic segmentation
of satellite images, including a data augmentor and classifier,
which have performed on life-long, multitarget, multisource,
single-source, and single-target problems. In 2021, Li et al.
[79] have recommended a “dual attention deep fusion se-
mantic segmentation network of large-scale satellite remote-
sensing images (DASSN_RSI)” for getting the significant
results which have also analyzed the challenges of con-
ventional semantic segmentation approaches using remote-
sensing images. In 2021, Jiang [80] has suggested a semantic
segmentation model using high-resolution remote-sensing
images through CNN andmask generation, in which the NN
architecture was intended for obtaining a precise mask. In
2021, Liu et al. [81] have designed a new semantic seg-
mentation model using remote-sensing images using
Inceptionv-4 network for getting the enhanced classified
information. )is model has introduced the fusion of fea-
tures for solving the classification of edge of objects. In 2021,

Zheng et al. [82] have implemented an “end-to-end CNN
network named GAMNet” for balancing the controversies
among the local and global information, which has also
realized the boundary recovery and multiscale feature ex-
traction. In 2021, Ouyang and Li [83] have offered a new
DSSN called attention residual U-shaped network (AttRe-
sUNet) for encoding the feature maps and refining of fea-
tures through attention module, which has also used GCN
for classification.

2.2. Chronological Review. )e chronological review on
semantic segmentation models through deep learning ap-
proaches in the past years is given in Figure 2. )e semantic
segmentation is emerged as a major research area after 2015,
and thus, this survey is prepared by gathering a set of re-
search works from the year of 2015 to 2021. In the years of
2015, 2016, and 2017, the total number contributions is taken
as 1.67% for each. Similarly, at 2018, 13.3% of the research
works are gathered for analysis. In the year of 2020, 31.6% of
the contributions are considered for evaluation. Likewise,
while considering the 2019 and 2021, the number of research
works is taken as 25%, respectively.

2.3. Security and Privacy Issues in Deep Learning. Many
applications of deep learning in everyday life are self-driving
cars, biometric security, health prediction, speech process-
ing, financial technology, and retail [84]. Depending on the
nature of the data and the user’s intent, each application has
its own set of requirements. Many models were offered by
the researchers to fit the application needs, users, and fea-
tures of each sort of application, including LeNet, VGG,
GoogleNet, Inception, and ResNet. Despite the fact that
many studies on both attacking and safeguarding users’
privacy and security measures have been published, they
remain fragmented. Tramèr evaluated different attack
strategies based on FGSM and GAN before proposing the
R-FGSM algorithm [85]. Xiaoyong Yuan also discusses
security vulnerabilities in the deep learning approach. [86].
)e preceding research has solely focused on the security of
the deep learningmodel and does not provide an overview of
preserving privacy in the deep learning model [87, 88].

In this work, we cover current studies on model security
and data privacy that have led to the development of a secure
and private artificial intelligence (SPAI). To address the
demand for strong artificial intelligence (AI) systems, we
compiled fragmented results and methodologies with the
goal of delivering insights important to future study.

To conclude, we examine current research on privacy
and security problems related to DL in the areas listed below.

(1) DL model attacks: the two primary forms of DL
attacks are evasion and poisoning attacks, with
evasion attacks involving the inference phase and
poisoning attacks involving the training phase

(2) Defense of DL models: the different defense mech-
anisms presented may be divided into two broad
categories based on the kind of attack, evasion and
poisoning; tactics applied against evasion assaults
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can be further divided into empirical (e.g., gradient
masking, robustness, and detection) and certified
approaches

(3) Privacy attacks on AI systems: the potential privacy
threats to DL-based systems arising from service
providers, information silos and users

(4) Defense against a privacy breach: the most modern
cryptographic protection approaches, such as ho-
momorphic encryption, safe multiparty computing,
and differential privacy

According to training and testing stages in deep
learning model security, attack techniques are categorized.
)is research emphasises on threats at the testing. Fur-
thermore, the categorization is based on the attacker’s
expertise as well as the attacker’s pattern of assaulting black
boxes and white boxes. Attack strategies are classed in
order to safeguard user privacy based on the system design
and the attacker’s knowledge. Attack strategies are divided
into two categories in system architecture: centralized and
distributed. According to the information, the attacker is
also split into white box and black box attacks. Based on the
stages of the deep learning model, defensive techniques are
classified.

)e assumptions for implementing certain threats in
deep learning security are based on situations. )e threat
models are classified depending on the adversary’s knowl-
edge, the goal of the attacker, and the frequency of attacks.

2.3.1. )e Adversary’s Knowledge. A black box attack occurs
when the attacker lacks knowledge of the system, in case of
which the attacker submits input and receives output
without understanding the system parameters. In contrast,
in the event of a white box attack, the attacker has access to
all system information, including the model’s structure and
parameter values.

2.3.2. Attacker’s Target. Targeted attacks detect certain data
or object types that misclassify this data collection. )ese
types of attacks are common when categorization systems
are used. In face recognition or authentication systems, for
example, an attacker selects a certain face, one of which is
misclassified among hostile samples. Nontargeted attacks,
on the contrary, choose arbitrary data and are simpler to
execute than targeted attacks.

2.3.3. Frequency of Attacks. One-time attacks require only
one hostile example to be created. Otherwise, repeated at-
tacks build adversarial instances through multiple updates.
Iterative attacks outperform one-time attacks every time, but
they need more queries to the deep learning system and take
longer.

Deep learning security threats are classified into two
types: adversarial and poisoning. We will concentrate on
adversarial assaults in this research. During a system query,
an adversarial attack introduces noise to the usual data.
When the attacker receives the reported results, he or she
utilizes this information to generate adversarial instances.
)is type of assault may be found in image processing, audio
processing, and virus detection. It can trick deep learning
machines, but not humans, particularly in the field of image
processing. )e gap between the source data and the
adversarial example is represented by the noise value.

2.4. Limitations and Alternate Solutions of Deep Learning.
Several challenges are frequently taken into account when
adopting DL. )ose that are more difficult are mentioned
next, with various viable solutions supplied.

2.4.1. Training Data. Because it also requires representation
learning, DL is tremendously data-hungry. To produce a
well-behaved performance model, DL necessitates a massive
quantity of data, i.e., as the data accumulates, an even more
well-behaved performance model may be achieved. Most of
the time, the supplied data are adequate to generate a solid
performance model. However, there are situations when
there is insufficient data to use DL directly. )ere are three
proposed techniques for dealing with this issue. )e first
entails using the transfer-learning idea after collecting data
from similar activities. While the transmitted data will not
directly enhance the real data, it will aid in improving both
the original input data representation and its mapping
function. )e model’s performance is improved as a result.
Another method is to use a well-trained model from a
comparable assignment and fine-tune the end of two layers,
or even one layer, depending on the limited original data.
)e second option involves data augmentation. Because
picture translation, mirroring, and rotation frequently do
not modify the image label, this activity is extremely useful
for supplementing image data. In contrast, it is critical to
exercise caution while using this approach in some cir-
cumstances, such as with bioinformatics data. When mir-
roring an enzyme sequence, for example, the resulting data
may not represent the real enzyme sequence. In the third
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way, simulated data may be used to increase the size of the
training set. If the problem is sufficiently understood, it is
sometimes possible to construct simulators based on the
physical process. As a result, the end product will comprise
the simulation of as much data as is required.

2.4.2. Transfer Learning. Deep CNNs, which provide
ground-breaking help for solving numerous classification
issues, have been widely used in recent research. Deep CNN
models, in general, need a large amount of data in order to
function well. )e most prevalent problem with employing
such models is a lack of training data. Gathering a big
number of data is a demanding task, and no viable solution is
currently available. As a result, the undersized dataset
problem is now being addressed utilising the TL approach,
which is very efficient in handling the lack of training data
issue.)e TL technique entails training the CNNmodel with
vast amounts of data. )e model is then fine-tuned for
training on a small request dataset.

)e student-teacher interaction is an effective method
for explaining TL.)e first step is to learn everything there is
to know about the subject. )e teacher then gives a “course”
by imparting the material over time through a “lecture
series.” Simply put that the instructor transmits information
to the pupil. More specifically, the expert (teacher) imparts
knowledge (information) to the learner (student). Similarly,
the DL network is trained using a large amount of data and
learns the bias and weights during training. )ese weights
are then transmitted to several networks in order to retrain
or test a comparable unique model. As a result, the inno-
vative approach can pretrain weights rather than requiring
training from beginning.

2.4.3. Data Augmentation Techniques. Data augmentation
techniques are one viable answer if the aim is to expand the
quantity of accessible data while avoiding overfitting. )ese
strategies are data-space solutions to any problem with little
data. Data augmentation refers to a set of approaches for
improving the properties and quantity of training datasets.
As a result, when these strategies are used, DL networks
perform better. Following that, we will go through some
other data augmentation solutions.

(i) Flipping: vertical axis flipping is a less prevalent
procedure than horizontal axis flipping. On datasets
such as ImageNet and CIFAR10, flipping has been
shown to be beneficial. Furthermore, it is really
simple to implement. Furthermore, it is not a label
conserving transformation on datasets involving
text recognition (such as SVHN and MNIST).

(ii) Color space: as a dimension tensor, encoding digital
picture data is often utilized (height xwidth x colour
channels). Performing enhancements in the colour
space of the channels is an alternate method that is
particularly practical for implementation. Color
augmentation is as simple as isolating a channel of a
certain colour, such as red, green, or blue. By di-
viding that matrix and introducing extra double

zeros from the remaining two colour channels, you
may quickly transform a picture utilising a single-
color channel. Furthermore, the picture brightness
may be increased or decreased by utilising simple
matrix operations to modify the RGB values. Ad-
ditional better colour augmentations can be ac-
quired by generating a colour histogram that
represents the image. Lighting changes can also be
done by altering the intensity values in histograms
similar to those used in photo-editing software.

(iii) Cropping: cropping a prominent region of every
single image is a technique used as a specialised
processing step for image data with combined di-
mensions of height and width. Furthermore, ran-
dom cropping can be used to achieve the same effect
as translations. )e distinction between translations
and random cropping is that translations preserve
the image’s spatial dimensions, but random crop-
ping decreases the input size. )e label-preserving
transformation may not be addressed because to the
cropping reduction threshold that was chosen.

(iv) Rotation: rotation augmentations are created by
rotating a picture left or right from 0 to 360° around
the axis. )e rotation degree parameter has a sig-
nificant impact on the applicability of rotation
augmentations. Small rotations (from 0 to 20°) are
quite useful in digit identification tasks. When the
rotation degree rises, however, the data label cannot
be kept post-transformation.

(v) Translation: shifting the picture up, down, left, or
right is a highly important transformation for
avoiding positional bias in image data. For example,
it is typical for all of the photos in a dataset to be
centred; also, the tested dataset should be fully
composed of centred images in order to test the
model. It is worth noting that, after translating the
starting pictures in a certain direction, the
remaining space should be filled with Gaussian or
random noise, or a constant value such as 255 s or
0 s. Using this padding, the spatial dimensions of the
picture after augmentation are kept.

(vi) Noise injection: this method entails introducing a
matrix of arbitrary values. A Gaussian distribution
is typically used to generate such a matrix. Injecting
noise into photos allows the CNN to learn more
robust features.

2.4.4. Interpretability of Data. DL approaches are occa-
sionally studied to serve as a black box. )ey can, in fact, be
interpreted. Many areas, such as bioinformatics, have a
requirement for a way of interpreting DL, which is utilized to
acquire the valuable motifs and patterns detected by the
network. It is necessary not only to understand just the
illness diagnosis or prediction findings of a trained DL
model but also how to improve the certainty of the pre-
diction outcomes, as the model bases its choices on these
verifications. To do this, each section of the specific example
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can be assigned a weighted score. Backpropagation-based
techniques or perturbation-based approaches are employed
in this solution. A fraction of the input is altered in the
perturbation-based techniques, and the effect of this mod-
ification on the model output is monitored.)is notion has a
high computational complexity, yet it is easy to grasp. With
contrast, in backpropagation-based approaches, the signal
from the output propagates back to the input layer to verify
the score of the relevance of distinct input sections.

2.4.5. Overfitting. Because of the large number of parame-
ters involved, which are complexly interrelated, DL models
have an extremely high risk of resulting in data overfitting
during the training stage. Such circumstances limit the
model’s capacity to perform well on the tested data. )is
issue is not just restricted to a single field, but also en-
compasses a variety of duties. As a result, while proposing
DL approaches, this issue should be thoroughly examined
and handled correctly. According to current research, the
inherent bias of the training process helps the model to
overcome critical overfitting concerns in DL. Nonetheless,
strategies for dealing with the overfitting problem must be
developed. An examination of the various DL algorithms for
easing the overfitting problem may be divided into three
categories. )e first class contains the most well-known
methods, such as weight decay, batch normalisation, and
dropout, and it operates on both the model architecture and
model parameters. Weight decay is the default approach in
DL, and it is used widely as a universal regularizer in
practically all ML algorithms. )e second class is concerned
with model inputs such as data corruption and data aug-
mentation. One cause of overfitting is a paucity of training
data, which causes the learnt distribution to differ from the
true distribution. Data augmentation increases the size of the
training data. In contrast, marginalised data corruption
improves the solution solely through data augmentation.
)e last class is concerned with the model’s output. For
regularising the model, a recently developed method pe-
nalises overconfident outputs. )is approach has been
shown to be capable of regularising RNNs and CNNs.

2.4.6. Vanishing Gradient Problem. In general, when uti-
lising backpropagation- and gradient-based learning ap-
proaches with ANNs, an issue known as the vanishing
gradient problem emerges, particularly, during the training
stage. In further detail, during each training iteration, each
weight of the neural network is updated depending on the
current weight and is proportionately relevant to the partial
derivative of the error function. However, owing to a
vanishingly tiny gradient, this weight update may not occur
in some situations, implying that no more training is feasible
and the neural network would cease entirely. In contrast, the
sigmoid function, such as other activation functions,
compresses a huge input space to a compact input region. As
a result of the huge fluctuation at the input resulting in a little
variation at the output, the derivative of the sigmoid
function will be small. Only a few layers in a shallow network
employ these activations, which is not a big deal. While

having additional layers causes the gradient to become very
tiny during the training stage, the network operates effec-
tively in this scenario. )e gradients of neural networks are
determined using the backpropagation approach. Initially,
this approach identifies the network derivatives of each layer
in reverse order, beginning with the most recent layer and
moving back to the first. )e next step is to multiply the
derivatives of each layer along the network in the same way
that the previous step was done. When there are N hidden
layers, for example, multiplying N small derivatives together
requires an activation function such as the sigmoid function.
As a result, the gradient decreases exponentially as it
propagates back to the first layer. Because the gradient is
modest, the biases and weights of the initial layers cannot be
updated efficiently during the training stage. Furthermore,
because these early layers are typically vital in detecting the
main aspects of the input data, this circumstance reduces
total network accuracy. However, by using activation
functions, such an issue may be avoided. )ese functions
lack the squishing attribute, which allows them to squish the
input space to a tiny space. )e ReLU is the most preferred
choice for mapping X to max since it does not provide a
modest derivative that is useful in the field. Another option is
to use the batch normalisation layer. As previously stated,
the difficulty arises when a huge input space is squeezed into
a tiny space, resulting in vanishing the derivative. Using
batch normalisation mitigates this problem by simply
normalising the input, i.e., the expression |x| does not
achieve the sigmoid function’s outside borders. )e nor-
malisation procedure causes the majority of it to fall into the
green region, ensuring that the derivative is large enough for
future activities. Furthermore, faster hardware, such as that
supplied by GPUs, can address the above issue. In com-
parison to the time necessary to notice the vanishing gra-
dient problem, this enables normal backpropagation over
many deeper levels of the network.

2.4.7. Exploding Gradient Problem. )e gradient problem is
the inverse of the vanishing problem. Specifically, during
backpropagation, huge error-gradients accrue.)e latter will
result in extraordinarily big modifications to the network’s
weights, causing the system to become shaky. As a result, the
model’s capacity to learn successfully will deteriorate.
Moving backward in the network during backpropagation
causes the gradient to expand exponentially by repeatedly
compounding gradients. As a result, the weight values may
get extremely big and may overflow to produce a not-a-
number (NaN) value. Some potential solutions include

(1) Using different weight regularization techniques
(2) Redesigning the architecture of the network model

2.4.8. Underspecification. In 2020, a Google team of com-
puter scientists found a new difficulty known as under-
specification. When evaluated in real-world applications
such as computer vision, medical imaging, natural language
processing, and medical genomics, machine learning
models, particularly, deep learning models, frequently
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exhibit startlingly low performance. Underspecification is to
blame for the poor performance. It has been demonstrated
that modest changes may push a model to an entirely new
solution and result in different predictions in deployment
domains. )ere are several methods for dealing with the
issue of underspecification. One of them is to create “stress
tests” to see how well a model performs on real-world data
and to identify potential problems. Nonetheless, this ne-
cessitates a solid grasp of the process, as the model can
perform incorrectly. “Designing stress tests that are well-
matched to application criteria and that give adequate
“covering” of probable failure modes is a huge problem,” the
researchers concluded. Underspecification severely limits
the trustworthiness of ML predictions and may necessitate
some reconsideration of some applications. Because ML is
tied to humans through applications such as medical im-
aging and self-driving automobiles, it will necessitate careful
consideration of this issue.

2.5. Computational Approaches and Comparison between
Different Aspects Related to Devices. Complex ML and DL
algorithms have quickly emerged as the most significant
techniques for computationally exhausting applications, and
they are widely applied in a variety of domains. )e creation
and refinement of algorithms, together with the capabilities
of well-behaved computational performance and massive
datasets, allow for the successful execution of various ap-
plications that were previously either impossible or difficult
to conceive.

2.5.1. CPU-Based Approach. )e CPU nodes’ well-behaved
performance frequently aids robust network connectivity,
storage capabilities, and huge memory. Although CPU
nodes are more general purpose than FPGA or GPU nodes,
they lack the ability to compete in raw compute facilities
since this demands improved network capability and a
bigger memory capacity.

2.5.2. GPU-Based Approach. GPUs are exceptionally effec-
tive for various fundamental DL primitives, including highly
parallel-computing operations such as activation functions,
matrix multiplication, and convolutions. Incorporating
HBM-stacked memory onto modern GPU models dra-
matically improves bandwidth. )is enhancement enables a
wide range of primitives to make efficient use of all available
computational resources on GPUs. In the case of dense
linear algebra computations, the boost in GPU performance
over CPU performance is typically 10–20 :1.

2.5.3. FPGA-Based Approach. FPGA is widely used in a
variety of functions, including deep learning. FPGA is widely
used to create inference accelerators. )e FPGA can be
effectively configured to reduce the number of unnecessary
or overhead functions in GPU systems. )e FPGA, in
comparison to the GPU, is limited to both poor-behaved
floating-point performance and integer inference. )e key
FPGA feature is the ability to dynamically modify the array

characteristics (at run-time), as well as to configure the array
using effective design with little or no overhead. Table 1 [89]
represents the comparison between different aspects related
to the devices.

3. Algorithmic Categorization and Features and
Challenges of Existing Semantic
Segmentation Models

3.1. Algorithmic Classification. )is section presents differ-
ent deep learning approaches utilized for developing a se-
mantic segmentation model as given in Figure 3.

)e semantic segmentation models mostly use deep
learning algorithms for getting superior accuracy with better
quality. )e techniques have been categorized into two
sections, namely, deep learning and miscellaneous ap-
proaches. In deep learning, CNN architectures play a major
role for semantic segmentation, which is extended by
adopting different convolutional layers or other frameworks.

Supervised learning: in this model, training data consist
of both input and desired results. )ese supervised learning
algorithms are often accurate and fast. It has the ability of
generalization that gives the precise results while processing
new data without knowing a priori about the target.

CNN [24, 48, 53, 61, 80] inspires the researchers because
of the superior efficiency in the area of computer vision,
which has been adopted in diverse applications such as
object detection, image recognition, and other fields. Fig-
ure 4 represents the architecture of convolutional neural
network )is architecture enhances accuracy of prediction
or classification due to the large number of training samples
along with building neural networks with several layers.
CNN is a hierarchical system, which takes the input data as
raw data through stacking a set of operations such as
mapping of nonlinear activation functions, convolution, and
pooling operations. )is procedure is named as “feedfor-
ward operation.” Due to this effective operation of CNN, it
has attained superior results in the data mining and natural
processing tasks when compared with the deep neural
networks. Owing to the efficiency of CNN architectures,
multiple CNN-based approaches are designed by integrating
many ideas or integration of FCN architecture. )is
adoption of several networks into one framework is named
as ensemble learning [60, 66, 77], which has attained su-
perior results compared to single architecture because of the
utilization of multiple layers. Ensemble of CNNs [25] is
adopted by utilising several layers of CNN architecture to
reduce the computational cost and avoids aliasing problem.
It provides promising performance when compared to the
existing models. DP-DCN [35] focuses on extracting the
significant features from DSM data and spectral channels for
fusing them through an encoder-decoder framework. )e
extended version of CNN consists of Shuffling CNNs [27],
DSMFNets [28], UVid-Net [69], ESPCN [42], neuro-
architectures [72], ensemble of CNNs [25], ADSCNet [54],
DSCNN [29], DCNN [32, 33, 57], multitask CNN [30],
multifilter CNN [31], ConvNet [26], GAMNet [82], DL-
DCNN [68], and GCN [49, 83]. )is modified or integrated
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concept of CNN is designed for efficient semantic
segmentation.

FCN (see [38, 46, 47, 51]): the basic idea of FCN includes
processes such as “multilayer convolution, deconvolution,
and fusion,” where the convolutional layers are replaced
with the fully connected layers. )e image score is computed
by using pixel-wise convolution. UNet [42, 73, 76] is a type
of FCN that is efficient for small training dataset, which
includes convolution and deconvolution layers with filters
along with ReLU activation function. )e modified versions
of FCN are given here as integrated algorithm [71], ResU-
Net-a [59], CAM-DFCN [36], relation module-equipped
FCN [52], FCN-Alexnet model [55], and AD-LinkNet [44].
Improved SegNet [58] and SegNet [64] follow a FCN
structure with encoder and decoder network. SegNet saves
the element index in the upsampling process of the decoder
network for solving the ambiguous spatial information in
the resultant of deeper layers. Figure 5 depicts the archi-
tecture of fully connected Network.

FCN introduces many significant ideas: (i) end-to-end
learning of the upsampling algorithm via an encoder/de-
coder structure that first downsamples the size of the ac-
tivations and then upsamples it again, (ii) using fully
convolutional architecture allows the network to take images
of arbitrary size as input since there is no fully connected
layer at the end that requires a specific size of the activations,
and (iii) introducing skip connections as a way of fusing
information from different depths in the network for
multiscale inference.

GAN (see [37, 71]): generative adversarial network
(GAN) model considers a softmax layer, in which the dis-
criminator of the GAN produces label types for efficient
classification of unlabeled samples and labeled examples.
)e architecture of generative adversarial network is shown
in Figure 6.)emodified version of ColorMapGAN [67] has
aimed at minimizing the computational complexity and
improving the accuracy.

DNN: deep neural networks (DNN) focus on semantic
segmentation of high-resolution images which consist of
several parameters that need a large number of labeled

examples for training. A general scheme for constructing a
deep network to process a rich dataset is complex. )e
improved DNN models are modified inceptionV-4 network
[50], NDRB [52], ResNet101-v2 [39], ALRNet [70],
HMANET [56], ResNet [65], inceptionV-4 network [81],
MAVNet [41], and SDNF [61], which are aimed to enhance
the superior accuracy on segmentation.

Unsupervised learning: this model is not offered with the
precise results during training, which can be employed for
clustering the input data in classes through statistical
properties.

DAugNet [78]: DAugNet generates the precise maps
and has provided life-long adaptation settings for giving the
superior semantic segmentation results. GB-RBM [73] is
introduced for enhancing the segmentation results and
improving the speed and accuracy. Figure 7 gives the
training procedure of data augmentation network.

3.2. Features and Challenges. )e features and challenges of
the conventional semantic segmentation model using deep
learning techniques are listed in Table 2. )is description
provides the researchers for focusing on a new semantic
segmentation model on aerial images for solving the existing
challenges through adopting deep learning techniques.

4. Simulation Platforms and Dataset
Description for Conventional Semantic
Segmentation Models

4.1. Simulation Platforms. )e simulation environments
used for implementing a semantic segmentation model with
different imaging modality is presented in Figure 8. Here,
some of the tools such as CUDA version 8.0, Edge Detection
and Image Segmentation (EDISON) library, MXNet, Ten-
sorRT, and two-fold validation tool are used in 1.7% of the
contributions, respectively. MATLAB and Tesla use 3.3% of
the contributions for implementation and Pascal and Keras
utilize 8.3% of the research works with the TensorFlow as a
platform, respectively. TensorFlow is used as the simulation

Table 1: A comparison between different aspects related to the devices.

Feature Assessment Leader
Development CPU is the easiest to program, then GPU, and then FPGA CPU

Size Both FPGA and CPU have smaller volume solutions due to their lower power consumption FPGA-
CPU

Customization Broader flexibility is provided by FPGA FPGA
Ease of change Easier way to vary application functionality is provided by GPU and CPU GPU-CPU
Backward
compatibility

Transferring RTL to novel FPGA requires additional work; furthermore, GPU has a less stable
architecture than CPU CPU

Interfaces Several varieties of interfaces can be implemented using FPGA FPGA

Processing/$ FPGA configurability assists utilization in wider acceleration space; due to the considerable processing
abilities, GPU wins

FPGA-
GPU

Processing/watt Customized designs can be optimized FPGA
Timing latency Implemented FPGA algorithm offers deterministic timing, which is in turn much faster than GPU FPGA

Large data analysis FPGA performs well for inline processing, while CPU supports storage capabilities and the largest
memory

FPGA-
GPU

DCNN interference FPGA has lower latency and can be customized FPGA
DCNN training Greater float-point capabilities provided by GPU GPU
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environment for 18.3% of the works and NVIDIA is con-
sidered in 5% of the contributions. Finally, the python tool is
used in 6.6% of the research works and other platform
environments are taken in 20% of the contributions.

4.2. Dataset Description and Imaging Modalities Focused.
)e dataset used for implementing the semantic segmentation
model along with different imaging modalities is given in
tabular forms (Tables 3–7). Most of the contributions are

considered aerial images for semantic segmentation, which is
used in 23.3% of the work, s, and high-resolution aerial imagery
is taken in 16.6% of the contributions. Similarly, the remote-
sensing and high-resolution remote-sensing images are taken
in 25% of the research works. Unoccupied aerial vehicles’
(UAVs) images are gathered in 11.7% of the contributions.

Multiscale and multispatial resolution images are included
in 1.7% of the research papers, respectively, and satellite images
are taken in 5% of the contributions. Other high-resolution
images are taken in 13.4% of the research works.

Semantic Segmentation Models

Miscellaneous Techniques Deep Learning

Supervised Unsupervised

DNN GAN [37] [71] CNN [24] [53]
[61] [80] [48]

FCN [38] [51]
[46] [47]

ColorMapGAN [67]

DAugNet [78]
GB-RBM [45]

CAM-DFCN [36]
Relation Module Equipped
FCN [52]
FCN-AlexNet Module [55]
Improved-SegNet [58]
SegNet [64]
AD-LinkNet [44]
U-Net [42] [73]
Optimized U-Net [76]
Integrated Algorithm [71]
ResUNET-a [59]

DP-DCN [35]
Shuffling CNNs [27]
DSMFNets [28]
Uvid-Net [69]
ESPCN [42]
Neroarchitectures [72]
Ensemble of CNNs [25]
ADSCNet [54]
DSCNN [29]
Ensemble Learning [77]
[60] [66]
DCNN [57] [32] [33]
Multi-task CNN [30]
Multi-filter CNN [31]
ConvNet [26]
GAMNet [82]
DL-DCNN [68]
GCN [49] [83]

Modified InceptionV-4
Network [50]
Nested Dilated
Residual Block
(NDRB) [52]
ResNet101-V2 [39]
ALRNet [70]
HMANET [56]
ResNet [65]
Inception V-4 Network
[81]
MAVNet [41]
SDNF [61]

Segment Connection
Algorithm [39]
DSMFNets [40]
Hard Sampling and
Soft Sampling [74]
Aerial-BiSeNet [75]
MAML-PSO [63]
DASSN-RSI [79]
Cascaded Framework
[34]

Figure 3: Algorithmic categorization of existing semantic segmentation models.
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Figure 7: )e training procedure of DAugNet that comprises a data augmentor and a classifier. In each training iteration, the classifier
learns from the diversified batch generated by the data augmentor [78].

Table 2: Merits and demerits of existing semantic segmentation model using deep learning approaches.

Citation
number Methodology Features Challenges

[24] CNN It accurately extracts the round objects
using CNN

It requires more cost for getting pixel
intensities on shadow regions

[25] Ensemble of CNNs

It reduces the computational cost and
avoids aliasing problems; it provides

promising performance when compared to
the existing models

Conversely, multicore parallelization over
diverse scenes is complex

[26] ConvNet It gets efficient segmentation performance
with better sophistication

)is model is not suitable for unlabeled
data

[27] Shuffling CNNs )is model is limited to use ensemble
approaches

)is model is limited to use ensemble
approaches

[28] ResNet101-v2 and a pyramid
pooling module

It has offered an effective network
framework with superior performance

However, the segmentation accuracy is
limited while considering the large spectral
similarities among imperious surfaces and

buildings

[29] DSCNN It provides enhanced and smoother
identifications for different objects

It does not offer superior numerical
outcomes

[30] Multitask CNN
It has offered a principled and flexible
structure for providing the efficient

segmentation results

It does not preserve the geometrical
features and complex for segmentation

[31] Multifilter CNN It has achieved the highest overall accuracy
and removed the noise

)is paper does not investigate how diverse
data sources from other sensors are

integrated in deep CNN

[32] DCNN
)is model gets superior efficiency with
discriminative frameworks; it avoids

overfitting problems

However, this model does not fully remove
the salt and pepper noise

[33] DCNN )e DCNN achieves superior effectiveness
on a standard dataset

However, it is a tedious and small problem
that affects the segmentation quality

[34] Cascaded framework
It has improved the prediction with object
boundaries and removed the isolated false

positives
It has high computational costs

[35] Dual-path densely convolutional
networks (DP-DCN)

It avoids the vanishing gradient problem
and strengthens the information flow

among the layers by a dense connection

However, it requires less test time and
training time

[36] CAM-DFCN

)is model has attained mainstream
performance; it also promotes the

segmentation results with efficient feature
selection

)e performance of the suggested CAM-
DFCN was not improved significantly

while comparing to the CNN+RF+CRF

[37] GANs with multi-scale context
aggregation

)is network has improved the accuracy of
road extraction and offered superior visual

effects

It is a computationally inefficient one,
which has to enhance the segmentation

precision
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Table 2: Continued.

Citation
number Methodology Features Challenges

[38] FCN )is model has recovered the lost data to
get high robustness and accuracy

)is model is not applicable for processing
the shadow areas

[39] Segment connection algorithm
It enhances the detection efficiency that

enhances the applicability of the
framework

)e precision rate of lost vibration damper
identification is less which gives a lower F1

score

[40] DSMFNets It shows superior fusion results using
DSMFNets with efficient performance

However, the effectiveness can be affected
due to the restriction on the feature

extraction module

[41] MAVNet It has shown a better tradeoff between
performance and inference time

)is model is not applicable to apply
modestly sized networks

[42] ESPCN and UNet It enhances the segmentation and
improves the robustness It suffers from insufficient training samples

[43] Neuroarchitectures including (a)
MultiNet, (b) SegNet, and (c) UNet

)is model has improved the quality of
object segmentation However, the implementation is restricted

[44] AD-LinkNet )e suggested AD-LinkNet boosts the
efficiency on segmentation

)e designed model does not show the
better performance on different road

interruptions

[45] GB-RBM It enhances the segmentation results; it has
improved the speed and accuracy

)is model is restricted on high spatial
resolution thermal infrared images

[46] FCN
)e segmentation efficiency is improved
while comparing with the conventional

approaches; it gets less overhead

)e multitask degrades the efficiency of
segmentation

[47] FCN
It efficiently discriminates the nonwetland
classes from wetland classes; It enhances
the accuracy of semantic segmentation

However, processing the restricted
availability of ground truth data in large-

scale remote-sensing applications is
challenging

[48] CNN

)is model has enriched the semantic
information, which has focused on
attaining the representative extracted

features

It lacks in performance due to the
processing of high-level features

[49] GCN
It has shown superior performance with
capturing of complex features; it solves the

scarcity problem

It has to enhance the accuracy by adopting
different approaches such as optimization

and semantic labeling

[50] Modified InceptionV-4 network
called DAPN

)is technique has robust generalization
ability

Although the potsdam dataset has offered
consistent performance, there is a

considerable reduction in the vaihingen
IR-R-G dataset concerning IOU scores

[51] Relation module-equipped FCN
)e performance of semantic

segmentation is enhanced with the use of a
network using aerial scenes

However, the suggested relation modules
regarding segmentation are basic one, and
thus, it does not offer superior efficiency

[52] Nested dilated residual block
(NDRB)

It offers precise object boundaries and
labeling for complex scenes

)e per-class accuracy is not evaluated
which does not estimate the efficiency

[53] CNN

)is model has offered the best tradeoff
with the fewer number of parameters along
with less memory utilization; it gives the

suitable mapping of terrain

)e considered images do not have a fixed
shape or resolution, and thus, the training

may be affected

[54] ADSCNet

)is model has reduced the network
complexity because of the depth-wise

convolution; it improves the performance
along with better information flow

)is model does not evaluate the actual
inference speed

[55] FCN-AlexNet model )is model has maintained reasonable
accuracy and inference speed

)e limited dataset is used for validation,
which has to be rectified
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Table 2: Continued.

Citation
number Methodology Features Challenges

[56] HMANet

)is model captures the global contextual
details for efficient segmentation; it

enhances the efficiency of the self-attention
scheme and reduces feature redundancy

It takes huge consumption of memory

[57] DCNN It has shown better smoothing effects; it
has extracted the multilevel features

It does not consider the complementary
and orthogonal technical progressions

[58] Improved SegNet

It increases the accuracy and speed of
sunflower lodging; it efficiently monitors
the lodging in equivalent low canopy

density crops

)e complexity of the identification is
increased due to the growth and status of
sunflow which is varied through spatial

distribution changes

[59] ResUNet-a
It has offered better convergence
properties; the superior F1 score is

observed

It shows slow operation due to the GPU
synchronization that makes it impractical

for future processes

[60] Ensemble learning
It extracts multiscale features; the manual
dataset offers superior performance with

temporal consistency

However, this dataset has different
challenges such as number of types in
scenes, dataset size and large-scale
differentiation for several objects

[61] CNN It reduces the computational constraints; it
provides real-time performance

However, the weak labeling stage is
observed that affects the performance

[62] Superpixel-enhanced deep neural
forest (SDNF)

It shows superior classification ability with
reduced noises; it gives robust results

However, for some of the classes, the
accuracy is reduced

[63] MAML-PSO

)e misclassification of objects with
specific height variance can be effectively
minimized by introducing LIDAR data; it

increases the testing accuracy

In this model, the overall accuracy is not
very good

[64] SegNet
It shows the superior building extraction
for medium- and high-sized buildings; it
also enhances the classification accuracy

However, the small size buildings are
complex for identification

[65] ResNet
It has efficiently extracted the global and

local deep features that offer better
semantic segmentation results

)is study does not consider the digital
surface models on both datasets

[66] Ensemble learning )e semantic segmentation is improved
due to the extracted features

)e suggested model is limited on dataset
size

[67] ColorMapGAN
)e suggested model has minimized

computational complexity and improved
accuracy

)ough, the results’ quality for
nonlearning-based approaches is

inefficient

[68] DL-DCNN

It has achieved better convergence rate and
accelerated network training; it obtains

enhanced results with efficient
identification of changes

Conversely, it gets overfitting and low
accuracy rate

[69] UVid-net
It reduces the computational complexity
and provides superior segmentation results

on aerial videos

However, it is a laborious and time-
consuming task

[70] ALRNet
)is model chooses the most

nonredundant and representative features
to offer outstanding efficiency

ALRNet has higher computational
inefficiency

[71] GAN
)is model efficiently preserves the edge
information and gets a better accuracy rate

on segmenting the maps

)is model lacks accuracy and also it
suffers from extracting the continuous

road parts or complex regions

[72]
Integrated algorithm (encoder-
decoder CNN structures SegNet
with index pooling and UNet)

)is integrated technique has offered
superior features of both CNN and UNet
to offer better semantic segmentation of

images

For some classes, the suggested integrated
model has attained less performance than

other algorithms
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Table 2: Continued.

Citation
number Methodology Features Challenges

[73] UNet

)is approach has the capability of precise
segmentation of tree canopies; it also solves
complex problems in environments such

as agricultural production

Although the designed model shows
superior performance on detection, it does
not solve the issue of densely merged and

located false positives

[74] Hard sampling and soft sampling
)is model explores the heterogeneous
colour feature and texture feature of the

PV panel

On the contrary, the uncertainties have
remained

[75] Aerial-BiSeNet
A superior balance among the speed and
accuracy is offered; it has shown better
efficiency and accuracy on both datasets

It suffers from weak representation ability
and high model complexity

[76] Optimized UNet It solves the computational complexity; it
improves the overall performance

Conversely, some of the images attain the
worst results because of the estimation

problem

[77] Ensemble learning
)e accuracy and practical

implementation is superior to other
existing approaches

)e efficiency can be affected due to the
noise present in images

[78] DAugNet )e precise maps are generated and have
provided life-long adaptation settings

)is model does not apply on sentinel and
aerial images

[79] DASSN_RSI

It has reduced the training loss and
enhanced the convergence rate; it verifies
the advancement and efficiency of the

suggested method

It lacks in robustness, which does not focus
on low-shot learning methods

[80] CNN
)e segmentation and overall training time
have been reduced; it also improves the

overall precision

)is model does not consider low-
resolution images

[81] InceptionV-4 network It has attained superior segmentation
efficiency and training efficiency It shows poor generalization ability

[82] GAMNet

)e efficiency of the integration module is
improved; the accurate results has attained
with precise boundaries even for small

objects

)e confusing problem is occurred and
suffered from misclassification problem in

shaded areas

[83] GCN It restores the boundaries of ground
objects and reduced the pixel-level noises

However, it does not utilize the spatial
correlation details for interpreting remote-

sensing images

SIMULATION PLATFORMS
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Keras with Tensorflow
MATLAB
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Figure 8: Simulation platforms used for implementing the semantic segmentation models.
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4.3.Datasets for Image Segmentation. In this section, we give
a synopsis of a portion of the most generally utilized datasets
for image segmentation. We combine these datasets into 3
classifications is 2-dimensional images, 2.5-dimensional
RGB-D (complexity + colour) images, and 3-dimensional

images and give subtle ties with regards to the attributes of
each dataset. )e recorded datasets have pixel-wise marks,
which can be utilized for assessing model execution.

It is worth focusing on that a portion of these works, use
augmentation of data to expand the quantity of marked

Table 3: Dataset description based on modality of aerial imagery.

Citation
number Dataset description

[38] Aeriallanes18 dataset
[52] )e potsdam dataset and the vaihingen dataset
[27] ISPRS vaihingen and potsdam datasets
[24] Manual dataset that includes 127 aerial images
[41] Mavnet
[73] Manual dataset
[53] )e dataset can be accessed at https://github.com/gabrielmtzsoltero/ssegfor_aerial_mapping/
[56] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling challenging for vaihingen and potsdam
[29] Use the vaihingen dataset
[77] Commercial apple orchard in northeastern melbourne
[61] Vaihingen dataset and potsdam dataset
[46] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling and data fusion contest 2015

[30] Dataset is composed of 33 orthorectified image tiles acquired by a near infrared (NIR)-green (G)-red (R) aerial camera,
over the town of vaihingen (Germany)

[48] ISPRS Benchmarks1, deepglobe contest2, and spacenet competition3

Table 4: Dataset description based on modality of high-resolution aerial images.

Citation number Dataset description
[51] ISPRS vaihingen and potsdam
[70] Potsdam dataset, vaihingen dataset, and whu dataset
[71] Massachusetts dataset
[25] Vaihingen dataset
[75] Potsdam and vaihingen datasets
[59] ISPRS 2D potsdam dataset
[31] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling contest of potsdam and an area of guangzhou in China
[33] ISPRS vaihingen 2D semantic labeling challenge
[82] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling datasets

Table 5: Dataset description based on remote-sensing images.

Citation
number Dataset description

[35] Vaihingen and potsdam

[50] International society for photogrammetry and remote-sensing (ISPRS) 2D semantic labeling contest potsdam and inria
aerial image labeling dataset

[28] ISPRS
[42] Manual dataset on Tokyo
[72] Big data and computing intelligence contest (BDCI)
[54] Cityscapes
[58] )e remote-sensing data collected from field 1
[62] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling benchmark dataset
[63] 2015 igrss data fusion competition
[32] Rit-18
[79] Gaofen image dataset (GID) datasets
[80] Potsdam and vaihingen datasets
[67] Luxcarta dataset
[81] ISPRS 2D semantic labeling contest vaihingen dataset and Massachusetts building dataset
[68] Ottawa dataset, stone gate dataset, sardinia dataset, yellow river estuary dataset, barbara dataset, and USGS dataset
[49] Landsat-8 satellite and ISPRS vaihingen challenge dataset
[83] UCM dataset and the deepglobe dataset
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samples, uncommonly the ones which manage little datasets
such as in the medical domain. Augmentation of data serves
to expand the quantity of preparing tests by applying a set of
changes either in the information space, or element space, or
now and again both to the images, i.e., both the input image
and the segmentation map. Some normal changes incor-
porate interpretation, reflection, pivot, twisting, scaling,
colour space shifting, trimming, and projections onto
principal components. Augmentation of data has demon-
strated to work on the presentation of the models, partic-
ularly when gaining from restricted datasets, like those in
medical image investigation.

)e common image segmentation research has con-
centrated on 2-dimensional images. From Figure 9 [91],
pink, green, and yellow blocks mention semantic occurrence
and panoptic segmentation algorithms, respectively.
)erefore, several 2-dimensional image segmentation
datasets are existing, and they are PASCAL Visual Object
Classes (VOC) [92], PASCAL Context [93], Microsoft
Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) [94], Cityscapes
[95], ADE20K/MIT Scene Parsing (SceneParse150) [96],
SiftFlow [97], Stanford background [98], Berkeley Seg-
mentation dataset [99], Youtube-Objects [100], KITTI [101],
Semantic Boundaries Dataset (SBD) [102], PASCAL Part
[103], SYNTHIA [104], Dobe’s Portrait Segmentation [105],
etc., With the obtainability of reasonable range scanners,
RGB-D images have become standard in both research and
industrial applications. Some of the most standard 2.5-di-
mensional RGB-D datasets are NYU-D V2 [106], SUN-3D
[107], SUN RGB-D[108], UW RGB-D Object Dataset [109],
ScanNet [110], etc., )ree-dimensional image datasets are
standard in robotic, medical image analysis, 3D scene
analysis, and construction applications. )ree-dimensional
images are generally provided via meshes or other

volumetric illustrations, such as point clouds. Some of the
standard 3-dimensional datasets are Stanford 2D-3D [111],
ShapeNet Core [112], Sydney Urban Objects Dataset [113],
etc.

4.4. Frameworks and Benchmark Datasets Employed for
Different DL Tasks. Several deep learning frameworks and
datasets have been developed in the last few years. Various
frameworks and libraries have also been used in order to
expedite the work with good results. )rough their use, the
training process has become easier. Tables 8 and 9 [89] list
the most utilized frameworks and libraries and Benchmark
datasets.

4.5. Algorithms Comparison Based on Different Datasets.
Comparison of different algorithmic features and their re-
sults obtained based on clustering methods, conditional
random field, PASCAL VOC2012 dataset, CamVid dataset,
and MS COCO dataset are tabulated (Tables 10–14).

5. Performance Measures and Best Accuracy
Rate Attained by the Conventional Semantic
Segmentation Models

5.1. PerformanceMetrics. An exemplary ought to preferably
remain assessed in an assortment of ways, including
quantitative precision, speed, and capacity necessities. )e
majority of previous research has concentrated on param-
eters for assessing model accuracy. )e most commonly
used parametric for evaluating the accuracy of segmentation
algorithms is summarized below [91, 136]. On benchmarks,
to analyze various models, quantitative measurements are

Table 6: Dataset description based on modality OF UN-OCCUPIED aerial vehicles (UAVS) images.

Citation
number Dataset description

[37] UAV images of three regions (Baoxing, Jiaxing, and Chengyang)
[39] China southern power grid company
[69] Manual Uavid dataset and cityscape dataset
[43] Worldview-3
[55] Rice field located in southern China
[60] Manual Uavid dataset

[45] UAV-based thermal infrared imagery named NPU_CS_UAV_IR_DATA that was collected from some streets of China
by using FLIR TAU2

[64] RGB-D UAV dataset

Table 7: Dataset description based on multiscale, multispatial resolution, satellite images, and other high-resolution images.

Citation number Dataset description
[76] Lsun dataset
[44] CVPR2018 deepglobe challenge
[78] Dataset consists of pleiades images collected over five cities in Austria
[42] Polarimetric RADARSAT-2
[66] High-resolution images from LANDSAT-8 datasets of Google Earth engine
[34] Challenging PASCAL VOC2012 database
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utilized, and the visual nature of the model yields signifi-
cance in figuring out.

(i) Pixel accuracy (PA): basically, pixel accuracy states
the ratio of correctly classified pixels to the total
quantity of pixels. Pixel accuracy is known for N +
1 classes as

PA �


n
i�0 aii


n
i�0 

n
j�0 aij

, (1)

where aij is the quantity of pixels of class I pre-
dicted as belonging to class j.

(ii) Average/mean pixel accuracy (MPA): mean pixel
accuracy has marginally further developed, in

which the ratio of correct pixels is computed in a
per-class basis and then averaged over the total
number of classes:

MPA �
1

N + 1


n

i�0

aii


n
j�0 aij

. (2)

(iii) Intersection over union (IoU): this is quite possibly
the most generally utilized measurement in se-
mantic segmentation. It is determined as the area
of intersection of the predicted division map and
the ground truth divided by the area of the union
of the predicted segmentation map and the ground
truth:
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Figure 9: )e evolution of deep learning-based segmentation algorithms for 2-dimensional images from 2014 to 2020 [91].

Table 8: LIST of most common frameworks and libraries.

Framework License Core language Year of release Homepages
TensorFlow Apache 2.0 C++ and python 2015 https://www.tensorflow.org/
Keras MIT Python 2015 https://keras.io/
Caffe BSD C++ 2015 http://caffe.berkelyvision.org/
MatConvNet Oxford MATLAB 2014 http:/www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/
MXNet Apache 2.0 C++ 2015 https://github.com/dmic/mxnet
CNTK MIT C++ 2016 https://github.com/Microsoft/CNTK
)eano BSD Python 2008 http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/
Torch BSD C and lua 2002 http://torch.ch/
DL4j Apache 2.0 Java 2014 https://deeplearning4j.org/
Gluon AWS microsoft C++ 2017 https://github.com/gluon-api/gluon-api/
OpenDeep MIT Python 2017 http://www.opendeep.org/
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Table 9: Benchmark datasets.

Dataset No. of
classes Applications Link to dataset

ImageNet 1000 Image classification, object localization, object
detection, etc. http://www.image-net.org/

CIFAR10/100 10/100 Image classification https://www.cs.toronto.edu/∼kriz/cifar.html
MNIST 10 Classification of handwritten digits http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/

Pascal VOC 20 Image classification, segmentation, and object
detection

http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/
voc2012/

Microsoft COCO 80 Object detection and semantic segmentation https://cocodataset.org/#home
YFCC100M 8M Video and image understanding http://projects.dfki.unikl.de/yfcc100m/
YouTube-8M 4716 Video classification https://research.google.com/youtube8m/
UCF-101 101 Human action detection https://www.crcv.ucfedu/data/UCF101.php

Kinetics 400 Human action detection https://deepmind.com/research/open-source/
kinetics

Google open images 350 Image classification, segmentation, and object
detection

https://storage.googleapis.com/openimages/
web/index.html

CalTech101 101 Classification http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/
Caltech101/

Labeled faces in the
wild – Face recognition http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/

MIT-67 scene dataset 67 Indoor scene recognition http://web.mit.edu/torralba/www/indoor.htm

Table 10: Comparison of algorithms based on clustering methods (%).

Citations Algorithm features Datasets Segmentation results
[114] Weak supervision, spectral clustering, and discriminative clustering MSRC-21 70 (mA)

[115] Weak supervision and double-end clustering MSRC-21 52.9 (mIoU)
LABLEME 26 (mA)

[116] FCM algorithm and grouping algorithm Self-built dataset 2.2 (mError)

Table 11: Comparison of algorithms based on conditional random field (%).

Citations Algorithm features Datasets Segmentation results
[117] CRF, dense features, and high-order potential energy MSRC-21 75.8 (mA)
[118] CRF and joint-boosting algorithm MSRC-21 71.6 (mA)
[119] CRF and interactive Self-built dataset 95.3 (mA)
[120] CRF and high-order energy items MSRC-21 72.2 (PA)
[121] CRF and maximum flow-minimum cut MSRC-21 0.7 s (time)

Table 12: Comparison of algorithms based on PASCAL VOC2012 dataset (%).

Citations Algorithm features Datasets Segmentation results
[122] Convolution and deconvolution neural networks PASCAL VOC2012 63.6 (mIoU)
[123] Deconvolution networks PASCAL VOC2012 72.5 (mIoU)
[124] PSPNet PASCAL VOC2012 82.6 (mIoU)
[125] RefineNet PASCAL VOC2012 83.4 (mIoU)
[126] Decoupled deep neural networks PASCAL VOC2012 66.6 (mIoU)

Table 13: Comparison of algorithms based on CAMVID dataset (%).

Citations Algorithm features Datasets Segmentation results
[127] SegNet CamVid 60.1 (mIoU)
[128] Densely connected convolutional networks CamVid 66.9 (mIoU)
[129] ENet CamVid 51.3 (mIoU)
[130] Gated feedback refinement networks CamVid 68.0 (mIoU)
[131] Generative adversarial networks CamVid 58.2 (mIoU)
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IoU � J(P, Q) �
|P∩Q|

|P∪Q|
, (3)

where P� true segmentation map and
Q� predicted segmentation maps.
)e value of intersection over union lies between 0
and 1.

(iv) Mean-IoU: mean intersection over union is an
alternative standard metric defined by average
intersection over union across entire modules. It is
commonly used in reporting the performance of
contemporary segmentation algorithms [91].

(v) Precision/recall: for numerous classical image
segmentation models, precision and recall are the
standard metrics for recording. Definition for
precision and recall for every class is as follows:

Precision �
TP Fraction

TP Fraction + FP Fraction
,

Recall �
TP Fraction

TP Fraction + FN Fraction
,

(4)

where TP�True Positive, FP� False Positive, and
FN� False Negative. Usually, we are attentive in a
united form of precision and recall rates.

(vi) F1 score: F1 score is also the standard metric and
defined by the harmonic mean of precision and
recall:

F1 − Score �
2Precision xRecall

Precision + Recall
. (5)

(vii) Dice coefficient: Dice coefficient is an alternative
standard metric used in medical image analysis for
image segmentation, defined by “twice the overlap
area of predicted and ground truth maps, divided
by the total number of pixels in both images. )e
Dice coefficient is very identical to the IoU” [91]:

Dice �
2|P∩Q|

|P| + |Q|
. (6)

While practical to Boolean data, the Dice coeffi-
cient is nearly equal to the F1 score:

Dice �
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
� F1score, (7)

where TP indicates True Positive Fraction, FP
indicates False Positive Fraction, and FN indicates
False Negative Fraction.

(viii) Frequency weighted mIoU: over the raw mIoU,
frequency weighted mean intersection over union
is an improved which weights each class impor-
tance depending on their appearance frequency
[136]:

FWmIoU �
1


K
i�0 

K
j�0 aij



K

i�0


K
j�0 aij aii


K
j�0 aij + 

K
j�0 aji − aii

.

(8)

(ix) Jaccard index: the Jaccard index, commonly
known as the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is a
statistic used to assess the similarity between
sample sets. )e measurement stresses similarity
between finite sample sets and is officially defined
as the intersection size divided by the sample set
union size. )e mathematical representation of the
index is written as

J(A, B) �
|A∩B|

|A∪B|
�

|A∩B|

|A| +|B| − |A∩B|
. (9)

(x) Confusion matrix: a Confusion matrix is an N x N
matrix that is used to assess the effectiveness of a
classification model, where N is the number of
target classes. Figure 10 represents the confusion
matrix. )e matrix compares the actual goal values
to the machine learning model’s predictions. )is
provides us with a comprehensive picture of how
well our classification model is working and the
kind of errors it is producing. For a binary clas-
sification task, we would have a 2× 2 matrix with
four values, as illustrated in figure [137].
Let us decode the matrix. )e target variable has
two values: positive or negative. )e columns
represent the actual values of the target variable.
)e rows represent the predicted values of the
target variable.

(xi) Kappa coefficient: it is used to assess the level of
agreement between two human evaluators or
raters (for example, psychologists) when
assessing topics (patients). )e machine learning
community then “appropriated” it to quantify
categorization performance. )e kappa score,
also known as Cohen’s kappa coefficient [138], is
named after Jacob Cohen, an American statis-
tician and psychologist who produced the
foundational study on the subject. )is measure
is also known as Cohen’s kappa and the kappa
statistic. To compute the kappa score, it is

Table 14: Comparison of algorithms based on MS COCO dataset (%).

Citations Algorithm features Datasets Segmentation results
[132] Mask R-CNN MS COCO 37.1 (PA)
[133] FCIS MS COCO 59.9 (PA)
[134] Multitask network cascades MS COCO 51.5 (PA)
[135] Residual networks MS COCO 48.4 (PA)
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convenient to first summarize the ratings in a
matrix shown in Figure 11.

)e columns show the ratings by professor A. )e rows
show the ratings by Professor B. )e value in each cell is the
number of candidates with the corresponding ratings by the
two professors.

)e performance metrics employed for analyzing the
diverse semantic segmentation models through deep
learning is given in Table 15. From the set of research works,
63.3% of the works use OA, 48.3% of the contributions use
F1 score, and 25% of the works consider recall and precision
measures, respectively. mIoU metric is taken in 28.3% of the
research works, 5% of the papers use Jaccard index, kappa
coefficient, and dice coefficient the performance metric,

confusion matrix, and PA are considered in 4% of the re-
search works, respectively, and 23.3% of the contributions
consider IoU measure. Furthermore, some of the additional
measures are also taken for evaluating the efficiency of se-
mantic segmentation, which are FWIoU, MCC, average
accuracy, etc.

5.2. Best Performance Measures. )e best performance
measures obtained by diverse semantic segmentation
models are depicted in Figure 12. From this comprehensive
survey, Figure 8(a) represents contributions such as [32, 64]
to get 97% as the highest accuracy rate than others. Secondly,
the work in [50] obtains 94.49%, and the research works
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Figure 11: Summarization of ratings for kappa coefficient [138].

Table 15: )e best performances were obtained by diverse semantic segmentation models.

Citations Performance metric Best performance in percentage
[64] Overall accuracy 97.00
[68] F1 score 99.41
[62] Intersection over union 96.50
[24] Recall 99.84
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such as [26, 43, 47, 56, 59, 81] attain 92.63% accuracy rate
when compared with other works.)e best performances for
some of the metrics such as overall accuracy, F1 score,
intersection over union, and recall were noted and tabulated
as shown in Table 16.

5.3. ResearchGaps andChallenges. In recent decades, several
semantic segmentation approaches have been designed for
different applications such as surveillance systems, traffic
monitoring, and analysis on environmental changes.
However, manual segmentation methods are time tedious
and complex one. )us, an automated semantic segmen-
tation of aerial images is emerged as the recent hot topic
[139]. On the contrary, the semantic segmentation of aerial
images is a complex task due to several constraints such as
demand for pixel-level accuracy, nonconventional data, and
lack of training examples. Each object in the remote-sensing
images specifies important information, which requires to be
precisely categorized from the neighboring ones. Numerous
works have been proposed for solving this problem, which
has been focused on improving regularization and FCN such
as object boundary details. More numbers of public datasets
have been considered for evaluating the performance of the
deep learning approaches. Here, infrared and colour satellite
images have gained noteworthy performance that is more
equivalent to image sets utilized in the portrait and scenic
computer vision tasks. From the comprehensive review, the
public datasets such as ISPRS datasets get more importance
that has guaranteed the implementation of deep learning
approaches for facilitating the semantic segmentation [140].
)ough, the semantic segmentation on different data or
imaging modality and analysis metrics make evaluation
complex. Moreover, handling of different modality of re-
mote-sensing images such as UAV, hyperspectral images,
and infrared and RGB images are complex to process. It
results in lack of accuracy to estimate the nonconventional
data.

Sometimes, a large volume of data and a lack of training
examples pose complexities in aerial imaging applications.
Conversely, it is much more challenging due to the non-
conventional data sources such as LiDAR, hyperspectral
images, and synthetic aperture radar images [141]. When the
deep learning techniques are utilized for processing the
nonconventional remote-sensing datasets with labels, it
creates complexities. )ese deep learning methods suffer
from the lack of training dataset. Any deep learning model
may need a huge set of training images due to the number of
classes and complications of the problem [142]. Moreover,
the utilization of deep learning is more complicated while
considering the expensive and additional remote-sensing
data collection [143]. )us, different augmentation ap-
proaches are mostly employed for increasing the variation
and number of the dataset. Consequently, the most common
datasets called “ISPRS’s 2D labeling dataset and IEEE’S
GRRS dataset” have been attempted for addressing the data
inefficiency through offering the very high-resolution re-
mote-sensing images gathered from UAVs [141].

An additional limitation of deep learning-based se-
mantic segmentation is the necessity of a high number of
label dataset, which generally requires manual annotation.
)is issue has also considerably been solved through public
datasets through offering the annotations [142]. However,
it is still tedious while taking the own or manual datasets.
Existing research works have utilized conventional ap-
proaches for producing the annotations. Similarly, the label
dataset can be created with the feature of pretrained
models. From the meta-analysis results, the deep learning
provides enhanced efficiency and shows the superior
performance when compared to conventional approaches
[143]. Many challenges of deep learning-adopted tech-
niques have been solved and reduced in recent decades,
which have to increase the performance. )e future re-
search areas in the semantic segmentation of aerial images
can integrate the well-known deep learning models with
hybrid or new variant metaheuristic approaches. As the
deep learning-based semantic segmentation models have
emerged their future prospects, it has to create a new future
scope on different applications using intelligent algorithms
for increasing the accuracy rate [144]. In the future, it has to
solve the nonconventional data and labeling problems
while preparing a new datasets. )us, this research helps
the researchers to understand the semantic segmentation
model with several other possibilities for coming up with
new future research perspectives.

6. Conclusion

)is study has presented a comprehensive review on con-
ventional semantic segmentation models through deep
learning approaches. For this purpose, a set of research
works has been taken from recent years.)is study has given
the information regarding different machine learning or
deep learning techniques used, simulation tools, perfor-
mance metrics, features and challenges of conventional
semantic segmentation models, different imaging modali-
ties, and the datasets utilized. Finally, the research gaps and
limitations were analyzed for exploring a future research
perspective of semantic segmentation systems. On the
whole, this study has offered the detailed information on
semantic segmentation models, which are helpful for
assisting the researchers to present a semantic segmentation
model in the upcoming years.
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%e rapid development of the Internet of Medical %ings (IoMT) technology has resulted in various advances in the smart
healthcare field; it improves healthcare systems to offer more complicated real-time services and provides an efficient patient
motioning system. However, despite the brilliant side of IoMT, several concerns continue to undercut its adoption. In fact,
collecting, transmitting, storing, and using data in IoMT applications raises issues regarding privacy and data protection, es-
pecially with the multitude of stakeholders involved during the whole data life cycle. Motivated from these facts, this article is
devoted to perform a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) of privacy-preserving solutions used in the smart healthcare ecosystem.
%e recent research papers disseminated between 2017 and 2021 are selected from multiple databases and a standardized SLR
method is conducted. A total of 100 papers were reviewed and a critical analysis was conducted on the selected papers. Moreover,
this review study attempts to highlight the limitation of the current approaches and aims to find possible solutions to them.%us, a
detailed analysis was carried out on the selected papers in terms of the privacy techniques they deployed, the data life cycle phase
they addressed, the stakeholders needs they met, and the privacy principles they covered according to privacy laws and reg-
ulations. Finally, we summarize our results showing privacy-preserving trends and identifying recommendations to involve
privacy principles coverage in smart healthcare applications.

1. Introduction

In recent years, smart healthcare is one of the fastest-
growing technologies that provide an opportunity for ac-
curate and efficient prevention of several diseases. %e In-
ternet of Medical %ings (IoMT) is a connected
infrastructure of medical devices, health systems, and ser-
vices.%e IoMT [1] enables the connection, communication,
capture, and exchange of Electronic Medical Records (EMR)
between entities. %e EMR includes sensitive health data,
whereas the implementation of any Internet of %ings
Technology usually comes with various concerns about
privacy and data protection. When it comes to patient
privacy, the things to consider are even more. Hence, data
security and privacy issues have become the biggest concerns
of people in smart healthcare field. For example, a patient

usually expects that his or her EMRs, such as blood pressure
and pulse rate, can only be accessed by authorized profes-
sional health caregivers and with his or her consent and
control.

Recently, several researchers have shown interest in
security and privacy preservation in a smart healthcare
environment. Yet, understanding the current security and
privacy issues of the IoMTsystem is essential. Moreover, it is
significant to know the effectiveness of the offered solutions.
We found that little attention has been paid in the literature
to elaborate on these issues. %erefore, in this work, a
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [2] is presented.

1.1. Scope. Recently, Many surveys have been conducted
which highlighted the privacy-preserving issues in health-
care environments. Most of these surveys have given an
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insight into the privacy issues and their solutions in different
areas of the healthcare field. In the proposed survey, we have
given a comprehensive overview of different privacy-pre-
serving approaches in the smart healthcare ecosystem which
use many smart technologies (Cloud Computing, Fog
Computing, Internet of %ings, and telehealthcare tech-
nologies) to share data between various stakeholders. To this
end, the current systematic literature review is intended to
address privacy-preserving solutions in IoMT considering
different needs of stakeholders, the whole data life cycle, and
limitations in terms of privacy criteria coverage view.

One of the most recent survey papers of privacy-pre-
serving in healthcare environments was performed by
Hameed et al. [3]. In this paper, the authors highlighted a
systematic literature review around the IoMT security and
privacy issues and how machine learning techniques are
applied to solve these problems.

Within the scope of another study, performed by Tan-
riverdi [4], blockchain-based studies on the preservation of
medical data sharing privacy were analyzed. In this study,
information about the research publications in the literature
and possible issues that can be examined in the future were
discussed. In another study, Iwaya et al. [5] reviewed, an-
alyzed, and synthesized the related literature on the security
and privacy of m/uHealth systems using an evidence-based
software engineering methodology, a Systematic Mapping
Study (SMS).

Another exhaustive survey on security and privacy issues
in Healthcare 4.0 was carried out by Hathaliya and Tanwar
[6]. %e authors explored the blockchain-based solution to
give insights to researcher communities. %e technology
used, the problem formulation, the parameters to handle the
security, and privacy issues were implemented in a com-
parative analysis of the existing survey on security and
privacy in Healthcare 4.0.

A review of security and privacy in the medical Internet
of things was conducted by Sun et al. [7]. %e authors survey
the existing solutions for security and privacy in the IoMT;
the proposed solutions are focusing on data encryption,
access control, trusted third party auditing, data search, and
data anonymization. It had also highlighted the future
challenges of security and privacy in IoMT.

1.2.Motivation. %emotivation of this paper was as follows:

(i) Importance of privacy preserving in the smart
healthcare field is one of the key criteria to explore
this area.

(ii) %e existing literature mainly discussed some pri-
vacy aspects of smart healthcare such as technical
aspects; IoT-based and machine learning–based
solutions. Many other emerging areas of privacy in
smart healthcare, such as compliance with privacy
laws, in accordance with patient’s preferences and
privacy preserving in the whole data life cycle were
not explored to their full potential. So, there is a
need to write a survey that considers the integration
of all these aspects as mentioned above.

(iii) %is systematic literature review is intended for new
researchers in the field, and for those who are keen
to know about recent advances and limitations of
privacy-preserving in a smart healthcare environ-
ment. In addition, this kind of study enables the
identification of research trends, raising the most
discussed aspects and open issues, indicating pos-
sibilities of research in less discussed aspects.

1.3. Contributions. In this paper, we make the following
contributions:

(i) We discuss the background and the importance of
privacy in smart healthcare.

(ii) We identify several aspects that should be con-
sidered while treating privacy issues on smart
healthcare systems.

(iii) We identify 3425 primary studies that present
privacy-preserving solutions in the smart health-
care sector.

(iv) We further select 100 primary studies that meet the
inclusion and exclusion criteria we set for the paper
screening phase.

(v) We conduct an in-depth assessment through a
critical analysis of the 100 selected papers and
present the research ideas, techniques, and the
adopted aspects and considerations in the field of
privacy in IoMT.

(vi) Wemake different combinations of the prespecified
privacy aspects in the form of bubble charts to
conclude the state of privacy principles coverage
and security requirement fulfillment by the primary
studies.

(vii) Finally, we summarize the lessons learned from this
SLR and identify the recommendations that lead
toward a holistic approach to preserve privacy in
smart healthcare applications.

1.4. Organization of the Paper. %e remainder of the paper is
structured as follows: Section 2 presents a general back-
ground about IoMT, state of art, and terminologies of
privacy in smart healthcare. Section 3 describes the meth-
odology with which the primary studies were systematically
selected for analysis. %e findings of all the primary studies
selected are presented in section 4, followed by the dis-
cussion of the results in Section 5. Section 6 presents rec-
ommendations to upgrade toward a holistic approach to
preserve privacy. Section 7 concludes the paper and presents
some future research directions.

2. Background

In this section, we present background knowledge about
privacy, security, and smart healthcare, by defining each
concept, and presenting the existing privacy-preserving
techniques, laws, and criteria; we also provide an overview of
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smart healthcare, and the existing IoMT categories and
architectures.

2.1. Privacy Definitions and Techniques

2.1.1. Definitions: Privacy VS. Security. Privacy and security
are two different concepts, yet they are frequently misun-
derstood or conflated by the concerned users and organi-
zations while dealing with Internet services and personal
data.%us, it is mandatory to rectify themeaning of each and
discuss their differences.

Privacy is related to the right to have control over in-
formation, identity, and activity of oneself, and take part in
data processing decisions, such as disclosure, retention, and
erasure, whilst security is related to how the data is pro-
tected, and the measures to follow against the different
threats.

In other words and according to Ref. [8], the difference
between security and privacy can be represented as: “In-
formation security means protecting information and in-
formation systems from unauthorized access, use,
disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction so that
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information
are maintained. In contrast, privacy ensures that user’s data
are stored, used and disclosed fairly according to the data
owner’s preferences.”

2.1.2. Privacy-Preserving Techniques. Not any privacy-pre-
serving techniques are suitable for all sorts of applications
[9]; Herein, we present a few techniques that are effectively
used to preserve privacy in the smart healthcare sector:

(i) Access Control: %e intent behind these techniques
is to restrict access to only authorized parties [10].
Its mechanisms can take many forms depending on
the adopted approach while granting permissions;
assigning permissions based on roles designated as
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), and based on
attributes designated as Attribute-Based Access
Control (ABAC).

(ii) Cryptography: Various cryptographic techniques
are being applied in order to preserve privacy, %ey
can be classified into three main collections: Secret
Key Cryptography (SKC) which uses the same key
for encryption and decryption, i.e., DES, Public Key
Cryptography (PKC), a system in which two dif-
ferent keys are used, i.e., RSA,Hash Function, which
is an irreversible function that generates an output
data with fixed size from an unfixed input size [11].

(iii) Anonymization: %is technique is commonly
performed before the distribution and analysis
processes with the aim of data sanitization, also
known as de-identification [11]; it makes the data
less precise and hides the identity of patients.

(iv) Blockchain: Recently, blockchain has extended
beyond the financial sector and has become a
trending solution for decentralization, and privacy
issues in the smart healthcare domain, due to its

numerous features [12], namely, Decentralization;
Transparency; Open-source; Autonomy; Immuta-
bility; and Anonymity.

2.1.3. Data Access Management. %e use of smart health has
become the key source of data breaches since medical data
are more sensitive than the other types. %e 2021 Mid-Year
Data Breach Quick View Report published by Risk-Based
Security affirmed that 238 healthcare data breaches were
reported in the first 6 months of 2021, which makes the
healthcare sector in the top position as the most breached
economic sector [13] (Figure 1); moreover, “Hacking” or
Unauthorized Access is considered the number one breach
type (Figure 2), which points to the importance of data
access management.

Many techniques are being used for this purpose, in-
cluding the aforementioned techniques, Access Control and
Cryptography; authentication process is also used as a so-
lution to provide secure access to the medical data.

With the emergence of blockchain, new technologies are
added to this block, namely, permissioned blockchain and
smart contracts. Permissioned blockchain requires an access
control layer, which makes it provide an additional level of
security over the typical blockchain, while smart contracts
are being applied to manage the permissions to a patient’s
HER [14].

2.2. Smart Healthcare Overview. In our SLR, we are inter-
ested in privacy-preserving solutions, particularly in the
smart healthcare sector. With that being said, in this section,
we will clarify the status of this sector in the field of health as
a whole, and its different actors.

2.2.1. Electronic Health (e-Health). E-health is an emerging
field at the intersection of classical health, and Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT), for instance, the
use of Electronic Health Records (EHR) or databases that
store medical information of patients.

Nevertheless, an article published in the Journal of
Medical Internet Research [15] claims that the definition of
e-health has a broader sense, as the “e” does not simply mean
electronic, but implies several other “e’s,” which combine to
provide a full definition of e-health; these “10 e’s,” are the
following: Efficiency, Enhancing Quality, Evidence-Based,
Empowerment, Encouragement, Education, Enabling,
Extending, Ethics, and Equity.

2.2.2. Mobile Health (m-Health). More recently the emer-
gence of smartphones has led to their recognition as a great
help in the healthcare sector, hence the emergence of mobile
healthcare. Known as m-health.

M-health is a subsection of e-health and defined by %e
World Health Organization (WHO) in collaboration with
the Global Observatory for eHealth as “medical and public
health practice supported by mobile devices, such as mobile
phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assis-
tants (PDAs), and other wireless devices” [16]. M-health
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applications facilitate the communication between patients
and caregivers. Moreover, they allow remote and real-time
monitoring.

2.2.3. Smart Health (s-Health). %e abiding progression of
ICT has led to a new concept named context-aware envi-
ronments, such as smart homes and smart cities, which are
built with high sensing, analyzing, and decision-making

capabilities. %e implementation of these context-aware
environments along with both e-health and m-health has
engendered the term smart health (or s-health).

2.2.4. S-Health VS. m-Health. S-health and m-health are
distinct in terms of the underlying infrastructure. Ref. [17]
stated that “the concept of s-health could be considered an
augmentation of m-health with the sensing capabilities of
smart cities,” and summarizes the differences in two
points; differences in information sources as the data may
come from different sources not only from patients which
exceed m-health, and differences in information flows as
the collected data may be processed by several parties,
hence it is beyond the user-centric approach and beyond
m-health.

2.2.5. Key Stakeholders of s-Health. To ensure full coverage
of privacy in s-health, it is mandatory to define the different
actors as well as the needs of each of them:

(i) Patients: are the data owners; therefore, they have
the complete right to take control over their data, in
terms of access, modification, retention, erasure,
disclosure. . . In other words, the patients’ prefer-
ences must be considered by the smart healthcare
systems.

(ii) Services providers: are the actors who provide
smart healthcare and well-being services, such as
doctors, service developers, and cloud providers.

(iii) Governmental bodies: are either the organizations
that define privacy regulations and laws, such as the
European Data Protection Law, or the organizations
that supervise the legitimacy of data processing in
the smart healthcare sector.

To summarize, a solution that preserves privacy in a way
that satisfies the various stakeholders’ needs is a solution that
respects both the patient’s preferences and the service
provider’s privacy policy, while complying with the privacy
laws and regulations.

2.3. IoMT: Data Life Cycle, Categories, and Architectures

2.3.1. Data Life Cycle. Wireless body area networks
(WBAN) [18] and IoMT collect data streams such as heart
rate, blood pressure, ECG from sensors, actuators, which are
then transmitted to different units, i.e., mobile devices,
hospital data centers, etc. %ese data streams are then stored
in cloud servers, databases, ready for any further processing
or use.%at being said, the data life cycle can be assembled in
4 global stages, namely, collection, transmission, storage,
and process.

In our SLR, we are targeting IoMT data protection and
patient’s privacy-preserving solutions in s-health, and since
privacy must be protected in each data phase, we are joining
the data life cycle to the adopted aspects to assess the
proposed studies.
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Figure 1: Number of breaches by economic sector, reported by Q2
2021 [12].
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Figure 2: Number of breaches by breach type, reported by Q2 2021
[12].
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2.3.2. Categories of IoMT. Different categories of IoMT are
being adopted by the privacy-preserving solutions in the
s-health. We present them as follows:

(i) Fog/Edge/Cloud-based: Cloud computing allows
the data to be stored on multiple servers and
accessed from different locations. Yet, despite the
recent efforts to make data closer to the user, fog and
edge computing have overlapped to enhance the
velocity of data processing, In edge computing, the
data are stored in the device itself or closer to the
device and not sent to the cloud [19]; similarly, fog
computing provides an additional intermediate
layer where the data are processed within a node,
gateway, or router and then transferred to the
proper devices [20].

(ii) Blockchain-based: As we already mentioned in the
privacy techniques section, blockchain technology
becomes hugely implemented in the s-health do-
main in order to address privacy issues and
maintain seamless accessibility of data by the dif-
ferent stakeholders; it is built on public-key cryp-
tography which is used to conduct transactions
among nodes; these transactions are then stored on
a shared ledger [1]. Once the data are recorded in
the blockchain, they cannot be modified or
removed.

(iii) Policy-based: A privacy policy is another facet that
should be concerned about while dealing with
privacy issues in s-health since they are the main
intersection point between the multiple actors on
the patients’ data, i.e., service providers, govern-
mental organizations, etc., wherein every actor
expresses his needs on how the data should be used,
when, and how. Many privacy-preserving solutions
have followed privacy by design approach, yet they
fail to cover the needs of all the stakeholders.

2.3.3. Architectures of IoMT. Based on the aforementioned
categories, we can distinguish 4 architectures for the IoT in
the healthcare domain, namely, centralized architecture,
decentralized architecture, hybrid architecture, and third
parties architecture, as illustrated in Table 1.

2.4. Privacy-Preserving in s-Health: Laws, Policies, and
Preferences

2.4.1. Privacy Legislation. Privacy preservation is a common
responsibility among the different stakeholders; hence, they
are attempting to manage it by applying many mechanisms;
however, they only rely on the technical perspective while
neglecting the perspective of legitimacy and law compliance.
In this section, we will promote the existing and relevant
laws and regulations of protecting data and personal health
information (PHI).

As shown in Figure 3, since 1988, countries are
attempting to put boundaries on data usage, and allow
citizens to have control over their data, furthermore setting

penalties on any violation behavior of personal privacy. A
comparative study of major privacy laws and regulations is
surveyed in Ref. [21].

%e most relevant data protection legislation enacted to
date is the EU law General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), which is not only restricted to European-based
companies and service providers but also deals with inter-
national parties that are involved in processing the data of
the EU citizens. For that reason, many recent privacy laws
consider the adoption of GDPR, for instance, the Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) in California, enacted in June 2018 and
took effect in January 2020, the General Data Protection Law
(LGPD) in Brazil passed in 2018 and goes into effect in
February 2020 [22], and the Consumer Data Protection Act
(CDPA) in Virginia enacted on March 2, 2021.

Besides the EU GDPR, the International Standard ISO/
IEC 29100 defines 11 privacy principles to help organiza-
tions define their privacy safeguarding requirements related
to personally identifiable information (PII) [23], namely:
Consent and choice; Purpose legitimacy and specification;
Collection limitation; Data minimization; Use, retention,
and disclosure limitation; Accuracy and quality; Openness,
transparency, and notice; Individual participation and ac-
cess; Accountability; Information security; and Privacy
compliance. %e principles are described in Ref. [23].

2.4.2. Privacy Policies and Patients’ Preferences. As stated in
section 2.3.2, a Privacy Policy is a statement wherein an
organization clarifies how it will handle the collected Per-
sonal Health Information (PHI); however, it may not nec-
essarily satisfy the patients’ preferences. In order to prevent
this kind of conflict, the Privacy Policy must be written
understandably and mostly natural languages are used for
this purpose, while at the same time allowing patients to
express their preferences beforehand. In fact, this approach
is proceeding toward a mutual agreement among the
s-health stakeholders regarding privacy preservation, yet it
provokes many challenges particularly the agreement pro-
cess and the conflicting policies.

3. Systematic Literature Review

To choose and subsequently analyze a series of scientific
articles, the methodology used to conduct the literature
search and the selection of the studies to be included in our
analysis has been presented in this section. An SLR is
composed of five phases, namely: (i) definition of Research
Scope, (ii) Selection of primary studies, (iii) Inclusion and
exclusion criteria, (iv) Selection results, and (v) Data analysis.

3.1. Step1: Definition of the Research Scope. %e first step to
perform an SLR is identifying the need to uncover gaps and
trends related to the privacy-preserving aspects addressed in
this study.%erefore, it is necessary to identify some research
questions (RQ) to be answered from the inputs provided by
the analysis of relevant studies, which will constitute the
primary studies.
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%e purpose of this research was to analyze existing
studies and their solutions, to summarize the efforts of
research on privacy-preserving in smart healthcare appli-
cations from an end-to-end view (Different needs of
stakeholders and whole data life cycle), and to discover
limitations in terms of privacy criteria coverage view.

%erefore, to achieve these objectives, we have chosen
three research questions as listed in Table 2.

3.2. Step2: Selection of Primary Studies. In this phase, we will
identify the source bases and the source strings used to select
the primary studies for our study. To form our research
query, we used the Boolean operators AND and OR to
combine the multiple keywords describing our research
subject, the final result is the following:

(Privacy OR Cybersecurity OR “Cyber security” OR
security) AND (“smart healthcare” OR “smart health” OR
“digital healthcare” OR “medical Internet of things” OR
“medical IoT” OR “Internet of medical things”)

We have submitted this query in various relevant da-
tabases, namely: Science Direct, Scopus, Web of Science, and
Springer Link. %e obtained results were then filtered
through the inclusion and exclusion criteria defined in
section 2.3; afterward, we conducted the snowballing
technique to the new set of results, including both forward
and backward processes.

3.3. Step3: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. After the initial
selection from the previously mentioned databases, the next
step is the paper screening, which consists of checking the
eligibility of each article according to many criteria for
inclusion and exclusion, as presented in Table 3, to retrieve

only the most relevant studies that present a privacy-pre-
serving solution in the smart healthcare environment.

3.4. Step4: Selection Results. %e initial query search in the
selected databases provided us with an amount of 3425
articles as shown in Figure 4; after removing the duplicated
studies, the number was reduced to 3391; these studies are
then examined through the inclusion/exclusion criteria and
reduced to 59. An additional 8 and 33 studies were identified
by forward and backward snowballing, respectively, making
the outcome of the papers to be included in our systematic
literature review equal to 100 papers.

4. Result and Finding

After selecting the primary studies, in this section, two types
of analysis were performed to evaluate and synthesize the
primary studies—bibliometric analysis and technical anal-
ysis, as discussed in the following subsections.

4.1. Bibliometric Analysis. After the paper screening phase,
in this section, we focused on the evaluation of the primary
studies in terms of their publishers and publication year.

According to Figure 5, an important number of primary
studies (51%) was published by Science Direct, and 33% was
published by Scopus; moreover, a percentage of 21% was
published by Web of Science, while the least number of
papers was found in SpringerLink (4%).

It is worth mentioning that the researchers’ concern
about security in smart healthcare and privacy of medical
data is constantly growing, as seen in Figure 6; the published
primary studies went from 9 percent in 2017 to 29 percent in
2021. %e increasing adoption of telemedicine, usage of the

Australia
1988: Privacy Act

1995: Data Protection
Directive
European Union

United States
1996: HIPAA
1998: COPPA
1999: Gramm-Leach-Bliley

2000: Data PIPEDA
Canada

Morocco
2009: �e Act 09-08

2015: GDPR
European Union

Figure 3: Privacy laws and regulations.

Table 1: Architectures of IoMT.

Architectures Entities
participation Storage type Pros Cons

Centralized N Centric Efficiency: All data are managed in one
place; affordable to maintain

Single point of failure; no control over
data usage

Decentralized Y Distributed Secure storage; control over data usage Higher maintenance costs

%ird-party N Centric Cost-effective Data disclosed to untrusted third party; no
control over data usage

Hybrid N/Y Centric/
Distributed

Takes advantage of the pros of each
architecture Difficulty in management
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Table 3: Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria
%e paper must present a privacy-preserving solution related to smart healthcare Duplicated articles

%e paper must be a research article published in a peer-reviewed journal or conference
Articles published before 2017

Articles that are written in a language other
than English

We suppose that relevant articles should have at least one citation per year if the
publication year is between 2017 and 2019. For example, if an article is published in 2017,

it should have at least 4 citations

Articles that present a previous version of a
complete research study
%e study is a survey

ScienceDirect
N = 1651

Scopus
N = 817

Web of Science
N = 589

Springer Link
N = 368

Total = 3425

Total = 2867

Total = 1499

Total = 59

Duplicated articles are removed.
Articles published before 2017 are removed.

Total removed = 558

�e papers aren't a research articles.
�e papers haven't enough citation.

Total removed = 1368

�e papers out of our research topic.
�e papers that are not written in English.

Total removed = 1440

Articles included a�er the Snowballing.

Total added = 41

Total = 100

Figure 4: Number of articles included and excluded through paper screening.

Table 2: Research questions for our systematic literature review.

Research questions Goals

RQ1:What are the proposed solutions to preserve privacy according
to the different stakeholders’ needs (patients, providers, government
bodies) while considering data-access management?

%is question aims at identifying the existing solutions to preserve
privacy from different stakeholders’ points of view; therefore, it will
help to know the missing stakeholders’ needs that require more

interest in the future.

RQ2:What are the privacy criteria that have been considered by the
proposed solutions, and in which data life cycle phase?

%is question aims at identifying the privacy criteria coverage stated
by the existing solutions, as well as the phase of the data life cycle that

should be more enhanced.
RQ3 : How and what are the techniques used by published papers to
preserve privacy in smart healthcare, and in which architecture and
category?

%is question aims to identify the privacy-preserving techniques and
their impact on the architecture choice.
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Internet of medical things by different stakeholders, and
cyber awareness of patients, imply that in the next few years,
the research will be further enriched by studies that arise in
the context of privacy-preserving in digital healthcare.

4.2. Technical Analysis. %is step consists of defining a
classification scheme composed of different privacy aspects
in order to compare the different solutions based on a
comprehensive analysis. We define seven privacy aspects for
our study as follows:

(i) Architecture: Centralized, Decentralized, %ird
party, and Hybrid.

(ii) Category: Fog-/Edge-/Cloud-based, Blockchain-
based and Policy-based.

(iii) Data access management and privacy-preserving
technique: Access Control, Blockchain, Authenti-
cation, Cryptography, and Anonymization.

(iv) Stakeholders’ needs: Patient Preferences, Privacy
Policy, and Privacy laws.

(v) Data Life Cycle: Collection, Transmission, Storage,
and Process/Use.

(vi) ISO Privacy Principle: P1 : Consent and choice; P2 :
Purpose legitimacy and specification; P3 :
Collection limitation; P4 : Data minimization; P5 :
Use, retention, and disclosure limitation; P6 :
Accuracy and quality; P7 :Openness, transparency,
and notice; P8 : Individual participation and access;
P9 : Accountability; P10 : Information security; P11 :
Privacy compliance.

In this phase, we will classify the papers into four
classes (centralized, decentralized, third party, and

hybrid) based on the architecture privacy aspect. Fur-
thermore, an in-depth assessment will be accomplished
through a critical analysis of the selected papers based on
the other privacy aspects: category, data access manage-
ment and privacy-preserving technique, stakeholders’
needs, data life cycle, and ISO privacy principle. In the
following subsections, we present the findings of the
aforementioned analysis.

4.2.1. Centralized Architecture. In this subsection, we
present the main features and limitations of the relevant
papers in a centralized architecture, while the detailed results
are summarized in Table 4.

Kumar et al. [24], proposed a Secure Addressing and
Mutual Authentication protocol (SAMA) scheme to protect
the network from multiple attacks by modifying the stan-
dard IPv6 protocol, and by establishing a secure session key
and mutual authentication.

In another work carried out by de Oliveira et al. [25], a
dynamic revocable data access control protocol for Acute
Care teams (AC-AC) was proposed, by adding a security
mechanism that enables break-glass access to the Electronic
Medical Records (EMR) with dynamic revocation to provide
access to a patient’s encrypted EMR during acute care.

In the same context, and using Hyperelliptic Curve
Cryptosystem (HECC), authors proposed in Red. [81] a
secure and efficient software-defined healthcare-enabled
WBANs architecture. More explicitly, authors integrated the
SDN technology into the proposed solution while separating
the control and data planes in an efferent manner. Hence,
convenient results were obtained in terms of security,
computation, communication, and storage costs.

On the other hand, Zhong et al. [26] proposed an effi-
cient attribute-based encryption (ABE) scheme that out-
sources part of the encryption and decryption to the edge
nodes and supports attribute updates, enabling flexible right
control. %is scheme is tested and evaluated in different
security levels and proves that it is more efficient for re-
source-constrained devices than the traditional ABE
schema. Furthermore, in a study reported by Onesimu et al.
[27], a privacy-preserving data collection scheme was
implemented based on the clustering-based anonymity
mode for IoT-based healthcare services and formulates the
threat model as client-server-to-user to ensure privacy on
both ends.

In the same context, an integrated privacy-preserving
framework in IoT-based smart healthcare was suggested in
Ref. [29]; the particularity of this solution is its ability to
allow patients making pragmatic data sharing deals with
smart services by indicating the data items that can be shared
or used along with their precision.

Izza et al. [28] proposed an IoT-based Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) authentication scheme for Wireless
Body Area Networks (WBAN), which is an improved ver-
sion of the RFID authentication scheme for IoTproposed by
Naeem et al. %is study focused on solving the remaining
security challenges of the previous protocol during the
transmission phase.
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Table 4: Summary of the studies reported on centralized architecture.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access

management
Stakeholders

needs Data life cycle
Privacy criteria

(ISO/IEC
29100)

[24] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Transmission P6; P10; P11

[25] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography access
control No Transmission

storage process
P1; P2; P5; P6;

P8; P10

[26] Edge/Cloud-
based

Cryptography access
control Access control No Transmission

storage P6; P10; P11

[27] Cloud-based Anonymization No No Collection P5; P6; P7; P10;
P11

[28] Cloud-based Cryptography
\Anonymization Cryptography No Transmission P6; P10; P11

[29] Cloud-based Anonymization Access control
Patient

preferences
privacy policy

Process P1; P3; P5; P7;
P8; P11

[30] Edge-based Cryptography Access control
Patient

preferences
privacy policy

Collection
transmission

storage

P1; P3; P4; P6;
P8; P10; P11

[31] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control Access control Privacy policy Transmission

storage process
P2; P8; P6; P9;

P10; P11

[32] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control

Cryptography access
control Privacy policy Transmission

storage
P1; P2; P5; P8;

P9; P11

[33] Cloud-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography access
control authentication

process
No Storage process P6; P7; P10; P11

[34] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Transmission

storage process P6; P7; P11

[35] Cloud-based Access control Cryptography Privacy policy Transmission
storage process P2; P5; P10; P11

[36] Privacy-based Anonymization No No Process P2; P5
[37] Cloud-based Authentication process No Process P5; P9; P10

[38] Cloud-based Cryptography Authentication process Patient
preferences Process P2; P5; P6; P8

[39] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication No Transmission

process P6; P10; P11

[40] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control

Access control
authentication process No

Collection
transmission

storage

P2; P3; P4; P10;
P11

[41] Cloud-based Cryptography No No Transmission P6; P10; P11

[42] Edge/Cloud-
based Cryptography No No Transmission

storage P6; P9; P10; P11

[43] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control Access control No Storage process P1; P6; P8; P10;

P11

[44] Privacy-based Anonymization access
control No No Storage process P6; P10; P11

[45] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography
Patient

preferences
privacy policy

Collection
transmission

storage process

P1; P4; P7; P5;
P3; P6; P9; P10

[46] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control

Access control
authentication process

Patient
preferences Process P2; P5; P8; P9;

P10

[47] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography No Transmission
storage process

Purpose
legitimacy; P5;

P10

[48] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Process P6; P7; P10;

P11.

[49] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Process P6; P7; P10; P11

[50] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography No
Collection

transmission
storage process

P6; P10; P11
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Table 4: Continued.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access

management
Stakeholders

needs Data life cycle
Privacy criteria

(ISO/IEC
29100)

[51] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control

Cryptography access
control Privacy policy Collection storage

process P1; P4; P7; P2

[52] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography
authentication process No Transmission

storage P7; P8; P10

[53] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control

Cryptography access
control Privacy policy Storage process P9; P10; P11

[54] Cloud-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography access
control authentication Privacy policy Transmission

storage process P6; P10; P11

[55] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Transmission P5; P7; P10; P11

[56] Cloud-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography access
control

Patient
preferences Storage process P1; P5; P8; P10;

P11

[57] Edge/Cloud-
based Cryptography Cryptography

authentication process
Patient

preferences
Transmission
storage process

P1; P2; P5; P8;
P9

[58] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control Access control No Collection process P1; P2; P8; P11

[59] Privacy-based Access control Authentication process No Transmission
process P6; P10; P11

[60] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography Privacy policy Process P2; P5; P9; P10

[61] Fog/Edge/
Cloud-based Access control Access control Patient

preferences
Collection

transmission
P1; P3; P4; P7;

P8; P11

[62] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization Smart contracts No Transmission

process P2; P5; P10

[63] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography Patient
preferences

Tran smission/
Storage

P7; P5; P8; P9;
P10

[64] Policy-based Anonymization access
control Access control Privacy policy Transmission

storage process
P1; P6; P7; P8;

P10; P11

[65] Cloud-based,
distributed data Anonymization No Privacy policy Collection storage P3; P4; P7; P10

[66] Cloud-based Cryptography No No Transmission P6; P10; P11

[67] Privacy-based Cryptography access
control Access control

Patient
preferences/
Privacy policy

Transmission P2; P10; P11

[68] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control Access control No Transmission

storage P6; P9; P10; P11

[69] Cloud-based
Cryptography
Anonymization
Access control

Cryptography access
control No Storage process P6; P10; P11

[70] Cloud-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography access
control No Storage process P7; P8; P10; P11

[71] Privacy-based Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography
authentication process No Process P5; P9; P10

[72] Cloud-based Anonymization No No Collection P3; P4; P9; P10;
P11

[73] Cloud-based Cryptography No Privacy policy Storage process P2; P5; P10; P11

[74] Privacy-based Cryptography Access control
Compliant with
laws privacy

policy
Collection process P1; P2; P3; P7;

P8; P11

[75] Cloud-based Cryptography Cryptography No Transmission
storage P7; P8; P10

[76] Edge/Cloud-
based Cryptography No Privacy policy Collection P5; P6; P7; P10;

P11

[77] Cloud-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography access
control authentication No Storage process P6; P9; P11
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Moreover, Alraja et al. [29] focused on protecting the
privacy of the IoT users, and helping them make pragmatic
data-sharing deals with smart services and data consumers
by determining the existing privacy risks concerning each
data sharing.

Singh and Chatterjee [30] designed a smart healthcare
system based on edge computing architecture which consists
of an intermediary layer called an edge computing layer
responsible for maintaining the network latency and pre-
serving the privacy of the patient data.

%e emerging healthcare Industrial Internet of %ings
(HealthIIoT) faces several fundamental security and privacy
challenges, such as secure fine-grained data delivery, pri-
vacy-preserving keyword-based ciphertext retrieval, and
malicious key delegation. For these challenges, Sun et al. [31]
proposed a Privacy-aware and Traceable Fine-grained Sys-
tem (PTFS) in cloud-assisted HealthIIoT, which enables
secure fine-grained data delivery, privacy-preserving data
retrieval, efficient encryption, and decryption operations.

Sathya and Raja [32] proposed a Euclidean L3P-based
Multiobjective Successive Approximation (EMSA) algo-
rithm, a powerful measure of privacy in the smart healthcare
environment, Based on the critical foundation for the
storage of sensitive data in cloud environments, the role-
based encryption keys.

Furthermore, other research groups and Ogundoyin
et al. [33] proposed a lightweight privacy-preserving au-
thentication and fine-grained access control scheme
(PAASH) for smart health.%is study addresses the security,
efficiency, and privacy challenges of smart healthcare in
smart cities.

Furthermore, Vineela et al. [34] proposed an authenti-
cation scheme for preserving the security and privacy of the
big data in a cloud environment; this schema follows a
mutual authentication and performs encryption operation
between user and cloud environment.

A human-in-the-loop-aided (HitL-aided) scheme was
designed by Zhou et al. [35] to preserve privacy in smart
healthcare. %ey employed a block design technique to
obfuscate various health indicators from the hospitals and
the smart devices. %ey also introduced a human-in-the-
loop (HitL) to enable privacy access of the health reports
from the smart healthcare platform.

In addition, in a study made by Krall et al. [36], a new
approach for preserving privacy in the framework of pre-
dictive modeling was proposed. %is solution meets the

requirement of differential privacy while mitigating the risk
of model inversion.

Based on machine learning techniques to detect deviated
user access against Electronic Health Records (EHR), and to
maintain the privacy of healthcare data, Hussain Seh et al.
[37] defined an efficient framework for securing the privacy
and confidentiality of healthcare data proactively. On the
other hand, He et al. [38] presented a password strength
meter that takes into account users’ personal information. It
helps users to select passwords with a higher degree of
security.

Furthermore, in another recent work performed by
Ibaida et al. [39], a novel privacy-preserving and efficient
technique was proposed, that implements a lightweight
shallow neural network to reduce the burden on the network
while ensuring the privacy of the Electrocardiogram signals
(ECG).

For the same purpose, another recent work carried out
by El Zouka et al. [40] defined a secured healthcare mon-
itoring system using fuzzy logic-based decision support
(FBIS) systems to get the status of the patient. %e proposed
model consists of a trusted environment that is responsible
for collecting authenticated physiological data.

Furthermore, a secure certificateless searchable public-
key encryption (SPE) scheme for SHS was defined by Ma
et al. [41], named SCF-CLSPE scheme, and it can resist
keyword guessing attacks (KGA) and chosen keyword at-
tacks (CKA) under the standard model. %is scheme was
also tested and proved that it has lower computation and
communication costs.

Jayaram and Prabakaran [42] presented an edge-level
privacy-preserving additive homomorphic encryption for
secure data processing and filtering nonsensitive data in the
edge layer. Also, an adaptive weighted probabilistic classifier
model is proposed in the cloud layer for onboard disease
prediction and rehabilitation of remote patients.

Also, many healthcare-based solutions, including Refs.
[82–84], focus on predicting serious disease using deep
learning, machine learning, or a combination of the two.
%ese works aim to analyze and monitor patient health to
prevent severe health complications. Yet, these works focus
more on patients’ data while little attention is given to
patient’s privacy. Contrary to these propositions, the work
performed by Ge et al. [43] while aiming to predict disease
by using deep learning also assured the data deletion ap-
proach by the data owner to limit access to their health data.

Table 4: Continued.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access

management
Stakeholders

needs Data life cycle
Privacy criteria

(ISO/IEC
29100)

[78] Cloud-based Cryptography No Compliant with
laws

Transmission
storage P9; P10; P11

[79] Privacy-based
Cryptography

anonymization access
control

Access control
authentication process Privacy policy Storage process P2; P5; P8; P10

[80] Cloud-based Cryptography access
control Access control No Storage process P2; P5; P8
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Toward the identification of anomalous behaviors within
electronic patient record (EPR) datasets, researchers Hurst
et al. [44] presented an investigation methodology. %e
proposed framework uses the LOF algorithm to detect
unusual data patterns, labeling points as normal or anom-
alous, under the consideration of an HIL approach.

Moreover, Abdo et al. [45] used machine learning
techniques for classifying a user’s-health state and crowd-
sensing for collecting information about a person’s privacy
preferences. %ey proposed a novel cloud-based secure lo-
cation privacy-preservingmobile healthcare framework with
securely storing, processing, and decision-making
capabilities.

Furthermore, to provide users with secure and efficient
access to their data, a lightweight user authentication system
was designed by Kaul et al. [46]. In order to prevent un-
authorized users from accessing the data, a proposed au-
thentication describes a lightweight data access control
process.

Moreover, with the intent to protect a patient’s images
from a compromised broker, Hamza et al. [47] proposed a
privacy-preserving chaos-based encryption cryptosystem.
%ey proposed a fast probabilistic cryptosystem to secure
medical keyframes that are extracted from wireless capsule
endoscopy procedures using a prioritization method.

Hathaliya et al. [48] proposed a mobile-based healthcare
system with a biometric authentication approach, to ensure
the security and privacy of electronic healthcare records in
the Healthcare 4.0 era. For the same purpose, researchers
Hathaliya et al. [49] previously proposed a biometric-based
authentication scheme to ensure secure access of the pa-
tient’s EHR from any location. %e proposed scheme is
tested and validated by the Automated Validation of Internet
Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool.

Furthermore, in a study reported by Xie et al. [50],
iCLAS was presented, which is an improved certificateless
aggregate signature scheme that can resist all kinds of se-
curity attacks and can ensure patient privacy protection.

A privacy preservation framework was presented by
Azad et al. [51] within smart context-aware healthcare
emphasizing privacy assurance challenges within Electronic
Transfer of Prescription. %ey proposed an enhancement to
the widely used Salford model to achieve privacy preser-
vation against masquerading and impersonation threats.

An anonymity-based user authentication protocol is
preferred to resolve the privacy preservation issues in the
IoMT. For this purpose, Deebak et al. [52] proposed a Secure
and Anonymous Biometric Based User Authentication
Scheme (SAB-UAS) to ensure secure communication in
healthcare applications.

Moreover, in Yang et al. [53], a privacy-preserving smart
IoT-based healthcare big data storage system with self-
adaptive access control was defined. %is solution aims at
solving the following challenges: privacy of patients’ medical
data, access control in emergency scenarios, and optimi-
zation of data storage in big data systems. In another recent
work by the same group, Yang et al. [54] proposed a privacy-
preserving e-health system, where it defines a noninteractive
and authenticated key distribution procedure for the

medical IoT network, as well as a novel keyword match-
based policy update mechanism. Also, note that this system
is a fusion of Internet-of-things (IoT), big data, and cloud
storage.

Furthermore, in a study reported by Aghili et al. [55], the
limitations of the previously proposed lightweight RFID
mutual authentication (LRMI) protocol were presented, to
eventually propose a new secure and lightweight mutual
RFID authentication (SecLAP) protocol that provides secure
communication and preserves privacy in the smart medical
systems.%e proposed security features are verified using the
BAN logic.

Greene et al. [56] proposed ShareHealth, an end-to-end
system for secure sharing of the collected medical data, by
allowing the data owners to specify access-control policies
and to cryptographically enforce those policies.

In addition, with the aim of solving the problem of
limited computation ability of sensors on a patient in a smart
healthcare system, Ding et al. [57] proposed a lightweight
secure smart healthcare storage system that employs edge
servers to compute data authenticators and verify data
integrity.

MPPDS, a novel collaborative eHealth system that
supports Multilevel Privacy-Preserving Data Sharing, was
developed by Kim et al. [58]. %e proposed system gives the
data owner the possibility to share his or her health data with
several data users within a collaborative eHealth system,
under different levels of privacy protection.

Huang et al. [59] presented a practical scheme that can
reliably authenticate patients with biometric authentication;
electrocardiogram (ECG) signals, and provide differentially
private protection simultaneously.

Furthermore, intending to protect patients’ sensitive
data while the smart health platform needs to do some
analysis over these data, researchers Wang et al. [60] pro-
posed a privacy-preserving outsourced computation scheme
in the healthcare system. %ey enhanced the security of this
scheme by splitting the decryption permissions into both
servers.

A fog-based access control model was proposed byWang
et al. [61], to ensure high-level privacy protection without
reducing the efficiency in cloud/fog computing, especially on
the Internet of medical things IoMT.

Zhang et al. [62] defined a secure smart healthcare
system based on a leakage-resilient anonymous HIBE
scheme in the bounded leakage model. It can protect the
patient’s privacy well, even when the private key is partially
leaked. It also achieves the safe transmission of the patient’s
electronic health records (EHR) in the case of leakage
attacks.

Based on multi-party random masking and polynomial
aggregation techniques, Kaur et al. [63] proposed a PPCF
scheme. Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Filtering scheme
on Arbitrary Distributed Data (ADD), where two phases are
considered namely: off-line model generation and online
prediction generation.

Vora et al. [64] presented an approach to preserve the
identity and to protect the privacy of clinical data using an
ARCANA encryption scheme. %ey also discussed an
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authorization framework using access of varying degrees.
Moreover, they had implemented the AT&T scheme for
managing the access control mechanism of patients’ data.

A practical framework called PrivacyProtector was de-
fined by Luo et al. [65]. %e proposed framework is a patient
privacy-protected data collection, intending to prevent
collision attacks and data leakage. PrivacyProtector includes
the ideas of secret sharing and shares repairing for patients’
data privacy.

In another study made by Elhoseny et al. [66], a hybrid
security model was proposed. %is model aims to secure the
diagnostic text data in medical images. %ey also developed
through integrating 2-D discrete wavelet transform 1 level
(2D-DWT-1L) steganography technique with a proposed
hybrid encryption scheme.

An attribute-based credential (ABC) was presented by
Maria de Fuentes et al. [67], to cope with smart health
privacy issues and to set the stage for the further adoption in
other privacy-aware IoT-based smart cities’ services.

Zhang et al. [68] introduced PASH, a privacy-aware
s-health access control system, in which the key ingredient is
a large universe ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE) with access policies partially hidden.

In another work, Zhang et al. [69], the authors, have
introduced SSH, a Secure Smart Health system with privacy-
aware aggregate authentication and access control in IoT.
%is solution is built on an anonymous certificateless ag-
gregate signature and an anonymous CP-ABE scheme.

An efficient work carried out by Zheng et al. [70] pre-
sented a medical data sharing scheme in cloud storage. To
solve the privacy issues in users’ data sharing, they utilize
attribute-based encryption to enable data sharing. And, they
use the attribute bloom filter to hide all the attributes in the
access control structure.

Zhang et al. [71] provided a privacy protection mech-
anism offering biometric authentication that allows the
server to authenticate users with a biometric template. %e
user’s anonymity is maintained during the authentication
and key negotiation process.

A novel method for preserving the privacy of the col-
lected data in the healthcare environment was developed by
Kim et al. [72]. %e proposed method is characterized as
temporal data collected at fixed intervals by leveraging local
differential privacy.

Practical privacy-preserving analytics in healthcare in-
formation systems was developed by Sharma et al. [73]. %e
study is based on kHealth, a personalized digital healthcare
information system that is being developed and tested for
disease monitoring.

Furthermore, with the aim of proposing the re-
quirements and the practical approaches that should be
considered when designing and developing IoT for data
collection and data sharing within the healthcare domain,
O’Connor et al. [74] define a “Privacy by Design
approach.”

Amethodology to secure patients’ medical big dataMBD
in the healthcare cloud was proposed by Al Hamid et al. [75],
using the decoy technique with a fog computing facility. It is
based on the bilinear pairing cryptography that can generate

a session key among the participants and communicate
among them securely.

A pioneer work carried out by Bhuiyan et al. [76] in-
vestigated the concerns with privacy-protected data col-
lection. For this purpose, a new secret sharing scheme and a
share reconstruction scheme were defined for patient data
privacy. %ey consider a distributed database consisting of
multiple edge servers and each server receives a share of the
patient data.

A new schema named OOABS was defined by Liu et al.
[77] to replace the traditional Mobile Internet Devices
(MIDs), and embedded Devices (EDs) of the electronic
Health systems, to overcome their limitations in terms of
storage space, power supply, and computational capacity.

Yang et al. [78] proposed a new solution to preserve
privacy in e-health. %is solution is based on the dynamic
searchable symmetric encryption scheme with forwarding
privacy and delegated verifiability for periodically generated
healthcare data.

Rahman et al. [79] designed a security framework named
PriSens-HSAC. %e proposed framework is the first
framework that provides increased privacy for Radio Fre-
quency Identification (RFID) based healthcare systems,
using RFID authentication along with access control
techniques.

Moreover, Zhang et al. [80] defined a secure smart
healthcare system that fulfills fine-grained access control on
smart healthcare cloud data and hence ensures users’ privacy
protection. %e key technique is a promising cryptographic
primitive called ciphertext-policy attribute-based
encryption.

4.2.2. Decentralized Architecture. Each primary research
paper of this class was read in full, and relevant data were
extracted and summarized in Table 5. %e main idea of
each paper is also recorded below in the following section.
Chelladurai et al. [85] proposed a Patient-Centric secure
EHR Management system using blockchain technology,
to provide a regulated solution to the requirements of
patients, doctors, and health service providers with in-
tegrity management. %e proposed system provides high
security and integrity through cryptographic hash
functions. Lee et al. [86] proposed a blockchain-based
medical data preservation scheme for telecare medical
information systems (TMISs), which consist of a medical
sensor area authentication protocol (WBAN) and a social
network information transfer protocol. A Double Block-
chain Telemedicine Diagnosis (DBTMD) scheme was
proposed by Wang et al. [87] for privacy protection, which
constructs a public chain Userchain and a consortium
Medicalchain. It also develops an identity authentication
chain to ensure the real-time accuracy of the doctor’s
identity information. %is study reduces the communica-
tion costs of keys’ transactions.

Furthermore, Wang et al. [88] proposed a data privacy
protection, efficient retrieval, and analysis service scheme of
IoMT based on low-cost fog computing. %e fog computing
system is set between the IoMT and cloud services, and
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Table 5: Summary of studies reported on decentralized architecture.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access management Stakeholders

needs Data life cycle

Privacy
criteria
(ISO/IEC
29100)

[85] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Access control smart
contracts No

Collection
transmission

storage process

P1; P6; P7;
P8; P10

[86] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

anonymization
Cryptograph access control No

Collection
transmission

storage
P1; P6; P10

[87] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Cryptography access
control authentication

process
No Transmission

storage process

P1; P4; P5;
P6; P7; P8;
P10; P11

[88] Fog/Cloud-
based

Cryptography access
control

Cryptography access
control No Transmission

storage process
P5; P6; P10;

P11

[89] Blockchain-
based

Blockchain access
control

Cryptography smart
contracts authentication

process
No Transmission

storage process

P4; P5; P6;
P7; P8; P10;

P11

[90] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

anonymization
Cryptograph access control No

Collection
transmission

storage

P1; P5; P6;
P7; P10

[91] Fog/Edge-
based Cryptography No No Transmission

storage P6; P10

[92] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Cryptography No Transmission

storage process
P5; P6; P7;
P8; P10; P11

[93] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Smart contracts Patient preferences

privacy policy
Transmission
storage process

P1; P3; P4;
P5; P7; P11

[94] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Cryptography smart
contracts Patient preferences Storage process P7; P8; P10;

P11

[95] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Cryptography smart
contracts Patient preferences Storage process P1; P3; P7;

P8; P10; P11

[96] Blockchain-
based

Blockchain access
control

Access control smart
contracts

Compliant with
laws patient
preferences

Collection storage
process

P1; P2; P3;
P5; P7; P8;
P9; P10; P11

[97] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Smart contracts Patient preferences

privacy policy
Transmission
storage process

P1; P3; P4;
P5; P7; P8;
P10; P11

[98] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Cryptography Patient preferences Storage process P1; P3; P7;

P8; P10; P11

[99] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain No No Transmission

storage P7; P10; P11

[100] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Cryptography No Storage P6; P10; P11

[101] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Cryptography smart
contracts authentication
process permissioned

blockchain

Patient preferences Storage process P1; P5; P7;
P8; P10; P11

[102] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Cryptography smart
contracts

Compliant with
laws

Transmission
storage

P1; P2; P6;
P7; P8; P9;
P10; P11

[103] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Smart contracts Compliant with

laws privacy policy
Transmission
storage process

P2; P5; P6;
P7; P8

[104] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain Authentication process No Storage P5; P6; P7;

P10; P11

[105] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Smart contracts
authentication process

Compliant with
laws patient
preferences

Transmission
storage process

P1; P2; P5;
P6; P7; P8;
P10; P11

[106] IOTA-based Cryptography Access control
authentication process Patient preferences Transmission

storage process

P1; P5; P6;
P7; P8; P10;

P11
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provides low latency, high computing efficiency, and
decentralization.

Moreover, in a research paper made by Kumar et al. [89],
a smart contract-enabled consortium blockchain network
was defined, which is built on the interplanetary file systems
(IPFS) cluster node and smart contracts for authentication of
patients and medical devices.

Furthermore, in a study reported by Zhang et al. [90], the
PTBM scheme was proposed, a contact tracing scheme in
5G-integrated and Blockchain-based Medical applications,
which enables patients’ location tracking and checking in a
privacy-preserving manner.

Wang et al. [91] define a computation transferable au-
thenticated key agreement protocol without an online
registration center for smart healthcare. %e proposed
scheme adopts certificateless public-key cryptography,
which can solve the problems of certificate management and
key escrow. For the same intent, researchers Wang et al. [92]
previously proposed GuardHealth, a decentralized block-
chain system for data privacy-preserving and sharing. %e
proposed system manages confidentiality, authentication,
data preserving, and data sharing when handling sensitive
information.

A blockchain-based knapsack system has been proposed
by Ranjith and Mahantesh [93]. %e proposed blockchain
method was evaluated on medical data to analyze the per-
formance. %e results show that the proposed method has
less computation time and memory use compared to the
existing methods. For the same purpose, in a pioneer work
carried out by Dai et al. [94], a blockchain-enabled IoMTwas
proposed to increase the security and privacy concerns of
IoMT systems. %ey also discuss the solutions brought by
blockchain-enabled IoMT to COVID-19 from five different
perspectives.

Moreover, with the aim to access control over individual
health data, Jaiman and Urovi [95] presented a blockchain-
based data-sharing consent model by using smart contracts.
%e dynamic consent model extends to two ontologies: %e
Data Use Ontology (DUO), which models the individual
consent of users, and the Automatable Discovery and Access
Matrix (ADA-M), which describes queries from data
requesters.

Zhuang et al. [96] presented a blockchain model that
achieves patient-centric HIE to protect data security and
patients’ privacy, ensure data provenance, and provide

patients full control of their health records, by personalizing
data segmentation and an “allowed list” for clinicians to
access their data.

Uddin et al. [97] proposed a blockchain leveraged
decentralized architecture for eHealth. %is architecture
comprises three layers, the sensing layer (Body Area Sensor
Network), the NEAR processing layer (the Fog), and the
FAR processing layer (the Cloud).

Furthermore, a study was performed by Aruna Sri and
Lalitha Bhaskari [98] aiming at analyzing blockchain-based
encryption for patients’ data and proposes a consensus
mechanism to validate Proof of Word and Interoperability
for data discovery and access.

Sun et al. [99] defined an attribute-based encryption
scheme for secure storage and efficient sharing of electronic
medical records in an InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)
storage environment. %e proposed model includes fine-
grained and flexible access control, revocability of consent,
auditability, and tamper resistance.

Tripathi et al. [100] proposed the Smart and Secured
Healthcare System (S2HS), which is a two-level blockchain-
based smart healthcare systems (SHS) framework to provide
intrinsic security and integrity of the system.

Moreover, Usman and Qamar [101] presented a
blockchain-based records management system that imple-
ments permissioned blockchain platform “Hyperledger” for
efficient management and sharing of electronic medical
records (EMRs).

In a research paper made by Hylock and Zeng [102],
HealthChain was presented, a novel patient-centered
blockchain framework to support immutable logging, pro-
mote patient engagement, and facilitate secure mediated
information exchange between patients and providers.

Existing solutions on retrieval of electronic medical
records either fail to protect sensitive data or are limited to a
single image data provider. To resolve these challenges, Shen
et al. [103] proposed a medical encrypted image retrieval
scheme based on blockchain for privacy protection. %ey
presented the layered architecture and threat model of the
proposed scheme, using the emerging blockchain techniques.

In another studymade by Xu et al. [104], the Healthchain
scheme was proposed, a large-scale health data privacy-
preserving scheme based on blockchain technology, where
health data are encrypted to conduct fine-grained access
control.

Table 5: Continued.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access management Stakeholders

needs Data life cycle

Privacy
criteria
(ISO/IEC
29100)

[107] Blockchain-
based

Cryptography
blockchain

Smart contracts
authentication process

Compliant with
laws patient
preferences

Transmission
storage process

P1; P2; P5;
P6; P7; P8;
P10; P11

[108] Blockchain-
based

Blockchain
cryptography

anonymization access
control

Cryptography smart
contracts No Transmission

storage process
P5; P6; P10;

P11
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Daraghmi et al. [105] designed a MedChain system for
medical records access management, where the timed-based
smart contracts can interact with the various demands of
health providers, patients, and third parties.

To provide a storage solution while preserving privacy
for users, Li et al. [106] proposed a novel blockchain-based
data preservation system (DPS) for medical data. With the
proposed system, users can preserve important data in
perpetuity, and the originality of the data can be verified if
tampering is suspected.

Furthermore, Dagher et al. [107] proposed a framework
named Ancile, which utilizes smart contracts in an Ether-
eum-based blockchain to define heightened access to
medical records by the different stakeholders while pre-
serving the privacy of patients’ sensitive information.

In another work carried out by Brogan et al. [108], the
role of distributed ledger technologies in ensuring security
within electronic health was highlighted and proposes a
Masked Authenticated Messaging (MAM) module of the
IOTA protocol, which focuses on the transport of health
activity data generated by wearable and embedded devices to
a distributed ledger.

In order to handle the aim of protecting health infor-
mation (PHI) generated by IoMTdevices, Griggs et al. [109]
proposed utilizing blockchain-based smart contracts to fa-
cilitate secure analysis and management of medical sensors.
Using a private blockchain based on the Ethereum protocol.

Zhang et al. [110] proposed a BSPP scheme, blockchain-
based secure and privacy-preserving personal health in-
formation (PHI) sharing scheme for diagnosis improve-
ments in eHealth systems. %e scheme is constructed using
two blockchains, private blockchain for storing the PHI and
consortium blockchain for maintaining the records of its
secure indexes.

In a pioneer work carried out by Al Omar et al. [111], a
MediBchain was presented, a patient-centric healthcare data
management system by using blockchain as storage to attain
privacy. Pseudonymity is ensured by using cryptographic
functions to protect patients’ data.

While a lot of blockchain-based solutions for smart
healthcare focusing on the nature of the network archi-
tecture as a first step toward ensuring patients’ privacy, some
recent contributions give a particular attention to the
protection of the communication contents and real identities
of the nodes in a blockchain-based environment.

In this context, an interesting work was proposed in Ref.
[112] where authors suggest a large-scale and efficient batch
verification scheme based Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) and group testing technology. Indeed,
contrary to many recent propositions, this research paper
does not only focus on improving the efficiency of batch
verification algorithms but also considers the problem of
invalid signatures identification. By doing so, this paper
resolves the problem of performance degradation in case the
batch verification fails. Another research work [113] em-
phasizes the importance of considering the open commu-
nication channel between patients and healthcare
professionals in an (IoMT)-based environment. In partic-
ular, and based on the blockchain technology, authors

propose a lightweight and reliable authentication protocol
while trying to address the problem of physical layer security
and over-centralized server in wireless medical sensor
networks.

4.2.3. :ird-Party Architecture. Herein, the main results of
the papers where a public institution or a private corporation
is responsible for the data management are given followed by
a summarized illustration of the studies, as shown in Table 6.

In a work performed by Larrucea et al. [114], the
Healthcare Industry architecture reference model was ex-
tended, with a set of tools dealing with consent management
and data hiding tools, while considering the legal aspects
such as general data protection regulation (GDPR).

In addition, a done made by Zhang et al. [115] proposes
an efficient and privacy-preserving disease prediction sys-
tem, called PPDP. In PPDP, patients’ historical medical data
are encrypted and outsourced to the cloud server, which can
be further utilized to train prediction models by using the
Single-Layer Perceptron learning algorithm in a privacy-
preserving way.

Moreover, the CP-ABSC scheme was proposed by Rao
[116], a Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Signcryption,
with a public ciphertext verifiability framework, that ach-
ieves essential security goals of an attribute-Based Encryp-
tion (ABE) and Attribute-Based Signatures (ABS) schemes
such as data confidentiality, unforgeability, and signcryption
privacy.

4.2.4. Hybrid Architecture. In this section, results and
analysis of the relevant papers that combine several archi-
tectures are given, while the main points and limitations of
the related papers are summarized in Table 7.

In the research made by Chen et al. [117], a medical data
information system model was proposed. %e proposed
model is based on blockchain, the Internet of %ings, cloud
storage, and proxy re-encryption algorithm to realize the
reliable collection, safe storage, and sharing of medical data.

In another recent work done byWang et al. [118], a novel
handover authentication model of ITS with multi-server
edge computing architecture was defined, a handover au-
thentication scheme that allows the authenticated server to
assist users to subsequently authenticate with another server
and blockchain technology to preserve user’s privacy.

Furthermore, Ngabo et al. [119] proposed a public-
permissioned blockchain security mechanism using the el-
liptic curve crypto (ECC) digital signature that supports a
distributed ledger database to provide an immutable security
solution, transaction transparency and prevent the patient
electronic health records from tampering at the IoMT fog
layer.

Healthcare facilities and insurance companies ought to
guarantee authenticity before offering any assistance to an
individual. %erefore, Al Omar et al. [120] had implemented
a blockchain framework to safeguard patients’ sensitive data
and insurance policy. %ey defined a solution for the
healthcare system that provides data privacy and trans-
parency. Data privacy is shielded with cryptographic
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mechanisms, and insurance policies are included in
blockchain via the Ethereum platform.

Moreover, Egala et al. [121] had introduced a block-
chain-based novel architecture that affords a decentralized
EHR and smart-contract-based service automation without
settling with the system’s security and privacy. In the pro-
posed architecture, they had proposed the hybrid computing
model with the blockchain-based distributed data storage
system to overcome blockchain-based cloud-centric IoMT
healthcare system disadvantages.

In another work carried out by Robles et al. [122], a new
trustworthy personal data protection mechanism was

presented for well-being services, based on privacy-by-de-
sign technologies. %is mechanism is based on Blockchain
networks and indirection functions and tokens.

Besides, in a study reported by Sun et al. [123], light-
weight policy-hiding ciphertext-policy attribute-based en-
cryption CP-ABE scheme was defined, for the IoT-oriented
smart health application.

Liu et al. [124] designed a cooperative privacy preser-
vation scheme for wearable devices with identity authenti-
cation and data access control considerations in the time and
space contexts. In the time-aware cloud computing mode,
ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption is applied for

Table 6: Summary of studies reported on third party architecture.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access

management Stakeholders needs Data life cycle Privacy criteria
(ISO/IEC 29100)

[114] Cloud-
based Cryptography Access control Compliant with laws

privacy policy Process P1; P2; P5; P7; P8;
P11

[115] Cloud-
based Cryptography No No Transmission storage

process P2; P5; P8; P10

[116] Cloud-
based

Cryptography access
control Cryptography Privacy policy Transmission storage

process P5; P8; P6; P10

Table 7: Summary of the studies reported on hybrid architecture.

Primary
studies Category Privacy techniques Data-access

management Stakeholders needs Data life cycle
Privacy

criteria (ISO/
IEC 29100)

[117] Blockchain-based,
cloud-based

Cryptography
blockchain

anonymization

Permissioned
blockchain Compliant with laws

Collection
transmission

storage process

P1; P2; P5; P6;
P7; P8; P10;

P11

[118] Edge/Cloud-based,
blockchain-based

Cryptography
blockchain

anonymization

Authentication
process No Transmission

storage process
P1; P6; P7;
P10; P11

[119] Blockchain-based,
Edge/Cloud-based

Blockchain
cryptography

Smart contracts
permissioned
blockchain

Patient preferences
Collection

transmission
storage process

P1; P6; P7; P8;
P10

[120] Blockchain-based
cloud storage

Cryptography
blockchain Smart contracts Privacy policy Transmission

storage process
P1; P3; P5; P7;

P10, P11

[121] Blockchain-based,
distributed data

Cryptography
blockchain

anonymization

Access control smart
contracts Privacy policy Transmission

storage process

P1; P7; P2; P5;
P8; P6; P9;
P10; P11

[122]
Blockchain-based,
privacy-based,

Edge/Cloud-based

Blockchain
anonymization

Cryptography smart
contracts

authentication process

Compliant with laws
patient preferences

privacy policy

Collection
transmission

storage process

P1; P2; P3; P4;
P5; P6; P7; P8;
P9; P10; P11

[123] Cloud-based,
privacy-based

Cryptography
anonymization

Cryptography access
control Privacy policy Transmission P2; P5; P7; P8;

P9; P10; P11

[124] Cloud-based Access control Access control No Transmission
storage P2; P5; P8; P10

[125] Blockchain, cloud
storage

Cryptography
blockchain Cryptography No Transmission

storage
P1; P3; P5; P7;

P10; P11

[126] Blockchain-based,
cloud-based

Cryptography
blockchain Access control No Transmission

storage process

P1; P3; P4; P5;
P6; P7; P8;
P10; P11

[127] Cloud-based Cryptography
anonymization Cryptography No Storage P2; P8; P5; P10

[128] Blockchain-based/
Cloud storage

Cryptography
blockchain

Smart contracts
permissioned
blockchain

No Transmission
storage process P2; P5; P8; P11
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fine-grained access control, and a bloom filter is used to
achieve an efficient data structure without privacy exposure.
In the space-aware edge computingmode, secret sharing and
MinHash-based authentication is designed to enhance
privacy preservation along with similarity computing
without revealing sensitive data.

Moreover, another research group Dwivedi et al. [125]
proposed a modified blockchain model suitable for IoT
devices that rely on their distributed nature and other ad-
ditional privacy and security properties of the network to
provide secure management and analysis of healthcare big
data.

Furthermore, with the intent to support a tamper re-
sistance feature, %win and Vasupongayya [126] proposed a
blockchain-based personal health record system (PHR
system).%e proposed model employed proxy re-encryption
and other cryptographic techniques to preserve privacy.

Natgunanathan et al. [127] proposed a location privacy
protectionmechanism in which location privacy is protected
while maintaining the utility of the location data. %e MPU
has the necessary data and processing ability to decide
whether the patient is in a critical state or not.

Several solutions have been introduced to control the
consequence of attacks using the decentralized method, but
these solutions somehow failed to assure the overall privacy
of patient-centric systems. %erefore, Omar et al. [128]
presented a patient-centric healthcare data management
system that uses blockchain technology to store and protect
their data. %ey use cryptographic functions to encrypt
patients’ data and to ensure pseudonymity.

5. Discussion

%is section aims at answering the research questions, by
combining the different aforementioned privacy aspects. It
should be noted that the systematic review results may have
been impacted by multiple parts such as selection of data-
bases, researchers’ ideas, and time restrictions.

RQ1: What are the proposed solutions to preserve
privacy according to the different stakeholders’ needs while
considering data-access management?

To answer this question, we combine stakeholders’ needs
with data-access management. According to our study, few
solutions (35%) are found to cover at least one stakeholder’s
needs. Figure 7 shows that the most addressed stakeholder
need by the studied papers is the patient preferences (35
publications), followed by the privacy policy (31 publica-
tions). %e compliance with laws is the least addressed by
papers (22 publications). Access control (28 publications) is
the most used data access management technique in the
currently proposed solutions for each stakeholder’s needs.
Furthermore, smart contracts (20 publications) and cryp-
tography (19 publications) have also emerged in the
stakeholders’ needs.

RQ2: What are the privacy criteria that have been
considered by the proposed solutions, and in which data life
cycle phase?

%e result of combining the privacy criteria and the data
life cycle facets is shown in Figure 8. According to our

analysis, we can observe the privacy criteria coverage by the
different studies. %us, the most covered criterion is the
“information security (16.23%) followed by the ‘Privacy
compliance” criteria (12.52%). Moreover, Accuracy and
quality (11.99%); Openness, transparency, and notice
(11.52%); and Individual participation and access (11.4%)
have also emerged in the whole data life cycle. %is can be
explained by the relationship between these principles and
the most addressed data life cycle phases, such as storage and
process. However, “Data minimization” (3.59%) is the least
considered criterion.

It seems that few of the existing solutions (7%) address
the whole data life cycle. Figure 9 shows that the most
addressed data phase by the studied publications is the
storage phase (75 publications), followed by the process
phase (66 publications). %e collection phase is the least
enhanced by publications (20 publications).

RQ3: How and what are the techniques used by pub-
lished papers to preserve privacy in smart healthcare, and in
which architecture and category?

To answer the above research question, privacy-pre-
serving techniques, category, and architecture used and
reported in the reviewed studies are analyzed. As shown in
Figure 10, cryptography is the dominant technique in most
of the proposed solutions that helps to preserve privacy in
several architectures. %is blockchain-based category is used
with 37% of the total publications.

Figure 11 shows that the most addressed architecture by
the studied papers is the centralized architecture (58 pub-
lications), followed by the decentralized architecture (27
publications). %ird-party architecture gives full trust to the
third party for the whole data management and does not
control data usage. %erefore, it is the least architecture (3
publications) addressed by the proposed solutions.

6. Toward a Holistic Approach to Preserve
Privacy: Discussion and Future Directions

By integrating new and innovating technologies such as
mobile and smart IoT solutions or favorizing decentralized
healthcare systems over traditional health infrastructures,
we guarantee that healthcare services are delivered faster and
in an efficient way to patients. Still, as demonstrated
throughout the proposed SLR, there are challenges to ad-
dress, mainly the lack of a holistic approach that considers
privacy all along the data lifecycle and the stakeholders’
needs.

Protecting patients from any privacy violation be-
comes even harder since privacy has to be taken into
ground during the collection, transmission, usage, and
storage of patient’s sensitive data. Nevertheless, what if we
consider privacy even before developing such smart and
innovative solutions? What if instead of trying harder to
enhance actual smart IoT-based solutions for healthcare
we emphasize the importance of privacy before even these
systems come into existence?

We believe that privacy together with possible best
practices to preserve it have to be designed before the de-
velopment of smart solutions. To illustrate this, we consider
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the classification previously suggested in section 2 (Fog/
Edge/Cloud-based, blockchain-based, and policy-based) and
we compare them according to the privacy-by-design
principles. As stated in Ref. [129], the seven privacy-by-
design principles are summarized in Table 8.

6.1. Discussion. Table 9 gives a clear picture of how the
development in technologies for healthcare is significantly
helping in protecting patients’ privacy. At the same time,
these same technologies and new architectures need to be
enhanced in order to meet patients’ privacy needs as well as
the different stakeholders’ needs. We believe that it is a
difficult equation to solve. Still, by encouraging organiza-
tions and project holders to follow best practices and raising
their awareness about the different privacy risks, we guar-
antee that privacy risks and invasions can be reduced or
prevented even before they happen. %erefore, the seven
privacy-by-design principles were adopted as criteria or
requirements that whenmet by a specific type of architecture
(one of three proposed classes) reflects nothing but how much
this architecture or solution considers the user’s privacy and
also the other actors’ privacy needs. For instance, in cloud-
based solutions by applying practices such as “least privilege,”
which consists on granting only the required permissions to
complete a task, we prevent unauthorized access which then
leads to a proactive approach (P1). From another line, Cloud

providers such as AmazonWeb Services (AWS) make security
a shared responsibility between the service provider and the
service consumer. %is makes the design of privacy aligned
with a win-win approach (P3).

In blockchain-based solutions, the fidelity and security of
data are guaranteed, and trust is generated without the need
for a trusted third party. %is makes the exchange of private
data performed in a transparent manner (P6). In addition to
that, the architecture of a blockchain network and the
adoption of schemes such as Zero-knowledge proof make
this kind of solution highly secure while preserving user
privacy (P3). To achieve this, data owners’ privacy is pro-
tected by the use of encrypted keys instead of divulging the
real identity of users (P7).

In policy-based solutions, the way patients’ data are
collected, stored, and shared is detailed by the means of
formalized policies/preferences. Hence, patients can be
reassured about who, when, and how these data are being
used, stored, and shared (P6). Notably, the most important
parameter in the third class (policy-based solution) is policy/
preferences. %at said, by involving the patient in the de-
cision-making, we are indirectly protecting him or her from
unauthorized use or disclosure (P7).

6.2. Recommendations and Future Directions. Health data
are very private and can have a huge impact on patients’

Data Access Management

10 14

10 6

7 5
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3

3

32

4

Smart Contracts

Access Control

Cryptography

Authentication
Process

Permissioned
Blockchain

Patient Preferences Privacy PolicyCompliant with
Laws

Stakeholders Needs

Figure 7: Papers distribution by the data access management and the stakeholders’ needs.
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health and outcomes. Hence, and in order to be reassured
about the safety of their data, patients have the right to know
what and howmuch data are collected, why are collected, and
for what purposes these data are going to be used for. As a first
step toward this aim, patients’ privacy preferences have to be
well explained, formalized, and then shared across all the
involved parties. Notably, both patients’ and third parties’
policies have to be accessible, clear, and regularly updated.

Next, as a second-best recommendation, it is of utmost
importance to identify third parties that have access to
patients’ data, especially when data are gathered from dif-
ferent sources. For instance, in IoT-based health solutions,
medical data are generated from different wearable IoT
devices and are then sent to different sources for processing
and storage. %erefore, and since it is directly related to a
patient’s life, these data have to be carefully used and shared
[119]. Indeed, as stated in Ref. [130], Blockchain is a good
solution to safeguard sensitive medical data generated by
these IoT devices. First, thanks to its nature of decentral-
ization, data are not owned nor managed by one single
entity. Second, and particularly in private blockchains, it is
possible to control who can access the blockchain network
andmay also control the type of access rights each entity has.
Above this, personal data have to be kept anonymous so that
they cannot be divulged—by mistake—to a specific person.

Apart from restricting access to patients’ data and re-
specting patients’ preferences when using and sharing data,
it is highly recommended not to ask for more information
than necessary from patients. %ese kinds of practices are
strongly considered in healthcare cloud-based solutions

Privacy criterias (ISO/IEC 29100)
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Table 8: Summary of the seven privacy-by-design principles.

%e principal Definition
Proactive not reactive It refers to the ability of a system to anticipate and prevent privacy risks before they happen
Privacy as the default
setting

%is principle seeks to ensure a higher degree of personal data protection by enforcing privacy default settings.
%is way, privacy remains intact even if the user does not follow any privacy practices

Privacy embedded into
design

%is principle means that privacy has to be considered as an essential component or functionality of any
system

Positive-sum, not zero-
sum

Designing privacy follows a “win-win” approach where privacy can be reached by compromising other
concepts. (e.g., security)

End-to-end security %is principle means that security, considered as an important concept for protecting patients’ data, has to be
taken into grounded during the entire lifecycle of the data, from start to finish.

Visibility and
transparency

By respecting this principle, we make sure that all stakeholders are able to see how information moves through
the system

Respect for user privacy %is principle encourages organizations and solution architects to design user-centric solutions where both
the owner of data as well as the other stakeholders play an active role
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(e.g., AWS) where principles such as “the least privilege” are
integrated and implemented in secure cloud services. %is
way, users have only access to resources they are allowed to.
Also, it is worth nothing that the emplacement of data is
another factor affecting patients’ privacy. In fact, it is highly
recommended to carefully choose the location for storing
sensitive data and ask questions such as: does this storage
service follow the Security privacy by Design approach? Is
the storage service provider compliant with local laws and
regulations? Finally, more efforts have to be made to develop
procedures to automatically detect, report, and investigate
data breaches [131].

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, we conducted a Systematic Literature Re-
view (SLR), where we presented an exhaustive study of the
existing privacy-preserving solutions in the smart healthcare
environment. By analyzing the content of the primary
studies based on several aspects, i.e., the implemented
privacy techniques, privacy principles, IoMT architecture,
stakeholders’ needs, etc., the designated research questions
were answered. %e findings of this study revealed that
among one hundred primary studies, more than 70 percent
had neglected the stakeholders’ needs, especially the com-
pliance with patient privacy preferences and privacy laws;
moreover, the data collection is the least considered phase,
which translates the neglecting of the two criteria: data
collection limitation and data minimization. Many other
limitations are cited in the previous sections, which all point
out the lack of a holistic approach that aims to preserve
privacy all along the data life cycle and according to the
different stakeholders’ needs. We believe that our systematic
literature review will be of great help to researchers targeting
privacy preservation in the IoMT field, as they can rely on
the aforementioned limitations, to propose further scientific
contributions.

In our ongoing research, we aim to propose a block-
chain-based solution for privacy-preserving in IoMT, which
overcomes the limitations of the prior solutions and con-
siders the whole privacy aspects adopted in the previous
analysis, to ensure full coverage of privacy and security.
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With the reshuffle of the global industrial structure, some industrial parks in China are facing problems such as unclear industrial
positioning, unclear agglomeration effect, and lack of impetus for independent innovation. It is urgent to seek a way of
transformation and upgrading.'e arrival of the era of big data also provides new opportunities for the transformation of China’s
industrial parks. In this context, the model of “character towns” proposed by Zhejiang Province provides a new concept for
breaking the bottleneck of industrial park transformation and also provides a platform and space for the application of data
technology and digital governance in the era of big data. Based on the theory of creative destruction and self-organization, this
paper holds that the essence of industrial park transformation under the concept of character towns is the self-organization
process of creative destruction and high-quality reconstruction. After sorting out the development process of parks in China, this
paper divides industrial parks into production-oriented parks, consumption-oriented parks, and trade-oriented parks according
to the economic activities classified by classical economics. By constructing a six-stage creative destruction model, this paper
analyzes the path selection of transformation and upgrading of three types of parks under the concept of character towns and
proposes that industrial structure replacement for the production-oriented parks, upgrading the consumption structure for the
consumption-oriented parks, and change of trade control points for the trade-oriented parks are the possible transformation paths
for the three types of parks.

1. Introduction

In recent years, China’s economy has faced problems such as
slow growth in demand and severe overcapacity in some
industries, and the competitiveness of traditional industries
has weakened. It has become the consensus of the entire
society to accelerate industrial transformation and
upgrading [1]. In China’s economic development over the
past three decades, industrial parks have flourished, effec-
tively gathering economic development factors, creating
huge economic and social benefits, and promoting the rapid
development of China’s industrialization and urbanization
[2]. However, with the reshuffling of global industries, the
price of labor, land, and other factors has risen worldwide,
the cost of traditional industries has increased, and the

unsustainability in the development of industrial parks has
come out.'e problems of single industrial structure, lack of
characteristics, lack of clustering, and insufficient capacity
for independent innovation make industrial parks enter a
bottleneck period of development. 'ey need to seek a path
of transformation and upgrading urgently [3]. In 2014, the
concept of “character towns” proposed by Zhejiang Province
was a spatial development platform located within 3.5 square
kilometers, relatively independent of urban areas, with clear
industrial positioning, cultural connotation, tourism, and
certain community functions [4].

Character town gives a new direction to industrial
upgrading and park transformation. Schumpeter’s innova-
tion theory has been put forward for a century, and there are
many pieces of literature discussing this theory. 'is paper
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intends to further explore this theory from the perspective of
character towns and traditional parks. Along with the
benefits of the big data era, Zhejiang Province supports all
regions to promote industrial transformation and upgrading
with the concept of character towns; the current develop-
ment of artificial intelligence and the application of big data
provide the possibility for this study. 'e research results of
this paper provide new ideas for enriching urban governance
in the era of big data. 'e character towns can solve the
problems of economic innovation and lead to the upgrading
of traditional industrial parks [5].

'is paper will start from the theory of creative de-
struction and self-organization and classify parks according
to the division of economic activities in classical economics.
By analyzing the functional characteristics and existing
problems of the three types of parks, a six-stage creative
destruction model is constructed to analyze the creative
destruction path of each type of industrial park by character
towns in the era of big data and provide ideas for the
transformation and upgrading of industrial parks with the
concept of character towns.

2. Analysis of the Pressure of Industrial Park
Transformation and Upgrading

According to the documents issued by the Ministry of
Commerce, Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of
Economics and Information, General Administration of
Customs, and other ministries and commissions, the in-
dustrial parks approved by the state mainly include eco-
nomic and technological development zones, high-tech
industrial development zones, free trade zones, special
customs supervision zones, and cross-border economic
cooperation areas, tourist resorts, national independent
innovation demonstration areas, and future technology
cities.

2.1. #e Evolution of China’s Industrial Parks. Since the
establishment of the Shenzhen Shekou Industrial Zone in
1979, the industrial park has undergone four steps of
change [6]. 'e period from the beginning of reform and
opening to the end of the 1980s was the start of industrial
park entrepreneurship. 'e number of industrial parks
approved by the state increased year by year, but at this
time, the layout of the park mainly considered that the
location and transportation conditions, the technology,
and capital foundation were weak. It is dominated by labor-
intensive industries, with various types of enterprises and
unclear industrial position. 'e park can only provide
physical space, and the urban function has not yet been
formed in the park. From the 1980s to the end of the 1990s,
China approved 32 economic and technological develop-
ment zones and 53 high-tech industrial development zones.
'e park entered a rapid development era of capital-in-
tensive and investment-driven, with increased production
efficiency, enhanced industrial concentration, and property
levels enhancement, but industrial supporting services are
still in their infancy.

In the twenty-first century, the park has entered a
technology-intensive era. Economic and technological de-
velopment zones and high-tech development zones have
gradually developed and stabilized, the industrial division of
labor has been more refined, the industrial chain has begun
to extend, and the park’s living and commercial facilities
have gradually improved. In the second decade of the
twenty-first century, innovation has become an important
production factor. 'e park has changed from technology-
intensive to innovation-driven. 'e previous 40 years of
development have exposed the problems of industrial-urban
separation and single management model [7]. In the new
international competitive situation, higher requirements
have been put forward for the improvement of the industrial
ecological chain, supporting services, andmanagement level.
In 2014, Zhejiang Province first proposed the concept of
“character town.” As an interior part of the park, the
character town is an industrial space organization that helps
parks to build a good industrial niche. Innovation is its core
element [8], and its top-level design concept will satisfy the
requirements of industrial-urban integration and manage-
ment mode innovation through the process of park trans-
formation [9]. In the era of big data, character towns can
become the command center of regional governance using
big data. Represented by Yunqi Character Town in Xihu
District of Hangzhou, the establishment of “Urban Brain” in
Yunqi Town provides a digital governance mode for
Zhuantang Science Park and the whole city of Hangzhou.
Promoting industrial transformation and upgrading
through the construction of character towns is a new di-
rection for the development of industrial parks in the new
era [10].

2.2. Classification of Industrial Park Types. Marshall’s book
“Principles of Economics” first mentioned the concept of
industrial parks. Industrial park is a concentrated platform of
specialized industries in specific places [11]. 'e current
research classifies industrial parks from different angles.
According to the proportion of investment in science and
technology, it is divided into industrial parks, characteristic
industrial parks, comprehensive science and technology
parks, and high-tech parks [12]. According to the origin of
development and the status in the urban system, it can be
summarized as a comprehensive park that starts with
attracting foreign investment and contains various invest-
ment models. Agricultural industrialization, which developed
on original towns, formed by the cluster of agricultural
products, gradually matured through the aggregation of
similar enterprises and in a subordinate position of the urban
system [13]. Nomatter fromwhich angle the park is classified,
the fundamental purpose of the park is to engage in economic
activities. 'e concentration and development of the industry
are always the essence of the park. 'e development style and
transformation methods of the parks are different as long as
the major industries of the parks are different. 'e core of the
park’s transformation and upgrading is industrial transfor-
mation and upgrading. 'erefore, according to the research
paradigm of classical economics and neoclassical economics,
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this paper divides economic activities into three categories:
production activities, consumption activities, and trading
activities. Accordingly, the parks are divided into product-
oriented parks, consumer-oriented parks, and trade-oriented
parks. Among them, product-oriented parks are divided into
production parks for tangible products and production parks
for intangible products based on different product types.
High-tech parks, economic and technological development
zones, and other parks that produce physical products are
tangible product-oriented parks. Cultural and creative in-
dustrial parks, financial industrial parks, Internet information
economy industrial parks, and other parks that produce ideas
are intangible product-oriented parks. Consumer-oriented
parks mainly refer to parks that provide consumers with
goods and experience scenes, including tourism and leisure
scenic spots, health and wellness areas, and urban agricultural
parks. Trade-oriented park refers to a pivotal zone that
provides modern logistics facilities, trade, and exhibition
places benefit from transportation advantages. 'e major
industries are bonded warehousing, logistics and distribution,
and trade and exhibition, including airport economic dem-
onstration zone, bonded port area, and logistics park.

As shown in Figure 1, the main functions of product-
oriented parks are to provide physical products and virtual
products, gather various resources, incubate scientific and
technological achievements, transform ideas and R&D
achievements, and provide high-value-added knowledge
and information to society [14, 15]. 'e main functions of
the consumer-oriented park are providing experience-based
services to the customer and satisfy China’s current tran-
sition demand from a production-oriented society to a
consumer-oriented society [16]. 'e main functions of the
trade-oriented park are to integrate regional logistics re-
sources, realize the effective flow of raw material interme-
diate processes, final products, and related information,
realize the informatization of the logistics market carrier,
and optimize the regional material network [17].

2.3. Different Types of Industrial Parks Face Transformation
and Upgrading Pressures and Dilemmas. At present, most
production parks are in the middle and later stages of growth,
with low levels of industrial development and irrational in-
dustrial structure.'e park’s function positioning and industry
selection are facing strategic adjustments, and its driving effect
on urban development is also very limited [18]. Problems such
as unclear function positioning, obvious industrial homoge-
neity, incomplete service platform, lack of high-end talents, and
incomplete industrial chain have made many industrial en-
terprises in the development zones with poor benefits, poor
economic conditions, and unsatisfactory land use [19–23].

'e main problems faced by consumer-oriented parks
are unclear business models, high prices, inconvenient
transportation, insufficient public facilities, and low service
quality of the staff [24]. 'e lack of cultural connotation
leads to poor local rooting; the low degree of scale effect leads
to weak regional driving force; the lack of innovation leads to
poor heterogeneity and complementarity of leisure prod-
ucts, and the value chain is difficult to extend effectively [25].

Trade-oriented parks mainly suffer from inadequate
third-party logistics supply, high vacancy rates in the park,
lack of overall planning, excessive government intervention,
and low efficiency of land resource utilization [26]. It is
urgent to transform into an efficient operating platform.

'e three types of parks face different problems in their
development. But the homogeneity of products, incomplete
industrial chain, lack of innovation, and high-end elements
are common problems faced by all types of parks. 'e
emergence of character towns provides three creative de-
struction paths for the transformation and upgrading of
three types of parks.

3. The Theoretical Basis for the Character
Towns to Promote the Transformation and
Upgrading of the Park: From Creative
Destruction to Self-Organization

3.1. Creative Destruction #eory. Evolutionary thoughts
began with 'orstein B Veblen. Taking Darwin’s theory of
evolution and Lamarck’s theory of genetics as the ideological
basis and taking the evolutionary laws of nature as a ref-
erence formed a core category of “genetic mechanism-
variation and innovation mechanism-selection mechanism”
[27]. Evolutionary economics simulates the dynamic evo-
lution of human economics. In the modern development of
evolutionary economics, Schumpeter’s economic theory has
become its important thought branch. In<'eory of Eco-
nomic Development>, Schumpeter found the forces that led
to an economic change from the internal of the economic
system, namely, innovation, summarized as the “new
combination” of supply implemented by entrepreneurs.
Schumpeter regarded innovation as the essence of the
process of economic development, emphasized the impor-
tant role of nonequilibrium and qualitative change in the
economic system, and proposed the concept of “creative
destruction;” innovation constantly destroys the internal old
economic structure and creates a new economic structure
[28, 29]. “Creative destruction” is the fundamental driving
force of economic growth. Entrepreneurs and technological
innovation play a central role in the process of “creative
destruction.” On the basis of Schumpeter’s theory, Nelson
and Winter [30] linked innovation and organization theory
to form an evolutionary growth theory in which technology,
institutions, and industrial structures coexist. It is believed
that the diffusion of innovation requires the cooperation of
social institutions and political factors. 'e creative de-
struction will inevitably be accompanied by changes in
organizational systems.

'e connotation of innovation has been continuously
expanded on the basis of Schumpeter’s ideas, and it has been
used to express many creative behaviors: technological in-
novation, institutional innovation, industrial innovation,
cultural innovation, management innovation, and so on
[31]. Character towns are embedded in the park, introducing
high-end elements to creatively destroy the park industry
and introducing a new institution of “government guidance,
market leadership, and enterprise entities” to creatively
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destroy the traditional institutional mechanisms of the park.
Combining industrial innovation and institutional inno-
vation, the character towns are positioned as a “nontown
and nonzone” area. With the “3.5 square kilometers” of
spatial innovation and a “scenic mode” space innovation,
character towns creatively destroy the park from different
aspects. Taking advantage of the character towns, the parks
developed from extensive growth to refinement growth,
from industrial decentralization to industrial agglomeration,
and from industry-city separation to industry-city
integration.

3.2. Self-Organization #eory. With Jacob and Monod re-
vealing the order of self-organization of genetic arrange-
ment in the gene bank, taking dissipative structure theory
as a guide, self-organization theory has provided power for
evolutionary economics. Self-organization theory is rep-
resented by synergetics, catastrophe theory, chaos, and
fractal theory. 'e theory of self-organization believes that
the fundamental power of the evolution of the social
economic system lies in the material, energy, and infor-
mation exchange between self-organization power within
the system and the outside power, which is far away from
the stable state. 'e exchange created a new structure [32].
Self-organization refers to the evolution process of a sys-
tem, which is produced by the interaction of various ele-
ments in subsystems rather than external effects [33]. 'e
fundamental power of the evolution of the social economic
system lies in the self-organizing power within the system
[30, 34]. Once a self-organizing system or subsystem
emerges, natural selection will distinguish the adaptability
of different organizations [35]. Self-replication is a form of
self-organization. It produces offspring with the same
structure of subsystem in the overall system so that the
overall system gradually forms an orderly state and is
maintained. In the initial stage of innovation diffusion, old

thinking and habits may stifle innovation in the cradle, but
if the system is open and away from equilibrium, inno-
vation will be amplified by self-replication and exceed an
unstable threshold to enter a new organizational structure.
After the formation of the new structure, the self-rein-
forcing mechanism will allow new ideas and new methods
to enter the stage of rapid diffusion and finally evolve into a
popular state of society, completing the routine process of
evolutionary economics [36, 37].

'e industrial park is a whole system, and the character
town is the subsystem of the park. After the industry-city
integration, smart growth, and high-quality development,
character towns have become a subsystem with a self-blood
production function. Its industrial model, governance
model, and spatial form will continue to exchange material
and energy from the outside world (park) through self-
replication and eventually spread to the entire park.'rough
the combined action of creative destruction and self-orga-
nization, the overall system (park) transformation and
upgrading will be realized. In the process of transformation
and upgrading, since the self-organizing system has the
ability of supercircular evolution, it will evolve to a more
complicated level. 'erefore, the interaction of character
towns and parks will drive the industry to develop in a more
sophisticated direction, form an industrial culture, and re-
alize character towns and parks coexisting in symbiosis, as
shown in Figure 2.

4. The Creative Destruction Path Design of
Different Parks under the Concept of
Character Towns

4.1. Creative Destruction Path of Product-Oriented Park.
'emain function of creating character towns in the product-
oriented park is to help the park gather high-end production
factors [38, 39]. 'e process of industrial development with
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Product-oriented 
Park

Trade-oriented
Park
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Tangible
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Figure 1: Classification of industrial park.
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character towns can be divided into six stages. In the pre-
aggregation stage, the character towns in the parks entered the
provincial establishment list, and the first batch of R&D
enterprises was attracted to settle in through preferential
policies. 'e deepening of preferential policies has increased
the number of high-end enterprises, professional enterprises
have gathered in character towns, and the industrial space has
begun to develop and entered the stage of primary ag-
glomeration [40]. 'e spatial agglomeration of enterprises
produces knowledge spillovers [41], the innovative activities
brought by industrial agglomeration, knowledge spillovers,
and collective actions promote collaborative development
among enterprises, production efficiency improved, the value
chains formed [42], and the parks entered the advanced
agglomeration stage. Trade and cooperation with comparative
advantages have been formed between enterprises, and in-
dustrial specialization has gradually formed, and the character
town formed a clear industrial positioning, breaking through
the original lack of organic correlation between enterprises
within the park and the unformed industry chain. 'e old

industrial structure gradually disintegrated, and a new in-
dustrial structure was formed inside the character town,
entering the stage of primary destruction. At this time, the
destruction only happened to the interior of the town. 'e
agglomeration of enterprises has reduced transaction costs.
With the strengthening of vertical industrial linkages, hori-
zontal industrial linkages have also gradually expanded.
Enterprise service supporting departments such as financial
institutions, accounting institutions, and legal institutions
have also been attracted to character towns. High-end talents
brought by high-end industries have put forward new re-
quirements for the construction of township living facilities.
Township infrastructure is gradually improved. On the basis
of industrial specialization, a town brand of “one town, one
product” is formed [43]. 'e completeness of the industrial
chain has formed an industrial spillover effect, accelerating
the connection between the character town and the external
overall park, the internal and external networking and in-
novation of the town has formed, and the town model began
to spread into the park and entered the stage of advanced
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destruction. As the character town interacts with the park
where it is located, the townmodel is constantly being copied,
and the entire park eventually achieves a “dragon-for-bird”
exchange. Traditional manufacturing enterprises with high
pollution, high energy consumption, and low output are
gradually replaced by high-end enterprises with R&D, in-
novation, and high added value [44, 45]. A complete in-
dustrial chain and value chain from R&D to consumer
experience are formed in the park. So far, the park has
changed from a traditional industrial park with low added
value to a new industrial park with high added value, and a
character town has become an important tool for the es-
tablishment and expansion of the new pattern of the park
[40].

'e upgrading process of product-oriented parks and
the growth process of character towns are mutually rein-
forcing. 'e overall improvement of the park as a result of
the construction of character towns will deepen the brand
effect of them. When agglomeration develops to a certain
extent, the business invitation will become an important
form. Relaxation or cancellation of preferential policies will
still attract enterprises to enter the town. 'e rooting and
expansion of the park have promoted the interaction be-
tween the character town and the area, the transaction cost
has been further reduced, and the collaborative innovation
capability has been further improved. 'e division of labor
in the town is more detailed, internal R&D is deeper, and
new industries may be born. 'e transformation and
upgrading of the park in turn also promote the growth of
character towns. 'e upgrading process of product-oriented
parks is illustrated in Figure 3.

For example, in this kind of park, the character towns
with the health industry as the leading industry are a kind of
product-oriented town, which are divided into characteristic
towns providing medical health services and nonmedical
health services. Among them, most of the characteristic
towns providing medical health services build smart hos-
pitals and apply unmanned treatment technology to provide
remote diagnosis services for patients. 'rough big data
technology, it can save time and money of communication
between doctors and patients. At the same time, it can
protect the privacy of patients as far as possible and can also
put forward a new method to solve the contradiction be-
tween doctors and patients. In addition, many Chinese and
foreign joint medical research teams and pharmaceutical
manufacturing enterprises have been introduced into these
character towns, carry out research on local cases and
strengthen R&D capacity, try hard to achieve transformation
of R&D in the biomedical field, and promote the trans-
formation and upgrading of the local health industry.

4.2. #e Creative Destruction Path of Consumer Parks.
Consumer-oriented parks are represented by tourist at-
tractions. 'e six-stage creative destruction model was first
proposed by Mitchell based on the development of the
Canadian heritage community St. Jacobs. Mitchell used St.
Jacobs to explain the commercialization of historical villages
and the evolution of tourism development [46, 47].

Character towns use the concept of global tourism and create
an innovative integration model of “industry + tourism” to
enhance traditional professional towns and traditional
scenic spots [48]. At the birth of character towns, consumer-
oriented parks were still dominated by agriculture or in-
dustrial production, the consumption structure was rela-
tively simple, commercial investment was not initiated, and
the landscape still retained the naturalness of the produc-
tion-oriented rural landscape and was in the preintegration
stage. With the creation of character towns, consumer parks
have made full use of the preferential policies such as tax
rebates and rent exemptions provided by local governments
to attract businesses that focus on consumer experience,
such as recreation, tourism, and leisure. Entrepreneurial
investment in rural character commodities has gradually
begun to destroy the original rural living conditions and
stimulate tourism demand. Venture investment, con-
sumption, and commoditized heritage interacted and en-
tered the stage of primary industry integration. Commercial
investment continues to increase, local heritage seekers and
the real experiencer of local heritage increase, and scenic
spots are initially formed. 'e government is the leading
developer at this stage. At this time, the similarity of local
resources is still large. 'e support of local residents in the
park has further attracted external tourists, private com-
mercial investment has become more active, forming a
“sightseeing + commercial shopping” model, and consumer
products have gradually diversified. 'e public development
policy continued and entered the advanced commerciali-
zation stage of commercial equilibrium [49]. At this stage,
the natural landscape was deeply restored, and the post-
production heritage landscape was formed. Local residents
gradually realized the negative impact of commercialization
on the original lifestyle. As the character towns’ landscape
functions and consumer products diversified, investment
companies began to replace government departments to play
a leading role in the town. 'e stage of primary destruction
begins with the retreat of the original residents in the park,
and the town is shifted from government-led to enterprise-
led. According to the demand for product quality and the
space environment by the newly entered high-end consumer
groups, the original scenic spot is driven by the market to
form innovation and space innovation. Character towns
have begun to change the consumption atmosphere of
traditional parks, formed a stable tourism atmosphere
through governance innovation, and entered the stage of
advanced destruction. Subsequently, the policy changes,
special development policies, and actions of consumer-
oriented parks replaced public development policies and
actions and started a new round of consumer product in-
novation. 'e entire park tourism industry structure was
upgraded, and single consumption replaced experience
consumption.'e consumption structure was upgraded and
entered the advanced destruction stage. 'e park has been
completed, transformed, and upgraded [50, 51].

'e character towns with the health industry as a major
industry also contain the towns with nonmedical health
services mainly focusing on healthcare. It is a kind of
consumer-oriented town in parks. Most of them are located
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in places with beautiful environment and clean air. Health
and leisure places such as nursing homes and health parks
are built in these character towns. 'ese character towns
often hold sports events such as aviation and running, re-
lying on the advantages of local mountains and water re-
sources. For citizens living in cities, who are crouching in a
tiny cubicle in office all day, these character towns provide a
new type of consumption for health, a new place for family
holiday leisure time, a new place for physical exercise, and a
place for civilian populations. 'e creative destruction
process of consumer-oriented parks is illustrated in Figure 4.

4.3. #e Creative Destruction Path of Trade-Oriented Parks.
In the traditional trade stage, the market scope is limited.
According to Adam Smith’s theory of labor division, the
division of labor is restricted by the scope of the market.
Where consumption power is insufficient, the degree of
industrial specialization is inadequate, and the product
supply is insufficient, which restricts the division of labor
and reduces the exchange capacity. At this time, the eco-
nomic, transportation, and technological levels of the park
are insufficient. 'e hinterland of the logistics node is
limited to the surrounding area. 'e density of the logistics
network is low, and the spatial structure is simple. 'e
emergence of the Internet has broken through the old
market. 'e reconstruction of character towns based on the
Internet has diversified customer needs. 'e emergence of
the sharing economy has accelerated the change of con-
sumer behavior, forming a model of common use and
common payment by consumers. 'e transition of the
market foundation has shifted from the buyer’s personal
confrontation with the seller’s group to the confrontation
between the buyer’s group and the seller’s group.'e relative
positions of the supply and demand sides have changed. 'e
transition of the market foundation has promoted the
transformation of traditional postal transportation methods

to new logistics methods, the existing logistics nodes ex-
panded [52], and the formation of local logistics centers
entered the initial stage of open Internet. As a new form of
trade, cross-border e-commerce has transformed the in-
dustry of trade-oriented parks frommanufacturing demand-
oriented to service demand-oriented. With the emergence of
new trading channels such as O2O, both supply and demand
parties can interact without physical channels. Traditional
distribution channels are gradually withdrawn. 'e inno-
vative combination of products and services in the town has
crossed the bottom of the “smile curve” to form
“hardware + software + services” mode.'e Internet uses big
data to mine consumers’ derivative needs in the process of
using products, and the industrial foundation realizes the
transition of intelligence and digitalization. 'e character
towns have built a comprehensive logistics center and
adopted an integrated supply chain management model
[53, 54]. As an industrial policy, the preferential policies of
character towns will further expand the industrial base. 'e
hinterland of the logistics node broke through the local area
and expanded to the outside area. 'e logistics node has
developed from a single, time-based service to a diversified
and full-range service and entered the “Internet +” advanced
opening stage [55]. “Internet+” combines offline physical
trade and online virtual trade to understand customers’
needs and emotions in specific situations through virtual
scenes [56]. Online virtual scenes and offline physical
products collaborate with each other, breaking the tradi-
tional distribution model and product presentation model.
'e Internet scene is materialized in life so that customers
have psychological belonging needs for products and form a
stable customer group. Market segmentation is based on a
stable customer base, shaping the fixed relationship between
products and customers. A comprehensive model of “sce-
ne + product” where manufacturers and consumers create
value together is formed [57]. 'e logistics nodes of the old
model are gradually shrinking and are being replaced by new
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Figure 3: 'e creative destruction path of product-oriented park under the concept of character towns.
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logistics nodes. “Internet +” has realized the decentralization
of industrial institutions and digitalization of enterprises,
which has spawned the Internet of 'ings in social life,
strengthened the connection between the industrial chain,

and promoted the transformation of warehousing, logistics,
and other industries. At this time, the character towns be-
came the control point of the Internet of 'ings in the trade
park and entered the stage of primary destruction to the
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Figure 4: 'e creative destruction process of consumer-oriented park under the concept of character towns.
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Figure 5: 'e creative destruction process of trade-oriented park under the concept of character towns.

Table 1: Summary of creative destruction path of the industrial park under the concept of character towns.

Type of
industrial park

Transformation and
upgrading path

Critical node of the
path

Primary destruction
stage

Advanced destruction
stage

Self-organizing
evolution/replication

stage

Product-
oriented park

Replacement of
industrial structure

Formation of
industrial

specialization

'e division of labor and
cooperation among

enterprises

Connect to the outside
of the character towns

Form a new industry
industrial

specialization

Consumer-
oriented park

Upgrading of
consumption
structure

Upgrade of
commercial model Spatial form innovation Change in

consumption patterns
Experiential

consumption park

Trade-oriented
park

Trade control points
changed

Replacement of
logistics mode Product plus scene 'e brain of character

towns
Unlimited trade
possibilities
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park. With the transformation of the logistics model,
character towns have become the “town brain” of the trade-
oriented park. With the “Internet of 'ings +,” the “town
brain” can connect people, finances, machines, and things in
the park at any time and any place. In the park, all kinds of
materials and information are connected to each other
through the character towns and enter the advanced de-
struction stage. 'e differentiated and personalized service
enters the postdestruction stage, which makes unlimited
trade possible, and the trade-oriented park realizes trans-
formation and upgrading.

'e success of the transformation and upgrading of the
trade-oriented parks will expand the originally limited
market range. With the refined development of trade, it will
further activate the “town brain” and enable the refined
development of the Internet of 'ings dominated by it. Use
the “town brain” to control living facilities, embed life and
ecological elements in the trade-oriented park, and change
the trademode and the lifestyle of it.'e creative destruction
process of trade-oriented parks is illustrated in Figure 5.

Table 1 summarizes the creative destruction path of
different industrial parks under the concept of character
towns, and it shows the critical path node of different parks
and three steps of destruction stages for each kind of park.

5. Discussion

According to the findings of this paper, different types of
parks have different industrial transformation processes.'e
main path of production parks is industrial structure re-
placement, and the key node lies in the formation of in-
dustrial specialization. 'e main path of the transformation
of consumer parks is the upgrading of consumption
structure, and the key node is the upgrading of commercial
mode.'e key to the transformation of trade parks lies in the
change of trade control points and the replacement of lo-
gistics mode. Different types of economic activities have
different innovation ways, and the transmission path of these
innovation ways, namely, the path of creative destruction, is
also different, requiring different costs and the support of big
data technology and methods.

6. Conclusion

Characteristic towns provide new possibilities for solving the
bottlenecks in the transformation and upgrading of tradi-
tional industrial parks with the concepts of morphological
innovation, spatial innovation, institutional innovation, and
governance innovation. 'e transformation of the park
promoted in the platform of a character town is essentially a
process of industrial creative destruction and spatial self-
organization under the guidance of regional policies. 'e
transformation and upgrading of different types of tradi-
tional parks are inseparable from the replacement of the
dominant industrial structure and the change of the form
and function. However, due to the complexity of the in-
dustrial cluster evolution process, the transformation and

upgrade paths and key nodes of different industrial types of
parks are different. 'e parks face different major contra-
dictions and require a different solution. Based on the
classification of industrial parks, under the guidance of
creative destruction and self-organization theory, this paper
has initially formed a theoretical framework for the trans-
formation and upgrading of traditional parks and discussed
the transformation path design of product-oriented parks,
consumer-oriented parks, and trade-oriented parks with
character towns. 'is paper only discusses the possible path
of transformation and upgrading of the park under the
concept of character towns from a theoretical level.

'e outcomes of this paper provide a theoretical
framework for the study of industrial transformation and
upgrading of development zones from the new perspective
of character towns and provide a new perspective for the
study of urban citizens’ health platform. It is also the practice
for Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” theory from China.
It is worth further studying the following topics: how about
the spillover effect of the character towns in the park,
whether it has followed the laws of theory in practice, what
innovative measures did the successful character towns have
at each stage of the park transformation, what creative
practices can be copied and promoted, and what is the
problem of the failed character towns. In the next step of our
work, the story of this paper can be verified by the actual
cases of characteristic towns. In the future, the actual data
can also be used to verify the occurrence process of creative
destruction in each type of park by using the dimensionality
reduction techniques of big data to obtain the data principal
component supporting the further research.
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Breast cancer is the most lethal type of cancer for all women worldwide. At the moment, there are no effective techniques for
preventing or curing breast cancer, as the source of the disease is unclear. Early diagnosis is a highly successful means of detecting
andmanaging breast cancer, and early identification may result in a greater likelihood of complete recovery. Mammography is the
most effective method of detecting breast cancer early. Additionally, this instrument enables the detection of additional illnesses
and may provide information about the nature of cancer, such as benign, malignant, or normal. 'is article discusses an
evolutionary approach for classifying and detecting breast cancer that is based on machine learning and image processing. 'is
model combines image preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection, and machine learning techniques to aid in the
classification and identification of skin diseases. To enhance the image’s quality, a geometric mean filter is used. AlexNet is used for
extracting features. Feature selection is performed using the relief algorithm. For disease categorization and detection, the model
makes use of the machine learning techniques such as least square support vector machine, KNN, random forest, and Näıve Bayes.
'e experimental investigation makes use of MIAS data collection. 'is proposed technology is advantageous for accurately
identifying breast cancer disease using image analysis.

1. Introduction

Any region of the body might be affected by cancerous cell
development. Normal cells become crowded out as the
cancerous growth spreads throughout the body, making it
difficult for the body to operate properly [1]. Cancer is not a
single disease but rather a collection of diseases. 'ere are
many different types of cancerous growths. Malignant

growth can occur in any internal organ, as well as in the
blood cells, and it is not limited to one area. When it comes
to the development and spread of malignant growths, there
is a distinct difference between them.

Tumors and lumps form as a result of cancer growth.
Some anomalies, however, may not be harmful. To deter-
mine whether a tumor or lump is cancerous, a little sample is
removed by the doctor and examined under a microscope. If
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it is not cancerous, it is referred to as a benign tumor.
Malignancies other than tumors, such as leukemia (a blood
illness), can occur in platelets or other cells of the body [2].

'e aberrant development of cells is the beginning of
breast malignant growth. Recurring knots or x-beams of
these cells are typical features of tumors. Tumors can be
harmful (diseases) if the cells within them grow into new,
more potent substances or spread throughout the body.
Various parts of the breast can get infected with breast
cancer. 'e majority of breast cancers begin in the milk
ducts before spreading to the areola. Some have their origins
in the organs responsible for producing milk. Breast cancer
can occur in a variety of ways, and some are more common
than others. 'ere are a few breast cancers that originate in
distinct tissues. Even though there are many types of breast
cancers, the condition results in a protrusion of the breasts.
Mammogram screening can detect a wide range of breast
illnesses. 'is aids in resolving issues before they become a
problem [3].

An X-ray image of the breast is captured by mam-
mography. Computerized mammography has eliminated
the need for repeated mammograms in breast screening
methods. Computer-based PC programs that warn radiol-
ogists to optimum variations in mammography and allow
integrated film misleading are potential points of interest for
DM [4].

Malignant breast and lung development, such as colon
polyps, can be categorized using the computer-aided design
framework. However, in the event that the master human
audience is unavailable, these modalities can still be utilized.
A compiled assessment of patient drawings was used by
computer-aided design frameworks to show radiologist
territories that seemed like anomalies. We should keep in
mind that CAD can run differently depending on the set-
tings, so any necessary adjustments are made to get the most
accurate results [5].

Most of the CAD architecture is designed to help ra-
diologists improve their accuracy and proficiency. 'ey can
be drawn by some highlights and overlook an injury; this can
happen when they are trying to isolate prescription infec-
tions. Because of the wide range of opinions among
mammograms, it is not uncommon for one of them to split
an equal case in order to arrive at a different conclusion.
Restorative networks must be supportive of outcomes [6],
but unlike radiologists, CAD frameworks process images
faster without reducing accuracy.

'is article describes a machine learning and image
processing-based evolutionary approach for detecting and
classifying breast cancer. 'is model uses image pre-
processing, image enhancement, segmentation, and ma-
chine learning algorithms to categorize and detect breast
cancer.

2. Literature Survey

It is important to keep track of cancer statistics since it
requires long-term planning, possible learning, and constant
observation of every cancer patient [7]. 'e study’s goal is to
show how data mining processes can be used to improve the

statistical analysis results from cancer log data.'e data were
gathered from the Greece Cancer Log between the years
1998 and 2004. Data mining techniques and algorithms
were used to process and train the data prior to examination.
Using data mining techniques, the authors have developed a
method for preparing and examining existing cancer data,
which they hope this method may prove useful to other
researchers in the future.

On the basis of the quantitative examination of bilateral
mammographic picture element distinctions within the
series of negative full-field digital mammography pictures,
Tan et al. [8] developed and tested a novel computational
model for forecasting near future breast cancer risk. A
collection of 335 women’s digital mammograms from four
separate time periods comprised the historical dataset. With
the help of leave-one-instance-out-based cross validation,
three support vector machine risk replicas have been con-
structed and weathered. 'e results show a mammographic
feature distinction-based risk model and a rising style of the
near-period risk for the mammogram-identified breast
cancer.

'is study [9] uses evolutionary optimization techniques
to extract two well-known datasets under machine learning
by applying four different optimization methods. 'e Iris
and Breast Cancer datasets were used to examine the sug-
gested optimization strategies. 'e neural network is used
with four optimization processes, such as the dragonfly, grey
wolf, whale, and multiversity optimization, in this article’s
classification issue. In order to arrive at a precise conclusion,
a number of control metrics were taken into consideration.
Gray wolf and multiversity offer exact results over the other
two methods in terms of convergence, runtime, and clas-
sification rate, according to the proportionate study.

Radiologists are increasingly using and requesting deep
learning since it aids them in developing a precise diagnosis
and enhances the accuracy of their predictions, according to
Kaur et al. [10]. 'e Mini-MIAS dataset, which contains 322
images, is used in this article to demonstrate a new feature
mining technique that uses K-mean clustering in order to
select speed-up resilient features. In terms of a deep neural
network and a multiclass support vector machine, a new
segment is added to the categorization level that contributes
70% to training and 30% to testing. An autonomous deci-
sion-making method is based on K-mean clustering, and a
multiclass support vector machine achieves higher precision
rates than doing so manually.

A systematic review conducted [11] examines the
progress made in computer-aided breast cancer diagnosis
from the study’s inception. Using a wide range of technical
databases as a reference, the systematic review was able to be
used for a wide range of papers in the field. Nevertheless, the
scope of this article was limited to academic and scholarly
publications, with no consideration given to commercial
considerations. 'e results of this survey provide an overview
of the current state of computer-aided diagnosis systems in
relation to the picture modalities that are being used and the
classifiers based on machine learning that are being used.

According to Mohant y, S.S and Mohant y, P.K. [12],
breast cancer is the second most common form of cancer
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worldwide, after lung cancer. A total of approximately 1.9
billion persons were overweight in 2016, with over 650
million of those individuals being obese.'erefore, it is clear
that obesity and breast cancer risks are strongly linked.
When it comes to oestrogen production through body fats,
the author of this review explains that it is a peripheral area
for oestrogen biosynthesis and oestrogen disclosure affecting
body fat circulation.

Breast cancer detection accuracy and reduced diagnostic
variation are critical, according to Wang et al. [13]. WAUCE
(weighted area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve ensemble) is a new model introduced by the authors,
and its performance is compared with that of previous
models utilizing datasets fromWisconsin diagnostic centers.
When compared to existing ensemble models, the suggested
approach achieves greater accuracy and a significantly lower
variance in the detection of breast cancer. As an improved
and more dependable alternative, the authors suggest that
this methodology be used to diagnose other disorders.

According to Yang et al. [14], the deep learning-based
classification of breast tissues from histology images has
low accuracy because of the lack of training data and a lack
of knowledge about structural and textual data that can
span many layers. 'e ensemble of the multiscale con-
volutional neural network (EMCN) approach presented in
this paper is used to categorize haematoxylin-eosin-
stained breast microscope images into four categories,
namely, benign lesion, normal tissue, invasive, and in-situ
carcinoma. Prior to training the pretrained models, such
as ResNet-152, DenseNet-161, and ResNet-101, each
image is translated to many scales. 'e collected training
bits are then used and upgraded during each scale. 'e
EMS-net approach has better accuracy than the other
three algorithms tested.

According to Xu et al. [15], the manual segmentation of
ultrasound images takes a significant amount of time,
making the automatic segmentation of ultrasound images
essential. It has been suggested that images of breast ul-
trasound be divided into four categories: mass, skin, fat, and
fibroglandular tissue by using convolution neural networks,
as the authors have done. It appears from the quantitative
measures and the Jaccard similarity index that the suggested
strategy outperforms the alternatives by an impressive 80
percent. To help with the medical analysis of breast cancer
and improve imaging for various types of medical ultra-
sound, the proposed technique may provide the segmen-
tations needed.

'e work [16] focused on a variety of ensemble ap-
proaches extensively employed in the field of bioinformatics
for performing prediction tasks. Ensemble classification
techniques for breast tumors are examined in terms of nine
features, including publication domains, medical activities
and research categories agreed upon various ensembles
recommended, the sole methodologies used to build the
ensembles and the validation structure adopted to examine
these ensembles, the tools used to construct the ensembles,
and optimizing. IEEE Explore, Scopus, ACM, and PubMed
databases each had a total of 193 items published after the
year 2000. Among the six medical jobs available, the

diagnosis remedial job appears to be the most frequently
explored one, followed by the experimental-focused em-
pirical form and evaluation-based research procedures. 'e
use of ensemble approaches in the treatment of breast cancer
is thoroughly examined in this article. For this reason,
specialists in breast cancer research have provided sugges-
tions in the form of a summary of findings.

Within the datasets, Kakti et al. [17] demonstrated
greater precision in diagnosing breast cancer scenarios.
Based on supervised learning in the hunt and decision tree
algorithms, the MMDBM (mixed mode database miner)
algorithm has been suggested. Based on empirical learning
and comparison analysis, the proposed technique’s output is
more precise. Adding other datasets and attributes, as
proposed by the author, could yield even better results.

For breast cancer detection, Ting et al. [18] recom-
mended an algorithm called convolutional neural network
improvement for breast cancer classification. It uses the
convolutional neural network to improve the classification
of breast cancer lacerations to help the professionals in the
diagnosis of the disease. Classifying medical imaging as
benign, malignant, or healthy patients is possible using the
CCNI-BCC algorithm.

According to Chaudhury et al. [19], early detection and
classification of breast cancer can help patients get the
treatment they need. Using the notion of transfer learning,
the authors have proposed a new deep learning framework
for the diagnosis and categorization of breast cancer using
breast cytology images. In contrast to current learning
paradigms, transfer learning aims to use the information
gained from one problem to solve a similar problem in the
future. An attribute-mining structure is proposed that
uses CNN architectures such as Google Net, VGGNet
(visual geometry group network), and residual networks
that have been previously trained and fed into a com-
pletely linked layer for the classification of malignant and
benign cells with an average pooling classification
method. Similar research work has been carried out in the
area of breast cancer diagnosis [20–22]. Authors have
developed a network model to classify medical-related
data. Security protocols are also developed to secure
medical-related wireless sensor data.

3. Methodology and Result Analysis

3.1.Methodology. 'emethodology consists of the following
major phases. Figure 1 represents a block diagram of the
proposed model.

(i) Image preprocessing using geometric mean filter
(ii) Feature extraction using AlexNet
(iii) Feature selection using relief algorithm
(iv) Classification using LS-SVM and other algorithms

Image preprocessing is important for the correct clas-
sification of disease images. Mammogram images contain
various types of noise.'ese noises are removed using image
filtering techniques. A geometric mean filter is used to
remove noise from the input images [23, 24].
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In order to extract features, the AlexNet uses a deep
learning approach. An AlexNet CNN fully connected layer is
utilized to extract features from the fused picture. 'ere are
22 layers of feature extractor in the AlexNet CNN, all based
on transfer learning, plus a fully connected (FC) layer with
1× 1× 64 dimensions.

Inspired by instance-based learning techniques, Kira
and Rendell developed the initial relief algorithm. Using
relief’s feature selection filtering process, each feature is
given a proxy statistic that may be used to determine its
“quality” or “relevance” to the target idea. Because it
was designed for binary classification issues alone, the
original relief method had no way to deal with missing
data [16].

'ere are two types of supervised learning methods:
SVM and LS-SVM. 'ese help with classification and re-
gression problems in a machine learning way. Both the SVM
and the LS-SVM act as nonprobabilistic binary linear
classifiers. 'ey build a hyperplane, which is a line that
separates the two classes. LS-SVM is an addition to SVM that
is used to solve linear equations and also to find a training
model for classification. SVM is used to solve quadratic
equations, whereas LS-SVM is used to solve linear equations.
LS-SVM classifier costs less than the SVM classifier. In
contrast to SVM, LS-SVM is much easier to use because it
only needs to solve a set of linear equations to work out how
it works. In LS-SVM, there are only a few parameters that
need to be set. 'ere are other multivariate classifiers, such
as the NB classifier and the NN classifier, but LS-SVM is
better at dealing with linear and nonlinear multivariate

classification than these other classifiers. Radial basis
function (RBF), linear, polynomial, quadratic, and MLP
kernels are some of the kernels used in LS-SVM classifiers
[25].

One of the simplest classifiers is the KNN classifier. It is
called a “lazy” algorithm. A nonparametric algorithm is one
that does not make any assumptions about how the data are
spread out. 'e KNN classifier does not do this. 'e KNN
algorithm is used to figure out what the unknown pattern
looks like based on its closest neighbor. To classify the
images, the nearest neighbor classifier is used. 'ere are two
parts to a KNN classifier. 'e first part is to figure out how
far the unknown image is from each image used in the
training phase. 'e second part is to figure out which
training images are the most likely to be testing images. 'e
Euclidean distance is used to classify the objects, and it is
used to measure the distance between them. Euclidean
distance is the most common way to figure out how far two
points are from each other. It is the square root of the sum of
the distance between the two points [26].

NB classification is a common way to do supervised
learning. It is based on the Bayesian theorem with the as-
sumption that each set of features is separate from the other.
NB classification is also known as a person who wants to
learn. I think it is very easy to build, and it is also very simple
to understand. 'ere is a very fast way to get the predicted
class of the test data. It also works with a lot of data. 'is
method of classifying looks at how each attribute and the
class are related to each other for each individual case and
comes up with a conditional probability for the relationships

Mammogram Image data set

Image Preprocessing Geometric Mean Filter

Feature Extraction using AlexNet

Feature Selection Using Relief Algorithm

Performing Classification of Preprocessed Input data set using LS-
SVM, KNN, Random Forest and Niave Bayes

Classification and Detection of Brest 
cancer Disease Images 

Figure 1: Computational technique for mammogram image classification and detection of breast cancer.
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between attribute values and the class. It is used to figure out
the chances of each class during training by counting how
many times the training dataset shows up at different points
in time.

'e random forest tree (RFT) classifier is a group
classification method. It is the same as the nearest neighbor

classifier method. FT makes more trees because it picks vari-
ables at random. A classifier learns by looking at a random set
of data features to separate tree nodes. 'e RFT classifier is
based on the concept of bagging, which means that each
successive tree is made from a bootstrap sample of the data
items. 'e majority vote is used to classify the data items.
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Figure 2: Result comparison of classifiers for breast disease detection with feature selection.
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Figure 3: Result comparison of classifiers for breast disease detection with feature selection.
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3.2. Result Analysis. 'ere are a lot of databases for breast
cancer mammograms, and they are used to look at them.
MIAS and DDSM are the two databases that are used the
most often out of all the databases. It is used in this project to
look at the MIAS database. In the MIAS database, there are
322 images of the right and left breasts from mammograms.
Among 161 patients, 51 images were found to be malignant,
64 images were found to be benign, and 207 images were
found to be normal. Most of the time, MIAS database images
include background information, the pectoral muscle, and
different types of noises. 'is picture has a lot of noise in its
background. In order to get a better and more accurate
analysis and interpretation of breast images, it is important
to get rid of all the noise [27].

'ree parameters accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
are used in this study to compare the performance of dif-
ferent algorithms.

Accuracy �
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
,

Sensitivity �
TP

(TP + FN)
,

Specificity �
TN

(TN + FP)
,

Precision �
TP

(TP + FP)
,

Recall �
(TP)

(TP + FN)
,

(1)

where TP�True Positive, TN�True Negative, FP�False
Positive, FN�False Negative

'e accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of LS-SVM,
KNN, random forest, and Näıve Bayes classifiers for breast
cancer disease detection are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Accuracy of LS-SVM is better than the rest of the classifiers.
Sensitivity and specificity of the KNN algorithm are better
than the rest of the classifiers.

4. Conclusion

Breast cancer is the most lethal type of cancer for women
worldwide, affecting one out of every eight women. Because
the etiology of breast cancer is still unclear, there are
presently no effective treatments for preventing or treating
the disease. Early detection and management of breast
cancer are extremely successful techniques for diagnosing
and managing the illness, and early detection may result in a
higher chance of complete recovery. Mammography, the
most effective method for detecting breast cancer, can be
used to identify it early. Secondary advantages include the
capacity to detect additional illnesses and the giving of in-
formation on the types of cancer, such as whether it is
benign, malignant, or noncancerous. For the first time, an
evolutionary approach for categorizing and identifying
breast cancer using machine learning and image processing
has been established. 'is model may be used to aid in

the classification and identification of skin problems by
utilizing image preprocessing, feature extraction, feature
selection, and machine learning methodologies. 'e geo-
metric mean filter is used to improve the overall picture
quality. To extract features from the data, AlexNet is
employed. 'e characteristics to be utilized are chosen
using the relief algorithm. To identify and diagnose various
illnesses, the model employs machine learning algorithms
such as the least square support vector machine, KNN,
random forest, and Naı̈ve Bayes. An MIAS data gathering
system is used in the experimental inquiry. 'e proposed
technique has the advantage of precisely detecting breast
cancer sickness using image analysis, which is a consid-
erable benefit.
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'e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Secure patient health record (PHR) information exchange via cloud computing is a considerable security risk to user privacy. "e
fundamental reason of this issue is cloud computing’s reliance on trustworthy third parties to share data across it. To exchange
data securely, many conventional cryptographic algorithms employ various keying approaches. However, relying on a trusted
third party compromises the privacy of consumers’ data. To offer secure communication without the involvement of a third party,
a distributed blockchain based (DBC) ciphertext–policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) approach is employed in this study.
Because of bilinear paring and simple scalar multiplication factors, the proposed CP-ABE system is entirely dependent on elliptic
curve cryptography to reduce complexity. Furthermore, the data requester provides dynamic attributes, and a user-centric access
policy is created, allowing multiple authorities to manage the attributes and provide data access. Data confidentiality, data
authentication, user authentication, and tamper-proof data are all guaranteed by the suggested method. "e DBC-CP-ABE
method is used to provide user-centric access policies and effective key management.

1. Introduction

"e Internet of "ings (IoT) is a new technology that allows
items to communicate with one another across wireless
networks. IoT devices are resource-constrained and have
challenges with data processing, data storage, and energy
consumption. Cloud computing provides a centralized so-
lution to these resource restricted procedures to overcome
these limits. "e collected data is stored and processed in the
cloud, but the cloud can be a trustless environment with
major security issues such as single point failure, data
tampering, lack of user privacy due to a lack of data access
control, Denial of Service (DoS), Man-in-the-Middle attack
(MiTM), and password phishing. As a result of permitted
data/device access, the cloud environment is prone to se-
curity breaches, compromising users’ privacy. Many public
key secret writing techniques provide a fine-grained access

control strategy while also protecting the privacy of users.
Among other public key encryption methods, CP-ABE
scheme offers one-to-many access control which allows data
to be shared across multiple users. But the implementation
overhead incurs due to operations with bilinear pairing. It
consumes more resources with high computational cost. To
overcome this issue, less complex and less resource con-
sumption scalar computation with elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy (ECC) is used in this work. "is reduces the
computational requirement by two-three times that of bi-
linear pairing. "is work focuses on building a security
system with blockchain where hierarchical access control
policy is achieved by combining CP-ABE and ECC. "e
experiment analysis shows that our scheme outperforms the
compared work in cryptographic operations. "e major
focus of this work is concentrated to achieve the following
criteria:
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(1) Adoption of straightforward scalar multiplication
with ECC and CP-ABE approach reduces procedure
overhead caused by bilinear pairing methodology

(2) "e proposed method ensures use of multiple au-
thorities to manage attributes and shares multiple
data attributes of single data user

(3) To specify the access policy scheme with increased
security, the Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) is
used

(4) Attribute revocation for a data user is achieved with
the help of RSA key pair in communication between
the data user and Attribute Authority (AA)

"e following are the last sections: Section 2 contains
material from the research study that is relevant to the
current effort, and Section 3 contains information on the
proposed study’s contribution. "e preliminaries utilized on
this project are explained in Section 4."e architecture of the
blockchain based hierarchical access control scheme with
CP-ABE using ECC is briefly described in Section 5. "e
modified hierarchical attribute access structure (MHAAS)
with CP-ABE employing ECC is explained in Section 6. "e
integration of HACS-CP-ABE-ECC with blockchain is
explained in Section 7. Section 8 summarizes the HACS-CP-
ABE-ECC with blockchain security analysis, whereas Sec-
tion 9 describes the performance evaluation conducted in
this study.

2. Related Works

Cloud computing offers computation of massive data and
data sharing in a promising way [1]. Data are encrypted and
shared in cloud computing environment either with sym-
metric key encryption or public key standards [2–4]. "is
method has drawback in achieving security [2] and draw-
back in flexible access control [3] and shows poor perfor-
mance [4]. To deal with these drawbacks, attribute-based
encryption (ABE) is proposed. "ere are two types of at-
tribute-based encryption: KP-ABE and CP-ABE. Bethen-
court et al. [5] were the first to suggest CP-ABE. ABE scheme
with bilinear pairing showing less efficiency was proposed
[6]. ABE is further refined with CP-ABE involving hierar-
chical attributes as proposed by [7] to address key man-
agement problem [8]. A multiauthority-ABE with dynamic
policy attributes is proposed, although the CP-ABE method
demonstrates little improvement [9]. An access policy based
on the DBDH scheme is proposed. All the CP-ABE methods
described above use bilinear mapping using large sized keys.
To lessen the complexity of CP-ABE, the decryption method
is split into degrees: predecryption and final decryption
degrees in [10]. But this method does not ensure forward
security. "is has been improved in other work [11] where
encryption and decryption are outsourced and validated but
lack improvement in encryption and decryption process.
"e work is also extended in [12] by redistributing the
encoding and decoding system to fog nodes; however, they
are easily attacked. Another decryption outsourcing work
proposed in [13] resists against selective ciphertext.

Although the work in [14] provides outsourcing of en-
cryption and decryption process, it uses bilinear pairing that
remains as hurdle to performance improvement to CP-ABE.

CP-ABE does not ensure less storage overhead and good
cost-effective solution as it depends on the use of bilinear
maps. A bilinear map produces secret keys of larger values
and ciphertext with linear associated attribute. And also it
uses exponentiation factors for doing encryption and de-
cryption process which relies on linear attributes defined in
the access policy [15–17]. "e problem of requiring a large
key size necessitates the usage of elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC) with a smaller key size. "is paves the path for CP-
ABE to define an access structure utilizing ECC [18–20].
Lightweight devices such as the CP-ABE with constant key
size using ECC have been developed, but they are not ap-
propriate for complex access structures [21, 22]. Another
lightweight work using KP-ABE without bilinear pairing is
proposed but suffers from poor scalability and lack of de-
cryption outsourcing [23]. "e overall computation over-
head due to bilinear pairing is overcome with ECC [24].
Constant key size with CP-ABE using ABE addressing
collision attack problem is proposed in [25]. Alternative to
bilinear pairing with ECC to address secured data share is
proposed in [26]. All the abovementioned work defines the
access policy based on the set of attributes.

Betherncourt created the first tree-based access control
structure in order to implement AND, OR, and OF strategies
[27]; however, it is insecure. Many studies focus on im-
proving access control strategies; however, the time it takes
to encrypt and decrypt data grows as the number of attri-
butes increases. "e research was furthered by Lewko and
Waters, who proposed a technique to convert tree access
control to an LSSS and Waters enhanced CP-ABE with a
matrix format [28]. With d-parallel BDHE assumption, this
gives security. Many studies have refined the use of CP-ABE
with flat access control [29–33], constant ciphertext [34],
accountability and authorities with attribute revocation
[35–38], and improvement in security through account-
ability and authorities. However, none of these structures
support hierarchical file relationships.

Hierarchical CP-ABE based on LSSS matrix structure
was also studied. By considering hierarchical heads sharing
secret keys with users, these approaches lessen the burden of
a single head [39, 40]. In this paper, we design a hierarchical
based access relation for sharing multiple files [41] in a
distributed blockchain context using LSSS. To address the
privacy and security concerns, [45] present a unique pairing-
free certificateless method that builds a novel reliable and
efficient lightweight certificateless signature (CLS) scheme
using a state-of-the-art blockchain technique and smart
contract. Paper [46] addresses a lightweight and reliable
authentication protocol for wireless medical sensor net-
works (WMSN), which is composed of cutting-edge
blockchain technology and physically unclonable functions
(PUF), to address physical layer security and the over-
centralized server problem in WMSN. "e elliptic curve
digital signature algorithm (ECDSA), which is one of the
essential building blocks of blockchain, is proposed in [47] as
an efficient and large-scale batch verification technique with
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group testing technology. Using edge computing and
blockchain approaches, [48] introduces search efficiency,
reliability requirements, and a resource allocation scheme to
properly handle IoT devices. "e study [49] demonstrates
how to use erasure coding to overcome data integrity issues
in IoT devices.

3. Our Contribution

We suggested a blockchain based hierarchical access scheme
that uses CP-ABE with ECC in this paper. A hierarchical
access hierarchy is defined here, with the user attribute
satisfying partially or entirely alone allowing partial or
complete access to the data. A root authority (RA) checks
and joins all of the domain attribute authorities (AA) in the
blockchain. For each AA, RA produces a public key and a
master key. It also sends hierarchical access scheme to all
AA. RA sends the public key to AA while keeping the master
key hidden. AA takes an attribute from the users and
generates an address, an RSA key pair, and a private key for
that attribute. Based on this, AA distributes the attribute’s
address, RSA key pair, and private key to the user who
satisfies the access structure to decrypt the data. "e AA
keeps track of the RSA key pair in order to revoke the user’s
attribute. To reduce computing complexity, the pre-
decryption is outsourced to AA, and AA’s trust is kept
thanks to the presence of blockchain. "e suggested method
ensures that data is shared with several authorities and that
different attributes of the user’s identification are shared.

4. Preliminaries

4.1. Elliptic CurveCryptography. ECC is a discrete logarithm
problem-based public key cryptography (ECDLP). "e el-
liptic curve E is defined by FG (P), a finite field, and is written
as y2 � x3+ax + b (mod p) and 4a3 + 27 b2≠0. Calculate a
point on the curve Q�KG, where G is the prime order r
generator group over the polynomial time k. "e plain texts
are transferred to the elliptic curve’s point Q. "e ECC
procedure is broken down into three phases.

(a) Key generation:

(1) Both the data server and the data client have
agreed to use the same elliptic curve
y2� x3+ax + b (mod p) and G

(2) "e data server generates a random number,
Sa ∈Zp, as the private key, and Pa � SaG, as the
public key

(3) Data clients generate a private key using a
random number Sb ∈Zp and a public key using
Pb � SbG

(b) Encryption:

"e data server encrypts the message with Q by
selecting a random number K ∈Zp, then computes
the cypher text C1�KG and C2�Q+K Pb, and
sends both C1 and C2 to the data clients

(c) Decryption:

Data clients use C2–SbC1 �Q+ kPb − SbkG�Q to
decrypt the message. "e message is obtained by
mapping to the curve’s point Q.

4.2. Hierarchical Access Control Strategies. As demonstrated
in Figures 1 and 2, a hierarchical access control technique
allows numerous access structures to be combined into a
single structure T.

4.3. Linear Secret Sharing Scheme. Beimel proposed the
Linear Secret Sharing Scheme [33].When all parties make up
a share on vector Zp, a Secret Sharing Scheme is defined
across linear Zp for various parties. MatrixM was created to
generate shares for all parties. Consider theMmatrix, which
has p rows and q columns. Consider a row of a matrix Mi
where i� (1, 2, ......, p) meets the criterion 1, 2, ....., p)⟶ d,
and given a column vector �O� (s, u2...un) with the secret key
s∈ Zp and u2. . ..un ∈∈ Zp picked at random. M is made up
of m shares of s, each of which is dependent. "e share
mi� (M �O)i belongs to a specific political party.

Consider an LSSS Π with T as the access tree structure
and S ∈T. "is denotes an arbitrary permitted set, L ⊂ {1
...p}, and L� {i: mi ∈ S}.s� i∈Lωi mi

and mi are arbitrary
secret s specified by ωi which is discovered in the matrix M
in polynomial time. "ere is a vector ω.(1, 0, . . . ..0) � −1
and. ω.Mi � 0 for the unlawful set of rows i∈∈L.

When a jth secret of a nonleaf node is recovered from a
set of n secrets, the set of attributes {ωi∈Zp} can be discovered
in polynomial time by satisfying i∈Lωi,j MT

i
� εj, where j

denotes a row vector of length nwith the jth element equal to
1 and all other elements equal to 0. As a result, secret share sj

� i∈Lωi,j mi
. "e marking method defined by [34] is used to

create the LSSS matrix. It translates a Boolean formula-
defined access tree to the LSSS matrix technique. In hier-
archical access control, this LSSS marking mechanism is
employed. According to Figure 3, if the user characteristics
only partially satisfy the access structure policy, just a
portion of the information is decrypted.

5. Architecture of Blockchain Based
Hierarchical Access Control Schemewith CP-
ABE Using ECC (BHACS-CP-ABE-ECC)

Certificate authority (CA), attribute authority for personal,
health, and insurance domain, cloud service provider, data
owner (DO), data clients (DC), and edge nodes for pre-
decryption process are all part of the proposed blockchain
linked architecture. Figure 3 depicts the proposed scheme
framework. "e following is a description of each partici-
pant’s functionality:

(1) Root authority (RA): the main role RA is to provide
identity of the communicating nodes by considering
the security parameter (K) of the node and generates
public parameter (PP). To generate a public key and
master key for an attribute, this public parameter is
submitted to the appropriate attribute authority.
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(2) Attribute authority (AA): attribute authority of the
domain extracts the attributes of their respective data
clients. Attribute authority further generates public
key and master key for that attribute.

(3) Cloud storage: cloud storage serves to store
encrypted data (CT) sent by the data owners.

(4) Data owners (DO): the data is encrypted before being
uploaded to the cloud server by the data owners. It
creates ciphertext CTusing plaintext B, the matching
public key PK, and the access policy given by the
LSSS matrix structure (M,m).

(5) Data clients (DC): data clients are responsible for
performing decryption on CT. Deciphering is done
in two stages. First the local server near the DC serves
as edge nodes and does partial encryption by in-
putting CTand SK. Finally the DC decrypt the partial
decrypted CT to plaintext by considering CT′ and
DSK.

6. Modified Hierarchical Attribute Access
Structure (MHAAS) with CP-ABE Using ECC

"e following section explains the process carried out using
hierarchical access policy structure (Schemes 1–5).

7. Integration of HACS-CP-ABE-
ECC with Blockchain

"e hierarchical access control scheme employing with ci-
phertext ABE using ECC is integrated with blockchain and
its operation is explained below.

"e operation of this method is explained as six principal
components as initialization phase, authority creation, user
creation, ciphertext data upload, creation and issuance of
attributes, and revoke attribute. "is process includes the
reception of only the secret key of the attribute for a par-
ticular address in its wallet alone is specified in the process.

AND
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Cardiologists OR

Lab
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Endocrinologist
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Cardiologists’
OR

Lab Technician Endocrinologist

AND

AND
Physician

Cardiologists OR
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T1 
T2 

T m1

Figure 1: Part of integrated hierarchical access control structure.
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Figure 2: Part of integrated hierarchical access control process.
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4. Transmission of Data Decryption Key to Data clients.
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1 Attribute Authorities

Insurance DomainCare Domain

Figure 3: Architecture of proposed blockchain based patient centric data access with CP-ABE using ECC.

Input: Security parameter K.

Output: Public parameter PP.

1. Select G Generator of cyclic subgroups with prime order r on E, GF (q) of order r, Elliptic Curve E
defined over GF (q).

Select H: 0, 1* Zr as the hash function, and map the elements of Zr to the users' GIDs.

Define the global attributes A = {a1, a2, … an}. Each attribute is defined in the form of LSSS Matrix
Mi. representing hierarchical access structure. �ese attributes are maintained by multiple authorities
who generate the necessary key corresponding to the attributes.

PP is calculated from the set of {GF (q), E, G, h, A}.

PP is sent to Attribute Authority for generating public and Master key for an attribute.

4.

5.

3.
2.

Scheme 1: System initialization at root authority.
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"e encryption, decryption, and retrieval of public key of the
attribute are omitted here.

(a) Initialization phase: this phase includes initialization
of blockchain and setting of hierarchical access based
policy scheme to all attribute authorities in different
domains and provides permission chain through RA.

"e RA performs mining of the genesis block. For all
attribute authority domains, RA is in charge of
producing pubic key PK and master key MSK. Ev-
eryone has access to the public key, while the master
key is kept hidden in order to generate the private
key for data decryption.

Input: Public parameter PP.

Output: Pubic Key PK and Master Key MSK for attribute i.

1. Select two random numbers αi, βi

2. Generate Master Key = {αi, βi, ∀i}.

3. Generate Public Key = {Gαi, Gβi, ∀i}.

Zr

Scheme 2: Generation of public and master key by attribute authority.

Input: Plaintext set {Bj, j

Output: Cipher Text CT.

_________

1. The data owners encrypt the plaintext message B using symmetric key c r and generate the
cipher text data CTd= Ecr

 (B). using the symmetric key encryption algorithm E (B).

2. Calculates the hash value on the cipher text data HCT=H (CTd) G. �is ensures data integrity.

3. Data Owners defines LSSS structure (M, m) and sends to the data clients.

4. �e encryption algorithm is divided into two stages

a. Calculate C0 = cr + sG where s 

b. Select two random vectors →v 

calculate λx = Mx. →v 

[1, p and Mx. is the row x of M.

5. Finally calculate CT = {(M, m), C0, {C1, x, C2, x,, C3, x,}, CTd,, HCT}. Data Owners uploads CT to the
Cloud Server Storage.

γx km (x) G if m (x) 

(p, q)} , PK, LSSS Matrix Structure (M, m)

Zp.

Zp and →u Zp and=(s, v2, v3……., vm) =(0, u2, u3…….,um)

, ωx = Mx. →u , C1, x= λx G + γxym(x) G, C2, x= γxG, C3, x=ωxG +

normal attributes where γx random number and x

Scheme 3: Encryption by data owners.

Input: PP, GID, MSK

Output: Generation of Private Key for the Data clients .

1. Generates Key USRi, GID'=yi+H (GID) ki for the user with GID of i th attribute.

2. Attribute Authority generates a conversion key USREN, GID' = USRi, GID, i
key to partial decrypting node and Data client node.

3. Data client obtains the private key by calculating USRi, GID = yi + H (GID) ki+z where z is a

random number Zr.

si, GID. It Sends this

Scheme 4: Key generation for data decryption by attribute authority.
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(b) Authority creation: RA uses MSK of the
Attribute Authority Domains and generates private
key SKAU for each AA domain. For this, RA gen-
erates new address {p, RSASK, RSAPK} for each AA
domain and transmits public key and RSA key pair
to all AA domains. RSA key pair is used to transmit
the symmetric encryption key securely to all the
requester. RA provides “transmit”, “receive,” and
permission rights to all AA domain and joins the
blockchain system.

(c) User creation: now the respective AA adds the in-
dividual users and obtains the attributes from the
users in the domain. AA generates the address u,
RSA key pair, and private key of the individual users
SKUSER. AA transmits the address u and RSA key
pair to the individual users and keeps the SKUSER
with AA.

(d) Ciphertext data upload: data owners create cipher-
text of the data and uploads the hashed ciphertext to
the cloud storage.

(e) Attribute creation and distribution: data owners
specify the LSSS policy for all data requesters via AA.
AA holds the LSSS policy attributes and generates
the data decryption private key for the each data
requester. Data clients who satisfy the partial or full
policy structure are granted access to the data;
otherwise, access is refused.

(f ) Revoke attribute: since AA holds the attributes of the
data clients, it can also withdraw the attributes as it
holds the RSA key pair of the attribute for the
particular data client. It revokes all the attributes of
the data client.

7.1. Functions of the Blockchain Components

7.1.1. Root Authority

BHACS-CP-ABE-ECC:

(1) Initialization phase-(PP⟶PK,MSK)
(2) Authority Creation(PK,MSK,P)⟶

SK_AA1,SK_AA2. . .SK_AAn

Functions of RA:

(1) Blockchain creation
(2) Permits all AA to join the blockchain
(3) Grants connect, send, and receive permission to all

AAs

7.1.2. Attribute Authority

(1) User creation
(2) Obtains attributes from the data requester
(3) Creates address and RSA key pair and private key for

a particular attribute of the data requester
(4) Sends LSSS access policy to all the data requester
(5) Pre-Decryption of CT
(6) Revoke attributes for a particular data requester

7.1.3. Data Owner

(1) Define and send LSSS access policy to all AA
(2) Data is encrypted and sent to cloud storage using the

symmetric encryption technique
(3) Shares the symmetric key securely using RSA key

pair to the entire AA

7.1.4. Data Clients

(1) Sends the attribute list to the AA of that domain
(2) Performs final decryption of the data requested

8. Security Analysis of BHACS-CP-ABE-ECC

"e following section examines the proposed scheme’s se-
curity. Under the assumption of DDH, the security model is
considered as being secure.

"e proposed method supports multiauthority and
multiattribute from single data user. For each attribute,
attribute authority generates a set of {address, RSA key pair,
and private key). "e address, master key, and RSA key pair
are preserved by the AA to secure the system against ad-
versary attacks and to perform attribute revocation. Instead

Input: Cipher Text CT,

Output: Plain Text {Bj, j

Pre-Decryption Stage:

1. For attribute mx the decryption is obtained as Dx = C1, x−Skm (x), GID C2, x+ H (GID) C3, x . At the
end of this stage CT' = {C0, CTd, HCT,T1,T2} is sent to the final decryption stage where T1, =
∑x∊X Cx Dx= sG − z ∑x∊X Cx γx G and T2 = ∑x∊X Cx C2, x =∑x∊X Cx γxG

Final Decryption Stage:

2. Data Clients calculates H'CT = H (Ecr'
 (B)) G by using Cr' = C0−T1+ zT2. If HCT =H'CT, the

plaintext is valid.

(p, q)}

2.

Scheme 5: Decryption by data clients.
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of bilinear pairing, the computing phase uses basic scalar
multiplication, which makes the procedure more efficient
with the compared models. Also, the decryption process is
done at two stages: one at the AA end and the other at the
data requester which makes the decryption process lighter at
the data requester end.

8.1. Security Assumption under Decisional Diffie–Hellman.
"e proposed model considers Decisional Diffie–Hellman
(d-DDH) Assumption and described as follows: the chal-
lenger chooses F, a cyclic group with prime order s, and G, a
cyclic group F generator, while y and k are chosen at random
from Zs. Despite being given a tuple of (G, yG, kG), the
adversary finds it difficult to validate y, k, G in polynomial
time from random element X ∈ F. "e algorithm A over-
comes the DDH problem with a constant factor ρ which is
obtained from |Fs[A(G, yG, kG, Z� ykG)� 0]− Fs[A(G, yG,
kG, Z�X)� 0]| ≥ ρ.

8.2. Security under Chosen Ciphertext Attack. "e commu-
nication between adversary δ and the challenger ∁ is given
below. "e summons is given an access structure (T, m) by
the opponent. "e initialization algorithm is run by chal-
lenger."e system’s public parameter is used to compute the
public and secret keys, with the public key being sent to the
opponent. Stage 1: the adversary queries the secret keys of
the attribute from the challenger. "e challenger records the
attributes provided by the adversary in the list and stores it
with the corresponding adversary address in the attribute
list.

Challenge phase: here the challenger picks out two
identical-length messages (B0, B1) ∈Zp. "en the challenger
selects β ∈ {0, 1} and forwards B β under matrix (T∗, m) to
challenger δ.

Stage 2: the adversary inquires about the secret key with
same input queries in Stage 1. Guess: the guess that the
adversary creates is equal to ½, the probability of guessing β0
of β. "e game is defined as [Fs [β0� β] − 1/2]. "us our
model is secure against selective ciphertext attack.

8.3. Data Security. "e adversary is unable to obtain to
decrypt the ciphertext as its attribute must satisfy the access
policy defined in the matrix structure corresponding to a
row of Tm. For unauthorized set of rows L, there exists a
vector ω.(1, 0, . . . ..0) � −1 and ω.Mi � 0 for i∈∈L, where
L� {i:mi∈ S}.s andω is the polynomial time inmatrixM."e
adversary cannot calculate the first element of vector ω.

"us, the proposed scheme ensures the data security.

8.4. Forward Security. "e attribute authority revokes the
attribute of the user with the users address and RSA key pair.
"e user/address of the revoked attribute cannot decrypt the
data again as AA has deleted/blocked the address of the
corresponding attribute from the attribute list. Hence the
proposed method ensures forward security.

8.5. Collision Resistance. "e proposed method ensures
resistance to collision attack. "e hierarchical access
structure policy has been defined in the system. "ere is a
chance of colliding with same access policy generated by
multiple users. In this system, a unique address is generated
for each set of attributes defined by different users. Hence
address of UserA≠ address of UserB. "is uniqueness
provides collision-free system.

8.6. Data Integrity. "e owner of the data computes ci-
phertext with symmetric encryption key algorithm E to
encode the plaintext message B using symmetric key cr and
calculates the ciphertext data CTd � Ecr

(B). "en the hash
value on the ciphertext data HCT � H(CTd)G is calculated.
"is ensures data integrity. "e final cryptic message
uploaded to the cloud is CT � (M, m), C0 ,
{C1,x, C2,x,, C3,x,}, CTd,, HCT}. During decryption, the hash
value is used to ensure data integrity at the data requester
end.

8.7. Unauthorized Communication. In each level, the data is
decrypted using the user address and an RSA key pair. For
each set of attributes defined by distinct users, a unique
address is generated in this system. As a result, user A’s
address is different from user B’s address and the unau-
thorized users cannot be entirely in the system."is prevents
unauthorized hierarchical communication between nodes.

9. Performance Evaluations

"is section briefs the performance evaluation in terms of
used system properties, communication overhead, and
computation overhead with the previous works and the
proposed work.

"e subsequent section describes Table 1 that provides
the comparative study of the proposed approach with other
research works carried out.

From Table 1, it is found that all the works carried out
rely on ECC scheme rather than bilinear pairing and [24, 44]
use LSSS based access structure where [21, 42, 43] use AND
gate access structure whose performance is lesser than the
previous LSSS approach. "e proposed work differs from all
the above by adopting hierarchical access structure with
LSSS. Each attribute set corresponds to a row of a matrix in
LSSS structure. "us, our scheme supports multiauthority
and multiple data access method.

Table 2 describes the computation cost encountered in
current research study and compared study. "e entire
scheme employs common ECC with 160 bit by |G|. It seems
that our scheme considers a single row in matrix structure
for performing cryptographic operation which is more ef-
ficient than the compared schemes.

It is observed that, from [21, 43], the computation
overhead depends on the difference between the number of
attributes defined in the access policy and the total attributes
in the system. Schemes in [24, 44] depend on different at-
tribute set to perform cryptographic process. "e scheme in
[42] uses KP-ABE and our scheme uses CP-ABE and has
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efficient encryption process as the encryption process de-
pends on set of attributes alone. But there is an overhead in
decryption process in the scheme in [42] as the end node has
to do total decryption process. But our scheme offloads the
predecryption process to AA and final decryption at the end
nodes. "e proposed work excels other compared works in
computation and communication cost.

Table 3 discusses the communication cost observed in
our work and other compared works. Compared with other
works, our scheme and the scheme in [44] have increased
communication overhead as predecryption process is car-
ried at the AA in our scheme and at edge nodes in the
scheme in [44]. Also revocation process is carried at AA in
our scheme without affecting other components in the
system. Hence the communication overhead at the end data
requester is minimum compared with others.

To excel our scheme, we implemented our proposed
work in Ubuntu platform. It is deployed with Python and
charm library to implement the ECC using simple scalar
multiplication. "e scheme is implemented with 512-bit
ECC where 160 bits serves as ECC group order. In Figures 4
and 5, we show that our scheme excels the work done in

[24, 44] in executing cryptographic operations. Our scheme
excels [24, 44] in executing encryption method and de-
cryption outsourcing is performed in the proposed work and
[44]; hence it has same decryption time.

Table 2: Computation cost of the compared algorithms.

Scheme Encryption Predecryption Local decryption
[21] (Nt− |Λ| + 2)g — (Nt− |Λ| + 3)g
[24] (3Ns + 1)g — (Dt + 1)g
[42] (Ns + 1)g — (Dt + 1)g
[43] (Nt− |Λ| + 1)g — (Nt− |Λ| + 2)g
[44] (4Ns + 1)g (Dt + 1)g (1)g
Proposed work (Ns + 1)g (Dt + 1)g (1)g
Ns: total number of rows in the matrix Λ, Nt: system attributes, Dt: number of rows in access matrix Λ, Nt: total number of attributes in the system, Dt:
number of attributes fulfilling the access policy, |Λ|: access policy attributes, and g: ECC scalar factor for multiplication.

Table 1: Performance comparison of the proposed study with other research studies.

Research study Pairing free Access structure Multiauthority Decryption outsourcing
[21] Yes AND gate No No
[24] Yes LSSS No No
[42] Yes AND gate No No
[43] Yes AND gate No Yes
[44] Yes LSSS Yes Yes
Proposed work Yes Hierarchical LSSS Yes Yes

Table 3: Communication overhead of the compared algorithms.

Scheme Private key (bits) Public key (bits) Ciphertext (bits)
[21] 2 ∗ |g| (3Nt + 1)|g| (Nt− |Λ| + 3)|g|
[24] (|Λ|)|g| (2Nt + 2)|g| (2Ns + 1)|g|
[42] (Ns + 1)|g| (2Nt + 2)|g| (2Ns + 2)|g|
[43] 1 ∗ |g| (Nt + 1)|g| (Nt− |Λ| + 2)|g|
[44] (|Λ|)|g| (2Nt + 2)|g| (3Ns + 1)|g|
Proposed work (|Λ|)|g| (Nt+ 2)|g| (Ns + 1)|g|
Ns: total number of rows in the matrix Λ, Nt: system attributes, Dt: number of rows in access matrix Λ, Nt: total number of attributes in the system, Dt:
number of attributes fulfilling the access policy, |Λ|: access policy attributes, and g: ECC scalar factor for multiplication.
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Figure 4: Comparison of encryption time (ms).
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10. Conclusion

"e proposed work uses CP-ABE using ECC in blockchain
network with hierarchical access structure. "e scheme
considers multiple authorities and multiple data access by
defining the attribute set. "e attribute set is represented as
row in LSSS matrix structure. For each attribute set, a unique
address is generated along with RSA key pair. "is pair is
helpful in revoking the attribute, thereby providing security
from unauthorized users. Further, the security mechanism
of the proposed work is defined under d-DDH assumption.
From the experimental analysis, it is found that our scheme
shows better outcome than the compared work. "e con-
straint of the current work affects the ciphertext length with
increase in number of attributes. Hence, in future work an
efficient CP-ABE will focus on alleviating this problem.
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Objective. 'e objective is to help Chinese Shidu parents who have lost their only child to relieve post-traumatic stress disorder.
Methods. A qualitative phenomenology study using the hermeneutical phenomenological method was employed in a major
metropolitan city in China. Participants were 46 parents who had lost their only child and suffered from post-traumatic stress
disorder. 'ree major themes are: (1) to conduct semistructured in-depth interviews with 46 Shidu parents; (2) to develop and
implement a psychological intervention program combining with group intervention and individual counseling based on
cognitive-behavioral therapy; (3) to assess the effect of psychological intervention through PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5).
Results. 'ose Shidu parents who lost their only child got great relief from PTSD.'e Shidu parents got great relief and changed a
lot after the intervention. 'ey became active to participate in group counseling and willing to help others because they ex-
perienced the value and fun in the process. 'ey rebuilt their attachment and looked forward to their future life. Conclusion.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy can alleviate and even cure post-traumatic stress disorder in Shidu parents who have lost their
only child.

1. Introduction

'e Shidu parents refer to the parents who have lost their
only child. 'e death of the only child is a disaster for any
one-child family. Since then, those who lost their only child
had no spiritual sustenance, lost their life goals and pursuits.
In the first few months, years, or even decades, they felt
intense painful experiences and extreme behavioral reac-
tions. As a result, they became depressed, autistic, sensitive,
and vulnerable, and even retaliated against themselves or
society because of their irrational cognition [1]. According to
the research done by Liu [2] and other researchers, the PTSD
rate of Shidu parents ranged from 69.5% to 80%, and they
generally avoided society.

'e main symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) [3] include repeated flashbacks of painful experi-
ences and painful memories, avoidance of people and things
related to the loss of original injury, increased alertness, and
borderline paranoid personality. Shidu parents with PTSD
cannot extricate themselves from grief, guilt, anger, and
struggle all day long, which eventually pose a serious threat
and heavy burden to themselves and society. A review of
literature in Chinese and foreign languages in recent years
reveals that there have been many crossregional studies on
PTSD with large samples and large data, focusing on the
correlation of symptoms, factors affecting the quality of life,
and the moderating effect of social support, etc., but there
are very few studies on psychological intervention. 'e
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researchers collected through the early stage of the data and
found that cognitive-behavioral therapy was the standard
therapy for post-traumatic stress disorder. [4] Cognitive-
behavioral therapy (CBT) is a structured, short-term, cog-
nitive-oriented psychotherapy developed by A. T. Beck in
the 1960s. It is mainly aimed at psychological disorders such
as depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, and
psychological problems caused by unreasonable cognition.
A. T. Beck once said that maladaptive behaviors and
emotions were both from maladaptive cognition. Cognitive-
behavioral therapy can change the maladaptive emotions
and behaviors of Shidu patients by changing their wrong
cognition of themselves, people, or things and finally achieve
the purpose of curing post-traumatic stress disorder.
Considering the particularity of Shidu parents, this study
adopts a qualitative research method and uses cognitive-
behavioral therapy to conduct a psychological intervention
for post-traumatic stress disorder of those Shidu parents, so
as to provide the scientific basis for the government and
social organizations to carry out relevant psychological
work.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Object. 'is study was carried out with the support of a
community health and family planning department, com-
munity grid members, social volunteers, and psychological
experts in Wuhan. In the family activity center of a com-
munity in Wuhan, we held health lectures and reading
meetings every 'ursday morning to build a close rela-
tionship with the Shidu parents. We finally identified 46
participants suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) from 190 Shidu parents who lost their only child
through group discussion and questionnaire survey (Ta-
ble 1). 'e participants were in a good mental state and have
good expression ability, and they all signed informed
consent.

3. Methods

3.1.PTSDChecklist forDSM-5 (PCL-5) [5]. By using the scale
to conduct a questionnaire survey, 33 points were used as the
positive demarcation score to screen out the patients with
post-traumatic stress disorder; the scale was used to evaluate
the effect of psychological intervention in the process of
psychological intervention. 'e PTSD score decreased, in-
dicating that the intervention was effective. When the PTSD
score decreased to less than 33 points, the patients with post-
traumatic stress disorder were cured.

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis—Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis. Upon receiving the University
IRB approval, the data were collected by trained researchers
through semistructured in-depth interviews. 'e data
collected were tape-recorded with the participants’ consent,
and notes were taken to enable the precision of statements.
Each face-to-face, tape-recorded interview lasted 2 to 3
hours. And the information was obtained with PTSD
Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5) as the topic.

3.3. Implementation of Cognitive-Behavioral ;erapy. A
psychological intervention program combining individual
counseling and group intervention based on cognitive-
behavioral therapy was developed and gradually imple-
mented. During the intervention period, PTSD scores
were evaluated every 3 months, and the program was
modified according to the evaluation results before
implementation. 'e frequency of treatment was once a
week in the first month, followed by once every two weeks
for a total period of a year.

3.4. Case Counseling—Cognitive-Behavioral ;erapy (CBT)
Helps Shidu Parents to Accept ;emselves. First, cognitive-
behavioral therapy was applied to help Shidu parents to
accept reality and to restore the self. 'rough professional
psychological counseling, Shidu parents were encouraged,
and they clearly realized that the child has passed away.
Instead of denying reality, they should strive to live a strong
and valuable life. 'e application of cognitive-behavioral
therapy helped Shidu parents get rid of the pain of losing
their only child and pay more attention to the personal value
realization.

Second, cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) was ap-
plied to help Shidu parents to correct irrational cognition
and rebuild the cognitive structure. (1) Explain the sig-
nificance and the implementation steps of cognitive-be-
havioral therapy. (2) Find out the irrational cognition of
the Shidu parents by talking with them. (3) Guide Shidu
parents to discover their irrational cognition, help them to
realize that irrational cognition will lead to emotional and
behavioral obstacles, which will eventually affect their
normal life, inspiring the determination to correct irra-
tional cognition. (4) By using the techniques of arguing
with irrational cognition, imagining, and relaxation
training, we help Shidu parents to correct their irrational
cognition, establish correct and rational cognition, and
improve their cognitive, emotional, and behavioral self-
management abilities. (5) Summarize the examples of
good changes in Shidu parents’ lives after the interven-
tion, and we further strengthen the significance of
establishing rational cognition.

'ird, the application of cognitive-behavioral therapy
helped Shidu parents learn to self-heal: relax the body, re-
lease, and transfer bad emotions. Shidu parents were guided
to master relaxation training methods such as breathing,
muscles, and imagination so that they could adjust them-
selves at any time and control their own physiological and
psychological changes independently.

3.5. Group Intervention—Cognitive-Behavioral ;erapy
(CBT) to Help the Shidu Parents Rebuild ;eir Attachment
Relationship. First, Shidu parents often identify with other
parents who lost their only child as Tong Ming Ren, which
means “those who share the same destiny” [6]. Shidu parents
believe that only in groups they can better face the pressures
and challenges of life. In the group, Shidu parents can get
psychological comfort, support each other, and stay together
for warmth [7].'e researchers encouraged Shidu parents to
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get familiar with each other and participate in group ac-
tivities as soon as possible through health lectures, readings,
and games.

Second, spring and autumn outings, farmhouse enter-
tainment, festival celebrations, and other activities were
organized to help those Shidu parents gradually get out of
the group and contact the society, enhance their interper-
sonal communication skills, feel the joy of life, and thus
overcome their social avoidance behaviors and mentality.

'ird, the Shidu parents are guided to participate in the
activities of love, such as accompanying, playing with the
children in the orphanage, holding 'anksgiving education
lectures in the young labor camps, establishing “One Helps
One” psychological intervention to link with university
students, andmotivate Shidu parents’ emotion as fathers and
mothers as well as the responsibility to society. By feeling
love and being loved at the same time, they could repair the
heart ruins and rebuild benign self.

Fourth, expert lectures on the meaning of life should be
carried out to encourage those Shidu parents to discuss their
ideal of life and gradually guide them to transfer their at-
tachment to other more positive and lasting aspects, such as
their own health, interests, and hobbies, and helping others.

Reassessment of PTSD scores is carried out.

4. Results

After psychological intervention through cognitive-behav-
ioral therapy, the psychological state of the Shidu parents has
undergone a great change.

Shidu parents accept the fact that their child has left and
keep connected with their child in a positive way so that their
grief can be greatly relieved.

We applied cognitive-behavioral therapy for case stud-
ies, such as subject P1 kept saying, “My son, I miss him, I do
not know what to do, I’m so broken. . .” Only by helping P1
unload her psychological burden could she start a new life.
'e researchers performed the true story of the child’s death
in the form of “psychodrama”, allowing the Shidu parents to
naturally vent their emotions, role-playing their children,
and guiding them to say the words they have been hiding in
their mind, including guilt and missing, to help them for-
mally bid farewell to their children. Finally, subject P1 went
to the child’s grave to say goodbye and said to the child,
“Son, you go. . .. . ., you go to study, you go to serve the
country, you go busy with your own things, I will take care of
myself, I also want to live my own life”. 'en, she burned all
the child’s relics. Subject P1 said: “Since I said goodbye to my
baby, I have felt a lot lighter and I do not have to be sad all the

Table 1: Data of research subjects.

Characteristics N Percentage (%)
Gender

Male 21 45.7
Female 25 54.3

Age
50–60 12 26.1
60–70 19 41.3
≥70 15 32.6

Marital status
Couple 29 63.04
Single 17 36.96

Education
Middle school or under 26 56.5

Senior high school 11 23.9
Undergraduate or above 9 19.6

Annual household income (yuan/month)
≤2000 25 54.3

2000–5000 14 30.4
≥5000 7 15.3

Residence status
Solitude 15 32.6

Live with family/relatives 31 67.4
Self-care ability

Fully care 30 65.2
Barely provide for oneself 15 32.6
Cannot provide for oneself 1 2.2

Time since the child’s death
6 months∼1 year 2 4.3
1 year∼5 years 18 39.1

5 yesrs∼ 26 56.6
Cause of death

Accident 26 56.5
Disease 19 41.3
Missing 1 2.2
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time. Now I sing when I have free time. I love singing.” “I still
miss my son. When I miss him, I sing songs of longing until
tears run out of my eyes. After singing, I feel very happy.”

Shidu parents should establish correct and positive
cognitive concepts, learn to self-heal, be able to control
their own emotions and behaviors, and accept the present
self-more.

Irrational cognition leads to negative emotions and
destructive behaviors, which will become a major source of
stress over time. For example, subject P4 said before: “'e
death of children is caused bymyself, and I am a disaster, so I
should live an unhappy life”. Subject P5 said: “I always feel
sick. . .. . .”; subject P16 thought: “People nowadays are
snobbish and deliberately look down on me. . .. . .”. 'rough
cognitive-behavioral therapy, the Shidu parents could cor-
rect the irrational cognition of stress and reconstruct the
positive and adaptive cognitive structure. Under the guid-
ance of correct cognition, they were more positive and
optimistic in mood, and their behaviors were more con-
ducive to their own development. In the process of psy-
chological intervention, self-healing methods were taught to
the research subjects to help those Shidu parents control bad
emotions and relax their body and mind. After the inter-
vention, subject P4 said: “I rarely blame myself, even if
occasionally remorse, I will quickly transfer attention.
People’s life may be long or short, but only a few decades of
time. My poor son left before me, but I also must go one day.
'ere is really nothing to blame and care about. I want to live
a good life, which is what my son wants me to do.” Subject P5
said: “When I’m not feeling well, I just take a deep breath or
go outside to relax and feel comfortable.” Subject P16
mentioned: “Don’t care too much about other people’s eyes,
my husband is good to me on the line, I’ve been working
hard for most of my life, and I will love myself for the rest of
my life. I will praise and hug myself every day.”

Participate actively in group activities, enjoy helping
others, and experience value and fun from these activities.

By the early group intervention of cognitive behavior
therapy, the relationship between the researchers and
participants became increasingly close. 'e participants
have also mentioned that participating in the outdoor
activities made them relaxed and joyful and helping others
manifested their own value, and Shidu parents were then
no longer obsessed with the pain of losing their only child
and were willing to put the limited energy into pleasure
and value. Subject P18 said: “I’m older and I’ve got
rheumatoid arthritis, but I feel a lot better and my pain get
relieved when I come out and gather with people”; subject
P22 said: “People of my generation have suffered hard-
ships and are dedicated. We are willing to offer help to
those in need.” Subject P25 mentioned: “I am a member of
the Communist Party of China, I was eager to work
overtime in the unit in the past time. Now that I am old, I
need to spend more time taking care of myself, but if I am
needed, I am willing to help others as long as my health is
available.” Subject P31 established a connection with a
student in a university in Wuhan who was mentally re-
duced and physically limited after brain tumor surgery.
Subject P31 always encouraged the students and their

parents. Subject P31 said: “'is child, I like at first sight,
He is about the same age as my son, but he is also very
poor, I want to encourage him, to help him fight the
disease.”

Reconstruct attachment relationship [8] and be full of
longing for future life.

'e Shidu parents have the right connection with their
children in the early stage, and they can face themselves and
others positively and experience the fun and value from
these things. After that, they hope to establish a more lasting
and positive attachment relationship. 'rough expert lec-
tures and group intervention discussions, the participants
can find their personal meaning of life. Subject P35 said: “I
had the idea of writing a book when I was young, and now I
have the time to do it.” Subject P37 said: “I love dancing, I
would like to take you to the square dance, I hope to have the
opportunity to participate in the square dance competition.”
Subject P39 said: “I want to travel while I am still healthy, I
want to visit the motherland’s beautiful mountains and
rivers, visit the good scenery at home and abroad.” Subject
P40: “My father is 100 years old, my aunt is 97 years old, and
I’m 71 years old now, I’m trying to live to be 108 years old.”
Subject P43 said: “I like playing online games, watching TV,
traveling and shopping. 'ere are many interesting things
waiting for me.” Subject P46 said: “I will keep doing Tai chi
every day, waiting for my grandson to get married, and then
I will have great grandchildren.”

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder was alleviated in the
Shidu parents (Table 2).

With the deepening intervention of cognitive-behavioral
therapy, the scores of post-traumatic stress disorder of Shidu
parents who lost their only child gradually decreased, and
some of them had dropped to less than 33 points, indicating
that the post-traumatic stress disorder of the Shidu parents
had been cured. 'ere are still two Shidu parents whose
scores were over 33 points, but compared to the original
score, the decline is obvious.

5. Discussion

5.1. Necessity and Importance of Psychological Intervention for
the Psychological Trauma of the Shidu Parents. 'is study
found that although the loss of the original trauma occurred
for several years or more, some of Shidu parents still suffered
from PTSD. In this way, these Shidu parents should be
carried out psychological intervention after the loss of their
only child. However, all participants reported no prior
psychological intervention from any organization or indi-
vidual, and all of the participants reported that they would
get over their grief sooner and faster if someone had been
involved with them, especially in the immediate aftermath of
their child’s death. At present, the psychological interven-
tion on the psychological trauma of the Shidu parents has
not been caused widespread attention, and there is a big flaw
and insufficiency. It needs to call on the government, social
organizations, and professionals in the psychological field to
focus on the mental health of Shidu parents, using scientific
and systematic psychological therapy providing early psy-
chological intervention for the Shidu parents. 'ese
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measures can help Shidu parents to relieve the pain of
original injury, early resumption of ourselves, and return to
society. 'e purpose of this study is to explore the scientific
and effective psychological intervention methods for post-
traumatic stress disorder of the Shidu parents who have lost
their only child.

5.2. Cognitive-Behavioral ;erapy can Alleviate Post-trau-
matic Stress Disorder in Shidu Parents Who Have Lost ;eir
Only Child. After 1 year of psychological intervention
with cognitive-behavioral therapy, all of the participants
have accepted the reality, rebuilt their attachment rela-
tionships, and actively faced life, indicating that the post-
traumatic stress disorder of the Shidu parents has been
significantly relieved or even cured in some cases. Two of
them still had obvious symptoms of post-traumatic stress
disorder. 'e possible factors were as follows: first, both of
them were female, with relatively sensitive and fragile
character, especially subject P27 suffered from an anxiety
disorder when she was young. Second, they are very close
to their children and regard them as the only ideal in their
life. 'ird, they place high hopes on their children’s path
to success, but their children die shortly after becoming
successful, and it is a huge blow. Although they did not get
rid of PTSD, their previous major symptoms such as
depression and withdrawal were significantly alleviated.
Currently, only mild guilt and insomnia symptoms re-
main, which should be alleviated with further interven-
tion. Most studies confirmed that the cognitive-behavioral
therapy intervention on depression [9], sorrow [10],
anxiety [11], psychological problems such as post-trau-
matic stress disorder [12, 13]was effective. Moreover, it
has many advantages, such as low requirements on
therapists, convenient and easy implementation, and
extensive coverage, so the cognitive-behavioral therapy on
Shidu parents with post-traumatic stress disorder has
extensive application prospects in China.

5.3. Limitations and Prospects of Cognitive-Behavioral
;erapy in the Process of Psychological Intervention.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy has developed into a very
systematic and mature therapy, which can directly solve
existing psychological problems and correct dysfunc-
tional thoughts and behaviors, and has been successfully
applied to completely different psychiatric patients and
populations. [14]. 'e participants of this study were
persuaded to voluntarily accept psychological interven-
tion, and their psychological status was relatively stable,

and their mentality was more positive than that of the
ordinary Shidu parents. 'e research process of cogni-
tive-behavioral therapy for the post-traumatic stress
disorder of the Shidu parents was very smooth, and the
post-traumatic stress disorder of the participants was
relieved to a certain extent. However, we should not
assume that this type of psychotherapy is appropriate for
all Shidu parents with PTSD. In China, there are many
more severe cases of post-traumatic stress disorder
among Shidu parents, and they cannot get over the grief
of losing their only child, lose hope for life, and refuse all
help [8]. It is difficult for researchers to intervene in the
Shidu parents with such strong resistance to psycho-
therapy. 'ere are also those Shidu parents with extreme
thoughts and paranoid terror. Because they complain
about injustice, hate others, or even revenge against so-
ciety, they already have serious personality disorders. In
this case, researchers could try a combination of CBT
therapy, drugs, and electric shocks [15, 16]. In conclusion,
CBT therapy has many advantages, such as low re-
quirements for therapists, convenient implementation,
and wide range of involvement. 'erefore, CBT therapy
has a wide application prospect in the intervention of
post-traumatic stress disorder in parents who lost their
only child in China.

6. Conclusion

To sum up, cognitive-behavioral therapy can alleviate the
post-traumatic stress disorder of Shidu parents, and the
combination of group intervention and individual coun-
seling is very practical and effective, which is worth
popularizing.
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Table 2: PTSD scores of subjects before and after cognitive-behavioral therapy intervention (unit: points).

Subjects Initial scores 1 year after the intervention t p

PTSD scores 43.11± 13.42 14.15± 5.25 13.783 0.000∗∗
Intrusive symptoms 11.13± 4.22 4.15± 1.83 9.441 0.000∗∗
Withdrawal symptoms 3.93± 1.61 1.89± 1.45 6.511 0.000∗∗
Cognition and negative emotion 16± 5.39 3.15± 2.37 14.669 0.000∗∗
Increased alertness 12.04± 3.93 4.96± 2.98 11.010 0.000∗∗
∗ p< 0.05, ∗∗p< 0.01.
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In the recent past, handling the high dimensionality demonstrated in the auditory features of speech signals has been a primary
focus for machine learning (ML-)based emotion recognition. $e incorporation of high-dimensional characteristics in training
datasets in the learning phase of ML models influences contemporary approaches to emotion prediction with significant false
alerting. $e curse of the excessive dimensionality of the training corpus is addressed in the majority of contemporary models.
Modern models, on the other hand, place a greater emphasis on merging many classifiers, which can only increase emotion
recognition accuracy even when the training corpus contains high-dimensional data points. “Ensemble Learning by High-
Dimensional Acoustic Features (EL-HDAF)” is an innovative ensemble model that leverages the diversity assessment of feature
values spanned over diversified classes to recommend the best features. Furthermore, the proposed technique employs a one-of-a-
kind clustering process to limit the impact of high-dimensional feature values. $e experimental inquiry evaluates and compares
emotion forecasting using spoken audio data to current methods that use machine learning for emotion recognition. Fourfold
cross-validation is used for performance analysis with the standard data corpus.

1. Introduction

Emotions have a profound influence on the physical and
psychological well-being in humans. How well patients
convey their emotions and how well their therapists
recognize and respond to them determine improvement
in therapeutic settings. [1] $erapists must deal with
enormous volumes of data over a lengthy period of time,
which is difficult because they must see numerous patients
throughout that time. A platform that can give meaningful
speech-based emotion identification insights, for exam-
ple, might be useful in therapy sessions. EmoViz allows
users to take voice samples and use a neural network to
determine emotional feelings (such as joyful, sad, angry,
surprised, or neutral). Emotional information may be

obtained through the examination of spoken audio signals
without the need of intrusive technology such as facial
recognition or internal signal-based physiological sensor
data. Users may view how their emotions have evolved
over time and how they have grouped audio and texts
based on their emotions using the application EmoViz. [2]
Emotion is important in everyday interpersonal con-
nections and is seen as a necessary skill for human
communication. [2] It facilitates communication by
expressing emotions and responding to individuals being
communicated with. Many cognitive and affective com-
puting tasks, such as rational decision-making, percep-
tion, and learning, benefit from emotional input. As
intelligent systems grow more ubiquitous, emotion
identification is becoming increasingly crucial. [3].
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Computer games, banking, call centers, video moni-
toring, and psychiatric diagnosis are just a few examples of
real-world applications for emotion detection systems.
Other practical applications for emotion detection sys-
tems include online learning, business applications,
clinical investigations, and entertainment [4, 5]. Voice
signals incorporate emotions when it comes to the cre-
ation of intelligent systems known as “emotion recogni-
tion from speech.” Because of a host of intrinsic socio-
economic benefits, speech signals are a great source for
emotional computing. Because of their inexpensive cost,
they are more appealing for speech emotion recognition
research than other physiological signals such as elec-
troencephalograms, electrooculograms, and electrocar-
diograms [6].

Despite modest development, the accuracy of this
approach in identifying fear is lower than for other
emotions [7, 8]. When Semwal and colleagues [8] inte-
grated fundamental frequency, ZCR (zero-crossing rate),
MFCC, and energy, they were able to identify fear with a
77 percent accuracy. Sun et al. [9] revealed that a deep
learning neural network model identified bottleneck
information with an accuracy of 62.50 percent in
detecting fear.

1.1. Motivation. A number of processes are utilized by
machine learning techniques to obtain a collection of
speech features that may be used to properly categorize
emotions. To build appropriate emotion recognition from
a speech system, a suitable collection of characteristics
must be chosen from which to train the selected learning
algorithm. Emotion recognition algorithms mainly rely
on features extracted from spoken audio signals [3, 10];
however, identifying an appropriate feature set is chal-
lenging [11]. Speech emotion recognition is challenging
for a variety of reasons, including an imperfect descrip-
tion of an emotion and the blurring of the boundaries
between distinct emotions. Emotion identification from
speech is being improved by introducing new aspects, as
demonstrated in [12], with an accuracy of 91.75 percent on
an acting corpus when employing PLP characteristics.
$is accuracy is rather low when compared to the 95.20
percent accuracy attained for the synthesis of acoustic
characteristics focusing on MFCC and pitch for recog-
nizing speech emotion. Some studies have sought to ag-
glutinate numerous auditory characteristics to increase
the accuracy and precision of speech emotion identifi-
cation [7, 8].

1.2. Problem Statement. “Ensemble learning” refers to the
process of combining various learning models with the
goal of producing a better learner as a result. Such al-
gorithms are used in a variety of fields, including medical
investigations [13] and dialect prediction [14]. Bagging
[15] and boosting [16] are two of the most common
ensemble approaches. In terms of accuracy, ensembles of
core estimation methods have been shown to outperform
single hypotheses [17]. Quinlan [18] tested boosting and

bagging ensemble models on a variety of datasets and
found them to be remarkably effective. Bagging, as the
name implies, aims to train several estimators on random
subsets of the dataset. If the training samples are drawn
with replacement, they are referred to as “bootstrap
samples.” Ensemble methods were also used to analyse
audio data. Schuller et al. [19] investigated ensemble
learning methods for recognizing speaker emotion
through speech and found an increase in the accuracy of
movie content. Morrison et al. [20] combined several
classifiers for emotion recognition tasks in call center
practices using an unweighted vote method. However, the
majority of the contributions indeed are limited to opt the
classification decision delivered by the majority of clas-
sifiers used in the ensemble of diversified classifiers. $e
crux of high-dimensional features remains the same.
Hence, rather than the ensemble of diversified classifiers,
the focus shall be on handling the high dimensionality of
the features.

1.3. Organisation of the Manuscript. $is paper’s structure
includes an introduction to the previously stated ensemble
learning by high-dimensional acoustic features for emotion
recognition from speech audio signals. In Section 2, we look
at related work and numerous models for emotion recog-
nition from speech audio signals. Section 3 covers the
methods and materials connected to the suggested model. In
Section 4, experimental research is conducted, and the
proposed model is compared to other modern models. $e
conclusion of this article is explained in Section 5, followed
by references.

2. Related Work

$ere have been a few studies on support vector machine
ensemble learning [21]. Hu et al. [22] used such an en-
semble to solve the problem of rotating machinery failure
detection. However, studies of this nature are few and far
between.

Bhavan et al. [23] used a bagged ensemble approach on
the Emo-DB and achieved a prediction accuracy of 92.45
percent. Shegokar and Sircar [24] proposed a CWT with
prosodic elements for recognizing emotion in speech
audio signals. Using PCA feature transformation and
SVM with quadratic kernel as a classification approach,
they achieved an overall accuracy of 60.1 percent on the
RAVDESS database. $e EMD (empirical mode decom-
position) method, which uses the reconstructed signal’s
optimal features, was used to analyse reconstructed
speech signals. On the Spanish database, they were able to
achieve an average classification accuracy of 91.16 percent
using the RNN technique.

As stated in the introduction, there are numerous rea-
sons why emotion identification remains a major challenge.
$ere is a disconnect between acoustic qualities and human
emotions, as well as a theoretical framework for linking voice
characteristics to a speaker’s emotional state [10, 24–26].
Because of these underlying difficulties, there is
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disagreement in the research about which elements are
better for recognizing emotion recognition. [10, 26]. When
several different types of auditory characteristics are com-
bined, researchers have shown promising results in speech
emotion identification [10, 26–29]. $ey have, however,
struggled to find a way to combine the various elements in a
way that is both effective and efficient. $e study [3, 10, 27]
emphasises the importance of identifying appropriate fea-
tures in order to improve the stability of speech emotion
recognition systems. Researchers frequently use specialist
software to simplify the extraction, selection, and unification
of speech features across multiple sources. Diverse learning
algorithms for speaker emotion recognition have been
demonstrated to be learned and verified using specific
features extracted from public databases.

Multiple neural networks are fused together to achieve
the goal of increasing the recognition efficiency from
multiple perspectives. When a trained model is applied to an
unprepared platform, gradient disappearance and over-
fitting can easily occur. $e ability to generalise is crucial in
speech emotion recognition. Ensemble learning has a
number of advantages, including the ability to generalise and
parallelism. $e accuracy and reliability of each individual
expert are crucial in ensemble learning [30, 31].

$e use of ensemble learning and traditional machine
learning approaches in speech emotion recognition has
recently increased [32]. Weighted sum fusion was used by
Mao et al. [33] to demonstrate that separating complex
language features from emotional aspects in speech im-
proves the recognition rate. Liu et al. used a variety of
emotional feature subsets to train subclassifiers, which were
then used to create a decision-making layer fusion, resulting
in improved recognition results. Existing ensemble learning
relies heavily on expert credibility allocation, which is a
significant flaw in the system. In contrast, the data root for
the initial decision is speech features, and acquisition
methods are limited, resulting in slight variations across
samples and inaccurate grouping information [34, 35].

On this basis, ensemble learning models can be used to
make more stable decisions by combining multiple models.
On the other hand, each expert’s credibility is updated
online based on their accuracy rate. Both generalisation and
recognition of speech emotions have improved [36].

$e most recent attempt to conduct ensemble learning
by fusing together diverse categorization strategies was HAF
[37], which combined various classification algorithms.
Despite the model’s superior performance, the high di-
mensionality of the training corpus remains a problem. $is
contribution depicts an ensemble learning model for clus-
tering the speech audio signals of the dataset used as input to
the training phase to mitigate the negative impact of the
high-dimensional features. $e suggested method uses the
distribution diversity of feature values spanned over dif-
ferent records of divergent emotions to determine the best
aspects. $e proposed model is motivated by the previously
described model titled “Speech Emotion Recognition Using
Supervised Bayes Learning on Digital Features (SBL-DF)”
[38]. $e SBL-DF, on the other hand, does not address the
negative impact of high-dimensional features.

3. Methods and Materials

$is section explores the materials and methods used in the
proposed model that enables to predict emotions in speech
audio signals. $e materials and methods explored in this
section are centric to handle the adverse impact of high-
dimensional features towards emotion prediction, feature
extraction, feature optimization, and ensemble classification
using the adaptive boosting technique as represented in
Figure 1. $e detailed description of these materials and
methods is explored in following sections.

3.1. Dimensionality Reduction. $e Fuzzy C-Means [39]
clustering technique has been employed to handle the high
dimensionality of the training corpus that leads to low
sensitivity and specificity, which causes intolerable false-
alarming.

$e FC-Means method divides the input data
ri∃ri ∈ tC∧1≤ i≤ |tC|  into clusters, with each cluster
retaining a group of records with a substantial association.
Concerning this:

Take the records randomly as centroids and perform
fuzzy clustering using Fuzzy C-Means, such that one or
more records would be in more than one cluster.

Find the optimal centroids of the resultant clusters and
perform the clustering of records recurrently till there is no
change in the centroids.

$e records that may settle in more than one cluster can
be scaled for their relationship by measuring their distance
from the centroids of the corresponding clusters having
those records.

$e algorithmworks by distributingmembership to each
record, resulting in each cluster centroid being proportional
to the related format of the distance between each record and
the corresponding centroid. $e closer the data is to the
cluster’s centroid, the closer their membership is to a specific
core of the cluster. Following the membership iteration, the
cluster’s centroid shall be revised using the following
formulas:

∀
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$e number of records representing the record is in-
dicated by the notation |TC|. $e notation cj reflects the
record having aspect with the highest support towards the
jth cluster, while the notation fi€ [1, ∞] reveals index
fuzziness. Centroids are indicated by the set
C � c1, c2, . . . c|C| . $e notation μij denotes the Euclidian
distance of the ith record of the record
ri∃ri ∈ tC∧1≤ i≤ |tC|  towards the current centroid cj of
the jth cluster. $e depiction represents the Euclidean dis-
tance between the jth cluster centroid and the records of
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record ri∃ri ∈ tC∧1≤ i≤ |tC| . $is Fuzzy C-Means main
algorithm’s purpose is fading:

J(U, V) � 

|tC|

i�1


|C|

j�1
(μij)

fi
cj ∩ ri





cj





����������

����������

2

∃i≤ |tC|∧j≤ |C|
⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
. (3)

|cj ∩ rik|/|cj| // is the Euclidean distance of the jth cluster
centroid cj as well as the ith record ri∃ri ∈ tC∧1≤ i≤ |tC| .

$e steps involved in Fuzzy C-Means clustering are as
follows:

(i) $e set tC � r1, r2, . . . , ri, ri+1, . . . r|tC|−1, r|tC|  rep-
resents a set of records such that each record
ri∃ri ∈ tC∧1≤ i≤ |tC|  represents the record,
whereas the notation C � c1, c2, . . . c|C|  indicates set
of centroids of all clusters.

(1) $e cluster centroid cj of thejth cluster has been
selected randomly.

(2) $e fuzzy membership μij has been computed by
utilizing

μij �
1


|tC|
m�1 cj ∩ rim
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(3) Here, the fuzzy centroid vj has been measured by
utilizing
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(4) $e afore two steps (2&3) are recurrent till the
condition β> ‖U(m + 1) − U(m)‖ is true or the
value of the notation j is minimal.

$e notation m in this case reflects the iteration’s
progress. Criterion termination is indicated by the use of the
notation β that ranges between 0 and 1. $e notation U �

|C|∗ (μij)∗ |tC| illustrates a fuzzy membership matrix. Fi-
nally, the depiction J denotes the fitness estimation process.

Let the number of fuzzy clusters that have been gen-
erated be of the size |fC| of the set
fC � fc1, fc2, . . . , fc|fC| , which contains fuzzy clusters in
the chronological order.

3.2.Optimal Feature Selection. For each set Dj of the records
representing jth the label, find the optimal features (x-co-
ordinates of the given speech audio signal) compared to the
counterpart set Dk∃k≠ j . For each set Dj, a feature (x-
coordinate) xi is optimal if the values projected to the ith set’s
feature Dj are having distribution diversity with the values

projected for the same feature xi in other sets Dk∃k≠ j .
For each feature xi of the set Dj, the process shall estimate
the diversity weight towards each of the other sets
Dk∃j≠ k , which is the absolute difference between the
maximum similarity one and the probable similarity ob-
served (0≤p − value≤ 1). $e mathematical model of
identifying optimal features from each pair of sets is por-
trayed in the following description:

∀|X|
i�1 xi∃xi ∈ X  Begin // for all the feature attributes
∀(n−1)

j�1 [x
j
i ]∃[x

j
i ] ∈ Dj // Begin

dwxi⇒Dj
� 1// the overall diversity of the feature xi

concerning the set Dj (label)
∀(n)

k�1 [xk
i ]∃[xk

i ] ∈ Dk, j≠ k // Begin
pks � KS − test([x

j
i ], [xk

i ]) // performing the
fusion of diversity estimation of the feature xi between
the sets Dj, Dk

d(xi)Dj⇔Dk
� dτ// the diversity d(xi)Dj⇔Dk

of
the feature xi between sets Dj⇔Dk has initialized to
distance threshold dτ

if (pks <pτ) Begin// the probable similarity
value (pks) observed for the feature xi between the sets
Dj, Dk has found to be greater than the given prob-
ability threshold pτ

d(xi)Dj⇔Dk
� pks// the diversity d(xi)Dj⇔Dk

of the feature xi between sets Dj⇔Dk has been dis-
covered from the ks-test

End //of the condition
dwxi⇒Dj

� dwxi⇒Dj
⊗ d(xi)Dj⇔Dk

End // of the iterations
if(dwxi⇒Dj

≥ dτ) Begin // if the diversity weight
dwxi⇒Dj

of the feature xi towards the set Dj (label) is
greater than or equal to the given diversity threshold
dτ,

fDj←xi//then consider the feature xi is opti-
mal to the set Dj and move that to the optimal features
set fDj

End
End// of the iterations

End // of iterations
// Preprocess the datasets of diversified labels//

∀lcj�1∀
|X|
i�1 xi∃xi ∈ X∧xi ∉ fDj  Begin // for each feature

xi that is selected as an optimal feature of the set Dj of
the label j,

Dj [xi]// discarding the feature xi and values
projected to the corresponding feature from the set Dj

End

3.3. .e Classifier

3.3.1. Classification Procedure. $is section describes the
classifier employed in this proposal, as well as the training
stage model and the classification procedure’s objective
function.

Feature
extraction

Feature
optimization

Ensemble
Classification

Figure 1: Data flow diagram of the model.
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$e proposed classifier was built using adaptive boost-
ing.$e classifier was designed to combine a large number of
Boolean classifiers, also known are weak classifiers, that have
been built using decision trees. Each weak classifier was built
using the best features taken from a series of quantitative
steps.$ese weak classifiers categorize the provided test data
based on whether the condition is true or false. Another bad
classifier might label the negatives as bipartite, which in-
cludes both false positives and false negatives. $is proce-
dure has been repeated until the overall weak classifier
determines that the task has been finished. Furthermore, the
outcomes obtained, all weak classifiers, in general, are
combined into the rating scale and provide the final result.

In this article’s projected model, each weak classifier was
employed to highlight the coherently ideal features gathered
during the quantitative seed phase towards binary classifica-
tion.$e classification techniquewas also repeated for each risk
management implementation using a weak classifier; the
corpus component that could not be accurately identified was
the focus of the next classifier iteration, known as “boosting.”
Furthermore, weight classification revealed an inferior classi-
fier, which is employed on each iteration. Completing weak
classifiers iteratively results in accurately categorised records
from all of these weak classifiers. Each weak classifier,
according to the projected method, recommends a certain
n-gram for classification accuracy. Furthermore, the classifi-
cation results of weak classifiers would be justified in order to
discover the polarity of the given record. When compared to
other binary classification challenges, the Adaboost classifier
has been demonstrated to be a feasible approach for optimising
DT output (decision trees). It has the potential to be widely
employed to improve the performance of various machine
learning approaches. $e label prediction approach for an
unlabelled record consists of the steps listed below:

(i) Extract the values of all considered features from
the unlabelled records

(ii) $e adaptive boosting classification strategy rec-
ommended in this proposal shall be used to predict
the germination quality of seed samples as:

(iii) Discover the standard measures of the fitness coef-
ficients of the features towards all weak classifiers

(iv) Consider the values of the features in the given
input record; the considered features are optimal
in regard to one or more weak classifiers

(v) Prepare the normal distribution for each optimal
feature that uses the input value of the feature as a
standard measure

(vi) Find the fitness confidences of the input record
towards all optimal features of the corresponding
weak classifier

(vii) Compare the standard measures of the fitness
coefficients discovered during the training phase
and fitness confidences of the respective features to
predict the label

(viii) $ere shall be a label assigned to each input record
after completing this prediction phase

4. Experimental Study

$is section focuses on the proposed model’s practical
implementation in comparison to some of the latest
methods discussed in the literature. $is section describes
the dataset in detail, the changed programme’s require-
ments, and the system conditions that are critical for
performance study. Python [40] is used to execute the
model, while PyCharm [41] is used to write the code.

4.1..eData. For the experimental analysis of the proposed
model, the dataset RAVDESS [42] was used, which is a
corpus of speech audio signals reflecting a variety of emo-
tions. 247 people who were typical of untrained adult re-
searchers assessed the emotional relevance, expressiveness,
and authenticity of the RAVDESS dataset. A total of 72
volunteers have also been made available for the dataset’s
cross-validation. It has been reported that emotional rele-
vance, reliability, and cross-reliability are all higher. 6204
speech audio signal records were used in the experiment,
each of which was labelled with the emotions identified in
the corresponding speech audio signal. $e following are the
counts of records representing different emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, joy, neutral, surprise, and sad, where the
records labelled as anger, fear, joy, and sad each counted at
1128, disgust counted at 576, neutral counted at 564, and
surprise counted at 552. Overall, the 200 words spoken by
200 different people in 200 different emotional contexts
represent a wide range of emotions.

4.2. Data Processing. $e speech audio signals of the dataset
are transmuted into the digital format [43] such that each
speech signal transformed to a set of y-coordinates repre-
senting the corresponding x-coordinates. It is viewed as a
two-dimensional matrix of digital representations of each
speech audio signal. A total of seven datasets in the CSV
format, each representing one of the emotion labels, are
generated after data processing.

4.3. PerformanceAnalysis. $is approach has been evaluated
for performance using metrics from the confusion matrices
of all other contemporary models, including those that use
“hybrid acoustic features (HAF)” [37] and “Supervised Bayes
Learning of Digital Features (SBL-DF)” [38]. It has to divide
the records of each label into two sets to perform cross-
validation. $e suggested EL-HDAF and contemporary
models HAF and SBL-DF have undergone fourfold cross-
validation to demonstrate the superiority of EL-HDAF over
the existing HAF and SBL-DF models. Table 1

$e overall number of records taken for the experi-
mental study is 6204. $e records used for training are 4653,
and the overall records used for testing are 1551.

In order to evaluate the multilabel cross-vali-
dation adopted in the performance analysis, the metrics
including precision (positive predictive value) and sensi-
tivity should be used. Some other metrics for analysis that
are not deemed significant include the weighted sensitivity,
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weighted measures of F-score, and precision metrics. $e
breadth of the solution’s implementation and its effective-
ness can be determined at the micro-level study of the as-
sociated assessment metrics.

When compared to the HAF and SBL-DF approaches,
the recommended EL-HDAF strategy shows a more con-
sistent rate of accuracy for all emotions, according to the
statistical data shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows that the EL-HDAF has similar perfor-
mance advantages of emotion prediction sensitivity (recall)
compared to contemporaneous models HAF and SBL-DF.

$e F-measure and distinct labels are used to display the
graphs in Figure 4, with the F-measure representing the
harmonic-mean of the precision and sensitivity. $e EL-
HDAF surpassed the other frameworks, HAF and SBL-DF,

that were used for comparison, according to the statistical
statistics as in graphical representation.

Figure 5 specifies some factors of which one of the
critical measures, the ratio defined for true negative amongst
the cumulative set of actual negatives, is considered. $e
graphical representation of the performance refers to the
conditions that refer to the fact that the proposed model is
EL-HDAF and is performing superior in comparison to
other key models HAF and SBL-DF reviewed for the corpus
of requirement specifications. $e comparison of the two
models is shown in the form of graph with the help of
fourfold labels as angry, disgust, fear, glad, neutral, sad, and
surprised. $us, it has been concluded that the performance
of the proposed model in terms of specificity is better in all
the labels while compared to the contemporary models.

Table 1: $e mean and deviation of the assessment metric values depicted from multifold cross-validation.

Average of 10-fold result and deviations
Metrics EL-HDAF HAF SBL-DF
Precision 0.944679± 0.032751 0.894171± 0.058389 0.880646± 0.065648
Sensitivity recall 0.954865± 0.012566 0.908286± 0.010922 0.896128± 0.017381
Specificity 0.954897± 0.005458 0.907739± 0.002584 0.893572± 0.010829
F-score 0.951408± 0.018341 0.899709± 0.031556 0.886927± 0.034786
Decision accuracy 0.948429± 0.030393 0.894171± 0.058389 0.880646± 0.065648
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Figure 2: Fourfold cross-validation determined the positive prediction rate (precision).
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Figure 3: Prediction of emotions sensitivity (recall) as determined by cross-validation, fourfold.
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$e accuracy metric has been used for measuring the
performance of EL-HDAF, HAF, and SBL-DF over the
fourfolds as exhibited in Figure 6.$e comparison of the three
models is shown in the form of graph with the help of fourfold
labels as angry, disgust, fear, glad, neutral, sad and surprised.

$erefore, it has been concluded that the performance of the
proposed model in terms of accuracy is better in all the labels
compared to other contemporary models.

Weighted measures of accuracy, recall, and F-score are
all essential metrics in determining the strength of the
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Figure 4: Fourfold cross-validation of EL-HDAF, HAF, and SBL-DF contributed a mean.
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Figure 5: Specificity observed for the proposed EL-HDAF and contemporary models HAF and SBL-DF in terms of metric specificity over
fourfolds.
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Figure 6: Accuracy of EL-HDAF, HAF, and SBL-DF over fourfolds.
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multilabel classification performance because they assist to
understand the classifier’s performance overall. $e metric
values represent the classifier’s ability to scale its perfor-
mance based on the precision, sensitivity, and evaluation
accuracy factors that include the harmonic-mean of the
precision and sensitivity. $e micromeasures of the corre-
sponding metrics precision, sensitivity, accuracy, and f-score
are also critical to assess the performance of multilabel
classification.

For EL-HDAF, HAF, and SBL-DF, the weighted mea-
sures of the corresponding metrics observed for each
emotion prediction are the essential inputs to determine the
micromeasures of the corresponding metrics. $e micro-
measures of the corresponding cross-validation metrics are
represented in Figure 7. $e fourfold cross-validation
process and the resultant micromeasures of precision,
sensitivity, f-score, and class prediction accuracy indicate
that the model EL-HDAF outperforms the models SBL-DF
and HAF.

5. Conclusion

In recent years, predicting emotional states from acoustic
features of spoken audio signals has been a prominent
objective in the field of speech audio signal processing.
Machine learning models with a high feature dimension
are used to recognize empathy from audio data. To reduce
the effect of high-dimensional data on the proposed model
during training, the feature values of various classes were
analysed for diversity, and a novel clustering approach
was devised. It is also worth mentioning that the adaptive
boosting classification technique is intended to learn from
the various clusters in the training corpus. Ensemble
Learning by High-Dimensional Acoustic Features (EL-
HDAF) is a projected model that has been evaluated
against two existing models, HAF and SBL-DF, using the
benchmark dataset RAVDESS using fourfold cross-vali-
dation. In performance analysis, the cross-validation
metrics and accompanying micromeasures were

investigated. $e results of the suggested and current
measurements demonstrate that EL-emotion HDAF de-
tection beats the existing methods HAF and SBL-DF with
the fewest false alarms and the highest decision accuracy.
In the future, the acoustic features of the speech stream
can be adjusted utilizing evolutionary computing meth-
odologies to increase the performance of ensemble
learning models in predicting emotion. $e contribution
would motivate future research towards emotion detec-
tion through acoustic features of speech signals, where an
evolutionary technique has an optimal scope in feature
optimization.

Abbreviations

ML: Machine learning
EL-
HDAF:

Ensemble learning by high-dimensional acoustic
features

ZCR: Zero-crossing rate
EMD: Empirical mode decomposition
HAF: Hybrid acoustic features
SBL-DF: Speech emotion recognition using supervised

Bayes learning on digital features
cj: Cluster centroid
μij: Euclidean distance
vj: Fuzzy centroid
|fC|: Fuzzy clusters
Dj: Diversity
xi: Feature
(pks): Probable similarity value
pτ: Probability threshold
dwxi⇒Dj

: Diversity weight
DT: Decision trees.

Data Availability

$e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request
(shitharths@kdu.edu.et).
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In the era of the COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) virus, it has become imperative to audit the environment surrounding us to prioritize
public health and the healthcare system. (is study aims to accelerate the reform of the economic development modes and the
construction of a resource-friendly society. (e environmental protection-oriented ecoenvironmental performance audit system
is studied here. Based on the current situation of regional ecological pollution in the Yangtze River Economic Belt, the situation
and existing problems are analyzed for the ecoenvironment in the Yangtze River Economic Belt from the perspectives of
biodiversity, water ecoenvironment, wetland ecoenvironment, and forest ecoenvironment. (en, the situation is deeply analyzed
for the ecoenvironmental performance audit project in the Yangtze River Economic Belt. Afterward, we explore the basic
characteristics of the environmental audit and summarize the implementation path of resource and environmental audit. (e
results show that there are some problems in the control and utilization of funds for environmental protection and the de-
velopment and protection of resources in the cities along the Yangtze River Economic Belt. (en we analyze the problems in the
ecoenvironmental performance audit of the Yangtze River Economic Belt and give some suggestions for improving the
ecoenvironmental performance audit work. (e objective of this paper is to improve the application effect of ecoenvironmental
performance audit and provide references for future environmental protection work which will have great impacts on public
health and the development of healthcare services.

1. Introduction

Recent decades have witnessed the frequent occurrence of
global extreme climate, major natural disasters, and global
pandemics which seriously affect socioeconomic develop-
ment, the standard of living and production, and public
health. In China, the northeast is prone to drought, while
landslides and mudslides are common in the southwest. (e
resource and environmental problems such as the recent
COVID-19 virus bring damage to residents, thereby hin-
dering sustainable socioeconomic development. In this
context, ecoenvironmental issues have become the focus of
social concern.

(e Yangtze River is the largest in China, and the basin
area covers about 2.05 million square kilometers, occupying
21% of the total land area of China [1, 2]. Meanwhile, the

total GDP and population of the Yangtze River Economic
Belt exceed 40% of those in China. (e topographic features
of the Yangtze River Economic Belt are widely distributed
and the ecosystem is diversified. However, due to the bar-
baric exploitation and loose government supervision in the
past, the ecoenvironment system of the Yangtze River
Economic Belt has become very vulnerable, with excessive
depletion of natural resources and serious soil erosion. Many
factors, such as industrial pollution, biodiversity damage,
overutilization of mineral resources, over fishery, defores-
tation, grain for green projects, and uncontrolled ground-
water extraction seriously affect the stability of ecological
resources in the Yangtze River. Although some progress has
been made in biodiversity conservation in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt, the habitat and reproduction of some ani-
mals and plants have been irreversibly destroyed due to
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human activities which are not conducive to environmental
protection. Environmental pollution in the Yangtze River
can have an extremely adverse effect on public health and the
sustainable economic development of provinces along the
Yangtze River Economic Belt. So in this paper, we study the
ecoenvironmental performance audit system of the Yangtze
River Economic Belt to improve the application effect of
environmental audit and therefore provide references for
future environmental protection work.

Nowadays, the awareness of ecoenvironmental protec-
tion is deepening in China, and the Chinese government has
been vigorously promoting environmental protection pol-
icies. Meanwhile, advanced data processing and analysis
technologies are maturing, and hardware facilities are being
improved. Relevant data show that, to protect the ecoen-
vironment, the state investment in environmental pollution
control has increased from 338.7 billion RMB in 2007 to
953.9 billion RMB in 2020 [3]. Besides, many policies are
issued to conserve resources and protect the environment,
including the construction of an ecoenvironment moni-
toring network and the construction of the overall frame-
work of big data of ecoenvironment. (ese policies have
enhanced environmental protection and pollution control
and promoted the development of the environmental pro-
tection industry. In this context, the environmental per-
formance audit has brought great opportunities and
challenges. Since the 1980s and 1990s, the Chinese gov-
ernment has carried out audits of special funds for envi-
ronmental protection. (rough decades of rapid
development, the environmental audit projects in China
have been significantly developed. (e successful imple-
mentation of large-scale environmental audit projects also
provides scientific and effective empirical data for the de-
velopment of environmental audits in China. However,
there are still many problems and deficiencies in the existing
environmental performance audit. Based on the case of
regional ecological pollution in the Yangtze River Economic
Belt, we have analyzed the current situation and existing
problems of the ecoenvironment in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt were from the aspects of biodiversity, water
ecoenvironment, wetland ecoenvironment, and forest
ecoenvironment. (en, we have carefully studied the
ecoenvironmental protection audit in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt which specifically includes the background,
the implementation, and the problems of ecoenvironmental
performance audit in the Yangtze River Economic Belt.
Finally, we put forward some optimization suggestions for
improving the audit of the Yangtze River Economic Belt.

(e main contribution of our study lies in enriching the
research literature of environmental protection, analyzing
the key problems in the ecoenvironmental performance
audit in China, and putting forward some suggestions for a
better environmental protection-oriented ecoenvironmental
performance audit system. Nowadays, the ecoenvironmental
performance audit is a new audit field in China, and there is
no mature empirical model or system. Although some
ecoenvironmental performance audits have been carried out
in China, most of them are for a certain type of resource, and
there is no comprehensive audit for multiple resources.

(erefore, in this paper, the environmental protection-
oriented ecoenvironmental performance audit system is
studied, theory and practice are combined, the key problems
in the current ecoenvironmental performance audit system
in China are focused on, and finally, optimization sugges-
tions are proposed.

(e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the research method and related liter-
ature on environmental audit, Section 3 presents the eco-
logical environment in the Yangtze River Economic Belt,
Section 4 analyzes the ecoenvironmental performance audit
in the Yangtze River Economic Belt, and we summarize and
conclude in Section 5.

2. Research Method and Related Literature on
Environmental Audit

2.1.ResearchMethod. In this paper, we adopt themethods of
literature review, case analysis, and inductive analysis to
explore the concept, organization, implementation, tech-
nical methods, and application of environmental audit in the
context of big data. First, the existing problems are analyzed
in the ecoenvironment governance of the Yangtze River
Economic Belt through available environment data from
relevant yearbooks and literature. Second, the ecoenvir-
onmental protection audit project of the Yangtze River
Economic Belt is chosen for case analysis. (ird, we analyze
the ecoenvironment governance based on the regional en-
vironmental monitoring data of the Yangtze River Economic
Belt. Finally, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
environmental audit projects in the Yangtze River Economic
Belt in the context of big data, as well as the optimization
countermeasures of ecological environmental protection
audit in the Yangtze River Economic Belt.

2.2. Related Literature on Environmental Audit. (e concept
of traditional audit is conservative and the audit methods are
backward, which is not conducive to finding audit clues,
carrying out relevant work, and implementing follow-up
audit rectification. (erefore, the environmental audit
should be renovated to adapt to the current situation
through theoretical and practical innovation.(ere is a lot of
the latest research on environmental audit. For example,
Jiang and Tan (2021) examined the causal relationship be-
tween the national environmental audit and regional energy
efficiency from the perspective of institutional environment
and difference in development level [4]. (ey found that the
implementation of national environmental audit could
prominently promote regional energy efficiency, and the
external governance effect of national environmental audit
on regional energy efficiency is more significant in developed
areas and areas with better institutional environments.
(rough the exploration of the internal mechanism of the
national environmental audit affecting regional energy ef-
ficiency improvement, the research also found that the
national environmental audit can improve regional energy
efficiency by promoting technological progress. Nazarova
et al. (2020) demonstrated the necessity of an environmental
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auditing system, and they argued that, due to the complexity
of the audit objectives and the contradictory and multilevel
relationships between its main elements, it is complicated in
conducting an environmental audit in the forestry sector.
(e research emphasized the importance of green economy
audit which may be a suitable auditing support mode for
forestry enterprises [5]. Marwa et al. (2020) discussed the
relationship between environmental disclosure quality and
environmental audit. (e results showed that the timely
disclosure of environmental information was affected by the
environmental audit committee, CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) committee, the auditors, earnings manage-
ment behavior, firm size, and the industry, while no evidence
has been found that there is a statistically significant rela-
tionship between CSR committee and the voluntary dis-
closure of environmental information [6]. Silva et al. (2018)
aimed to assess the potential and application of UAVs
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) in environmental audit and
proposed a method for data acquisition and identification of
environmental impacts [7]. In conclusion, much literature
has attached the importance to environmental audit espe-
cially in the era of the COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) virus, but
unfortunately, so far, few studies have directly explored the
environmental protection-oriented ecoenvironmental per-
formance audit in the Yangtze River Economic Belt. Given
the importance of the ecological environment in the Yangtze
River Basin, we investigate the problem in the ecoenvir-
onmental performance audit of the Yangtze River Economic
Belt and give some suggestions for improving audit quality.

3. Analysis of the Ecological Environment in the
Yangtze River Economic Belt

3.1. Overview of the Ecological Situation in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt

3.1.1. +e Current Situation of Biodiversity in the Yangtze
River Economic Belt. In this paper, we chose the Yangtze
River Economic Belt as the experimental base. (e Yangtze
River Economic Belt is a densely populated area with rich
biodiversity, and human production activities can have an
important impact on the quantity and living conditions of
organisms in the area.(e daily activities of the surrounding
residents will disturb the ecological factors, such as the local
soil, atmosphere, and water. Meanwhile, the development of
tourism may destruct the habitat and reproduction of plants
and animals, resulting in ecosystem imbalance and
squeezing the living space of plants and animals [8, 9]. With
the improvement of law enforcement and nature reserves
management system, nature reserves throughout China are
less subject to human interference, which provides an ef-
fective way for the restoration of natural vegetation and the
ecosystem. Besides, the implementation of many policies,
such as ecological migration and grain for green projects, has
effectively protected the habitats of many wild animals and
plants. Although some achievements have been made in
biodiversity protection, human activities are still interfering
with the survival of wild animals and plants. In terms of
water pollution, there are about 400,000 chemical

enterprises along the Yangtze River Economic Belt, and
nearly one-third of the heavily polluted enterprises are
distributed within 5 kilometers of the water source, which
has seriously destroyed the water environment in the
Yangtze River region. Water pollution has also caused se-
rious ecological problems in the Yangtze River, such as the
disappearance of the original biological population, a sharp
decline in the number of wild animals and plants, and the
destruction of biodiversity [10].

3.1.2. Ecological Situation of Water Environment in the
Yangtze River Economic Belt. (e Yangtze River has a total
length of 6,300 kilometers with eight first-class tributaries
and many important inner lakes, so water resources in the
Yangtze River Basin are quite abundant. However, due to the
lack of adequate protection, the water ecological environ-
ment in the Yangtze River Economic Belt is not optimistic.
(e main problems of water ecology are manifested in the
following aspects. (1) With the construction of dams, hy-
dropower stations, and other water conservancy facilities,
the main Yangtze River and many tributaries are no longer
directly connected with the upstream, midstream, or
downstream, and many rivers are blocked. (2) Due to the
demand for water storage and flood control, the natural
fluctuation law in the Yangtze River Basin has been affected,
and because of the changes in water temperature, water
quantity, and hydrological law in the Yangtze River Basin,
the dry season of the Dongting Lake and Poyang Lake in the
Yangtze River Economic Belt has advanced, which brings
great challenges to the protection of the lake ecology [11]. (3)
With the acceleration of urbanization, there are many sand
mining sites in the Yangtze River Economic Belt and the
speed of sediment exploitation has exceeded the limit of
natural recovery in the Yangtze River Basin, which has made
the water quality safety and the living space of aquatic
animals seriously threatened. Xin et al. (2019) studied a
monitoring system to collect real-time information for
monitoring water environment information [12].

(e water system of the Yangtze River Basin is shown in
Figure 1. (e Yangtze River, the longest river in China and
the third-longest river in the world, originates from Tang-
gula Mountain in Qinghai Province; it has 49 tributaries,
including the Yalong River, Minjiang River, Jialing River,
and some other important tributaries shown in Figure 1.
Finally, the Yangtze River empties into the East China Sea at
Chongming Island in Shanghai.

(e comparison of runoff, sediment, and total phos-
phorus flux in the hydrological control station of the
mainstream of the Yangtze River from 2019 to 2020 is shown
in Figure 2.

3.1.3. Ecological Situation of Wetlands in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt. (e wetland resources are abundant in the
Yangtze River Basin. (e upper reaches of the Yangtze River
are dominated by forest wetlands and alpine wetlands, while
the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River are
dominated by freshwater lake wetlands and beach wetlands.
(e wetland area of the Yangtze River Basin has changed
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greatly. By the year 2000, the lakes in the Yangtze River Basin
have decreased significantly, while aquaculture farms have
increased significantly, resulting in serious water pollution
and eutrophication of the water body. After the year 2000,
with the improvement of the environmental protection
awareness of the public and the strengthening of national

environmental protection governance, the number of lakes
has significantly increased, and the wetland ecology has been
developing well. LV et al. (2019) studied the space distribution
features of BIM (Building Information Modelling) geospatial
big data and correspondingly proposed the data store and
management model for BIM geospatial big data [13].

Tanggula Mountain

Yalong River

Minjiang River

Jialing River

Wujiang
River

Xiangjiang
River Ganjiang River

East China Sea

Figure 1: Water system of the Yangtze River Basin.
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Figure 2: Runoff, sediment, and total phosphorus fluxes of main urban hydrological stations in the Yangtze River mainstream. (a) Runoff.
(b) Sediment. (c) Total phosphorus flux.
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3.1.4. Ecological Situation of Forest in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt. In forest ecology, forestry is crucial to the
ecological construction of the Yangtze River Economic Belt
and plays an important role in improving the ecosystem.
Forest ecology can restore wetland ecosystems, improve the
desert ecosystem, build and protect forest ecosystems, and
maintain biodiversity. With the construction of key eco-
logical projects, such as desertification control, grain for
green projects, construction of protective forest systems in
the Yangtze River Basin, and natural forest protection, the
forest ecology of the Yangtze River Economic Belt has been
significantly improved. (e forest coverage rate of the
Yangtze River Basin has exceeded 30%, and the intensity of
soil and water loss has decreased by 42% [14]. Nevertheless,
the Yangtze River Economic Belt still faces problems such as
uneven distribution of forest resources, insufficient forest
volume, and insufficient forest resources per capita. (e
forest ecoenvironment in the Yangtze River Economic Belt
needs to be further improved [15].

Water is essential to human survival, so are land, sun-
light, and minerals. (us, water, land, sunlight, and minerals
constitute the natural resource environment. Natural re-
sources are defined as processes that can produce economic
benefits under specific conditions. Ecoenvironment refers to
the sum of various natural forces that are closely related to
human beings and affect human production and life. (e
composition of natural resources is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Analysis of the Yangtze River Wetland Ecosystem and
Existing Problems. (e evolution law of the Yangtze River is
unique. Different types of wetland ecosystem complexes are
evolved through the hydrological process, biogeochemical
process, and ecological process. (e wetland area of the
Yangtze River Basin is 115,400 hectares, including the
marsh-wet meadow complex ecosystem and the alpine
Canyon River wetland in the upper reaches of the Yangtze
River, the river-flood-wetland-Lake Wetland complex eco-
system in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, and the
delta-coastal wetland complex ecosystem in estuaries. As is
known to all, the Yangtze River wetland ecosystem has very
important ecological, social, and economic benefits. (e
annual runoff of the Yangtze River is 980 billion cubic
meters, accounting for more than 35% of the total water
resources in China.(e Yangtze River ensures the livelihood
and ecological water resources for the provinces along the
Yangtze River basin and supplies water for other provinces,
such as Henan, Hebei, and Tianjin. (e Yangtze River Basin
is located in the subtropical monsoon climate zone with two
distinct climates in the rainy season and the dry season. (e
Yangtze River system and the Yangtze River wetland eco-
system can store floods and reduce the frequency of floods
and droughts, and they are important barriers to the eco-
logical security of the basin [16, 17]. To sum up, the Yangtze
River wetland ecosystem is the core capital of the Yangtze
River Economic Belt strategy. Figure 4 illustrates the
changing trend of ecosystem service value in the Yangtze
River Economic Belt, and Figure 5 reveals the changing

trend of ecosystem service value of administrative units in
the Yangtze River Economic Belt.

(ere are three deficiencies in wetland ecological
management in the Yangtze River Economic Belt. (e first
one is multimanagement and piecemeal management, in
which the overall interests often give way to local interests,
and the interests of the vulnerable groups are deprived by
the strong groups. (e governance of the Yangtze River
Basin still lacks a powerful comprehensive management
organization. (e second is that wetland protection lacks
legislative authority. Currently, China’s land law defines a
wetland as unused land. (erefore, the wetland has be-
come the victim of the land policy of balance between
occupation and compensation, from which a few people
get exorbitant profits while violating the interests of the
mass [18]. (e third is the weak awareness of wetland
protection. Most people have not realized the severity of
wetland ecosystem degradation in the Yangtze River, and
they lack an accurate understanding of the evolution
status and future trend of the Yangtze River wetland,
which leads to unfriendly ecological protection environ-
ment [19].
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of natural resources composition.
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3.3. Analysis of the Yangtze River Water Environment Eco-
system and Existing Problems. (e Yangtze River basin is a
strategic water source in China with its vast territory, diverse
internal water environment, and rich biological resources.
(e Yangtze River bears huge pressure from regional de-
velopment and plays a key role in ecological security. (ere
are about 300 fish species in the Yangtze River Basin, of
which about 170 species are unique to the Yangtze River
Basin. Among them, rare birds, such as Siberian Crane and
Chinese Merganser, are also widely distributed in the
Yangtze River Basin. Additionally, the water environment
and ecosystem of the Yangtze River Basin provide shelters
for the East Asia-Australia migratory birds. According to the
evaluation results of relevant agencies, the Yangtze River
Basin occupies 5 of the top 10 in the ranking of 1,031 im-
portant wetlands for the complete migration route of mi-
gratory birds. However, the current ecological imbalance of
the Yangtze River Basin is becoming more andmore serious.
It is necessary to deeply analyze the outstanding problems in
the Yangtze River Basin and take corresponding measures to
solve them.

According to relevant research, the problems existing in
the ecological governance of the Yangtze River Economic
Belt can be summarized into the following three aspects. (e
first is the improper use of environmental protection funds,
which is manifested in the unbalanced use of funds, un-
reasonable use of funds, or ineffective use of funds. By 2020,
a total of 1.3 billion RMB of funds from the comprehensive
management of the eight provinces and municipalities along
the Yangtze River was deposited into the local financial
department, and about 900 million RMB has been deposited
into the project authority and related construction units.
Additionally, the government and other relevant depart-
ments in the eight provinces and municipalities along the
Yangtze River illegally used 200 million RMB of ecoenvir-
onmental protection funds to compensate for administrative
expenses or project expenditures.

(e second problem is the insufficient protection of the
ecological environment, which is manifested in the unau-
thorized provision of water resources, and the lack of
oversight on illegal network sales. Data analysis indicates
that more than 500 enterprises from different provinces and
municipalities along the Yangtze River have sold water
resources without permission. More than 50 enterprises
have exceeded the water consumption limit. Meanwhile, 600
coastline projects that illegally occupy land from several
provinces have not been demolished. (us, the protection of

ecological diversity in many provinces and municipalities
has not been implemented at the grassroots level. To obtain a
harmonious development with nature, the intensity of
further punishment should be increased and real-time
systems should be employed.

(ird, there are material weaknesses in pollution control.
Specifically, the sewage disposed by the sewage treatment
plants does not meet the corresponding standards, and the
waste disposal in landfill plants does not being carried out
effectively. By December 2020, the sewage disposed by many
sewage treatment plants in several provinces in the Yangtze
River Basin has failed to meet the national Class A discharge
standards. (e sewage treatment capacity is limited due to
the damage to the irrigation and drainage network. In 2020,
five provinces and municipalities directly discharged 221
million tons of sewage into the Yangtze River. A total of 45
enterprises in 7 provinces have failed to dispose of the
hazardous waste properly, 10 garbage treatment plants in 3
provinces are overloaded, and 5 health care enterprises in 4
provinces failed to dispose of the medical waste according to
the regulations.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of some chemical
parks in the Yangtze River Economic Belt.

4. Case Analysis of Ecoenvironmental
Performance Audit in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt

4.1. +e Background of Ecoenvironmental Performance Audit
in the Yangtze River Economic Belt. (e Yangtze River is the
longest in China. (e Yangtze River Economic Belt repre-
sents the economy zone near the Yangtze River.(e Yangtze
River Economic Belt covers 11 provinces and municipalities
including Guizhou, Yunnan, Sichuan, Chongqing, Hunan,
Hubei, Jiangxi, Anhui, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shanghai and
covers an area of about 2.05million square kilometers, with a
GDP and population exceeding 40% of those in China. After
decades of development since the reform and opening up,
the Yangtze River Economic Belt has become one of the
most developed regions in China with a high level of eco-
nomic development, dense populations, and a complete
industrial chain. However, there are many urgent problems
with the development of agriculture, industry, and com-
merce in the Yangtze River Economic Belt, which are mainly
the conflicts of interest caused by the inadequate/an im-
balance of economic development between regions [20].(e

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Changes of ecosystem service value of administrative units in Yangtze River Economic Belt: (a) 2019 and (b) 2020.
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political division of the Yangtze River Economic Belt is
shown in Figure 7. (e basic situation of each province and
municipality in 2020 is shown in Figure 8.

In December 2020, the National Audit Office has or-
ganized relevant auditors to audit the implementation of
policies for ecoenvironmental protection and the use of
funds in cities along the Yangtze River Economic Belt and
has achieved good audit results. Here, we cite audit results to
analyze and summarize audit experience, to provide a ref-
erence for the audit work in other regions. (e related
concepts of ecoenvironmental performance audit are shown
in Figure 9. Environmental performance audit is the com-
bination of environmental audit and performance audit.
Environmental audit is the process of supervising,
authenticating, and evaluating the environment of an or-
ganization. Performance audit refers to the audit of the
economy, efficiency, and effect of the economic activities of
the auditee. Meanwhile, environmental performance audit is
an activity in which the audit institution (i.e., the national
audit institutions, internal audit institutions, or accounting
firms) supervises and evaluates the environmental man-
agement system of the auditees as well as the environmental
problems and responsibilities arising from economic ac-
tivities [21].

4.2. Audit Project Implementation

4.2.1. Preaudit Investigation Stage. In the preaudit inves-
tigation stage, the auditors should determine the scope,
objectives, and objects of the audit investigation [22]. (e
audit objectives can be divided into overall objectives and
specific objectives. (e overall objective of the ecoenvir-
onmental performance audit is to judge whether the local
governments of the provinces along the Yangtze River
Economic Belt have implemented the ecological and en-
vironmental protection policies by the planning outline.
(e specific objectives can be separated into two aspects.
(e first one is to evaluate whether the special funds are
used in accordance with regulations and whether there is
any surplus or misappropriation. (e second one is about
resource exploitation and the prevention and control of
pollution, which is to evaluate whether resources are
overexploited or illegally extracted.

4.2.2. Audit Method. In the audit process, auditors use the
inspection method, inquiry method, letter method, and
comprehensive analysis method to obtain reasonable audit
evidence to ensure the credibility of audit results. When
evaluating the use of special funds, auditors shall inquire the
user of funds and the project manager, verify the use of
special funds, and check the cash accounts and approval
documents of special funds through inspection. Besides,
auditors verify the integrity and existence of funds through
the letter of confirmation.

4.3. Audit Results. (e results of the ecoenvironmental
performance audit can be divided into the following three
aspects: (1) high-pressure management and use of funds
related to ecoenvironmental protection: there are two kinds
of problems in this aspect. (e first one is that financial
departments retain special funds, and the second one is that
financial departments do not implement financial support
funds. Specifically, by the end of 2020, a total of 1.3 billion
RMB was earmarked for water pollution control in eight
cities along the Yangtze Economic Belt, while 200 pollution
treatment projects in 10 cities along the Yangtze River
Economic Belt have yet to start. (2) Resource development
and ecological protection: there are two types of problems in
this aspect. (e first is that the project density is greater than
the bearing standard, and the second is the illegal water
intake. By the end of 2020, the provinces and municipalities
in the Yangtze River Economic Belt have completed the
construction of 250 million small hydropower stations, and
the minimum distance between small hydropower stations is
only 100meters, so the construction intensity of small hy-
dropower stations is quite high. In the 10 provinces and
municipalities in the Yangtze River Economic Belt, more
than 400 enterprises take water without licenses, and more
than 100 enterprises take water in excess. (e newly built
high polluting projects in many provinces and municipal-
ities have not yet gone through the EIA (Environmental
Impact Assessment) approval procedures. (3) Pollution
control: in terms of pollution control, there are two prob-
lems. Firstly, the governance policies are not being carried
out effectively, and secondly, the projects are not started in
time or do not meet the expected requirements. Specifically,
the water quality of the national key lakes which have been
under long-term treatment is still very poor, and the cen-
tralized sewage treatment equipment has not been estab-
lished in many development zones.

Figure 6: Distribution of some chemical parks in the Yangtze River
Economic Belt.

Figure 7: Political division of the Yangtze River Economic Belt.
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4.4. Analysis on the Problems of the Ecoenvironmental Per-
formance Audit in the Yangtze River Economic Belt.
According to the actual situation in China, environmental
performance audit has not formed a relatively well-devel-
oped audit mode such as financial audit, and it is still in the
initial and exploratory stage. At this stage, there are many
problems in the ecoenvironmental performance audit of the
Yangtze River Economic Belt which can be summarized as
follows. First, the proprietorship of water resources in the
River Basin is not clear, and the root of the confusion lies in
the lack of clear provisions in the water law. (e incon-
formity of administrative regulations and departmental rules
leads to the lack of evaluation criteria in the ecoenvir-
onmental performance audit. Second, the overlapping of
government administrative powers leads to the inefficiency
of the ecoenvironmental performance audit of the Yangtze
River Economic Belt. Nowadays, the management of the
Yangtze River Economic Belt mainly adopts a single man-
agement mode, which leads to the serious overlapping of
functions. As for water resources management, due to the
overlapping of functions, all departments try to benefit from
the affairs with greater interests, while all departments are
unwilling to manage the affairs without interests, which set
up so many obstacles to protect the environment of the

Yangtze River Basin and also cause the inefficiency of the
audit. (ird, the integrity and long-term nature of the en-
vironmental pollution problem increased the difficulty of
ecoenvironmental performance audit. (e problem of water
environmental pollution in the Yangtze River Basin is
caused by the long-term activities of human beings and
cannot be formed and spread in a short time. It is hard to
tackle water environmental pollution in a short period due
to its complex causes. In the process of water pollution
control, different stakeholders have different goals and make
different decisions, which makes the environmental stan-
dards inconsistent. In this case, it is difficult to solve the
pollution problem only by the ecoenvironmental perfor-
mance audit.

4.5. Optimization Suggestions for Improving the Audit of the
Yangtze River Economic Belt. (e quantity of natural re-
sources in the Yangtze River Economic Belt is far less than
the demand of humans, and the development of adminis-
trative regions of the Yangtze River Economic Belt is uneven,
provinces in the lower reaches of the Yangtze River Eco-
nomic Belt have developed better than those in the upper
reaches. Due to geographical factors, the provinces in the
lower reaches of the Yangtze River Economic Belt can
achieve ecoenvironmental protection results in the upper
reaches of the Yangtze River Economic Belt at a relatively
low cost. With the development of transportation, the
possibility of cooperation between cities in different regions
of the Yangtze River Economic Belt is increasing. (e co-
operation between provinces or cities is conducive to the
reallocation of resources and the overall progress and de-
velopment of the basin [23]. (e purpose of the ecoenvir-
onmental performance audit is to further promote the
improvement of national governance objectives and gov-
ernance capacity. (erefore, auditors should focus on the
development planning of the Yangtze River Basin. During
the audit, auditors should strictly review the rationality of
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Figure 8: (e basic situation of each province and municipality in 2020. (a) GDP proportion and (b) GDP per capital.
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laws and regulations for the protection of the Yangtze River
Basin and evaluate the medium and long-term environ-
mental strategic planning of the Yangtze River Basin,
thereby promoting the overall development of the economy,
environment, and ecological construction in the Yangtze
River Basin. Besides, the auditors should learn to use 3S
technology to conduct the ecoenvironmental performance
audit. (e so-called 3S technology, in fact, is remote sensing
(RS), geographic information system (GIS), and global
satellite positioning system (GPS) collectively. In the
ecoenvironmental performance audit of the Yangtze River
Economic Belt, auditors can use 3S technology to analyze the
area and distribution of the natural resources and make a
comparative analysis with the previous year, to evaluate and
judge the development and utilization of natural resource
assets. (e application of 3S technology can effectively
improve the accuracy of audit results.

5. Conclusions

As the government attaches more and more importance to
environmental protection, government audit plays an increas-
ingly important role in environmental supervision. Global
pandemic situations triggered more and more audit practices to
study the ecoenvironmental audit, to improve the ecoenvir-
onmental audit system, and to improve the healthcare system. In
this paper, the Yangtze River Economic Belt in the ecoenvir-
onmental protection audit is specifically analyzed using the
literature review, case analysis, and inductive analysis frommany
aspects, such as the audit concept, organization and imple-
mentation, technical methods, and result application. Mean-
while, the problems existing in the ecological environmental
management of the Yangtze River Economic Belt are analyzed
through environmental data, such as the relevant yearbook and
literature. (e results find that the current audit evaluation
system is not perfect, and the reliability of audit results is not
high. Consequently, the optimization suggestions are put for-
ward for improving the audit work of the Yangtze River Eco-
nomic Belt. Our research concludes that auditors should focus
on the national environmental protection policies, strictly im-
plement environmental performance audit procedures, and
learn to use advanced technologies to conduct the ecoenvir-
onmental performance audit to improve the quality of ecoen-
vironmental performance audit. However, there are still some
deficiencies in this paper. During the audit analysis, we only
conducted the environmental performance audit on water re-
sources, while audit on other resources has not been performed.
In the futurework, with the development of environmental audit
technology, audit on other environmental pollution problems
such as carbon emission will be further improved.
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In recent years, Homomorphic Encryption (HE) has shown the possibility of securely running a computation arbitrarily without
performing the data decryption. Many authors have shown Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE) or Fully Homomorphic
Encryption (FHE) schemes implemented practically on both the addition and multiplication operations for SHE. +e recent
methods for implementing the FHE methods completely depend on arbitrarily reducing the time taken to perform the encrypted
multiplication operation to increase the computation power required by SHE methods. +is paper aims to accelerate the en-
cryption primitives in an integer-based SHE based on the duration between each data transmission from the sensor and data
packaging method. If the number of sensors increases exponentially in an edge device environment, the signals have to be
encrypted faster in a packed mode in the edge environment and transferred to the cloud without a loss in data.+e presented SHE
method reduces the time taken for encryption based on the input number from the sensor and invariably increases the per-
formance of the edge device. +is advantage also helps the deploying healthcare application obtain end-to-end privacy in
transmitting sensitive patient data.

1. Introduction

+e ecosystem required for the Internet of +ings (IoT) is
growing exponentially because of the large-scale availability
of low-cost sensors, actuators, microprocessors, and high-
speed Internet infrastructure. +ese devices can be inte-
grated seamlessly for gathering data from the required
environment, depending on the application. +e collected
data have to be processed and monitored continuously for
effective implementation. +e healthcare industry is one of
the largest revenue-generating sectors in India with a market

share of 133 billion USD by 2022 [1]. +e continuous
monitoring of hospitalized patients and a timely prediction
of complications that arise from disease leads to early re-
covery and reduces patient hospital stay. Apart from in-
creased revenue, the reduced hospital stay of the patient will
translate into less strain in the current healthcare infra-
structure as well as saving the patient lives through the early
detection of diseases.

With the established Internet framework, multiple
sensor devices integrated with individual patients transmit
their vital information through the network in the Edge
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Computing (EC) [2–4] environment before processing
critical information in cloud computing. In this current
scenario, the transmitted data from the device will be
transferred insecurely through wife networks and then to the
centrally located servers. +ere is a possibility of altering the
patient details and vital signs through hacking. +ey are
transmitted through the nonsecured integrated IoT devices
to cloud computing for further processing. In this scenario,
the patient will be misdiagnosed, which also leads to further
complications. +is type of problem can be solved by adding
a layer of security before transmitting the patient’s vital signs
into the cloud server for further processing and timely
prediction. +e time is taken to encrypt the patient data,
send the encrypted data, process the encrypted data, and
transmit urgent messages in case of emergency to the
healthcare provider as early as possible. Another scenario is
the number of patients increased by 100-fold from the
average number of available beds at any particular time also
leads to network congestion or bottleneck in transmitting
the data through IoT devices. +is paper explains a new
method using Fully Homomorphic Encryption with reduced
encryption time before transmitting data when compared to
the MORE or POREmethod. Also, this newmethod helps in
the elimination of bottleneck problems. Even with the in-
crease in data, the time required for processing in the Edge
Computing environment is less before sending the data to
the cloud environment on a priority basis. +e computation
method increased the performance in the edge environment
by carrying a data prediction in Edge Computing and storing
and analyzing data in the cloud [5–8].

+is paper focuses on the security issues required while
transmitting data from edge devices into a cloud server. We
specifically concentrate on preserving the privacy of patients’
information and enhancing the security of transmitted data
by encrypting them with a modified lightweight algorithm
based on Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption-Ring
Learning with Error. +is presents a new way to securely
encrypt IoT sensor signal value based on the frequency of
transmitting the signal to the edge environment. Depending
on the encryption function selected, the edge device will
require less computing space and time to encrypt and
transmit the data to the cloud server. Table 1 presents the list
of abbreviations used in this paper to help readers to have a
better understanding.

2. Motivation

+e healthcare system delivers a quality of service to the
people whenever and wherever they need to increase the
quality of life and decrease the mortality rate. Healthcare in
public life is mainly due to the advanced need to stay healthy
and contribute to the economy for a long period. +e health
and lifestyle do not match at all period.

Chronic diseases are noncommunicable diseases that
increase due to changes in the lifestyle of people. For in-
stance, dramatic changes in food quality, mainly an increase
in fast food, excess weight gain, work stress, alcohol, and so
on, are the main reasons for chronic diseases. As per the
World Health Organization (WHO) report, it increases the

mortality rate. Hypertension [9] is one of the chronic
conditions in which blood pressure increases in the arteries
also called High Blood Pressure (HBP). HBP does not
usually cause symptoms, but it leads to a major risk influence
in heart failure, kidney failure, heart attack, artery disease,
and so on. +e systolic and diastolic are the two measure-
ments expressed to measure blood pressure. +e systolic
pressures are within the range of 100–130mmHg and for
diastolic 60–80mmHg.+e BP is at or above 130/80, or 140/
90mmHg is diagnosed to be hypertension. It is further
classified into primary and secondary hypertension. +e
HBP is classified into gestational hypertension, preexisting
hypertension, and preeclampsia during pregnancy. It is
essential to monitor pregnant women continuously because
hypertension causes globally 16% of maternal death
approximately.

+e secure send and storing of personal data without
being compromised play a major role in protecting the
privacy of the patient [10–12].+e patient’s health records or
diagnosis stored over the cloud-based server need to be
accessed by any physician at any time without being
compromised or transferred securely.

In general, Figure 1 depicts the IoT-based fog computing
healthcare monitoring system with security consisting of
three steps. First, the patient’s health data, especially blood
pressure data, are collected by placing IoT smart matches.
+e collected data are sent to fog computing through
wireless networks such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and WiMAX.
Second, fog is an extension of the cloud for the analysis of
data where we use mobile in the place of fog to perform the
security operation. +e Homomorphic Encryption tech-
nique is carried out in fog computing. +ird, the secured
data are stored in the cloud subsystem.

If a patient is getting treatment from multiple hospitals,
the patient’s records are converted into Electronic Health
Record (EHR) to be used anywhere at any time for future
reference. +e way of converting patients’ medical records
into electronic format has been implemented throughout the
world with the sole purpose of available patient records
accessed throughout the world at any point in time. +e
converted medical records were stored in the local server
maintained by the institution or in the cloud for easy access
anywhere in the world, with the availability of new sensors

Table 1: List of abbreviations used.
SHE Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption
FHE Fully Homomorphic Encryption
HE Homomorphic Encryption
IoT Internet of +ings
USD United States Dollar
EC Edge Computing
WHO World Health Organization
HBP High Blood Pressure
MORE Matrix Operation and Randomization Encryption
TTP Trusted +ird Party
EHR Electronic Health Record
ECG Electrocardiogram
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
RLwE Ring Learning with Errors
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which can be integrated with the patient to monitor their
health in real-time and store it in a server or cloud-based
system. In case of emergency, integration of the entire tool
alerts the medical crew; accurate and timely treatment at the
hospital was carried out seamlessly in a matter of minutes.
+e systematic collection of that information is static and
dynamic. +e static contains the patient’s personal infor-
mation such as name, age, and gender that need not be
changed, while dynamic information contains the streaming
information generated by sensors which are changed from
time to time.

In the combination of the Internet of +ings, big data
analytics, and cloud computing, the patient is continuously
monitored, and disease is predicted using ensemble
methods. +en the proposed method is to securely store
patient data and analyze them without requiring personal
information. +e next step is to process the stored data and
diagnose based on disease symptoms.+e final step is to alert
the required medical personnel without compromising
patient privacy.+is paper only concentrates on security and
privacy for the IoT healthcare data and patient information
stored in EHR.

+e remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the relevant works as a literature survey,
and Section 3 introduces Fully Homomorphic Encryption.
Later Section 4 describes the experimental setup and dis-
cusses in detail the results obtained. Finally, Section 5
concludes with a summary of the work and provides future
work directions.

3. Literature Survey

In order to reduce the delays inferred by cloud computing,
Fan et al. [13] proposed fog-cloud computing to increase
efficiency. +e authors also addressed the security and
privacy challenges using ciphertext policy-attribute-based
encryption. Hariss et al. [14] designed a MORE (Matrix
Operation and Randomization Encryption) approach Ho-
momorphic Encryption to provide privacy for real-world
applications. Sanchez-Guerrero et al. [15] proposed a novel
adaptive extended Merkle tree structure to provide privacy
to extremely sensitive information stored in EHR. However,
all these schemes were applied to already existing stored
data, not streaming data.

Pham et al. [7] proposed a smart home healthcare service
for the elders who are staying alone using various IoTsensors
as a real-time application in a cloud environment. +e
authors also developed a robot assistant using the gradient
boosting decision tree algorithm to find the activities of the
body. A cloud-based system is proposed [16] to control and
monitor the H1N1 virus. Doctors upload the patients’
treatment information in the Amazon EC2 service for future
reference in this system. To diagnose Chikungunya, Sood
and Mahajan [17] designed a fog-assisted cloud-based sys-
tem in which users are continuously monitored to collect
information stored in the cloud and analyzed in Edge
Computing. With the advancement of IoT, Rani et al. [18]
also diagnosed Chikungunya and stored patients’ infor-
mation in the cloud. Mobile environment jointly merged
with cloud computing to monitor ECG pattern of the pa-
tients in mobile designed by Zhang et al. [19].+e system has
the details of patients such as name, identification number,
gender, age, medical record, and ECG report. However, all
these systems fail to meet security measures to prevent user’s
sensitive health-related data from unauthorized access.

Using the condition-based methodology, Verma and
Sood [20] developed a cloud-centric diagnostic system to
predict the possible disease in users using medical devices
and sensors [21]. +e user’s personal information and their
diagnosed diseases were stored and analyzed in the cloud.
Here, Trusted +ird Party (TTP) provides security to the
users’ information, but it can be hacked easily with the
public key. Hossain and Muhammed [22] proposed a
framework for monitoring Electrocardiogram (ECG) of
disabled and older people. +e monitoring information is
gathered at the cloud platform to be accessed everywhere at
the cost needed. Watermarking and signal enhancement
techniques are used to secure the data on the client side.

In case medical treatment is done for the patient in a
remote network-constrained environment, the medical data
have to be transferred securely, and only relevant infor-
mation can be accessed by authorized users such as
healthcare providers. +e secure encryption and transmis-
sion of data without any loss is also a vital part of security.
+e data from the sensors will be transmitted to the local
edge device; the device further encrypts the data using a
public key. +e batch process of encryption is done using a
new algorithm to encrypt to form the ciphertext whose final

Smart Sensing Devices

Bluetooth

Fog Computing

Homomorphic
Encryption

Cloud Computing

Storage Analyze
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Figure 1: A conceptual framework of IoT-based fog computing healthcare system.
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size is larger than the original text size. If a hacker accesses
the secure data, the data can only be viewed as a random
number and is not possible to decrypt without a secure
private key.

+e FHE encrypted data transmitted through the edge
device will perform the error estimation of the transmitted
data. +e final data analytics in the cloud server can be
performed without any decryption for processing the final
output. If the processed data breaches a certain threshold set
by the healthcare provider, an immediate alert message will
be delivered to the corresponding physician for further
diagnosis.

4. Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

In the FHE method, the security key generated for en-
cryption consists of both private key and public key for
secure encryption. +e general steps in the process involve
four steps such as generation of the encrypted key (sym-
metric or asymmetric), encryption of data into ciphertext,
decryption of the ciphertext using a private key, and eval-
uation of the transmitted data. In the symmetric encryption
method, the general public key will be used for both en-
cryption and decryption of data. +e asymmetric encryption
method is done using a general public key, while the de-
cryption is done using a secure private key.+e final text will
be processed in an encrypted ciphertext without decrypting
the original message sent by the sensors. In order to evaluate
the robustness of the encryption method, the final processed
ciphertext will be decrypted using the private key, and the
plain final processed results will be displayed.

Fully Homomorphic Encryption technique encrypts the
patient’s input information to produce the ciphertext without
knowing any information about the plaintext, which matches
the operation performed on plaintext. Homomorphic En-
cryption is said to be FHE when it satisfies both properties of
addition andmultiplication.+e basic properties are as follows:

For addition,

Enck(a) + Enck(b) modX � Enck([a + b]modX) 

· mod(X).
(1)

For multiplication,

Enck(a)∗Enck(b) modX � Enck([a∗ b]modX) 

· mod(X).
(2)

+e mobile IoT device where the encryption occurs
should protect the patient’s real identity from public view, as
well as in case of an emergency; authorized users can ef-
fectively trace the patient using the mobile edge device. +e
identity can also be morphed by adding a randomly gen-
erated pseudonym to the user, but this will further increase
the computational cost for each random generation of
names in resource-constrained IoT encrypted terminals.

4.1.Concept andProposedModel. +emajor drawback of the
FHE is the size of the encrypted ciphertext and the minimum
storage space required in the cloud server, which is directly

related to the performance of the analysis. For an FHE to be
fully realizable in the real application with high security, the
encrypted file size should be reduced, and the time taken for
encryption should be appreciably reduced with the increase
in the number of connected sensors. FHE scheme imple-
mented in a low-level language and using a parallel pro-
cessor reduces the edge domain’s encryption time. +ese are
packed to a certain extent and implemented using Somewhat
Homomorphic Encryption. +e edge device also performs
the threshold comparison with the encrypted data without
knowing the raw transmitted data, and the result will be a
simple yes or no. +e basic point in privacy is preserving
encrypted data by evaluating some ideal properties such as
accuracy, no reversibility, diversity, revocability, random-
ness, and performance.

+e Edge Computing devices, if implemented properly,
will have less latency and stringent quality of service re-
quirements. Figure 2 presents the architecture of polynomic
Homomorphic Encryption in the healthcare system. +e
main idea is to bring the core cloud computing to mobile
devices, connected sensor devices, and actuators. Most of the
edge devices will be on the move. +erefore, the transmitted
signal should not get retransmitted or duplicated in another
edge node. +is will further lead to memory constraints in
the cloud computing storage.

+e proposed model will strip the sensor data into a
simple number with comma-separated phrases and fill them
into a linear algebraic expression. Each polynomial will be
added with a simple operator, and the idea is to shorten the
sent polynomial into a manageable packet size. +e original
data will be added to the final text for further processing.

+e network connection between the sensor terminals
and the edge device is where most of the attacks can take
place. +e transmitted data from the sensor can be attacked
by Eavesdropping, Sybil attack, sleep deprivation attack, and
aman in themiddle attack.+e data are transmitted between
the sensor and edge devices using SHA message verification
techniques. +e medical sensor signals have to be routed
through a trusted secure network channel. Another way to
prevent the attack is to add a new layer of security to the
transmitted signal in the edge device before transmitting
through the cloud network. One such type of protection
requires less time to encrypt the continuous signal trans-
mitted by the sensor into an encrypted signal using a public
key provided by the user within a fewmilliseconds.+en, the
encrypted signal is transferred to the cloud for further
processing. +e advantage of Fully Homomorphic En-
cryption is that the data need not be decrypted for pro-
cessing; only if the signal value exceeds a certain threshold,
will the authorized user receive the alert text message, in-
cluding the physician in charge. +e data will be decrypted
by the authorized user using a private key provided by the
medical institution. +e physician has access only if it is
decrypted by the user.

5. Preliminaries

In this section, we review our associated cryptographic
schemes and mathematical concepts.
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5.1. Homomorphism. Assume that G∗ is a cyclic multipli-
cative group and G and G′ are two cyclic additive groups of a
prime order. Let kernel K(f ) be a kind of function from G

⟶ G′ and a and b belong to G. φ is mapping from
G/K⟶ G′, which satisfies the following properties:

(i) φ is well-defined: if f(a) is equal to f(b), then
φ(ka) � φ(kb). ka� kb if and only if ab− 1 ∈ k.+en,
f(a∗ b− 1) � e′.

(ii) φ is one-one function: let φ(ka) � φ(kb).

f(a)Δ[f(b)]
− 1

� e
− 1

,

f(a)Δf b
− 1

  � e
− 1

,

f a∗ b
− 1

  � e
− 1

,

ab
− 1 ∈ k,

ka � kb.

(3)

(iii) φ is onto function: for every a which belongs to G

and x ∈ G′, f(a) � x ; then,φ(ka) � x.
(iv) φ is homomorphism: let ka, kb ∈ G/k; thenφ(ka⊗

kb) � φ(k(a∗ b)).

5.2. Secret Sharing Scheme. A secret sharing scheme divides
the secret k into x shares with a y+1 share that is unable to
reconstruct. Based on Lagrange’s theorem, the order of any
subgroup H of a finite group G divides the order of G.

5.2.1. Secret Construction Phase

Step 1: assign a polynomial function f(z) with degree s,
in which all coefficients belong to Z.
Step 2: compute the share xi � f(i)(modN) for i� 1, 2,
3, ..., n.

Step 3: user publishes a list of n shares like
(x1, x2, . . . ..xn) and each xi is circulated among
patients.

5.2.2. Secret Reconstruction Phase

Step 1: any y+1 share (xn1
, xn2

, . . . , xnt+1
) can be able to

reconstruct the secret k.
Step 2: Compute x � f(0) � 

nt+1
i�n1

xi(
nt+1
j�n1

yj/yj − yi

(modN).

+e encryption method can compute the average,
standard deviation, and regression coefficient of the pre-
diction without performing any decryption algorithm. +e
method of Ring Learning with Errors (RLwE) from Peikert
and Regev [23] has some assumptions described in the
following. +e ring (ri)�Zp(x)/f(x); the ring has n degree of
polynomials with coefficient in Zp; the assumption is that all
the polynomial numbers of samples are of the same form
with a random number and error number. +e ciphertext is
equivalent to the noise present in the error distribution
instead of a uniform number.+e polynomial f(x) chosen for
the operation is xn+1, with n having a power of two.+e ring
elements after multiplication will have lesser than L2 norm
multiplication of the component, which is basic polynomial
multiplication, and the addition is componentwise coeffi-
cient addition.+e error distribution is of the Gaussian form
D with ε> 0 based on the probability density function. +e
multiplication function performed on the ring Zp will only
increase the size of the ciphertext by a small amount and
reduced time. +e time, size of the key, and ciphertext are
computed using MATLAB software before implementing in
the edge devices environment.

5.3. Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption Algorithm.
SHE�Enc (keygen, encryption, addition, multiplication,
and decryption).

Smart watch

Patient’s Health Information
(Plaintext)

1. Dynamic Key 
Generation K

2. Permuted Plaintext

3. Permuted Plaintext 
Divided into m Elements

4. Polynomial Operation

M ← f (x) = xη + 1

5. Block Encryption

Homomorphic Encryption

KMK-1

Ciphertext

Cloud

Figure 2: Architecture of polynomic Homomorphic Encryption in the healthcare system.
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Step 1. Create the asymmetric encryption keygen (public
and private key).

+e parameter for key generation is based on a polyno-
mial function f(x) � xn + 1, where n has a power of two.+e
modulus s is a prime number that is related by modulus (2n).
+en, s variable defines the ring parameter
ri � mod(Zp(x)/f(x)) described earlier. +e Gaussian
functions have a discrete error value given by ε � (D(Zp), ε1)

with the standard deviation.+e discrete GaussianD> 0; then
only the multiplication method will work. +ey have to be
chosen based on the hidden security parameter K. +e ring
element will define the secret key (pv.K) with a uniform
random element. An additional error term will be added to
the key. +e public key (pub.K) contains the less random
element and an error term to be available for encryption by
the edge device. Pub.K � mod(number∗ key + mod(t)∗ ε)
and pv.K � mod(number∗ ε − pub.K). +e private key is
provided with the authorized person, whereas the public key
for encryption is available on the edge device for encryption
protocol.

Step 2. Encrypt the plain data into a secure ciphertext using
a public key and private key.

+e message or continuous number will be encrypted
based on the degree of the polynomial (n) with a continuous
or a particular text message. In general, the computation of
the normal text (norm) or number into an encrypted ci-
phertext contains all the elements belonging to the general
variable.

Cp � a0 ∗ x + t∗x + norm a1(  + mod(t)∗x. (4)

Step 3. Packet the additional data into a smaller ciphertext
for easy transmission.

+e packets from the edge device will be split into easy
modules after encryption based on mod(t) value. If the
degree of the polynomial is larger, then the encryption time
is also more. Depending on the encryption device, the public
key will be selected based on the available RAM in the edge
device for easy encryption and transmission time. +e
complexity increases with the increase in the number of
devices connected to a single edge device.

Step 4. Process the encrypted text for finding the critical
threshold for the patient transmitted data.

+e decryption of the whole normal text or number can
be performed with the appropriate error value added to the
public key, which is also a part of a private key generation.
+e decryption method with less error is achieved by the
RLwE method. In general, the decrypted text which will be
computed for mod(t) is given by

decrypt text � 
δ

0
CpiPv.Ki + number ∈ Zx. (5)

+e number in the decryption key will be based on the
preprogrammed packaged size of the ciphertext encrypted in
the edge device.

Step 5. If the threshold for the sensor is breached, alert the
user and transfer encrypted data for cloud transfer ahead of
the data packet. Additional functional methods are designed
in the edge device, such that after the encryption of the
number, the device will perform a simple logical operation.
If the encrypted number of the ciphertexts exceeds a certain
threshold value, an alarm text will be delivered to the patient
and the attending physician as an added advantage.

Step 6. Process the sent data in the cloud without decryp-
tion, and if a critical condition is breached, alert the medical
team immediately. +e data pack sends to the server in a
sequential time because of the large volume of the data
transmission to the cloud server. +e timing of the device
will be adjusted based on the encryption timing required for
sending the data.+e low-cost sensor module will not have a
facility to store the large volume of transmitting signal.
+erefore, the storage, encryption, and timely delivery have
to be taken care of by the edge device attached to the sensor
module. Even if the network availability is not there, the
device will store a certain value for a certain period and
upload them when the connection is established with the
cloud server.

+e advantage of the current method is that the trans-
mitted data will be sent in packets and reassembled in the
cloud storage device for further processing.

6. Implementation

+e biological signal-like ECG device was mimicked using a
random signal generator in the MATLAB environment. +e
signal from the generator is stored in a series of column
values for every 30 seconds before sending it to an en-
cryption algorithm. Similarly, in the edge environment, the
sensor data will be processed in a batch mode every
30 seconds before the encryption algorithm processes the
incoming message. Each column value will be encrypted
based on the number size sent from the sensor. For example,
suppose the temperature and pressure sensor are attached to
the patient. In that case, a single bit temperature and
pressure value will be taken at every 2-minute interval,
whereas the ECG-like signal will be transmitted for every
second from the patient. +e encryption text size will vary at
the Edge Computing device depending on the monitoring
sensor. +erefore, the size of the number sent for encryption
is given by toy (2), medium (128), or large numbers (1024).
+e function for encryption is defined in MATLAB for easy
software implementation, and later it can be converted into a
basic C code for edge device implementation. +e current
simulation for Somewhat Fully Homomorphic Encryption
with RLwE was implemented for simple cases with three
different scenarios in Intel Core 2 Duo machine at 1.6GHz
with 16GB RAM, which were performed to analyze the
encryption time and size in the edge environment before
transmitting to a cloud server. +e size of the encryption
along with the public key also plays a vital role in the
performance of the edge device to process the incoming
values continuously without any delay.
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7. Results and Discussion

+e algorithm helps to solve the time taken and the com-
putation necessary for the edge device to handle many
sensors from each patient in a shorter period of time to
encrypt the message without affecting the performance of
the system.+e code should safeguard from a certain type of
attack against the vulnerabilities posed by the FHE code.
One way is to implement the secure wireless connection
from the sensor module to the edge device module with
SHA1 hashes to verify the integrity of the received signal
from the wireless module. +e current paper explains the
time required to perform the encryption in edge device
based on the numbers and text received from the various
sensor modules.

8. Encryption Time of Text and Numbers

+e encrypted text and values at various levels are based on
the received text size and the time available at the edge node
to perform the required encryption operation. In the case of
numbers, the sum and product of the two can be directly
encrypted from the available space without any delay. If the
text message is sent from the sensor, then the text has to be
converted into a number first before performing the en-
cryption operation. Such conversion will save the time re-
quired for encryption at the edge interface. +e encryption
performed using a public key at the edge device will have to
separate the encryption timing based on the received value as
well as the integrity of the incoming number or text. +e
encryption of a smaller number will require less time to
process; the encryption based on n number of prime
numbers chosen indicates that the mod(t) should be greater
than the length of the received signal.+e initial parameters s
and n also need to be smaller for resource constraint edge
device or based on the time interval at which the signal is
transferred from the sensor (e.g., temperature sensor and
pressure sensor) attached to the patient. +e physiological
signals like ECG have to be monitored continuously for any
variation in the patient’s heart rate, which is critical for
monitoring patient health. +e larger signal will have to be
packed in a certain order for easy processing at the edge
environment. +e addition operation of the encryption
performed much faster, even for the larger size of the
number. +e multiplication of the prime number polyno-
mial in the encryption takes a larger time to convert and
encrypt. +e idea here is to choose the multiplication factor
based on the size of the text and the degree of a polynomial
the edge device will select based on the incoming signal. +is
will be a trade-off in the edge device performance versus the
selection of appropriate encryption for each received signal
from the sensor module.

9. Implementing Numbers Packaging in
Edge Device

Here, we propose converting the incoming signal into a
separate column for easy conversion of signals into a useful
number. First, the ciphertext encrypted with a smaller text

will be placed separately with a sensor number in the cloud
server, and the larger number will be encrypted into multiple
files for easy transfer. For example, the encrypted size of the
ciphertext based on the incoming package will have a
separate number selected during the private key generation.
+e selected number will add a single value at the appro-
priate interval for performing the decryption mechanism.
+e ciphertext sends from the edge device will have a unique
number that will match the private key based on the size of
the ciphertext received.

10. Decryption and Comparison of
Encrypted Text

+e ciphertext sent from the edge device after performing
the specific encryption depends on the degree of polynomial
selected for encryption based on the size of the packed
number. In a Fully Homomorphic Encryption system, the
received signals can be operated without performing any
decryption algorithm. For example, the average value of the
temperature sensor from the encrypted message can be
calculated in the cloud server without performing any de-
cryption of the real data. If the threshold is breached in the
server, an alert message would be delivered from the cloud
platform for a list of authorized users. If the decoding of data
has to be performed, it will be performed only with the
patient consent that possesses the authorized key. +e de-
cryption of the encoded message was based on the size of the
packed number sent and the duration of the value received
by the edge platform.+e personal information and sensitive
patient details will be saved using bitwise encryption rather
than packed encryption as described previously. +e sen-
sitive data requires more encryption power than the packed
encryption performed for fast encryption of the sensor
readings.

To avoid the issue of large bit size key, the prime number
was chosen for the public key to determine the size and the
time required for the encryption of the number and the text
is also converted into a random number before performing
an encryption mechanism. +e two ring elements were used
for both the public key and the ciphertext encryption, and
the whole method was performed in a single degree re-
duction during the multiplication operation of the en-
cryption step. +e developed method was implemented in
MATLAB based on the message space modulus t and power
of the prime number factor n dimension; the ciphertext
degree for each type of encryption method is shown in
Table 2. +e time required for encryption using a public key
and a private key in general is based on the text size chosen
based on packet size (tiny, medium, and large). +e public
encryption key required for performing individual addition
and multiplication based on the general public key is
evaluated to assess the efficiency of the multiplication en-
cryption mechanism. From the calculated result, it is evident
that the addition requires less time than the multiplication of
prime numbers. +e calculation also shows the maximum
time required for performing simple encryption if the
complexity of the ciphertext size increases. +e encrypted
size of the public key size increases with the degree of the
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ciphertext to perform the operation. +e algorithm helps to
solve the time taken and the computation necessary for the
edge device to handle in a shorter period of time to encrypt
the message to the server without affecting the performance
of the system.+e code should safeguard from a certain type
of attack against the vulnerabilities posed by the FHE code.
+e code implemented by the SHE based on the new al-
gorithm is lightweight more suited for the encryption at the
edge device itself for preserving the privacy of the patient.

For Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE), the
RLwEmethod using the parameters given in the algorithm is
implemented in MATLAB. +e time and size are taken for
key encryption along with addition and multiplication
operation performed during encryption operation.

11. Experimental Results

+e experiment has been accomplished to evaluate the
proposed model using different instances with four different
models such as k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Näıve Bayes
(NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Decision Tree
(DT).

+e specificity analyzed between the proposed model
and four different models is presented in Figure 3 for clear

understanding. From the figure, it is noted that the proposed
method outperforms the existing baselines.

It is observed from Figure 4 that the total time taken to
encrypt 2000 records is less than others. Although, it in-
creases gradually when there are more numbers of records in
the input dataset.

It is noted from Figure 5 that the response time taken by
the proposed model is less when compared with other
existing baseline models.

Table 2: Encryption operation time and size for various message spaces.

Message space (mod(t)) n (ciphertext degree)
Encryption operation time Encrypted size

Pub. key ms Pv. key ms Add. ms Mult. ms Pub. key KB Ciphertext KB
2 512 (1) 25 57 <1 <1 12 24

4096 (4) 210 520 2 150 386 781
8192 (10) 425 1410 7 860 2256 4526

128 1024 (1) 55 112 <1 <1 29 60
4096 (4) 225 610 4 160 490 975
8192 (10) 448 1654 7 1140 5534 11052

1024 1024 (1) 52 108 <1 <1 35 69
4096 (4) 225 620 4 214 535 1091
8192 (10) 455 1825 9 554 6010 12105
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12. Conclusions

In the current paper, we proposed a modified LWrE method
based on Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption, which can
be practically applied to a medical-oriented sensor device
that requires confidentially protecting patient information.
+is method helps to solve the problem by systematically
monitoring patient health in real-time without divulging
sensitive data. +e proposed work provides a secure key that
the patient can only authorize to decrypt the original raw
data from the sensor attached to the patient. +e encryption
performed in the MATLAB software helps to emulate a real
device scenario and helps to fine-tune the operation required
for the particular type of sensor and the number of pack-
aging methods required for efficient operation of the edge
device time. +e encryption scheme can be programmed
based on the number of sensors attached to the particular
edge environment by estimating the number of times a
device transmits data to the edge device. In the future, the
proposed approach will be enhanced to meet the require-
ments of time-sensitive applications. Also, the proposed
SHE shall be considered for the Federated Learning appli-
cations for ensuring better security.
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(e economic subsystem, social subsystem, and natural ecosystem of forest towns constitute forest towns’ complex ecosystem.
Forest towns’ complex system provides good ecological welfare for the residents’ survival and development, especially the
beautiful ecological environment has played a positive role in promoting the residents’ healthcare. First of all, this paper expounds
on the concept of forest towns’ ecological welfare from the construction goals of forest towns. Secondly, it analyzes the formation
mechanism of forest towns’ ecological welfare based on the DPSIR conceptual model. Finally, taking forest towns in Heilongjiang
Province as an example, the index system for ecological welfare evaluation is constructed, and the influence degree of the
evaluation index is analyzed through using the analytic hierarchy process. (e results show that employment and income are the
most important indicators that affect the ecological welfare of forest towns in Heilongjiang Province. (is paper provides a
theoretical basis for evaluating the level of ecological welfare level, level of healthcare level, and planning development path of
Chinese forest towns in the future.

1. Introduction

Forest town is a town that relies on forest resources to
provide ecological products and ecological services such as
forest sightseeing, leisure vacation, sports, and health as its
main characteristics. And it is a type of characteristic town
that integrates industry, culture, tourism, and community
functions. Since 2015, Zhejiang Province has taken the lead
in the construction of forest towns. As of December 2020,
there have beenmore than 1,000 provincial forest towns, and
national-level forest characteristic towns also announced 50
construction pilot projects in August 2018. Forest towns’
construction has set off an upsurge in China. (e
construction process of the forest town is a process of
human-earth interaction. (e natural ecosystem has the
provisioning function with food and water supply, the
regulation function with maintaining air quality and regu-
lating the climate, the supporting function with producing
oxygen and forming soil, and the cultural function with
providing aesthetic appreciation, entertainment, and

recreation for human beings [1]. It is an essential contri-
bution to human survival and development and maintaining
a good quality of life, including healthcare [2]. Human
activities act on the natural ecosystem of the forest town,
forming a “human and Earth circle” of deep penetration and
interactive influence between nature, economy, and society.
Forest towns develop a series of related industries such as
accommodation, catering, and local specialties through
tourism. It has brought into play the economic, ecological,
and social benefits and maintained the healthcare of the
residents of the forest town. However, due to the different
development models of forest towns, the structure of the
human-earth system is affected, and the ecological welfare of
people is affected. In some forest towns, due to the limi-
tations’ technology and the management policies, the
multiple functions of forest towns have not been fully uti-
lized compared with the abundant forest resources, and even
the forest ecological curse effect has appeared. Some forest
towns adopt the extensive development model of “high
investment, high consumption, and high emission.”
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Although they have attracted more tourists and achieved
economic and social development, the forest ecological
environment faces severe pressure. (e deterioration of the
environment results in people’s increasing demand about
the ecological welfare which cannot be met. At present, the
research on forest towns is in its infancy stage. (e quali-
tative research conducted by most scholars on forest towns
mainly focuses on the concept, characteristics, construction
significance, and development path of forest towns [3–5].
And some scholars also discussed the distribution, char-
acteristics, and influencing factors of forest towns from a
spatial perspective [6]. Although some scholars have eval-
uated characteristic towns from different perspectives, the
evaluation of forest towns, especially the study of ecological
welfare evaluation, has not yet been formed [7–10]. In the
construction of a “ people-centered” town, bringing more
ecological welfare to people is the ultimate goal of town
construction and development.

(erefore, this paper takes the forest town as the research
objects, and first explains the ecological welfare concept of
the forest town. Secondly, the formation mechanism of
ecological welfare is explored through the DPSIR conceptual
model. Finally, constructing the ecological welfare evalua-
tion index system of forest towns as Heilongjiang Province
an example, and using the analytic hierarchy process to
analyze the influencing factors. (e research of this paper
fills the blank of ecological welfare evaluation of forest
towns, improves the theoretical basis of forest towns’ eco-
logical welfare, and provides a scientific basis for exploring
the development path of forest towns’ ecological welfare.

2. The Concept of Ecological Welfare in
Forest Towns

Welfare is a synonym of well-being, which refers to all the
beautiful living conditions or living environment of human
beings. However, due to the late beginning of research on
ecological welfare, the research has shown significant
complexity, so the concept has not yet been able to form a
unified understanding [11]. Zhang believes that ecological
welfare is the result of the extension of welfare connotation
and the popularization of ecological movement, and the
extension of the concept of harmonious development be-
tween man and nature and society [12]. Tang believes that
ecological welfare is an important indicator of human
welfare [13]. Huang et al. believe that “ecological welfare”
reflects the effect of the ecological environment on the level
of human welfare and defines it as all material and non-
material, direct, and indirect benefits that a good ecological
environment brings to people and the economy and society
[14]. Zang et al. propose that ecological welfare is “the
products and services that humans obtain or enjoy from the
natural environment and are directly related to human well-
being provided” [15]. Hu et al. considered that ecological
welfare could divide into broad and narrow sense. In a
narrow sense, ecological welfare refers to the direct or in-
direct benefits obtained from the natural ecosystem, and
ecological welfare is an integral part of social welfare [16]. In
a broad sense, ecological welfare is the comprehensive

human welfare produced by human beings based on natural
capital and combining human and material capital invest-
ment [17]. (e economic and social development of forest
towns is based on the advantages of abundant natural re-
sources. At the same time, the natural ecosystem will also be
affected by the economy and society. (erefore, forest towns
can be regarded as a complex ecosystem composed of
economy, society, and natural environment. (rough field
investigations in small towns, China’s goal of building forest
towns is organic to integrate “production, life, ecology, and
culture.” According to the goal of the construction, eco-
logical welfare is not limited to the products and services
provided by the natural ecosystem, it should be proposed
from a broad perspective. Hence, the concept of ecological
welfare is that forest towns’ complex ecosystem provides the
production function welfare, life function welfare, ecological
function welfare, and cultural function welfare to the resi-
dents of the forest town through direct or indirect means
(Figure 1).

3. The Formation Mechanism of the Ecological
Welfare of Forest Towns

In 1993, the European Environment Agency (EEA) pro-
posed the DPSIR model, which looks at the interaction
between humans and environmental systems from the
system analysis [18]. (e DIPSR model comprises five di-
mensions: driving force, pressure, state, influence, and re-
sponse. Among them, the development of society, economy,
and population as the driving force (D) is the fundamental
reason for the generation and development of the system.
(e driving force acts on the ecological environment, put-
ting pressure on the natural ecological environment (P),
prompting changes in the state of the ecological environ-
ment (S), and then having various impacts on humans and
the ecological environment (I). (ese influences prompt
people to respond to changes in the environmental state (R).
(e response measures directly act on environmental
pressure, state, and influence or act on the driving force
constituted by the economy, society, and population. (e
ecological welfare of forest towns is also produced under the
joint action of economy, society, and natural ecosystem.
Hence, this paper adopts the DPSIR conceptual model to
analyze the formation mechanism of ecological welfare.

In the forest town complex ecosystem, in order to
promote economic and social development, increase the use
of forest resources, and achieve ecological welfare, the
driving force (D) is divided into three aspects: economic
driving force, social driving force, and resource driving
force. However, promoting urbanization in forest towns, the
total population increases and the development and utili-
zation of forest resources will inevitably consume ecological
resources. And it has an impact on the ecological envi-
ronment. So, the driving force causes pressure on the
ecological environment (P). Driven by economic and social
development, under the pressure of the destruction of the
ecological environment, the affected ecological environment
causes changes in the ecosystem in the forest town, dis-
turbing the state of ecosystem services (S). (en, under the
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influence of the driving force (D), pressure (P), and state (S)
of the forest town, the ecological welfare of the forest towns
is formed, including eight aspects: income, medical care,
employment, education, culture, social security, ecological
environment, and infrastructure construction. (en, the
town managers formulate policies and measures based on
the current level of residents’ ecological welfare and the
states of the economic, social, and natural environment,
which forms a response (R). (e formulation of policies will
promote the transition of economic and social development
of production and lifestyle to green and low-carbon. By
increasing financial investment in environmental and eco-
logical governance, the pressure on the ecological envi-
ronment will relieve, the condition of the ecosystem will
improve and restore, and the level of ecosystem services will
improve and then improve the ecological welfare of human
beings. Meanwhile, response (R) will give feedback to
ecological welfare (I) to verify whether the forest town
development policy promotes the improvement of ecolog-
ical welfare. (e construction of the DPSIR model frame-
work forms a multidimensional closed-loop circular
structure of economy-society-nature-ecological welfare
policy, which is helpful to analyze the formation process of
ecological welfare (Figure 2).

4. Construction of Ecological Welfare
Evaluation Index System of Forest Towns

4.1. Study Area-Forest Town in Heilongjiang Province.
Heilongjiang Province is one of the largest forestry provinces in
China. (e total forestry management area of Heilongjiang is
31.75million hectares, accounting for 2/3 of the province’s land
area, and the forest coverage rate reaches 47.3%. It is the most
important state-owned forest area and the largest timber
production base in China. (ere are more than 100 species of
forest trees and more than 30 species of higher utilization value
in Heilongjiang. In 2018, Heilongjiang occupies 8 of the 50
forest towns’ construction pilot projects selected by the state.
Abundant forest resources give Heilongjiang the advantage of
building a forest town.

4.2. ResearchMethod. (e analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
is a comprehensive evaluation method for system analysis
and decision-making. It transforms human judgment into a
comparison of the importance of several factors and more
reasonably solves the shortcomings of decision maker’s
subjective judgments. (is paper uses the analytic hierarchy
process to calculate the weight of the influencing factors of
the forest town’s evaluation index so that we obtain the
importance of the influencing factors. (e calculation
process is as follows:

(1) Establish a judgment matrix. Put the 16 influencing
factors of the forest towns’ sustainable development

into a matrix M �

a11 a12 a13 · · · a1n
⋮ · · · ⋮

an1 an2 an3 · · · ann

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, the ele-

ments in the matrix correspond to aij
( i, j � 1, 2, , n); aij represents the importance of i

compared with index j, and aij > 0 and aij × aji � 1,
and it forms a positive and negative judgment ma-
trix. (en, five experts in the group compare the
indicators in the matrix pair by pair, score the im-
portance of the two indicators, and fill in the average
score in the matrix.

(2) Calculate the weight of the judgment matrix and
check the consistency. (ough using SPSSAU soft-
ware, calculating the CI, CR, and weight values of the
judgment matrix, conduct a consistency test. When
CR< 0.1, the judgment matrix is considered to have
satisfactory consistency, the weight of each indicator
pass test.

4.3. Selection of Evaluation Index. (e forest town is a
functional community that integrates “suitable for pro-
duction, livability, and travel,” meeting people’s survival and
development needs by the forest town’s “production, life,
ecology, and culture.” For the residents of forest towns,
stable economic income, suitable jobs, a beautiful living
environment, a healthy body, sound social security, perfect
infrastructure construction, and a strong cultural

Forest town complex ecosystem

Social
subsystem

Economic
subsystem

Natural subsystem

Direct means

Indirect means

Supply body Supply means Beneficiaries and
Supply content

Residents
Ecological
function
welfare

Production
function
welfare

Life
function
welfare

Cultural
function
welfare

Figure 1: Ecological welfare of forest towns.
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atmosphere are their most cherished functions. (erefore,
combined with the construction goals of forest towns, this
paper will evaluate the ecological welfare of forest towns
from the four aspects of the production function, life
function, ecological function, and cultural function. By
learning the welfare evaluation indicators from Hu et al.
[16], Xiao Liming (2021) [19], Guo Lihua (2017) [20], Gao
Bofa (2020) [21], and Ding Linlin (2017) [22], we selected the
general indicators of the ecological welfare evaluation of
forest towns. While choosing the characteristic indicators of
the ecological welfare by referring An huben (2015) [23], Qin
Yan et al. (2010) [24], Zhu Lin et al. [25], and Huang et al.
[14]. (e ecological welfare index system of forest towns
with eight specifically functional activities are constructed,
including income, consumption, medical care, education,
social security, employment, infrastructure services, and
cultural services (Table 1).

5. Analysis of Evaluation Results

It can be seen from Table 2 that the CR value of the judgment
matrix is 0.039, which is less than 0.1, so the judgmentmatrix
has a satisfactory consistency result. It can be concluded that,
among the 16 indicators from the weight values in Table 1,
the top four most important factors affecting the forest
towns’ ecological welfare are employment rate of residents,
per capita GDP of forest town residents, forest cover rate,
and good air quality rate. It shows that the production
function is the most important and fundamental function
for forest towns’ residents. (e employment welfare and
income welfare brought by the production function are the
foundation of survival for the residents of the forest towns.
Besides that, an excellent ecological environment is also an
essential factor influencing the ecological welfare of forest
towns. (e development of the town relies on abundant
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Repair
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Economic growth Ecosystem

Ecosystem service function

Ecological welfare
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Economic driving force
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Ecological Environment
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Driving force
(D)
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(P)
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(R)

Impact
(I)

State
(S)

Figure 2: (e formation mechanism of the ecological welfare based on the DPSIR conceptual model.

Table 1: Evaluation index system of forest town.

Target level Criterion level Index level Weights

Production function Income level Per capita GDP of forest town residents 11.55%
Consumption level Per capita consumption level of local residents 7.27%

Life function

Medical service Number of doctors per 10,000 people 7.70%
Education level Average years of education 7.56%

Social security Basic medical participation rate 5.87%
Minimum living security rate 3.98%

Employment level Employment rate of residents in forest towns 14.82%

Infrastructure services
Road area per capita in the town 2.65%

Per capita housing area of forest town residents 3.62%
Internet penetration rate 3.85%

Ecological function Ecosystem environment

Green coverage rate in built-up area 3.55%
Forest cover rate 8.15%

Good air quality rate 8.15%
Average negative oxygen ion concentration 3.39%

Cultural function Cultural service Number of heritages with forest culture and spiritual value 3.96%
Number of A-level scenic spots in forest town 3.96%
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forest resources. (e higher forest coverage rate is not only a
guarantee for production but also an ecological barrier for
residents’ lives. However, the weight ratios of infrastructure
services and cultural function welfare evaluation indicators
in life functions are relatively small. (is is because the
residents of the forest towns primarily engage in forest
tourism, forest product planting and breeding, or forest
management and protection, and their overall income level
is not high. (erefore, compared with living facilities and
cultural atmosphere, they are more concerned about the
economic benefits brought by forest resources.

6. Conclusion

Good ecological welfare can meet not only the increasing
material and cultural needs of the people but also the ul-
timate goal of the development of forest towns. (is paper
puts forward the concept of forest town’s ecological welfare
based on the construction goal of forest town. (en, it
explores the formation mechanism of ecological welfare
through the DPSIR conceptual model. In addition, taking
Heilongjiang Forest Town as an example, we construct four
aspects of forest town ecological welfare evaluation index
system including the production function welfare, life
function welfare, ecological function welfare, and cultural
function welfare. At last, through using the analytic hier-
archy process to evaluate the importance of the indicators,
the research of this paper provides a theoretical basis for the
analysis of the ecological welfare development level of forest
towns in the future. However, the collection of ecological
welfare data of forest towns in this paper should be
strengthened. (erefore, the data collection, the research on
the improvement path of forest towns’ ecological welfare
and the interaction between ecological welfare and health-
care still need to be followed up.
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'e healthcare information system (HIS) has become a victim of cyberattacks. Traditional ways to handle cyber incidents in
healthcare organizations follow a predefined incident response (IR) procedure. However, this procedure is usually reactive,
missing the opportunities to foresee danger on the horizon. Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) contains information on emerging
attacks and should be ideally utilized to inform the IR procedure. However, current research shows that the IR has not been
effectively informed by CTI, especially in healthcare organizations.'is paper fills in this gap by proposing a proactive IR response
procedure based on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) IR methodology. 'is paper then presents the
NHS WannaCry case study to demonstrate the use of the proposed IR methodology. We collate cyber security advisories from
different CTI sources such as US/UK CERT to protect interconnected systems and devices from Ransomware attacks. 'is
research provides novel insights into the IR in healthcare through embedding CTI advisories into IR processes and concludes that
our proposed IR procedure can be used to counteract WannaCry Ransomware using CTI advisories. It has the significance of
transforming the way of IR from reactive to proactive using the CTI in healthcare.

1. Introduction

Cyber security attacks such as Ransomware [1] have caused
major incidents to the Critical National Infrastructure (CNI)
within various industries, especially in healthcare [2].
Existing work shows that a staggering 34% of ransomware
attacks are targeted at healthcare organizations [3]. Recent
research shows that over the past five years time, thousands
of healthcare-related data breaches have been reported,
affecting more than 154 million health records in total [4]. A
typical example is the WannaCry malware, one of the most
historic ransomware attacks, that had targeted the UK
National Health Service (NHS) causing 19,000 appoint-
ments to be canceled, costing the NHS £20 million between
12 May 2020 and 19 May 2020 and £72 million in the
subsequent cleanup and upgrades to its IT systems [5].

Healthcare organizations are a favored target as it has many
critical systems within their medical infrastructure [6-11].
Once a healthcare organization is infected with ransomware,
healthcare services will fail to operate as expected [3] and
human lives will be jeopardized. It is imperative to defend
against the threats such as ransomware, especially in
healthcare.

Traditional ways to handle adverse events in healthcare
organizations follow a predefined incident response (IR)
procedure, which includes preparation, detection and
analysis, containment, eradication, and recovery, and post-
incident activities [12-14]. What is not so readily considered
is that countermeasures themselves can have unintended
consequences, whether in crime prevention, physical se-
curity [15], or cybersecurity [16]. What is even less often
considered is the fact that countermeasures can actually
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cause harm, whether to the infrastructure or to some or all of
its users. 'is harm can be as minor as the disruption and
additional security burden of using a system to the negative
impact on entire groups of users, forcing them to leave the
system/service or placing them in a position where they are
more physically or psychologically impacted [17].

However, most organizations are still adopting a reactive
method [18], which obscures their capability to foresee
potential security attacks in the future. Emerging threats
need to be handled with a proactive approach [19]. CTI is the
provision of evidence-based knowledge about impeding
threats aiming to support organizations’ security defense at
strategic, operational, and tactical levels. A proactive ap-
proach relies on the CTI as a consultative practice, built with
people processes, and technology to achieve continuous
improvement of cyber security.

To address this challenge, this research proposed a
proactive IR procedure through embedding the CTI that
contains information on emerging attacks, root causes, af-
fected assets, the course of actions. 'is allows the orga-
nizations to be well aware of the emerging attacks, get
prepared and respond to those attacks proactively. 'is
paper then presents the NHS WannaCry Ransomware case
study to demonstrate the use of the proactive IR procedure.
'is paper makes the following contributions,

1. Reviews the current IR literature and practices and
identifies the gap of the research in IR informed by
CTI;

2. Proposes a proactive IR methodology that is informed
by CTI, through embedding CTI into the traditional
IR procedure;

3. Presents the NHS WannaCry case study to demon-
strate the use of the proposed proactive IR procedure.

'e remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents related work of cyber threat intelligence,
security incident response, and Ransomware. Section 3
introduces the proactive incident response (IR) methodol-
ogy. Section 4 applied the proactive IR methodology to
analyse the NHS WannaCry Ransomware case study. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the research and outlines future work.

2. RELATED WORK

'is session introduces related work in cyber threat intel-
ligence (CTI), security incident response (IR), and Ran-
somware. TABLE 1 provides a summary of related work.

2.1. Cyber *reat Intelligence (CTI). CTI contains infor-
mation such as attack vectors, attack actors, victims, courses
of actions, affected organisations and is presented in the
form of CTI feeds using different standardised languages
(e.g. MAEC, STIX, TAXII, CYBOX) [20]. 'e security
communities have established CTI platforms (e.g. UK/US
Cert, Microsoft, MISP, and MITRE) to facilitate threat ex-
change [21]. Proactive defense should be ideally informed by
CTI [22].'e detective and preventive capabilities needed to
resolve attacks have been improved by CTI as it has provided

advisories and security recommendations during security
operations. 'e knowledge base of threat information and
the way in which data is represented concludes the suc-
cessfulness of the CTI within the cyber domain.'is purpose
is served by the use of taxonomies [23], CTI sharing stan-
dards [20], and ontologies [24] in security defence.

CTI is classified into four different types, namely Stra-
tegic, Operational, Tactical, and Technical threat intelligence
[21]. Strategic'reat Intelligence [25] can help the decision-
makers understand current and identify further risks related
to the aims of an organisation. It is consumed by the board
level of decision-makers is often short and concise, focusing
on business impact and risk. Operational 'reat Intelligence
[26] provides information on the details of the incoming
attack, the identity, and capability of the attack actor, and
also the probability of the attack. 'is information is con-
sumed by the security managers and the incident response
team lead. Tactical'reat Intelligence provides details on the
threat actors, their tools, and methodologies, which is also
known as the Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs)
[27]. It is consumed by architects, internet administrators,
security analysts, etc. Technical 'reat Intelligence involves
the technical details of an attacker’s capabilities for example
their tools, Command and Control (C2) channels, and in-
frastructure. It is usually consumed by staff at the first line of
defense i.e. SOC analysts.

2.2. Security Incident Response (IR). Security incident re-
sponse procedure includes preparation, detection and
analysis, containment, eradication and recovery, and post-
incident activities [12,13,14,28]. 'e Preparation stage es-
tablishes the incident response capability that will enable the
organization to be ready to respond when an adverse event
occurs. Main activities include the preparation of the
communication routes and facilities, hardware, software,
network diagrams, security plans, and predefined mitigation
strategies. In the detection phase, organizations use pre-
cursors and indicators (e.g. information collected from log
files, intrusion detection systems, and antivirus software) to
detect incidents. Accurately detecting and assessing possible
incidents have proven to be difficult, especially when de-
termining the type, extent, and magnitude of it due to the
high volumes of potential incidents. 'eir intrusion de-
tection systems [29] can receive thousands if not millions of
alerts per day.'emajority of incidents require containment
before performing the eradication and recovery as it may
reduce the resources used and the damage caused to the
business processes. Various containment strategies are
available and predefined. After major incidents have oc-
curred, organizations should hold a “lessons learned”
meeting with all parties involved [14,30]. 'e meeting will
help the organization when improving its security measures
and the incident response handling itself.

2.3. Ransomware. Ransomware [31] is a variation of mali-
cious software that once installed will encrypt files on a
machine. 'e attacker will then demand a ransom to which
the victim will have to pay to get their files decrypted back to
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their original form. It can deny legitimate users access to
systems or data. It blocks access to the systems or data and
threatens to release the victim’s data unless a ransom is paid.
Such attacks typically use a Trojan as their attacking method.
'e Trojan can be disguised as a legitimate file waiting to be
downloaded and opened by the users. 'ere are various
variants of ransomware such as Petya, Locky, and Samas [32].

Two types of ransomwaremaking headlines all across the
world in recent months are called CryptoLocker [33] and
CoinVault. Both types of ransomware operate, in the same
way, as they infect a computer as soon as an unsuspecting
user clicks an unknown link or opens up an attachment sent
via email. 'e high profile Ransomware is the UK NHS
WannaCry [5]. Several hospitals and GP surgeries were
forced to shut down their entire IT systems over the
weekend, after ransom notes from hackers appeared on
computer screens, threatening to delete all of their files
within seven days unless a ransom of $300 in bitcoin cur-
rency was paid. It can be distributed through spam emails
and fake ads, which trick users into downloading the virus
onto their computer. It then sets about creating encrypted
copies of files on the victim’s computer, and deleting the
originals, leaving the victim with only the encrypted copies,
which cannot be accessed without a decryption key.

3. Proactive IR Methodology

In this section, we propose the proactive IR methodology by
mapping the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) IR methodology [12,13] to the extracted CTI advisories
from different sources including US CERT [35–37]. and in-
dustrial best practices. 'rough embedding CTI into the IR
lifecycle, organisations can benefit from an informed IR with
the CTI advisories from different sources. organisations should
be able to take this information and map it to their own IR
processes to enhance their networks, systems and applications
security against potential attacks. Fig. 1 provides an overview of

our proposed proactive IR procedure with actions in different
stages of IR. 'e IR procedure starts from Planning & Prep-
aration, finishing in the stage of Post-incident Activity. We
have listed the actions required to be taken in each of the IR
stages.'e actions include both the ones fromNISTand newly
added ones derived fromCTI advisories.'e rest of this section
detailed the actions in different stages.

3.1. Planning & Preparation. 'e Preparation stage estab-
lishes the security plan and incident response capability that
enables the organisation to be ready to respond to an in-
cident. It helps to prevent incidents by ensuring sufficient
security for systems, networks, and applications. 'e initial
preparation phase involves the creation of an incident re-
sponse team and acquiring the necessary tools and resources,
as well as implementing a set of controls on their assets,
some of which will be based on the risk assessment results in
an attempt to limit the number of incidents that have already
been identified. 'is stage identifies the facilities needed
throughout the life cycle. An incident reporting mechanism
facility should be implemented, allowing individuals or
teams to declare a potential incident to a wider view of
people or a person of higher authority. 'is can be done via
phone numbers, email addresses, online forms, security
management systems, etc. Issue tracking system facilities can
be implemented, containing information about the case
owner, case status update as well as for the uses of report
generating and learning purposes. 'is stage should prepare
software and hardware to analyse andmitigate incidents. For
example, a clean image of the operating system, fresh ap-
plication installations, digital forensic software, additional
workstations, servers, and networking equipment. Organi-
sations should also consider implementing systems purely
for backups and to analyse incidents in a controlled envi-
ronment. Incident analysis resources should also be incor-
porated in the preparation stage such as risk assessment.

Table 1: Proactive Incident Response (IR) informed by Cyber 'reat Intelligence (CTI) in the context of counteracting ransomware

Author(s) Description

CTI

Barnum [20] Standard description of CTI using structured threat information expression
Tounsi and Rais [21] A survey on technical threat intelligence and its CTI sharing platforms

He et al. [22] Proactive cyber defence strategy through feeding CTI into IR processes
Burger et al. [23] Taxonomy model for cyber threat intelligence information exchange technologies

Qamar et al. [24] Data-driven analytics for CTI through mapping CTI feeds to Web Ontology Language (OWL)
ontologies

Dog et al. [25] Strategic cyber threat intelligence sharing and a case study on IDS logs
Li et al. [26] Operational threat intelligence and a comparative analysis of CTI

Maymı́ et al. [27] Tactical threat intelligence (tactics, techniques, and procedures)

IR

Cichonski et al. [12] NIST IR model: computer security incident handling guide
Souppaya and Scarfone

[13] NIST malware incident prevention and handling

Ahmad et al. [14] A case study on information systems and security incident response processes
Moreno et al. [28] IR processes enhanced by blockchain technologies
Grispos et al. [30] IR processes (follow-up stage) improved by Agile methodology

Ransomware

Field [5] NHS WannaCry ransomware incident investigation and response
Brewer [34] Ransomware IR detection, prevention, and cure
Hassan [32] Ransomware definition and its variants

Kyurkchiev et al. [33] CryptoLocker ransomware analysis and investigation
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Network diagrams and a list of critical assets should also be
identified. 'is will allow for the addition of specific security
controls based on high-end organisational-assets. System
and staff training is also required. 'e incident response
team can play a key role in the risk assessment and training
process.

CTI can strengthen the Preparation capacity by pro-
viding additional information on emerging threats that the
organizations are facing. Such CTI can be obtained from
different sources, such as CTI advisories provided by US/UK

CERT, security incident reports, and CTI sharing platforms.
'e CTI advisories especially those within the same industry
or business domain can help the organizations prepare
tailored IR plans and capacity to counteract emerging threats
and proactively react to the incidents.

3.2. Detection. 'e detection of an incident can be via a
variety of forms, each with a varied level of detail and fidelity.
One form of incident detection uses automated capabilities,

1. Planning & Preparation
Policies created and updated;
IR Team is established;
System Training;
Communication lines 
formalised;
Risk Assessment;
A clear IR plan to be followed; 
CTI awareness, e.g. emerging 
attacks (CTI advisories).

2. Detection
Use of monitoring systems;
Review logs;
Identify attack indicators and 
precursors; 
Identify attack indicators and
precursors from CTI sources and
feed into the monitoring system. 

3. Analysis and Assessment
Verify if a security event has 
occurred;
Assess scope of incident
Classify incident; 
Check the impact scope of 
similar incidents from CTI 
advisories;
Check the criteria to verify a 
similar incident from CTI 
advisories.

4. Containment & Eradication
Formalised process for each 
attack;
Contain and Eradicate threat by
logical and physical means;
Incorporate Containment & 
Eradication solutions from CTI 
sources.

5. Recovery
Bringing all systems back to 
normal operational status;
Installing patches;
Rebuilding systems Heightening
network perimeter security;
Incorporate recovery solutions 
from CTI sources.

6. Post-Incident Activity
Root cause analysis Improved;
controls and policies;
Stakeholder awareness;
Lessons learned fed back;
Lessons learned identified from
CTI advisories.

Actions related to traditional NIST IR Procedure
Actions related to CTI advisories

Figure. 1: Proactive Incident Response (IR) informed by Cyber 'reat Intelligence (CTI)
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for example, network/host-based intrusion detection sys-
tems [38,39], antivirus software, and log analyzers. Another
uses manual needs, such as users reporting problems. Some
incidents have blatant signs that can be easily detected, for
example, a defaced website, yet others are almost impossible
to detect. An organization will typically receive high volumes
of potential incidents. 'eir intrusion detection sensor alerts
can receive thousands if not millions of alerts per day.
Precursors and indicators are two categories that can show
signs of an incident. A precursor is “a sign that an incident
may occur in the future”. Whereas, an indicator is “a sign
that an incident may have occurred or may be occurring
now”. 'ese precursors and indicators can be obtained from
antivirus software, file integrity checking software, and in-
trusion detection prevention systems. Log files can also be
used for detection purposes and they can be obtained from
the operating system, services and application logs, and
network device logs.

CTI sources can provide an exhaustive list of indicators.
'ese indicators are usually publicly available via the CTI
advisories provided by US/UK CERT. 'ese indicators can
also be downloaded from CTI sharing platforms such as
MISP [40]. 'ose can then be used to update the signatures
of the IDPS, allowing the IDPS to detect emerging threats
proactively. Some CTI sharing platforms provide enabling
functionalities to continuously feed updated indicators to
the IDPS and other monitoring systems.

3.3. Analysis & Assessment. Once an incident has emerged,
the incident response team should work quickly to analyze
and validate it, making sure to follow pre-defined processes
and documenting every step taken. When the incident be-
comes apparent to the team, performing rapid initial analysis
should be performed to determine the incident scope. For
example, which networks, systems, or applications are af-
fected; how the incident is occurring (e.g., what tools or
attack vectors are being used, what vulnerability is being
exploited (5)); and who or what originated the incident. 'e
initial information produced from this analysis enables the
team to prioritize subsequent activities (e.g., containment
strategy of the incident and further analysis regarding the
effects of the incident).

When analyzing the incidents, the precursors or indi-
cators may not be accurate. For example, intrusion detection
systems regularly produce false positives – incorrect indi-
cators. 'is shows the difficulties that incident response
teams face, especially when every indicator has to be ex-
amined to determine whether it is legitimate. Additionally,
thousands of indicators are identified every day, making it an
extremely daunting task to identify the real security indi-
cators. Even an indicator has shown to be accurate, it still
does not necessarily conclude that an incident has occurred.
For example, the modification of a critical file may not be a
security incident but a human error. Some incidents do not
have clear symptoms, for example, one-character modifi-
cation within a file name.

'e incident response team may be unable to fully de-
termine the cause and nature of an incident. 'is could have

major effects on the organization, for example not having
enough information to make decisions on whether to
contain or eradicate the incident. In this scenario, organi-
zations should seek assistance from CTI sources such as US-
CERT, and CTI sharing platforms to determine the full
scope and cause of the incident. 'ere are also criteria such
as YARA rules available from CTI sources to identify and
verify an incident.

3.4. Containment & Eradication. Incident containment can
reduce the resources used and the damage caused. 'e
majority of incidents require containment. Organisations
should implement containment techniques to provide ad-
ditional time to develop a tailored remediation strategy. For
example, Sandboxing is a containment technique that allows
the organisation to monitor the activity and gather more
evidence. 'e decision-making process is a crucial part of
containment for example whether to shut down a system,
disconnect it from a network and disable functions. Pre-
determined strategies and procedures make containing the
incident easier. Within these strategies, the organisation
should define acceptable risks. 'e criteria should be
documented clearly to facilitate containment decision-
making. Criteria for determining the appropriate strategy
include potential damage to and theft of resources; the need
for evidence preservation; service availability (e.g. network
connectivity, services provided to external parties); time and
resources needed to implement the strategy; effectiveness of
the strategy (e.g. partial or full containment); and duration of
solution (e.g. incident related components to be removed
urgently, within 5 hours (temporary) or permanent
solution).

Information about the attacking host and the incident-
related components could be from the CTI. Once the at-
tacker’s IP address and the incident have been identified, a
CTI search could lead to more information about the attack
such as attack vectors and threat actors of similar attacks.
'e use of CTI sources, for example, the national vulner-
ability databases (NVD) is key to identifying the attacker
host. CTI communities have collected and consolidated
related incidents from numerous organizations into a da-
tabase. 'is shared information can be presented in several
ways, such as real-time blacklists and trackers.

Eradication deletes the incident-related components and
disables all user accounts that were infected, as well as
mitigates all the identified vulnerabilities that were exploi-
ted. During the eradication process, identifying all the victim
hosts within the organisation is important so they can be
remedied. Eradication can also be performed during the
recovery stage. Organisations can check the CTI sources for
possible eradication solutions.

3.5. Recovery. Within recovery, the administrator will re-
store systems back to their normal state and confirm that the
systems are functioning normally; and if applicable, reme-
diate vulnerabilities to prevent similar incidents. 'e re-
covering process may involve the use of clean versions disks
when restoring, rebuilding the system from scratch,
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replacing comprised files with clean versions, installing
patches, changing passwords, tightening security parame-
ters, high-level logging, and network monitoring. CTI
sources can be consulted regarding the backup and recovery
of data in different categories.

3.6. Post-IncidentActivity. 'e post-incident activity aims to
improve technology and learn lessons. After major incidents
have occurred, organizations should hold a “lessons learned”
meeting with all parties involved. 'e meeting will help the
organization when improving its security measures as well as
the incident response handling itself.'e question that could
be answered in the meeting includes, exactly what happened;
how well did staff and management perform in dealing with
the incident; were the documents procedures followed, were
they adequate? what would the staff and management do
differently next time if a similar incident occurs; what
corrective actions can prevent similar incidents in the future;
what indicators or precursors should be watched for in the
future to detect similar incidents; what additional tools or
resources are needed to detect, analyze, and mitigate future
incidents?

CTI advisories from US/UK CERT provide recom-
mendations (e.g. in the form of a business continuity plan)
on what can be improved in order to prevent a similar
incidents in the future. Such information is also available in
the CTI course of action attributes in the format of CTI feeds
shared by different CTI platforms.

4. Case Study

'is section uses the NHS WannaCry Ransomware case
study to demonstrate the use of the proactive IR procedure
proposed in Section 3. In the study, we collate cyber security
best practices and advisories to protect interconnected
systems and devices from Ransomware. CTI can be used in
numerous ways to help an organisation defend against the
incidents [41]. However, there is limited research in applying
CTI to counteract Ransomware. 'is section maps the
relevant CTI information about Ransomware to our pro-
posed IR procedure by following the NIST IR methodology
[12,13]. 'e information provided in this case study covers
the basics of Ransomware as well as cyber security best
practices and general prevention techniques. We followed
our proposed proactive IR procedure to examine how NHS
has reacted to the WannaCry Ransomware attack and
identify the opportunities where can be improved using the
proactive procedure. 'is is achieved through mapping the
proposed proactive IR procedure to the NHS WannaCry
Ransomware Investigations Report [42] and Ransomware
CTI advisories [35-37].Fig. 2 presents the NHS WannaCry
Ransomware attack IR procedure, including the actions
evidenced by NHS, the missed actions, and the added
proactive actions from CTI advisories. TABLE 2 elaborates
the proactive actions in Figure 2. As we can see, the NHS has
not fully addressed all actions in a traditional IR life cycle.
'e key missing items are, a clear security plan in the
planning & preparation stage, the indicators, and precursors

in the detection stage, the lack of central directions on the
mitigation strategy in the containment & eradication stage.
NHS seems to have done well in the recovery and post-
incident activity stages. NHS could have benefited from
additional CTI sources to enable a proactive IR. 'e reports
warning ransomware risks can improve NHS’s awareness in
the planning & preparation stage, the indicators and pre-
cursors identified from CTI can be fed into their detection
stage. By checking the impact score of ransomware incidents
and the YARA rules from CTI sources can help identify and
verify the incident, the CTI advisories (i.e. MS17-010 SMB)
provide solutions for containment & eradication and re-
covery. CTI advisories on business continuity plans can have
improved the IR capacity as part of the post-incident
activity.

5. Discussion

'e healthcare information system (HIS) has become a
victim of the cyber attacks, such as the UK NHS WannaCry
Ransomware attack. Cyber-attacks have been categorised as
a Tier One Priority Risk in the UKNational Security Strategy
[19].'eUK government has established the National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) to proactively mitigate cyber se-
curity risks. 'ese initiatives recognise the importance of
tracking and forecasting upcoming changes in the cyber
landscape in order to proactively respond to potential cyber
threats. 'is requires the organisation to be well aware of the
threat landscape while responding to the emerging threats
[24, 43, 44].

CTI can be used in numerous ways to help an organi-
sation defend against the incidents, however, there is limited
research found applying CTI into IR especially in healthcare.
Our proposed proactive IR procedure contributes to the
national strategy on cyber security through the research of
proactive incident response informed by CTI. Proactive
incident response can enhance the organisations’ capability
in defending against attacks. Being aware of the threat
landscape can reduce the uncertainty in making security
decisions in IR processes [21].

Within the traditional IR, the preparation phase involves
the creation and training of an incident response team,
acquisition of the necessary tools and resources, the
implementation of a set of controls on their assets based on
the risk assessment. 'e detection and analysis stage collects
and correlates the precursors, indicators, and log files to
determine an incident and define the scope. 'e contain-
ment eradication and recovery phase include the incident
response team attempting to mitigate the incident by con-
taining it through defined strategies; eradicating by deleting
the incident-related components from systems, networks,
and applications then ideally recovering from it. 'e final
post-incident activity includes a report issued by the or-
ganisation, detailing the cause of the incident as well as costs
and steps that should be taken to prevent incidents in the
future.

'roughout this phase, there tends to be a cycle of ac-
tivities back to the detection and analyses, see figure 5.1. For
example, to see if additional hosts are infected by malware
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while eradicating the incident (5). Once the incidence is
handled adequately,

'ere have been extensive CTI sources into the IR life
cycle including preparation, detection, analysis, contain-
ment, eradication, and recovery of incidents. It will be
important for an organisation to map their IR to CTI in
order to get better coverage and ultimately provide a more
robust security system. Teams within the organisation have
the job of creating or implementing a vulnerability-free

system to protect their assets. 'ere are numerous CTI
sources that provide incidents information regarding assets,
the exploited vulnerability (e.g. NVD [45]), and emerging
threats (e.g. through US/UK CERT advisories, CTI sharing
platforms) and security recommendations (e.g. security
incident reports). Organisations should take advantage of
this information to strengthen their IR capacity [46].

Our proposed proactive IR methodology addresses this
challenge by embedding CTI into each stage of the

1. Planning & Preparation
NHS Security Policies created and 
updated;
NHS IR Team is established;
Training provided to NHS Board 
and local teams;
NHS Digital Hotline 
Communication, encrypted 
WhatApp Application;
NHS Onsite Risk Assessment
NHS has an IR plan but NOT clear 
enough to be followed;
CTI awareness, e.g. reports
warning Ransomware risk.

2. Detection
NHS CareCERT alerts on applying the 
patch;
Review logs;
Identify attack indicators and 
precursors;
Identify attack indicators and 
precursors from CTI sources and feed 
into the monitoring system. 

3. Analysis and Assessment
NHS verified that a security 
incident has occurred;
NHS has assessed the scope and 
impact of the incident;
NHS has incident classification 
based on severity level;
Check the impact scope of similar 
incidents from CTI advisories;
Use YARA rules to identify and 
verify a similar incident.

4. Containment & Eradication
Lack of central direction and 
formalised process to respond (e.g. 
shutting down/isolating the system 
in time);
A solution called ‘kill-switch’ was 
activated to stop the WannaCry; 
Containment & Eradication 
solutions such as applying the 
MS17-010 SMB.

5. Recovery
NHS worked with IT suppliers and 
brought systems back to normal;
NHS applied necessary patches;
NHS ensured that all anti-virus 
systems are up to date;
Incorporate recovery solutions from
CTI sources such as sensitive data 
regular back up and check.

6. Post-Incident Activity
Ransomware root cause analysis 
performed (e.g. vulnerabilities); 
Improved controls and policies on 
Ransomware prevention (e.g. 
CARECERT alerts, embedding the 10 
Data Security Standards);
Stakeholder awareness briefed;
WannaCry lessons fed back;
Implement business continuity 
plan.

Traditional IRactivities evidenced by NHS
Traditional IRactivities not carried out by NHS but recommended
Proactive IR activities added 

Figure 2: Ransomware (WannaCry) Proactive IR informed by CTI
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traditional IR processes. It fills in the gap of CTI utilization
in order to strengthen the IR capacity. 'e practitioners can
benefit from informed IR decision-making using the CTI.
'is research also uses a case study to demonstrate the
feasibility of the proactive IR methodology. 'e disadvan-
tages are the lack of practical application in real practices and
the lack of detailed explanation for each item in different IR
stages. For example, cost estimation is embedded in the risk
assessment item in the preparation stage but not displayed in
the high-level proactive IR processes.

6. Challenges and Future Directions

'e incident response includes the proper deployment of
strategies, policies, and hardware and software security
solutions in the organization [47]. 'e process of deciding
which countermeasures and security policies will be applied
against cyberattacks using CTI should take into account also
the cost-perspective of the company. Even by applying a
standard password policy that forces complex passwords, the
company would increase the security budget due to extra
costs induced from password creation and storage [48]. As
stated in [49], correct modeling of the behavior of attackers
and general users and proper calculation of the cost asso-
ciated with the behavior of each entity could result in cost-
efficient security policies.

Incident response of an organization could becomemore
efficient by taking into account supply chain management,
emerging technologies, privacy preservation techniques and
even business analytics. 'e authors in [50] investigated the
perspective of exploiting information analysis using BA
inside Incident response plans in order to address the dy-
namic and uncertain cybersecurity threat environment. 'is

initial analysis could lead to the incorporation of BA into IR.
Moreover, supply chain cybersecurity analysis can be used in
order to calculate attack propagation and cascading effects
[51]. 'is analysis can further improve IR and future work
on this area is very promising especially if emerging tech-
nologies like blockchain or 5G are also taken into account
[52-54]. Finally, secure arrangements for IoT healthcare
privacy-preserving data collection must be taken into ac-
count when selecting the proper security solutions [55].

Regarding our proposed proactive IR procedure, our
future work will focus on applying it in real practice in
healthcare organisations. We will also consider integrating
the proactive IR procedure with existing IR products used in
Healthcare such as Security Information and Event Man-
agement (SIEM), Intrusion Detection Systems, Orchestra-
tion Automation and Response (SOAR) [18], and Security
Operations Centre (SOC) in healthcare. 'is involves a
careful mapping of CTI to each different component of the
existing IR products. Future work will also consider
expanding the current proactive IR processes by elaborating
the items listed in each IR stage.

7. Conclusions

CTI contains knowledge of impending attacks, such as threat
vectors, threat actors, victims profiles, courses of action, etc.
and is shared via different CTI platforms such as UK/US
Cert, Microsoft, MISP, and MITRE, with the intention to
create a proactive line of cyber defense and should be ideally
used to inform incident response, however, there is limited
research in applying CTI into IR especially in healthcare.
'is paper addresses this gap by proposing a proactive IR
procedure that is embedded with CTI. We examined

Table 2: Cyber 'reat Intelligence (CTI) advisories for Ransomware (WannaCry) Incident Response (IR)

WannaCry IR stages CTI advisories

Planning and preparation

NHS has taken inadequate actions against the alerts published in July 2016 warning that cyberattacks could
jeopardise access to critical patient record systems. NHS will benefit from ransomware CTI advisories [35–37]
on how to prevent such incidents; example solutions include rehearsing the IR plan before implementing it

straight away.

Detection

'e WannaCry incident report does not indicate whether NHS has used a monitoring system to identify the
indicators. NHS can use the ransomware CTI advisories [35] to identify and feed indicators into the monitoring
system through signature updates. Indicators include but are not limited to mssecsvc.exe, diskpart.exe,

lhdfrgui.exe, ransomware07_no_detection.exe, and WCry_WannaCry_ransomware.exe.

Analysis and assessment

NHS confirmed the WannaCry incident and identified the scope and impact. NHS can still benefit from CTI
advisories [35–37] for the verification. 'e CTI advisories show that the impact can be “temporary or
permanent loss of sensitive or proprietary information, disruption to regular operations, financial losses

incurred to restore systems and files, and potential harm to an organisation’s reputation” [35].

Containment and
eradication

NHS lacked central direction and formalised process to respond to WannaCry incident. 'ey failed to shut
down/isolate the systems in time. Example solutions from CTI advisories are to apply MS17-010 SMB

vulnerability dated March 14, 2017; enable spam filters to prevent phishing emails; and manage the use of
privileged accounts.

Recovery
NHS worked with the ITsuppliers to recover the system. CTI advisories [35–37] also provide a list of solutions
to consider, e.g., backing up sensitive and important data regularly and testing the backups to ensure they work

correctly upon use.

Lessons learned
NHS learned the lessons from this incident; they conducted causal analysis and took actions to improve the
security controls and policies. CTI advisories [35–37] also provide some solutions like implementing a business

continuity plan.
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different stages of the IR procedure and identified the points
where CTI can be fed into the IR processes. 'is paper then
presented the NHS WannaCry Ransomware case study to
demonstrate the use of the proposed proactive IR procedure.
'is research has significance for the IR practices within
healthcare organizations. 'e practitioners can use the
proposed proactive IR procedure to counteract Ransomware
and other security-related adverse events in a systematic
manner. Healthcare organizations can benefit from an in-
formed proactive IR using CTI.
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With the advantage of using only a limited number of samples, few-shot learning has been developed rapidly in recent years. It is
mostly applied in the object classification or detection of a small number of samples which is typically less than ten. However, there
is not much research related to few-shot detection, especially one-shot detection. In this paper, the multifeature information-
assisted one-shot detection method is proposed to improve the accuracy of one-shot object detection. Specifically, two auxiliary
modules are applied to the detection algorithm: Semantic Feature Module (SFM) and Detail Feature Module (DFM), which,
respectively, extract semantic feature information and detailed feature information of samples in the support set. &en these two
kinds of information are then calculated with the feature image extracted from the query image to obtain the corresponding
auxiliary information that is used to complete one-shot detection. &anks to the two auxiliary modules, which can retain more
semantic and detailed information of samples in the support set, the proposed method can enhance the utilization rate of sample
feature information and improve object detection accuracy by 2.97% compared to the benchmark method.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks have been widely used in computer
vision, such as posture recognition [1] and plant disease
recognition [2], and object detection is the research hotspot
in this field. Generally speaking, object detection algorithms
can be divided into two categories according to different
training strategies: one-stage object detection and two-stage
object detection. &e popular algorithms are the YOLO
algorithms [3–5] and R-CNN algorithms [6–8], which
dramatically improve the object detection effect and enhance
detection efficiency. However, those algorithms rely on
object annotation information, which cannot be easily ob-
tained. &erefore, researchers gradually focus on few-shot
detection.

Few-shot detection is derived from few-shot learning, a
particular case of meta-learning. At present, the learning
methods can be roughly broken down into four categories:
measurement learning-based learning, meta-learning-based
learning, data enhancement-based learning, and multimodal
approaches-based learning, among which the meta-

learning-based learning method is the most popular. In the
meta-training stage, by compositing several samples from
different classes to take different meta-task, the model can
learn the differences between examples of various categories
and the similarities between samples of the same type. While
in the meta-testing stage, the recognition task can be
completed without retraining or only with a small amount of
rapid training for a new category. However, few-shot
learning is mainly used in few-shot classification rather than
few-shot detection.

Few-shot object detection is used to complete detection
for objects with very few samples in the dataset. &e existing
few-shot detection methods fall into three categories: fine-
tuning, model structure-based learning, and metric-based
learning. &e few-shot detection training strategy generally
contains two stages: meta-training stage and fine-tuning
stage. In the meta-training, N categories were randomly
chosen from the training set, each containing K samples to
form the support set of the model, namely, a meta-task.
Next, a small number of object samples were selected to fine-
tune the model. &e purpose was to train the model to detect
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N classes of objects from N × K data and then generalize the
knowledge to adapt to new classes. &is task is called N-way
K-shot. In few-shot learning, the K value is usually smaller
than ten; when K � 1, it is called one-shot learning.

Existing metric-based few-shot detection mainly divides
the dataset into the support set and the query set. It selects
several image samples from the two sets to form theminimum
training unit task (meta-task) and then trains the model
through specific strategies. &e detection algorithm first
obtains the corresponding features of the images in the two
sets, thenmeasures the distance between the two features, and
judges the object category according to the distance.
According to the label’s location information, the regression
operation is performed to complete the object positioning.
We note that multiple features with different scales will be
generated when the convolutional neural network extracts
features of the support images. However, as the current al-
gorithm only conducts simple distance measurement, the
utilization rate of object feature information is extremely low.

To solve this problem, this paper proposed a novel one-
shot detection method on the basis of metric-based learning.
&e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) &is novel method integrated the Semantic Feature
Module (SFM) and the Detail FeatureModule (DFM),
which generated features about the support images of
two sizes (7 × 7 , 3 × 3). &ese features were then
operated with query images’ feature and generated the
corresponding multifeature auxiliary information
(MFAI) of Semantic Feature Auxiliary Information
and Detailed Feature Auxiliary Information.

(2) Experimental results showed that both the SFM and
the DFM could increase the accuracy of one-shot
detection. A combination of the two modules could
even increase the detection accuracy by 2.97%
compared to the original algorithm.

2. Related Works

In recent years, research on few-shot learning has attracted a
lot of interest, which can effectively solve the classification and
detection task using only a few labeled samples. &e recent
related works of few-shot classification, few-shot object de-
tection, and one-shot object detection are listed in Table 1.

In the general one-shot object detection method, the
weight extracted from the image is mainly used to measure
the object feature distance. However, the semantic feature
information and detailed feature information of the support
set object are not fully utilized. &is paper introduced the
SFM and the Object Detail Module based on one-shot object
detection, inspired by literature [18]. By using more object
features to train the deep neural network, the detection effect
of our model was better.

3. Method

&e semantic information and detailed information need to
be generated separately. In theory, the support images can
obtain feature images of different sizes through different

modules. In our method, the 7 × 7 feature can retain more
object details, while the 3 × 3 feature contains more semantic
information about the object. &e 7 × 7 feature and feature
of the query image were used for dot product operation. &e
3 × 3 feature is convolved with the feature of the query
image. &e corresponding MFAI of Semantic Feature In-
formation and Detail Feature Information was generated
through the above two operations.

3.1. Training Strategy. As mentioned above, in the training
stage, assume that the dataset is D and divided into Dbase and
Dnovel. Dbase represents an object image dataset which
contains a large number of annotated images, of which
category is Cbase; and Dnovel represents a dataset containing a
few of samples with annotations with category as Cnovel.
With Dbase ∩Dnovel � ∅, Cbase ∩Cnovel � ∅, so the ultimate
goal of one-shot detection is to classify and locate the object
of query image in Dnovel. Similar to the literature [16], the
whole training process is divided into two steps. Firstly, the
data in Cbase are used to train the model, so the model can
learn the meta-features; then this trained model can have a
good detection effect on the object of the base class. Lastly,
the Dbase ∪Dnovel dataset is utilized for model training and
fine-tuning to adapt to the new category, then generalizing
the knowledge learned in the first step to the new object
category.

Based on few-shot learning, we innovatively utilized the
semantic information and detailed information of the object
to complete the one-shot detection. Specifically, we used the
smallest training unit T � (Si, xi) 

|T|

i�1 in the training stage.
&e data in T are all from the randomly sampled support set
in Dbase, Si, and the query image, xi. i represents the i − th
task. Si contains N categories, with K samples in each class.
&rough multitask training, we obtained an object model
with a detection base class. Next, the fine-tuned model was
continuously adapted with the Dbase ∪Dnovel dataset, and the
detection model fθ(x|S) was fine-tuned to fit the new
category, in which θ is the parameter that the model needs to
learn.&e final one-shot detection could be completed by fθ
tuned well.

3.2. Multifeature Information-Assisted Detection Method.
Firstly, the feature extraction module was used to extract the
7 × 7 feature image of query image.&en the support images
were input into the DFM, SFM, and Weighted Module
(WM), respectively, to get the corresponding 7 × 7, 3 × 3,
1 × 1 feature maps, while the channels were consistent. Next,
we applied dot product 7 × 7 feature of support images with
7 × 7 feature generated by query image, and finally generated
7 × 7 feature—Detail Feature Auxiliary Information (DFAI),
then the 7 × 7 feature generated by query image was con-
volved with the 3 × 3 feature of support images as a filter, and
finally generated 7 × 7 feature—Semantic Feature Auxiliary
Information (SFAI). &e average operation was carried out
on the two kinds of auxiliary information. &e next step was
to convolve the processed averaged feature (7 × 7 feature)
with the weight information (1 × 1 feature) generated by the
support images; thus, the 7 × 7 MFAI to be detected was
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generated. Finally, the detection feature map was put into
the detection network to generate the classification and
location information.&e process was described as shown in
Figure 1.

To explain the function of each module in detail, we
elaborated the function into two steps. &e first step was to
combine the Semantic Feature Auxiliary Module (SFAM)
with the WM to output the feature to be detected; then
combine the dot product information auxiliary module with
the WM to output the feature to be detected. &e former is
illustrated in Figure 2. Firstly, query image and support
images were input into both the SFM and the feature ex-
traction module to extract their respective features. &en the
feature extraction module outputs the 1024 × 7 × 7 feature
IQ, the SFM outputs the N × 1024 × 3 × 3 feature SC, and the
WM outputs the N × 1024 × 1 × 1 feature SW. After the
convolution operation of SC and IQ, FC was generated, as
shown in

FC � SC ∗ IQ. (1)

&en, SW and FC were convolved to get the N × 1024 ×

7 × 7 feature YC to be detected, as shown in

YC � SW ∗FC, (2)

YC � SW ∗ SC ∗ IQ . (3)

&e DFM is illustrated in Figure 3. Similarly, the query
image and support images were put into the feature ex-
traction module and the DFM to extract their respective
features. So, the feature extraction module outputs the
1024 × 7 × 7 feature IQ, the DFM outputs the N × 1024 ×

7 × 7 feature SD, and the WM outputs the N × 1024 × 1 × 1
feature SW. After the dot production operation of SD and IQ,
FD was generated, as shown in

FD � SD ⊗ IQ. (4)

&en, SW and FD were convolved to obtain the N × 1024 ×

7 × 7 feature YD to be detected, as shown in

YD � SW ∗FD, (5)

YD � SW ∗ SD ⊗ IQ . (6)

3.3. Loss Function. To handle the various objects which need
to be detected in one-shot detection, the model in this paper
adopted a softmax layer [18]. &e predicted score on clas-
sification for the i-th class was represented by
c � eci/

N
j�1 ecj . To get better model convergence, the cross-

entropy loss over the calibrated scores c was adopted, as
shown in

Lc � − 
N

i�1
O(·, i)log ci( , (7)

where O(·, i) is an indicator function. When the current
anchor box fits into class i, its value is 1. Otherwise, the value
is 0. For the bounding box regression calculation and object
determination method, we followed the same detection way
as YOLOV3. After anchors with different aspect ratios were
preset, coordinate classification of anchors would be pro-
cessed through calculation and finally predicted the object.
In this paper, corresponding loss functions were adopted,
such as the Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss and the Binary
Cross-Entropy (BCE) loss. &e loss function of multifeature
information-assisted one-shot detection proposed in our
model is shown in

Ldet � Lc + Lbbx + Lobj, (8)

Table 1: Recent related works.

Category Ref. Methods

Few-shot classification

[9] &e Mahalanobis distance in a state-of-the-art few-shot learning approach (CNAPS [10]) is adopted to
improve performance

[11] Presents a novel network to learn and preserve the feature manifold’s topology formed by different classes
[12] Proposes the similarity ratio as an indicator for the generalization performance of a few-shot model

[13] Takes advantage of the earth mover’s distance (EMD) to measure the distance between dense image
representations which determines image relevance

[14] Merges three learning methods: visual feature learning, knowledge inferring, and classifier learning, into a
unified framework

[15] Introduces the oPen sEt mEta LEaRning (PEELER), which randomly selects a set of novel classes, maximizes
the posterior entropy over every sample, and utilizes the Mahalanobis distance as a new metric

Few-shot object
detection

[16] Improves the CentreNet detector for the few-shot learning and a class-specific code generator is modeled by
meta-learning

[17] Uses Attention-RPN, multirelation detector and contrastive training strategy to detect novel objects

[18] Proposes the model that uses labeled base categories and quickly improves to new categories, utilizing a
meta-feature learner and a new upgraded module

One-shot object
detection

[19] Develops coattention and coexcitation framework (CoAE) that contributes to several technical aspects

[20] Develops a new algorithm to guide the parameter posterior towards its true distribution to remedy the
posterior fading problem that compromises the effectiveness of shared weights
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where Lbbox is expressed as

Lbbox � λcoord

S2

i�0


B

j�0
I
obj
ij 2 − wi × hi( 

ai − ai( 
2

+ bi − bi 
2

+ wi − wi( 
2

+ hi − hi 
2

 ,

(9)

where S means the grid set in YOLO and S2 represents
13 × 13, 26 × 26, and 52 × 52. B stands for prediction box.
I
obj
ij means the box at i, j, which is 1 if it is an object;
otherwise, it is 0. ai, bi, wi, hi represent the central point
coordinates and the width and height of the object, re-
spectively. ai, bi, wi, hi represent the predicted values of the
center point coordinates, width, and height, respectively.

Lobj can be expressed as in

Lobj � λnoobj 
S2

i�0


B

j�0
I
noobj
ij ci − ci( 

2
+ λobj 

S2

i�0


B

j�0
I
obj
ij ci − ci( 

2
,

(10)

where I
noobj
ij means the box at i, j which is 1 if it is not an

object; otherwise, it is 0. ci is the prediction confidence on
the object for class i. ci is set to 1 if the object is the true value
of a certain class; otherwise, it is 0.

4. Experiment

4.1. Experimental Environment. &e running environment
of the algorithm verification experiment is shown in Table 2.

4.2. Dataset. &e datasets we adopted are VOC 2007 [21]
and VOC 2012 [22], which are the widely used object de-
tection benchmarks. Out of the 20 categories, we selected
samples of five categories as novel datasets and the
remaining 15 categories as the base datasets. &e model
training was divided into two stages: base training stage and
one-shot fine-tuning stage. In the base training stage, the
images of base samples were used to train the normal model
in the supervised mode. And in the one-shot fine-tuning
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Figure 1: &e structure of the one-shot detection assisted by multiple feature information.
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Figure 3: Schema of the detail feature auxiliary module.
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stage, the images of novel ones were used to ensure that each
class of objects only had one annotated bounding box.

4.3. Experiment and Analysis. A large number of experi-
ments have been done on these datasets. To illustrate the
effectiveness of the different methods, several representative
datasets were selected. In the test phase, we used five unseen
categories of data in training: bird, bus, cow, motorbike, and
sofa. Due to the space limitation, we only present the results
data of bird and bus categories in Figures 4 and 5.

As can be seen from the above Figure 4, there are a total
of 12 images arranged in four rows, with three object images
in each row. All the object images used the same kind of
detection algorithm. &e first line to the fourth line, re-
spectively, shows the detection results of the original al-
gorithm [18], the detailed feature information auxiliary
algorithm, the semantic feature information auxiliary al-
gorithm, and the multifeature information auxiliary algo-
rithm proposed in this paper. Different detection results of
the same object are presented in each column for those four
algorithms. For column (a), the object is conspicuous, so all
four algorithms can correctly identify it. As the background
of the object in column (b) is relatively complex, the original
algorithm and the auxiliary algorithm of detailed feature
information cannot detect the object well. In contrast, the
algorithms in the third and fourth lines that integrate se-
mantic information can detect the object more accurately.
Since the objects in column (c) belong to multiobject de-
tection in a complex background; the detection effect of the
second row is not ideal. &e algorithms in the first and third
rows can completely detect conspicuous objects. While the
fourth line algorithm can detect multiple objects, the second
object detection is not complete because there is little dif-
ference between the background color and the object color.

Similarly, there are also 12 images in Figure 5, which are
arranged in the same manner. &e object image of each row
uses the same kind of detection algorithm. &e first row to
the fourth row, respectively, represents the detection results
of different buses by the four algorithms. For column (a), the
object is prominent, so all the four algorithms can correctly
identify it. In column (b), the background of images is
relatively complex. Although the original algorithm and the

detailed feature assist algorithm can locate the object more
accurately, there is still a misjudgment in the classification
of extracted features. As a result, the bus is misclassified as
a train. &e algorithms in the third and fourth rows in-
corporate semantic information to detect objects more
accurately. Since the object in column (c) is similar to a
train, the four algorithms misjudge the result. &at is why
the accuracy of bus detection results is low.

4.4. Ablation Experiments. &e accuracy improvement of
our proposed method was due to the multifeature auxiliary
detection mechanisms, that is, SFM and DFM. To illustrate
the importance of these modules, we implemented ablation

experiments by disabling different modules.

4.4.1. Semantic Feature Auxiliary Detection Algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the flow chart of the semantic feature
auxiliary detection algorithm. Two modules were con-
structed, namely, the SFAM and the WM. &e semantic
feature-assisted detection algorithm was compared with the
original algorithm in the experiment. As can be seen in
Table 3, semantic feature assistance achieves better
performance.

4.4.2. Detail Feature Auxiliary Detection Algorithm. &e
detail feature auxiliary detection algorithm was imple-
mented, as shown in Figure 7. Two modules were also
constructed: the detail feature auxiliary module (DFAM)
and the WM. In the experiment, this detail feature-assisted
detection algorithm was also compared with the original
algorithm. As indicated in Table 3, the performance of the
detail feature-assisted detection algorithm is only better than
that of the basic weight network.

4.4.3. Multifeature Auxiliary Detection Algorithm. In the
multifeature auxiliary detection algorithm, both the above
modules were introduced into the network and fused with
the basic weighted network structure.

&e detection results of the above three algorithms and
the original benchmark algorithm are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the comparison results of those algorithms
proposed in this paper and the original algorithm, from
which we can see the performance of the designed modules.
On the left side of the table are different algorithms, while on
the right side are the corresponding experimental results.
&e average precision (AP) of objects in the five classifi-
cations has also been calculated separately for the bird, bus,
cow, motorbike, and sofa. &e mAP represents the mean of
AP for these five novel classes. &e first row is the original
algorithm, and the other three are related algorithms pro-
posed in this paper.&e second and third rows are the results
of ablation experiments. &e second algorithm adds the
DFAM to the original algorithm, which is called the detail
feature auxiliary detection algorithm. It can be observed that
the AP for the bird, cow, motorbike, and sofa is higher than

Table 2: Runtime environment.

Item Parameter

GPU
Titan Xp (12G video memory)

CUDA 10.0
cuDNN 7.0

Operating system Ubuntu 16.04
Python version 3.6
Iterations 60
Learning rate 0.001
Momentum 0.9
Momentum attenuation
coefficient 0.00004
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that of the original algorithm, while it is not the case for the
bus. Well, the performance is improved by less than 1%.&e
third row adds the SFAM to the original algorithm, which is
called the semantic feature auxiliary detection algorithm. It
can be observed that the AP of the algorithm is higher than
that of the original algorithm, with an increase of 2.58% in
AP and 1.75% in mAP for the bus. It can also be seen that the
SFAM proposed in this paper does enhance the semantic
information of objects and promotes classification accuracy
and detection precision. &e fourth row is the result of the

multifeature auxiliary detection algorithm proposed in this
paper. Notably, the algorithm has enhanced the detailed
information and semantic information, and the detection
results of all those five novel objects are superior to the
original algorithm. In particular, the AP of the bus has been
improved by 5.06%, and the mAP has been improved by
2.97%. &e detection results in the fourth row show that the
detail feature and semantic feature, two auxiliary informa-
tion introduced in the algorithm, successfully improve the
AP and mAP of one-shot object detection.

1 (a)

2 (a)

3 (a)

4 (a)

1 (b)

2 (b)

3 (b)

4 (b)

1 (c)

2 (c)

3 (c)

4 (c)

Figure 4: Bird object detection results.
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Figure 5: Bus object detection results.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel one-shot detection method based on
multifeature auxiliary information was proposed. Compared
to previous studies, this algorithm utilized two auxiliary
mechanisms: the Semantic Feature Module and the Detail
Feature Module, which significantly improved the detection
effect of a single sample object. Experimental results on
public datasets demonstrate that the new proposed algo-
rithm has better one-shot detection performance than the
original method. To further evaluate the advanced perfor-
mance, an ablation experiment was conducted. Experiments
showed that the two auxiliary modules play a positive role in
the detection results. &e combined detection accuracy of
the two modules has been increased by 2.97% compared to
the benchmark algorithm. In the future, we will apply this
proposed method to other types of datasets, including in-
frared images and SAR images. Although this method is
mainly for one-shot object detection, we also look forward to
its application in few-shot object detection.
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China’s rural energy consumption structure has dominated by coal, and carbon dioxide emissions are relatively large. Under the
dual historical responsibilities of the carbon peak, the carbon neutral dual-carbon, and the rural revitalization strategy, the rural
energy transition is imminent.&is paper conducts an in-depth study on the green entrepreneurship of migrant workers returning
to their hometowns and carefully analyzes the factors affecting the return of migrant workers to green entrepreneurship. &is
paper establishes a regression model to clarify that the green entrepreneurial guidance mechanism can effectively increase
entrepreneurial opportunities, promote the rational allocation of regional resources, increase the success rate of entrepreneurship,
and promote the construction of new rural areas in China with proper healthcare. &e implementation of the scientific guidance
mechanism for migrant workers’ green entrepreneurship should adhere to the scientific development concept, correctly guide
farmers to return to their hometowns to start businesses, and provide them with a green channel for fiscal taxation. Green
entrepreneurship can improve the entrepreneurial ability of migrant workers in order to effectively increase the success rate of
migrant workers in entrepreneurship, ensure the rational use of regional resources, and promote the harmonious and stable
development of society.

1. Introduction

As global climate change poses a major threat to human
society, more and more countries have elevated “carbon
neutrality” as a national strategy and proposed a vision for a
carbon-free future. &e “dual-carbon” target proposed has a
profound domestic and foreign development background,
which will definitely have a profound impact on the
economy and society. &e realization of the “dual-carbon”
goal should have been comprehensively considered and
dealt with in the overall strategic of promoting high-quality
development and comprehensive modernization. China has
become the world’s second largest economy, a leader in
green economy and technology, and its global influence
continues to expand. Facts have proved that only by making
the development mode greener can we adapt to the laws of
nature. To this end, in 2020, based on the inherent re-
quirements of promoting sustainable development and the
responsibility, China announced the goal of achieving

carbon peaks and carbon neutrality. General Secretary Xi
Jinping emphasized that carbon peaking and carbon neu-
trality should have been incorporated into the overall layout
of ecological civilization construction that can help in im-
proving the healthcare of the citizens [1, 2]. It is necessary to
promote major breakthroughs in green and low-carbon
technologies, promptly deploy low-carbon cutting-edge
technology research, accelerate the promotion and appli-
cation of pollution reduction and carbon reduction tech-
nologies, and establish and improve green and low-carbon
technology evaluation, trading system, and technological
innovation service platform. In the future, China will form a
greener, more efficient, and sustainable consumption and
productivity model for sustainable development and jointly
composing the ecology in civilization.

As China’s economic structure and industrial develop-
ment are in an important period of transformation, Premier
Li Keqiang proposed the development strategy of “mass
entrepreneurship and innovation.” Many migrant workers
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with knowledge, vision, and skills have chosen to return and
set up entrepreneurship through the funds and some ex-
perience they have accumulated during their migrant work
period, making migrant workers the group with the most
potential and enthusiasm in entrepreneurship and inno-
vation. However, looking at the living conditions of migrant
workers who have not yet returned to their hometowns, they
still have many worries about the behavior of returning to set
up entrepreneurship, which have been seriously affected by
many factors of themselves and the outside world. &e
return of migrant workers to set up entrepreneurship in their
hometown is conducive to proposing more targeted coun-
termeasures, which plays a vital role in enhancing migrant
workers’ enthusiasm for returning to their hometown,
promoting successful entrepreneurship, and promoting
rural modernization. Entrepreneurship is an important
engine for economic growth and social development [3].
Since 2015, China has increased its strategic support for rural
revitalization and issued a series of policy documents to
support entrepreneurship. China Council has also incor-
porated migrant workers’ return to their hometowns to set
up entrepreneurship, which promotes economic develop-
ment in the unified deployment of the “double entrepre-
neurship” strategy. As a result, the “returning goose
economy” driven by the return of migrant workers to their
hometowns to set up entrepreneurship has quietly risen
across the country [4]. &e migrant workers returning to
their hometowns are large in scale, rich in social experience,
and highly skilled. Many migrant workers have seen the
potential for future development in their hometowns and
have returned to their hometowns to set up entrepreneur-
ship. &e return of migrant workers is an important part of
China’s “double innovation” and an important way to ac-
celerate the construction of new urbanization and fully
promote the “village revitalization” strategy [4].

Previous studies mainly focus on the determinants of
migrant workers returning to set up entrepreneurship in the
structural reform of the agricultural supply side, continue to
activate the rural economy, and ultimately achieve rural
revitalization [5]. But, quantitative analysis is lacking, and
the green entrepreneurial behavior index of migrant workers
is also very small. &erefore, it is an urgent task to describe
the influencing factors in detail. In this research, migrant
workers return to their hometown to set up green entre-
preneurship. Under the current background of building an
ecologically civilized society and achieving sustainable de-
velopment, the enterprise adopts advanced technology and
reformed management methods to implement green in the
entire production and operation process. &is paper es-
tablishes a measurement model of the green entrepreneurial
behavior index of migrant workers returning home. Based
on this, this paper studies the factors that affect the green
entrepreneurial behavior of migrant workers returning to
their hometowns, which can create favorable conditions for
green entrepreneurship, further promote the development
of green entrepreneurial activities, and help achieve the goal
of China’s ecological civilization society. &erefore, this
paper contributes to study the green entrepreneurial be-
haviors and influencing factors of migrant workers returning

to their hometowns. &is article has certain reference value
for formulating relevant policies to promote the green en-
trepreneurship and achieve green development.

2. Related Theories

Green entrepreneurship has gradually merged with other
disciplines and themes, and theoretical research on the
connotation and types of green entrepreneurship has been
greatly enriched. Some scholars have combined green en-
trepreneurship with social practice research and proposed a
green entrepreneurial operation model to provide guidance
for companies to achieve green production and increase
green benefit. &e research on green entrepreneurship in
western countries started early and has produced certain
results in the research of green entrepreneurship [6]. Do-
mestic scholars mainly use different perspectives and
methods to study the theories and types of green entre-
preneurship based on the theoretical results of foreign green
entrepreneurship research. In-depth analysis was carried
out, and at the same time, some scholars discussed the
current problems facing enterprises’ green entrepreneurship
and provided solutions for the realization of sustainable
development [7]. From the emergence of green entrepre-
neurship, to the construction of green entrepreneurship
theory and its combination with practical research, relevant
literature has begun enriching. Table 1 shows related works
as follows.

2.1. "e Background of Dual-Carbon Construction. On the
international front, the world’s economic development has
accelerated the conversion of old and new kinetic energy,
and the development of clean and low-carbon energy has
become a global consensus. In July 2020, before the EU
announced its carbon neutral plan, more than 30 countries
had announced carbon neutral targets, including Mexico
and theMaldives. Since then, China, Japan, and South Korea
have successively proposed carbon neutral goals. US Pres-
ident-Elect Biden also proposed in his speech that the United
States should return to the “Paris Agreement.” &e basic
requirement is that the United States should propose a
timetable and roadmap for carbon neutrality. In this way, the
world’s important economies, which account for 75% of
global GDP and 65% of global carbon emissions, become
carbon neutral [8]. China is also a major energy consumer.
Its commitment to carbon peaking and carbon neutrality
fully reflects the responsibility and mission of a major
country, and it will become a powerful promoter of pro-
moting the world’s carbon peaking goal as soon as possible.
Domestically, China has achieved positive results in con-
trolling greenhouse gas emissions, promoting energy con-
servation and emission reduction in key areas, developing
renewable energy, and accelerating ecological governance
and land greening [9, 10]. Han et al. analyzed the devel-
opment trends and research focus of industry 5.0 in the
future [11]. Jagatheesaperuma et al. focused on the research
perspective towards deployment of Industry 5.0 [12].
However, problems such as unbalanced and inadequate
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economic development, structural imbalances in high-
emission industries, large-scale manufacturing, and unco-
ordinated high-quality development are still prominent. &e
country needs to continue to promote low-carbon energy
consumption, industrial restructuring, and improving
manufacturing eco-efficiency.

Combining with the series of green carbon sink actions
that China has carried out in recent years to address climate
change at both the international and domestic levels, the
proposed carbon peak and carbon neutral targets have richer
connotations and significance. &e proposal of the carbon
peak and carbon neutral vision coincides with the major
node. &e construction of ecological civilization has
achieved new progress and the efficiency of national gov-
ernance has improved. &e main economic and social de-
velopment provides an important opportunity for the
realization of the vision. In addition, the overall vision of
carbon peaking and carbon neutrality also provides an ef-
fective driver for continuing to force China to deepen the
green economy transformation, accelerate the adjustment of
the energy structure, promote the construction of the carbon
market, and coordinate with the construction of ecological
civilization to form a joint force for joint realization.

2.2. Green Entrepreneurship. As an emerging research topic,
the definition of the concept of green entrepreneurship has
not yet been unified, and the terms used by scholars to
describe green entrepreneurship are different. Academic
names such as “environmental entrepreneurship,” “green
entrepreneurship,” and “sustainable entrepreneurship” have
appeared. In the definition of the concept of green entre-
preneurship, scholars have defined it from different angles.
Based on the perspective of entrepreneurial opportunity
identification, Yuniriyanti et al. [13] believe that green en-
trepreneurship is a process by which companies identify,
evaluate, and utilize business opportunities under the
principles of sustainable development goals. Such business
opportunities arise when the market fails. It is closely related
to the environment [13]. Based on the perspective of en-
trepreneurial output, Hornsby et al. believe that, in a narrow
sense, green entrepreneurship is a process of enterprise
creation in which entrepreneurs play their subjective ini-
tiative and creatively provide environmentally friendly
products [14]. In a broad sense, green entrepreneurship can
be described as the development of enterprises. At each
stage, through environmental innovation, an innovative,
market-oriented, individual-driven form of value creation is
present for providing environmentally friendly products
[15]. Wang and Peng believe that green entrepreneurship
refers to innovation or the creation of a green-oriented
organization and emphasizes the need to create a green

benefit (GVA) to protect the natural environment and in-
crease the interests of corporate stakeholders. Green en-
trepreneurship is an entrepreneurial behavior for protecting
the environment [16]. Chinese scholar Šneiderienė et al.
combed and summarized the concept of green entrepre-
neurship by predecessors and pointed out that the conno-
tation of green entrepreneurship is divided into broad and
narrow sense [17]. &e narrow sense of green entrepre-
neurship is only a short-term and partial entrepreneurship,
which refers to the cost, innovative or marketing advantages
are the motivation to achieve green, and in a broad sense,
green entrepreneurship is comprehensive and of long term.
It is a form of value creation, based on innovative envi-
ronmental protection methods, market-oriented, driven by
individuals, and “sustainable” as the goal.

Green entrepreneurship is a new way of entrepreneur-
ship, and the internal operating mode of green entrepre-
neurial enterprises is different from traditional
entrepreneurship. According to the research on green en-
trepreneurship they believe that green entrepreneurship is a
process of creating green benefit (GVA), which must protect
the natural environment and increase the interests of cor-
porate stakeholders [18]. &e realization of green benefit
requires the use of the company’s own advantages and the
external favorable environment to achieve green operations
in all aspects of the company’s production and operation.
Generally, the green entrepreneurial operation model in-
cludes five major aspects [19]. (1) Green input logistics:
Green enterprises should avoid water, air, and soil pollution
during the procurement process, use healthy and environ-
mentally friendly materials, clean energy, and use energy-
saving technologies or processes to improve their greenness
in warehousing and logistics to achieve ecological benefits.
(2) Green production: Green production is the strict use of
green technology and production processes in the pro-
duction of green products or the provision of green services.
(3) Green export logistics: Green output is mainly in the final
link of production, strictly controlling and recycling by-
products, using green environmental protection materials
for packaging, and harmless treatment of waste to achieve
green products and services. (4) Green marketing: Green
marketing refers to the design of marketing channels and the
utilization of environmental protection technologies. It is
necessary to consider and meet the environmental demands
of consumers and society and realize the greening of the
marketing network and the recycling of resources, to create
profits while achieving sustainable operation. (5) Green
service: &e service itself and service-oriented green con-
stitute the green service link. &e first purpose is to avoid
negative impacts on the environment during the use of
products or the provision of services, while the latter pur-
pose is to affect consumers’ non-green consumption

Table 1: Related works.

No. Content
1 Factors affecting the return of migrant workers to green entrepreneurship
2 Establishing a regression model
3 Influence on the green entrepreneurial behavior
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behaviors. Change and design some green services to guide
consumers to develop the habit of green consumption. &e
basic framework and objectives of the green entrepreneurial
operation model are shown in Figure 1.

In summary, green entrepreneurship, as an emerging
research topic, is a new research field that has emerged at a
certain stage of social and economic development and has
not yet formed a unified theoretical system. In terms of
research methods, qualitative analysis is mostly used, and
most of the literature uses cases.&ere are few special studies
on the green entrepreneurial behavior of agricultural en-
terprises. Regarding the research on the driving factors of
corporate green entrepreneurship, most scholars tend to
analyze from the perspective of a single factor, such as
personal values, consumer needs, and institutional regula-
tions [20]. In terms of corporate green entrepreneurial
behavior research, there is a lack of specific quantitative
indicators and very few empirical studies. &e relevant
conclusions, especially the research on behavioral influence
factors, are not sufficiently persuasive, and they are still in
the low-paradigm research stage. Based on this, this paper
adopts the sample data of the green entrepreneurial behavior
of migrant workers to construct a green entrepreneurial
behavior evaluation index, which establishes a measurement
model for the green entrepreneurial behavior index.

3. Analysis of the Influencing Factors of Green
Entrepreneurship by Returning
Migrant Workers

3.1. Data Sources. In order to better promote migrant
workers to return to their hometowns to set up entrepre-
neurship, the migrant workers’ return to set up entrepre-
neurship and implement the rural revitalization strategy;
this paper designs a questionnaire on the factors affecting
migrant workers’ return to set up entrepreneurship. Sta-
tistics and analysis were carried out. 480 questionnaires were
distributed to the central region in this survey, and 460 valid
questionnaires were returned. &e survey subjects included
the new generation of migrant workers and the first gen-
eration of migrant workers, and the distribution was rela-
tively even. &e proportions of men and women are roughly
equal. &e selected migrant workers’ industries include
agricultural product sales, construction, clothing, handi-
crafts, service industries, business management, and helpers
for farms.&erefore, the samples selected in this study have a
certain level of representativeness, which provides an im-
portant basis for determining the practical obstacles for
migrant workers to return to their hometowns to set up
entrepreneurship and for this article to propose strategies to
promote migrant workers to return to their hometowns to
set up entrepreneurship. As an important force in pro-
moting social development, whether the group of migrant
workers will return to their hometown to set up entrepre-
neurship after graduation has received great attention from
the society. According to the questionnaire survey data, the
largest proportion of migrant workers is engaged in the
construction industry, as high as 37%. &ere is also a lot of

agricultural products sales, accounting for 12.2%. Handi-
crafts, service industries, business management, and helpers
who help farms account for 9.8%, 7%, 4.3%, and 4.5%, re-
spectively. In addition, this part is the high-quality returning
entrepreneurial talents that the rural areas urgently need
[21]. According to investigations and studies, most of the
motives for migrant workers to return to their hometowns to
set up entrepreneurship are due to the high pressure of
survival in the city, while fewer people return to their
hometowns to build their hometowns. Men’s willingness to
set up entrepreneurship is higher than women’s. &e biggest
difficulty faced by migrant workers returning to set up
entrepreneurship is insufficient funds. &e willingness of
high-educated migrant workers to start business is lower
than that of low-educated migrant workers. &e statistical
results show that there are varying levels of obstacles and
difficulties for migrant workers to return to set up entre-
preneurship. On the other hand, these also provide us with
some ideas for solving the practical obstacles for migrant
workers to return to set up entrepreneurship as shown in
Table 2.

3.2. Characteristics of MigrantWorkers’ Willingness to Set Up
Green Entrepreneurship. After migrant workers have ac-
cumulated a certain amount of capital and experience, their
willingness to set up entrepreneurship is very high, and the
willingness of green entrepreneurship is relatively large in
Figure 2. In addition, it can be seen from Table 3 that
migrant workers and entrepreneurs prefer the green en-
trepreneurial model of family eco-farms and eco-tourism. It
shows that the green management concept of migrant
workers has continuously improved.

It can be seen from Table 4 that as the awareness of
environmental protection continues to increase, consumers’
demand for ecological products increases, and entrepre-
neurs’ green entrepreneurial willingness increases, they will
prefer environmentally friendly entrepreneurial projects. In
addition, the government supervision is becoming more and
stricter, the environmental investment is also increasing, and
the penalties for environmental pollution behaviors have
constantly strengthened, thus promoting the green entre-
preneurship of migrant workers.

&e source of resistance to the willingness of migrant
workers starts a green entrepreneurship. It can be seen from
Table 5 that migrant workers have limited abilities, no
available superior resources, and insufficient funds for their
own businesses. &e lack of the relevant support policies and
the poor ability to use the policies has led to their inability to
obtain sufficient financial support. &erefore, some migrant
workers are hindered from green entrepreneurship.

&rough a descriptive analysis of 460 questionnaires on
the status quo of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurship,
the status of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurship is
divided into three categories: migrant workers’ green en-
trepreneurship human capital characteristics analysis, mi-
grant workers’ green entrepreneurship willingness
characteristics, and migrant workers’ green entrepreneur-
ship issues. In this part, the analysis of the personal
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characteristics of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurial
human capital shows that migrant workers are mainly young
and middle-aged, their education level is concentrated in
junior high school, and they have few skills and training
opportunities. &e work income is low, and relatives and
fellow villagers dominate the network. After analyzing the
characteristics of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurial
willingness, it is found that migrant workers have a higher
willingness to green entrepreneurship and prefer green
entrepreneurial projects such as family ecological farms, eco-
tourism, and resource recycling. Among them, the increase
of migrant workers’ awareness of environmental protection
and the increase in market demand for ecological products
have promoted the increase of migrant workers’ willingness

to start green entrepreneurship. As more andmore attention
has been paid to environmental pollution, the government
has increased its investment in environmental protection
and strengthened penalties for environmental pollution
behaviors, thereby increasing the initiative and enthusiasm
of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurial willingness. In
addition, the education level is low, and the ability to learn
new things is poor, which hinders the willingness of migrant
workers to set up green entrepreneurship. Although China
has given certain loans, subsidies, and other preferential
policies to encourage migrant workers to start green en-
trepreneurship, the conditions of the preferential policies are
harsh, and fewer migrant workers can enjoy preferential
policies. In addition, because the social network of migrant
workers has dominated by fellow villagers and relatives, the
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Figure 1: &e operating model of green entrepreneurship.

Table 2: Staff composition of green entrepreneurship.

Index Code Sample Percentage (%)

Gender
Male 240 52.2
Female 220 47.8
Sum 460 100

Profession

Agricultural product sales 80 17.4
Clothing industry 160 34.8

Handicraft 80 17.4
Service industry 70 15.2

Business management 20 4.3
Farm helper 50 10.9

Total 460 100

Entrepreneurial willingness Green entrepreneurial
willingness

Green entrepreneurial willingness

Yes
No

0
100
200
300
400

Figure 2: &e survey of green entrepreneurial willingness.
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channels for obtaining information are single, and policies
cannot be correctly understood and used flexibly. Market-
oriented analysis is derived from accumulated experience
and cannot adapt to the development of the times, which
makes its green entrepreneurial path difficult.

3.3. Empirical Model. According to the previous relevant
analysis, it is concluded that the willingness of migrant
workers to start a green business is affected by factors such as
the characteristics of ecological capabilities, the character-
istics of the external environment, and the characteristics of
policy support. &erefore, the function expression can be set
as follows:

Y � β + β1X1 + . . . + β9X9. (1)

Among them, y �

y1
y2
⋮
y1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, β �

β0
β1
⋮
β9

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

When migrant workers have no ecological entrepre-
neurial willingness, Y � 0. When migrant workers are
willing to start an ecological business, Y � 1. Among
them, X1, respectively, represents 9 variables in the three
types of characteristics of migrant workers’ green entre-
preneurship capabilities, external environment charac-
teristics, and policy support characteristics. &e specific
variables of each influencing factor in the regression
model are explained in Table 6.

Most of the variables in the regression analysis are the
same as those in the correlation analysis. Some of the

variables are explained as follows. First, the variable of
education level is divided into “below elementary
school � 1, junior high school and above � 3, bachelor’s
level and above � 5,” among which “junior high school,”
“senior high school (secondary school),” and “junior col-
lege” in the questionnaire options are classified as “junior
high school and above � 3.” Because it is an unfavorable
cause, the option is classified as an influencing factor that
hinders entrepreneurial willingness, and the answer is
“yes.” It is 1 and the others are 0. &e variable “work”
involves more occupations in the questionnaire, and it is
divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary industries.
Among them, the options are “company management, sales
staff,” “private small business owners,” and “business
owner” and “contractor” are classified as “industry” with a
value of 2. “Waiter,” “cashier,” and “security, cleaning, and
driver” are classified as “service industry” with a value of 3.
“Agricultural” is classified as the value of “agriculture” is 1.
&e value of “others” is 3. Secondly, the variable “social
capital” is replaced by the number of friends, and more
migrant workers interact with each other. &e social capital
is higher, and the opportunity for green entrepreneurship is
greater [22]. &e willingness of green entrepreneurship is
stronger. In addition, in the variables, according to the
opinion measurement method, the options have assigned a
value of 1–5 points. For example, for the variable “protect
environmental awareness,” the questionnaire asks “Your
awareness of protecting the environment is increasing,”
and the answer options are “very nonconforming,”
“nonconforming,” “general,” “basically conforming,” and

Table 3: Project preference of green entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurship type No. Percentage (%)
Waste recycling 23 5
Comprehensive utilization of resources 46 10
Family eco-farm 184 40
Eco-tourism 138 30
Dual-carbon farming and forestry 23 5
Others 46 10
Sum 460 100

Table 4: Power source of green entrepreneurship.

Power source No. Percentage (%)
Increasing awareness of environmental protection 253 55
Strong desire for green entrepreneurship 230 50
Project investment with dual-carbon background 207 45
Government investment in environmental protection 207 45
Penalties for environmental pollution 184 40
Green product demand 184 40

Table 5: Resistance source of green entrepreneurship.

Limited understanding of dual-carbon protection No. Percentage (%)
I do not understand the loan policy 322 70
Poor natural conditions 253 55
Policy utilization 184 40
Fund acquisition 184 40
Limited understanding of dual-carbon protection 138 30
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“very conforming.” &e score is higher, indicating that
migrant workers’ awareness of environmental protection
has continuously enhanced, thereby promoting their green
entrepreneurial willingness.

3.4. Analysis of Influencing Factors of PeasantWorkers’ Green
Entrepreneurship Willingness

(1) From the perspective of social science research, the
model fits well. &e awareness of environmental
protection is stronger and the ability to integrate
resources is stronger; the willingness of migrant
workers is stronger to set up green entrepre-
neurship. In terms of the characteristics of its own
green entrepreneurial ability, environmental
awareness, ability to integrate resources, and its
own ability have passed the significance test and
are basically consistent with the previous expected
direction, while the education level, work, train-
ing, educational skills investment, and social
capital are not significant. Because migrant
workers have been working abroad for a long time,
their ideology and their own abilities are con-
stantly changing, and they have certain green
entrepreneurial resources and abilities. According
to the survey, although migrant workers work
harder and have low incomes, their environmental
protection awareness and ideological awareness
continue to increase. For further improvement,
therefore, migrant workers are willing to make full
use of their own resources to set up entrepre-
neurship and constantly improve their own re-
sources and strengthen their own resource
integration capabilities, to promote a stronger
willingness to green entrepreneurship.

(2) &e limited ability and poor natural conditions
hinder the process of migrant workers’ green en-
trepreneurial willingness.
According to the survey, the limited ability and poor
natural conditions have become the main obstacles
to set up green entrepreneurship. As migrant

workers are mainly educated in junior high school,
they have relatively little knowledge and insights, and
their ability to accept new things and learn is weak.
&e ability to integrate resources and optimize their
own resources is relatively weak, and the channels for
obtaining information are single. In addition, some
companies do not pay attention to environmental
protection and waste of resources, which makes the
natural conditions worse and worse, and the migrant
workers have fewer and fewer resources and fewer
and fewer entrepreneurial resources, which hinders
the process of green entrepreneurship for migrant
workers.

(3) From the characteristics of the external environ-
ment, the green entrepreneurial environment and
poor natural conditions have passed the signifi-
cance test. Among them, the green entrepreneurial
environment is highly significant. However, the
awareness of purchasing environmental products
and the demand for ecological products are not
obvious. Continuously improve relevant laws and
systems, resolve the risks of migrant workers’ green
entrepreneurship, and provide guarantees for mi-
grant workers’ green entrepreneurship, thereby
enhancing their willingness to engage in green
entrepreneurship.

(4) &e more the government invests in environmental
protection, the greater the subsidy tax support is. In
terms of government policy support, environmental
protection investment and assistance organizations
have passed the significance test, while the signifi-
cance of loans, environmental pollution penalties,
publicity, and subsidy taxation is not obvious.
According to the survey, the lack of entrepreneurial
funds hinders migrant workers from starting green
entrepreneurship. &e government should increase
investment in environmental protection and reduce
the pressure on migrant workers’ green entrepre-
neurial funds. Moreover, as the government’s in-
vestment in environmental protection increases,
migrant workers’ awareness of environmental

Table 6: Characteristic of migrant workers’ green entrepreneurial ability.

Variable name Explanation Mean
value

Standard
deviation Direction

Education Junior high school and below 1, junior high school and above 3,
high school and above 5. 2.8 0.7 +/−

Jobs Agriculture� 1, service industry� 3, others� 5. 2.7 1.2 +/−
Social capital None� 1, yes� 3. 3.0 0.9 +/−
Educational investment No investment� 1, investment� 3. 3.5 0.8 +/−
Bring up No� 1, yes� 3. 1.6 0.7 +/−

Self-protection Whether one’s own ability hinders entrepreneurship, yes� 1,
no� 0. 0.7 0.5 +/−

Environmental protection
awareness Yes� 3, no� 1. 3.6 0.9 +/−

Entrepreneurial resources Up to standard� 3, not up to standard� 1. 3.2 1.1 +/−

Ability to integrate resources Junior high school and below 1, junior high school and above 3,
high school and above 5. 3.5 0.9 +/−
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protection has also increased. It can be seen from
Table 7 that the support organization passed the
significance test, indicating that the support orga-
nization is a significant factor influencing the green
entrepreneurship of migrant workers. &e estab-
lishment of a support organization will unite the
government, universities, and scientific research
institutions, leading enterprises and green entre-
preneurial experts to provide assistance. It has made
up for the shortcomings of migrant workers’ lack of
ability, improved their green entrepreneurial skills,
enhanced the competitiveness and success rate of
green entrepreneurship, and drove migrant workers
to engage in green entrepreneurship.

4. Results and Discussion

&is paper puts the four environmental variables of policy
support, environmental regulation, stakeholder pressure, and
corporate environmental awareness into the model for
quantile regression testing and gets the model results, as
shown in Table 8. &e table lists the regression results of each
variable at the 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9 quantiles. &rough
the differential performance of each variable at different
distribution points, it is possible to have a more

comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the entre-
preneurial environment and corporate characteristics for
corporate green entrepreneurship [23]. &is paper uses
stata12 software to estimate, and the results obtained are
shown in Table 8.

&e variable of enterprise scale has a negative impact on
the level of greening of enterprise production and operation,
and the impact is more significant. &e quantile regression
coefficient of this variable shows a trend of rising first,
reaching the maximum value at the 75% quantile, and then
rapidly decreasing, passing significance at the 10%, 25%,
50%, and 90% quantiles. &ere is a greater level of com-
plexity and inefficiency in environmental improvement,
resulting in a low level of greenness in its production and
operations. &e variable of the nature of the enterprise has
an impact on the level of greening of the production and
operation of the enterprise. Among them, the nature variable
of the private enterprise has a positive effect on the level of
greening of the production and operation of the enterprise.
&e life cycle of an enterprise has a significant impact on the
green level of production and operation of the enterprise.
Among them, the mature stage enterprise variables have a
negative impact on the level of green production and op-
eration of the enterprise, and the quantile regression coef-
ficient shows an increase first and then a downward and

Table 7: Variables in the equation.

B SE Ws df Sig Exp
Education −0.26 0.15 3.2 1.00 0.07 0.74
Jobs −0.05 0.1 0.32 1.00 0.60 0.95
Social capital 0.15 0.1 1.6 1.00 0.12 1.1
Educational skills investment −0.1 0.12 0.8 1.00 0.23 1.2
Environmental protection awareness 0.26 0.11 6.2 1.00 0.37 0.9
Own entrepreneurial resources −0.16 0.1 2.95 1.00 0.10 0.8
Ability to integrate resources 0.25 0.13 4.7 1.00 0.03 1.3
Entrepreneurial environment 0.48 0.12 9.6 1.00 0.01 1.6
Poor natural conditions 0.00 0.1 2.8 1.00 0.1 1.5
Environmental product purchase awareness 0.16 0.1 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.1
Ecological product demand 0.18 0.12 2.86 1.00 0.09 1.2
Loan 0,15 0.11 1.83 1.00 0.18 1.20
Environmental protection investment 0.28 0.12 5.83 1.00 0.03 1.27
Subsidy −0.08 0.18 3.16 1.00 0.56 1.64
Environmental pollution penalty 0.04 0.15 0.08 1.00 0.83 1.05

Table 8: Model test results.

Variable 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Enterprise size −0.26 −0.22 −0.21 −0.14 −0.41
Whether the company is listed −0.20 −0.06 −0.13 −0.15 −0.22
Corporate assets −0.05 −0.04 −0.02 0.01 0.04
Enterprise nature (state-owned/collective) −0.23 0.21 0.15 0.18 0.09
Enterprise nature (private) −0.04 0.08 0.14 0.15 0.08
Industry (plantation) 0.1 0.06 0.09 0.01 0.03
Industry (aquaculture) −0.04 −0.01 −0.07 −0.01 −0.08
Life cycle (growth period) −0.21 −0.09 −0.11 0.01 0.14
Life cycle (mature period) −0.23 −0.11 −0.17 0.00 0.08
Life cycle (transition period) −0.14 −0.09 −0.13 0.04 0.11
Policy support 0.19 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.14
Environmental regulation 0.17 0.18 0.22 0.27 0.23
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rapid upward trend.&is variable has passed the significance
test at the 50% quantile, and the coefficient is negative,
indicating that the production and operation of the start-up
enterprises are greener. &e possible reason is that when the
company is in the initial stage, it faces instability and ur-
gently needs the support of shareholders and the affirmation
of consumers. &is makes managers have stricter require-
ments on the company in terms of raw material procure-
ment, production management, and staff quality and skill
training. &erefore, it shows a higher level of greenness in
terms of product quality and service. &e regression coef-
ficient of the policy support variable is positive, and it has
passed the significance test at each quantile point. &e
quantile regression coefficient shows a trend of first rising,
reaching the maximum value at the 25% quantile, and then
slowly decreasing. At the 25% quantile, the policy support
environment will improve the level of green production and
operation of the company every time the environment is
improved. &e government can provide financial support,
financing support, and tax relief for enterprises that im-
plement environmental protection activities. It has a good
influence on the green entrepreneurial behavior of enter-
prises and enhances the green level of enterprise production
and operation.

5. Conclusions

Green entrepreneurship is conducive to improving the
forest ecological environment and stimulating rural areas
to get rid of poverty and becoming rich, thereby reducing
the government’s pressure on ecological compensation.
&e green entrepreneurship of migrant workers has pro-
moted the construction of rural infrastructure and public
utilities and accelerated the transformation of agricultural
development methods. &e contributions of this research
are as follows. Migrant workers encouraged starting their
businesses; it will help solve the problems of empty old
people, left-behind children, and left-behind women.
Secondly, the regression coefficient of the environmental
regulation variable is positive, and it has passed the sig-
nificance test at each quantile point. Hence, strict envi-
ronmental management rules and regulations can force
enterprises to implement green entrepreneurship and
promote the improvement of the green level. &e quantile
regression coefficient shows a trend of rising first, reaching
the maximum value at the 75% quantile, and then slowly
decreasing. Based on the above, the migrant workers’ green
entrepreneurial willingness is related to environmental
protection awareness, green entrepreneurial environment,
their own resource integration ability, environmental
protection investment, and other factors. Among them, the
green entrepreneurial environment and assistance orga-
nizations are significant influencing factors. &is article
combines the effective ways of encouraging migrant
workers to green entrepreneurship in different regions. It
proposes practical and reasonable relevant countermea-
sures to encourage migrant workers to green entrepre-
neurship and enhance their green entrepreneurship
willingness in the future.
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As an effective clean fuel, ethanol has the characteristics of improving antiknock quality and reducing emissions. It is an
ideal antiknock additive for Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engines. $e oxidation of gasoline-
ethanol surrogates in HCCI engines is a very complex process which is dominated by the reaction kinetics. $is oxidation
process directly determines the performance and emissions of HCCI engines. Coupling the computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) model with the gasoline-ethanol surrogate mechanism can be used for fuel design, so the construction of a reduced
mechanism with high accuracy is necessary. A mechanism (278 species, 1439 reactions) at medium and low temperatures
and experiments in a HCCI engine for the oxidation of gasoline-ethanol surrogates were presented in this paper. Directed
relation graph with error propagation (DRGEP) method and quasi-steady-state assumption (QSSA) method were used in
order to get a reduced model. $en, the kinetics of the vital reactions related to the formation and consumption of H and
OH were adjusted. To validate the model, the HCCI experiments for the oxidation of gasoline-ethanol surrogates were
conducted under different operating conditions. $e verification result indicated that the present model can predict the
oxidation process of gasoline-ethanol effectively.

1. Introduction

Due to rapid urbanization and industrialization, pollution
levels are increasing at an alarming rate recently. Processing
the fuel efficiently plays an important role in reducing the
pollution due to fuel emissions, which can play an important
role in improving the health of the citizens, especially in
urban areas. Gasoline-ethanol is a multicomponent sub-
stance of thousands of macromolecular hydrocarbons and it
is time-consuming and costly to develop a mechanism for
the real fuel. Moreover, the application of the detailed model
for complex gasoline-ethanol surrogate fuels in HCCI en-
gine simulations is not practical with current computing
resources, due to the large scale and the stiffness of the
detailed mechanism. $erefore, the representative compo-
nents of gasoline should be selected reasonably and the
model of multicomponent gasoline surrogates should be
reduced while maintaining its good performance.

Primary reference fuel (PRF), the two-component (iso-
octane/n-heptane) mixture, is generally considered to be the
most common surrogates for gasoline. In recent years, more
and more experiments were conducted in HCCI engines
under high pressure, medium and low temperatures, and
low equivalent ratio conditions, which provided a basis for
the application of PRF mechanism in HCCI engine simu-
lations. $e PRF oxidation process of “the first oxygen
addition⟶ the first isomerization⟶ the second oxygen
addition⟶ the second isomerization” is the key section
during the autoignition process. In addition, as a commonly
used additive, ethanol has become an important component
for gasoline surrogate fuels due to its good antiknock per-
formance and low emissions. $e chemical kinetic mecha-
nism of ethanol-PRF coupled with CFD software helps to
understand the oxidation phenomena of mixture such as
autoignition, flame propagation, flameout, combustion
stability, and emissions. $is is of great importance for
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further improving combustion efficiency and reducing
emissions.

$e PRF models given by Halstead et al. [1] and Cox and
Cole [2] were empirical models, which were still widely
applied in the simulation of autoignition process. $en Li
et al. [3] proposed a reduced model for predicting PRF
oxidation behaviors, including ignition delay (τ), heat re-
lease rate (HRR), and molarity of vital species. $is model
can well predict the oxidation behaviors of PRF in the low
and medium temperature, but the predictions at high
temperature phase were not satisfactory. $e reduced
mechanism developed by Tanaka et al. [4] can be applicable
for predicting τ,HRR, and knock in HCCI engines in a wide
range, but it was difficult to predict the emission charac-
teristics. However, the PRF mechanism constructed [5] by
using the hierarchical expansion method can be used to
calculate emissions of PHAs and other pollutants, although
it was not accurate in predicting τ under the intake tem-
perature (Tin) range of 300K ∼ 434K and the pressure (P) of
4.0MPa.

$e model of Curran et al. [6] can well predict the ig-
nition process on a wider scale of Tins, Ps, and φs. According
to the model [6], Ra and Reitz [7] proposed a reducedmodel,
involving 41 species and130 reactions, which may predict in-
cylinder pressure (P), τ, and HRR accurately. $en, in order
to solve the problem of cross-reactions, Kirchen et al. [8]
added the cross-reactions to the models of Tanaka et al. [4]
and Marinov [9]. In 2013 and 2015, two mechanisms de-
veloped by Liu et al. [10] and Wang et al. [11] were also
presented for the combustion of gasoline surrogates.

A detailed three-component (iso-octane/n-heptane/
ethanol) model [12] may predict laminar flame speeds (SLs)
accurately under high temperature. $en Zheng and Zhong
[13] developed a reduced three-component model (50
species, 193 reactions). Its calculated τs were highly con-
sistent with the experimental values. Based on this model, a
three-component model [14] was proposed by adding some
elementary reactions related to H and updating relevant
kinetic parameters, which can predict SLs and τs accurately.
Moreover, Lemaire et al. [15] analyzed the effect of the
additive (ethanol) to gasoline on the formation of soot. $ey
pointed out that adding 10% ∼ 30% (by volume) ethanol can
reduce the production of soot precursor significantly; the
amount of reduction for soot was 25% ∼ 81%. In 2019, Li
et al. [16] developed a highly reduced four-component
gasoline-ethanol model, whichmay predict the experimental
data for PRF, toluene primary reference fuel (TRF), and
PRF-ethanol surrogates.

In recent years, we have conducted in-depth studies
on the HCCI test and chemical reaction kinetics of related
mixtures (Energy, 2019, 169:572–579. Tehnički Vjesnik
Technical Gazette, 2020, 27(5):1571–1578. (SCI); Acta
Microscopica, 2020, 29(2):720–731. (SCI)). In the field of
chemical reaction kinetics, the mechanism of linear al-
kane and iso-alkanes and the chemical reaction kinetics
of paraffin fuels have been constructed. In addition,
preliminary achievements have been made in the research
of primitive reactions and active groups sensitive to
ignition delay.

In summary, the combustion process of gasoline-
ethanol blend has attracted more and more attention
recently. Many gasoline-ethanol mixture mechanisms
have been constructed. However, due to the stiffness
caused by long simulation time scale, the existing models
are too large in scale and have poor accuracy under the
current computing resources. Furthermore, HCCI vali-
dation experiments fueled with a hydrocarbon blend or a
hydrocarbon-oxygen blend are rare and more experi-
mental data is needed to compare with the calculated
value, in order to further verify the reduced model.
$erefore, the objective of this paper is to perform HCCI
experiments on the combustion of gasoline-ethanol sur-
rogates and to develop a smaller size mechanism for the
lean gasoline-ethanol surrogates (φ< 1) by implementing
a reduction and merge scheme using DRGEP and QSSA
methods. In order to carry out extensive validation of this
reduced model, not only the calculation used by the
proposed model should be compared with the results of
the HCCI experiments, but also the new model should be
compared with the previous literature models.

2. Kinetic Modeling

In this section, the processes of the initial mechanism
construction, the automatic chemistry mechanism reduction
for gasoline-ethanol surrogates, and the determination of the
final mechanism are presented, as displayed in Figure 1. $e
reduced gasoline-ethanol mechanism was constructed by
first reducing and then merging.

Firstly, in order to get a mechanism of smaller size,
DRGEP method was used to eliminate the insignificant
species efficiently, and QSSA method was used to identify
the species that were in quasi-steady-state. Following the
above process, the two submechanisms (the models of
ethanol [9] and PRF [6]) were reduced. Taking the reduction
of PRF submechanism as an example, according to the PRF
reaction path given by Ra and Reitz [7], initial reactants (iso-
octane/n-heptane/O2), intermediate components (C2H3,
CH3, CH2CHO), and final products (CO2, H2O) were se-
lected as target substances.$e larger the error threshold was
set, the smaller the reduced mechanism scale would be and
the prediction accuracy would decrease. In the process of
reduction, a smaller threshold is set and reduction is carried
out several times to ensure the prediction accuracy. Sub-
sequently, a powerful and accurate merge for the reduced
submechanisms from three disparate fuels was conducted.

Secondly, several relevant reactions involving H and OH
in the products or reactants were revised, and the parameters
of these reactions were adjusted. Finally, the final mecha-
nism (278 species and 1439 reactions) was proposed.

$irdly, the repeated reactions and components of PRF
and ethanol mechanisms are mainly small molecule reac-
tions of C1∼C3, H, and O2. However, rate constants of the
same reactions in these two mechanisms are different,
leading to great changes in the generation or consumption
rates of many free radicals (H, OH, H2O2, HO2, etc.). $e
rate constants of the small molecular reactions of C1∼C3, H,
and O2 in PRF submechanism were selected.
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2.1. Base Mechanism and Case Settings. In order to keep the
consistency between predictions and experimental results on
reaction rate, transport, and thermodynamic data, the de-
tailed chemical kinetic mechanism of PRF (1034 species,
4236 reactions) [6] and the semidetailed ethanol model (57
species, 383 reactions) [9] were taken as base mechanisms.

Mechanism [6] has been used in the simulations of
HCCI engines in [17, 18]. $e ethanol submechanism has
been validated by comparing with the experimental SLs and
τs.$e predictions by ethanol submodel were also compared
with mole fractions of species measured in stirred and flow
reactors. In this paper, by combining complex calculation
with recently obtained rate constants, the ethanol sub-
mechanism was updated by adjusting the Arrhenius coef-
ficients of some elementary reactions, as shown in Table 1
and [19–22].

$e reduction work of the mechanism for gasoline-
ethanol surrogates was carried out on the conditions tar-
geted for HCCI engines. HCCI engines generally operate at
low φs, so the flame temperature should be lower compared
with conventional internal combustion engines. To reduce
the chemical model, 18 conditions were chosen at different

temperatures (500K∼1000K) and different φs (0.25, 0.3 and
0.5). $e three-component fuel (iso-octane/n-heptane/
ethanol� 62%: 18%: 20% by volume) should be considered
as a substitute for ethanol-gasoline fuels [23], and it was used
as gasoline-ethanol surrogates in this paper.

All the related calculations were performed by using
CHEMKIN package. Assuming thatmass transport is infinitely
fast, the gas phase reaction is controlled solely on the nature of
each species, not by transport constraints. $e whole domain
has uniform thermodynamic and transport properties.

For nonadiabatic cases, heat transfer between the cylinder
and the wall was noticed. Related parameters of heat transfer
were set according to the Woschni formula [24]. $e relevant
data in the model were set according to the specification of the
test engine bench and the running conditions. Specifications
for the test engine were presented by Zhang and Wu [25].

2.2.MechanismReduction. $e reduction of the mechanism
was implemented by DRGEP and QSSA approaches.

$e DRGEP method is used for initial reduction. For a
detailed mechanism, when specific species (reactants, reaction

Initial sub-
mechanisms

PRF
sub-mechanism

Ethanol
sub-mechanism

Engine specification and conditions
Specific threshold and sampling points

DRGEP algorithm

HCCI simulation

Exceed
threshold ?

Exceed
threshold ?

Experimental verification

Merge reduced sub-mechanisms

Mechanism revision

Mechanism
Determination

Mechanism
Reduction

Final reduced mechanism

Reatore the first stage reduced mechanism
From the last valid HCCI simulation

HCCI simulation

No

Yes

No

Yes

DRGEP reduction
Current tolerance

First stage reduction
Increase tolerance

QSSA reduction
Current tolerance

Second stage reduction
Increase tolerance

Figure 1: Flowchart of mechanism construction.
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products, and important intermediate species) are set as the
target component, then a series of species are strongly coupled
to the target component. When an error threshold is set,
DRGEP method can identify unimportant components and
thus remove those components and the reactions associated
with them.$eDRGEPmethodwas implemented efficaciously
by removing the species and reactions whose target variable
error in the worst case exceeds the threshold. $e worst-case
error was considered to be the maximum relative error of the
original and reduced mechanisms in the 24 target cases. When
the worst-case error was within the threshold, the tolerance
would be increased and the first stage reduction would con-
tinue. $e reduction of the first phase was terminated until the
worst-case error of simulation results exceeded the preset
threshold (5%). At this stage, some species (ethanol, i-C8H18,
n-C7H16, s-C2H4OH) was chosen to be the starting species.
Relative tolerance of mole-fractions for CO, CO2, and H was
0.009, respectively, and threshold for iso-octane, s-C2H4OH,
CH3CHO, n-heptane, and ethanol was set to 5%, respectively.
After reduction, the first-stage model (296 species, 1691 re-
actions) was developed.

Subsequently, QSSAmethod was also applied.$e QSSA
method [26–28] can be used to identify some intermediate
species whose production and consumption rates were
nearly equal. For these species, the change in concentration
was almost negligible. After setting a threshold, these in-
termediate quasi-steady-state (QSS) species would be pro-
cessed by a nonlinear algebraic system. In this paper, the
relative tolerances of HRR and ignition delay were set to 0.1
compared with the initial mechanism; the relative tolerance
of mole fractions for CO, iso-octane, and n-heptane were set
to 7%. iC4H8 and C5H3 were identified under quasi-steady-
state. It not only saved computational time, but also greatly
reduced the stiffness of the ordinary differential equation
system. After second-stage reduction, the model (277 spe-
cies, 1437 reactions) was constructed.

3. Experimental Setting

In this paper, the HCCI experiments were performed to val-
idate the mechanism of gasoline-ethanol surrogates and to
provide more basic data on combustion characteristics of the
test fuel. $e three-component fuel (iso-octane/n-heptane/
ethanol� 62%: 18%: 20% by volume) (a surrogate for 95 RON
gasoline) was used as the test fuel in HCCI experiments. $e
selected HCCI operating conditions are shown in Table 2.

3.1. Experimental Setup. $e test engine was retrofitted
based on a water cooled, direct injection, naturally aspirated,
original engine, CT2100Q. $e first cylinder maintained the
conventional diesel engine mode, while the second cylinder
operated in HCCI mode.

In order to meet the requirements of HCCI operating
mode, the intake system, exhaust system, and fuel system
were modified. $e details and schematic of the test HCCI
engine system can be found in [25]. In order to control the
intake temperature (Tin), an independent port-fuel-injection
system and an electric heating system were installed on the
second intake pipe. When the injection pulse width was
bigger than 2.5 milliseconds, the test fuel was injected into
the HCCI cylinder. $e injection timing was set to 30°CA
BTDC and duration can vary from 5 milliseconds to 8
milliseconds under different operating conditions. $e P of
the second cylinder was recorded by Kistler 6052A. $is
piezoelectric pressure makes it possible to record digital
signals (TTL: >4, 5V high, <1V low level). $ese signals are
then transmitted, either by ECU or statically from the test
cylinder, and then it was analyzed by Kibox 283A. $e
accuracy for the instruments employed can be seen in [25].

3.2. Experimental Procedure. To start the test engine in
HCCI mode smoothly, at the beginning, the engine worked
in diesel mode. When the water temperature reached 95°C
and oil temperature reached 85°C, the diesel supply to the
first cylinder was stopped and the fuel injection for the other
cylinder was started simultaneously. As a result, the oper-
ating mode was successfully switched. When the HCCI

Table 1: Updated reactions for ethanol.

Reaction A n E Reference
C2H5OH+OH�C2H4OH+H2O 6.20E3 2.7 −576 [17]
C2H5OH+OH�CH3CHOH+H2O 1.31E5 2.4 −1457 [17]
C2H5OH+H�C2H4OH+H2 1.88E3 3.2 7150 [16]
C2H5OH+H�CH3CHOH+H2 1.79E5 2.5 3420 [16]
C2H5OH+O�C2H4OH+OH 9.69E2 3.2 4658 [19]
C2H5OH+O�CH3CHOH+OH 1.45E5 2.4 876 [19]
C2H5OH+O�CH3CH2O+OH 1.46E-3 4.7 1727 [19]
C2H5OH+CH3 �C2H4OH+CH4 3.30E2 3.3 12291 [18]
C2H5OH+CH3 �CH3CHOH+CH4 1.99E1 3.4 7635 [18]
C2H5OH+CH3�CH3CH2O+CH4 2.04 3.6 7722 [18]

Table 2: HCCI operating conditions.

Test n (r/min) φ Tin (K) Fuel quantity per cycle (mg/cyc)
OP1 1200 0.3 433 11.19
OP2 1200 0.3 423 11.45
OP3 1200 0.3 413 11.74
OP4 1200 0.3 403 12.03
OP5 1200 0.3 393 12.35
OP6 1200 0.4 433 15.66
OP7 1200 0.4 423 16.04
OP8 1200 0.4 413 16.43
OP9 1200 0.4 403 16.85
OP10 1200 0.4 423 17.29
OP11 1200 0.35 423 13.19
OP12 1200 0.25 393 10.29
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engine run stably, the in-cylinder pressures were recorded,
averaged, and analyzed based on 100 consecutive cycles.

4. Results and Discussion

τ, SL, HRR, P, and molarity for vital species are the key
parameters of the prediction.

4.1. Laminar Flame Speed. $e simulation analysis was
performed in flame speed reactor. Figure 2 gives SLs of three
single-component fuels at Tin � 298K and Pin � 0.1MPa. $e
comparison of SLs between the results of calculation ob-
tained by using the second-stage model and experimental
results under different φs can be seen in Figure 2(a). It can be
found that the trends of the calculated SLs with φs are
consistent with the experimental values in [14]. $at is, as φ
increases from 0.6 to 1.3, the SLs of the three fuels first
increase and then decrease. However, there is a significant
gap between the two curves. In other words, the calculated
SLs for the three single-component fuels cannot match with
the experimental values. $erefore, the second-stage
mechanism should be revised.

By analyzing the sensitivity of the base model on SL at
selected operating conditions, the reactions that affect SL
obvious were picked out. $ese highly sensitive main-chain
branching reactions were revised and subsequently several
reaction rate constants were also adjusted to improve the
prediction. In addition, the two following reactions keeping
highly sensitive were also added, based on the detailed
discussion shown by Westbrook et al. [29]:

OH + H � H2O

CO + OH � H + CO2
(1)

Any elementary reaction that produces hydrogen (H)
radical increases the rate of branch reaction R9. R21 not only
increases the production of H, but also affects the de-
struction of hydroxyl (OH) radical, so these two elementary
reactions take vital parts in the autoignition process.
Moreover, this stage reduced model cannot predict the
reactions related to H accurately. As a result, the parameters
of these reactions related to H require revision.

Based on detailed model developed by Mehl et al. [30],
some Arrhenius coefficients were adjusted. $e elementary
reactions associated with H radical may accurately repro-
duce the characteristics of iso-octane flame, so vital reactions
that affect SL were extracted, as shown below:

CHCHO � CH3 + CHO

C2H2 + O � HCCO + H
(2)

In addition, OH radical has an obvious effect on auto-
ignition of gasoline-ethanol surrogates [14]; the parameters
of the reactions involving H or OH in the products or re-
actants should be subjected to sensitivity analysis, and then
the kinetics of the vital reactions need to be adjusted.

As a result, the final model including 278 species and
1439 reactions was proposed. To determine the prediction
accuracy of this model, SLs of the three initial fuel

components were calculated. Figure 2(b) shows the calcu-
lated value and the experimental data under different φs. It is
obvious that final mechanism can predict SLs of the three
initial components more accurately than second-stage
model. $is also indicates that the revision of the model is
effective.

4.2. Pressure and Heat Release Rate. To further study the
oxidation process of gasoline-ethanol surrogates in the
HCCI engine, in-cylinder pressure (P) and heat release
rate (HRR) in HCCI mode were calculated by coupling
CHEMKIN with CFD software. $e given HCCI oper-
ating conditions were as follows: n � 1200 r/min,
Pin � 0.1MPa, Tin � 423 K, and different φs (φ� 0.25, 0.30,
0.35, 0.40).

$e HCCI combustion chamber model based on HCCI
engine parameters is given in Figure 3.

Coupling CHEMKIN with CFD, calculated values and
experimental results for in-cylinder pressures and HRRs
were compared, when Pin � 0.1MPa, n� 1200 r/min,
φ� 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, as shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, curves of experimental
values and the calculated data show the same trend. Firstly,
under the above conditions, when equivalent ratio φ rises,
the two peak values of P and HRR obtained by simulation
show an increasing trend, and the corresponding timing of
the peak value is advanced. Obviously, variation trend of the
two parameters (P and HRR) obtained by simulation is
consistent with the experimental data. Secondly, the cal-
culated data are in good agreement with the experimental
values.

P rises slightly as the piston moves up. After auto-
ignition, P rises sharply until it reaches the peak in-cylinder
pressure (Pmax), and then P gradually decreases as the piston
moves down during the power stroke. Inevitably, there are
two factors that may cause the predicted Ps to be higher than
the experimental values. Firstly, the calculation is performed
by a zero-dimensional model that ignores crevices and the
inhomogeneity of mixture concentration and temperature in
the cylinder. Secondly, the assumptions are closed, constant
volume and adiabatic.

In addition, when Tin rises from 413K to 433K, the
formation and combustion e are speed up, the formation of
OH and related active groups are accelerated, so the ignition
delay is shortened. However, the Pmax at high Tin (433K) is
smaller than that at low temperature (413K). $is is because
Tin is too high, resulting in a reduction in the density of the
mixture, which in turn reduces the quantity of injection fuel
per cycle.

4.3. Heat Release Rate. $e calculated HRR at two different
φs (0.3, 0.4) using this model and the model by Li et al. [16]
are compared with HCCI experimental data in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b).

$e given conditions were Pin � 0.1MPa, Tin � 433K and
n� 1200 r/min.

$e simulation curve (blue line) obtained in this
study follows the trend: when φ increases, the heat release
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in the cylinder is more concentrated, and the shape of the
HRR curve will change to a narrow and high trend. $at
is, when φ increases, the peak heat release rate increases
accordingly, and the time of occurrence is advanced. $is
is mainly because, as φ increases, the number of activated
molecules increases and the thermal energy in the cyl-
inder is more sufficient, which not only leads to faster
overall reaction, shorter ignition delay period, and
concentrated heat release, but also increases the heat
release in the cylinder.

Due to the inhomogeneity, the HRRs calculated by this
model and the model of Li et al. [16] are significantly greater
than the HCCI experimental data. As mentioned earlier, for
the same reasons, the calculated Ps are also higher than the
experimental results.

Above all, the predicted trends using this model are in
consistency with the HCCI experimental results.

4.4. CA10 and CA50. In engine experimental research, τ is
the duration from the opening of the injector needle valve
until the moment when the P curve starts to separate from
the pure compression curve at the compression process.$is
moment when P rises sharply refers to the CA corre-
sponding to the heat release percentage being 10% (CA10).
Moreover, when 50% of the heat has been released is usually
considered as the midpoint of the combustion process per
engine cycle, which was marked as CA50.

To further study the oxidation process in HCCI cylinder,
CA10s and CA50s at different Tins by using the final model,
the HCCI results are compared in Figures 6 and 7. As can be
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seen from Figure 6, when Tin decreases from 433K to 393K,
CA10 is in advance about 6°CA ∼12°CA. Figure 7 shows that
the midpoint of combustion process (CA50) at Tin of 393K is
6°CA ∼12°CA later than at Tin of 433K.

Above all, the results indicate that Tin play a vital part in
oxidation process of the test fuel. Good agreements can be
achieved between the calculation and the experimental data.

Comparison of the experimental data (scatters) [31] and
calculated results (lines) for PRF100/PRF90/PRF0 in a rapid
compression machine (RCM) can be seen in Figure 8. It shows
the relationship between τ and φ. As expected, the higher the
proportion of n-heptane in PRFs is, the shorter the τ is.

Moreover, the higher Tin and the higher T during the
compression stroke cause themixture to bemore homogeneous.

As a result, more active radicals may be generated and the
reaction rate may be accelerated, which lead to a shorter τ.

Overall, a higher intake air temperature will advance the
phase of the peak heat release rate, which means that the heat
release of the fuel in the HCCI cylinder will be more concen-
trated; that is, when Tin is appropriately increased, CA10 and
CA50 advanced and theHRR curve tends to be narrow and high.

4.5. Mole Fractions of the Vital Species. Comparison of the
predicted mole fractions for iso-octane, heptane, and eth-
anol by our developed model and Li et al. model [16] at
different Tins can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the HCCI experimental and calculated HRRs as functions of CA at Pin � 0.1MPa, Tin � 433K, n� 1200 r/min, and
two different φs: (a) φ� 0.3, (b) φ� 0.4.
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Figure 6: HCCI experimental CA10s and calculated results under
different Tins, when Pin � 0.1MPa, n� 1200 r/min.
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$e following findings can be drawn from Figure 9.
Firstly, under the same operating condition, the moments at
which the three initial components begin to decrease sharply
predicted by the two models are relatively close, as shown by

the shaded area in Figure 9. $is indicates that the τs
predicted by the two mechanisms are roughly the same.
Secondly, when Tin increases from 393K to 433K, the
moments at which the three initial components begin to
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Figure 8: Comparison of experimental τ [31] in RCM and modeling results.
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decrease sharply are advanced from −8°CA to −14°CA. $is
is because the formation of free radicals may be accelerated
at high Tin, thus leading to the advance of autoignition.

In summary, the final model is predictive at the auto-
ignition phase by comparing the predicted τ, P, SL, HRR, T,
CA10, CA50, and mole fractions of vital species under se-
lected conditions.

5. Conclusions

$is work developed a mechanism (278 species, 1439 re-
actions) for gasoline-ethanol surrogates by implementing
the reduction and merge scheme. DRGEP and QSSA
methods were used to efficiently reduce the mechanism.
Moreover, the kinetic parameters of the relevant reactions
related to the formation and consumption of H andOHwere
adjusted.

HCCI experiments were conducted on the combus-
tion of gasoline-ethanol surrogates. More HCCI exper-
imental data were provided to validate the models for the
oxidation.

$e proposed mechanism was validated as well as the
predictions of the previous literature model. Since the cal-
culation is based on ideal assumptions, there is a gap be-
tween the simulated curve and the experimental curve.
Overall, the prediction of this developed model was found
satisfactory in terms of certain characteristic parameters
involving SL, P, T, CA10, CA50, τ, HRR, and mole fractions
of species under the selected HCCI conditions.

Based on the reduced mechanism and HCCI engine
model developed in this paper, we will further analyze the
influence of other boundary conditions (such as intake
pressure, engine speed, and EGR rate) on the flame
structure and combustion flow field of fuel combustion in
the future.

Nomenclature

CA10: Timing at which 10% of the heat has been released
(@oCA)

CA50: Crank angle at which 50% of the heat has been
released (@oCA)

Tin: Intake temperature (K)
φ: Equivalence ratio

Abbreviation

BTDC: Before top dead center
CFD: Computational fluid dynamics
TRF: Toluene primary reference fuel.
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In the transmission of medical images, if the image is not processed, it is very likely to leak data and personal privacy, resulting in
unpredictable consequences. Traditional encryption algorithms have limited ability to deal with complex data. ,e chaotic system
is characterized by randomness and ergodicity, which has advantages over traditional encryption algorithms in image encryption
processing. A novel V-net convolutional neural network (CNN) based on four-dimensional hyperchaotic system for medical
image encryption is presented in this study. Firstly, the plaintext medical images are processed into 4D hyperchaotic sequence
images, including image segmentation, chaotic system processing, and pseudorandom sequence generation. ,en, V-net CNN is
used to train chaotic sequences to eliminate the periodicity of chaotic sequences. Finally, the chaotic sequence image is diffused to
change the raw image pixel to realize the encryption processing. Simulation test analysis demonstrates that the proposed al-
gorithm has better effect, robustness, and plaintext sensitivity.

1. Introduction

At present, there are two main ways for information
transmission, one is text and the other is image.,erefore, in
addition to words, images also contain a lot of important and
confidential information. In the current era of computer
network, images are mostly stored in the form of digital
images, which is simple, quick, and easy to find. However, at
the same time, it also increases the risk of information

leakage, especially when images are transmitted on the
network; they are easy to attack. In this context, image
information encryption is an important means to prevent
information leakage [1–5].

,ere are many research studies on image encryption
protection. ,e traditional encryption algorithms mainly
consist of randomly disturbing the row or column of image
information to encrypt, randomly disturbing the image pixel
information for encryption and decryption, zooming in and
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out the image information of the pixel point, and so on
[6–8]. ,ey are easy to crack. To solve the problems in the
above methods, chaos-based encryption algorithm appears,
which is the most widely used image encryption algorithm at
present [9, 10]. Although it has higher encryption effect, this
method has two defects. One is that all the image infor-
mation is encrypted into ciphertext image, resulting in a
sharp increase in the amount of information after image
encryption, occupying a large amount of storage space.
Secondly, the generated chaotic sequence by pure use of the
chaotic system shows local linearity and strong correlation,
that is, it will show a certain degree of periodicity and so on.
,e existence of this feature makes the image security rel-
atively lower [11–15].

In this article, aiming at the periodicity shortcoming of
chaotic encryption algorithm, V-net CNN is used to learn
chaotic sequence to break the periodicity of chaotic se-
quence to improve the confidentiality of image encryption.
,e validity and practicability of the new scheme are
proved by testing, which provides a reference for image
encryption.

2. 4D Hyperchaotic System

,e 4D hyperchaotic system [16, 17] studied in this paper is
as

_w � dx. (1)

When parameters a � 35, b � 3, c � 33, and d � 8, a typical
hyperchaotic attractor exists in system (1). ,e phase dia-
gram is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) is the x-y-z three-
dimensional projection phase diagram. Figure 1(b) is the y-
z-w three-dimensional projection phase diagram.

2.1. Analysis of Chaos Characteristics. ,e dissipative
property of the new system (1) is analyzed. Dissipation value
is ∇V � (z _x/zx) + (z _y/zx) + (z _z/zx) + (z _w/zx); when
∇V< 0, the system is wasteful. If the system parameters are
substituted, ∇V � −a − b � −38< 0; if the dissipation con-
dition is satisfied, the trajectory of the system eventually
contracts asymptotically to a particular limit set of zero
volume at an exponential rate and is eventually fixed to an
attractor.

Four Lyapunov exponents are obtained, LE1� 0.343,
LE2� 0.052 2, LE3� −0.305, and LE4� −36.640, of which
two Lyapunov exponents are greater than zero, that is,
system (1) is a hyperchaotic system.

2.2. Stability Analysis. Adding the time-delay term τ to the
second nonlinear formula of hyperchaotic system (1), the
time-delay model equation is shown as

_y � cx(t − τ) − xz − w. (2)

When the hysteresis term τ � 0, system (1) is locally
asymptotically stable at E0 � (0, 0, 0, 0), and the Jacobi
matrix is

J �

−a a 0 0

ce
−λτ 0 0 −1

0 0 −b 0

d 0 0 0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (3)

,e feature equation is as follows:

(λ + b) λ3 + aλ2 − acλe
−λτ

+ a d  � 0. (4)

According to the substitution law, P1 � a, P2 � −ac, and
P3 � ad, if only the virtual root is considered, when τ � 0,
the characteristic equation of system (1) is

λ3 + P1λ
2

+ P2λ + P3 � 0. (5)

According to Routh–Hurwitz criterion, if P1, P2, P3 > 0
and P1P2 − P3 > 0, then the real parts of the characteristic
roots of equation (3) are all negative. By substituting cor-
responding parameters into the above inequalities, it can be
seen that the time-delay system (1) is locally asymptotically
stable at E0 � (0, 0, 0, 0).

3. Proposed Image Encryption

Computer technology is developing day by day; image
storage is mostly realized in the form of the digital image.
,e image has many information, especially in some special
fields (national defense, military, finance and personal
privacy, etc.), the information in the image is confidential
and not allowed to be disclosed. So, how to ensure the safety
of image information is very important. Image information
encryption is the main solution at present [18]. Among
them, chaotic encryption is the most commonly used
method. Its principle is to superimpose one or more chaotic
signals on the useful signals to be transmitted at the sending
end so that the signals in the transmission channel have the
shape of random noise and then achieve the purpose of
encryption and secure communication. ,is method has
high encryption speed, lossless compression, and high se-
curity, but the generated chaotic sequence still shows a
certain degree of periodicity. ,is paper improves and
optimizes a chaotic sequence image encryption algorithm
based on V-Net CNN. ,e proposed method is shown in
Figure 2.

3.1. Chaotic Sequence Generation. Chaotic sequence gener-
ation is the first step in image encryption, which aims to
transform plaintext image into random sequence. ,e
specific process includes three parts: image segmentation,
chaotic system processing, and pseudorandom sequence
generation.

3.1.1. Plaintext Image Segmentation. ,e function of
plaintext image segmentation is convenient for chaotic
system processing. In general, the monitoring image of the
target sequence is divided into any one of the ten different
sizes in Table 1. ,e size of each round block is determined
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Figure 2: Proposed medical image encryption.

Table 1: Block size table of each round plaintext image

Mod10 Block size Mod10 Block size
0 16 5 56
1 24 6 64
2 32 7 72
3 40 8 80
4 48 9 96
Note that there is no overlap between these subblocks. In the postprocessing, these subblocks are used as units for correlated operation.
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by the session key used during the encryption of that par-
ticular round.

3.1.2. Chaotic System Processing. A chaotic system is used to
generate real number sequence for plaintext image subblock.
,ere are five commonly used chaotic systems, namely,
logistic chaotic system, Chebyshev chaotic system, Skew
Tent chaotic system, Henon chaotic system, and Lorenz
chaotic system [19–23]. ,e description of the above five
chaotic systems is as follows:

(A) Logistic chaotic system:

rn+1 � arn 1 − rn( , (6)

here rn ∈ [0, 1], a ∈ (1, 5), n � 0, 1, 2, . . ..
(B) Chebyshev chaotic system:

xn � cos k arccos xn( ( , (7)

where xi ∈ (−1, 1), i � 1, 2, . . . , N, and k is the
system control parameter. When k≥ 2, the Che-
byshev map enters the chaotic state:

(C) Skew Tent chaotic system:

f(x) �

x

δ′
, x ∈ (0, δ],

(1 − x)

(1 − δ)′
, x ∈ (δ, 1].

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

When δ ∈ (0, 1), the system is chaos.
(D) Henon chaotic system:

xn+1 � −αx
2
n + yn + 1,

yn+1 � βxn,

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

where α and β are the system control parameters;
when 0.54< α< 2 and 0< |β|< 1, the system is in the
chaos state.

(E) Lorenz chaotic system:

t � ex − zx − y. (10)

3.1.3. Pseudorandom Sequence Generation. After chaotic
system processing, the sequence generated is real number
sequence, which also needs to be converted into pseudo-
random sequence, namely, chaotic sequence.,ere are three
generation methods for pseudorandom sequence, namely,
threshold method, binary sequence method, and quantita-
tive extraction method [24]. ,e following is a specific
analysis.

(A) ,resholdmethoddefine a threshold functionΘt(w)

as

Θt(w) �
0, when w< t,

1, when w≥ t.
 (11)

Its complement is Θ′(w) � 1 − Θt(w). t is the set
threshold. w is the value of chaotic sequence.
Equation (11) is applied to the real number sequence
to obtain the pseudorandom sequence.

(B) Binary sequence method: the chaotic sequence value
w(|w|≤ 1) can be written as the binary form of

|w| � 0, A1(w), A2(w), . . . , Ai(w), . . . ,

An(w) ∈ 0, 1{ },
(12)

Ai(w) can be expressed as

Ai(w) � 

2i−1

r�1
(−1)

r− 1 Θr/2i (w) +Θ−r/2i′ (w) . (13)

So, it can get a pseudorandom sequence.
(C) Quantitative extraction method: if the obtained

chaotic sequence is not in the range of [0, 1], the
chaotic sequence wi 

∞
i�0 is normalized to the in-

terval [0, 1] to obtain xi 
∞
i�0. In the representation of

xi as a binary number, it takes the lowest or middle
N bits as required. ,e binary bits corresponding to
each xi value are combined to obtain the key se-
quence used for encryption.

3.2. V-Net Convolutional Neural Networks Eliminating the
Periodicity of Chaotic Sequences. 3D V-Net full convolu-
tional neural network [25, 26] is used in this paper. 3D
convolutional neural network can convolve 32 layers of
medical images at the same time. Besides learning image
features, the 3D convolutional neural network can also learn
the position change information of images between different
layers. 3D convolutional neural network is a network model
with the huge parameter system. In order to make the model
perform better, the overall flow of V-Net CNN is shown in
Figure 3.

In the process of downsampling, the high-level feature
map contains semantic category information, while the low-
level feature map retains image details. In the process of
downsampling, convolutional neural network will lose
important category information. As the downsampling
process goes on, the image gradient gradually disappears. To
preserve the semantic information of high-level images, the
convolution results of high-level images are sent to the
upsampling process through the connection layer. However,
the complete upsampling process undoubtedly increases the
training difficulty. In this paper, the feature maps in the
lower sampling process are connected to the upper sampling
process by multiplying certain weight values through the
global average weight module. ,e specific approach is to
first average pool the feature maps output by the first four
layers in the downsampling process and then calculate the
corresponding weight values by Softmax function. ,e
formula for calculating the weight is as follows:
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Wi �
exp GAP Fi( ( 


4
i�1 exp GAP Fi( ( 

, (14)

where Fi represents the convolution output result of the ith
layer. ,e purpose of global average pooling (GAP) is to
eliminate the influence of different scales on weight values in
the process of downsampling. Global average weight (GAW)
module is adopted to effectively utilize multiscale feature
information to improve the learning efficiency of deep
learning. ,e weight acquisition process is shown in
Figure 4.

Level set (LS) loss function is a loss function based on the
level set method [27], which is the first application of the
level set method in loss function of deep learning network.
LS loss is denoted as

F(c1, c2,φ) � μ · Length(φ) + v · Area(φ)

+ λ1
Ω

|μ0(x, y) − c1|
2
H(φ(x, y))dxdy

+ λ2
Ω

|μ0(x, y) − c2|
2
(1 − H(φ(x, y)))dxdy,

(15)

where μ≥ 0, v≥ 0, and λ1, λ2 > 0 is the fixed value parameter.
Ω is the whole image area. φ is the level set function.

Length(φ) and Area(φ) represent the curve length and area
regularization terms, respectively. μ0(x, y) is the pixel at
(x,y) in the image. H is a differentiable step function, where α
is a hyperparameter used to improve the gradient of the
function, which is set to 2.5 in the experiment:

H(x) �
1
π

arctan αx +
π
2

 . (16)

,e idea of LS loss is to first use step function to set all the
inside edges of the outer wall of prediction results and
ground truth to 1 and the outside edges to 0. When cal-
culating the loss, multiply the predicted result and the
ground truth and then sum to calculate the loss and perform
the same operation after taking the reverse. ,e purpose of
this is to give enough weight to the edges. ,is loss function
is suitable for the segmentation of single outer edge objects,
but not for the segmentation of medical objects with both
inner and outer edges. Based on the level set, we propose a
regularized level set loss function (LSR Loss), which can
optimize the edge through LS loss and constrain the internal
details of gastric wall through regularization, giving full play
to the respective advantages of the level set method and the
deep learning method. LSR loss is defined as

LSR loss �
1
λ1


Ω

|Gl(x, y) − cl1|
2
H(φ(x, y)) +

1
λ2


Ω

|Gl(x, y) − cl2|
2
(1 − H(φ(x, y))) +

1
λ3


Ω

|Gl(x, y) − φ(x, y)|
2
, (17)

where Ω represents the entire image region, GI(x, y)

represents the pixel value in ground truth, and φ(x, y)

represents the pixel value of the image predicted by the
network. Here,

cl1 �
ΩGl(x, y)H(φ(x, y))

ΩΩH(φ(x, y))
,

cl2 �
ΩGl(x, y)(1 − H(φ(x, y)))

Ω(1 − H(φ(x, y)))
.

(18)
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Figure 3: V-Net CNN structure.
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When the neural network predicted value φ(x, y) and
the corresponding position of the image were more accurate,
the values of cl1 and cl2 would be closer to 1. ,en, the
difference between the GT and the predicted value will be
equivalent to taking the opposite, and then, it will be close to
0 whenmultiplied by φ(x, y) corresponding to the predicted
value. However, when the image boundary error, the loss
value will be very large.,erefore, λ1 and λ2 are added in this
paper to constrain the size of the loss function to normalize
it.

Step 1: input the plaintext images generated in the
previous into the V-net convolutional neural network
structure as training samples.
Step 2: the first layer is conducted convolution oper-
ation on the plaintext image, namely, the weighted sum.
Step 3: downsampling the plaintext image after con-
volution operation, that is, pooling.
Step 4: repeat Step 2 and Step 3 to extract key features of
plaintext images and reduce the amount of data
processing.
Step 5: enter the full connection layer and connect all
key features of plaintext images together.
Step 6: output the training results, and judge whether
the error between the convolution result and the actual
output is less than the set threshold. If the result is less
than the threshold value, the V-net convolutional
neural network training has been completed. If it is
greater than the threshold value, error backpropagation
is required to adjust the thresholds and weights of each
layer until the convolutional neural network training is
completed.

3.3. Chaotic Sequence Image Diffusion. After the above
processing, the periodicity of chaotic sequence is elimi-
nated. However, its pixel value has not changed, so there
are still certain security risks. In this case, chaotic
images need to be diffused [28]. Diffusion treatment is as
follows.

Formula (19) is used to replace each component of
chaotic sequence:

FR(j) � FR(j)⊕PX(j)⊕FR(j − 1)⊕FJ(j − 1)⊕FB(j − 1)

FG(j) � FG(j)⊕PY(j)⊕FG(j − 1)⊕FR(j − 1)⊕FB(j − 1)

FB(j) � FB(j)⊕PZ(j)⊕FB(j − 1)⊕FG(j − 1)⊕FR(j − 1),

(19)

where FR, FG, and FB are the RGB components of chaotic
sequences.,ematrices PX, PY, and PZ are pixel matrices. ⊕
is XOR operation.

It does the substitution again and changes the pixel value
further. A diffusion function needs to be introduced here.
,e expression of the diffusion function is as follows:

Si � Yi + Si−1( modU⊕e, (20)

where Si represents the ciphertext of the current pixel point,
Yi is the plaintext of the current pixel and the ciphertext of
the previous pixel, U represents the maximum value of pixel
point, ⊕ represents XOR operation, and e represents a
random value.

Again the substitution formula is as follows:

FR(j) � (FB(j) + FG(j))Si ⊕FR(j),

FG(j) � (FR(j) + FB(j))Si ⊕FG(j),

FB(j) � (FR(j) + FG(j))Si ⊕FB(j).

(21)

4. Experiments and Analysis

Two images of Lena and Skull with a size of 512× 512 pixels
are selected for simulation and analysis experiment. Setting
logistic chaos system μ� 3.9999, two-dimensional logistic
chaos system have μ1 � 0.9, μ2 � 0.9, and r � 0.1. Experi-
mental hardware environment is 64GB memory, Win-
dows10 operating system environment. ,e software
simulation platform is Matlab 2017a. To evaluate the overall
effect of the encryption algorithm, the following security
performance analysis is made from the histogram, infor-
mation entropy, correlation coefficient analysis, robustness,
key space and sensitivity, and antidifferential attack. Figure 5
is the original image. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are Skull image
and Lena image, respectively. Figure 5 is from this paper
Vaseghi et al. 2021 (Under the Creative Commons Attri-
bution License/Public Domain) [29].
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Conv4
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Global average pooling

Global average pooling

Global average pooling

Global average pooling

Softmax function

Output 1

Output 2

Output 3

Output 4

×

×

×

×

Figure 4: Global average weight module.
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4.1. Image Gray Histogram. Generally speaking, the histo-
gram distribution is relatively uniform, which can effectively
prevent attackers from analyzing the histogram to obtain
plaintext information. Figures 6(a)–6(d) show the plaintext
image of Lena, ciphertext image of Lena, skull plaintext
image, and skull ciphertext image, respectively. It is observed
that the distribution of ciphertext histogram is uniform.
,erefore, this new algorithm can resist histogram analysis
attacks and conceal the statistical characteristics of plaintext
images.

4.2. InformationEntropy. ,e information entropy is mainly
used to measure the uncertainty or randomness of infor-
mation source. Conversely, chaos has a high entropy. It is
reflected in the image; the more uniform distribution of the
pixel gray value denotes the higher entropy value and the
stronger randomness. For 8-bit images, the entropy value
should be as close as possible to the ideal value 8. ,e
calculation of information entropy is as follows:

H(R) � 
255

i�0
p Ri( lb p Ri( ( , (22)

where p(Ri) is the occurrence frequency of pixel value i in
the ciphertext image R. Table 2 is the comparison of global
information entropy with other methods including FRFT
[29], ASFS [30], and CENN [31].

However, there are some deficiencies in the global in-
formation entropy and the measurement of the image before
and after encryption is not accurate. ,erefore, based on the
global information entropy, Lin et al. [3] proposed a more
rigorous local information entropy test. ,e core idea is to
randomly select nonoverlapping subblocks in the target
image, represented as L1, L2, . . . , Lk. Each subblock contains
Tb pixels, and then, calculate the global information entropy
of each subblock. ,e local information entropy Hk,Tb

of the
image is

Hk,Tb
� 

k

i�1

H Li( 

k
. (23)

It selects k� 30 and Tb � 1936 to carry out local in-
formation test on the gray image. ,rough the local in-
formation entropy test, this algorithm is compared. Table 3
shows that the local information entropy test of the proposed
algorithm has a relatively high pass rate.

4.3. Correlation Coefficient Analysis. If its value is close to 0,
the correlation between image pixels is weaker. If its value is
close to 1, the pixels are more relevant.,e lower correlation
coefficient denotes that it can better avoid the attacker
obtaining the meaningful information from the ciphertext
image [5].

,e correlation coefficient is calculated by the following
formula:

rxy �
cov(u, v)

�����
D(u)

 �����
D(v)



cov(u, v) �
1
N



N

i�1
xi − E(u)(  yi − E(v)( 

D(u) �
1
N



N

i�1
ui − E(u)( 

2

E(u) �
1
N



N

i�1
ui.

(24)

,e test results of correlation coefficients between test
images and ciphertext are shown in Tables 4 and 5. It can be
observed that the adjacent pixels of the plaintext test image
have a strong correlation, while the adjacent pixels of the
ciphertext image basically have no correlation.

Figure 7 and 8 show the plaintext and ciphertext images
of Lena and Skull in three directions. As can be seen from the
figures, the relationship between the adjacent pixels of the
plaintext image in each direction is linear, while the rela-
tionship between the adjacent pixels of the ciphertext image
is relatively discrete, with basically no correlation and good
encryption effect.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Original image.
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4.4. Robustness Analysis. With the rapid development of
computer and password cracking technology, attackers can
intercept ciphertext images and add or modify them to
attack ciphertext and images, causing interference to de-
cryption. A new encryption algorithm should have strong
robustness after encrypting the plaintext image and be able
to resist various attacks and decrypt successfully. Clipping
attack, noise attack, and JPEG compression are carried out
on the ciphertext image. Figures 9(a)–9(c) are clipping 25%,
Gaussian noise mean square error 50, JPEG compression,
clipped 25% decryption, Gaussian noise decryption, and
JPEG compression decryption, respectively. We also con-
duct data loss and noise attack for Skull image. Figure 10 is
the data cut with 64× 64. Figure 11 is the 4% salt and pepper

noise. Figures 12 and 13 are the corresponding decrypted
image for Figures 10 and 11, respectively. ,e results show
that our proposed encryption method has good robustness.

4.5. Key Space and Sensitivity. Large key space can resist key
exhaustive blasting effectively. According to [5], only when
the key space is greater than or equal to 2100 can it better
provide reliable security guarantee for the algorithm. ,e
proposed algorithm uses seven groups of keys, and each
group of keys has a floating point accuracy of 1016.,erefore,
the key space is (1016)7 �10112, which is larger than 2100, so it
can resist the explosive attack.

For different keys, the decrypted image should not
contain any information about the plaintext image, which
requires the encryption algorithm to be sensitive to the key.
,e sensitivity of the key is tested below. Minor changes are
made to one of the 7 groups of keys ki � ki ± δ(δ � 10− 16),
other keys remain unchanged, and the plaintext image is
compared with the mean square error. R is the ciphertext
image to be compared:

M �
1

MN


M

i�1


N

j�1
|I(i, j) − R(i, j)|

2
. (25)

As shown in Figure 14 and Table 5, Figure 14(a) is the
unchanged image and Figures 14(b)–14(h) are the image
decrypted with the wrong key including (b) k1 + δ, (c) k2 + δ,
(d) k3 + δ, (e) k4 + δ, (f ) k5 + δ, (g) k6 + δ, and (h) k7 + δ. By
comparing with the image decrypted correctly in
Figure 14(a), it can be seen that the plaintext image cannot
be recovered and the information related to plaintext cannot
be obtained after minor changes in the key. It can be ob-
served from Table 6 that the mean square error values are
above 0.8, which is almost the same as the mean square error
values of ciphertext images and plaintext images, and the
entropy values are also above 7.99 (close to 8), which proves
that the image decrypted with the error key is very different
from the plaintext image and further indicates that the new
algorithm in this paper has a high key sensitivity.

4.6. Differential Attack Resistance. If the method is more
sensitive to plaintext, it is more resistant to differential at-
tacks. ,e sensitivity to plaintext can be measured by the
indexes NPCR [32, 33] and UACI [34, 35]. When there is
only one pixel difference between two plaintext images, the
ciphertext image obtained after encryption changes greatly.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Plaintext and ciphertext histograms.

Table 2: Comparison of information entropy.

Method Lena Skull
FRFT 7.9972 7.9994
ASFS 7.9992 7.9995
CENN 7.9992 7.9993
Proposed 7.9996 7.9997

Table 3: Local IE comparison.

Image Size Plaintext
entropy FRFT ASFS CENN Proposed

Lena 256× 256 6.7094 7.9031 7.9034 7.9032 7.9021
Skull 256× 256 7.3118 7.9028 7.9031 7.9029 7.9024

Table 4:,e correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels of Lena image

Direction
Proposed

FRFT ASFS CENN
Plaintext Ciphertext

Horizontal 0.97423 −0.0006 0.0020 −0.0003 −0.0009
Vertical 0.98592 0.0024 0.0099 0.0105 0.0139
Diagonal 0.96275 0.0002 −0.0049 0.0078 −0.0006

Table 5:,e correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels of Skull image

Direction
Proposed

FRFT ASFS CENN
Plaintext Ciphertext

Horizontal 0.97762 0.0001 0.0018 0.0029 0.0195
Vertical 0.97742 0.0035 −0.0098 −0.0007 −0.0092
Diagonal 0.96126 −0.0026 0.0012 0.0009 0.0165
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Figure 7: Analysis of the correlation coefficient between Lena plaintext and ciphertext.
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Figure 8: Analysis of the correlation coefficient between Skull plaintext and ciphertext.
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Let the pixel of point (i, j) in the two ciphertext images be
u1(i, j) and u2(i, j); then, NPCR and UACI are calculated as

NPCR �
1

M × N


M

i�1


N

j�1
D(i, j) × 100%

D(i, j) �

0, u1(i, j) � u2(i, j)

1, u1(i, j)≠ u2(i, j)
UACI �

1
M × N



M

i�1


N

j�1

u1(x, y) − u2(i, j)




255
× 100%.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(26)

N� 99.6094070 and U� 33.4635070 are the expected
values of the two indicators. In this study, one hundred

groups of Lena images are selected for testing, and each
group contains the image with one bit value changed. We

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 9: Robustness test of Lena image.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: ,e data loss in encrypted images.
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take the average values of the two indicators, and the test
results are shown in Table 7. ,e obtained NPCR and UACI
by the proposed algorithm are closer to the ideal value. And

the algorithm is highly sensitive to plaintext, which can
effectively resist differential attack and selective plaintext
attack.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: ,e encrypted images with adding 4% salt and pepper noise.

Figure 12: Decrypted image with data loss.

Figure 13: Decrypted image with noise.
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5. Conclusion

In summary, with the rapid development of computer
network, images are mostly presented in the form of digital
images, which are not only convenient to save but also fast to
transmit. However, at the same time, image information is
more likely to be leaked and stolen due to the openness of the
network. ,erefore, V-Net convolutional neural network is
used to improve and optimize the general chaotic encryption
algorithm, which has a certain degree of periodicity. Sim-
ulation results show that the proposed method improves the
encryption effect.
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Access control mechanisms define the level of access to the resources among specified users. It distinguishes the users as au-
thorized or unauthorized based on appropriate policies. Several traditional and hybrid access control models have been proposed
in previous researches over the last few decades. In this study, we provide a detailed survey of access control models and compare
the traditional and hybrid access control models based on their access control criteria. )is survey focuses on the growing
literature of access control models and summarizes it through comparative analysis, identifying limitations and illustrating the
advantages of both traditional and hybrid models. )is study will help the researchers to get a deep understanding of the
traditional and hybrid access control models.

1. Introduction

Information is the most important asset of any organization
that must be secure. )e security of information can be
ensured with the help of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability [1, 2]. Furthermore, an organization’s infor-
mation can be secured with different approaches or tech-
nologies such as intrusion detection, steganography,
cryptography, and access control [3–5]. )ese approaches
are used according to the goal and objective of the infor-
mation and organization.

Access control (AC) is one of the best approaches that is
used to secure the information from inside and outside
attacks of the organization and decisions of granting and
revoking access to any user [6]. )e access control gives
access to those who are authorized to organizations, i.e.,

persons, processes, and systems. )e access control models
define its mechanisms and security policies first, and then,
these models are implemented in organizations according to
goals and objectives [7]. )ere are several traditional and
hybrid access control models that have various pros and
cons.

)e traditional access control models are discretionary
access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC),
role-based access control (RBAC), and attribute-based ac-
cess control (ABAC). In the DAC model, the owner of the
object has the authority to give and deny access to others
without a system administrator mechanism [5]. )e DAC
model is divided into two types: strict DAC and liberal DAC.
In the strict DACmodel, only the owner has the authority to
permit and deny access to created resources, but in the
liberal DAC model, the authority of the owner can be
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transferred to another individual who will be able to permit
and deny the access. In the MAC model, the centralized
mechanism is used to permit and deny the access of re-
sources to users [8].)eMACmodel is more secure, flexible,
and efficient for commercial and military use due to its
centralized behaviour.)e RBACmodel is prominent due to
the least privilege and tight security that makes it more
powerful than all other models [9]. )e ABAC model has
dynamic behaviour that is the most suitable model for
changing environments [10]. )ere are some disadvantages
of both RBAC and ABAC models. So, researchers proposed
some hybrid models as an extension of RBAC and ABAC.

)e existing surveys on access control provide a review
of basic access control models, i.e., MAC, DAC, RBAC, and
ABAC, or focus on access control trends, i.e., IoT, cloud, and
fog computing, but there is no comprehensive survey that
explains advanced access control models with their frame-
work and applications along with pros and cons. So, this
study presents access control models and advanced hybrid
access control models with their framework and applications
in a comprehensive manner. )e access control models are
used in small and large organizations according to the pros
and cons of the model and the requirements of the orga-
nization. )is survey encourages the researchers to propose
new hybrid access control models according to the problem.

)ere are some existing survey studies on access control
models that tried to explain access control policies with few
models in specific contexts, i.e., IoT, cloud, and fog com-
puting. Bertin et al. [11] conduct a survey paper that explains
the basic access control model in detail, but this study does
not include advanced hybrid access control models. )e
studies [12, 13] conduct surveys that focus on IoT security
and challenges, and they proposed solutions based on a
trust-based access control model. Zhang et al. [14] present a
survey paper that explains some access control models and
trusted system computing in the IoT domain. )e author
proposed a novel method for IoT that includes access
control, network attack, and trusted computing, but this
study does not explain the applications, limitations, pros,
and cons of each model.

)e rest of the study is organized as follows and also
described in Figure 1. )e second section describes the
access control and its traditional and hybrid models. )e
third section makes comparisons of the access control
models, and the fourth section concludes the study.

2. Access Control

)e access control (AC) mechanism is used to permit or
deny the access of resources within the organization to
secure the data [6]. )e AC permits the access of resources
only to authorized personnel of the organization and denies
the access of resources to unauthorized and other users. )e
access control is normally consisting of identification, au-
thentication, and authorization. )e access control grants
access to authorized users according to user privilege level
after authentication [15]. )e access control is classified into
traditional and hybrid models as shown in Figure 2. )e
traditional access control is further divided into four types:

MAC, DAC, RBAC, and ABAC. )e hybrid access control
has also several types. Each traditional and hybrid access
control model has its pros and cons. So, organizations use
access control models according to their objectives and
goals.

2.1. Traditional Access Control Models. )ere are different
traditional models of access control, i.e., MAC, DAC,
RBAC, and ABAC. Each model has its pros and cons. )e
traditional access control models are classified into two
categories: DAC and non-DAC. )e non-DAC is further
divided into MAC, RBAC, and ABAC [16]. )e traditional
access control models are also compared with each other
based on criteria; the principle of least privilege, dynamic
behaviour, safety of models, separation of duties, capability
delegation, configuration flexibility, and auditing as shown
in Table 1.

2.1.1. Discretionary Access Control (DAC). )e DAC is a
model that allows owner-based access where the owner is the
creator of a resource or object. )e owner of the object
decides the access granting or revoking policy for the
subjects or users as shown in Figure 3. In this manner, there
is no need for the administrator to provide its services re-
garding access rights. DAC is divided into two different
types: liberal and strict DAC. According to the liberal DAC,
the owner can transfer the access rights or ownership to
other individuals so that they can also work as an owner of
the resource. On the contrary, the access rights are limited to
the owner of the resource, and ownership is restricted for
that individual, in the strict DAC [17, 18]. It can be assumed
that the DAC model works according to the choice or
discretion of the owner. )e enforcement of access control
policies is made on three different categories: resource
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ownership, user identities, and permission delegation. DAC
is not an appropriate model for commercial and government
organizations due to the deficiencies or limitations because it
allows the users to set or deploy the access rights that might
lead it towards Trojan horse attacks [19]. Moreover, DAC is
popular due to its integration quality with different types of
computer systems.

2.1.2. Mandatory Access Control (MAC). MAC works on the
basis of security labels that can be either taken as a hierarchy
model. It controls the access rights of users or processes against
the resources of the system. )e users are assigned to various

security levels, while the objects are assigned to security labels
as shown in Figure 4. )e user access is affiliated with the
security levels of resources that are equal or lower than their
hierarchy [20]. )e access control rights are strictly controlled
by the administrator, who can also set the permissions in the
access control. MAC is effectively used for military and
commercial systems due to its high-level security [21,22].)ere
are some limitations of MAC such as difficult to manage the
MAC systems because the system puts all burden on the ad-
ministrator to set permissions, manage configurations, and
futuremaintenance.)is complexitymay increase as the size of
the system increases [23]. Furthermore, the MAC operating
systems are costly to set up and hard to operate due to the
dependence on the trusted parts [24].

2.1.3. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). )e RBAC model
made a revolutionary change in the field of access control due
to its strictness and tight security. )is model is based on five
different entities: objects, actions, permissions, roles, and users,
as shown in Figure 5. Objects are considered as the resources
such as directories, files, or folders. In addition, actions are the
tasks or operations that can be performed on the objects. )e
examples of the actions are write, edit, and delete. )e per-
missions are the combined form of an object and action; such
one permission can be considered as “Edit (action) and File.doc
(object).” Any change in the action or object will be considered
as new permission. )e intermediate and one of the key entity
of RBAC is the role that connects users and permissions. )e
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Figure 2: Types of traditional and hybrid access control.

Table 1: Comparison of traditional access control models.

Criteria DAC MAC RBAC ABAC
Principle of least privilege 7 7 ✓ ✓
Dynamic behaviour 7 7 7 ✓
Safety of models 7 ✓ ✓ ✓
Separation of duties 7 7 ✓ ✓
Capability delegation ✓ 7 7 7

Configuration flexibility ✓ 7 ✓ 7

Auditing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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roles are the containers that have various permissions. For
example, a role named “deputymanager” contains all necessary
permissions to fulfil or perform the tasks of the deputy
manager. Furthermore, the roles are assigned to users
according to their designated positions. After assigning the
roles, the permissions inside every role are automatically
assigned to users [25]. RBAC provides the least privilege with
the usage of roles that is the central entity between users and
permissions. In this way, RBAC is not allowing users to deal
with the permissions directly and it eradicates the ownership
rights. So, it behaves significantly better as compared to DAC
because the ownership rights of a resource owner may lead to a
Trojan horse attack [26]. RBAC implements the least privileges
using the concept of roles because a user can only access those
permissions that are assigned to the role, not more than that.
)is is one of the reasons that makes it popular. On the
contrary, RBAC puts a lot of burden on the administrator by
managing all the tasks related to permission creation, per-
mission and user assignment to roles, role designing, etc. As the
size of the organization increases, the workload of the ad-
ministrator will also increase [27]. RBAC also violates the rules
of separation of duties provided in the NISTstandard [25].)e
violations are discussed in detail by some researchers [9, 26, 28].

(1) RBAC Model Components. )e RBAC model is most
suitable for healthcare centers and especially for the hospital to
make sure the security features of all the records and information
details of a patient [29]. Interestingly, RBAC is implemented in
the dialysis department for kidney disease due to flexibility and
security.)e sessions are used to connect users. A usermay have
more than one session at one time.)eRBACmodel is classified
into three components or modules: core RBAC, hierarchical
RBAC, and constrained RBAC. )e constrained component of
the RBAC model is further divided into two parts: dynamic
separation of duty (DSD) and static separation of duty (SSD).
)emain reason behind this tight security is the implementation
of dynamic and static separation of duty [25].

(i) Core RBAC. )e core RBAC is an essential and
fundamental component of the RBAC model that is
implemented first in any organization, and then,
advanced components of the RBAC model are
considered to implement [30]. A user is described as
a person, and the role of user denotes functionality
and authority. )e permission represents a permit

to do any operation on more than one object. )e
permission can be read and write. )e object is
anything that is holding some information or re-
ceiving information. )e object can be a row, table,
directory, view, or file. Also, the object might be
CPU cycles, printer, or disk storage space.
)emain concern of the core RBACmodel is to assign
users and permissions to roles in many-to-many
fashions. It is possible to assign one role to one or
more users and vice versa. It is also possible to assign
permission to one or more roles and vice versa. )ere
is a lack of research on permission, roles, and their
relation. Some authors proposed the symmetric RBAC
model that applies constraints on permissions using
role hierarchies and separation of duty (SOD) [25].

(ii) Hierarchical RBAC. )e hierarchical RBAC is the
second component of the RBAC model that is con-
structed on the basis of core RBAC component [30].
)e roles are implemented using the role hierarchy
(RH) concept that is based on the firm’s authoritative
structure [31]. In RBAC, the roles faced some common
standard permission again and again, which is not a
better choice. )e RH is used to link the same per-
mission so that the security admin can face the same
permission in few roles. Hence, every role will con-
tribute common permissions and will lie in RH [32].
)ere are some roles that standalone separatelywith the
RH approach.
In role inheritance (RI), all permissions of juniors
can be assigned to senior roles and junior roles
cannot have permission as having senior roles. )e
system cannot manage the situation when junior
needs to access the permissions of senior role. )e
security admin has to permit and deny the same
permissions again and again without RI that is a
very hard job. )is thing needs to be a hierarchy
feature in the form of a tree with respect to different
categories such as a senior, junior, junior-most, and
senior-most. )e role inheritance is the best choice
for such type of situation; from one side, a role may
inherit some permission, and on the other side,
another role can inherit some permission [33].

(iii) Constrained RBAC. )e constrained RBAC has
some specific constraints along separation of duty
(SOD) to implement. )ese constraints can be ei-
ther location-based or time-based. )e main theme
of these types of constraints is to grant access based
on specific time slots and locations. )e RBAC
constraints enable RBAC with the implementation
of information security, which protects the whole
system from both external and internal threats.
Same as RBAC, the safety conditions are confirmed
for access control models [34].

2.1.4. Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC). ABAC is a
model that is capable to provide fine-grained access control,
flexibility, and dynamicity. )e main story revolves around
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Figure 5: Abstract view of role-based access control (RBAC).
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the attributes allocated by the attribute authorities. )e
Boolean formula is used to define an access control policy
using the set of attributes so that an authorized and valid
access can happen. )ere is no need to create and assign
numerous roles. Moreover, there is no need to make or
design access control lists for everyone in the organization
[35, 36].

)e attributes provide the facility to automatically
perform access control decisions. Examples of attributes
are citizenship, IP address, identity, location, and user-
name. ABAC works on the evaluation rules of the at-
tributed entities such as objects and subjects, environment
related to a request, and operations. If the attributes, as
well as attribute values, match, then the access is granted
to a user; otherwise, access is denied [37, 38]. )e benefit
of this facility is the dynamic behaviour as shown in
Figure 6. In this manner, any change in the attribute values
or user identities will be dynamically detected and the
decision has been made. Previously, the RBAC model was
unable to deal with this issue. On the other hand, the
ABAC model has complexity issues. If the number of the
attributes increases, then the complexity of the system will
also increase [27, 28].

Figure 6 shows that each subject and object has its own
attribute. )e attribute-based access control allows the
subject to access objects by checking attributes. In Figure 6,
desig, locat, categ, and AR stand for designation, location,
category, and access rules, respectively.

)e user of system will define as subject by the ad-
ministrator to access the file management system. )e
characteristics of user will capture as subject attributes. )e
attributes of subject can be name, designation, organiza-
tional affiliation, gender, age, nationality, or security
clearance. )e identity information of subject is maintained
by administrator or authorities in file management system.
)e proper management and assignment of subject attri-
butes on a regular basis are required as member leave or
joins the organization on a regular term [39].

)e required functionality of ABAC is based on device
policy, documents, or procedural rules on which a business
operates. )e object may have a policy or rule on which it
allows access to the subject. For example, only physician is
permitted to access the patient record or information for
treatment and prescription in a medical emergency setup.
)e nonmedical person is not allowed to access the infor-
mation recorded in the file of a patient. )is case also defines
access privileges for a specific subject [40].

)e ABAC protects the objects as object, subject, at-
tributes, and policies are defined. )e access control method
gathers information related to the subject, object, and policy
to render the logical decision for the execution of the
requested operation. Access control mechanism (ACM)
must be smart enough to recognize information, policy,
attributes, and their chronology and source along with
necessary computations for decision-making [41].

)e policies related to ABAC depend upon the rich-
ness of computational languages and the degree to which
attributes are available. )e system is flexible when sub-
jects can access more objects. A subject can have

maximum access to maximum objects and can perform a
number of operations on the object under the established
policies or rules. It is not required to create a new ad-
ditional role in the system with new members because a
new member shares the same attributes that are already
defined. For example, a nurse wants to access patient
information in medical emergency, and there is no need to
set a new rule set or policy as it shares the same attributes
defined earlier.

)e four basic access control models are compared with
each other on the basis of parameters, i.e., least privilege,
dynamic behaviour, safety, separation of duties, capability
delegation, configuration flexibility, and auditing as shown
in Table 1.)e principle of least privilege means that the user
should have access to only the necessary resources when
needed to do a specific operation or task. )e dynamic
behaviour means that the operations and tasks should be
performed automatically using different access rules rather
than manual instructions. )e safety of models means
preventing permission leakage of access control models
from unauthorized users. )e separation of duties means
permitting the access of resources only to authorize users
and denying the access request of unauthorized users. )e
capability delegation means the ability of a user to revoke
their own features to other users that have already been
granted. Configuration flexibility means providing an easy
way to users for installation and uninstallation like the
wizard menu. Auditing means monitoring the access control
model by recording requests from users.

2.2. Hybrid Access Control Models. In this section, we
explained various hybrid models that are extensions of
traditional AC models.

2.2.1. Temporal Role-Based Access Control (TRBAC). )e
TRBAC [42] is an advanced form of the RBAC model that
eliminates non-permanent limitations on the on/off
switching of roles. )e TRBAC braces up seasonal role
enabling and disenabling and transitive dependencies on
those types of activities. )ose forms of dependencies that
are stated using role triggers can also be utilized to limit the
series of roles that a specific user can make operative at a
particular period. )e release of a trigger can lead to the
switching on or off of a role that can happen instantly or after
a specified period of time. )e enabling and disabling ac-
tivities can be assigned for resolving disputes, for instance,
the constant switching on and off of a role. In this case, the
activity that has the highest assigned priority will always be
performed [43].

To enhance the capacity of the security officer (SO) to
react in emergency circumstances, the authors give the
access to manipulate the state of role and the series of users
that have the control to perform that specific role by giving
run time requests [44]. )e run time requests are those
requests that are not attached with other events or the
validation of stated conditions. For example, a run time
request can be used to temporarily delay the user from
making a role operative.)is is useful, especially when a user
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utilizes a specific role to execute an activity that could be
detrimental to the system. In this situation, the SO can react
by releasing a run time request that will cause a temporary
denial for the user and prevent him from executing the role.
Just like triggers, run time requests can be performed im-
mediately or after a specified period of time.

2.2.2. Rule-Based RBAC. )e rule-based RBAC is basically a
modification in RBAC. Kahtani and Sandhu [45] proposed a
model that works like the traditional RBAC model. )ey
made a different set of rules for the enterprise to define its
access policy. )e rules are activated automatically for the
assignment of users to roles. )e permission creation and
assignment of the permissions to roles are working the same
as the traditional RBAC model. )e modification was done
in between user role assignments. )e authors made the user
role assignment portion dynamic. )e system will verify the
attributes of the users with attributes of roles. If attributes on
both ends match with their attribute values, then the as-
signment will be done automatically, otherwise not. For
example, a user from country of India, with age of 19, can
view the adult sites. It means a user should qualify the at-
tributes of age and country, with the values of their attri-
butes; then, he/she can access those particular roles with the
same access rule. )e working of rule-based RBAC model is
very good because it decreased a load of an administrator by
automating the concept of user role assignment. )e effi-
ciency of the model can be increased by giving the idea of a
fully dynamic RBAC model that can make reliability and
ease of management [46].

2.2.3. Rule-Based Access Control. )e rule-based access
control model is used for Web-based social network
(WBSN). It permits access to resources that are located
online. In this framework, authorized subjects are expressed
based on the relationship form, depth, and degree of trust
that exist among the network users with attribute-based
RBAC. Access to resources is given based on distinct access
rules. In rule-based models, protocols are given by resource
owners and they indicate the profile of authorized users by
one ormore access conditions.)e access conditions include
limitations on the type, depth, and trust level of their as-
sociations with other network users. )e access control
needs a particular object that can be clearly stated by a series
of conditions [47].

For instance, for an object created by vo (node that has a
relationship with requester), the series of access conditions
applicable to the object is given by an access rule that is
determined by vo.)is type of concept is usually described as
follows: the access rule is always in the form of (oid, cset),
where oid represents the identifier of the object and cset
represents a series of conditions (cond1..., condn). For in-
stance, assume that Tom is the one who created an object
that is associated with the identifier obj1 and he wants users
who are his direct pals and whose trust level is up to 0.5 to
have access to his object. Also, he wishes to give access to all
his direct friends that are his colleagues provided that their
trust level is up to 0.5.

2.2.4. Attributed RBAC. )e RBAC model is famous due to
its strictness in terms of security, and the ABAC model is
famous due to its dynamic behaviour [27, 48]. Some studies
proposed a hybrid model that used basic entities of RBAC
such as actions, objects, permissions, roles, and users. )ey
introduced the concept of attributes for the creation of
permissions, permission assignment to roles, and role as-
signment to users. )is sort of addition makes the RBAC
model a dynamic model. Most of the work in the hybrid
model is done automatically, which made it different from
the existing models and covered some of the deficiencies of
the RBAC and ABAC. All the objects of the system have
some attributes such as time, IP address, and location. )ese
attributes of objects are automatically granted to permis-
sions after the creation permissions.

)is model also creates permissions automatically with
the merger of object containers and action-level containers.
So, this kind of merger creates more than one permission at a
time and creates it automatically. After that, the permission is
assigned to roles by matching their attributes. If the attributes
of roles and permissions are matched, the permissions will be
added to those roles automatically. In last, the user’s attributes
are matched with roles and automatic role assignment will be
done with the help of attributes. If a user’s time, location, and
IP address matched with the role’s same attributes, then that
user can access that particular role. If one of the attributes
does not match, then the user cannot access that role. )e
model idea was good, but it only supports the basic working
of RBAC. If the administrator wants to do the whole access
control working through this model, then the model is not
useful.)e reason is that thismodel does not support conflicts

Subjects

Desig.

ID

Locat.

Access Control Mechanism 

Access Control 
Policy 

Subjects
Attributes

Object
Attributes Object/Resources

Organizational 
Condition

Categ.

ID

Locat.

AR

AR AR

AR

Figure 6: Abstract view of attribute-based access control (ABAC).
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of interest, separation of duty, and role hierarchy concepts
[49]. So, these are some limitations of attributed RBAC
model. Some authors proposed various models to resolve this
issue by extending this work. )e proposed techniques are
capable to support separation of duty in various ways. Fur-
thermore, the hybrid models proposed different methods to
generate permissions [26, 28].

2.2.5. Role-Based Integrated Access Control (RBIAC).
Reliability and security are the most important concerns in
multi-domain service-based systems, where data are used to
flow from one domain to another domain. )ere are many
access control models. )e data provenance methods are
developed for service-based systems. On the other hand,
there was not a single mechanism that provides an integrated
model with data provenance and access control. )e role-
based data provenance scheme was developed to track
originator’s and contributor’s roles. Moreover, data reli-
ability can be evaluated using the information of data objects
from the roles. )e proposed [50] model is better for the
applications of multi-domain services with respect to reli-
ability and security. )is model provided a new way in the
field of integrated or hybrid models. In addition, RBAC is
used for the evaluation of data security and reliability.
Moreover, the extended version of typical RBAC is used to
control data usage and flow of information in multi-domain
systems. )e developed model is also capable of using in-
formation about newly added roles and implementing data
quality derivation [51].

2.2.6. Trust-Based Access Control (TBAC). )e threat level
is comparatively more when users interact with online
social networks (OSN). Several users download and up-
load data from the OSN that may lead to different data
security risks and access control. )e trust-based access
control was proposed as a solution or strategy for users
and their friends for restricting them through a proper
trust rule in accessing the data from OSN. )e proposed
[52] model works on the concept of roles such as the
owner, contributor, and stakeholder. )ese roles are as-
sociated with users to play during the usage of OSN. )ere
are different security levels introduced with the help of
different roles. )e concept of a multi-role environment is
also introduced. In this way, more than one security
parameter can be applied by the users. )e user and his
friends can make the decision of access grant or revoke for
the other users on the OSN. So, policy conflicts do not
occur between various users. )e model was proposed for
the OSN, but it is not suitable for other fields such as
wireless sensor networks, IoT, and cloud computing.
Moreover, the access decision is placed between users and
their friends, but there is no role of the administrator that
can make sure security issues. If the administrator wants
to delete some unethical photographs or material, then
how can an administrator remove it? Even the role of the
administrator is not discussed, and this is a question or
research gap in this model [53].

2.2.7. Trust-Aware RBAC. During the communication
process, there are certain threats in breaching the security
from the malicious users. )e reason behind the threat is
the absence of some access control mechanism. )e trust-
aware RBAC system (TARAS) [54] model was proposed to
solve the security issues in IoTdevices communication. )e
users with similar roles are considered to respond in the
same manner so that a trust level can be established be-
tween IoT and smart devices, and users. )e TARAS is
capable of detecting unauthorized and malicious users.
Moreover, TARAS performed dynamic trust estimation
and increased the integrity of data. )e TARAS also in-
creased the availability, detection of accuracy, robustness,
and provided better performance under high attack density.
)e model is specifically designed for IoT, but the model
can be implemented only for wireless sensor networks and
cloud computing devices. In addition, some researches are
proposed regarding the privacy of IoT environments for
cloud and blockchain [55, 56].

2.2.8. Garbled RBAC. Data outsourcing originates different
security issues in the cloud and IoT environment. More-
over, security threats and privacy risks are leading problems
in the fields of military, health care, and intelligent orga-
nizations that are associated with the task assignment. As a
solution to the problems, the garbled RBAC (GRBAC) [57]
model was proposed. )e model is a fine-grained security
model that adopted a garbled function. )e proposed
model is specifically designed for those organizations where
roles are not disclosed with the servers and for the users.
Moreover, the main contributions of the model are that a
user cannot activate more than one garbled role set. )e
data of organization is secret from everyone, but the al-
gorithm is not secret. )e model can be implemented in the
IoT environment as an extension. On the other hand, the
model is not flexible. Moreover, one more disadvantage is
restricting the server from the user's roles. In this way, the
server is unable to keep the record of roles and the server
cannot make the necessary steps for controlling the access
control system.

2.2.9. RBAC Using Smart Contract. )e open blockchain
platform Ethereum provides flexibility, adaptability, and
security. In this model, smart contract is used with the
typical RBAC model. )e RBAC smart contract (RBAC-
SC) [58] model is proposed to verify users’ role ownership
in small organizations. In this model, RBAC-SC is
deployed on Ethereum’s testnet blockchain and the design
of RBAC-SC is also provided with performance analysis.
)e proposed model is efficient, secure, and minimizes the
costs, but it is only suitable for small organizations. In this
way, we cannot consider this model for large organiza-
tions. )is is the drawback and limitation of the model;
that is, it is restricted to small organizations only. Some
other authors also proposed a lightweight technique for
blockchain-based systems for the authentication process
[59].
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2.2.10. Feasible Fuzzy-Extended ABAC (FBAC). )e ABAC
model is becoming a mature model day by day, and it is
famous due to the dynamic authorization technique. )e
ABAC model can even dynamically perform in complex
environments, but it is unable to provide flexible, ex-
ceptional approval. )e limitation of ABAC model is that
it is unable to perform efficiently resource usability and
business timeliness. )e proposed FBAC [60] model is
comparatively efficient and flexible for granting excep-
tional critical authorization. )e FBAC model is better by
increasing the utilization of resources and business
suitability. )e FBAC is also tested for the audit mech-
anism and the credit system at high-risk requests.
Moreover, the proposed model is analysed for risks, us-
ability, and evaluated for its effectiveness by different
experiments. )e FBAC model is comparatively better
than the traditional ABAC model due to its time efficiency
and flexibility. On the other hand, the model is the ex-
tended version of ABAC, and it is unable to provide tight
security and least privilege.

2.2.11. Emergency Role-Based Access Control (E-RBAC).
Nazerian [61] proposed the emergency role-based access
control (E-RBAC) model to increase the flexibility of
RBAC model in emergency situations. Because the RBAC
model is failed to achieve better results in emergency
situations. )e proposed E-RBAC model is based on
break the glass (BTG) policy and separation of duty
(SOD) constraint. )e BTG policy was proposed to
override access control and give maximum responsibility
to users, and SOD constraints are used to restrict the
users. )e proposed E-RBAC model can achieve better
results in normal, emergency, and exception situations.
)e normal situation is the same as RBAC in which the
access of user is known. In the emergency situation, the
events are predictable except their time and access are not
given to users due to privilege contradicts. In an ex-
ceptional situation, the user access is unknown and
policies are not predefined. )is model improves the
flexibility of RBAC model in normal, emergency, and
exception situations.

2.2.12. Priority-Attribute-Based RBAC (PARBAC).
)akare [62] proposed a priority-attribute-based RBAC
(PARBAC) model for medical based on authentication
mechanism to increase the consistency and flexibility of
RBACmodel. Because the RBACmodel is failed to handle
large number of requests from user in large organizations
that cause overloading on the cloud server, the proposed
PARBAC works in seven steps. In the first step, the users
get token that consists of individual’s details. In the
second step, user calls to API. In the third step, the Azure
resource manager (ARM) accepts or denies assignments
of users based on priority. In the fourth step, ARM

advises to user based on role assignment. In the fifth step,
ARM verifies the activity and privileges of users. In the
sixth step, logging is not allowed to user if he has no role
with activity. In the last step, access is blocked if a denial
assignment is applied. )is PARBAC model is able to
handle problems in large organizations with dynamic
scenarios.

2.2.13. Attribute-Based Access Control Model Supporting
Anonymous Access (ABSAC). Zhang [63] proposed attri-
bute-based access control model supporting anonymous
access (ABSAC) model that is used to protect user data for
Internet of things (IoT) in small cities. )e models of at-
tribute-based access control (ABAC) are not protected and
efficient to work in large organizations properly. According
to researcher, anonymous access is able to protect user data
and it is not stored in authentic place. )is proposed model
is more secure for the transaction of user data in public place
with minimum risk factors.

2.2.14. Traceable Attribute-Based Encryption Scheme with
Dynamic Access Control (TABE-DAC). Guo [64] proposed
an efficient traceable attribute-based encryption scheme with
dynamic access control (TABE-DAC) model to share secret
data on cloud servers based on blockchain technology. )e
confidentiality of secret data can be protected using attrib-
ute-based encryption (ABE), but the ABE scheme is not flexible
and efficient to fulfil access control policies. )e TABE-DAC
model can control illegal sharing of secret data on cloud by
tracing malicious users using accountability method. )is
model provides flexibility to data owners to modify access
control policy.)e proposed TABE-DACmodel is efficient and
flexible to share secret data on cloud without illegal sharing.

2.2.15. Time-Based Access Control. Wang [65] proposed
time-based access control (TAC) model to secure user data
in Internet of things (IoT).)e user data are divided into two
directional subspaces that represent attribute and time
generation of data. Access control and privacy are achieved
by sending encrypted data before transmission. )e data
owner or data source has authority to give access to anyone
using sub-key.)e TACmodel is able to generate sub-key of
data within minimum time and memory space for each
subspace. )e proposed TAC model is efficient and flexible
to share secret data on IoT.

3. Comparative Analysis of Traditional and
Hybrid Access Control Models

)is section contains a summarized comparison and in-
formation of traditional and hybrid AC models in tabular
form as shown in Table 2.
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3.1. Applications of Traditional and Hybrid Access Control
Models. )e access control models are classified into tra-
ditional and hybrid models. )e basic traditional access
control models are DAC, MAC, RBAC, and ABAC. )e
hybrid access control models are proposed as extension of
traditional access control models on the basis of pros and
cons. Each traditional and hybrid access control model has
its own application as described in Table 3.

4. Conclusions and Future Directions

)e access control (AC)mechanism is used to control the access
level of resources among legitimate users. )e main purpose of
access control mechanism is to ensure the security of data by
limiting the access of data to only authorized users. )e access
control is classified into traditional and hybrid models. Due to
several limitations of traditional access control models, hybrid
access control models were proposed as an extension of tra-
ditional access control models.)e hybrid access control models
are more efficient, flexible, scalable, and secure. )e hybrid
access control models are used generally in both small and large
organizations according to the objective of the organization.

In the future, the access control models also can be
designed using fog computing instead of cloud computing.
)e fog computing stores data over the fog in the form of
chunks. Suppose user wants to update the stored data, then
user will download only specific chunk of data for modifi-
cation instead of downloading whole data. )e access control
model can be made more secure using fog computing due to
data chunk mechanism. Moreover, the access control models
also can be designed using artificial intelligence (AI) to
achieve some key characteristics such as detecting malicious
code in resources, identifying illegal sharing of resources, and
distinguishing unauthorized users. AI will also be used to

permit and deny the access of resources among users and will
limit the users so that they can perform tasks up to the
specified role. In short, the access control models can be fully
automated with the help of artificial intelligence.
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Electronic medical records (EMR) have been commonly used in medical institutions in recent years. In particular, the com-
bination of EMR and the cloud server has significantly improved the work efficiency and therapeutic level of the hospital. It also
raises some security concerns, e.g., the information leaks. Blockchain has features including decentralization, traceability,
openness, and tamper resistance.&erefore, the technologymay be used to overcome the above flaws. In this paper, we introduce a
new blockchain-assisted EMR in the cloud environment by using proxy reencryption and sequential multisignature. Firstly,
blockchain makes the scheme have high-security performance without a trusty center. Secondly, we use proxy reencryption to
protect personal medical data while helping doctors to access patients’ historical medical records. Moreover, the doctors have used
a sequential multisignature, which is practical and can effectively improve security performance.&e analysis results show that the
proposed scheme can satisfy various security features of EMR and has an ideal computational and communication cost. Finally,
the scheme is implemented to show its performance.

1. Introduction

With the full application of modern information technol-
ogies such as big data, cloud computing, and artificial in-
telligence in the medical field, medical informatization has
exerted a significant influence on the optimal allocation of
medical resources [1, 2]. EMR has emerged from this
context, and it uses electronic devices (such as computers
and smartphones) to store, manage, and transmit digitized
medical records [3]. It can significantly enhance the work
efficiency and therapeutic level of the hospital [4]. Also, EMR
provides a judgment basis for dealing with medical mal-
practice [5]. When a patient goes to see a doctor, his/her
medical history can help the doctor make an accurate di-
agnosis. However, most patients are often unable to detail
their medical history due to long-time intervals and a lack of
relevant expertise. It will affect the current diagnosis and
increase the fiscal burden.&erefore, an ideal EMR should be

able to help doctors timely obtain complete and accurate
historical medical information. Furthermore, security and
privacy preservation are crucial in EMR since medical in-
formation is sensitive and personal [6, 7].

EMR has developed significantly in recent years of its
remarkable advantages, such as transmitting fast and easy to
use [8, 9]. Notably, the emergence of cloud storage is a new
milestone in the development of EMR [10]. &ey move
medical data from the traditional data center to a cheaper
and safer cloud server. It can improve work efficiency and
allow hospitals to invest more time and resources in diag-
nosis and care. &us, researchers proposed many cloud-
assisted EMR architectures in recent years. However, the
privacy, confidentiality, and integrity of medical data will
face more threats since the data is outsourced to a third
party, i.e., the cloud [11]. For example, doctors can collude
with the cloud server to modify their erroneous diagnoses in
medical malpractice. So, how to improve the efficiency of
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data storage and data sharing while ensuring data security
and protecting patient privacy is the focus of research
[12, 13]. It is necessary to design a lightweight, efficient, and
secure EMR system.

Blockchain technology was introduced in 2008 [14]. It is
a decentralized distributed (distributed in multiple locations
and able to work together) database system. Blockchain has
features of decentralization, tamper-resistant, openness,
autonomy, and traceability. It can effectively overcome the
adverse effects of centralization and reduce the cost of trust
[15]. &erefore, blockchain may be a promising assisted
technology of EMR, and it has received attention [16].
However, when blockchain technology is applied to the
medical industry, it must be measured between improving
efficiency and reducing cost. Only when appropriate
blockchain technology is adopted and the system efficiency
and operating cost are well balanced, can the business model
be established. In addition, many problems are still unsolved
before satisfying the practical application in recurrent
[17, 18]. For example, (1) the data owner usually encrypts the
data with the public key of the user or the session key of both
parties, which leads to weak data sharing; (2) only the di-
agnosis of a single doctor was considered, regardless of a
situation in which multiple doctors consult; (3) the cost of
computing, communication, and storage is too high.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-assisted EMR in
the cloud environment by using proxy reencryption and
sequential multisignature, and we call it BC-EMR. In BC-
EMR, a group key and a sequential multisignature are
utilized to enhance data security (a diagnosis may be made
by a doctor or multiple doctors) [19]. Proxy reencryption
helps doctors to access patients’ historical medical records
while protecting data [20]. Especially, blockchain technology
has enabled BC-EMR to overcome many flaws in general
cloud-assisted EMR and dramatically improve security [21].
BC-EMR has an ideal computational and communication
cost. &e main contributions are listed as follows:

We establish a group key between a hospital’s server
and the doctors of one team utilizing a lightweight one-
to-many authentication protocol. It can protect the
patient’s information.

We propose a blockchain-assisted EMR in the cloud
environment by using proxy reencryption and se-
quential multisignature. &e proposed scheme not only
can realize the safe storage of data but also make secure
data sharing between doctors at different hospitals.

&e security analysis of BC-EMR is given. &e results
show that BC-EMR can satisfy various security features.
It also can fend off some specific threats, such as illegal
cooperation between doctors and the cloud. Finally, we
compare the computational and communication cost
of BC-EMR with three existing schemes and then have
implemented BC-EMR.

&e remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce related works. &e preliminaries are
presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the details
of BC-EMR. In Section 5, the security analysis of BC-EMR is

given. In Section 6, we evaluate the performance of BC-EMR
and implement it. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section
7.

2. Related Works

Ekblaw et al. [22] used the Ethereum platform to realize
MedRec that is a medical information sharing platform
combining medical blockchain and big data. &e system
makes use of blockchain, the embedded authentication
system, the security system, and an accountability system,
which can provide users with powerful security technology
when dealing with sensitive information. Xia et al. [23]
proposed a blockchain-based health data sharing architec-
ture that only allows the invited (verified) users to access.
&us, it solves many of the access control challenges asso-
ciated with sensitive data. &ey have also come up with a
system called MeDShare in [24]. &e scheme deals with the
problem of sharing medical data with big data custodians in
untrusted environments. It uses smart contracts and access
control mechanisms to track data behavior. Xue et al. [25]
proposed a medical blockchain system by combining the
medical server and auditing server. Zhang et al. [26] used a
hospital-owned private blockchain to store patients’ health
data, and the consortium blockchain to store safety indexes
for personal health data. In particular, the authors have
described the details and implemented the scheme on
JUICE. In [27], Ivan analyzed the feasibility of using
blockchain to protect health data, the implementation
barriers, and specific plans for transitioning from current
technology to blockchain solutions. Cao et al. [28] proposed
a secure cloud-assisted EMR. &is scheme utilizes Ethereum
platform-based blockchain to protect outsourced medical
data. Because every operation of the EMR is put into the
blockchain as a transaction, it has excellent security. Esposito
et al. [29] comprehensively analyzed the potential of
blockchain to protect medical data in the cloud. &ey also
pointed out the practical challenges and future works. Israa
et al. [30] elaborated on the benefits and threats of block-
chain technology in healthcare. Abdellatif et al. [31] intro-
duced a new smart and safe healthcare system, which takes
advantage of edge computing and blockchain to allow for
epidemic detection and remote monitoring. &e system also
allows for the secure exchange of medical data between local
medical entities. Shen et al. [32] analyzed the topological
relationship among participants in the process of income
distribution and established some Shapley value models
from simple to complex. Based on the analysis of distri-
bution rules, the incentive effect of secure data sharing and
the rationality of the design scheme is discussed. Patil et al.
[33] proposed an efficient blockchain authentication pro-
tocol for the Internet of &ings based on the secret com-
putational model of a physically unclonable function, which
can guarantee data provenance and data integrity. Based on
the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm, Xiong et al. [34]
introduced an efficient and large-scale batch verification
scheme with group testing technology for blockchain-en-
abled IoMT. Zhang et al. [35] proposed a reliable and ef-
ficient system based on edge computing and blockchain.
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Simulation results show that the proposed method has better
computational efficiency and higher reliability than the
existing methods. Cheng et al. [36] designed a blockchain-
based data-sharing network model for medical cyber-
physical systems and used BAN logic to analyze security
protocols. Saini et al. [37] built an access control framework
based on smart contracts, which is built on top of distributed
ledger (blockchain) to ensure EMR sharing between dif-
ferent entities involved in smart healthcare systems.

In Table 1, we give a comparison between the different
schemes introduced above. For convenience, we let F1, F2,
F3, F4, and F5 denote payment for the blockchain platform,
consensus mechanism and reduce the pressure for the main
chain, the demand for calculating power, and the private
blockchain.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Blockchain. Blockchain is a novel application of dis-
tributed data storage, peer-to-peer transmission, and con-
sensus mechanism, etc. [38]. As shown in Figure 1, a
blockchain system consists of many blocks, and each block
contains a block header and a block body. &e block header
includes the hash value of the current block, the timestamp,
the hash value of the previous block, and so forth. Block
body stores some transaction records. Its main character-
istics are listed as follows:

(1) Decentralization: there are numerous nodes dis-
tributed in the blockchain network, which can be
freely connected to exchange information without
any third institution.

(2) Tamper resistance: after the information is added to
the blockchain by consensus mechanism, all nodes
will record it. Each block contains the hash value of
the previous block. If a block’s data is modified, all
the blocks behind that block need to be changed,
which is almost impossible.

(3) Traceability: blockchain stores all data through the
block data structure, and any data stored in the
blockchain can trace its origin through the chain
structure.

(4) Openness: any node can get the ledger of the whole
network. Except for the information of the parties
directly related to the data being encrypted by
asymmetric encryption technology, other data is
open to all nodes.

(5) Autonomy: the use of a consensus mechanism in
blockchain enables all nodes in the whole system to
freely and securely exchange, record, and update
data.

3.2. 3e Basic Requirements of EMR

(1) Security and Privacy Preservation. (a)&e system can
resist malicious attacks on medical data such as
forgery attacks, modification attacks, replay attacks,
guess attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, and

trackable attacks. (b) Nonrepudiation. &e partici-
pants cannot deny the historical data generated by
themselves. (c) Confidentiality. &e data transmitted
and stored in the network is sensitive personal in-
formation, so the system needs to resist data leakage.
(d) Authenticity. &e data cannot be illegally mod-
ified. For example, in the cloud environment, the
system can prevent doctors and the cloud from
conspiring to tamper with medical data.

(2) Data Sharing. Authorized third parties such as other
doctors can access the patient’s historical medical
data with the consent of the patient. In particular,
these data may be generated from different doctors at
different hospitals.

(3) Patient Control. Patients can control other people’s
access to their historical medical records.

(4) Uniform Standard. &ere are uniform data standards
and sharing principles among all participants in the
system, which is conducive to improving the effi-
ciency and stability of the system.

3.3. Bilinear Map. Let G1 and G2 denote two multiplicative
groups, respectively, and they have the same prime order p.
If a map e: G1 × G1⟶ G2 satisfies the following three
properties, then e is called the bilinear map [39]:

(1) Bilinear: for any points A, B ∈ G1 and any points
a, b ∈ Z∗p, e(Aa, Bb) � e(A, B)ab is satisfied.

(2) Nondegeneracy: there is a point A ∈ G1 so that
e(A, A)≠ 1, 1 is G2 ’s an identity element.

(3) Computability: for any points A, B ∈ G1, e(A, B) can
be computed within polynomial time.

3.4. Intractable Problems

(1) Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): knowing two
points A and B in G1 and A � Bn, it is hard to find
n ∈ Z∗p so that A � Bn.

(2) Computational Diffie–Hellman Problem (CDH):
knowing point A in G1, for a given (A, Am, An), it is
hard to compute Amn, where m, n ∈ Z∗p.

3.5. Proxy Reencryption. Proxy reencryption means that a
delegate A generates a proxy reencryption key PKA⟶B of a
delegatee B and then sends PKA⟶B to the agent. &e agent
uses PKA⟶B to convert the ciphertext encrypted with A ’s
public key PKA to the ciphertext encrypted with B ’s public
key PKB. It does not need to use A ’s private key to decrypt
the ciphertext, and we will list the details as follows [40]:

(1) A encrypts the plaintext M with PKA, i.e.,
CA � EA(PKA, M).

(2) A generates the proxy reencryption key RKA⟶B for
B and sends CA and RKA⟶B to the agent.

(3) &e agent converts CA into CB utilizing RKA⟶B,
where CB is M’s ciphertext encrypted with PKB.

Security and Communication Networks 3



Notably, the agent only makes the transformation
service of ciphertext and does not know M.

(4) &e agent sends CB to B that decrypts it using its
private key to get M.

3.6. Sequential Multisignature. Sequential multisignature is
a particular digital signature scheme. It means that multiple
users sign the message in a specific order [19, 41]. A general
sequential multisignature usually needs to execute the fol-
lowing four algorithms, i.e., Setup, Key Generation, Sign,
and Verify:

(1) Setup: the key generation center (KGC) inputs a
security parameter and generates system parameter
para, and system master key.

(2) Key Generation: given para, users Ni(i � 1, 2, . . . , n)

generate their private key SKi and then compute
their own public key PKi by inputting SKi.

(3) Sign: the signer Ni(i � 2, . . . , n) orderly verifies the
partial signature si−1 of the previous signer Ni−1. If it
is valid, Ni outputs own partial signature si signed by
SKi.

(4) Verify: the verifier verifies the signatures by input-
ting (m, IDi, PKi, sn)(i � 1, 2, . . . , n) and the order
of signature.

4. The Proposed BC-EMR

4.1. System Model. In this section, the details of BC-EMR
will be given. We use the sequential multisignature of [41]
and the proxy reencryption of [42] to construct the scheme.
As shown in Figure 2, BC-EMR mainly consists of four
entities, i.e., a doctor team, a patient, a hospital, and a cloud
server. In BC-EMR, a patient first registers at the hospital. If
the identity is approved, the hospital server assigns a medical
team to the patient based on the initial condition. &en, the
server and members of the team establish a group key that is
used to protect the patient’s diagnosis results. In the diag-
nosis, when a doctor receives a message from the former
doctor, he/she first verifies previous all doctors’ signatures. If
it passes, the doctor will make the diagnosis and broadcast
his/her signature in the blockchain. Otherwise, he/she re-
quests the former doctor to resend the message. When the
last doctor has finished the signature, he/she encrypts the
result by using the patient’s public key and sends the ci-
phertext to the cloud server. &e ciphertext and signatures
will be stored in the cloud and blockchain, respectively, if the
signatures pass the verification. Different doctors at different
hospitals have the right to access the patient’s medical
history with the patient’s consent. BC-EMR includes the
following five phases, i.e., Initialization, Group key gener-
ation, Diagnose, Data storage, and Data sharing. In Table 2,
we give the used notations in the paper.

Table 1: Comparison between existing schemes.

Schemes F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
[22] √ POW × Big ×

[23] × DPOS √ Small √
[24] × DPOS √ Small √
[25] × Improved DPOS √ Small √
[26] × DBFT √ Big √
[28] √ Improved DPOS √ Small √
[36] × Improved DPOS √ Small ×

[37] × POW √ Small ×

Ours × Improved DPOS √ Small √
√Support; ×not-support.

Block header

Block body Block body Block body

Block header Block header

Previous Hash
Timestamp
Hash

Previous Hash
Timestamp
Hash

Previous Hash
Timestamp
Hash

Transaction records Transaction records Transaction records

Block i-1 Block i Block i+1

Figure 1: &e basic structure of blockchain.
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4.2. Initialization

(1) SM inputs a security parameter 1c, selects the bi-
linear map e: G1 × G1⟶ G2 and a random number
g ∈ G1 , where G1 and G2 are two multiplicative
groups with the same prime order p. g is a generator
of G1. Four hash functions are defined as follows:
H0: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G1, H1: 0, 1{ }≤l⟶ G1,
H2: 0, 1{ }≤l⟶ G1, and H3: G2⟶ 0, 1{ }c, where l

is the length of the verification keys [42]. Besides, SM

selects a random number x ∈ Z∗p as the system
master key, and the public key Y � gx. &e public
parameters of BC-EMR are p, g, Y, g, H0, H1,

H2, H3, e,G1,G2}. In BC-EMR, we limit the number
of the signer reissues the signature to no more than
N.

(2) Hospital Hi selects a random number hi ∈ Z∗p as its
private key and the public key PKi � ghi .

(3) Patient Pj selects a random number pj ∈ Z∗p as the
private key and sets PKj � gpj as the public key.

(4) Doctor Dk randomly selects d1
k, d2

k, d3
k ∈ Z
∗
p, com-

putes Ak � gd1
k , Bk � gd2

k , and Ck � gd3
k . &e private

key is (d1
k, d2

k, d3
k) and the public key

PKk � (Ak, Bk, Ck).

4.3. Group Key Generation. When a patient Pj sees a doctor
in the hospital Hi, Pj sends an identity IDj and symptoms to
HOi ’s server securely. If the identity is legal, the server first
selects a random number λj ∈ Z∗p, computes Pj ’s pseudoi-
dentity PIDj � Ehi

(IDj⊕λj‖λj) and sends it to Pj. It also
assigns initial doctors Dk(k � 1, . . . , n) to make a diagnosis
according Pj ’s condition, sends the evidence α ∈ 0, 1{ }∗ and a
diagnosis order s to Pj, and sends a signature timestamp T, α,
and s to Dk(k � 1, . . . , n) securely. Especially, as in Figure 3, a
group key between Hi and Dk(k � 1, . . . , n) will be set to
protect medical information. &e details are given as follows:

(1) Hi chooses a random number li ∈ Z∗p , computes
Ui � gli , and sends (IDi, Ui) to Dk.

(2) Dk randomly selects a number lk ∈ Z∗p , computes
Vk � glk , and sends (IDk, Vk) to Hi.

(3) Hi computes si � V
li
k , MACi � MACsi

(IDk, Vk, Ui),
and sends MACi to Dk.

(4) Dk computes sk � U
lk
i and MACk � MACsk

(IDk, Vk, Ui). If MACi � MACk, Dk computes
MAC†

k � MACsk
(IDi, Ui, Vk, sk) and sends MAC†

k

to Hi. Otherwise, ⊥.
(5) Hi computes MAC†

i � MACsi
(IDi, Ui, Vk, si) and

checks MAC†
i � MAC†

k. If not, ⊥. Otherwise, Hi

computes K � V
li
1 . . . V

li
n and M � Esi

(K), and then
sends M to Dk.

(6) Dk decrypts M using sk to get the group key K.

&e correctness of the above protocol is based on the
following equation

Hospital i

Hospital j

2. Assign
doctors

3.2. Store
signatures

Doctor Blockchain

Doctor Blockchain

3.1. Store ciphertext

Cloud server

4.2.1 Ciphertext

4.2.2 Ciphertext

System manager

1. Initialization

Patient

4.3 Re-encrypted ciphertext

4.1. Application for medical history

Figure 2: &e basic structure of BC-EMR.

Table 2: Notations.

Notation
p, q Two prime numbers
SM &e system manager
Hi &e ith hospital
Pj &e jth patient
Dk &e kth doctor
PK(.) &e public key
SK(.) &e private key
ID(.) &e identity
s &e diagnosis order
g &e generator of G1
KGC &e key generation center
E(.) Encryption
D(.) Decryption
e &e bilinear map
H(.) &e hash function
MAC &e message authentication code
c &e security parameter
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si � V
li
k � g

lilk � U
lk
i � sk. (1)

4.4. Diagnosis

(1) Pj shows α and PIDj to D1 as the evidence, so that
D1 makes a diagnosis or accesses the history records
of Pj. If it is legal, D1 first generates a diagnosis m1,
randomly selects r1 ∈ Z∗p, computes R1 � gr1 ,
X1 � R

d2
1+d3

1
1 , W1 � H0(m1, T), Q1 � W

d1
1

1 X1 and
c1 � EK(m1). &en D1 sends the signature message
(c1, PIDj, (R1, Q1)) to D2. Meanwhile, D1 broad-
casts signature (PK1, PIDj, R1, Q1) in the block-
chain; please see Figure 4 for the structure of block.
In BC-EMR, each block is used to store one patient’s
information such as all doctors’ signatures.

(2) Pj shows α to Dk(k � 2, . . . , n). If it is legal, Dk

confirms whether he/she received
(ck−1, PIDj, (Rk−1, Qk−1)) before Tk � kT. If not, Dk

requests Dk−1 to resend the message. &en, Dk de-
crypts ck−1 to get m1, . . . , mk−1 and verifies the
following:

e Qk−1, g(  � 
k−1

i�1
e Wi, Ai( e 

k−1

i�1
BiC

i
i, Rk−1

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (2)

If it is true, Dk first randomly selects rk ∈ Z∗p,
generates diagnosis mk, computes Rk � Rk−1g

rk ,
Xk � R

d2
k
+kd3

k

k , Zk � (
k−1
i�1 BiC

i
i)

rk , Wk � H0(m1
‖m2 . . . ‖ mk, T), and Qk � W

d1
k

k Qk−1XkZk. &en Dk

encrypts the results m1‖m2 . . . ‖mk as
ck � EK(m1‖m2 . . . ‖mk) and sends the signature
(ck, PIDj, (Rk, Qk)) to Dk+1. Meanwhile, Dk

boardcasts signature (PKk, PIDj, Rk, Qk) in the
blockchain. &us, the final diagnosis is
m � m1‖m2 . . . ‖mn and the signature message is
(cn, PIDj, (Rn, Qn)).

(3) Dn encrypts the results m using Pj ’s public key PKj

to generate the ciphertext Cj. We will give the details
as follows:

(a) Dn selects a general signature key pair (PK, SK)

and sets PK � A

(b) Dn randomly selects a number r ∈ Z∗p and
computes B � PKr

j, C � e(g, H1(A))r⊕m,
D � H2(A)r, E � gr, F � e(PKj, H0(α))r, and
G � H3(F)

(c) Dn signs the message (C, D, E, G) using SK and
outputs the ciphertext Cj � (S, A, B, C, D, E, G),
where S is the signature

(d) Dn sends ciphertext Cj and PIDj to the cloud
server

4.5. Data Storage. In BC-EMR, every doctor is the general
node of the blockchain. &e cloud server and HOi ’s server
are the supernodes, and they are responsible for verifying the
signature message. &at is, if the signature message passes
their verification, all nodes will put the current signatures
about the patient Pj in a block and update their stored
records. &e verification scheme is that the supernodes
check the following equation:

e Qn, g(  � 
n

i�1
e Wi, Ai( e 

n

i�1
BiC

i
i, Rn . (3)

If it is true, the supernodes send a confirmation message
in the blockchain so that all nodes accept the signatures
about Pj, put them in a block, and update the stored records.
Otherwise, ⊥.

4.6. Data Sharing. When the doctor Dk in the hospital H d

makes a diagnosis for the patient Pj, Pj ’s medical history in
other hospitals Hi may help Dk. &erefore, if Dk wants, he/
she can obtain these records with the consent of Pj. &e
details are as follows:

Figure 3: &e group key generation.
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Figure 4: &e structure of block in the hospital’s blockchain.
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(1) Dk and Pj send their identities and request to SM. If
it is passed, SM sends a notice toHi, and the server of
Hi extracts the ciphertext Cj � (S, A, B, C, D, E, G)

from the cloud server and sends it to SM. In ad-
dition, Pj sends a trapdoor Tα � H0(α)pj to Dk.

(2) Dk and Pj send the private keys d1
k and pj to SM,

respectively. &en, SM outputs the reencryption key
rkj↔k � d1

k/pj.
(3) SM checks the signature S on (C, D, E, G), i.e.,

e(B, H2(A)) � e(PKj, D), and e(B, g) � e(PKj, E).
If any of them fails,⊥. Otherwise, SM computes B′ �
Brkj↔k � PK

rkj↔k×r

j � (gpjr)d1
k
/pj � gd1

k
r � Ar

k and
sends the ciphertext (S, A, B′, C, D, E, G) to Dk.

(4) Dk checks the signature S, i.e.,
e(B′, H2(A)) � e(Ak, D), e(B′, g) � e(Ak, E), and
G � H3(e(B′, Tα)1/d

1
k ). If any of them fails, ⊥.

Otherwise, Dk recovers the message
m � C⊕e(B′, H1(A))1/d

1
k .

5. Solutions to the Basic Requirements

BC-EMR has provided for the advantages described in
Subsection 3.1 since it uses blockchain. Especially, the
scheme is based on the sequential multisignature of [41] and
the proxy reencryption of [42].&ey are proven secure in the
random oracle model, which is based on the hardness of the
CDH problem and the modified DBDH problem, respec-
tively, and please see [41, 42] for the full formal proof.

In this subsection, we will show why BC-EMR satisfies
the basic requirements of BMR. In Table 3, we list the
comparison results about BC-EMR and the other three
blockchain-based EMR schemes ZL, CZ, and AS. Here, the
schemes in [26, 28, 37] are denoted as ZL, CZ, and AS,
respectively.

5.1. Security and Privacy Preservation (SP)

(a) Malicious attacks (MA)

Forgery attack (M1): to get the doctor’s private key
to generate a legal signature, the adversary must
solve DLP intractable problem. Especially, it is not
feasible to falsify the diagnosis by the cloud server
or the collaboration between the patient and the
cloud server.&e reason is that they also can not get
the doctors’ legal signatures from the hospital’s
server or SM can detect any forged information by
verifying the signatures stored in the blockchain.
So, BC-EMR can resist the forgery attack.
Mo di ficationattack (M2): in BC-EMR, the last
doctor encrypts the diagnosis results with the pa-
tient’s public key and outsources them to the cloud.
If an adversary wants to modify them, it first needs
to obtain the patient’s private key and the cloud’s
permission. To get the private key illegally, the
adversary must solve DLP intractable problem.
&erefore, it is not possible. More importantly, BC-
EMR stores the doctors’ signatures of their diag-
noses in the blockchain.&en, it is easy to detect the

modification to the diagnosis results, even if the
patient’s private key is leaked or the patient (or
doctor) cooperates with the cloud. &us, BC-EMR
can resist the modification attack.
Replayattack (M3): BC-EMR has introduced the
timestamp T. Dk will confirm whether he/she re-
ceived the message before Tk � kT. It is impossible
to change timestamp T since the signatures stored
in the blockchain contain it. Any modification to T

is easily detected, and thus BC-EMR can resist the
replay attack.
Guessattack (M4): in BC-EMR, the system sets the
number of resigning as N. If the number of
resigning exceeds N, the signature terminates. It
can be to limit the number of attacks effectively and
resist the guessing attack.
Man − in − the − mi dd leattack (M5): protection
against the man-in-the-middle attack follows from
the protection against the forgery attack, modifi-
cation attack, and replay attack.
Trackableattack (M6): the patient and hospital
generate different random numbers including li, lk,
and ri in each execution of BC-EMR. &us, there is
no constant value in the transmitted or stored
messages, and the adversary can not trace the ac-
tion. &erefore, our BC-EMR can resist the
trackable attack.

(b) Nonrepudiation (NR): blockchain technology makes
BC-EMR satisfy traceability. We can search the
origin of any record stored in the blockchain by the
chain structure and the doctor’s signature. &us, no
participant can deny the data generated by himself/
herself.

(c) Confidentiality (CO): before diagnosis, the hospital
server will set a pseudoidentity for each patient.
During the diagnosis, the patient will use the
pseudoidentity to interact with doctors. &e doctors
will encrypt the diagnosis results with the group key,
and only members of the medical team can get them.
When the diagnosis is over, the last doctor will
encrypt the result with the patient’s public key before
storing it in a cloud server. If the adversary wants to
get the patient’s private key to decrypt the ciphertext,
he/she needs to solve the DLP intractable problem.
So BC-EMR has ideal confidentiality.

(d) Authenticity (AU): no one but the patient can de-
crypt the ciphertext of diagnosis since the final

Table 3: Comparison of the basic requirements.

SP
DS PC US

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 NR CO AU
ZL √ √ √ × √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
CZ √ √ √ × √ √ √ √ √ × × √
AS √ √ √ × √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
BC-
EMR √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√Support; ×not-support.
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doctor encrypts diagnosis results with the patient’s
public key. Doctors have stored the signatures of
diagnoses in the blockchain, and these violations are
easy to spot.

5.2. Data Sharing (DS). &e scheme has utilized proxy
reencryption technology. If the doctor has obtained the
consent of the patient, he/she will get the ciphertext
encrypted by their public key. &en the doctor accesses the
patient’s historical medical records by decrypting the ci-
phertext. &at is, BC-EMR realizes data sharing between
different doctors at different hospitals.

5.3. Patient Control (PC). When a doctor needs to know the
patient’s historical records of another hospital, the doctor
must get the ciphertext that is encrypted by his/her public
key. However, the original ciphertext is encrypted by the
patient’s public key. &e transformation of ciphertext needs
to be completed by SM using the reencryption key that is
computed by SM utilizing the patient’s private key. So, the
patient can control the doctor to access the historical data.

5.4. Uniform Standard (US). In hospitals’ BC-EMR systems,
we can use a uniform standard such as the same encryption
algorithm. It is beneficial to implement data sharing and
other functions.

In Table 3, we give the comparison results of BC-EMR,
ZL, CZ, and AS according to the basic requirements. We can
know that ZL and AS can not resist the guess attack. CZ not
only can not resist the guess attack but also can not satisfy
patient control and make the essential data sharing.

Remarks. Without the blockchain, if a doctor tries to
forge EMR that has been outsourced to a cloud server in a
medical accident, he/she can incentivize the cloud server to
forge or modify the existing EMR at will. &is is consistent
with reality. &e introduction of blockchain makes the
scheme resistant to threats such as doctor-cloud collusion to
forge or modify EMR without additional security mecha-
nisms, strong hypotheses, and trusted entities. In other
words, blockchain plays a key role in ensuring security in
BC-EMR. Moreover, in BC-EMR, blockchain only stores
some lightweight information such as the doctors’ signa-
tures, and diagnostic results are stored in the cloud, thus
reducing the burden of blockchain and facilitating the future
implementation of the scheme.

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate BC-EMR from the following
two aspects: (1) computational and communication cost; (2)
the implementation of BC-EMR.

6.1. Computational and Communication Cost. In this sub-
section, we will compare the main computational cost and
communication cost of BC-EMR, ZL, CZ, and AS. SM

usually has sufficient computational power and storage
capacity, so we consider the burden on the patient and the

last doctor of the team (the last doctor is responsible for
outsourcing data, he/she needs to pay for more cost than
other doctors). &e comparison results of computational
cost are shown in Table 4. Here, m denotes the scale mul-
tiplication operator in G1, e denotes the exponentiation
operation inG1, b denotes the bilinear pairing operation.We
ignore the remaining operations because of their low
computational cost.

In Table 4, λ is the size of the disease keyword set [26].
On the doctor’s side, ZL has the highest computational cost
of (17 + λ)m + 7e + 4b since λ is usually large such as 1000 in
ZL. &e cost of CZ is lower than BC-EMR, but it can not
satisfy a critical feature of EMR, i.e., the data sharing between
doctors. CZ also omits the authentication between the server
and doctors in generating the treatment key, and the current
doctor only verifies the previous doctor’s signature. But BC-
EMR will make the authentication in creating the group key,
and the current doctor verifies previous all doctors’ signa-
tures. &e cost of AS is also lower than BC-EMR on the
doctor’s side, but the scheme needs to decrypt the ciphertext
using the patient’s private key and then encrypt the EMR
using the shared secret key in the process of data sharing.
Every time generation and management of the shared secret
key both are consuming cost and there is a risk of data
leakage. So BC-EMR has higher security, and the additional
computational cost is worthy. In addition, the results in [43]
show that the computational cost of the operation e is ap-
proximately two times that of the operation m. So, on the
side of the patient, we can find that BC-EMR has the lowest
computational cost of 2e. It is worthy to note that doctors
often have relatively reliable computational power, and it is
vital to reduce the computational burden on patients.

In Table 5, we will give the main communication cost of
the three schemes. |x| and |t| denote the size of the element
in the ciphertext space and the size of the timestamp, re-
spectively. |np| is the number of the private blockchain’s
verifiers in ZL, and |Dp| is the size of personal data in AS.We
use the supersingular curve E(Fq) with order p over the
finite field GFq. To give a more explicit comparison of
communication cost, we assume the prime number p is
160 bits, the prime number q is 1024 bits, the point in G1 is
1024 bits, the point in G2 is 512 bits, the point in the ci-
phertext space, the hash value, and α all are 160 bits, the
timestamp, the order message s, and the identity all are
32 bits, the security parameter c is 512 bits, np � 3 in ZL, l is
512 bits, and |Dp| is 1024 bits. In Figure 5, we give the
comparison diagram of communication cost versus λ
(without loss of generality, we assume n � 3). Besides, we
provide a comparison diagram of communication cost
versus the number of doctors n in Figure 6. In ZL, λ � 1000,
but we set λ � 200 for clearly showing the comparison re-
sults in Figure 6.

We can see from Figure 5 that the communication cost of
ZL linearly increases with λ. &e communication cost of CZ,
AS, and BC-EMR is constant versus λ. Since λ is usually
relatively large such as 1000 in ZL. So, ZL has the highest
communication cost. In Figure 6, the communication cost of
CZ and BC-EMR both linearly increase with n, and the
communication cost of BC-EMR is higher than CZ’s. AS has
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the lowest communication cost, and an important reason is
that the scheme does not consider the case that multiple
doctors generate the EMR for a patient. In addition, as
mentioned in the analysis of computational cost, CZ can not
satisfy some features such as data sharing. AS requires
decrypting the ciphertext using the patient’s private key and
then encrypting the EMR using the shared key to make data
sharing. Every time the shared key is generated and man-
aged, there is cost, and it will also increase the risk of EMR
data leakage. &us, the above results show that BC-EMR can
achieve a better balance among security, basic requirements,
computational cost, and communication cost. So it is an
ideal EMR scheme.

6.2. Implementation of BC-EMR. In this subsection, we will
give some implementation results of BC-EMR. &e exper-
iment used Python 3.7.4 as the programming language.
Specially, we used the C language library PBC (v0.5.14) for
bilinear pairing calculations, pypbc to call the PBC library in
Python, and Python’s encryption algorithm library pycryp-
todome (v3.9.0) to implement AES encryption. We used a
computer equipped with an Intel Core i7-9750H CPU @
2.60GHz and 15.6GB of memory to run our experimental
program. &e operating system is Manjaro Linux 64 bit, the
desktop environment is KDE (v5.61.0), and the kernel
version is 4.19.69-1-MANJARO. During the experiment, we
started multiple processes on the experimental computer.
Each procedure was bound to a separate port and com-
municated with each other using sockets. In this way, we

Table 5: Comparison of the communication cost.

Scheme Communication cost

ZL (λ + 12)|G1| + |G2| + 5|Z∗p| + 132/3np + |t| + |x| + |I D| + 2|Hash|

CZ (3n + 1)|G1| + n|Z∗p| + 2(n + 1)|I D| + n|Hash| + 2|x| + (n + 1)|t|

AS 3|G1| + |I D| + 4|x| + |Hash| + |Z∗p| + |t| + |Dp|

BC-EMR (3n + 8)|G1| + 2|G2| + 2|Z
∗
p| + 5|I D| + (n + 6)|x| + 2|Hash|+

(n + 2)|α| + n|t| + 2|c| + 2|l| + (n + 1)|s|

Table 4: Comparison of the computational cost.

Scheme Patient Doctor
ZL 7m (17 + λ)m + 7e + 4b

CZ 5e + nm 2b

AS 5m 9m

BC-EMR 2e (11 + n)e + (n + 9)b
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Figure 5: Communication cost comparison versus λ.
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Table 6: Phased time costs when n� 3 (ms).

Phases
Security levels

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Initialization 62.78 280.17 704.80
Group key generation 83.30 405.80 905.90
Diagnose 296.60 1366.90 2220.30
Data storage 30.10 167.14 307.40
Data sharing 193.30 971.50 2125.50
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simulated the behavior of different roles in each phase of the
scenario. All values are the average result of 100 times
experiments.

We consider three security levels for BC-EMR, i.e., level
1 (p � 160 bits, q � 1024 bits), level 2 (p � 224 bits, q � 2048
bits), and level 3 (p � 256 bits, q � 3072 bits). In Table 6, we
assume n � 3 and summarize the phased computational
costs for three security levels. &e corresponding histogram
is given in Figure 7. &e result shows that the computational
costs of the five stages increase as the security level increases.
Besides, in Figure 8, we consider the computational delay
versus n. We can find that the computational delays of the
initialization phase and data sharing phase have no signif-
icant change.With the increase in the number of doctors, the
other three stages’ computational delays all significantly
increase. &e computational delay of the diagnostic phase is
the fastest growing. &e reason is that as the number of
doctors increases, BC-EMR needs to perform more time-
consuming exponential operations and bilinear pairing
operations.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a blockchain-based EMR in the
cloud environment. A lightweight one-to-many authenti-
cation protocol is given to set a group key, which is used to
protect the patient’s diagnosis results before storing them in
the cloud. &e proxy reencryption is utilized to make secure
data sharing between doctors at different hospitals. Block-
chain and sequential multisignature technologies ensure that
the stored medical information is safe. Especially, BC-EMR
can resist threats such as doctor-cloud collusion to forge or
modify EMR. &e analysis shows that BC-EMR has a lower
computational cost on the side of the patient. It is very
important for EMR since the patients usually rely on

resource-limited mobile devices. Besides, BC-EMR can
satisfy more basic requirements and security features. So the
extra computational cost on the side of the doctor and the
extra communication cost compared with CZ both are
worthy. &at is, BC-EMR is a practical EMR. Of course, as
the analysis results show, the method presented in this paper
has some shortcomings, such as a slightly higher cost of
communication. Since blockchain is a massive ledger backup
measure, these deficiencies will directly reduce the system
performance. So the balance between efficiency, security,
and cost remains at the heart of what we do next.
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A new distributed environment at less financial expenditure on communication over the Internet is presented by cloud computing.
In recent times, the increased number of users has made network traffic monitoring a difficult task. Although traffic monitoring and
security problems are rising in parallel, there is a need to develop a new system for providing security and reducing network traffic. A
new method, iReTADS, is proposed to reduce the network traffic using a data summarization technique and also provide network
security through an effective real-time neural network. Although data summarization plays a significant role in data mining, still no
real methods are present to assist the summary evaluation. )us, it is a serious endeavor to present four metrics for data sum-
marization with temporal features such as conciseness, information loss, interestingness, and intelligibility. In addition, a newmetric
time is also introduced for effective data summarization. Finally, a new neural network known as Modified Synergetic Neural
Network (MSNN) on summarized datasets for detecting the real-time anomaly-behaved nodes in network and cloud is introduced.
Experimental results reveal that the iReTADS can effectively monitor traffic and detect anomalies. It may further drive studies on
controlling the outbreaks and controlling pandemics while studying medical datasets, which results in smart healthy cities.

1. Introduction

In the last one and half decade, computer technology has
significantly overpowered the conventional ways of handling
the daily routines in almost every walk of life. All the daily
routine activities like reading newspapers, shopping, run-
ning a business, studying, and a lot of official works have
taken a shift over to the computer networks like LAN,WAN,
MAN, Internet, and cloud computing. As these computer
networks offer daily routine services to people across the

globe, at the same time, attackers have also joined the in-
ternational community on the same platform, but to disturb
the streamlined activities over the networks. )ese kinds of
regular attackers or hackers not only affect the daily routine
activities but also disturb the business or government net-
works [1]. Countering hackers and ensuring the smooth
working of computer networks need the construction of a
new security mechanism to provide security to the network
users and their own secret stored data. For safe and secure
communication services for exponential growing e-business
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and electronic transactions, the use of intrusion detection
and prevention systems, encryption, firewalls, authentica-
tion, and effective security mechanisms has been done [2].
Data have a significant role in every domain. )e storage
requirements over networks, in addition to the analysis of
data, are of utmost importance to obtain knowledge [3]. A
new secure arrangement method is presented, which is based
on matrix eigenvalue. )e aim of these arrangements is to
generate a secret position for each user for storing data,
which is called a secure arrangement [4]. Sometimes, the
input data could be faster and easier to examine for attaining
similar knowledge. For instance, a network administrator
over the computer network requires surveillance and su-
pervising the activities of the network [5]. Yet, for a small
corporation network like HTTP, FTP, e-mail, and P2P
applications, the quantity of data generated is enormous and
difficult to analyze [6]. Moreover, the network traffic is
increasing at a very rapid rate, which in turn becomes in-
feasible to monitor a network in real time by administrator
[7]. )erefore, to analyze the current scenario of the net-
work, a summary of the network traffic is quite useful to
immediately review the situation of the network.

For a large volume of different kind of data generated
from different resources like wireless sensors and cloud
[8, 9], a summary is essential [10].)e intent of summarizing
is to present a crisp dataset as input [11, 12]. Summarization
is extensively traversed in different domains such as network
data streams [11], intrusion detection systems (IDS) [13, 14],
point of sales (POS) data [15], and natural text processing
[16]. )e summarization has been applied to various do-
mains like healthcare, transport, security, logistics, and daily
life [17] and has been demonstrated to be efficient in getting
useful data out of huge datasets generated through IoT
(Internet of )ings) and cloud applications, which is easier
to understand or interpret. It becomes even more important
to summarize when the whole world is facing a pandemic
outbreak and each and every sector of human life is affected.

In the samemanner, a network sniffer protects and collects
packets in an indiscriminate way, and an intrusion detection
system (IDS) does the same. An IDS has the capability to detect
different kinds of network attacks in the presented environ-
ment. )e malicious network activities are identified by ana-
lyzing the packets collected by IDS, which gives alert signals to
the system administartor and attack connections are blocked to
avoid additional destruction from attacks. In general, intrusion
detection algorithms are categorized as misuse detection and
anomaly detection [18]. Misuse detection algorithm identifies
attacks on the basis of known attack signatures. )ese algo-
rithms are efficient in identifying known attacks with low
errors. )ese algorithms are unable to identify newly created
attacks, which do not have similar properties to the known
attacks. On the other hand, the anomaly detection method
relies on the hypothesis that the attackers have different be-
havior than a normal user. )is paper, being part of iReTADS,
presents the following contributions:

(i) An existing metric named information loss has been
modified that is biased towards recurring attributes
and proposed a novel summarization technique that

is based on a newly defined time metric for data
summarization purpose

(ii) )e newly proposed metric has been employed to
split the dataset into different time intervals

(iii) A novel method named modified synergetic neural
network (MSNN) has been designed for effective
anomaly detection

Further, the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
offers the related works. Section 3 discusses the overall
system architecture. Section 4 explains the proposed work.
Section 5 gives the results and discussion. Section 6 has the
conclusion and future enhancements.

2. Related Works

)e techniques of data summarization and anomaly de-
tection have already been extensively researched. For as-
sociation rule mining and clustering various data,
summarization techniques are used, and different metrics
have been proposed to improve the technique of data
summarization. )e authors in [19] have demonstrated that
there are no universally excepted standards on the subject of
what is a good summarization technique or a good sum-
mary. )e aim of their technique is to represent a trans-
actional database, implementing the notion of
hyperrectangles, the Cartesian product of a set of transac-
tions, and a set of items. To define the effectiveness of hyper
and hyper + techniques. )ey calculate the conciseness and
the quality as the ratio of coverage per cost of each
hyperrectangle so that the final summary cannot be com-
pared to another summary as there is no measure to evaluate
it. In [11], the authors explored the technique of compacting
the specified number of transactions to a smaller set of
summaries so that every summary entitles a subset of the
input transactions in such a way that every transaction is
represented in the summary. )e original dataset is con-
sidered as the summary by the Bottom-Up Summarization
(BUS) algorithm. In the beginning, frequent item set mining
is employed on the input dataset, and then item sets are
searched greedily, replacing those with minimum infor-
mation loss and maximum compaction gain, and repre-
sented data points are replaced with them in the summary.
)e process is repeated till the desired compaction gain is
achieved. Here, the metric used is the same for all the
techniques of compaction gain. Information loss is also used
by the authors to evaluate the results for measuring the
amount of information not present in the summary of the
original data. Table 1 represents some of the summarized
contribution towards anomaly detection. )e problem of
summarization of a dataset of transactions, where two ob-
jective functions, compaction gain and information loss,
were used with categorical attributes, is an optimization
problem by authors in [11]. In order to describe the output of
any summarization algorithm, a new metric was presented
by them, and for addressing this problem, they investigated
two approaches. In the first approach, clustering was
implemented, and for the second approach, the frequent
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item sets from the association analysis domain were used. In
their work of summarization, they proposed one of the
applications in the field of network data in which they
showed how their technique could be efficiently used for
summarizing network traffic into a meaningful and compact
representation.

In [28], a recent investigation was done to find the
possibility of anomaly detection in the context of real-time
big data preprocessing and machine learning techniques.
)is survey includes the essential components of real-time
processing of big data for anomaly detection, taxonomy of
real-time big data processing, and various research
challenges.

)e authors in [29] studied the concept of information
gain for network summarization and put forward a measure
called information entropy for measuring the quality of a
resolution. A probabilistic model of the information con-
tained in a network was developed, and a formula is derived
based on this model for information entropy. )e network
summarization method determines the computational
complexity of computing network entropy; for simple de-
terministic node-reduction summarizations, they developed

an O(E) algorithm. In order to decide the most appropriate
level of summarization, analysts use network entropy. With
the help of information entropy, the information is mea-
sured over the network; this network information is com-
bined with information provided by other attributes like
geospatial labels for providing a complete scenario of the
information enclosed in a particular network resolution.

In [30], a hierarchical data summarization data
structure is presented; it was labeled hierarchical as the data
structure implemented the concept of subcomponents to
systematically attain conceptually larger components. )e
methods proposed herein acquire a bigger component
repeatedly induced by the domain understanding of the
users. So, for hierarchical data summarization, the rules
implemented in the creation of data structure like B+ trees
were also considered, and various data structures were
implemented in hierarchical data summarization. Authors
in [31] proposed estimation and a real-time loss perfor-
mance monitoring scheme. Asymptotic relationship be-
tween the buffer size for both Markovian and self-similar
traffic and Common Language Runtime was used in the
proposed scheme. Results obtained by implementing the

Table 1: Summarized contribution towards the anomaly detection.

SL Title Method Dataset Pros Cons

1
RADS: Real-time anomaly
detection system for cloud

data centres [20]

OpenStack-based cloud data
centre, one-class classification
(RF, SVM, and naı̈ve Bayes),

and window-based time
series analysis

Twitter dataset
Achieved 90–95%

accuracy with a low FPR
of 0–3%

Two metrics, precision
and recall, need to be
investigated for proper

evaluation of the
system

2
Real-time anomaly

detection using ensembles
[21]

Base learner (i) perceptron;
(ii) ML-OzaBagadWin; (iii)

binary class SVM
KDD CUP 99 Accuracy attained 89.9%

by MLP
Only a few base

learners were used

3
A real time anomalies

detection system based on
streaming technology [22]

Spout architecture

Data are one-hour
(22:00–23:00)

exported flow data in
L province, China

Real-time anomalies
detection from mass

stream data in a scalable
manner

Up to 4GB dataset is
tested

4

Adapted K-nearest
neighbors for detecting
anomalies on spatio-

temporal traffic flow [23]

K-nearest neighbors Urban traffic flow
Beijing dataset

Able to detect the real
distribution of flow

outliers. Outperforms the
baseline algorithms for
high-urban traffic flow

Does not work well
with high dimensions
because of the inherent

feature of k-NN

5

Real-time anomaly
detection based on long
short-term memory and
Gaussian mixture model

[24]

LGMAD, based on long
short-term memory (LSTM)
and Gaussian mixture model

(GMM)

NAB public dataset
and synthetic dataset

A novel idea of the health
factor alpha is proposed
additionally to describe
the health level of the

system

Evaluated on
precision, recall,
F1-measure, and

overlooked accuracy

6

Malware traffic
classification using
convolutional neural

network for
representation learning

[25]

Convolution Neural Network
(CNN)

USTC-TRC2016
traffic dataset

Malware traffic
classification

Study the CNN
parameters tunings

7
Adaptive real-time

anomaly detection in
cloud infrastructures [26]

Robust PCA and SVD
Amazon

CloudWatch and
Yahoo!

Accuracy: 87.24%; F-
measure: 86%

Precision, recall, and
metrics are ignored in

evaluation

8
ADSaS: comprehensive

real-time anomaly
detection system [27]

Seasonal autoregressive
integrated moving average
(SARIMA) model and

seasonal trend decomposition
using loess (STL)

Numenta Anomaly
Benchmark (NAB)

ADSaS performed well in
terms of precision, recall,

and F1-score

Error range variation is
large in precision:

2.5%–97%; F1-score:
4.9%–95.1%; recall:

22.2%–100%
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proposed scheme showed that it required less monitoring
time and obtained improved accuracy in comparison to the
existing schemes.

)e paper [32] presented a group of techniques and
methods for traffic data collection, preprocessing, trans-
formation, and integration till the data is forwarded for
processing and transfer further for integration or fusion.
Real-time data is very imperative for encouraging model
accuracy, comprehensive use of assignment models, and
historical traffic data for assisting online services and op-
erations. )e reliability of information and output from data
fusion and processing as proposed by authors in [33]
proposed the concern for analyzing the large network data
for packet loss in real time, irrespective of any device in-
stalled at the network node in advance at monitoring place.
However, it is found that the proposed system needs some
sort of training in advance for adopting the features of the
traffic to be monitored. )e time series models are used for
training which efficiently represent the high-speed traffic;
with the help of these models, important conclusions like
how to sample the data can be drawn by simulating the
similar behavior shared by traffic.

)is work [34] proposed four metrics, conciseness, in-
formation loss, interestingness, and intelligibility. )ese
could be used for characterizing data summarization results.
However, they modified the information loss metric because
of its biased nature towards the recurring attributes. With
the use of these four metrics, they assessed the existing
summarization techniques on renowned network traffic
datasets. A summarization method based on an already
existing method was proposed, but here it is taken as an
objective function; further, the classification of summarized
datasets is carried out to reveal the usability of the metrics.
Authors [35], with the help of the Bayesian Network,
explained anomaly detection and getting learned by the real
world automated identification system (AIS) data and from
the additional data, resulting in the production of static and
dynamic Bayesian network model. In their finding, they
proposed that learned networks were pretty easy to inspect
and verify in spite of the large number of variables being
incorporated. In order to improve the anomaly detection
performance, they confirmed the combination of both static
and dynamic modeling approaches for improving the
coverage of the overall model.

)is work focused [36] on reducing security risk and
presented two techniques of the network traffic anomaly
detection in cloud communication, and these techniques,
with the assistance of synergetic neural networks and the
catastrophe theory, understand the dynamic behavior of the
network traffic. In synergetic neural networks, a synergetic
dynamic equation along with a set of ordered parameters is
implemented for describing the complex nature of the
network traffic system over cloud communications. Once
this equation is solved, the ordered parameters confirmed by
the primary factors can converge to 1, which results in
anomaly detection. Catastrophe theory makes use of ca-
tastrophe potential function to explain the catastrophe
dynamic process of the network traffic in cloud
communications.

State of the network traffic derives from the normal one;
whenever there is an anomaly in the network, the catas-
trophe distance index is used to assess the derivation, which
helps in detecting the anomaly. )ey assessed the two ap-
proaches by implementing these techniques over standard
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency datasets, and it
proved to be effective in detecting the network traffic
anomaly and accomplished the high detection probability
and low false alarm rate.

)is contribution [37] presented a new increasing
mapping-based hidden Markov model (IMHMM) in order
to monitor the dynamic traffic efficiently. An increasing
mapping is set up between the observation sequence and
possible state sequence. In spite of FB variables, these
mappings are used for obtaining the reestimation formulas
for the model parameters.)e IMHMM can be used to make
fault detection and process monitoring framework to deal
with large-scale dynamic processes. )e IMHMM needs less
storage space, and it is simple in comparison to HMM. Kim
et al. [3] presented a new hybrid intrusion detection method
that integrates hierarchically an anomaly detection model
and a misuse detection model. Based on the C4.5 decision
tree algorithm, a misuse detection model is built; later, using
this model, normal training data is crumbled into smaller
subsets. After that, these subsets are used to make multiple
one-class SVMmodels. )is method considerably optimizes
the high time complexity of training and testing processes.

In this paper [38], a new technique SVM-L is given for
anomaly detection in network traffic. Based on the concept
of the dual formulation of kernel SVM and Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis, an optimization model was proposed to
adjust the hyperparameter of the classifier. Experimentally,
99% accuracy was claimed over network traffic dataset.

)e work [39] proposed the ANN-based techniques for
anomaly detection in Apache Spark, which works effectively
for complex scenarios with multiple types of anomalies, like
CPU contention, cache thrashing, and context switching
anomalies, and showed 98–99% F-scores. Also, they claimed
that a random duration, random start instant, and over-
lapped anomalies do not cause a significant influence on the
performance of the proposed method.

)e authors of [40] demonstrated the Convolution
Neural Network features with bidirectional long short-term
memory for real-time anomaly detection in the surveillance
system.)ey claimed a 3.41% and 8.09% upsurge in accuracy
on UCF-Crime and UCF-Crime2Local databases when
compared to the newest methods.

)e authors of [41] did a multiperspective review over
smart anomaly detection in sensor systems and discussed the
potential of computing (machine learning models), effi-
ciency in communications medium, and engineering
(constraints) in development of a smart anomaly detection
system.

)e research work [42] proposed a novel multistage
anomaly detection ensemble technique named BFA-
PDBSCAN for the incessant execution of computations on
IoT-based applications. )is selection of relevant features
from the dataset is carried out by the Boruta method and
extended k-medoid with a firefly-inspired strategy for
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performing partitioning. )ey claimed the effectiveness of
the proposed model over several datasets.

Blockchain and smart contract-based dependable and
efficient lightweight certificateless signature (CLS) scheme,
which is more secure than CLS protocol alone (Susceptible
to security risks), is popular for resource-constrained In-
dustrial Internet of )ings (IIoT) protocol design [43].

)is paper presents a new model for anomaly detection
in the cloud using data summarization and neural network.
Network traffic in the cloud is monitored with the help of
data summarization; it also collects the necessary data. )is
summarized data further can be sent to the proposed
Modified Synergetic Neural Network for anomaly detection.

3. Proposed Work

In this paper, a new model called iReTADS for detecting a
real-time anomaly in the cloud during communications
using data summarization and neural network with tem-
poral features is introduced. Temporal Data summarization
monitors the network traffic in the cloud in real time and
collects the necessary data, and the summarized data can be
sent to the proposed Modified Synergetic Neural Network
for anomaly detection.

3.1. System Architecture of iReTADS. )is proposed system
architecture comprises seven key components, namely, data
collection agent, cup dataset, network trace data, data
summarization module, anomaly detection module, tem-
poral information manager, and knowledge base, as shown
in Figure 1.

3.1.1. Data Collection Agent. )e network data are collected
from the network layer or from the KDD’99 cup dataset by
the data collection agents.)is data is further sent to the data
summarization module for summarizing the data.

3.1.2. Data Summarization Module. Data summarization
module is comprised of three chief components as a quality
threshold, that is, setting, optimization, and clustering.)ese
components use different algorithms for quality threshold
setting, optimization of the data based on the threshold, and
clustering the data, and then this summarized data is sent for
anomaly detection module.

3.1.3. Anomaly Detection Module. Anomaly detection
module for efficient classification of the dataset makes use of
proposed classification techniques. )is module has a
component that sets the rules on the basis of fuzzy concepts
by integrating the various combinations of summarized
datasets to have efficient classification. For setting the time
interval, this module bears the responsibility of remaining in
contact with the temporal information manager.

3.1.4. Temporal Information Manager. )is module has the
accountability of allotting the time interval for summarizing
the data; with the assistance of the knowledge base, the time-

based fuzzy rules also formed the knowledge base. )e
knowledge base has a set of rules to answer the queries being
fired by the users and execute efficient decision-making. It
has contained rules in order tomake a decision regarding the
summarization process and classification. )e decision
manager manipulates and maintains the knowledge base.

3.1.5. DecisionManager. )ewhole process of this proposed
system is monitored by the decision manager. In collabo-
ration with the temporal information manager and
knowledge base, the decision manager takes all the decisions
regarding the classification and data summarization. It has
all the control over data summarization, collection agent,
and anomaly detection module.

3.2. Data Summarization Technique. )is section is pre-
sented with a proposed metric along with four existing
metrics in order to serve the purpose of data summarization.
Although it is well noted that the data summarization ob-
tains the data as input and outputs the data as well, the
output cannot be misinterpreted with information or
knowledge. Summary here is simply a precise form of the
input data, which is made to use as a replacement for
competence reasons. As a result, the whole of the measures
dealing with data summarization should be objective in
nature. )is section is comprised of five objective measures
for data summarization, namely, time, conciseness, infor-
mation loss, interestingness, and intelligibility.

3.2.1. Time. )is paper presents a new metric, time, which is
used for data summarization. In order to monitor traffic, the
time interval is a very significant parameter, as a large
number of the users access the network or cloud, and many
times a situation arises when the network is not traffic-free.
In such conditions, when online traffic is being monitored, it
should be managed with the help of time intervals amongst
the data groups. Already existing techniques are performed
remarkably well, even without concentrating on real-time
traffic control. )ese existing techniques have not consid-
ered the retrieval time and randomly retrieving the infor-
mation from the database. Datasets could be prepared
between the particular time intervals, whether it is one week,
two weeks, one day, or one hour from the server. From
datasets, we can find different numbers of time appearances
in various time slots. Based on this, the metric subset has to
be broken based on the time intervals; using this approach,
data can be retrieved based on the exact data occurrence in
various time intervals.

3.2.2. Conciseness. )e metric conciseness explains the
compact data summary as per the dataset; conciseness is
discussed and explained with different terminologies like
summarization, compression ratio, and compaction gain in
various works and different papers like [11, 34, 44]. In
another paper, the conciseness is calculated for a set of
records at a specified time interval in accordance with the
[25]; the calculation is done in a similar manner as of three
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previous approaches, which is expressed as the ratio of the
input dataset size to the summarized dataset size. Let M be
the number of data points in the input dataset and S be the
number of tuples in the summary. Starting time and ending
time are denoted by t1 and t2.

Conciseness t1, t2( ) �
M

S
. (1)

3.2.3. Information Loss. Information loss denoted the
amount of information loss in the process or in very simple
terms the information that is absent in the summary.
According to Ha-�uc et al. [44], the amount of information
lost is known as distortion. As per their de�nition, distortion
is the total of the squared Euclidean distance between every
data point and centroid of the cluster to which these points
belong. It is quite evident from the de�nition of distortion in
this particular work [44]that this method of information loss
calculation can only be used in clustering-based summari-
zation, hence not applicable as a general summarization
metric. As per Chandola and Kumar [11, 44], information
loss is given by an individual summary for a transaction as
“the weighted sum of all the features which are absent in the
individual summary.” Hence, aggregating the information
loss of each transaction results in the total information loss
of the summary. In this work, the information loss for the set
of records is calculated in accordance with the work of
Chandola and Kumar [11, 44] for the speci�c time interval
further; the results are normalized. Sum of all the ratios of
attributes not present to the total attributes represented per
summary gives the information loss. Let S be the number of
individual summaries, ti be the number of di�erent

attributes represented by summary i, and li be the number of
di�erent attributes not present in summary i. Starting time
and ending time will be indicated by t1 and t2. �en,

Information Loss t1, t2( ) �
1
s
∑
s

i�1

li
ti
. (2)

3.2.4. Interestingness. �e interestingness metric has been
discussed extensively in literature; it has been an area of
interest for researchers, particularly for �nding interesting
classi�cation and association rules in data mining [2, 45].
Interestingness is taken up as a broad concept in the lit-
erature. It focuses on conciseness, peculiarity, coverage,
diversity, reliability, surprisingness, utility, novelty, and
actionability. Hoplaros et al. [34] de�ned interestingness as
follows:

IRAE t1, t2( ) �∑
m

i�1

ni ni − 1( )
N(N − 1)

. (3)

Let ni be the derived count attribute of a summary tuple,
m be the number of tuples in a summary, and N be the
number of total input data points. �e starting time and the
ending time are represented by t1 and t2.

3.2.5. Intelligibility. Intelligibility de�nes the characteristics
of the summary, that is, the level of sense a summary makes
out of the data, on account of the number of ANY attributes
present in the summary. Every tuple in the summary rep-
resents a subset of the input dataset. If a tuple contains the
most closely related data, then there will be fewer ANY

Knowledge Base

Testing Phase Training Phase Fuzzy Rule

Decision ManagerTemporal Information
Manager

Quality Threshold
Setting

Optimization Clustering

Data Collection Agent

DATA SUMMARIZATION MODULE

ANOMALY DETECTION MODULE

Network Trace DataKDD Cup’99
Data set

Figure 1: System architecture.
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attributes present. Let m, be the number of tuples in a
summary the i tuple having the attributes ni, and li be the
number of non-ANY attributes present in tuple i. As per our
approach towards information loss and interestingness,
intelligibility should be normalized. We define

Intelligibility t1, t2(  �
1
m



m

i�1
−
li

ni

. (4)

3.3. Temporal Data Summarization Algorithm. )is algo-
rithm is comprised of three phases, namely, threshold set-
ting, optimization, and clustering. All these three phases
make use of various algorithms proposed by different au-
thors on the basis of different metrics. )ese algorithms are
modified in our proposed method by using temporal
constraints.

3.4. Proposed Temporal Data Summarization Method.
)is proposed real-time data summarization method
according to [34] is the combination of four phases. )ese
four phases also contain different algorithms, namely,
modified quality threshold summarization algorithm, BUS
algorithm, K-means clustering algorithm, and data summa-
rization algorithm. We used the data summarization tech-
nique, which was proposed by Hoplaros et al. [34]. A new
metric called time is introduced for handling real-time data.
)is new metric plays a major role in the quality threshold
summarization algorithm and summarization algorithm,
which are present in phase 1 and phase 2, respectively. )is
metric uses a modified data summarization method that plays
necessary roles for handling real-time data in cloud. )e
proposed data summarization method has introduced a new
metric called time interval in Algorithm 1. )is new metric is
used in the quality threshold algorithm.

3.5. Modified Synergetic Neural Network. )is section
presents a new system for anomaly detection in network and
cloud communications which is a combination of temporal
data summarization and a Modified Synergetic Neural
Network. A Modified Synergetic Neural Network is intro-
duced according to [46]. A new layer based on fuzzy rules for
all sets of data is introduced in the framework of SNN in the
starting and ending time based on Ganapathy et al. [47]. For
anomaly detection, fuzzy intervals will be implemented for
making efficient and appropriate decisions; when it is
compared with time series, these fuzzy rules have been
framed on the basis of different time intervals. )ere is no
denying the fact about the dynamic nature of the network
traffic; it is not only dynamic in nature but also complex
dynamic. )e network traffic has shown nonlinear, non-
stationary, and complex dynamic behavior. )ere are many
factors involved in describing the behavior or nature of this
network at the broader level [1, 48]. )erefore, the network
problem is treated as a high-dimensional problem. Network
generation in the cloud communication environment is a
task that involves many factors, and with the assistance of all

these factors or parameters, it could be achieved. )ere are
various factors that dominate the network equally, and the
changes over the network are normal, but the network traffic
reflects large randomness. Attackers or abnormal users
dominate the key factor because when anomalies happen, all
the above-discussed factors do not contribute to the network
traffic at par. )e network at an abnormal state shows strong
certainty. Synergetic, says primary, factors contribute to the
generation of the order parameter. Randomness and simi-
larity in the cloud communication and network traffic are
the characteristics of order parameters in the network. In-
terdisciplinary science named synergetic demonstrates the
organization and formulation of structures and patterns in
an open system, which are far from thermodynamics
equilibrium. )is science focuses on bringing temporal,
spatial, and functional structures on macroscopic scales of
the various individual factors of a dynamic system.
According to synergetic [46], a dynamical system can be
expressed as follows:

q � −
zV

zq+
,

q+ � −
zV

zq
,

(5)

where q is the system state; q+ is the adjoint state of q; V is
the potential function of the system; q is the differential of q;
and the other is the same on the following equations in this
paper.

According to the control principle of synergetic, stable
models have a dependency on the unstable models.
Whenever there is the process of evolution of the system,
the number of certain unstable models keeps on increasing;
on the other hand, the number of stable models starts
decreasing. When the number of unstable models becomes
large, they start behaving as the primary factor in the
system, which, as a consequence, transforms the high-di-
mensional problem into the low dimension problem and
the values of the unstable models known as order pa-
rameters. )ese unstable models with the highest original
order parameter decide the final state of the system.
Synergetic science explains the fundamental building
principle for pattern recognition and comes up with an
opinion: the process of pattern recognition is pattern
formation, which is a top-down approach for analyzing a
problem or system. How pattern recognition works are
explained here, macroqualitative variation of the system
corresponds to the pattern formation, and transformation
of the process from testing data to the training data is
equivalent to pattern recognition, which reflects the sim-
ilarity between pattern recognition and pattern formation.
MSNN is the technique of pattern recognition when it
comes to network traffic anomaly detection in cloud
communication based on MSNN. Identified patterns and
prototype patterns are presented by testing data and
training data, respectively, in the process of MSNN. And
the technique to identify the testing data is to map the
testing data to some already existing training dataset. )e
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identification of testing network traffic patterns q can be
explained as a dynamic process in cloud communications.
After mapping the initial testing data q(0) from interme-
diate state q(t1,t2) to a training data vector vk, the training
data vector vk is most near to q(0). )e process can be
described as q(0)⟶ q(t1,t2)⟶ vk, where q(0) is the
testing network traffic data, vk is the stored normal or
abnormal traffic network traffic, and the intermediate state
q(t1, t2) is the order parameter ωk. To be precise, this
process can be represented by a dynamic equation (2). )e
assumption is made that the number of the training data
vectors isM and the dimension of the training data vector is
N. For maintaining the linear independence of the M
training data vector, M ≤N is required.

q � 
M

k�1
ckVk V

+
k q(  − B 

M

k�1


M

k1�1,k�k1
V

+
k q( 2 V

+
k q( Vk

− C q
+
q( q + F t1,t2 ,

(6)

where q is the testing network traffic data vector in cloud
communications with the original input data value q (0).
Scalar value ck is the attention parameter because when it is
positive, only testing data can be identified. F (t1, t2) is the
fluctuation factor for the particular record login and logout
time of the network traffic in cloud communications and can
be ignored. Scalar values B and C are specified coefficients
and must be greater than 0. vk is the training data vector, vk�

(vk,1, vk ,2,. . ..., vk,N)
T, where superscript T is vector trans-

position. vk
+ is the adjoint vector of vk.

V
+
k Vk′

� δk,k′ �
1, k � k′,

0, kk′.

⎧⎨

⎩ (7)

vk should be prepared with normalization and zero
mean:



N

l�1
Vk,1 � 0,

�������������


N

l�1
V

2
k,1 � 1 



. (8)

In order to reduce the dimensionality of the system, the
order parameters ck are features extracted from vector q. q
can be represented by the order parameters ck, a training
data vector vk, and the remaining vector w:

� 
M

k�1
ckVk + W, V

+
k W � 0. (9)

)e adjoint vector of q is defined as follows:

q
+

� 
M

k�1
ckVk + W

+
, W

+
k Vk � 0. (10)

)ere is a relationship:

V
+
k q � q

+
Vk. (11)

Typing (5) into (7), according to the orthogonal rela-
tionship, the order parameter k is defined as follows:

ck � V
+
k . (12)

Phase 1: modified quality threshold summarization algorithm.
Input: dataset D, threshold T, time interval.//)reshold setting will be different for different time interval summarized data.
Output: cluster centroids {C1, C2. . .Ck}
Step 1: initialize the cluster centroid C�∅;
Step 2: initialize the threshold t� 0;
Step 3: initialize the k0 �1;
Step 4: choose data item from D and set I0 � d for the particular time interval.
Step 5: (Ct, Et, <t1, t2>)�K-means (D, kt, It);
Step 6: Kt+1 �Kt;
Step 7: It+1 �Ct;
Step 8: for i⟵ 1 to kt do
Step 9: if Eti less than T, then
Step 10: C�C {Cti}
Step 11: remove cluster i out of D
Step 12: Kt+1 �K t+1–1
Step 13: lt+1 � lt+1 – {Cti}
Step 14: end
Step 15: if D equals ∅, then
Step 16: return centroids {C1; C2. . .Ck};
Step 17: randomly choose a data point d approximately close to the centroid of the largest cluster;
Step 18: insert d to It+1;
Step 19: kt+1 � kt+1 + 1;
Step 20: t� t+ 1;
Step 21: go to 5;

Phase 2: apply BUS algorithm
Phase 3: apply K-means clustering
Phase 4: apply data summarization algorithm that incorporates all metrics [29].

ALGORITHM 1: Temporal data summarization method.
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Style described in (2) is a powerful dynamic equation. If
we neglect the fluctuation factor F(t1, t2) during the par-
ticular time interval of the network traffic in cloud com-
munications, according to equations (1) and (2), the
potential function can be described as follows:

V � −
1
2



M

k�1
ck V

+
k q( 

2

+
1
4

B
M

k�1


M

k′�1,k≠k′
V

+
k q( 

2
+
1
4

C 
M

k�1
V

+
k q( 

2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(13)

According to equations (1), (2), and (8), correspond-
ingly, the dynamic equations and the potential function
described by the order parameter are as follows:

ωk � ckωk − B 
M

k′�1,k≠k′
ω2

kωk − C 
M

k′�1
ω2

k ωk, (14)

V � −
1
2



M

k′�1

ckω
2
k +

1
4

B 
M

k�1


M

k′�1,k′≠k

ω2
k′ω

2
k +

1
4

C 
M

k′

ω2
k

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2

.

(15)

At the lowest potential energy of a system, the system
controlled by the order parameters reaches the most stable
state. Here, the order parameters attain their extreme value.
)e stable state of the network system is described by the
following formula:

ωk � 0, 0≤ k≤M. (16)

)at is,

ωk � ckωk − B 

k′≠k

ω2
kωk − C 

M

k′�1

ω2
k

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ωk � 0. (17)

If we define

D � (B + C) 

M

k′�1

ω2
k, (18)

then the following equations can be inferred from (10)
and (12):

ωk � ωk ck − D + Bω2
k ,

ωk ck − D + Bω2
k  � 0.

(19)

As per the (15), there are four layers in the MSNN ar-
chitecture in Figure 2. )e top layer is the input layer in
which unit j receives component qj(0) of need recognized
pattern vectors original value q(0). All the order parameter
components form the middle layer, where the order pa-
rameter ωk is obtained by summing all angle indexes j
through each input value qj(0), multiplying its joint unit
v +

kj. )e active order parameter ωk recognizes the special
training data chosen by the angle index k. According to the
dynamical equation, MSNN will be evolved to the end state

that only one of the order parameters survives, and qj is
obtained through reciprocity and competition of D. )e
down layer is the output layer in which output pattern can be
expressed as qj(t1, t2) � kωk(t1, t2)Vkj, where qj is active of
output unit j and ωk is the end of the state of the middle
layer. )ere is ωk � 1 if k� k0; otherwise, ωk � 0. vkj is the
component of j of the training data vector.

Time series of the network traffic in cloud communi-
cations are represented by y1, . . .yN; these are sampled in
bytes or bits or packets per time unit. )e fuzzy temporal
information manager of the proposed system MSNN deals
with the fuzzy time interval for detecting anomalies. Fuzzy
time intervals are set up as shown in Figure 3. Normal and
abnormal network traffic are set for constructing a training
dataset that may containM components from a specific time
interval. Network traffic fuzzy time intervals also share the
same size N. )is proposed anomaly detection method is
designed in such a way to make a distinction between
normal and abnormal network traffic.

)e process of anomaly detection includes two stages as
shown in Figure 4: the training stage is to learn the training
data of the normal and abnormal network traffic, and the
testing stage is to detect the network traffic anomaly. )e
detailed detection steps are given as follows.

3.5.1. :e Training Stage

(a) Choose the training data vectors { y1,. . .yN } from the
trained dataset for specific time intervals

(b) Deal with the training pattern vectors { y1,. . .yN }
with normalization and zero mean and then com-
pute the training data vectors vk for the particular
time interval records

(c) Compute the corresponding adjoint v +
k of the

training data vectors vk at particular time intervals

3.5.2. :e Testing Stage

(a) Test on the testing data vector q(0) consisted of the
testing network traffic data in cloud communications
dealt with normalization and zero mean.

(b) Compute the corresponding order parameter ωk of
each training data according to (8), which is in the
particular time interval.

(c) Evolve by the following order parameter dynamic
equation (17) until the order parameters start con-
verging to a specific training data and then to the
specific training data vector q(0) in a particular time
interval. )us, the processes of the network traffic
anomaly detection in cloud communications based
on MSNN have been completed.

ωk(n + 1) − ωk(n) � β ck − D + Bω2
k(n) ωk(n), (20)

where β is the iterative step.
)e steps of the training stage are as follows:
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(1) Consider the fuzzy time intervals y1,. . .yN of the
training data, for each time interval between t1 and
t2, and construct the vector set { Yt

p� (yt− p+ 1, . . .,yt)
|t� 1,. . .,N–p+ 1}, which is the time interval window

(2) Obtain the set of the state variable {xt} and the
control variables {ut} and {vt} based on normalized
features extracted from each vector Ypt

(3) Compute the parameters a and b of the cusp ca-
tastrophe model using the series {xt}, {ut}, and {vt}

In the testing stage, the main steps are as follows:

(1) Construct the vector Yt
p (with the same time window

Winp in the training stage) of the testing data at the
observed time I, which is labeled as observed point Pi.

(2) Extract the selected normalized features to present
the state variable xi and control variables ui and vi.

(3) Compute the catastrophe distance between the ob-
served point Pi(xi, ui, vi) and the bifurcation set G(x,
u, v), labeled as Dp. �e catastrophe distance Dp is
de�ned as follows: assuming that Pi(xi, ui, vi) is an
observed point in the testing data of the tra�c in
cloud communications and Pt(xt, ut, vt) is a point of
the equilibrium surface G(x, u, v), the distance

between two points Pi(xi, ui, vi) and Pt(xt, ut, vt),
labeled as DE(Pi, Pt) is computed by the Minkowski
distance. �e catastrophe distance Dp between the
observed point Pi(xi, ui, vi) and the equilibrium
surface G(x, u, v) is de�ned as

DP Pi, G(x, u, v)( ) � minPt∈G(x,u,v) DE Pi, Pt( ){ }. (21)

As catastrophe distance Dp is more than a threshold,
then anomaly can be claimed at the observing point Pi (xi, ui,
vi). �e threshold is obtained by training.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the di�erent experimental results carried out
for data summarization and anomaly detection have been
discussed. For data summarization, di�erent experiments by
using the four di�erent metrics in algorithms called quality
threshold algorithms (BUS algorithm and K-means clus-
tering algorithm) have been performed. Finally, these al-
gorithms are combined to propose Modi�ed Synergetic
Neural Network for providing better classi�cation accuracy.

�e proposed method is the combination of the very
well-known and state-of-the-art techniques and, while using
the strength of the neural network, gives a very good
performance.

4.1. Datasets. �e dataset for this experiment is taken from
the third International Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining Tools Competition (KDD Cup 99) [18, 49]. Every
connection record is characterized by 41 attributes. All these
attributes are both discrete and continuous in nature; these
variables are drastically varying to each other on the basis of
statistical distributions, turning it to be a challenging task for
intrusion detection [50].
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Figure 2: �e framework of MSSN.
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�is dataset contains 5 million network connection
records like password guess, land attack, Neptune attack,
and port scan. �e twenty-two categories of attack are from
the following four classes: DOS, R2L, U2R, and probe.�e 41
features explain the fundamental information regarding
network packet, network tra�c, host tra�c, and content
information. Each record has 5 class labels, namely, normal,
probe, DOS, R2L, and U2R. It has 391458 DOS attack
records, 52 U2R attack records, 4107 probe attack records,
1126 R2L attack records, and 97278 normal records only in
10 percent of this dataset.

4.2. Experimental Results. Table 2 shows the performance of
quality threshold data summarization. From this table, we
can see the di�erent four metrics such as conciseness, in-
formation loss, interestingness, and intelligibility values
when considering the di�erent threshold values with a
number of clusters considered for summarization of data.

Table 3 shows the performance of BUS in data sum-
marization. Here, the di�erent four metrics such as con-
ciseness, information loss, interestingness, and intelligibility
values were obtained when considering the di�erent kinds of
summary sizes for summarization of data.

START

Choose the training data vectors { y1,……yN} for specific time
intervals.

Deal the training pattern vectors { y1,……yN} with normalization and zero-mean

Compute the corresponding adjoint v+
k of the training data vectors vk at particular

time intervals t1 and t2.

Compute the training data vectors vk for the particular time interval records.

Evolve by the following order parameter dynamic equation

Test on the testing data vector q (0) consisted of the testing network traffic data in
cloud communications dealt with normalization and zero-mean

Compute the corresponding order parameter ωk of each training data according to eqn.

until the order parameters
start converging to a
specific training data
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Figure 4: MSNN process.
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Table 4 shows the performance of the K-means clus-
tering algorithm in data summarization. From this table, we
can see the di�erent four metrics such as conciseness, in-
formation loss, interestingness, and intelligibility values
during the consideration of di�erent thresholds for the
di�erent number of clusters for summarization of data.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of performance analysis
between the existing quality threshold algorithm and the
combination of the proposed MSNN with the quality
threshold algorithm. Figure 2 explains that the MSNN
framework with quality algorithm has outperformed the
existing quality threshold algorithms in terms of classi�-
cation accuracy. �e proposed anomaly detection method
provides better anomaly detection accuracy signi�cantly
while considering di�erent thresholds for anomaly
detection.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of performance analysis
between the existing K-means clustering algorithm and the
combination of the proposed MSNN with the K-means
clustering algorithm.

From Figure 6, it can be observed that the classi�cation
accuracy of the proposed MSNN with the K-means

clustering algorithm is better than the existing K-means
clustering algorithm. �e proposed anomaly detection
method provides better anomaly detection accuracy quite
signi�cantly during the consideration of di�erent thresholds
for anomaly detection.

Table 2: Results for quality threshold summarization phase on the KDD Cup’99 dataset.

�reshold Clusters Conciseness Information loss Interestingness Intelligibility
15000 12 10493.31 0.9891 0.14876 0.2712
10000 16 7869.52 0.9893 0.088 0.29513
5000 24 5243.97 0.98267 0.06621 0.3068
2500 43 2925.04 0.97348 0.04912 0.3579
1000 75 1675.42 0.9651 0.03017 0.3745
500 124 1010.128 0.9567 0.02197 0.40649
250 187 669.47 0.94652 0.01662 0.4392
100 297 420.512 0.9262 0.0119 0.46725
50 437 284.17 0.89734 0.0065 0.48343

Table 3: Results for BUS phase on the KDD Cup’99 dataset.

Summary size Conciseness Information loss Interestingness Intelligibility
12 10493.31 0.9891 0.2225 0.2624
16 7869.52 0.9893 0.09351 0.29132
24 5243.97 0.98267 0.12832 0.3265
43 2925.04 0.97348 0.01284 0.3768
75 1675.42 0.9651 0.095721 0.2763
124 1010.128 0.9567 0.03672 0.4216
187 669.47 0.94652 0.07419 0.4552
297 420.512 0.9262 0.2032 0.26821
437 284.17 0.89734 0.05071 0.52242

Table 4: Results for K-means clustering phase on the KDD Cup’99 dataset.

Clusters Conciseness Information loss Interestingness Intelligibility
12 10497.75 0.99242 0.11231 0.30672
16 7873.3125 0.98968 0.08921 0.34128
24 5248.875 0.98151 0.0762 0.39312
43 2929.6046 0.9778 0.0523 0.43345
75 1679.64 0.96495 0.0348 0.49213
124 1015.9112 0.95392 0.0217 0.53279
187 673.6524 0.94646 0.0108 0.5725
297 424.1515 0.93889 0.0087 0.6218
437 288.2677 0.93130 0.0056 0.6617
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Figure 5: Comparison of performance analysis between QT and
MSNN with QT algorithm.
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Figure 7 shows the comparison of performance analysis
for the existing BUS algorithm, modi�ed BUS algorithm,
and the proposed MSNN with modi�ed BUS algorithm.
From this �gure, it can be observed that the classi�cation
accuracy of the proposed MSNN with modi�ed BUS algo-
rithm is better than the existing BUS algorithm andmodi�ed
BUS algorithm. �e proposed anomaly detection method
provides better anomaly detection accuracy signi�cantly
during the consideration of di�erent thresholds for anomaly
detection.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

�is paper presents iReTADS, an intelligent real-time
anomaly detection technique. As a part of it, a new metric
time interval is introduced for data summarization in ad-
dition to four existing metrics for the same purpose. We
proposed a novel neural network framework with fuzzy
temporal features comprised of four layers, and this handles
the fuzzy time interval for classi�cation. Finally, the dem-
onstration for classi�cation of summarized datasets using
the proposed neural network was carried out for assessing its
e�ectiveness. Time taken while using summarized data can

be a fraction of the total time taken over the original dataset,
getting approximately the same results, which can save time
in a critical application. �ese methods should be optimized
and parallelized. However, the system is tested with large
datasets of network tra�c, which revealed another necessity.
More focus should be given to real-time anomaly detection,
and the research e�orts will be directed to stream data
summarization and anomaly detection methods. In future
works, we will explore a new e�ective real-time anomaly
detection method using soft computing techniques.
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Elderly people are the assets of the country and the government can ensure their peaceful and healthier life. Life expectancy of
individuals has expanded with technological advancements and survey tells that the elderly population will become double in the
year 2030.'e noninfectious cognitive dysfunction is the most important risk factor among elderly people due to a decline in their
physiological function. Alzheimer, Vascular Dementia, and Dementia are the key reasons for cognitive inabilities. 'ese diseases
require manual assistance, which is difficult to provide in this fast-growing world. Prevention and early detection are the wise
solution for the above diseases. Diabetes and hypertension are considered as main risk factors allied with Alzheimer’s disease. Our
proposed work applies a two-stage classification technique to improve prediction accuracy. In the first stage, we train a Support
vector machine and a Random Forest algorithm to analyze the influence of diabetes and high blood pressure on cognitive decline.
In the second stage, the cognitive function of the person with the possibility of Dementia is assessed using the neuropsychological
test called Cognitive Ability Test (CAT). Multinomial Logistic Regression algorithm is applied to CAT results to predict the
possibility of cognitive decline in their postlife. We classified the risk factor using the operational definitions: “No Alzheimer’s,”
“Uncertain Alzheimer’s,” and “Definite Alzheimer’s”. SVM of stage 1 classifier predicts with an accuracy of 0.86 and Random
Forest with an accuracy of 0.71. Multinomial Logistic algorithm of stage 2 classifier accuracy is 0.89. 'e proposed work enables
early prediction of a person at risk of Alzheimer’s Disease using clinical data.

1. Introduction

Physical health and mental health carry equal importance in
human life. Elderly people are normally affected with car-
diovascular disease, cancer, diabetic, arthritis, depression,
kidney disease, pulmonary disease, dementia and alz-
heimer’s disease. Dementia is a cognitive decline in mental
ability, which severely affects routine life. A person suffering
from dementia is always in need of someone to accomplish
his everyday activity since the disease affects cognitive
function in multiple domains. Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is
one among the overall general neurodegenerative cortical

dementia. 'e incurable neurodegenerative disorder pri-
marily affects the elderly population. It gradually progresses
from mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer’s and other
kinds of Dementia. 'e projections are specifically high in
South Asian countries such as India and China. 'e rise in
AD disease is proportionate to the elderly population and it
is foreseen that 5% to 7% of elders are affected by dementia.
By 2050, 1 in 5 persons of low- andmiddle-income countries
will be above 60 ages which may escalate the disease pop-
ulation [1].

Dementia will be an inevitable result of demographic
transition and it causes damage to the brain cells. 'e stages
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of dementia span start with no cognitive decline to severe
decline. 'e different types of dementia are Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD), Vascular Dementia (VaD), Frontotemporal
Dementia, etc. 'is impairment affects the capacity of
synapses to converse with one another which in turn affects
person’s thinking, emotion, and behavior. Various sorts of
dementia align with a specific type of brain cell decay in
brain regions. A significant level of specific proteins presents
inside and outside of synapses, making it difficult for brain
cells to remain healthy and to connect with others. 'e
foremost section to be affected is “Hippocampus” region of
the brain cell, which is the central point of learning and
memory in the cerebrum. 'is is the reason why cognitive
decline is perhaps the initial indication of Alzheimer’s
Disease.'ere is no effective handling or treatment available
for the disease. 'e feasible option is to train the population
with related risk factors and the defending factors.

People affected by diabetes are growing exponentially
and it is expected that 640 million people will be affected by
the year 2040 [2,3]. As indicated by the World Alzheimer
Report 2014, people who had hypertension in their midlife
(individuals age around 40–64 years old) were bound to
create vascular dementia in later life [4]. Choked or de-
creased blood flow to the brain is the basic symptom of
dementia. Many people with diabetes have brain changes
that are a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. Hypertension
causes hurt on the heart and veins and it happens when the
power of blood pushing against within our veins is exces-
sively high. 'is causes the cells to work tougher, which
makes them less effective. A recent exploration in a journal
named Neurology Trusted Source shows that elderly people
have more average BP that is likely to create tangles and
plaques in brain. 'ere exists some evidence for a relation of
SBP with AD, specifically tangles [5,6].

Multifactor analysis predicts Alzheimer’s disease more
precisely by extracting heterogeneous information present
in health records. It is feasible to predict AD using ad-
ministrative, clinical information rather than images. Ma-
chine learning algorithms are the ideal alternative to apply to
a large volume of health data [7]. 'e focus of our proposed
work is twofold: (i) Predicting people with possibilities of
Alzheimer in their late life by doing careful analysis on
various risk factors associated with Alzheimer’s. (ii) Con-
ducting a neuropsychological test called Cognitive Ability
Test (CAT) to assess the cognitive decline of a person [8].
'e proposed work considers general health data available in
“Data World” repository. We apply 2-stage classifier algo-
rithms in the proposed work. In the first stage, support
vector machine learning algorithm and Random Forest
algorithm are used to find the associated risk factor of in-
dividuals. In the second stage, to enhance the prediction
accuracy, cognitive ability test was conducted among the
people identified by the stage 1 classifier. 'e cognitive
ability of a person is estimated using CAT test, which
contains simple yes or no type questions, values ranging
from 0 to 30.'e CATtest results are applied toMultinomial
Logistic Regression to classify the severity of the disease. 'e
score between 25 and 30 is classified as “No Dementia,”
between 13 and 24 as “Uncertain Dementia,” and less than

13 as “Severe Dementia.” 'e proposed work combines
multiple factors associated with Alzheimer’s to predict the
possibility of disease more accurately.

'e paper is ordered as follows: Related work on de-
mentia and Alzheimer’s disease is explored in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the proposed work that includes the
relation between Alzheimer’s with type 2 diabetes and hy-
pertension dataset, which relates to our claim. 'e appli-
cation of multinomial logistic expression on CAT test results
to enhance the prediction process is also explored. Chapter 4
justifies the results and relevant discussions. Conclusion of
the present work and extension is mentioned in chapter 5.

2. Literature Survey

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) leads to Alzheimer’s and
various kinds of Dementia in later life. Exceptional intelli-
gent inability of the Alzheimer’s diseased patient weighs
more burden on family members and public. It has a
physical, psychological, social, and economic impact.
Careful review was conducted in various aspects such as
cause of disease, the different test applied, clinical diagnosis
procedure, statistical techniques used, AI/Machine learning
techniques used, and so on in order to find the research gap.
'e research findings are tabulated in Table 1.

'e summary leads to an understanding of the corre-
lation between diseases such as diabetes, hypertension,
depression, and cognitive impairment. Few drugs are also
identified as the main cause of Alzheimer’s and related
dementia. Various statistical techniques such as ANOVA, t-
test, Kaplan–Meier estimates (survival estimation function),
and QUADAS-2 (diagnosis test against ref value) are used to
analyze the data.'emain issue to be addressed by the use of
a statistical tool is sampling error present in the dataset. 'is
sampling error in the data set would lead to wrong con-
ception. Application of suitable machine learning algorithm
will provide optimal solution. 'e extensive review shows
the importance of analyzing cognitive level of the patient and
also the role of machine learning algorithm for prediction
and classification. Our proposed research work considers
diabetes and hypertension details of the patients and applies
suitable machine learning algorithm and cognitive ability
test to predict the risk of Alzheimer in person’s late life.

3. Proposed Work

'e proposed model aims at early prediction of cognitive
decline of the people using cognitive data, clinical data, and
physical data from his history. Dementia has a lengthy
preclinical period during which there are no perceptible
cognitive impairments, but neurogenerative changes are
happening. 'erefore, it is essential to identify individuals at
high risk of dementia in an earlier stage to protect them from
the possibility of disease in their late life [16]. Population
based study among precise age group supports our un-
derstanding with fewer possible bias. Studies looking at the
mid-age people with chronic diseases are particularly helpful
since the chances of dementia development are higher for
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Table 1: Summary of research findings and problem formulation.

Author(s) Journal details, year of
publication Description and findings Issues and identification of research avenue

Subha [9]
Journal of Clinical and
Diagnostic Research,

2012

Dataset contains thirty males and females above
50 years, with and without diabetes. Authors
applied unpaired T-test and one-way ANOVA
using SPSS to find the correlation between age,
sex, diabetes, HbA1C level, and cognitive status.

'e 3MS-MMSE test was also conducted

SPSS lacking efficient handling of regression
data. Data analytics is limited.

Appropriate machine learning algorithm
would support efficient data analytics

Arevalo-
Rodriguez et al.
[10]

Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews,

2015

1569 MCI patients are considered in the case
study. 'e authors assessed Alzheimer’s, Lewy
body dementia, vascular dementia, and front to
temporal dementia among the patients. 'ey
used QUADAS -2 tool and search methods in
their research. Finally, an MMSE test was

conducted to diagnose whether MCI advanced
to dementia or Alzheimer’s

Early diagnose ofMCI would help to prevent
the disease

Park et al. [11] NPJ Digital Medicine,
2020

Korean national health insurance service data
between the year 2002 and 2010 with persons
age >65 was used in their research proposal. It
includes 4,894 clinical features which includes
laboratory values, medication codes, ICD-10
codes, history of illness of the person and his
family, and sociodemographics. 'e authors
developed RF algorithm, SVM, and logistic

regression models for performance comparison.
MMSE test was applied to find the severity of

Alzheimer’s disease

'ere exists + ve correlation among level of
urine protein and alzheimer incident.
Tolfenamic acid and zotepine positively
correlated with incident AD. Nicametate
citrate, was negatively associated with

incident AD

Alencar et al. [12]
Diabetology and

Metabolic Syndrome,
2010

Total of 346 outpatients with type 2 diabetes
which includes 216 females of average age
58.6± 12 is considered for the case study.

Authors conducted ANOVA test, ANCOVA
test with important features such as diabetes,
glycemic control, A1C, drugs used by patients,

and smoking

It is perceived that the duration of disease
has a direct association with a decline in

cognition

Zhao et al. [13] BMC Endocrine
Disorders, 2020

'e authors conducted a cohort study among
type 2 diabetes patients with age >55 years. 'e

data set is divided into three groups with
reference to the level of HbA1C :HbA1c < 7.7%,
HbA1c between 7.8% and 8%, and HbA1c
greater than 8%. Univariate and multivariate
regression analysis was done to find the

correlation between the level of HbA1C and
cognitive decline

It is noted that HbA1c greater than 8% is an
important factor to determine the level of

cognitive decline

Moore et al. [14] PLoS One, 2019

'e data set of TADPOLE grand challenge in
association with ADNI is taken in their case

study. ADAS-13 score and normalized
ventricles volume were used to analyze the

severity of the Alzheimer’s disease. 'e random
forest model is simulated in their study.

'e outcome of the model was effective and
comparable with other methods. However,

image processing adds overhead.

Altaf et al. [15]
Biomedical Signal
Processing and
Control, 2018

Clinical data and MR imaging available in
Alzheimer’s disease neuroimaging initiative
(ADNI) dataset is analyzed using a multiclass
classification algorithm. MMSE test is included

finally.

'e images are classified into three different
classes: AD, normal, and MCI. Overhead
due to image processing needs to be

addressed.

Exalto et al. [16] Alzheimer’s Dement,
2014

Retrospective cohort study was conducted
among 9480 Kaiser Permanente members from
1964 to 1973 of age 40–55(CAIDE). 'e midlife

vascular risk factors are analyzed using C
statistic and Kaplan–Meier estimates to predict

dementia

'e disease prevention strategies need to
pinpoint life course perspective on

maintaining vascular health
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them. Midlife hypertension increases the risk of lacunar
infarcts and stroke, which in turn increases the risk VaD.

'e existing system requires imaging data or fluid col-
lection, which imposes a delay in early detection. Huge
measure of Electronic Health Records available in structured
and unstructured manner supports timely diagnosis and
decisions. Collection of administrative, electronic medical
data requires less amount of time. Viable use of information
and attaining precise outcome is the major challenge in
different fields, particularly in medical field. Utilization of
Machine learning is found in almost all fields like image
processing, language automation, computer vision, e-busi-
ness, etc. 'e advent of predictive models of machine
learning can be applied to these valuable digitized health
records for the early risk prediction of VAD and AD.

Chronic diseases like diabetics, blood pressure, heart
problems, and kidney infection are increasing worldwide. It
was witnessed that diabetics and blood pressure have strong
relation with cognitive decline in elderly people [24,25]. 'e
helpless diabetic control and bad adherence to physician
instructions are the primary reason for the elevation of AD
or dementia in their late life [26, 27].'e early detection aids
to prevent AD with the help of proper diabetic control,
drugs, cognitive training, and so forth. Reference [28] re-
search finding states that there is a direct connection be-
tween glucose dysregulation and neurodegeneration.
Diabetes is viewed as a key risk factor for cognitive im-
pairment and few investigations prove that cognitive dys-
function influences both older and younger persons with
diabetes [29, 30]. Type 2 diabetes patients ought to be

Table 1: Continued.

Author(s) Journal details, year of
publication Description and findings Issues and identification of research avenue

Matioli et al. [17] Dement
Neuropsychol, 2017

Brazilian aging brain study group between 2004
and 2015 containing 1,037 subjects with diabetes
mellitus is considered. Multivariate logistic

regression algorithm is used to analyze diabetes.
Neuropathological examination is done using
immunohistochemistry to identify vascular

dementia (VaD) and AD. 'e CDR value and
IQCODE is used as reference metrics

'e large clinic pathological study results
have shown that diabetes was not directly

associated with dementia

Cholerton et al.
[18]

Diabetes Spectrum
2016

'e level of cognitive decline in older adults
with type 2 diabetes is analyzed using preclinical

pathophysiological processes

Detected and focused pathological changes
in early stages due to type 2 diabetes which

cause dementia in later stage

Shaji et al. [19] Indian J Psychiatry,
2010

Dementia aging, mental health issue, and other
late life issues were carefully reviewed in Indian
Journal of Psychiatry (IJP) from 1958 to 2009.

'e authors categorized their review as
editorials, research reports, and other articles.
'ey used search strategies to accomplish the

task

'e authors identified the various key risk
factors which cause depression and

dementia

Lee 2020 [20]
Journal of the

American Geriatrics
Society, 2020

A subsample of more than 3,000 respondents
aged 60 and higher from LASI- the longitudinal
aging study in India is considered. LASI is a
nationwide health survey which is conducted
among people aged 45 to review their social and

economic well-being

Disability assessment for dementia is
analyzed using the depth of late-life

cognition

Cunningham
et al. [21] Ulster med J, 2015

19,765 people from northern Ireland were
analyzed for VD, AD, dementia with Lewy
bodies and frontotemporal lobar dementia

Advanced cognitive decline,
pathophysiological processes, and

biomarkers are explored in their study.
Application of cognitive decline test would

give more insights

'unell et al. [22]
'e Journal of the

Alzheimer’s
association, 2021

'e authors included 29 drug classes span of 11
therapeutic areas and 404 human studies. 'ey
applied drug therapy to find drug classes related

to increasing or declining ADRD risk
(Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias)

Among 13 drug classes, 50% or more
reported consistent effects on the risk of

ADRD

Hane et al. [23] Journal of Alzheimer’s
Disease, 2017

'e authors reviewed more than 300 prominent
AD research proposals. 'ey divided the work
into three parts detailed as Part 1 represents
pathogenesis on a molecular and macroscale,
part 2 represents genetics and epidemiology,
and part 3 includes diagnosis and cure. 'ey

applied MMSE and MoCA tests

'e medical imaging techniques consider
pathogenesis and genetics to identify the risk

associated with Alzheimer’s disease
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routinely assessed for their intellectual capacity since a span
of infection could be related to a decrease in cognizance.

Physicians do not screen the psychological capacity of
the patient until he gets compliant from the patient or from
the patient’s family. After the beginning indications, pa-
tients consult doctor. During this period, dementia is
moved to a moderately advanced stage. Timely diagnosis
would help the patients to overcome disease progression.
'e Cognitive Ability Test (CAT) is a brief neuro-
psychological screening test that provides an outline of
cognitive function. 'e CAT test helps the physician to
assess the cognitive function of the patient in the early stage
itself [13]. 'e proposed work applies a support vector
machine learning algorithm to identify people with a high
risk of cognitive impairment in their late life and they are
exposed to CATscreening tests [31, 32]. 'e test results are
analyzed with the help of Multinomial logistic regression to
classify them as “Severe dementia,” “Uncertain Dementia,”
and “No Dementia.”

3.1. Data and Methodology

3.1.1. Data Set. 'e primary focus of the proposed work is to
provide health care service to the elderly population residing
in resource poor areas. People with ages between 40 and 65
years are considered asmid-age people in our case study.'e
proposed work mainly considers hypertension, diabetes as
the most common risk factor for cognitive decline. 'e
appropriate data set available in “Data World” repository is
taken and filtered with the required features. Plausible cross-
sectional examination provides the best technique for an-
alyzing a causal connection between diabetics, blood pres-
sure (BP), and the occurrence of dementia. To enhance the
analysis, we consider two age classifications, namely midlife
<65 years and late life >65 years.

'e emphasis on midlife is especially relevant for de-
mentia counteraction for two reasons. (i) Midlife is suffi-
ciently early to make an association between risk factors and
Alzheimer’s before the initiation of neurodegeneration. (ii) A
few examinations presented the connection between raised
BP inmidlife (age 40–64 years) and the beginning of dementia
and AD in their late life. 'is study considers general health
data available in “Data world,” the world’s largest collabo-
rative data community. 'e database consists of 19 features
and 2361 patients records whose snippet is depicted in Table 2.

3.1.2. Feature Selection. 'e data set contains 19 features
describing age, cholesterol, glucose, etc. Since Hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c) is the important measure of long-term control
of glucose in our body, it was mainly considered in the early
identification of AD [30]. Along with HbA1C, the patient’s
systolic and diastolic BP was examined. 'e list of features
and their descriptions are given in Table 1. HbA1c value
greater than 6.5 is considered diabetes positive.'e given data
set is separated into two distinctive sets with respect to the age
to assess the midlife attributes and their association with AD.
Exploratory Data Analytics is performed to summarize the
main characteristics of data and to find important features

with the help of visual aids. Multivariate analytics is per-
formed to understand different features and their interaction.
Table 3 summarizes the features description.

'e correlation factor associated with each pair of fea-
tures helps to extract relevant attributes for study.'e highly
influential factors such as age, gender, HbA1c, glucose,
systolic pressure, diastolic pressure, and cholesterol are
considered in our case study.

3.2. Process Flow. 'e process flow of the proposed model to
predict the level of cognitive decline is shown in Figure 1.
'e diabetes and pressure data set collected from “Data
World” is preprocessed to remove redundant information
and missing values. 'e highly influencing features are
extracted with the help of correlation values. We apply 2-
stage classification model to determine the cognitive decline
more accurately. In the first stage, the selected set of features
is applied to the classifier algorithm to identify the associated
risk among the population. Support Vector Machine and
Random Forest algorithm are used for risk classification. In
the second stage, we apply CATamong the people identified
in stage 1. 'e Multinomial Logistic Regression algorithm
examines the CAT results and medical care is provided for
the people predicted as “Severe Alzheimer”. CAT.

3.2.1. Algorithm

Step 1: Input: Patients with Blood Pressure, Diabetes
dataset.
Filter 40–65 age group data.
Handle inconsistent and missing data
Output: Preprocessed data
Step 2: Identify correlation between features of the
dataset using multivariate analysis
Step 3: Do Initial classification for Alzheimer Disease
using stage1 classifier
Step 4: If AD possible perform CAT test on those
patients
Step 5: Perform second level classification to find AD
Dementia, Uncertain Dementia, No-Dementia using
stage 2 classifier

3.2.2. Flowchart. 'e process flow of the proposed model to
predict the level of cognitive decline is represented as a
flowchart in Figure 2.

3.2.3. Support Vector Machine. SVM is the commonly used
supervised classifier, which classifies data in N-dimensional
space using a hyperplane. It has been applied in enormous
healthcare applications in predicting diseases from structural
data [33]. Figure 3 shows the classification graph of SVM.

'e line function y� ax+ b helps to easily differentiate
linearly separable data. 'e SVM uses the line equation
transformed into a hyperplane which is applied in the
prediction process. 'e model tries to find out optimal bias
and variance for both train and test data set. 'e
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comprehensive review has proven that support vector ma-
chine provides good performance for big data and healthcare
applications.

3.2.4. Random Forest. 'e Random Forest algorithm trains
n different decision trees with different data subset and
tuning parameters [34]. It combines the output of all n trees

Table 2: Snippet of Diabetics registry.

Id Chols Stab-glu Hdl . . . Glyhb Age Height Weight Bp-s Bp-d
1000 203 82 56 . . . 4.31 46 62 119 120 82
1001 165 97 24 . . . 4.44 29 64 218 140 85
1002 228 92 37 . . . 4.64 58 61 243 185 92
1003 78 93 12 . . . 4.63 67 67 121 170 95
1005 249 90 28 . . . 7.72 64 68 179 158 85
1008 248 94 69 . . . 4.81 34 71 186 125 80
1011 195 92 41 . . . 4.84 30 69 180 161 112
1015 227 75 44 . . . 3.94 37 59 170 121 81
1016 177 87 49 . . . 4.84 45 69 166 128 86
1022 263 89 40 . . . 5.78 55 63 198 132 82
1024 242 82 54 . . . 4.77 60 65 164 130 90
1029 215 128 34 . . . 4.97 38 58 191 145 83
1030 238 75 36 . . . 4.47 27 60 167 120 80
1031 183 79 46 . . . 4.59 40 59 173 132 85
1035 191 76 30 . . . 4.67 36 69 179 122 82
1036 213 83 47 . . . 3.41 33 65 154 120 96
1037 255 78 38 . . . 4.33 50 65 187 126 83
1041 230 112 64 . . . 4.53 20 67 159 152 92
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 3: List of features and their descriptions.

Feature name Description and values % Missing Mean Standard Deviation
ID Patient ID 0% NA NA
Chols Overall cholesterol <1% 207.275 44.715
Stab-glu Stabilized glucose 0% 107.338 53.798
HDL High-density lipoprotein <1% 50.267 17.301
Glyhb Glycosylated hemoglobin 0% 5.59 2.243
Age Patients age (Years) 0% 46.774 16.436
Ht Patients height (inches) <1% 65.979 3.927
Wt Patients weight (pounds) 0% 177.349 40.392
Bp-s Patients systolic BP � 1.28% 137.148 22.997
Bp-d Patients diastolic BP � 1.28% 83.286 13.582

Chronic
Disease
Dataset

Pre
Processing

Feature
Extraction

with
Correlation

Classifier 

AD
Possible

AD not
Possible

CAT TestLogistic
Regression

AD
Dementia

Uncertain
AD

dementia

No
Dementia

Figure 1: Process flow diagram.
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with the help of a voting mechanism. Hence, it is also called
Ensemble learning.'e working principle of Random Forest
algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.

3.3. Mental Ability Test. 'e cognitive decay of a person
ranges from mild to severe. 'e primary causes include
medications, disorder among blood vessels, despair, and
dementia. Dementia represents a severe loss of mental
functioning and the common type is Alzheimer. Cognition
of a person includes a blend of processes in the brain in-
volved in all facets of his life. It includes his memory ca-
pacity, thinking skill, language, and talent to learn new
things. A cognitive ability test is performed to examine the
cognitive impairment of a person.With the help of a detailed
review conducted to screen the cognitive function, we
framed multiple questions to check the decline in mental

function, and the test questionnaire is given in Table 4 [35].
'e CAT test scores from 25 to 30 are considered as normal
[36]. Items address orientation, memory, attention, recall,
naming objects, responding to verbal and written com-
mands, writing a sentence, and copying a figure are the tasks
considered in CAT to evaluate the cognitive status of per-
sons. 'e informant accompanied the patients, and the
questions are administered to the informants without un-
duly alarming the patient.

'emaximumCATscore is 30 points. A score of 25 to 30
suggests no cognitive decline, 13 to 24 recommends mod-
erate decline, and less than 12 indicates severe cognitive
decline. In every year, the CATscore of Alzheimer’s diseased
person declines about two to four points on average. 'e
snippet of CAT dataset is shown in Table 5.

3.3.1. Multinomial Logistic Regression on CAT. 'e multi-
nomial logistic regression model is applied to predict the
severity of illness with respect to the correlation existing
among the dependent variables as “Severe dementia,”
“Uncertain Dementia,” and “No Dementia.” 'e multi-
nomial logistic regression is applicable for the class of
probe, which has more than two outcomes. Our proposed
model owns three different outcomes. For N different
outcomes, there are n-1 models developed as a set of in-
dependent binary regression. One outcome is referred to as
Pivot class, and others are regressed against this reference
class.

'e probabilities for the N categories are estimated based
on dependent variables.

pr(Yi � kXi: β1, β2 . . . , βn)

�
exp β0k + Xi β′k( 


n
j�1 exp β0k + Xi β′k( 

,
(1)

where Y is the dependent variable and X is the set of ex-
planatory variables, βk is the regression coefficient for the k
th category of Y.

Based on the estimated probability the output is cate-
gorized by the algorithm with reference to the threshold.

Original Dataset

Mid age group data

Preprocessed Dataset

Multivariate Analysis 
to find correlation 
between features

AD Possible 
(Stage 1 
classifier)

CAT Test

Stage 2 
Classifier

End

Ad
Dementia

Uncertain 
Dementia

No 
Dementia

Filter data set with age 
between 40-65 yrs

Remove records with 
missing value

Figure 2: Flow chart.

Small Margin Large Margin
Support Vectors

Figure 3: SVM classification graph.

Dataset

Decision Tree-1

Result-1

Decision Tree-2

Result-2

Decision Tree-N

Result-N

Majority Voting / Averaging

Final Result

Figure 4: Working of random forest algorithm.
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4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Stage 1Classifier. In stage 1 we train SVM and Random
Forest algorithm to diagnose chronic disease and to
identify the associated risk. 'e data set contains 2361
records of mid-age people. 'e glyhb values in the range
between 4% and 5.6% are considered as normal values,
and between 5.7% and 6.4% informs more chance of being
affected with diabetes. Values above 6.5% mean they have
diabetes. Patient’s systolic and diastolic pressure are the
other important factors to be considered in the devel-
opment of Alzheimer’s. Systolic pressure less than 120mm
Hg and diastolic pressure less than 80mm Hg is

considered as normal value and the range 120–139 of
systolic and 80–89 of diastolic is the prehypertension
values. Persons having >140mm Hg of systolic and
>90mm Hg of diastolic pressure are considered as having
hypertension. 'e chosen data set contains 526 records of
persons with no diabetics and pressure, 1187 records of
persons having diabetics or pressure, and 648 records of
patients having both diabetics and pressure. Since the
presence of either pressure or diabetes increases the
chance of dementia, the total 1835 patients having either
diabetics or pressure or both exposed to CAT test to assess
their cognitive power. 'e details of records are visually
represented in Figure 5.

Table 4: Cognitive ability test–questionnaire.

S. No. Question description Yes/no Weighted score
1 Does the patient place items properly? Y 1
2 Does the patient able identify the present date, day, month, year? Y 2
3 Does the patient comfort level change when they are in new places? Y 1
4 Does the patient able to manage their medication schedule? Y 2
5 Does the patient able to manage time while doing tasks? Y 1
6 Does the patient confuse about certain things? Y 2
7 Does the patient able to understand context? Y 1
8 Does the patient confuse to identify known persons? Y 2
9 Does the patient experience difficulty to recognize people familiar to them? Y 1
10 Does the patient behavior is different from their earlier stages? Y 1
11 Does the patient have imaginations? Y 2
12 Does the patient forget to do regular tasks? Y 2
13 Does the patient have problem in counting numbers or figures? Y 2
14 Does the patient able to manage position or direction? Y 1
15 Does the patient has shown less priory or interest towards hobby or passion? Y 1
16 Does the patient understand situations or explanations? N 1
17 Does the patient forget recent activities? N 1
18 Does the patient have any cognitive issues previously? Y 2
19. Does the patient not able to recall main or important occasions? Y 2
20 Does the patient not able to recollect some important days in his life. Y 2

Table 5: Snippet of CAT dataset.

Subject Gender CAT ageAtEntry CDR Memory dx1
OAS30124 Female 16 79.14579 1 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS30124 Female 21 79.14579 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31129 Female 20 68.07666 1 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS31129 Female 28 68.07666 1 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS31129 Female 29 68.07666 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31129 Female 29 68.07666 0.5 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS30865 Female 24 73.697464 2 2 ’AD dementia’
OAS30865 Female 28 73.697464 0.5 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS31003 Male 30 63.92608 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31003 Male 30 63.92608 1 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31003 Male 30 63.92608 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31003 Male 30 63.92608 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS30025 Female 23 64.81314 0.5 0.5 ’AD dementia’
OAS31001 Female 25 62.984257 0.5 0.5 ’Uncertain dementia’
OAS30331 Male 27 67.482544 0.5 0.5 ’Uncertain dementia’
OAS30331 Male 17 67.482544 1 1 ’AD dementia’
OAS30331 Male 27 67.482544 0.5 0.5 ’Uncertain dementia’
OAS30596 Female 29 72.29295 0.5 0.5 ’Uncertain dementia’
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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'e performance of the proposed classifier model is
analyzed using confusion matrix. 'e total accuracy, sen-
sitivity and specificity are calculated using the formula given.

(i) Total Accuracy (TC)

TC �
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
. (2)

(ii) Sensitivity (SN)
Sensitivity (or) True Positive Rate and Specificity
(or) True Negative rate are calculated to assess the
performance of the proposed model. True positive
rate reveals the details of how effectively the model
identifies actual positives present in the data set.
Specificity measure is given as follows:

SN �
TP

TP + FN
. (3)

(iii) Specificity
Specificity (or) True Negative rate measure is given
as follows:

SP �
TN

TN + FP
. (4)

'e terms TN, TP, FP, and FN denote True negative
(person with no chance of Alzheimer is identified as ‘No
Alzheimer’), True positive (person subjected to Alzheimer is
predicted as ‘Alzheimer’), False Positive (healthy person is
detected as ‘Alzheimer’), and False Negative (person suf-
fering from Alzheimer is identified as healthy), respectively.

4.2. Performance Analysis of Stage 1 Classifier. 'e proposed
SVM classifier outperforms with 0.90 AUC value and for
Random Forest AUC is 0.74. 'e probabilistic classifier
shows the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity.
Table 2 shows the performance comparison of SVM and
Random Forest algorithm used in our case study. NDP
represents patients with No Diabetics and No Pressure,
CRD represents patients having either diabetes or pressure,
HDP represents patients Having both Diabetics and
Pressure. Performance comparison of each measure is
given in Table 6. 'e same is visually represented in
Figures 6–8.

In Random Forest algorithm, it is important to consider
the subsampling of data points in the tree construction
process. More subsampling or no subsampling results in
inconsistent effects. It is possible to enhance the accuracy of
Random Forest algorithm by varying the parameters. Due to
the unavailability of sample data set, it is not probable to
fine-tune the parameters for RF in our case study.

4.3. Stage 2 Classifier. 'e CAT test result dataset contains a
minimum age of 47 years and a maximum of 96 years.
Clinical Dementia Rating shortly termed as CDR is a nu-
meric scale used to quantify the severity of dementia in-
dications and its score ranges from zero (none) to 3(severe).
Summarization of CAT data set is provided in Table 7 and
the same is visually represented in Figure 9.

'e confusion matrix of multinomial logistic regression is
considered for analysis. True Positive Rate and True Negative
rate for the three different classes of output is given as follows:
TPRNoAlzheimer� 98%, TPRUncertain_Alzheimer� 85% and
TPRAlzheimer� 81%. True Negative rates of the three different
classes are given as follows. TNRNoAlzheimer� 86%,
TNRUncertain_Alzheimer� 73%, and TNRAlzheimer� 75%. 'e re-
sults of the proposed model show that the model can predict
with improved accuracy provided ample amount of dataset for
training.

4.4. Analysis with Bench Mark Models. 'e study of neu-
rodegenerative diseases caused by the ageing of brain sys-
tems necessitates brain banking. 'e Brazilian Aging Brain
Study Group’s Brain Bank collects a large number of elderly
brains and their related disorders. It encourages researchers
to look at a variety of aspects of ageing brain processes and
related neurodegenerative illnesses.

Table 8 represents the performance analysis of our
proposed model with existing benchmark models. 'e table
explores the detail of the data set used by different authors
and the employed machine learning algorithms. Reference
[13] considers people above 65 years from 2002 to 2010. 'e
main features considered in their case study include Im-
plantable Cardioverter Defibrillator -10 codes, laboratory
results, medication codes, sociodemographics, illness of a
person, and his family [37]. 'ey have trained and tested
dataset with random forest, logistic regression, and SVM and
to predict Alzheimer’s incident in 1, 2, 3, and 4 subsequent
years. For comparison average of 4 years is taken. 'e
Alzheimer’s Disease Prediction Of Longitudinal Evolution
(TADPOLE) Challenge is organized in association with
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) to find
people at risk of Alzheimer’s.'e historical measurements of
the people were considered to predict future implications.
TADPOLE challenge facilitates early identification of Alz-
heimer disease with the help of appropriate algorithm [14]
used data from the TADPOLE grand challenge and claimed
their result with benchmark SVM, which produces 62%
AUC and classification accuracy of 52%. Reference [15]
collected records of Brain Bank of the Brazilian Aging Brain
Study Group between 2004 and 2015. Among 1,037 subjects,
diabetes was present, with 279 participants (27%). 'ey
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Table 6: Performance comparison of SVM and Random Forest.

Algorithm
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

NDP CRD HDP NDP CRD HDP NDP CRD HDP
SVM 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.78 0.82 0.88 0.93 0.78 0.89
RF 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.62 0.83 0.71 0.82 0.75 0.78
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Table 7: Summarization of CAT dataset.

CAT score level Patient count Cognitive status
25–30 1017 No dementia
13–24 603 Uncertain dementia
0–12 215 Severe dementia
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proved there is no association between diabetes and de-
mentia (OR� 1.22; 95%CI� 0.81–1.82; p � 0.34) based on
the multivariate analysis.

5. Conclusion

Automated healthcare techniques support physicians in
making correct decisions on patient care in resource poor
rural areas. 'e timely identification of risk factors with the
help of AI based model’s safeguards the person from late life
Alzheimer’s. 'e availability of an appropriate dataset with
relevant attribute is a cumbersome process in the devel-
opment of a more accurate model. 'e proposed method
supports the statistically significant diagnosis of persons at
risk for Alzheimer’s disease simply based on administrative
health records. It allows earlier and accurate screening for
further clinical testing. Our proposed work analyzes the
influence of hypertension and diabetes on Alzheimer’s
disease. Support Vector Machine algorithm is more suitable
when the dataset is not continually distributed. 'e per-
formance of SVM is relatively good due its convex opti-
mization nature. Survey conducted on the population with
chronic disease for cognitive assessment provides the degree
of cognitive decline in the community. 'e CAT test results
are analyzed with the help of multinomial logistic regression
to exactly identify the possibility of Alzheimer’s in patient’s
late life. To achieve optimum accuracy of the model, a large
sample size is essential. In the future, the proposed workmay
be extended with more classifiers by accumulating a huge

volume of samples and an increased number of surveys on
CATtests. Time series survey among the population for CAT
test will further improve the precision of prediction.
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Table 8: Analysis with Bench mark models.

Method Dataset ML
algorithm Accuracy (%) AUC (%)

Park et al. [11] Korean National Health Insurance Service database between 2002
and 2010

Linear regression 66.8 69.5
Support vector machine 67.1 70.58

Random forest 70.12 76.1
Moore et al.
[14] TADPOLE grand challenge dataset Random forest 73 82

Matioli et al.
[17]

Diabetes data from brazilian aging brain study group between
2004 and 2015

Multivariate logistic
regression 95 -

Proposed
method

Diabetics registry data in kaggle repository and data set generated
through CAT test

Support vector machine 0.86 90
Random forest 0.71 0.74

Multinomial logistic
regression 0.89 0.92
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Patient location sharing is an important part of modern smart healthcare and mobile medical services. Blockchain has many
attractive properties and is suitable for managing patient locations in telecare medical information systems (TMIS). Recently, Ji
et al. proposed a blockchain-based multilevel privacy-preserving location sharing (BMPLS) scheme for TMIS. In this paper, we
show that Ji et al.’s BMPLS scheme does not achieve confidentiality and multilevel privacy-preserving. An adversary outside the
system can use an ordinary personal computer to completely break the system within a dozen hours and obtain the location of any
patient at any time.'e adversary inside the system can use an ordinary personal computer to obtain the location of the designated
patient within tens of seconds. Using salting technology, we propose an improved BMPLS scheme to fix our attacks. We also
optimized the BMLS scheme to make it correct and executable. 'e security analysis shows that the improved BMPLS scheme
achieves decentralization, untamperability, confidentiality, multilevel privacy-preserving, retrievability, and verifiability. 'e
simulation shows that the improved BMPLS scheme is practical, the computational overhead of the location record phase is within
10ms, and the computational overheads of the location sharing and location extraction phases are both within 30ms.

1. Introduction

Blockchain is a new decentralized infrastructure and dis-
tributed computing paradigm, and it is one of the most
revolutionary emerging technologies [1]. In a narrow sense,
blockchain is a decentralized shared general ledger that
combines data blocks in a chain into a specific data structure
in chronological order and uses cryptography technology to
ensure that data are untamperable and unforgeable. In a
broad sense, blockchain technology is a new decentralized
computing paradigm. It uses an encrypted chain block
structure to store and verify data, consensus algorithms to
update data, and smart contracts to manipulate data.
Blockchain has the advantages of decentralization, trustless,
anonymity, and untamperability. It can break through the

limitations of traditional centralized systems and find im-
portant applications in a wide range of fields. More
meaningful applications will appear with the further inte-
gration of blockchain with cloud computing, edge com-
puting, and the Internet of 'ings [2–6].

With the rapid development of information technology,
medical management has become more intelligent and real-
time. Wireless mobile networks and wearable technology
enable mobile medical services and telemedicine to be re-
alized. For example, IBM has integrated a real-time asset
locator (RTAL) for mobile medical and telecare medical to
track the location of patients, equipment, and medical staff.
Location management plays a significant role in remote
patient service and monitoring, such as monitoring par-
ticular patients, handling emergencies, and analyzing
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epidemic distribution. Blockchain has many attractive
properties and is suitable for managing patient locations in
telecare medical information systems (TMIS).

Based on blockchain technology, Zyskind et al. [7]
proposed a data storage scheme to protect sensitive data
such as user’s location. In their scheme, user data needs to be
encrypted before being stored on the blockchain to achieve
confidentiality. Amoretti et al. [8] proposed a blockchain-
based location proof scheme. Different from [7], in this
scheme, the location information is signed before being put
on the blockchain to achieve verifiability. Ji et al. [9]
comprehensively analyzed the security requirements of
blockchain-based location sharing for TMIS and proposed a
blockchain-based multilevel privacy-preserving location
sharing scheme (BMPLS). 'ey claim that their scheme
achieves decentralization, untamperability, confidentiality,
multilevel privacy-preserving, retrievability, and verifiabil-
ity. Unfortunately, we found that their scheme is insecure in
practice. 'e adversary can recover any user’s location ef-
fectively. Recently, Lee et al. [10] proposed a blockchain-
based medical data preservation scheme for TMIS. 'eir
scheme consists of a medical sensor area authentication
protocol and a social network information transfer protocol.

1.1. Related Works. With the development of Internet
technology, telemedicine has gradually replaced the tradi-
tional treatment model. Electronic medical records (EMR)
and electronic health records (EHR) are generated in large
quantities and frequently exchanged and shared among
legitimate users. 'e protection of electronic medical in-
formation is related to patients’ privacy and related to their
life safety. 'erefore, the security and privacy protection of
electronic medical records are significant for the develop-
ment of telemedicine.

Blockchain technology has the potential to improve the
medical ecosystem. It provides a novel, efficient, and secure
model for exchanging EMRs and EHRs and enhances medical
data security, privacy, and interoperability [11, 12]. Using
blockchain technology, Cao et al. [13] proposed a secure cloud-
assisted electronic health system to protect outsourced elec-
tronic health records from illegal modification. Wang et al. [14]
proposed a blockchain-based eHealthcare system interoperating
with wireless body area networks. Using proxy reencryption,
Huang et al. [15] proposed a blockchain-based decentralized
medical data sharing scheme with privacy-preserving. Zhuang
et al. [16] proposed a patient-centric health information ex-
change framework. Shamshad et al. [17] proposed a novel
blockchain-based privacy and security preserving EHR sharing
protocol. Huang et al. [18] proposed a blockchain-based
eHealth system, in which the manipulation of EHRs can be
audited. Zhu et al. [19] proposed an improved convolution
Merkle tree-based blockchain electronic medical record se-
cure storage scheme. Uddin et al. [20] proposed a blockchain
leveraged decentralized eHealth architecture. Tanwar et al.
[21] explored several solutions that use blockchain technology
to improve the current limitations of medical systems, in-
cluding frameworks and tools for measuring the performance
of such systems. Using off-chain and on-chain blockchain

system design, Miyachi et al. [22] proposed a modular hybrid
privacy-preserving framework. Chen et al. [23] proposed a
complete medical information system model based on
blockchain technology to realize the goal of safe storage and
sharing of medical data. Hossein et al. [24] proposed a novel
blockchain-based privacy-preserving architecture for IoT
healthcare applications. A summary of related works is shown
in Table 1.

1.2. Motivation and Contributions. Among the previous
blockchain-based location sharing schemes, Zyskind et al.’s
scheme only provides decentralization, untamperability,
and confidentiality [7], while Amoretti et al.’s scheme only
provides decentralization, untamperability, and verifi-
ability [8]. 'ese are far from enough. Ji et al. [9] con-
sidered decentralization, untamperability, confidentiality,
multilevel privacy protection, retrievability, and verifi-
ability, but their scheme is insecure in practice. 'e ad-
versary can recover any user’s location effectively.'us, it is
of great significance to propose secure and practical
blockchain-based multilevel privacy-preserving location
sharing schemes. 'e comparison of previous blockchain-
based location sharing schemes is shown in Table 2, where
“√” means satisfied, “×” means dissatisfied, and “−” means
uninvolved.

'e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We analyze the security of Ji et al.’s BMPLS scheme
[9] and show that it has fatal flaws in confidentiality
and multilevel privacy-preserving. An adversary
outside the system can use an ordinary personal
computer to completely break the system within a
dozen hours and obtain the location information of
any patient at any time. 'e adversary inside the
system can use an ordinary personal computer to
obtain the location information of the designated
patient within tens of seconds. In addition, in some
cases, their scheme cannot be executed.

(2) Using salting technology, we propose an improved
BMPLS scheme to fix our attacks. We add Setup and
Key generation phases to the scheme to provide the
foundation for other phases and replace the Location
verification phase with the Location extraction phase.
We also optimized the BMLS scheme tomake it correct
and executable. 'e security analysis shows that the
improved BMPLS scheme achieves decentralization,
untamperability, confidentiality, multilevel privacy-
preserving, retrievability, and verifiability. 'e simu-
lation shows that the improved BMPLS scheme is
practical, the computational overhead of the location
record phase is within 10ms, and the computational
overheads of the location sharing and location ex-
traction phases are both within 30ms.

1.3. Organization. 'e rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries. Section 3 presents
the architecture of BMPLS and reviews Ji et al.’s BMPLS
scheme. Section 4 analyzes the scheme of Ji et al. Section 5
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proposes an improvement to fix our attacks with security
and performance analysis. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Order-Preserving Encryption. Order-preserving en-
cryption (OPE) is deterministic encryption that can preserve
numerical ordering on their plaintext space [25].

An order-preserving encryption scheme ΠOPE consists
of the following algorithms OP-KeyGen and OP-Enc:

(1) OP-KeyGen is the key generation algorithm, takes as
input the security parameter λ , and outputs a secret
key opk.

(2) OP-Enc is the encryption algorithm, takes as input a
secret key opk and a plaintext x ∈ 0, 1{ }n interpreted
as a numerical value 0≤x≤ 2n − 1, and outputs ci-
phertext c ∈ 0, 1{ }m interpreted as a numerical value
0≤ c≤ 2m − 1.

'ey satisfy that OP-Enc(opk, i)<OP-Enc(opk, j), for
all opk←OP-KeyGen(1λ), 0≤ i< j≤ 2n − 1.

Table 1: Summary of related works.

Ref. Contribution Technologies used Key features

[11]
A blockchain-based data

preservation system for medical
data

Blockchain and Ethereum Ensuring the primitiveness and verifiability of stored
data while preserving privacy for users

[12] An APP for health data sharing
based on blockchain

Blockchain and secure multiparty
computing

Patients own and control their healthcare data and use
the indicator centric schema to organize personal

healthcare data

[13] A cloud-assisted secure eHealth
systems Blockchain and cloud storage Every operation of the outsourced EHRs is recorded on

the blockchain

[14] An eHealthcare system
interoperating with WBANs

Blockchain and wireless body area
network

Providing a secure and low-power healthcare solution;
utilizing the WBAN and blockchain technology

[15] A blockchain-based privacy-
preserving scheme

Blockchain, smart contract, zero-
knowledge proof, and proxy

reencryption

Achieving the data availability and consistency between
patients and research institutions; using zero-knowledge

proof to protect patient’s privacy

[16] A patient-centric health
information exchange framework

Blockchain, data segmentation, and
smart contract

Utilizing the smart contract feature to protect data
security and patients privacy, ensure data provenance,
and provide patients full control of their health records

[17]
A secure blockchain-based
eHealth records storage and

sharing scheme

Private and consortium blockchain
and proxy reencryption

All EHRs are public-key encrypted and searchable, using
private blockchain to store EHRs and consortium

blockchain to store secure indexes

[18] A blockchain-based eHealth
system

Blockchain, cloud computing, and
attributes-based proxy reencryption

Each legitimate manipulation will be written into the
blockchain, and any threatening behavior will be

discovered

[19] Improved convolution Merkle tree Blockchain and convolution
operation

Using the convolutional layer structure to replace the
original binary tree structure

[20] An IoT eHealth framework based
on blockchain

Blockchain, fog computing, edge
computing, fuzzy inference, and task

offloading

A patient agent (PA) software processes medical data,
executes consensus mechanism, and utilizes a task-
offloading algorithm to ensure patient’s privacy

[21] Blockchain-based electronic
healthcare record system

Hyperledger fabric and Wireshark
capture engine

Adopting chain code to ensure proper operation of
blockchain ledger

[22] Blockchain framework using on-
chain and off-chain design

Blockchain and on-chain and off-
chain design

Unpluggable components in the face of different data
types to cope with different policy requirements

[23] A blockchain-based preserving
and sharing system

Proxy reencryption and hyperledger
fabric

Real-time patient data collection and managing data
with chain code

[24] A blockchain-based architecture
for IoT healthcare applications Blockchain Using a dual-chain architecture to develop access

control policies that isolate data and policies

Table 2: Comparison of previous schemes.

Schemes Zyskind et al.’s [7] Amoretti et al.’s [8] Ji et al.’s [9] Our scheme
Decentralization √ √ √ √
Untamperability √ √ √ √
Confidentiality √ × × √
Multilevel protection × × × √
Retrievability — — √ √
Verifiability — √ √ √
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For N, M⊆N with |N|≤ |M|, a function f: N⟶M is
order-preserving if for all i, j ∈ N, f(i)>f(j) iff i> j. If an
order-preserving encryption scheme ΠOPE is secure, then
OP-Enc( ) is a pseudorandom order-preserving function [25].

2.2. Merkle Tree. Merkle tree [26] provides efficient data
authentication. A Merkle tree is based on a binary tree and a
one-way hash function. 'e value of its leaf node is the data,
and the value of its nonleaf node is the hash of the values of
its two child nodes. If theMerkle tree has n leaf nodes, it only
needs at most ⌈log2n⌉ data to authenticate a leaf node, not all
n data.

In our improved scheme, we need to calculate theMerkle
tree of nodex

0 , nodex
1 , nodex

2 , . . . , nodex
2N , and Figure 1 is an

illustrative example. In order to authenticate h3, we only
need to provide h4 and h6, then calculate h7′ � Hash(h3

����h4)

and h8′ � Hash(h6

�����h7′) in sequence, and finally verify
whether h8′ � h8.

3. Review of Ji Et Al.’s BMPLS Scheme

'is section reviews the architecture of BMLS and Ji et al.’s
scheme.

3.1. Architecture of BMPLS. BMLS can be used as a module
of TMIS to manage and share patient location information.
'e architecture of BMPLS is shown in Figure 2. 'ere are
two types of entities in the system: location data owner
(LDO) and location data requestor (LDR). LDOs, such as
infectious disease or chronic disease patients, record their
location information in the blockchain. LDRs request LDOs’
location information in different levels according to their
trust levels and actual needs. For example, mobile clinics
need to know the precise location of patients to provide
them with on-site services; the medical center also requires
an exact location to deliver the medicine. In contrast, in-
fectious disease investigators only need to know the range of
the patient, not the precise location.

3.2. Ji Et Al.’s BMPLS Scheme. Ji et al.’s BMPLS scheme
consists of the following three phases [9].

3.2.1. Initialization. 'e location data owner (LDO) rep-
resents his visit region as a coordinate region
S � (x, y)|0≤x≤X, 0≤y≤Y  , runs Algorithm 1 to gen-
erate the registration record regRec, and puts it into the
blockchain.

In Algorithm 1, the partition function Parti(S, N) �

xi � i × X/2N, 1≤ i≤ 2N}∪ yi � i × Y/2N, 1≤ i≤ 2N}.
OP-Enc(·, ·) is the encryption algorithm of an order-pre-
serving encryption scheme ΠOPE and Hash is a hash
function. genMT(·) denotes the function of using leaf nodes
to generate the complete Merkle tree, Translate− 1 denotes
the function of converting the location record into the actual
geographic location, and SigLDO(·) denotes the LDO’s
signature.

3.2.2. Location Record. 'e LDO runs Algorithm 2 to
generate a location record recordLDO

j and puts it into the
blockchain.

In Algorithm 2, Enc(·) is the encryption algorithm of the
symmetric encryption scheme.

3.2.3. Location Sharing. 'e location sharing phase consists
of the location sharing stage and location verification stage.

(1) Location Sharing. When the location data requestor (LDR)
wants to obtain the location corresponding to recordLDO

k , he
generates a request request← pubLDR ‖recoIdLDO

k ‖n‖signature
LDR and sends it to LDO.

'e LDO returns location with corresponding granu-
larity according to the trust level of the LDR. (1) If the LDR is
fully trusted (level n �∞), the LDO returns an accurate
location. (2) If the LDR is semitrusted with level n, the LDO
returns a rectangular border with side length 2n. See Al-
gorithm 3 for details.

In Algorithm 3, PK-Enc(·, ·) is the encryption algorithm
of a public-key encryption scheme. id1, id2, id3, and id4 are
the subscripts of xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax, respectively.
nodesx and nodesy are the Merkle tree data subsets required
to authenticate nodex

id1
, nodex

id2
and nodey

id3
, nodey

id4
,

respectively.

(2) Location Verification. After receiving the response
response, LDR runs Algorithm 4 to verify it.

In Algorithm 4, Dec(·, ·) is the decryption algorithm
corresponding to Enc(·, ·). A.c denotes c in A � b‖c and
MerkleHash denotes the function that uses a Merkle tree
data subset to calculate its root value.

4. Cryptanalysis of Ji Et Al.’s BMPLS Scheme

Ji et al. [9] claim that their BMPLS scheme achieves de-
centralization, untamperability, confidentiality, multilevel
privacy-preserving, retrievability, and verifiability. Unfor-
tunately, we find that their scheme has fatal flaws in

h8 = Hash (h6||h7)

h2 = node x2 h3 = node x3 h4 = node x4

h0 = node x0 h1 = node x1

h6 = Hash (h5||h2) h7 = Hash (h3||h4)

h5 = Hash (h0||h1)

Figure 1: Merkle tree with leaf nodes
nodex

0 , nodex
1 ,nodex

2 , nodex
3 , and nodex

4 .
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Figure 2: Architecture of BMPLS.

Input:
Region S � (x, y)|0≤x≤X, 0≤y≤Y ; Maximum level of location partition N; LDO’s secret key kLDO � kx

LDO

����k
y

LDO

Output:
Registration record regRec
(1) x1, x2, . . . , x2N ∪ y1,, y2, . . . , y2N ⟵Parti(S, N);

(2) for i � 1; i≤ 2N; i + +do
(3) ciphx

i � OP-Enc(kx
LDO, xi);

(4) ciphy
i � OP-Enc(k

y

LDO, yi);

(5) nodex
i � Hash(i‖xi‖ciph

x
i );

(6) nodey
i � Hash(i‖yi‖ciph

y
i );

(7) end for
(8) horTree⟵ genMT(nodex

1 , nodex
2 , . . . ,nodex

2N );

(9) verTree⟵ genMT(nodey
1 , nodey

2 , . . . , nodey

2N );

(10) regRec⟵ SigLDO(Translate− 1‖horTreeroot‖verTreeroot);
(11) return regRec.

ALGORITHM 1: Generation of registration record.

Input:
LDO’s j-th location (xj, yj); LDO’s secret keys kLDO � kx

LDO

�����k
y

LDO, ksym; LDO’s public-key pubLDO

Output:
Location record recordLDO

j

(1) LDO executes:
(2) ciphx

j � OP-Enc(kx
LDO, xj);

(3) ciphy

j � OP-Enc(k
y

LDO, yj);

(4) ciphj⟵ ciphx
j ‖ciphy

j ;
(5) OpeHashj⟵Hash(ciphj);
(6) LocHashj⟵Hash(xj‖yj);
(7) SymCihj⟵Enc(ksym, xj‖yj);
(8) LocInfoj⟵OpeHashj‖LocHashj‖SymCihj‖timetampj;

(9) recordLDO
j ⟵ pubLDO‖LocInfoj‖recId

LDO
j−1 ‖signatureLDO;

(10) return recordLDO
j ;

ALGORITHM 2: Generation of location record.
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confidentiality and multilevel privacy-preserving. In addi-
tion, in some cases, their scheme cannot be executed.

4.1. On Confidentiality. 'e adversary can recover any
LDO’s location effectively.

Ji et al.’s BMPLS scheme uses the one-way property of
the hash function to protect location. It is feasible and secure
in the case of infinite (enough) locations. However, it is
insecure in current practical applications because the
amount of user locations is not enough to resist brute force
attacks. 'e attack is as follows:

(1) Calculate the coordinate hash table T of all possible
locations of the LDO’s visit region.

(2) Obtain a record recordLDO
j from the blockchain, and

extract the hash value LocHashj .
(3) Find out the location xj‖yj corresponding to

LocHashj in table T.

We take the commonly used Global Positioning System
(GPS) as an example to evaluate the feasibility of the above
attack. In the GPS, the longitude and latitude output formats
are dddmm.mmmm and ddmm.mmmm, respectively. So
there are only 3.60 × 1011 positions in a square area of 1° in
longitude and latitude. If estimated by 40°’ north latitude
where New York City is located, 1 degree of longitude and 1
degree of latitude are equivalent to 85 and 111 kilometers,
respectively, and a square area with 1 degree of longitude
and latitude is 9,435 square kilometers.'e land area of New
York City is 789 square kilometers, so the number of
available GPS locations is about 3.01 × 1010.

We experiment on a personal computer using Python-
3.9.7 and PyCharm Community Edition 2021.2.2 (64 bits).

'e configuration is CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-10900 CPU
@ 2.80GHz∼2.81GHz, RAM: 64 G, and OS: Windows 10
Home (Chinese) 64 bits (10.0.19041). As in [9], we also
choose SHA-256 as the hash function. 'e simulation result
shows that the time cost to calculate the hash values of 109
position coordinates is 27.01minutes, and the size of the
coordinate hash table is 77.20GB. 'erefore, using such a
personal computer can calculate the hash value of all lo-
cations of New York City in about 13 hours and 33 minutes.

'e above analysis and experiments show that if Ji et al.’s
BMPLS scheme is used for New York City, the adversary can
completely break the system in about 13.55 hours using a
personal computer.

If we use supercomputers or adopt distributed com-
puting or cloud computing technology, we can break the
system with very little time overhead.

4.2. On Multilevel Privacy-Preserving. Semitrusted LDR Can
Obtain Accurate Location. Ji et al. claim that, in their scheme
[9], semitrusted LDR is impossible to reduce the privacy
protection region. Unfortunately, we found that semitrusted
LDR can recover the LDO’s accurate location effectively.'is is
a more severe attack than reducing the privacy protection
region. 'e attack is as follows:

(1) Obtain a record recordLDO
j from the blockchain, and

extract the hash value LocHashj.
(2) Run Algorithm 3 interactively with LDO to obtain

the response response.
(3) Run Algorithm 4 to verify the response response,

and extract the rectangular border
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax .

Input:
Location record ID recoIdLDO

k ; Session key between LDO and LDR kses; Privacy protection level n; LDR’s public-key pubLDR

Output:
Shared location information response
(1) LDR executes:
(2) request⟵ pubLDR‖recoIdLDO

k ‖n‖signatureLDR;
(3) LDR sends request to LDO;
(4) LDO executes:
(5) if n �∞ then
(6) response⟵Enc(kses, xk‖yk‖)‖PK-Enc(pubLDR, kses)

(7) else if 0≤ n≤N then
(8) find the border xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax  in level n

(9) borInfoid1
⟵ id1‖xmin‖ciphx

id1
;

(10) borInfoid2
⟵ id2‖xmax‖ciph

x
id2
;

(11) borInfoid3
⟵ id3‖ymin‖ciphy

id3
;

(12) borInfoid4
⟵ id4‖xmax‖ciph

y

id4
;

(13) borInfo⟵ borInfoid1
‖borInfoid2

‖borInfoid3
‖borInfoid4

;
(14) nodesx⟵ nodex

x1
, nodex

x2
, . . . ;

(15) nodesy⟵ nodey
y1

,nodey
y2

, . . . ;
(16) response⟵Enc(kses, ciphk‖borInfo‖nodesx‖nodesy)‖PK-Enc(pubLDR, kses);

(17) end if
(18) return response.

ALGORITHM 3: Location sharing.
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(4) Search for the location where the hash value is equal to
recordLDO

j .LocInfoj.LocHashj in the rectangular bor-
der xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax ; that is, run Algorithm 5 to
obtain the accurate location information xj‖yj.

Take xmin � 00587654, xmax � 01012345 as an example to
illustrate how to make x traverse (xmin, xmax). Because order-
preserving encryption requires the plaintext to be a positive
integer, the format of the location needs to be changed from
ddmm.mmmm to ddmmmmmm. Note that there are no lo-
cation coordinates like dd60mmmm, dd61mmmm, . . .

dd99mmmm, and (00587654, 01012345) must be divided into
(00587654, 00599999) and (01000000, 01012345). 'en, the
former is expressed as “x � 00587655; x≤ 0059999; x + +” and
the latter as “x � 01000000; x≤ 01012344; x + +.”

We evaluated the feasibility of this attack in the above
environment. Assume that the rectangular border
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax  is a square area with a longitude and
latitude of 0.5 minutes each. 'is is a rectangular area with a
length of 928 meters and a width of 710 meters. 'e sim-
ulation result shows that the average cost to calculate the
accurate location xj‖yj in such an area is 20.75 seconds.

If a supercomputer is used or distributed computing or
cloud computing technology is adopted, the time for LDR to
find the accurate location will be milliseconds.

4.3. Other Weaknesses

(1) In [9], the coordinates xi � i × X/2N and yi � i ×

Y/2N may not be integers. But in Definition 1 of [9],

Input:
Response from LDO response; Record in the blockchain recoldL DO

k ; Session key with LDOkses
Output:
Boolean variable b

(1) initialize b←False;
(2) if xk

′‖yk
′←Dec(kses, response) then

(3) if Hash(xk
′‖yk
′) recoldL DO

k .LocInfok LocHashk then
(4) b←True
(5) end if
(6) else if ciphk

����borInfo‖nodesx���nodesy���←Dec(kses, response) then
(7) borInfoid1

‖borInfoid2
‖borInfoid3

‖borInfoid4
‖←borInfo

(8) nodex
id1
←Hash(borInfoid1

);
(9) nodex

id2
←Hash(borInfoid2

);
(10) nodex

id3
←Hash(borInfoid3

);
(11) nodex

id4
←Hash(borInfoid4

);
(12) horTreeroot

′←MerkleHash nodesx,nodex
id1

,nodex
id2

 ;

(13) vorTreeroot
′←MerkleHash nodesy, nodey

id3
, nodey

id4
 

(14) if horTreetoot
′ � horTreeroot and vorTreetoot

′ � verTreeroot then
(15) if Hash(ciphk) � recoIdLDO

k .LocInfok.OpeHashk and borInfoid1
.ciphx

id1
< ciphk.ciphx

k < borInfoid2
.ciphx

id2
and

borInfoid3
.ciphx

id3
< ciphk.ciph

y

k < borInfoid4
.ciphx

id4
then

(16) b←True
(17) end if
(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) return b;

ALGORITHM 4: Location verification.

Input:
Location hash value LocHashj; Rectangular border xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax ,
Output:
Location information xj‖yj

(1) for x in (xmin, xmax) do
(2) for y in (ymin, ymax) do
(3) Hash⟵Hash(x‖y);

(4) if Hash � LocHashj then
(5) returnx‖y;
(6) end if
(7) end for
(8) end for

ALGORITHM 5: Location information extraction.
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the plaintext space is clearly defined as the integer set
[m] � i|1≤ i≤m{ }. 'erefore, it will not be feasible to
encrypt xi and yi in Algorithm 1 (lines 3 and 4).

(2) 'e LDO’s location coordinate xk or yk may happen
to be a position grid coordinate xi or yi . If it happens,
multilevel privacy protection will not be achieved. For
example, if xk � x2N−1 , then we have xk � xmin or xk �

xmax for any trust level n. 'en, the inequality in line
15 of Algorithm 4will not hold, so LDRwill not accept
any rectangular border provided by LDO. Further,
because borInfoid1

. ciphx
id1

� ciphk.ciphx
k or

ciphk.ciphx
k � borInfoid2

. ciphx
id2
, LDR will determine

that the x-coordinate of LDO is xmin or xmax.
(3) 'e n-level rectangular border xmin, xmax,

ymin, ymax} must be in the form of xi×2n , x(i+1)×2n ,

yj×2n , y(j+1)×2n }, to ensure that the privacy protection
region will not be reduced. If the LDO’s location
coordinate xk or yk satisfies xk <x1 or yk <y1, then
have xmin � x0 � 0 or ymin � y0 � 0. In this case,
both Algorithms 3 and 4 cannot be executed.

(a) Because 0 is not in the plaintext space of order-
preserving encryption, Algorithm 3 cannot
generate the ciphertext ciphx

id1
(or ciphy

id3
) of

xmin � 0 (or ymin � 0) (see Definition 1 of [9]).
(b) nodex

0 and nodey
0 are used when calculating

horTree’root and vorTree
’
root, but they are not used

when calculating horTree and verTree, which
will make neither horTree’toot � horTreeroot nor
vorTree’toot � verTreeroot holds.

5. Improvement

We present an improvement to fix our attacks in this section
and optimize the BMLS scheme to make it correct and
executable.

5.1. Ideas for Improvement. 'emain improvement ideas are
as follows:

(1) Add Setup andKey generation phases to the scheme
to provide the foundation for other phases.

(2) Replace the Location verification phase with the
Location extraction phase. 'e original location ver-
ification algorithm only returns the verification result
but not the location, while our extraction algorithm
returns the location with the verification result.

(3) Use “Salt” to prevent brute force attacks. When
calculating the hash value LocHashj of the location
xj

�����yj, select a random number (salt) rj and let
LocHashj � Hash(xj

�����yj

�����rj). As long as the length of
the random number is large enough, the brute force
attacks in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 cannot be imple-
mented, even with supercomputers or cloud
computing.

(4) Use integer steps to generate grid coordinates to
ensure that the coordinate values are positive
integers.

(5) When the LDO’s location coordinate xk or yk is
equal to the grid coordinate xi or yi, we make a
minimum positive disturbance to the location co-
ordinates to ensure they are not equal. In GPS, the
minimum positive disturbance is 0.0001 minutes.
'is disturbance is only 18.5 cm and does not affect
the actual performance of the system.

5.2. Improved Scheme. 'e improved BMPLS scheme con-
sists of the following five phases.

5.2.1. Setup

(1) Choose an order-preserving encryption scheme
ΠOPE � (OP-KeyGen,OP-Enc) and set up public
parameters [25].

(2) Choose a public-key encryption scheme ΠPKE �

(PK-KeyGen, PK-Enc,PK-Dec), such as RSA1024
and RSA2048, and set up public parameters.

(3) Choose a signature scheme ΠSig � (Sig-KeyGen, Sig,

Ver), such as DSA1024 and DSA2048, and set up
public parameters.

(4) Choose a symmetric encryption scheme ΠSE � (S-
Enc, S-Dec), such as AES128 and AES256, and set up
public parameters.

(5) Choose a one-way collision resistance hash function
Hash, such as SHA256 and SHA512.

(6) Set up and deploy a membership service provider
(MSP) to maintain the identity of all users in the
system and issue certificates for authentication and
signature verification [27].

(7) Set up and deploy a trust level service provider
(TLSP) to maintain the trust level of all users in the
system and provide trust level query services [28].

5.2.2. Key Generation

(1) LDO runs ΠOPE’s key generation algorithm
OP-KeyGen twice and obtains his x-coordinate
encryption secret key opkx

LDO and y-coordinate
encryption secret key opk

y

LDO, respectively.
(2) LDO runs ΠSig’s key generation algorithm

Sig-KeyGen and obtains his public-key pkLDO and
signing key skLDO.

(3) LDO chooses his secret key kLDO for ΠSE.

(4) LDR runs ΠPKE’s key generation algorithm
PK-KeyGen and obtains his public-key pkLDR and
private key skLDR.

5.2.3. Initialization. LDO selects the origin (x0, y0), step
lengths xsl, ysl, and partition level N such that
(x, y)|x0 ≤x≤ x0 + 2N × xsl, y0 ≤y≤ y0 + 2N × ysl  can
cover his visit region properly. Assume that x0, y0, xsl, and
ysl have all been converted into positive integers. For ex-
ample, convert dddmm.mmmm and ddmm.mmmm into
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dddmmmmmm and ddmmmmmm, respectively. We choose
the order-preserving encryption scheme ΠOPE that allows
the plaintext to be 0.

Denote the visit region as region � x0, y0, xsl, ysl, N .
LDO executes Algorithm 6 to generate the registration re-
cord regRec and puts it into the blockchain.

5.2.4. Location Record. Suppose that the j-th location of the
LDO is (x0 + xj, y0 + yj). LDO runs Algorithm 7 to gen-
erate a location record recordLDO

j and puts it into the
blockchain.

5.2.5. Location Sharing. 'e location sharing phase consists
of the location sharing stage and location extraction stage.

(1) Location Sharing. When LDR wants to obtain the location
corresponding to recordLDO

k , he generates a request request �

recoIdLDO
k ‖n‖Sig(skLDR, recoIdLDO

k ‖n) and sends it to LDO.
LDO generates a response response and returns it to

LDR as follows:

(1) It requests the LDR’s certificate from the membership
service provider (MSP) and then verifies the request.
If it is invalid, it returns response � ⊥ and aborts.

(2) It requests the LDR’s privacy protection level nLDR

from the trust level service provider (TLSP). If
nLDR ≠∞ and n< nLDR, it returns response � ⊥ and
aborts.

(3) It gets the location record recordLDO
k from the

blockchain.
(4) It runs Algorithm 8 and returns response to LDR.

(2) Location Extraction. Receiving the response response,
LDR gets the record recordLDO

k from the blockchain and then
runs Algorithm 9 to extract the location information.

5.3. Security and Performance Analysis

5.3.1. Security Analysis. We follow the definitions of [9] to
analyze the security of the improved BMPLS scheme as
follows:

(1) Decentralization. One of the main advantages of
blockchain is decentralization. 'e BMLS scheme uses
blockchain to manage and store location information, so it
inherits decentralization.

(2) Untamperability. 'e unforgeability mentioned in [9] is
just untamperability, which is another main property of
blockchain. For the same reason as above, the BMLS scheme
also inherits untamperability.

(3) Confidentiality. In the improved BMPLS scheme, the
only data that needs confidentiality protection is LDO’s
location coordinate (xj, yj). 'e scheme uses four different
cryptographic techniques to protect it: hash function,
symmetric encryption, order-preserving encryption, and
hybrid encryption. Because the hash function cannot achieve
indistinguishable security, the improved BMPLS scheme can
only achieve confidentiality in the “all-or-nothing” sense,
that is, prevent the adversary from recovering the location
coordinates. We analyze the probability of a successful attack
in different situations as follows:

(1) Get (xj, yj) from LocHashj � Hash(xj

�����yj

�����rj). Let k

be the binary bit length of rj. According to the one-
way property of the hash function, the probability
that the adversary obtains xj

�����yj from LocHashj is
less than 2− k, even if he knows a small rectangular
border. When k is large enough, such as k � 160, the
probability is negligible.

(2) Get (xj, yj) from SymCihj � S-Enc (kLDO, xj�����yj

�����rj). Under the assumption that the symmetric
encryption schemeΠSE is secure, the probability that

Input:
Region region � x0, y0, xsl, ysl, N ; LDO’s secret keys opkx

LDO and opk
y

LDO; LDO′ signing key skLDO

Output:
Registration record regRec

(1) for i � 0; i≤ 2N; i + +do;

(2) xi � i × xsl;

(3) yi � i × ysl;

(4) ciphx
i � OP-Enc(opkx

LDO, xi);

(5) ciphy

i � OP-Enc(opk
y

LDO, yi);

(6) nodex
i � Hash(i‖xi‖ciph

x
i );

(7) nodey

i � Hash(i‖yi‖ciph
y

i );

(8) end for
(9) horTree⟵ genMT(nodex

0 ,nodex
1 , nodex

2 , . . . ,nodex
2N );

(10) verTree⟵ genMT(nodey
0 , nodey

1 , nodey
2 , . . . , nodey

2N );

(11) regRec⟵ region‖horTreeroot‖verTreeroot‖ Sig(skLDO, region‖horTreeroot‖verTreeroot);
(12) return regRec.

ALGORITHM 6: Registration record generation.
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Input:
LDO’s j-th location (xj, yj); Region region � x0, y0, xsl, ysl, N ; LDO’s secret keys (opkx

LDO, opk
y

LDO) and kLDO;
LDO’s signing key skLDO

Output:
Location record recordLDO

j

(1) for i � 0; i≤ 2N; i + +do;

(2) if xj � i × xsl then
(3) xj⟵ xj + 1;
(4) end if
(5) if yj � i × ysl then
(6) yj⟵yj + 1;
(7) end if
(8) end for
(9) ciphx

j � OP-Enc(opkx
LDO, xj);

(10) ciphy
j � OP-Enc(opk

y

LDO, yj);

(11) ciphj⟵ ciphx
j ‖ciphy

j ;
(12) OpeHashj⟵Hash(ciphj);
(13) Generate a random number rj;
(14) LocHashj⟵Hash(xj

�����yj

�����rj);
(15) SymCihj⟵ S − Enc(kLDO, xj

�����yj

�����rj);
(16) LocInfoj⟵OpeHashj‖LocHashj‖SymCihj‖timetampj;

(17) recordLDO
j ⟵ LocInfoj

�����recId
LDO
j−1 ‖Sig(skLDO, LocInfoj

�����recId
LDO
j−1 );

(18) return recordLDO
j ;

ALGORITHM 7: Location record generation.

Input:
Location record recordLDO

k ; LDO’s secret keys kLDO and (opkx
LDO, opk

y

LDO); Privacy protection level n; LDR’s public-key pkLDR

Output:
Shared location information respons

(1) xk

����yk

����rk⟵ S − Dec(kLDO, recordLDO
k .LocInfok.SymCihk);

(2) choose a session key kses

(3) if n �∞ then
(4) response⟵ S-Enc(kses, xk

����yk

����rk)PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses)

(5) else if 0≤ n≤N then
(6) find i such that i × 2n × xsl <xk < (i + 1) × 2n × xsl

(7) id1⟵ i × 2n; id2⟵ (i + 1) × 2n;

(8) xmin⟵ i × 2n × xsl; xmax⟵ (i + 1) × 2n × xsl;

(9) find j such that j × 2n × ysl <yk < (j + 1) × 2n × ysl

(10) id3⟵ j × 2n; id4⟵ (j + 1) × 2n;

(11) ymin⟵ j × 2n × ysl; ymax⟵ (j + 1) × 2n × ysl;

(12) ciphx
id1

� OP-Enc(opkx
LDO, xmin); ciphx

id2
� OP-Enc(opkx

LDO, xmax);
(13) ciphy

id3
� OP-Enc(opk

y

LDO, ymin); ciphy

id4
� OP-Enc(opk

y

LDO, ymax);
(14) borInfoid1

⟵ id1‖xmin‖ciphx
id1
; borInfoid2

⟵ id2‖xmax‖ciph
x
id2
;

(15) borInfoid3
⟵ id3‖ymin‖ciphy

id3
; borInfoid4

⟵ id4‖xmax‖ciph
y

id4
;

(16) borInfo⟵ borInfoid1
‖borInfoid2

‖borInfoid3
‖borInfoid4

;
(17) nodesx⟵ nodex

x1
, nodex

x2
, . . . ; nodesy⟵ nodey

y1
,nodey

y2
, . . . ;

(18) ciphx
k � OP-Enc(opkx

LDO, xk); ciphy

k � OP-Enc(opk
y

LDO, yk);

(19) ciphk⟵ ciphx
k‖ciphy

k ;
(20) response⟵ S-Enc(kses, ciphk‖borInfo‖nodesx‖nodesy)‖PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses);

(21) end if
(22) return response.

ALGORITHM 8: Location sharing.
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the adversary obtains xj

�����yj from SymCihj is
negligible.

(3) Get (xk, yk) from response � S-Enc (kses, xj�����yj

�����rj)‖PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses). If the selected sym-
metric encryption scheme ΠSE and public-key en-
cryption scheme ΠPKE are secure, then the
probability that the adversary obtains (xk, yk) from
S-Enc(kses, xk

����yk

����rk)‖PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses) is also
negligible.

(4) Get (xk, yk) from ciphx
k � OP-Enc (opkLDO, xk);

ciphy

k � OP-Enc(opkLDO, yk). Similarly, if the se-
lected order-preserving encryption scheme ΠOPE is
secure, the probability of recovering the plaintext
from the ciphertext is also negligible.

'erefore, the probability that the adversary obtains the
LDO’s location coordinate (xj, yj) is negligible, and the
improved BMPLS scheme achieves confidentiality.

(4) Multilevel Location Privacy Protection. Multilevel loca-
tion privacy protection aims to ensure that the semitrusted
LDR cannot reduce the rectangular border of the LDO’s
location.

Firstly, confidentiality guarantees that semitrusted LDR
cannot obtain the exact location coordinates of LDO.

Secondly, the n-level rectangular border obtained by
LDR is xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax , where xmin � i × 2n × xsl,
xmax � (i + 1) × 2n × xsl, ymin � j × 2n × ysl, and ymax �

(j + 1) × 2n × ysl. Requesting n-level rectangular borders at

different times will get the same results, which will not help
reduce the rectangular border. In addition, when n1 < n2, the
n1-level rectangular border must be included in the n2-level
rectangular border. It is impossible to reduce the rectangular
border by finding the intersection of the rectangular borders
of different levels.

'irdly, because the order-preserving encryption algo-
rithmOP-Enc is a pseudorandom order-preserving function
controlled by a key, as long as the ciphertext space is large
enough, such as 2160, the probability of reversing ciphx

i (or
ciphy

i ) from nodex
i � Hash(i‖xi‖ciph

x
i ) (or

nodey

i � Hash(i‖yi‖ciph
y

i )) will be negligible. 'erefore, the
adversary’s probability of reducing the rectangular border by
finding the coordinate ciphertext is negligible.

Finally, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate are encrypted
with different keys, so there is no order-preserving rela-
tionship between the ciphertext of the x-coordinate and the
ciphertext of the y-coordinate. ciphx

k < ciph
y
i (or

ciphy

k > ciph
y
i ) does not imply xk <yi (or xk >yi). It is

impossible for the adversary to use ymin and ymax to narrow
the range of xk. 'e same is true for yk.

(5) Retrievability. Retrievability means that the LDO’s lo-
cation coordinates can be retrieved effectively [9]. In the
improved BMPLS scheme, the location coordinate (xj, yj) is
stored in the blockchain via ciphertext SymCihj �

S-Enc(kLDO, xj

�����yj

�����rj). LDO knows the decryption key kLDO

and can retrieve the location coordinate efficiently. On the
other hand, in the location sharing phase, the LDO sends the

Input:
Response from LDO response; Record in the blockchain recordLDO

k ; LDR’s private key skLDR

Output:
Location xk

����yk or rectangular border xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax , or False
(1) kses⟵PK-Dec(skLDR, response.PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses));
(2) if xk

′‖yk
′‖rk
′⟵ S-Dec(kses, response) then

(3) if Hash(xk
′‖yk
′‖rk
′) � recordLDO

k . LocInfok·LocHashk then
(4) returnxk

′‖yk
′;

(5) end if
(6) else if ciphk‖borInfo‖nodesx‖nodesy⟵Dec(kses, response) then
(7) borInfoid1

‖borInfoid2
‖borInfoid3

‖borInfoid4
⟵ borInfo

(8) nodex
id1
⟵Hash(borInfoid1

); nodex
id2
⟵Hash(borInfoid2

);
(9) nodey

id3
⟵Hash(borInfoid3

); nodey

id4
⟵Hash(borInfoid4

);
(10) horTreeroot′ ⟵MerkleHash nodesx, nodex

id1
, nodex

id2
 ;

(11) vorTreeroot′ ⟵MerkleHashnodesy, nodey

id3
, nodey

id4
;

(12) if horTreetoot′ � horTreeroot and vorTreetoot′ � verTreeroot then
(13) if Hash(ciphk) � recoIdLDO

k .LocInfok.OpeHashk and
borInfoid1

.ciphx
id1
< ciphk.ciphx

k < borInfoid2
.ciphx

id2
and

borInfoid3
.ciphx

id3
< ciphk.ciphy

k
< borInfoid4

.ciphx
id4

then
(14) xmin⟵ borInfoid1

.xmin; xmax⟵ borInfoid2
.xmax;

(15) ymin⟵ borInfoid3
.ymin; ymax⟵ borInfoid4

.ymax;
(16) return xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax ;
(17) end if
(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) return False.

ALGORITHM 9: Location extraction.
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location coordinate (xk, yk) to the LDR in the form of
response � S-Enc( kses, xk

����yk

����rk)‖PK-Enc(pkLDR, kses).
LDR can use its decryption key skLDR to decrypt the location
coordinate (xk, yk). So, the improved BMPLS scheme
achieves retrievability.

(6) Verifiability. Verifiability means that LDR can use
blockchain to verify whether the location information he
gets is correct. 'e improved BMPLS scheme provides
different verification methods in two cases:

(1) 'e trusted LDR firstly decrypts the location co-
ordinates and random number xk

′‖yk
′‖rk
′ and cal-

culates the hash value Hash(xk
′‖yk
′‖rk
′). 'en, he

extracts the hash value LocHashk corresponding to
the coordinate from the blockchain and checks
whether Hash(xk

′‖yk
′‖rk
′) � LocHashk . 'e

untamperability of the blockchain and the signa-
ture of the LDO ensure that LocHashk will not be
tampered with, and the collision resistance of the
hash function ensures that xk

′‖yk
′‖rk
′ will not be

replaced, so (xk
′, yk
′) is correct.

(2) 'e semitrusted LDR gets the coordinates of a
rectangular border xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax , with
their order-preserving ciphertext ciphx

id1
, ciphx

id2
,

ciphy

id3
, ciphy

id4
, and then verifies it by the Merkle

tree and comparing the order of the ciphertext.
Similarly, the untamperability and the signature
ensure that horTreeroot and verTreeroot will not be
tampered with, and the collision resistance of the
Merkle tree ensures that ciphx

id1
, ciphx

id2
,

ciphy

id3
, and ciphy

id4
are correct. Finally, the property

of order-preserving encryption ensures that LDO’s
location (xk, yk) is in the rectangular border
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax .

'e security comparison of related schemes is shown in
Table 2. It shows that our improved scheme has apparent
advantages in security.

5.3.2. Performance Analysis. We perform performance
simulations under the same environment in Section 4. To
ensure security, we set the ciphertext space of order-preserving
encryption to be 2160, denoted as OPE (2160). Choose SHA,
AES, RSA, and DSA as hash, symmetric encryption, public-
key encryption, and digital signature algorithms. We simulate
on two data scales, AES128+RSA1024+DSA1024 and
AES256+RSA2048+DSA2048. We also use two hash func-
tions, SHA256 and SHA512. Since the time cost of the hash
function is very small, it has no significant impact on the
simulation.'e simulation results of each phase are as follows:

(1) Initialization. For initialization, we simulated the par-
tition level N from 8 to 15. 'e result is shown in Figure 3.
When N � 10, the LDO’s initialization time is only 3.87
seconds. Estimated with a step length of 10 meters, the visit
region region is a rectangle with a side length of 10.24 ki-
lometers in this case. When N � 13, the LDO’s initialization
time is 30.89 seconds. In this case, the visit region’s side
length is 81.92 kilometers, which can meet the needs of most
scenarios. When N � 15, the initialization of the LDO takes
123.53 seconds. At this time, the side length of the visit
region has been as long as 327.68 kilometers.

'e simulation shows that the initialization time is
generally tens of seconds. Because each LDO only needs to
be initialized once, this overhead is acceptable.

(2) Location Record. We conducted eight simulations of lo-
cation record generation, and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 4. In the case of OPE(2160), AES128, and DSA1024, the
minimum overhead is 7.81ms, the maximum is 8.17ms, and
the average is 8.00ms. When the case of OPE(2160), AES256,
and DSA2048, the minimum is 8.53ms, the maximum is
9.05ms, and the average is 8.78ms. In both cases, the
overheads of location record generation are very small.

(3) Location Sharing. 'ere are two cases of location sharing:
n �∞ (trusted LDR) and 0≤ n≤N (semitrusted LDR). 'e
simulation results are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).
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Figure 3: Initialization overhead.
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Figure 5: Location sharing overhead, (a) n �∞; (b) n � 3.
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Case of n �∞. When using AES128, RSA1024, and
DSA1024, the average overhead is 2.43ms. While using
AES256, RSA2048, and DSA2048, it is 5.25ms.

Case of 0≤ n≤N.'ecomputational overheads increase to
25.35ms and 28.07ms, respectively. Most of the overhead is
used to calculate six order-preserving encryption, which is
about 22.70ms. In this case, the computational overhead of our
scheme is greater than that of [9] since we use order-preserving
encryption with large ciphertext space, and [9] uses small
ciphertext space. 'is is the time cost to improve security.

(4) Location Extraction. 'ere are also two cases for location
extraction, and the simulation results are shown in Figures 6(a)
and 6(b). Unlike location sharing, there is little difference in
overheads between the two cases. When using AES128,
RSA1024, and DSA1024, the average overheads are 3.67ms
and 4.16ms, respectively. While using AES256, RSA2048, and
DSA2048, they are 21.41ms and 21.741ms, respectively.

'e above simulation shows that the computational
overhead of the location record phase is within 10ms, and
the computational overheads of the location sharing and
location extraction phases are both within 30ms. 'erefore,
our improved BMPLS scheme is practical.

6. Conclusion

In the telecare medical information systems, patient location
information is sensitive data that needs to be protected.
Blockchain technology provides a new method for patient
location privacy protection and secure sharing. Recently, Ji
et al. [9] proposed a blockchain-based multilevel privacy-
preserving location sharing (BMPLS) scheme for telecare
medical information systems. In this paper, we show that Ji
et al.’s BMPLS scheme does not achieve confidentiality and
multilevel privacy-preserving. Using salting technology, we
propose an improved BMPLS scheme to fix our attacks. We
also optimized the BMLS scheme to make it correct and
executable. Analysis shows that the improved BMPLS
scheme achieves all security while maintaining its high
performance. Our improved BMPLS scheme is currently
based on the general blockchain, and we may further study
the use of edge-of-thing blockchain to enhance system
performance [2, 3]. For different scenarios, designing an
applicable trust level management scheme is another future
research direction.
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Early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s helps a doctor to decide the treatment for the patient based on the stages. &e existing methods
involve applying the deep learning methods for Alzheimer’s classification and have the limitations of overfitting problems. Some
researchers were involved in applying the feature selection based on the optimizationmethod, having limitations of easily trapping
into local optima and poor convergence. In this research, Differential Evolution-Multiclass Support Vector Machine (DE-MSVM)
is proposed to increase the performance of Alzheimer’s classification. &e image normalization method is applied to enhance the
quality of the image and represent the features effectively. &e AlexNet model is applied to the normalized images to extract the
features and also applied for feature selection.&e Differential Evolution method applies Pareto Optimal Front for nondominated
feature selection. &is helps to select the feature that represents the characteristics of the input images. &e selected features are
applied in the MSVM method to represent in high dimension and classify Alzheimer’s. &e DE-MSVM method has accuracy of
98.13% in the axial slice, and the existing whale optimization with MSVM has 95.23% accuracy.

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a cognitive degenerative dis-
order leading to dementia and is considered a mental and
physical disability. AD has stages like very mild, mild, and
moderate dementia class, and patients’ treatment is de-
pendent on the stage of AD [1]. AD is one of the fastest-
growing and challenging diseases to treat and affects the
livelihood of not just patients but also close family members,
nurses, caregivers of the patients. Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
scans are common imaging techniques to analyze Alz-
heimer’s [2]. Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is AD at its
transition state, and this is necessary to classify the stages for
therapeutic measures to delay the disease progression [3].
Clinical neuroimaging techniques such as MRI and PET
scans are suitable for analyzing brain changes with AD
progression and MCI [4]. &e structural MRI scans provide

detailed information of the brain anatomical structures that
can detect and measures AD of brain atrophy patterns [5].

Machine learning methods help in analyzing high-
dimensional data and automated classification to learn the
complex structural changes of complex patterns in different
imaging modalities. Feature extraction helps in training the
features for classification algorithms to build predictive
models that are useful for clinical processes [6]. Various
methods have been applied to develop the early classification
of AD on an individual basis like deep learning networks and
machine learning methods [7]. Predefined features like voxel
and regional measures were obtained from image pre-
processing pipelines for the combination of various algo-
rithms with classifiers such as random forests or Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [8]. Various existing methods have
been applied for Alzheimer’s classification and have the
limitations of overfitting and imbalance data problems
[9, 10]. Existing methods have the limitation of being easily
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trapped into local optima that select some of the irrelevant
features. Solving the local optima problem in the feature
selection further improves the relevant feature selection to
improve learning of feature difference and improves the
classification performance. &e proposed DE-MSVM
method applies the threshold value to escape from local
optima, and a set of samples is selected to fine-tune the
model for classwise training. &e contribution of the pro-
posed DE-MSVM method is discussed in the following:

(1) Multiobjective optimization method is proposed to
select the features based on the data instances and
classes of the training data. &is helps to fine-tune
the model to learn the difference between the fea-
tures and improves the classification performance.

(2) &e feature learning and feature selection method
provides higher performance in three-slice classifi-
cation. &e proposed method provides higher per-
formance in MRI and PET images.

(3) &e proposed DE-MSVM method has accuracy of
98.3%, and the existing RFE-GA-SVM method has
95.79% accuracy.

Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis is an integral part of the
clinical assessment and is usually carried out in MRI and
PET images. Various models have been proposed for Alz-
heimer’s disease classification to improve its reliability. Some
of the notable researches in Alzheimer’s classification were
surveyed in this section for a better understanding of
existing methods.

Basaia et al. [11] applied Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) for the classification of Alzheimer’s into 3 classes on
MRI images. &e ADNI dataset was used to test the per-
formance of the proposed CNN model in Alzheimer’s
classification. &e CNN has higher accuracy in Alzheimer’s
classification without feature engineering. Ramzan et al.
[12] applied the deep learning method of ResNet-18 ar-
chitecture to improve the efficiency of Alzheimer’s clas-
sification. &e model was fully trained from scratch and
performed transfer learning, and an extended network
architecture was applied to fine-tune the model. &e ADNI
benchmark dataset was used to test the model performance
in Alzheimer’s classification. &e ResNet-18 model has a
higher performance than existing methods in Alzheimer’s
classification. Naz et al. [13] applied freeze features from
ImageNet for binary and ternary classification for Alz-
heimer’s classification. Various CNN models such as VGG,
InceptionResNet, Inception v3, DenseNet, ResNet, Goo-
gLeNet, and AlexNet were applied with freeze features to
test the performance. &e ADNI dataset was applied to test
the performance of the proposed method in Alzheimer’s
classification. &e result shows that the VGG model with
freeze features has a higher performance in Alzheimer’s
classification. Janghel and Rathore [14] applied VGG-16
architecture of the CNN model with conversion and
resizing of images for feature extraction.&e SVM, kmeans
clustering, and decision tree were applied for the classifi-
cation of Alzheimer’s. &e developed method was tested on
MRI and PET images of the ADNI dataset for Alzheimer’s

classification. &e developed method has higher perfor-
mance on MRI and PET images compared to the existing
CNN model. González et al. [15] applied the framework of
preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification for
Alzheimer’s classification in three datasets. &e pre-
processing involves unified segmentation of the input
images. &e Neuromorphometrics, Hammers, and atlas-
based features were extracted for the feature extraction.&e
linear SVM, logistic regression, and random forest were
used for Alzheimer’s classification based on extracted
features. &e result shows that the proposed method has
higher performance in Alzheimer’s classification existing
methods.

AbdulAzeem et al. [16] applied an end-to-end frame-
work of the CNN model for Alzheimer’s classification in
MRI images. &e ADNI dataset was used in this study to test
the developed model in binary and multiclass classification.
&e Glorot UniformWeight Initializer was applied to enable
the weight in the activation function to prevent the network
from starting from the saturated region. &e Adam opti-
mizer was applied to fine-tune the model to improve the
performance of Alzheimer’s classification. &e developed
model has a higher performance in Alzheimer’s classifica-
tion compared to existing methods. Eitel and Ritter [17]
applied four attributes such as occlusion, layerwise relevance
propagation, guided backpropagation, and gradient input
with the CNN model for Alzheimer’s classification. &e
developed method was applied in the MRI ADNI dataset to
test the performance of Alzheimer’s classification. Buva-
neswari and Gayathri [18] applied a deep learning-based
SegNet method for segmentation, and ResNet-101 was ap-
plied for Alzheimer’s classification.&e sevenmorphological
characteristics were extracted for feature extraction. &e
developed ResNet-based model has higher performance in
Alzheimer’s classification compared to the existing method.
Alam et al. [19] applied the Twin SVMmodel with Dual-Tree
Complex Wavelet Transform (DTCWT) for Alzheimer’s
classification. &e developed method has higher efficiency
on the ADNI and OASIS datasets for Alzheimer’s classifi-
cation. Deep learning-based models in Alzheimer’s classi-
fication suffer from the limitations of the overfitting problem
and generate more irrelevant features for the classification.
Some of the researchers were involved in applying the
feature selection and SVM-based model for Alzheimer’s
classification to overcome the overfitting problem.

Asim et al. [20] applied Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) for the feature reduction and SVM method for the
classification of Alzheimer’s classification. &e developed
method evaluated on the ADNI dataset shows that the
developed method has higher efficiency in Alzheimer’s
classification than the existing method. Shakarami et al. [21]
proposed the AlexNet-SVM model for Alzheimer’s classi-
fication to improve the accuracy of the classification. &e
developed method was tested on the PET images from the
ADNI dataset.&e developedmodel has higher performance
than the existing methods in Alzheimer’s classification. Zeng
et al. [22] applied the switching delay PSO method to op-
timize the SVM parameters for Alzheimer’s classification.
&e PCA method was applied for the feature reduction, and
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SVM was applied for the classification. &e developed
method was tested on the ADNI dataset and showed higher
performance in Alzheimer’s classification. Neffati et al. [23]
applied downsized kernel Principal Component Analysis
and Multiclass SVM model for Alzheimer’s classifier. &e
developed method was tested on the OASIS MRI dataset and
showed higher performance. Divya et al. [24] applied Re-
cursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and Genetic Algorithm
(GA) for the feature selection and SVM for the classification
of Alzheimer’s classification. &e developed method has
higher performance on the ADNI dataset than the existing
methods in Alzheimer’s classification. Nanni et al. [25]
applied various texture descriptions and SVM for the
classification of Alzheimer’s classification. &e MRI ADNI
dataset was used to test the performance of Alzheimer’s
classification. &e texture features and SVM method im-
prove the performance of Alzheimer’s classification than the
existing methods. &e SVM-based models suffer from im-
balance data problem that affects the performance of
classification.

Reddy et al. [26] applied an adaptive Genetic Algorithm
with fuzzy logic for the prediction of heart disease at early
stage. &e developed model consists of a rough set-based
heart disease feature selectionmethod and a fuzzy rule-based
classification model. Rough set theory selects the important
features for heart disease classification, and the selected
features were applied for the heart disease classification.
Gadekallu et al. [27] applied Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), and Deep Neural
Network (DNN) for the classification of diabetic retinopa-
thy. &e standard scaler normalization method is applied to
normalize the input dataset. &e PCA method performs
feature reduction in the input dataset, and GWO selects the
optimal parameter for the DNN model.

Summarization of the related papers in Alzheimer’s
classification in taxonomywise is given in Table 1.

&is paper is formulated as follows: an explanation about
the DE-MSVMmethod, normalization, and AlexNet feature
extraction is given in Section 2. &e simulation setup of the
proposed method is given in Section 3, and the results of the
proposed model in Alzheimer’s classification are given in
Section 4. &e conclusion of this proposed research is
presented in Section 5.

2. Proposed Method

In this research, the DE-MSVM method is proposed to
increase the performance of Alzheimer’s classification. &e
ADNI datasets were used to test the performance of the
proposed DE-MSVM and existing methods for Alzheimer’s
classification. &e normalization is applied to enhance the
quality of the images and applied for feature extraction. &e
AlexNet model is applied to extract the deep features from
the input images. &e Differential Evolution method is
applied to select the relevant features from the extracted
features. &e MSVM model is applied for the classification
based on the selected features. &e block diagram of the
proposed DE-MSVM model is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Normalization. &e original data differences affect the
classification performance, and usually, image data have
different intensities. &e min–max normalization technique
is applied to enhance the image intensity to provide clear
information and improve classifier performance. &e min-
–max intensity normalization is shown in the following
equation:

x �
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
, (1)

where xmin denotes the image minimum intensity, xmax
denotes the image maximum intensity, xN denotes the
normalized image, and x denotes the input image.

2.2. Laplacian Redecomposition for Multimodal Medical
Image Fusion. &e LRD scheme is used to decompose the
source images to obtain LSI images and nonoverlapping and
overlapping domain images. &e LEM fusion rule [28–30] is
used to fuse LSI, and two fusion rules such as OD and NOD
are used to fuse overlapping and nonoverlapping domain
images, respectively. &e IRS fusion rule is applied to re-
construct HIS fusion image, and inverse Laplacian transform
is applied to reconstruct the fusion image.

2.3. LEM Fusion Rule. Texture details are information of
interest in anatomical images, and low-frequency infor-
mation is present in some functional images. &e LEM is
defined as the square of the sum of local window pixels [28].
&e square operation leads to unstable energy acquisition
due to differences in functional and anatomical images. &e
square operation in normalized pixels’ range is smaller if the
sum of pixels is less than 1 and larger if the sum of pixels is
greater than 1. &is affects the accurate acquisition of de-
cision results. So, the direct addition operation is applied
instead of the square operation in the following equation:

Qμ(i, j) � λ 

1

x�− 1


1

y�− 1
G

T
μ(i + x, j + y), (2)

where filtering template is denoted as λ � [111; 111; 111]

and local window sizes are represented as x and y. &en,
calculate the maximum value of Qµ as Eµ and this defines
LEM, as given in the following equation:

Eμ(i, j) � max 

3

x�− 1


3

y�− 1
Qμ(i + x, j + y)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (3)

where m7 is denoted as binary decision graph and G3
F is used

to construct an LSI fusion image, as given in equations (4)
and (5):

m7 �
1, EA(i, j)>EB(i, j),

0, otherwise,
 (4)

G
3
F(i, j) � m7 × G

τ
A + ∼ m7 × G

τ
B(i, j), (5)

where reverse operator in range of 0 to 1 is denoted as ∼ .
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Table 1: &e proposed DE-MSVM method performance on axial slice images.

Method Type Advantages Limitations

CNN models
[11–14, 16–18, 20, 21]

Deep learning
method

Feature extraction is efficient, and feature
learning process helps to provide reliable

classification.

Overfitting problem in the training and
validation.

SVM [15, 19, 22–25]
Machine
learning
model

SVM model has the capacity to handle the
high-dimensional dataset.

SVMmodel has lower efficiency in learning the
feature differences, which affects the sensitivity

and specificity.

Fuzzy logic [26] Fuzzy model Fuzzy model updates the rules to improve
the classification process.

Fuzzy model is highly sensitive to outliers and
has lower efficiency in feature learning.

GWO-DNN [27] Deep learning
GWOmethod selects the parameter for the

DNN to improve the classification
performance.

GWO method is easily trapped into local
optima, and the DNN model suffers from an

overfitting problem.

ADNI Input images
(Axial, Sagittal, and

Coronal)

Pre-processing
(Normalization)

Laplacian Re
Decomposition for

Multimodal medical
image fusion

AlexNet
(Feature Extraction)

Multi-Objective
Differential Evolution
for feature selection

Multi-Class Support
Vector Machine

(MSVM)

Alzheimer
Classification

Figure 1: &e block diagram of the proposed DE-MSVM in Alzheimer’s classification.
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2.4. OD Fusion Rule. Domain fusion images have more
useful information to make overlapping and have three
major efforts: (1) a Local Decision Maximums (LDM) based
on MLD and LEM is applied to mark edges and anatomical
images details; (2) another LDM marker is applied based on
LEM and MLD decision scheme for functional images of
abnormal areas; (3) binary decision graph is developed based
on two LDMs through comparing the sizes, and fusion
images of the overlapping domain are obtained. &e OD has
more advantages of infusion of anatomical feature infor-
mation and functional images. &e algorithm description is
given as follows.

Anatomical and functional images of LDM are calcu-
lated using LEM and MLD, as given in the following
equation:

MA(i, j) � DA(i, j) + EA(i, j), (6)

where the anatomical image of LDM is denoted as MA and
MLD obtains DA(i, j), while LEM obtains EA(i, j).

Equations (7) and (8) measure MB.

m8 �
1, if DB(i, j)> 0,

0, otherwise,
 (7)

MB(i, j) � DB(i, j) + ∼ m8 × EB(i, j), (8)

where LDM value of the functional image is denoted as MB

and binary decision graph is denoted as m8.
&e fusion rule is given in equations (9) and (10).

m9 �
1, if MA(i, j)>MB(i, j),

0, otherwise,
 (9)

O
c
F(i, j) � m9 × O

c

A(i, j) + ∼ m9 × O
c
B(i, j), (10)

where binary decision graph is denoted as m9 and ana-
tomical and functional overlapping domain images are
denoted as O

c

A and O
c
B. &e overlapping domain fusion

image is denoted as O
c
F.

2.5. NOD Fusion Rule. According to DGR nonoverlapping
domain definition, the nonoverlapping domain of fusion
image is obtained using the following fusion algorithm, as
given in the following equation:

N
c

F(i, j) � N
c

A(i, j) + N
c

B(i, j), (11)

where NA and NB denote anatomical and functional non-
overlapping domain images. &e fusion image of the non-
overlapping domain is denoted as NF.

2.6. IRS Fusion Rule. &e subband fusion image with high
frequency is reconstructed using the IRS fusion rule to
eliminate artifacts in images since complementary and re-
dundant information fuse in HIS separately, which leads to
image artifacts in subband fusion image reconstruction with
high frequency. Overlapping domain surrounding pixels are
replaced, and two global decision graphs are constructed to
solve this problem. &e reconstruction task is completed by

the first decision graph, and the local mean algorithm is
combined with the second decision graph to eliminate
artifacts.

2.7. Reconstructed Fused Image. Fused medical images are
obtained by reconstruction of Laplacian multiscale. &e
traditional inverse Laplacian transform is applied to re-
construct fused images, and the decomposition process of
inverse operation obtains the fusion image.&e fusion image
F is measured in the following equation:

F(i, j) � 
τ− 1

c�1
L

c
F(i, j) + G

τ
F(i, j). (12)

2.8. AlexNet Feature Extraction. &e AlexNet is a deep
learning technique applied for feature extraction. A fully
connected layer of AlexNet CNN is applied for the feature
extraction from the fused image. &e AlexNet CNN consists
of 22 layers of feature extractor based on transfer learning
technique, plus a fully connected (FC) layer with 1× 1× 64
dimensions [21]. Extracted features were applied to the
Differential Evolution method for feature selection.

2.9.MultiobjectiveDifferentialEvolution forFeatureSelection.
Differential Evolution (DE) has a population of solutions
xi � xi,j  for i � 1, . . . , Np and j � 1, . . . , n, where decision
variables are represented by xi, j ∈ IR, the number of vectors
is denoted as Np, and the number of vector elements is
denoted as n. &e MOOP concept is explained before the
DEMO algorithm discussion in detail [31, 32].

&e MOOP has a number of objective functions that are
either minimized or maximized. Several constraints are
needed to be satisfied during optimization, and MOOP is
given in equations (13) and (14).

min
max

fm xi( , (13)

where m � 1, . . . , M∧ and i � 1, . . . , Np.
Subject to gk(xi)≥ 0,

hl xi(  � 0, (14)

where k � 1, . . . , K, l � 1, . . . , L, xLower
j ≤xi,j ≤x

Upper
j , and

j � 1, . . . , n.
&e number of objective functions is denoted as M, the

number of inequality constraints gk is denoted as K, the
number of equality constraints hl is denoted as L, and lower
and upper boundaries of search space are denoted as
xLower � xLower

j , j � 1, . . . , n  and xUpper � x
Upper
j ,

j � 1, . . . , n}.
Decision space D is divided by constraints into infeasible

and feasible regions, where objective space is represented by
feasible region S⊆D. &e objective functions values are
determined in the multidimensional space of objective
space. &is finds the point in the objective space f(xi) �

(f1(xi), . . . , fm(xi)) for each feasible solution xi ∈ S.
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&e objective space of solution quality is measured based
on its dominance. xi dominates xj solution when xi is better
than xj in all objectives and strictly, xi should be better than
xj at least in one objective.

Pareto Optimal Front (POF) is the dominant solution
applied in this method. &e POF is determined by MOOP in
the decision space. Methods for nondominant selection are
used for this task, and after mutation and crossover to
original population size Np, a grown population is
truncated.

&e MOOP of feature selection uses two objective
functions f(x) � (f1(x), f2(x)). &e function f1 is given
in

minf1(x) � 
n

j�1
I xj , (15)

where a maximum number of features in vector x is denoted
as n and the function I(xj) for j � 1, . . . , n is given in

I xj  �
1, if xj ≥ 0.5,

0, if xj < 0.5.

⎧⎨

⎩ (16)

&e number of used features is defined as the objective
function f1 and the f2 function is sophisticated. &e classes
are defined as E � e1, . . . , eNE , where a maximum number
of labels are defined as NE. A set of valid samples Evalid

k is
belonging (⟼ ) to kth, as given in the following equation:

E
valid
k � x � xj ∨∀j: I xj  � 1∧x⟼ ek . (17)

A set of samples ESVM
k in kth class and classification

SVM(x) is defined as in the following equation:

E
SVM
k � x � xj ∨∃j: I xj  � 1∧ SVM(x)⟼ ek , (18)

where classification of vector x to class E is denoted using a
symbol⟼ . &e ratio between the size of both introduced
sets is function f2, as given in the following equation:

maxf2(x) � 
NE

k�1

E
SVM
k

E
valid
k

, (19)

where equation (19) helps to fine-tune the model to achieve
higher accuracy for SVM in the training and validation set.
Equation (15) helps the model to find a similar instance to
fine-tune the model to reduce the error rate of the model.
Furthermore, equation (15) helps to fine-tune the model
based on the number of instances in the dataset, and
equation (19) helps to fine-tune the model related to the
labels. Equations (15) and (19) help the model to learn the
difference in the features, which makes it easy for the hy-
perplane of SVM to classify the data.

&e classification accuracy of function f2 is based on a
selected feature subset.

DEMO algorithm is one of the successful DE realizations
for solving MOOPs. In this study, the DEMO method is
applied to improve the strength of the Pareto evolutionary
algorithm-SPEA2 for nondominant selection.

3. Multiclass Support Vector Machine

Binary classifiers f1, f2, ...fN are constructed for 1...N

classes, each trained to be different from one class to the
other [33–37]. Amulticlass category is obtained based on the
maximal output before applying the SGN function:
argmaxgk(x), where gk(x) � 

n
i�1 yiαk

i k(x, xi) + bk, in
which k � 1, . . . , N.

Hyperplane distance to the point x of a signed real value
is denoted as gk(x) which is referred as the confidence value.
&e higher value increases the confidence, where x belongs
to the positive class. &e highest confidence value is assigned
with x.

&e input data is denoted as X � x1, x2, . . . , xm  ∈ Rd,
the hypersphere radius is denoted as r, and the center is
denoted as c ∈ Rd. &e minimum hypersphere which en-
closes the optimization problem is given in equation (20).

Minimize r2, subject to ||Φ(xj) − c||2 ≤ r2, j � 1, . . . , m

L(c, r, α) � r
2

+ 
m

j�1
αj Φ xi(  − c






2

− r
2

 . (20)

Derive. zL(c, r, α)/zc � 2
n
j�1 αj(Φ(xj) − c) � 0.

&e following equation is obtained:



m

j�1
αj � 1,



m

j�1
αjΦ xj .

(21)

Hence, equation (10) becomes

L(c, c, α) � 

m

j�1
αjk xj, xj  − 

m

i,j�1
αiαjk xi, xj . (22)

&e optimization problem is solved based on the dual
form of α, as given in the following:

Maximize

W(α) � 
m

i�1
αik xi, xi(  − 

m

i,j�1
αiαjk xi, xj , (23)

subject to 
m
i�1 αi � 1 and αi ≥ 0, i � 1 tom.

Lagrange multiplier's possibilities are nonzero if the
inequality constraints are equality solution.

Optimal solution complementarity conditions for
α, (c, c) are given in

αi Φ xi(  − c






2

− r
2

 , i � 1, . . . , m. (24)

Training samples xi lie on the surface of the optimal
hypersphere related to αi > 0.

&e following equation provides the decision function
solution:

f(x) � sgn r
2

− ||Φ(x) − c||
2

 . (25)

Equations (26) and (27) are provided:
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f(x) � sgn r
2

− Φ(x).Φ(x) − 2
m

i�1
αiΦ(x).Φ xi(  + 

m

i,j�1
αiαj Φ xi( .Φ xj  

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, (26)

f(x) � sgn r
2

− k(x, x) − 2

m

i�1
αik x, xi(  + 

m

i,j�1
αiαjk xi, xj 

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (27)

&e method aims to obtain the minimum enclosing
hypersphere consisting of satisfying all training samples.

4. Simulation Setup

&e proposed Differential Evolution-Multiclass Support
Vector Machine (DE-MSVM) model is implemented on the
ADNI dataset and compared with existing methods. &is
section provides the implementation details of the proposed
DE-MSVM model and dataset.

Dataset: ADNI fMRI and PET datasets were used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed DE-MSVM
method [38, 39]. &e ADNI fMRI dataset consists of 3692
images, which contains 1775 normal images and 1917
Alzheimer’s disease images. &e ADNI PET dataset consists
of 1775 normal images and 900 diseased images. &e images
of axial, coronal, and sagittal planes are present in the
dataset. &e sample images of the MRI and PET dataset for
three slices are shown in Figure 2.

System requirement: the proposed DE-MCSVMmethod
is implemented in the system consisting of an Intel i7
processor, 16GB RAM, 6GB graphics card, and Windows
10 64-bit OS. &e MATLAB R2018b tool was used to im-
plement and measure the performance metrics for
classification.

Metrics: the performance metrics include Accuracy,
Sensitivity, Specificity, False Omission Rate (FOR), False
Discovery Rate (FDR), and MCC.&e formula for metrics is
given as follows:

accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100,

sensitivity �
TP

TP + FN
× 100,

specificity �
TN

TN + FP
× 100,

FDR �
FP

FP + TP
× 100,

FOR �
FN

FN + TN
× 100,

(28)

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false
positive, and FN is false negative.

5. Experimental Results

In this study, the DE-MSVM model is proposed to increase
the performance of Alzheimer’s classification. &e ADNI
fMRI and PET images were used to test the performance of
Alzheimer’s classification. &e normalization method is
applied to enhance the quality of the images. AlexNet feature
extraction method and DE feature selection are applied to
select the relevant features for the classification. &e MSVM
model is applied with selected features and classifies Alz-
heimer’s images. &is section provides detailed information
on the results of the proposed DE-MSVM method.

Extracted features size is 4096, and the proposed feature
selection method selected 2078 features for the classification.
Equation (16) discards most of the features based on the
threshold of more than 0.5-feature important score.

&e proposed DE-MSVM method is applied on the
ADNI axial slice for Alzheimer’s classification and compared
with existing methods, as shown in Table 2. &e proposed
DE-MSVM model has higher performance compared to the
existing method in Alzheimer’s classification. Pareto Opti-
mal Front in differential entropy feature selection selects the
relevant features to represent the characteristics of the input
in a nondominated manner. &e differential entropy feature
selection method provides clear separation of feature
characteristics based on multiobjective optimization. &e
MSVM model performs well in the classification in case of
clear separation of margin and is more efficient in high-
dimensional space. &e AdaBoost classifiers are sensitive to
the outlier in the feature, and the autoencoder classifier has a
limitation of lower efficiency in many features.&e proposed
DE-MSVM model has accuracy of 98.13%, and AdaBoost
has 96.67% accuracy.

&e proposed DE-MSVM method is tested on the axial
slice of the ADNI dataset and compared with existing
methods, as shown in Figure 3. &is shows that the DE-
MSVM method has higher performance compared to
existing feature selection and classifier models. Pareto
Optimal Front in differential entropy applies nondominated
feature selection to effectively represent the characteristics.
&e existing feature selection methods such as whale opti-
mization, grey wolf, and bat methods have limitations of
being easily trapped into local optima and having poor
convergence. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has accu-
racy of 98.31%, and the whale-MSVM method has 95.23%
accuracy.
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&e proposed DE-MSVM method is tested on the
sagittal slice images and compared with existing methods, as
shown in Table 3. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has a
higher performance in Alzheimer’s classification than
existing methods.&e Pareto Optimal Front is applied in the
DE method to select the features in a nondominated
manner. &e selected features are applied in the MSVM for
the classification, and the MSVM method performs well on
high-dimensional data. &e autoencoder classifiers have the

limitations of lower performance in many features and
imbalanced class problems. &e AdaBoost classifier is sen-
sitive to an outlier in the features and has lower perfor-
mance. &e linear MSVM model does not consider the
nonlinear relationship between the features and target. &e
proposed DE-MSVM method has 98.65% accuracy, and the
autoencoder has 97.89% accuracy.

&e proposed DE-MSVM method is tested on the
sagittal slice and compared with the existing feature selection

Table 2: &e proposed DE-MSVM method performance on axial slice images.

ADNI dataset (axial slice)
Feature selection Classifier Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) FOR (%) FDR (%) MCC (%)

Without feature selection

Autoencoder 83.4 84.69 84.53 80.51 85.54 70.36
AdaBoost 82.71 84.99 86.32 75.97 92.76 80.52

MSVM (linear) 86.25 88.26 72.51 78.45 86.69 74.28
MSVM 87.7 89.51 87.36 88.93 89.28 87.17

Bat feature selection algorithm

Autoencoder 85.35 85.35 84.56 80.37 86.41 72.06
AdaBoost 83.15 81.3 82.82 76.04 83.43 80.94

MSVM (linear) 84.31 83.07 72.11 79.42 82.86 74.63
MSVM 89.72 90.98 89.8 90.28 89.9 91.63

Grey wolf algorithm

Autoencoder 88.53 87.44 88.09 82.23 88.86 74.46
AdaBoost 86.33 87.54 88.66 78.58 86.85 81.37

MSVM (linear) 85.98 85.33 75.05 82.26 89.76 75.99
MSVM 90 91.85 90.32 91.13 90.59 91.21

Whale optimization algorithm

Autoencoder 87.89 89.75 87.43 84.23 90.34 76.3
AdaBoost 87.48 86.8 87.47 81.82 91.98 86.78

MSVM (linear) 89.55 93.26 75.23 82.25 89.17 80.58
MSVM 95.23 92.76 94.26 95.48 94.6 93.02

Multiobjective differential
evolutionary algorithm

Autoencoder 90.98 85 89.86 89.43 90.01 85.61
AdaBoost 96.67 95.96 95.07 92.82 94.09 91.87

MSVM (linear) 97.33 96.92 97.41 97.65 96.76 92.35
MSVM 98.13 98.96 98.2 98.36 97.03 96.06

Axial Coronal Sagittal

MRI

PET

Figure 2: Sample images of MRI and PET ADNI dataset on three slices.
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method, as shown in Figure 4. &e proposed DE-MSVM
model has higher performance than other existing feature
selections. &e Pareto Optimal Front helps to select the
relevant features from AlexNet feature extraction for clas-
sification. &e existing feature selection methods such as
whale, grey wolf, and bat have the limitations of being easily
trapped into local optima and having poor convergence.

&e proposed DE-MSVMmethod is tested on the coronal
slice and compared with existingmethods, as shown in Table 4.
&e proposed DE-MSVM method has higher performance
than existing methods in Alzheimer’s classification. &e
classwise learning of the proposed method helps the model to
learn the feature difference that improves the sensitivity and
specificity of the model.&e Pareto Optimal Front is applied in
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Figure 3: Performance analysis on the axial slice of ADNI dataset.

Table 3: &e proposed DE-MSVM method performance analysis on the sagittal slice.

ADNI dataset (sagittal slice)
Feature selection Classifier Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) FOR (%) FDR (%) MCC (%)

Without feature selection

Autoencoder 82.7 84.65 82.31 79.87 86.05 79.32
AdaBoost 82.6 84.96 85.8 75.33 92.19 79.55

MSVM (linear) 85.47 87.38 83.9 80.89 85.23 79.74
MSVM 85.73 91.34 89.91 83.14 86.05 84.04

Bat feature selection algorithm

Autoencoder 84.16 88.94 71.49 79.4 86.03 74.09
AdaBoost 83.82 84.45 86.43 75.15 83.19 80.36

MSVM (linear) 85.57 85.14 83.94 80.17 85.58 81.44
MSVM 87.31 89.19 90.93 89.29 89.45 87.87

Grey wolf algorithm

Autoencoder 85.03 90.57 84.6 81.44 88.9 85.6
AdaBoost 85.41 87.03 88.23 78.21 93.24 80.8

MSVM (linear) 88.52 86.72 87.36 81.86 88.74 74.46
MSVM 88.09 91.6 89.8 90.74 90.27 89.84

Whale optimization algorithm

Autoencoder 87.24 89.71 82.98 83.99 84.02 75.5
AdaBoost 87.26 86.19 82.84 84.38 86.87 86.58

MSVM (linear) 89.1 90.2 84.39 86.46 88.49 80.54
MSVM 95.18 94.21 93.27 96.76 89.72 92.19

Multiobjective differential
evolutionary algorithm

Autoencoder 97.89 96.78 96.86 97.45 97.05 72.33
AdaBoost 95.08 95.03 94.6 94.4 94.53 91.42

MSVM (linear) 90.76 89.07 90.12 90.26 89.2 85.04
MSVM 98.65 98.32 97.81 98.69 98.78 96.06
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Differential Evolution to select features in a nondominated
manner. &e selected feature is applied in the MSVM method
for Alzheimer’s classification.&e autoencoder method has the
limitation of overfitting problem, AdaBoost classifier is sen-
sitive to the outlier of features, and linear MSVMmethod fails
to analyze the nonlinear relationship between the feature and
target.&e proposed DE-MSVMmethod has 98.12% accuracy,
and the existing DE-AdaBoost has 95.9% accuracy.

&e proposed DE-MSVM method is evaluated on the
coronal slice and compared with existing methods, as
shown in Figure 5. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has
higher performance than existing methods in Alzheimer’s
classification. &e result shows that other fine-tuned
models are less sensitive to the feature difference, and this
affects the sensitivity and specificity of the model. &e
Pareto Optimal Front in Differential Evolution selects the
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Figure 4: &e proposed DE-MSVM method on the sagittal slice.

Table 4: &e proposed DE-MSVM method on the coronal slice.

ADNI dataset (coronal slice)
Feature selection Classifier Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) FOR (%) FDR (%) MCC (%)

Without feature selection

Autoencoder 77.49 84.79 83.09 75.6 84.42 77.97
AdaBoost 75.11 82.58 82.41 73.18 84.7 73.39

MSVM (linear) 79.72 81.07 65.98 73.24 82.65 76.07
MSVM 85.31 89.77 85.3 86.31 86.2 79.87

Bat feature selection algorithm

Autoencoder 80.07 78.99 77.06 78.33 83.82 78.33
AdaBoost 77.03 83.98 84.8 70.14 81.35 78.52

MSVM (linear) 79.75 83.5 79.96 76.71 77.44 70.39
MSVM 84.1 84.39 85.07 84.8 83.87 80.03

Grey wolf algorithm

Autoencoder 83.29 82.43 81.25 84.96 84.9 79.41
AdaBoost 86.77 87.32 87.51 80.45 86.66 87.35

MSVM (linear) 87.09 86.66 93.23 86.98 89.35 84.05
MSVM 95.07 98.28 90.39 92.28 96.08 89.33

Whale optimization algorithm

Autoencoder 85.41 87.85 84.14 82.68 83.5 80.41
AdaBoost 90.31 88.03 87.76 89.06 89.82 89.25

MSVM (linear) 89.62 87.99 86.46 86.59 89.01 88.1
MSVM 96.21 96.68 95.28 94.71 94.26 95.34

Multiobjective differential
evolutionary algorithm

Autoencoder 91.03 90.8 91.34 90.87 90.21 76.59
AdaBoost 95.9 94.08 94.9 95.49 95.64 81.26

MSVM (linear) 97.53 96.06 97.65 97.34 96.79 92.7
MSVM 98.12 97.78 98.7 98.06 97.89 95.81
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features in a nondominated manner and applies them for
classification. &e MSVM method provides the classifica-
tion of Alzheimer’s based on the selected features. &e

existing whale, grey wolf, and bat methods have limitations
of being easily trapped into local optima and having poor
convergence.
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Figure 5: &e proposed DE-MSVM method on the coronal slice.

Table 5: Comparative analysis of ADNI dataset.

Methods Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
SegNet-ResNet-101 [18] 96.3 96.7 93.9
Twin SVM [19] 90 94 71
PCA-SVM [20] 94 95 93
AlexNet-SVM [21] 96.39 95 97.78
RFE-GA-SVM [24] 95.79 89.44 98.92
DE-MSVM 98.3 98.35 98.23

Accuracy (%)
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
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Figure 6: Comparative analysis of developed method in ADNI dataset.
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5.1. Comparative Analysis. &e proposed DE-MSVM
method is compared with the existing methods in ADNI
dataset to analyze the performance.

&e proposed DE-MSVM is compared with existing
methods in the ADNI dataset, as shown in Table 5 and
Figure 6. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has higher
performance than existing deep learning methods and SVM-
based methods. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has ap-
plied Parent Optima Front to select the features in a non-
dominated manner. &e proposed DE-MSVMmodel selects
the features based on the data instances and classwise
learning of features. &is helps to learn the feature difference
in the model that improves the classification efficiency. &e
sensitivity and specificity of the proposed method have
achieved 98.35% and 98.23%, respectively. &is shows that
the classwise learning process in the proposed method
improves the efficiency of the model. &e deep learning
methods like SegNet-ResNet-101 [18] and AlexNet-SVM
[21] have limitations of overfitting problems. &e RFE-GA-
SVM [24] method has the limitation of being easily trapped
into local optima and having poor convergence in the feature
selection. &e proposed DE-MSVM method has accuracy of
98.3%, and AlexNet-SVM [21] has 96.39% accuracy.

6. Conclusion

Alzheimer’s is a neurodegenerative disorder, and the early
classification of Alzheimer’s helps in providing better treat-
ment. &e existing models in Alzheimer’s classification have
the limitations of overfitting problems and local optima in the
feature selection. In this study, the DE-MSVM method is
proposed to improve the performance of Alzheimer’s clas-
sification. &e Pareto Optimal Front in Differential Evolution
selects the relevant features in a nondominated manner. &e
AlexNet model extracts the features from the input images
and apply for the feature selection. &e Differential Evolution
method selects the features to represent the characteristics of
the images. &e selected features were applied to MSVM for
Alzheimer’s classification on the ADNI dataset. &e proposed
DE-MSVM method has accuracy of 98.13% in the axial slice,
and the existing whale-MSVM method has 95.23% accuracy.
&e future work of this proposed method is applied with a
deep learning model for the classification.

Data Availability

&e datasets analyzed during the current study are available
in Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
repository, https://adni.loni.usc.edu/.
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With the advent of the era of big data, people’s lives have undergone earth-shaking changes, not only getting rid of the
cumbersome traditional data collection but also collecting and sorting information directly from people’s footprints on social
networks.%is paper explores and analyzes the privacy issues in current social networks and puts forward the protection strategies
of users’ privacy data based on data mining algorithms so as to truly ensure that users’ privacy in social networks will not be
illegally infringed in the era of big data. %e data mining algorithm proposed in this paper can protect the user’s identity from
being identified and the user’s private information from being leaked. Using differential privacy protection methods in social
networks can effectively protect users’ privacy information in data publishing and data mining.%erefore, it is of great significance
to study data publishing, data mining methods based on differential privacy protection, and their application in social networks.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of communication
technology, social software has brought convenience to user
communication, ensured real-time contact between users,
and accelerated the dissemination of information and news.
%erefore, more and more users are attracted to register and
use them.%eir social circles have moved to social platforms,
and their various activities and behaviors on social platforms
have accumulated a lot of data [1]. With the rapid devel-
opment of database technology and the continuous im-
provement of hardware level, as well as the increasing
demand for information dissemination and sharing, a large
amount of useful data can be saved [2]. Faced with such
massive data storage, data mining and data publishing have
become two important research directions for database
applications [3]. Data mining is intended to extract
meaningful rules and models from data, and data publishing
is to present the data in an appropriate form [4]. Data release
and data mining in social networks are likely to cause the
personal sensitive information included in the social

network and the relationship between users to be destroyed
or information leaked, which greatly affects the security of
the use of social networks. %ere is a great risk of privacy
leakage [5]. %erefore, how to better publish and mine the
massive information in social networks without destroying
its private information has become an important research
topic in social networks [6].

Continuously enhancing the security of social networks
and continuously improving privacy protection capabilities
will help people use social networks more safely and securely
[7]. At present, many privacy protection technologies have
been proposed for user privacy and security issues in social
networks. %e easiest way to implement the technology is
only to hide user identity information and not to process
other information [8]. Although this technology protects the
user’s personal privacy within a certain range, malicious
actors can still identify the individual’s identity through the
background knowledge of the target user’s social network
relationship, leading to the disclosure of user privacy [9].
%erefore, how to ensure the privacy and security of users
when performing data mining on social network data is of
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great significance [10]. %e social network recommendation
system not only helps users find valuable information for
themselves but also allows the information to be displayed to
interested users so as to achieve a win-win situation for
information producers and information consumers [11].
Privacy protection mainly includes two aspects: the pro-
tection of sensitive knowledge and the protection of sensitive
data. Sensitive knowledge mainly refers to sensitive
knowledge such as association rules and classification rules
extracted from the database; sensitive data refers to the
private data that can correspond to an individual, thereby
causing the individual to be exposed [12].%e paper explores
and analyzes the privacy issues in current social networks
and proposes user privacy data protection strategies based
on data mining algorithms so as to hope that in the era of big
data, the privacy of users in social networks will no longer be
illegally violated [13].

Mobile social networking has become a rapidly growing
application among domestic and foreign mobile users. It is
urgent to protect user privacy [14]. %e existing simple data
processing methods cannot meet the needs of privacy
protection, and the existing laws and regulations have re-
stricted the application and development of data mining
technology [15]. If certain protection measures are not taken
for the information, the private information of a specific
individual will be exposed, which will cause harm to the
owner of the data. Similarly, if the protectionmeasures taken
are improper or too simple, then reasonable data mining
methods will be used to obtain the private information of a
specific individual, resulting in privacy leakage [16]. %e
privacy protection of social network data is to perform some
artificial operations on the original network data, such as
adding, deleting, or modifying parts, so that the attacker
cannot obtain the user’s sensitive information and avoid
information leakage [17]. %e data mining algorithm pro-
posed in this paper can well protect the user’s identity from
being identified and the user’s private information from
being leaked. %e algorithm can decompose the data, re-
construct the features, and store the data vertically, which
can effectively prevent the data from being threatened by
security and will not cause the loss of mining accuracy. Only
the processed data can be released to the public. Of course,
while protecting the user’s sensitive information, making the
processed information still have certain usability is also an
important factor in measuring data anonymity.

2. Related Work

Literature [18] classifies privacy protection technologies into
three categories according to different specific applications.
%ey are privacy protection based on data perturbation
technology, data encryption, and data anonymization.

Literature [19] put forward the concept of database
anonymization and used the generalization method to hide
sensitive attributes in groups of scale.

Literature [20] proposed a k-degree model for privacy
protection of node degrees in social networks, which made it
impossible for attackers to identify target nodes by collecting
node degrees as background knowledge.

Literature [21] proposed to minimize information loss
while generating a k-degree anonymous model.

Literature [22] proposed to construct the k-degree
anonymous graph by using the idea of dynamic program-
ming to protect the privacy of social network structure.

Literature [23] proposed that the parameter k of many
existing K-anonymity models is predefined, and K repre-
sents the privacy protection of nodes in social networks. %e
idea of personalized privacy protection is formally intro-
duced, and a K-anonymity model based on personalized
privacy protection requirements is proposed.

Literature [24] divided the original network into k
isomorphic subgraphs, which effectively prevented the node
reidentification attack.

Literature [25] constructs K anonymity model for path
privacy, and the construction method is to modify different
types of edges based on greedy ideas.

Literature [26] combines L diversity on the basis of the k-
degree model to protect the sensitive attributes of nodes or
edge relations in social networks.

In literature [27], through clustering technology, the
nodes in the original network are clustered to obtain an
anonymous network composed of super nodes, and the
super nodes are generalized to achieve the purpose of pri-
vacy protection.

Due to the development of technology sharing, big data
are widely used in every aspect of life, and unreasonable use
also brings great troubles and even terrible threats to users.
However, at present, there is still no mature technology and
relevant perfect laws and regulations for the protection of
users’ privacy. %e lack of this aspect makes it impossible for
relevant industry standards to have clear boundaries and
implementation criteria and to implement effective mea-
sures to overcome this shortcoming. In order to ensure
users’ privacy, this paper carries out effective data mining
and analysis on social networks. Combined with the KD tree
optimization algorithm, a social network model based on
data mining is built to protect the privacy of social networks,
and experimental verification and algorithm analysis are
carried out on data sets.

3. Methodology

Big data is like a huge spider web, weaving the network
information of today’s society. It is a large-scale and quite
complex project, with the collection and processing function
irreplaceable by other modern technologies. %us, com-
plexity, diversity, scale, and convenience are the outstanding
characteristics of big data. It is such a combination of
characteristics that big data technology has incomparable
advantages over other technologies. %e main problem of
attribute and relationship-oriented data privacy protection is
how to hide data in a relational database. %e three common
directions are data anonymization, secure multiparty
computing, and data distortion. %e comprehensive appli-
cation of the three directions can effectively reduce the risk
of personal data leakage.

%e goal of the anonymous triangle protection principle
is to protect those anonymous triangles in the process of
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graph anonymization. If multiple edges are generated, the
original triangle that has been anonymized will not be in-
cluded, and the triangle will not be anonymized gradually, so
as to protect the original relationship as shown in Figure 1.

%e common friends in the social network are all dis-
tributed on a scale, so only a small part of the connected
edges have a higher relationship value. In order to partic-
ipate in convenient social activities and enjoy all-round
customized services in the era of big data, users cannot have
absolute privacy rights [28]. But this does not mean that
social network users can relax the protection of personal
privacy but should pay more attention to the awareness of
personal privacy protection. Only in this way can we ensure
that we can enjoy normal services and social activities in the
torrent of the big data era and can protect our privacy from
being violated. At present, the release of dynamic social
network data divides the privacy protection needs in social
networks into different levels and at the same time provides
privacy protection for users’ sensitive attributes and sensitive
edges in social networks. %e data storage security system
architecture based on cloud computing is shown in Figure 2.

K-anonymity technology has been widely used in
anonymous relational data. In the privacy protection of
graph data, many researchers still use k-anonymity tech-
nology to expand its application to graph data. K-nearest
neighbor anonymity extracts all nodes with similar neigh-
bors, encodes them, and divides them into the same group
until each group is composed of at least k nodes. %en each
group is anonymized so that any node in the same group has
at least k− 1 isomorphic neighbor nodes. %is method can
effectively resist neighborhood attacks. For social networks,
social networks have the characteristics of a “small world,”
and nodes with the same background are more likely to
generate connections and aggregate in a small group.
%erefore, the anonymous data after clustering privacy
protection still retains the macro characteristics of the
original network. Social network analysts can carry out data
mining on social networks on the premise of ensuring users’

privacy and security so as to ensure the effectiveness of
anonymous data.

Traditional data mining refers to the process of dis-
covering new knowledge based on the original data and
using corresponding mining algorithms. Traditional data
mining algorithms cannot effectively protect private data,
and security is affected. %e KD3 framework is based on
traditional data mining technology to process the privacy
data that needs to be protected to form a new release da-
tabase D′. %en reconstruct its features to form a new data
feature F. And use the algorithm on it to adjust to get a new
data mining algorithm M′. Finally, get a new mining result
X′, make X′ and X as close as possible. In this way, privacy
data is effectively protected, and almost consistent mining
results are obtained. %e frame is shown in Figure 3.

At present, the development and utilization of various
social software include the signing of privacy treaties, but
most of these treaties are mandatory terms, and users can
only be forced to accept them. Social network users cannot
check individual options in the privacy terms according to
their actual situation, so they check “agree” in order to have
the right to use the software. In the process of software
development, each merchant should take more initiative to
consider the initiative of user authorization, rather than
blindly forcing users to accept terms. Clustering-based
privacy protection is also one of the mainstream protection
technologies of graph data. %e idea of aggregation is to
aggregate the points or edges in the social network into a
super point or super edge according to the similarity and
perform the same anonymous operation on the members in
the super point or super edge. Figure 4 shows the structure of
the intrusion detection system.

Describe computer intrusion data by ω and v. Among
them, ω represents the horizontal domain vector of com-
puter network intrusion data, and v represents the vertical
domain vector of computer network intrusion data. α
represents the initial filtering result of the intrusion feature
data; then α is expressed as follows:

α �
��
W

√
ω · s(ω) + s(v) + m, (1)

whereW represents the norm vector of the intrusion signal,
s(ω) represents the norm coefficient of the horizontal do-
main vector, s(v) represents the norm coefficient of the
vertical domain vector, and m represents the initial filtering
constant.%e signal processing result of the intrusion feature
data can be expressed as follows:

R � W + 2ας(n) · ωv, (2)
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Figure 1: Anonymization triangle protection principle: (a) delete edge and (b) add edge.
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Figure 2: Data storage security architecture based on cloud
computing.
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where ς(n) represents the superimposed signal pro-
cessing result of computer intrusion communication data.

%e agglomeration coefficient is generally used in social
networks to describe the degree of interconnection between
a point and its neighboring points, that is to say, the ag-
glomeration coefficient can reflect the degree of mutual
understanding between a user’s friends. %e local agglom-
eration coefficient is used to describe the properties of a
specific vertex, and the average agglomeration coefficient is
used to describe the average of the local agglomeration
coefficients of all vertices in the entire social network. In the
social network G� (V, E, L), G is an undirected graph. %e
local agglomeration coefficient Ci of a vertex Vi in G is
shown in the following formula:

Ci �
2 ejk





ki ki − 1( 
vj, vk ∈ Ni, ejk ∈ E, (3)

where ejk is the edge between vertices i and j, and Ni is
Ni � vj: eij ∈ E∩ eji ∈ E , which is the set of adjacent
vertices of vertex vi. ki is the number of adjacent vertices in

vi; then in the social network G� (V, E, L), the average
agglomeration coefficient is shown in the following formula:

CC �
1
n



n

i�1
C(i), (4)

where n is the number of vertices in social network G.
Social network researchers can still use the clustered

graph features to investigate the macro characteristics of the
original graph. %e main idea of the algorithm is: cluster the
nodes of the social network according to the comprehensive
distance between the nodes, cluster them into several super
points, and the specific details in the super points are hidden.
As long as the nodes in the two super points have one edge
connected, there is only one edge connected between the two
super points.

In the social network G� (V, E, L), the average path
length APL is the average of the shortest distance between all
vertices, as shown in the formula:

APL �
2

n(n − 1)


vi,vj∈G
d vi, vj , (5)
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Figure 3: Data mining method framework for privacy protection.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the structure of the intrusion detection system.
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where d(vi, vj) is the shortest distance between the vertices
vi and vj and n is the number of vertices in the social
network G.

With the rapid development of the Internet and infor-
mation technology, all kinds of data in social networks are
constantly accumulating. With the progress of the times and
the passage of time, big data has spread all over various fields
and platforms. It also ushered in the generation of massive
data. In the social network-oriented application, it is par-
ticularly important to protect users’ privacy. By adopting
certain protection strategies, users’ data cannot be leaked,
and their security can be guaranteed. KD tree is a kind of
data structure, which can be used to divide data nodes into
K-dimensional space. KD tree is a binary tree in which each
node represents a spatial range. In order to further study the
KD tree optimization center point selection method, define
the following formulas. First, set the sample data set
A a1, a2, . . . an .

%e number of data elements contained in a single
rectangular cell Num

Num �
n

m × k
, (6)

where n represents the number of elements in the sample
data set, k represents the number of clusters, and m rep-
resents the number of sub-blocks contained in a cluster. %e
data can be adjusted timely according to the size of the given
data set. Usually, when there is little difference in the number
of data set samples,m can be taken as 10. A complete KD tree
can be constructed by knowing the three parameters ofN,M,
and K, while the parameters of K andM represent the depth
of KD tree and the number of contained leaf nodes,
respectively.

Rectangular unit center Ci

ci �
Si

Wi

, (7)

where Si represents the linear sum of all elements in the
rectangular unit, Wi represents the weight of the rectangular
unit, and its value mainly represents the number of sample
elements contained in the rectangular unit.

%e density Den of the rectangular unit is mainly used to
indicate the density between the data elements contained in
the rectangular unit.

Deni �
Wi

Vi

�
Wi

max dmax − dmin( ( 
2,

(8)

where Wi represents the number of sample elements con-
tained in the rectangular cell, Vi represents the area of the
rectangular cell, and dmax and dmin represent the maximum
and minimum data elements in the corresponding rectan-
gular cell, respectively.

With the improvement of data sharing and the devel-
opment of data mining technology, people are getting more
information, and the leakage of personal privacy data is

getting more and more attention. %e hierarchical infor-
mation security organization is shown in Figure 5.

%e existence of vertices is one of the most basic privacy
information in social networks. Everyone may be on many
different social networks. %e same user may disclose dif-
ferent privacy in different social networks. Vertex is a
necessary condition for the existence of a social network, and
the attribute of the vertex is easy to obtain information in the
social network graph. Although differential privacy pro-
tection can effectively protect users’ social relations, it is
mainly based on that the attacker has mastered some in-
formation about the attack object. %erefore, the ability of
the attacker should be reasonably evaluated before designing
the privacy protection algorithm.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

Data mining is a process of extracting hidden patterns from
data. It is an important way to transform data into infor-
mation and knowledge, and it is one of the effective means to
analyze and process large amounts of data. At present, data
mining technology has been widely used in biology, natural
language processing, information retrieval, and other fields.
Applying data mining methods to the research of social
networks has become a new branch in the field of data
mining.

%e above mainly introduces some basic theories in
social networks and the background knowledge that an
attacker may have to launch an attack. And the algorithm of
KD tree optimization to select the center point is analyzed
experimentally. Brief introduction and summary of struc-
tured privacy protection technology and privacy protection
technology with label attribute data. Although there are
endless methods to protect user privacy in social networks,
with the vigorous development of social applications and the
large-scale increase in the number of people using social
networks, social network data will become more and more
complex, and privacy protection technologies need to be
more perfect. %e efficiency and usability of the algorithm
for selecting the initial center point based on the KD tree
optimization are analyzed. All the experimental results are
simulated in MATLAB. %e data set used in the experiment
comes from UCI Machine Learning Repository, and the five
data sets used in UCI are Iris, Ecoli, AcuteInflammations,
Breastcancer, and %yroid for related research. Table 1 is a
description of these five data sets.

%e accuracy of the KD tree optimization center point
selection algorithm and the traditionalK-medoids clustering
algorithm when performing the same clustering are com-
pared, as shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can see that compared with the tra-
ditional K-medoids algorithm, the accuracy of the KD-tree
optimized center point selection algorithm proposed in this
paper has been significantly improved, which shows that the
KD-tree optimized center point selection algorithm is very
effective. However, in the experiment, due to the KD tree
optimization algorithm, it is necessary to build a KD tree and
calculate the center and density of rectangular elements, so
the time consumption is relatively large, which is inevitable.

Security and Communication Networks 5



%erefore, the KD tree optimization algorithm proposed in
this paper has a high accuracy for the processing of data with
low dimensions.

Next, we further verify the effectiveness of the algorithm
for higher dimension data. Table 3 shows the attribute
description of related data sets.

%e above data are applied to the KD tree optimization
selection algorithm proposed in this paper and the tradi-
tional K-medoids algorithm, and five independent experi-
ments are performed on each group of data to analyze the
accuracy rate in detail and select each group of data. %e
average of the results of the five experiments was recorded,
and the results of the experimental analysis are shown in
Figure 6.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the KD tree optimization
algorithm proposed in this paper is also suitable for high-
dimensional data, and the accuracy is also high, but the

accuracy of the traditional algorithm is decreasing. Of
course, when the data dimension is high, the time cost of the
algorithm will increase accordingly.

%e performance of the algorithm is analyzed from two
aspects: data validity and algorithm running time. %e
evaluation of data validity focuses on the information loss
caused by the algorithm after anonymity to the original
social network. As shown in Figure 7, under the same degree

Decision Layer

Management Layer

Execution Layer Security Working
Group

Emergency
Response Center

E-Government Security
Management Office

Chief Information
Officer

Security Expert
Group

Security
Leadership Team

Safety Steering
Group

Figure 5: Hierarchical information security organization.

Table 1: Composition description of data set.

Data set name Type of data Number of records in the data set Number of attributes Number of clusters
Iris Multivariate 152 5 4
Ecoli Multivariate 334 7 8
Breastcancer Multivariate 697 9 3
%yroid Multivariate 222 7 5

Table 2: Accuracy analysis of experimental results of KD tree optimization selection algorithm and traditional K-medoids algorithm.

K-medoids algorithm KD tree optimization algorithm
Running time (ms) Accuracy (%) Running time (ms) Accuracy (%)

Iris 36 76.42 45 87.12
Ecoli 79 73.66 108 85.54
Breastcancer 84 93.24 99 96.21
%yroid 74 79.36 86 84.53

Table 3: Data set description.

Number of data sets Data dimension Number of clusters
D1 10 14
D2 20 14
D3 30 14
D4 40 14
D5 50 14
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of privacy protection, the algorithm proposed in this paper
has higher data availability.

As shown in Figure 8, under the same privacy protection
strength, the KD tree algorithm takes less time, is more
efficient, and has a higher time efficiency.

%e algorithm in this paper first uses KD tree optimi-
zation to select k clustering centers. When there are new
data, the nearest neighbor search method is used to cluster
the new data reasonably so as to cluster the dynamic data
quickly and efficiently. %e algorithm only needs to process
the incremental data so as to avoid reclustering all the data
when the incremental data appears, thus improving the
efficiency of clustering the incremental data to a certain
extent. %e increase in weight varies with k as shown in
Figure 9, which basically changes linearly. %e number of
node splits varies with k as shown in Figure 10, which is
positively correlated with the overall, but also related to the
size of the data set. Because it needs to be affected by node
grouping, if there are too many remaining nodes less than
the value, too many nodes need to be split.

%ere are many ways to protect users’ privacy in
social networks, but what we cannot ignore is how to ensure
the practicability and availability of anonymized data.

Anonymous social network graph should ensure that the
user’s identity is not identified and the user’s sensitive in-
formation is not leaked. Although different applications may
have different anonymous methods to process data, they
should ensure the authenticity of the processed data, which
has its due research and mining value when it is released. On
the one hand, data mining of privacy data protection should
take certain protection measures for privacy data; on the
other hand, in data mining, the protected data is mined, and
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the algorithm adopted needs to eliminate and reconstruct
the data, but the protection of privacy data that is damaged
by decomposition will increase the storage capacity in de-
composition, which wastes the storage space to a certain
extent; at the same time, the damaged decomposition also
effectively prevents data leakage and plays a very good security
role. In the current era of big data, it is of great significance to
explore the privacy protection of social networks.

5. Conclusions

With the continuous development of social network soft-
ware and platform, a large number of data with social value
and research significance have been accumulated. Data
mining and analysis may lead to the disclosure of users’
privacy. %erefore, how to ensure users’ privacy security
when effectively mining social networks is particularly
important. Future research will mainly focus on the opti-
mization of the algorithm so as to make it better applied to
massive data. %is paper proposes a KD tree optimal se-
lection center point algorithm. Because it is easy to be
attacked by external data in the process of dynamic clus-
tering, the algorithm also introduces noise to disturb the
data so as to achieve the effect of privacy protection.%e data
mining algorithm proposed in this paper can well protect the
user’s identity from being identified and the user’s private
information from being leaked. %e algorithm can de-
compose the data and reconstruct the features and store the
data vertically, which can effectively prevent the data from
being threatened by security and will not cause the loss of
mining accuracy. Only the processed data can be released to
the public. Of course, while protecting the user’s sensitive
information, making the processed information still have
certain usability is also an important factor in measuring
data anonymity. %e proposed anonymization algorithm is
used in social networks to retain the structure of the original
network and the effectiveness of the original data. While
solving user identity authentication, data privacy disclosure,
and information loss, it also protects the better application of
social networks and creates more value. It is an important
carrier for the development of the information age. Huge
data is like a mine. %e game between data mining and
privacy protection is also a contest of technological devel-
opment. Research on privacy protection technology of social
network data still faces many new challenges, and there are
still many problems to be further studied.
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'e security of medical data in the cloud is the key consideration of cloud customers. While publishing the medical data, the cloud
distributor may suffer from data leakages and attacks such that the data may leak. In order to resolve this, this article devises the
developed Adaptive Fractional Brain Storm Integrated Whale Optimization Algorithm (AFBS_WOA), which is the hybridization
of Adaptive Fractional Brain Storm Optimization (AFBSO) and Whale Optimization algorithm (WOA). 'e developed
AFBS_WOA algorithm generates the key matrix coefficient for retrieving the perturbed database in order to preserve the privacy
of healthcare data in the cloud. 'e developed AFBS-WOA scheme utilized the fitness function involving utility and privacy
measures for calculating the secret key. Here, the privacy-preserved database is obtained by multiplying the input database with a
key matrix based on developed AFBS-WOA using the Tracy–Singh product. For data retrieval, the secret key is shared with the
service provider in order to retrieve the database, and then the data are accessed. Moreover, the experimental result demonstrates
that the developed AFBS_WOA model attained the maximum utility and privacy measure of 0.1872 and 0.8755 using the
Hungarian dataset.

1. Introduction

Healthcare involves various complex processes, such as
treatment, diagnosis, prevention, and injury. Due to the
advancement of technology, the healthcare industry has
been introduced to reduce the services provided by hospitals.
Nowadays, the healthcare industry is one of the tremendous
emerging economies of the country. 'e healthcare industry
performs various processes, such as medical data storage,
medical data sharing, and providing medical advice to pa-
tients. Healthcare in a cloud environment is used to store the
medical information of patients, including medical records,
medical reports, scanning reports, and patient history. 'is

information should be kept confidential and preserved in the
cloud environment to maintain secrecy.'emajor challenge
of healthcare in cloud computing is the privacy preservation
of sensitive data. Since the healthcare model shares the
sensitive information of patients with the service provider
and third party through the cloud environment, this in-
formation may be hacked by the attackers [1]. Hence,
various privacy preservation techniques have been intro-
duced to conserve medical information. 'e important
parameters considered for maintaining the security of
medical information is privacy measure and utility measure.

Privacy preservation is the process of conserving the
sensitive information of an individual before publishing.
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Some of the common privacy preservation techniques are
perturbation approaches, generalization approaches, and
synthetic data generators [2]. 'e perturbation approach
produces some changes to input data, whereas the gener-
alization approach replaces the original elements with less
accurate elements, and synthetic data generators generate
the synthetic data similar to the original data [3, 4].
Moreover, other protection methods employed to ensure the
secrecy of information are data sanitation, blocking, cryp-
tography, and anonymization. Data publishing with privacy
conservation needs controlling the distribution while uti-
lizing the personal details of a person. Data publishing in-
volves two stages: data gathering and data publishing. In the
initial phase, data is gathered from data owners through the
data publisher, whereas the data publisher shares gathered
information public or data recipient. In cloud storage, the
stored information is offered by the 'ird-Party Auditor
(TPA). 'ree service schemes, Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Platform as a Service
(PaaS), are widely utilized for the computation and con-
figuration of applications through Internet [2].

'is article devises a novel optimization technique,
namely, AFBS-WOA, to generate the retrievable data per-
turbation model in order to secure the data in the cloud.
Here, the developed AFBS-WOA model is designed by
incorporating AFBSO and WOA. Initially, the input data-
base is combined with a secret key using the Tracy–Singh
product, where the secret key is obtained by the developed
AFBS-WOA scheme. 'e developed AFBS-WOA scheme
utilized the fitness function, such as the utility and privacy
measure for calculating the secret key. Moreover, the gen-
erated secret key is employed for the privacy-preserved
healthcare data publishing in cloud computing.

1.1. Major Contribution of Developed AFBS-WOATechnique.
'e developed AFBS-WOA technique is devised to recog-
nize the optimal key coefficient generation in order to
preserve the privacy of healthcare data in the cloud. 'e
algorithm utilizes the fitness function to calculate the secret
key. 'e generated key will be used for the perturbation of
the data in order to secure the patients’ data in the cloud.'e
stored data are retrieved at the required place after per-
forming the retrieval process using the generated key.

'e remaining section of this article is formed in the
mentioned manner. Section 2 describes the literature survey
based on privacy preservation in cloud computing; Section 3
describes the developed AFBS-WOA technique; Section 4
demonstrates the discussion of results; Section 5 provides
the conclusion of this research.

2. Motivation

In the medical field, the medical records are conveyed to the
research panel for deciding the kind, defect, severity, and
effects of diseases. While publishing the information, the
publishers do not leak any patients’ information with others
for sustaining the data privacy. 'is motivates the re-
searchers to do research in this domain.

2.1. Literature Survey. 'is section describes the literature
survey of various existing techniques based on the privacy
preservation of data in cloud computing.

Benifa and Mini [5] developed the Genetic Grey Wolf
Optimization Algorithm (GGWO) to preserve the secrecy of
information. Although the GGWO method obscures the
sensitive information effectively, the information loss
attained by this method was high. George and Sumathi [2]
devised the Crow search-based Lion algorithm for gener-
ating the key matrix coefficient in order to preserve the
information in the cloud. 'is method attained the maxi-
mum privacy measure and utility measure. However, the
computational complexity of this method was high. Majeed
[6] modeled the secure anonymization scheme for con-
serving the secrecy of medical information saved in the
cloud. Although the privacy and utility attained by this
method were high, this method has failed with a diverse
environment. Yousra and Mazleena [7] developed the Pri-
vacy-Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) scheme for pre-
serving the privacy of datasets. Although the processing
speed of this method was high, the computation cost of this
method was high.

Vijayakumar et al. [8, 9] proposed an alert system for
helping patients with heart diseases during an emergency.
'e system sends a private and confidential message from
the heart patient to the healthcare entities, including hos-
pital, ambulance service, and personal doctor. 'e system
has ensured a comparatively high level of security with low
computational overhead and communication overhead.
Zhou et al. [10, 11] have proposed an identity-based dis-
tributed decryption scheme for a personal health record
sharing system. In this method, the data can be shared with
multiple parties without reconstructing the decryption key.
Moreover, it is proposed that it is secure against chosen
ciphertext attack (CCA). 'e dynamic searchable symmetric
encryption (DSSE) technique allows the user to search the
dynamic information from the IIOTH system. Liu et al. [12]
proposed a privacy-preserving DSSE scheme for IIOTH for
the database with forward security. A secure index is de-
veloped based on the hash chain to overcome the file in-
jection attack. Furthermore, the fine-grained operations are
executed over the encrypted files, which return only the
matched attribute instead of the whole file. 'is article also
proposed a scheme to achieve attribute-based access control.
Qian et al. [13] proposed a private set intersection scheme
for fine-grained profile matching. 'e medical data are
secured by reencryption techniques and the patient’s data
are divided using multitag to perform the fine-grained
operations.'is proposed system has demonstrated that this
scheme has improved efficiency by reducing the bilinear
pairs.

Wang et al. [14] proposed a lightweight and reliable
authentication protocol to handle the physical layer security
problem and overcentralized server problem using cutting-
edge blockchain technology and physically unclonable
functions. In addition to this, a future extractor scheme was
also proposed to handle the biometric information. 'e
reliability of the system is proved using security evaluation
methods, which illustrate that the authentication protocol
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requires the least computational and communication cost.
Wang et al. [15] proposed a system to address the common
security weaknesses, such as the man-in-the-middle attack,
key generation center, and denial-of-service attacks, by a
novel pairing-free certificateless scheme.'e system is based
on the blockchain technique and smart contract to construct
a reliable and efficient lightweight certificateless signature
(CLS) scheme. 'e system is evaluated and proved to be
reliable with less computational cost and communication
cost.

2.2. Challenges. 'e challenges faced by the various privacy
preservation techniques in cloud computing are listed as
follows:

(i) 'e performance of the GGWO method can be
enhanced by extending the technique with the
group of optimization models using numerous
datasets [1].

(ii) In [2], the security of the developed scheme is
enhanced by including dyadic products; however,
the performance of the dyadic product is not ef-
fective for all possibilities. Hence, the dyadic
product can be replaced with some other advanced
concepts for further improvements.

(iii) In [3], the selection of applicable trusted infra-
structure, service provider, and algorithms is still
inadequate to satisfy user confidentiality
requirements.

(iv) 'e security method in [4] can be extended by
including some effective sensitive attributes from
the anonymous data in order to improve security.

3. Proposed AFBS-WOA for Privacy-Preserved
Healthcare Data Publishing

'is section describes the developed AFBS-WOA model for
resolving the security issues in the cloud. Figure 1 shows the
structural design of the privacy preservation scheme in the
cloud using the developed AFBS-WOA. Here, the original
database is multiplied with the optimal key matrix produced by
the developed AFBS-WOA model using the Tracy–Singh
product [16, 17]. 'e size of the matrix generated from the
Tracy–Singh product is large; hence, the matrix size is reduced
to be the same as the input data size for further effective
processing. From the reducedmatrix, an optimal key coefficient
is selected, which acts as a key for the retrieval of the pertur-
bation database. For data retrieval, the secret key is shared with
the service provider, and then the data are accessed.

3.1. Privacy-Protected Data Publishing. In order to attain
privacy-protected data publishing, there is a need to generate
a retrievable perturbation database. For that, let us assume
the database to be R and its matrix size M∗N; then, the
input data matrix is represented as follows:

RM×N �

r11 r12 . . . r1v

r21 r22 . . . r2v

⋮ ⋮

ru1 ru2 . . . ruv

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (1)

where ruv represents the coefficients of data and the values of
u and v range from M to N, respectively. After that, the
matrix multiplication is performed for the input matrix with
optimal key matrix produced by developed AFBS-WOA
model using the Tracy–Singh product. 'e expression for
Tracy–Singh product is signified as follows:

TMO×NP � RM×N ∘WO×P, (2)

where the term WO×P denotes the optimal key matrix ac-
quired from AFBS-WOA, which is signified as follows:

WO×P �

h11 h12 . . . h1q

h21 h22 . . . h2q

⋮ ⋮

hp1 hp2 . . . hpq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (3)

where hpq specifies the optimal key matrix coefficient. 'e
mathematical expression for the Tracy–Singh product
among optimal key matrix with input data matrix is signified
as follows:

VSR×UW � Ruv ∘W( uv � Ruv ⊗Wpq 
pq

 
uv

. (4)

For the Tracy–Singh product, the product of the input
partial matrix and the key coefficients are represented as
follows:

VSR×UW �
R11 ∘W R12 ∘W

R21 ∘W R22 ∘W
 . (5)

Here, the terms R11 , R12, R21, and R22 indicate thematrix
of input data and VSR×UW represents the matrix produced by
the Tracy–Singh product. 'e obtained matrix size of the
Tracy–Singh product is large, which is diminished to a size
similar to that of the input database matrix for secure
processing. 'en, the mathematical notation for the reduced
matrix is represented as follows:

GM×N �
G1 G2

G3 G4
 , (6)

where G1, G2, G3, and G4 denote the data matrix elements.
'en, the secret key J1×1 � r11 is assessed from the reduced
optimal key matrix, which is the primary element of the
optimal key matrix. Moreover, the perturbed database R∗ is
recognized by performing EX-OR operation for both re-
duced matrix GM×N and the secret key J1×1, and it is given in
the following:

R
∗
M×N � GM×N ⊕ J1×1, (7)

where GM×N depicts the reduced matrix.
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3.2. Optimal Key Coefficient Generation Using Developed
AFBS-WOA. 'is section describes the novel optimization
method, namely, AFBS-WOA, for the optimal key coeffi-
cient generation. 'e developed AFBS-WOA algorithm is
designed by integrating AFBSO [18] and WOA. 'e de-
veloped AFBS-WOA algorithm selects the key matrix co-
efficient without changing the characteristics of the original
database. WOA is a metaheuristic method, which mimics
the hunting activities of whales, and the AFBSO algorithm is
designed based on the activities of the human brain. Al-
though the searching behavior ofWOA is high, the detection
performance of this method is poor. 'us, the WOA al-
gorithm does not attain the local optimum. In order to
overcome this, the AFBS-WOA is developed, which im-
proves the optimization issues. 'us, the developed AFBS-
WOA algorithm selects the optimal key matrix coefficient.
'e processing steps for the developed AFBS-WOA algo-
rithm are given as follows.

3.2.1. Initialization of Whale Population. 'e initialization
function describes the size of the solution vector that relies
on the size of the input matrix, which is demonstrated as
follows:

S � Su; 1≤ u≤O , (8)

where O represents the size of solution space and Su rep-
resents the initialization of whales.

3.2.2. Fitness Measure. 'e fitness with maximum values of
privacy and utility measure is considered as an optimal
solution. 'e fitness function is used to predict the optimal
solution. Here, the privacy measure is based on the modi-
fication degree and utility is based on the numerical

characteristics, which are required to be preserved in order
to attain the privacy-preserved database.'e fitness function
is described as follows:

Fitness �
H + I

2
 , (9)

where H and I denote the privacy and utility, which are
expressed as follows:

H �
1

M × N


M

u�1

N

v�1

Ruv − R
∗
uv( 

Max Ruv, R
∗
uv( 

, (10)

I �
a + b

2
, (11)

where R∗uv depicts the data elements of retrieved data, a

depicts the mean, and b depicts the covariance. Moreover,
the numerical aspects of the database rely on both mean and
covariance acquired from the original and retrieved data-
bases. 'e expression for mean and covariance is stated as
follows:

Mean a � 1 −
1

M × N


M

u�1


N

v�1

Ruv

Max Ruv( 
−

1
M × N



M

u�1


N

v�1

R
∗
uv

Max R
∗
uv( 

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

Covariance b � 1 −
1

M × N

M

u�1

N

v�1
Quv −

1
M × N


M

u�1

N

v�1
Q
∗
uv

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

(12)

where Quv and Q∗uv defines the covariance of both original
and retrieved database, correspondingly.

3.2.3. Solution Update Phase for Encircling Prey. In this
phase, the solution update is done on the searching prob-
ability condition j< 0.5 and the value of |Y| is less than 1.

Original 
database

Proposed AFBS-
WOA 

Key 
generation

Optimized 
matrix

Retrieved 
database

Privacy conserved 
Database

Third party user

User

Tracy-Singh
product

Key from third
party user

Figure 1: Retrievable data perturbation model using the proposed AFBS-WOA.
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'e distance measure is notified as I
→
, and its solution

update is stated as follows:

I
→

� U
→

S
∗�→

(f) − S
→

(f)



,

S
→

(f + 1) � S
∗�→

(f) − Y
→

· I
→

,

(13)

where Y
→

and U
→

indicate two coefficients such that Y
→

relies
on two constraints, like m

→ and n
→ . 'e value of U

→
ranges

between 0 and 1, whereas the value of Y
→

differs between 2
and 0.

Y
→

� m
→

· n
→

− m
→

,

U
→

� 2 · n
→

.
(14)

3.2.4. Solution Update Phase for the Exploitation of WOA.
After the solution update is done based on searching
probability condition j> 0.5 and the value of |Y| is fewer
than 1, the exploitation process initiates, and it is stated as
follows:

S
→

(f + 1) � I′
→

· e
bf

· cos(2πα) + S
∗�→

(f),

I′
→

� S
∗�→

(f) − S
→

(f)



,

(15)

where b and α specify the constant for search space, and the
value of α differs between [−1, 1].

3.2.5. Solution Update for the Exploration of WOA.
When the condition of searching probability j< 0.5 and |Y|

is bigger than 1, then update solution becomes

S
→

(f + 1) � Srand
����→

− Y
→

· I
→

,

I
→

� U
→

Srand
����→

− S
→

,
(16)

where Srand
����→

states the random solution from optimization.

3.2.6. Solution Update Using AFBSO. 'e purpose of the
AFBSO algorithm [18] is to select the optimal matrix co-
efficient. 'e optimal matrix coefficient is selected by
updating the following equation:

S(f + 1) � μS(f) +
1
2
μS(f − 1) +

1
6
μ(1 − μ)S(f − 2)

+
1
24

μ(1 − μ)(2 − μ)S(f − 3) + χL(a, b),

(17)
where μ � ((fct − fmin)/(fmax − fmin)) , which represents
the adaptive factor, S(f) represents the idea chosen from the
previous iteration, S(f − 1) represents the idea chosen from
(f − 1)th iteration, S(f − 2) represents the idea chosen
from (f − 2)th iteration, S(f − 3) represents the idea
chosen from (f − 3)th iteration, and L(a, b) represents the
Gaussian random value with mean a and variance b.

χ � d log sig
Lcmax/2 − Lc

K
 ; d � [0, 1], (18)

where Lcmax represents the maximum iteration and Lc

represents the correct iteration.

3.2.7. Reevaluation of Fitness Criterion. 'e solution ac-
quired from the entire process is reevaluated using the
fitness function, from which the maximum fitness value is
considered an optimal solution.

3.2.8. Termination. At the final stage of iteration Z, a key
matrix is obtained, which is considered as an optimal so-
lution, and the obtained keymatrix is employed to generate a
retrievable perturbation database.

WO×P � Soptimized. (19)

3.3. Retrieval from Perturbed Database. For the retrieval
phase, the perturbed database is EXORed with a secret key,
which provides the reduced matrix G∗M×N. Furthermore, the
reduced matrix G∗M×N is partitioned using secret key J, such
that the original database is retrieved at the receiver side.

G
∗
M×N � R

∗
M×N⊕J1×1,

R
∗
M×N �

G
∗
M×N

J1×1
,

(20)

where G∗M×N represents the retrievable reduced matrix and
R∗M×N shows the retrievable perturbation matrix. Table 1
describes the pseudocode of the developed AFBS-WOA for
the retrievable data perturbation model.

3.4. Security Analysis. 'e developed AFBS-WOA model is
developed for resolving the security issues in the data stored
in the cloud. 'e original data are multiplied with the
generated optimal key matrix before being stored in the
cloud. An optimal key matrix is generated by the proposed
AFBS-WOA model using the Tracy–Singh product. 'e
generated matrix size is reduced to the size of the input for
further processing. 'e stored data can be retrieved using an
identified optimal key coefficient from the reduced matrix.
'is secret key shall be shared with the service providers for
the data to be accessed. 'e following subsection discusses
threats, security issues, challenges, and solutions for dif-
ferent kinds of attacks in the proposed system.

3.4.1. Password Guessing Attack. Password guessing attack is
commonly known as Brute-Force Attack. 'e attacker tries
to guess the password with certain combinations of the user
credentials. To avoid this attack, the password should be set
strongly. In our proposed system, the key to providing data
security is generated separately for every data stored in the
cloud. 'is makes it more secure against the Password
Guessing Attack.
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3.4.2. Data Breaches. Data breach refers to the leakage of
data to the unauthorized user [19]. 'is attack can have a
huge impact on the organization, including the leakage of
sensitive data.'ismay occur due to problems in application
designing, operational issues, or access by unauthorized
users. In our proposed system, the data are stored in a
perturbed format and can be retrieved only with the help of
the unique secret key used for the perturbation. 'us, this
system holds better for the data breach.

3.4.3. Man-in-the-Middle Attack. 'e man-in-the-middle
attack is when an attacker positions himself between the two
endpoints and alters the communication between the two
parties. 'e proposed system perturbs the original data with an
optimal key matrix VSR×UW � (Ruv ∘W)uv �

((Ruv ⊗Wpq)pq)uv before being storing in the cloud.Moreover,
the data can be retrieved only using the secret key G∗M×N �

R∗M×N⊕J1×1 , which is known only to the authorized persons. If
the attacker is present between the cloud and the user, the
attacker could not read the message as it is in the perturbed
format and it can be retrieved only using the secret key.

4. Results and Discussion

'is section describes the experimental outcomes recorded
using the developed AFBS-WOA for privacy-conserved
healthcare data publishing in cloud computing. Moreover,
the simulation tool, database description, and comparative
techniques are also described.

4.1. Experimental Setup. 'e experimentation of the de-
veloped AFBS-WOA-based privacy preservation model is
implemented in Java with CloudSim tool, and the simulation
requires PC, Intel I3 processor, 4GB RAMwithWindows 10
OS.

4.1.1. Database Description. 'e database utilized by the
experimentation of the developed AFBS-WOA model is
the heart disease dataset [20]. A total of three datasets are
taken from the heart disease dataset, namely the Cleveland
dataset, Hungarian dataset, and Switzerland dataset. 'e
data size of the Cleveland dataset is 303 instances (rows) ×

14 attributes (columns), Hungarian dataset is 294

Table 1: Algorithmic procedure of the developed AFBS-WOA for privacy-preserved healthcare data publishing.

1 Perturbed database retrieval using proposed AFBS-WOA
2 Input: input database
3 Output: perturbed data
4 Parameters: Search agent S, highest iteration Z, optimized search agent S∗

5 Initiate the algorithmic parameters
6 For all element in database
7 Calculate the secret key (apply AFBS-WOA)
8 Calculate the Tracy Singh product based on input database as well as optimal key matrix
9 Calculate secret key J from optimal key matrix
10 Perturbed database R∗M×N � GM×N⊕J1×1
11 End for
12 End
13 //Developed AFBS-WOA algorithm
14 Initiate
15 Arbitrarily initialize whale population S � Su; 1≤ u≤O 

16 Estimate the fitness measure using maximum privacy as well as utility
17 While (f<Z)

18 For every S

19 If (j< 0.5)

20 If (|Y|< 1)

21 S
→

(f + 1) � S
∗�→

(f) − Y
→

· I
→

22 Else if (|Y|≥ 1)

23 S
→

(f + 1) � Srand
����→

− Y
→

· I
→

24 End if
25 Else if (j< 0.5)

26 If (|Y|< 1)

27 S
→

(f + 1) � I′
→

· ebf · cos(2πα) + S
∗�→

(f)

28 Else if (|Y|≥ 1)

29 Update the solution using AFBSO
30 End if
31 End if
32 End for
33 Evaluate Y if exceeds the search space
34 Renew S∗ for optimal solution
35 f � f + 1
36 End while
37 Return optimal solution S∗

38 End
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instances (rows) × 14 attributes (columns), and Switzer-
land data size is 123 instances (rows) × 14 attributes
(columns).

4.1.2. Metrics for Evaluation. 'e evaluation metrics
employed for the developed AFBS-WOA algorithm are
privacy and utility measures. 'e privacy measure depends
on the modification degree, while the utility measure de-
pends on the numerical characteristics; hence, the value of
the privacy and the utility should be obtained as high as
possible. 'e explanation for privacy and utility is already
given in equations (10) and (11), correspondingly.

4.1.3. Techniques for Comparison. 'e performance im-
provement of the developed AFBS-WOA algorithm is cal-
culated by comparing the recorded outcome with the
outcome of existing techniques, such as Retrievable General
Additive Strategy Database (RGADB) [21], Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) [22], WOA [23], and the genetic-WOA and BS-
WOA.

4.2. Comparative Assessment of Developed AFBS-WOA.
'e performance improvement of the developed AFBS-
WOA model is assessed by varying the percentage of data
using three datasets, Cleveland dataset, Hungarian dataset,
and Switzerland dataset, based on privacy and utility
measures.

4.2.1. Comparative Assessment Based on the Cleveland
Dataset. 'is section describes the assessment of the de-
veloped AFBS-WOA model based on evaluation metrics
using the Cleveland dataset. Figure 2(a) describes the
comparative assessment of the developed AFBS-WOA
model by varying the percentage of data based on the privacy

measure. When the percentage of data� 70, the privacy
measure recorded by, the existing methods, RGADP is
0.1092, GA is 0.1099, WOA is 0.1122, Genetic-WOA is
0.1231, BS-WOA is 0.1484, whereas the privacy of the de-
veloped model measured is 0.1971. Figure 2(b) shows the
comparative assessment of the developed model based on
utility by changing the data percentage. For the data
percentage� 80, the developed model recorded the utility
measure of 0.8741, whereas the existing techniques, like
RGADB, GA, WOA, Genetic-WOA, and BS-WOA, recor-
ded the utility measure of 0.734, 0.7741, 0.7742, 0.7842, and
0.8739, correspondingly.

4.2.2. Comparative Assessment Based on the Hungarian
Dataset. 'is section deliberates the comparative assessment
of the developed AFBS-WOA model based on evaluation
metrics using Hungarian dataset. Figure 3(a) shows the
graphical outcome of existing comparative methods with the
developed model based on privacy by changing the data.
When the data percentage� 90, the developed model ob-
tained the privacy of 0.1872, and the existing techniques, such
as RGADB, GA, WOA, Genetic-WOA, and BS-WOA,
measured the privacy values of 0.1055, 0.1076, 0.1077, 0.1527,
and 0.1715, respectively. Figure 3(b) depicts the graphical
representation of comparative results in terms of utility by
adjusting the data percentage.When the data percentage� 80,
then the utility measured by the developed AFBS-WOA
model is 0.8751, RGADP is 0.7353, GA is 0.7749, WOA is
0.7752, Genetic-WOA is 0.7853, and BS-WOA is 0.8751.

4.2.3. Comparative Assessment Based on the Switzerland
Dataset. 'is section described the comparative discussion
of the developed AFBS-WOA model based on evaluation
metrics using the Switzerland dataset. Figure 3(a) shows the
comparative assessment of the developed model based on
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Figure 2: Comparative assessment using the Cleveland dataset using (a) privacy and (b) utility.
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privacy by changing the data percentage. For the data
percentage� 80, the developed model recorded the privacy
measure of 0.1836, whereas the existing techniques, like
RGADB, GA,WOA, Genetic-WOA and BS-WOA, recorded
the privacy measure of 0.1007, 0.1091, 0.1114, 0.1121, and
0.1462, correspondingly. Figure 4(b) describes the com-
parative assessment of the developed AFBS-WOA model by
varying the percentage of data based on the utility measure.
When the percentage of data� 70, the utility measure
recorded by the existing models, like RGADP is 0.7235, GA
is 0.7634, WOA is 0.7637, Genetic-WOA is 0.7731, and BS-
WOA is 0.8628, whereas the developed model measured the
utility of 0.8633.

4.3. Comparative Discussion. Table 2 describes the com-
parative discussion of the developed AFBS-WOAmodel for
constructing the perturbation database. From the table, it is

clearly declared that the developed model attained the
maximum privacy of 0.1872 and maximum utility of
0.8755, correspondingly. 'e existing methods, like
RGADB, GA,WOA, Genetic-WOA and BS-WOA, attained
the privacy of 0.1055, 0.1076, 0.1077, 0.1527, and 0.1715 and
the utility of 0.7355, 0.7753, 0.7755, 0.7853, and 0.8752. 'e
comparative analysis clearly shows that the proposed
AFBS-WOA achieves the maximum privacy and utility
parameters compared with the other discussed existing
methods. Medical data are shared all over the world for
research purposes to enhance the healthy environment.
Moreover, this proposed method can be applied in
healthcare organizations to protect the medical data shared
through the cloud. 'e patient’s data are stored and re-
trieved from the cloud in a secured way with more utility
factor. 'e performance of the proposed system is
implemented and compared using three different datasets
with the fitness function.
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'e GGWO algorithm was proposed to enhance the
security of the cloud data by employing the k-anonymization
method to enhance the privacy policies of the stored data.'e
system evaluated has reduced fitness value with an increase in
the number of iterations, which enhances the privacy of the
system. Even though the system performs comparatively
better than some of the other existing systems, the percentage
of the information loss is comparatively high in this method.
From the observations of our proposed system, we propose
that it is likely to overcome the drawback of the GGWO with
the maximum fitness value, privacy, and utility by enhancing
the function using the proposed developed AFBS-WOA.

5. Conclusion

'is article presents the developed AFBS-WOA model for
generating the optimal key coefficient matrix. 'e developed
AFBS-WOAmethod is formed by the combination of AFBSO
and WOA methods in order to generate the optimal key
coefficient matrix for privacy-preserved healthcare data
publishing. 'e optimal key matrix selected by the developed
AFBS-WOA method used utility and privacy measures for
constructing the perturbation database in order to attain the
privacy-conserved healthcare data publishing in cloud
computing.Moreover, the secret key is shared with the service
provider for retrieving the original perturbation database.'e
database from the data owner is multiplied with optimal key
matrix produced by the developed AFBS-WOA model using
the Tracy–Singh product to obtain the privacy-preserved
healthcare database. 'e database retrieval is done by the key
generated using the developed AFBS-WOA model. More-
over, the experimental result demonstrates that the developed
AFBS-WOAmodel attained the maximum utility and privacy
measure of 0.1872 and 0.8755 using the Hungarian dataset. In
addition, the future enhancement of this research can be done
by including some other effective optimization techniques for
further improving the performance. In the future, the pro-
posed method can be extended with more optimization al-
gorithms on different datasets to enhance the GGWO system
performance with various datasets.
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%e development and technological advancement of wireless sensor networks in different fields has been a revolution for
mankind. Tomeet the high-end requirements, the support of the cloud that provides the resources for the application is very much
essential. %is paper presents an architecture called cloud sense to connect cyber and physical spaces for wireless body area
networks with varying high-end workflow at different perspectives. %e scalability issue in collecting patient data and processing
the data is established using ganglia that is a scalable, distributed monitoring system to support high-performance computing in
clusters for the set of input events such as electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure (BP), saturation of peripheral oxygen (SPO2),
temperature, and skin conductance of the kind of human body parameters. Various parameter metrics have been analyzed based
on the equivalent creation of instances. %e connectivity mechanism behind the proposed cyber-physical system is unique of its
kind; it is exhibited through wireless Internet on a small scale of three remote locations; the system works well with specific
network parameter metrics; and the results proved that availability and scalability issues were addressed with numerical analysis.

1. Introduction

A cyber-physical system (CPS) is required to interconnect
the physical devices in the hospital for healthcare moni-
toring and to analyze the data stored in the cloud. Besides, an
analytics platform through the internet of things (IoT) is the
need of the hour for efficient healthcare delivery in the
world.%e proposed CPS will act as an interface between the
physical and cyber worlds. Physical world comprises the
body sensors and the electronic devices that can be inter-
connected together to form the physical space. Cyberspace
consists of the data where it can be transferred to the doctors

and the researchers to analyze and make decisions for
further need. %e CPS that is proposed using the smart
health application was operational under the following
categories: (1) patient-centric, (2) network-centric, (3)
hardware-centric, and (4) data-centric. CPS will function as
an intelligent monitoring platform for timely diagnostic
decisions in the critical care unit of hospitals and home care
patients. %is research lies in blending recent cutting-edge
technologies that are wireless body area network (WBAN),
IoT, and streaming big data analytics to handle an enormous
amount of data. %e concept of fog computing has been
introduced to save energy and time to provide timely and
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needy services at the doorstep of the patient. Also, an al-
gorithm for disseminating the patients’ health parameters
using a priority queuing mechanism is proposed. By in-
troducing fog, data analytics is possible in the terminals
themselves, which again improves adeptness in the proper
functioning of the system with localized decision-making,
the geographical distribution of data within less time, and
optimized usage of resources. Fog computing enables people
to collect data from various devices and has a larger capacity
to process more data than edge computing, whereas edge
computing performs much of the processing on embedded
computing platforms kept with the patients in a WBAN
system as it is directly interfaced with the sensors and
controllers.

%e proposed system will reduce latency, improve op-
erational efficiency, and will provide effective service to save
human life using built-in decision-making policies by the
introduction of fog controllers, which are used for effective
data dissemination locally with reduced time complexity.

1.1. Problem Definition. %e research tries to interconnect
the recent cutting-edge technologies that are wireless body
area network, internet of things (IoT), and streaming big
data analytics. %e concept of fog computing has been in-
troduced to save energy and time to provide timely and
needy services nearer to the doorstep of the patient re-
gardless of the location of the patient. Hospitals, doctors, and
patients are interconnected through local and remote
servers, through the fog controllers into the cloud. Also, an
algorithm for disseminating the patients’ health parameters
using a priority queuing mechanism is proposed. By in-
troducing fog, data analytics is possible in the end terminal
itself, which again improves adeptness in the proper func-
tioning of the system with localized decision-making, the
geographical distribution of data in lesser time with opti-
mized usage of resources. When a massive amount of data
needs decision-making, scalability and reliability issues have
been solved by the concept of availability.

2. Literature Review

Future global deployment of WSNs could provide data in
petabytes or exabytes every year for, for example, envi-
ronmental monitoring. Whether the related cloud envi-
ronment model is appropriate for the processing of sensor
information is, however, far from clear [1]. %e next-gen-
eration network sensor platforms should aim for a multi-
application model of popular infrastructure with a strong
separation of concerns between infrastructure providers and
application developers. %e WBAN ecosystem can be ap-
plied to the cloud, and infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
providers such as Amazon EC2 or Eucalyptus can provide an
infrastructure for healthcare [2]. %e WBAN networks
provide a way to capture physiological data for use in several
distributed applications. To provide end-to-end physiologic
monitoring and diagnosis [3], Amazon EC2 can respond to
the complex needs of medical services and can be incor-
porated with wireless body sensor network technologies.

However, the large amount of data stored in the cloud is
easily measured for performance in real time. MapReduce is
the most prevalent cloud computing programming model
[2]. It is the programming model for the processing and
generation of large data sets. In the MapReduce model,
several real-world activities are expressible. Functional-style
programmes are automatically paralleled and run on a wide
variety of commodity machines. %e run-time framework
provides descriptions of the partitioning of input data,
coordinating the execution of the programme across several
machines, handling machine failures, and maintaining
contact between the machines [3]. %e WBAN data can be
fit into a model by updating the model parameters that
enables two or more databases to appear as one, whether
on premises or in the cloud. Teradata QueryGrid, IBM
PureData Systems with Fluid Query, and SAP HANA that
work with smart data services are offering data federation
capabilities. %e model itself is sufficient for the physicians
to go for a decision without affecting the underlying
WBAN data.

Previous research in the health sector centered on cre-
ating the prototype of the body area network with wireless
sensors for the use of routing protocols. Nodes in the body
sensor were used to detect critical human parameters such as
ECG, blood pressure, level of oxygen, heart rate, and body
temperature. %e paper “Alerts for mobile healthcare: cri-
teria and pilot studies” provides efficient routing and
tracking of alerts to quality and cost-effective health facilities
[4]. In their paper, Lee et al. proposed that high blood
pressure and arrhythmia can be effectively avoided and
regulated by continuous physiological surveillance [5].
Previously, a smart, mobile care system focused on roles with
an alerting mechanism was proposed and implemented [2].
For further study, variations of human body parameter
values in various patients are reported when standard hu-
man body parameters are retained as median values. An
algorithm has been developed to classify human values
anomalies leading to the diagnosis of disease and medicines
[6]. Several values of human body parameters were collected
and translated into unique data packets for doctoral eval-
uation and wirelessly forwarded to a hospital server. When
the observed human body parameters were greater than the
threshold values, an alert message was suggested for the
caregiver assigned to the patient with encrypted contact [7].
%e ZigBee system for fall tracking, incorporated through
drop detection, indoor positioning, and ECG monitoring,
offered insights into a secure transmission protocol based on
anycast routing for the wireless patient surveillance process
[8]. WBAN writers performed a report on medical and
nonmedical uses. It offers a great deal of insight into the
applications. %e medium access protocol has been revised
to collect patient data for context awareness purposes [9].
%e authors in [10] proposed a knowledge interview
mechanism for globally accessing patient data that was
clarified in the cloud-based wireless body sensor network. In
[11], the authors made a profound survey study of wireless
body area network architecture problems.

In [12], the authors suggested a fuzzy logic application to
diagnosis of anemia for expert fuzzy system presentation. It
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has an expert system based on an inflammatory system that
was only considered for the diagnosis of amnesia and other
body parameters. %e authors discussed a 1 kg rise in body
weight, correlated with the systemic increase in blood
pressure between 3 and 6mm Hg in the healthy and
ingravescent classes [13]. Soon, telehealth initiatives are also
underway. Researchers also discussed the role of an intel-
ligent mobile care system with a warning mechanism in the
chronic care climate. %e device tracks patients’ medical
records and sends rapid avoidance measures to avoid un-
expected promises [14]. A structure for collaborative soft-
ware agents has been presented by separate software agents
with three main components: information management, the
reasoning for confusion, and software agents [15]. %e
framework for the structured handling of warning messages
was created as an alert monitor that complies with the needs
of the medical staff or its mobile devices for receiving
warnings within a specific deadline [16].

%e authors’ findings suggested that the cloud-integrated
sensor data provides a special hybrid platform for remote
health surveillance [5]. %e goal was very well defined to
provide valuable insight for the designers of WBANs and
highlight key problems concerning the efficiency of the
collection of healthcare data [17]. An overview of the
computer environment has been studied for the collection of
personal data from remote mobile patients [18]. %e authors
proposed a smart health solution through the use of a
clustering mechanism for wireless sensor networks [19].
Mobile ZigBee and Bluetooth health gateways have been
briefly analyzed [20]. An integrated gateway for various
PHDs was implemented to collect measurements from
different PHDs. It functions in two modes, namely, im-
mediate transmission and integrated transmission. %e
overhead transmission can be minimized by the gateway
consisting of an activity monitor, a drug dispenser, and a
pulse oximeter [21]. For remote patient monitoring appli-
cations as a trial, an intelligent smart health portal with fog
was initialized [22].

As IoT leads to an exponential proliferation of endpoint
systems, fog computing is known to expand the hierarchi-
cally distributed architecture from the edge of the network to
the heart. In addition to big data and analytics, IoT intro-
duces a new dimension to its wide distribution of sources
[23]. In the field of healthcare applications, the basic
computing materials of fog were treated where data can be
moved without delay [24].%e technology acceptance model
(TAM) has been developed and has shown the difference in
health conditions between adoption factors because of the
advancement of medical technologies and their perceived
ease of use [25]. A research by Megalingam et al. [18]
suggested a portable system to give warnings to the care-
takers. %e researchers addressed the development of virtual
group enablers (VGE) between patient, nurse, and doctor
devices to allow the remote analysis of WBAN data. %e
study involves GMS, the medical data recording server
(MDRS), the policy engine (PE) and medical officers’
equipment, WBANs for patients, and environmental sen-
sors. Group preparation and adjustment have been un-
dertaken depending on the circumstances and needs of

patients and medical officers, which can be easily modified
by high-level policies. Medical officers provide input on the
consistency of the obtained WBAN data by using quality of
health monitoring [26] Authors have suggested a secure
transmission protocol based on all cast routing for wireless
patient monitoring, which automatically selects the nearest
recipient data in anycast category to minimize millisecond
latency and control overhead [27]. %e above literature did
not concentrate on dispersed needy service without latency
at the appropriate geographical locations, whereas the
proposed project focuses mainly on managing loads by
utilizing resources properly, providing geographically
distributed customer needs with minimal latency and
maximizing resource usage from nearest points of interest,
during the sequence.

So there is a need for a scalable architecture for
healthcare as a case study with many numbers of instances
created using virtual machines in a cloud computing en-
vironment to interconnect patients, doctors, and hospitals
geographically. %e paper is organized as follows. Section 3
represents the five-tier methodology and subsection details.
Section 4 reveals the cyber-physical system components.
Section 5 presents the mathematical modeling of five vital
parameters of WBAN. Section 7 presents the concluding
remarks with a case study after Section 6 with performance
metrics.

3. Proposed System

%e proposed system will reduce latency, improve opera-
tional efficiency, and will provide effective service to save
human life using built-in decision-making policies in the
observed WBAN data. Remote healthcare through fog
computing is one of the new approaches that can handle
some of the challenges of smart healthcare in terms of lo-
calized decision-making, geographical distribution of data,
and smart load balancing with security, sharing, integration,
and management. In the proposed work, we implemented
the significance and opportunities of fog essentials to reduce
the tasks offered by cloud computing is pervasive in
healthcare’s future challenges it faces as of today. %e
proposed architecture consists of five tiers as shown in
Figure 1. %e methodology in the context of tier-wise
software, hardware, and the proposed algorithms is de-
scribed in the consecutive flow charts. Figure 1 indicates the
proposed architecture to fuse cyber and physical phases in
the domain of wireless healthcare in terms of five tiers.When
the computational needs of individual tasks are high, the
workflow is categorized as calculation-intensive. Similarly,
when data specifications are fantastic (e.g., size of and data
file, number of files, data storage, etc.), the workflow is
categorized as data-intensive. Data-intensive workflows may
use the architecture of environments such as data clouds.
Data clouds offer services such as low-latency transportation
protocols and reproduction mechanisms for data delivery,
for which massive data sets stored in distributed repositories
need to be accessed, processed, and transmitted. %e period
depends on the time you spend dealing with the input and
output files and the time you compute them.
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In a traditional healthcare monitoring system, we rely on
human intervention along with physical devices for ob-
serving patient information periodically and consistently.
%e internet of things (IoT) is a connecting system, such as
electronic devices, buildings, and even more medical centers
and hospitals, in which full access to all patient information
is communicated at needy times with assured data through
the Internet. To assist in the healthcare modernization
process, WBAN along with IoT devices connected to the
Internet plays a major role. %e human healthcare frame-
work is a patient-resource-based monitoring system that
includes informational, audiovisual coordination, and the
retrieval of health data through the sensors. %e integration
of IoT in healthcare monitoring systems is cumbersome
because of the large amounts of data and the need for se-
cured data transfer to protect patient’s personal medical
information from being seeped [28]. Any malicious person’s
intervention or stealing of data and altering or modifying the
patient data for any unwanted and unethical purposes lead
to data violation, and manipulation of patient’s vital data in
any way may have serious implications; even it may lead to
the death of the patient [29]. %erefore, building a definite
architecture for a wireless body area network with varying
workflow is considered with location information as an
application domain. %e scalability problem is addressed by
suitable algorithms when data flow becomes enormous. %e
virtualization concept is applied to address when a large
handling issue occurs in the cloud environment.

3.1. Tier I: Data Collection fromWBAN to PDA. %e medical
data collected from the body sensor network comprises
ECG, SPO2, pulse rate, temperature, skin conductance, and
blood pressure. A data collector that is built within the
microcontroller unit collects all the six-sensor data and
processes the data based on prioritization. %e body sensor

data is prioritized as normal, abnormal, and critical. A
personal digital assistant (PDA) is responsible for collecting
the data from the sensors using near-field communication
(NFC). NFC, Bluetooth, and ZigBee are provided with in-
formation on chip vendors and application product vendors’
deployment in smart healthcare services. Based on the
availability, we can go for the communicating device. %e
algorithm resides in the controller to check the incoming
data with a normal human body data set. If there is no data
from the sensors for a specified period of an interval, the
loop re-executes to access the data from the body sensors
with a significant waiting time as represented in Figure 2.

3.2. Tier II: RoutingData fromPDA to Local Server. %e PDA
checks the integrity of the incoming data with the previous
data. %e data collected from the respective PDAs was
routed to the local server.%e PDA ID and the doctor ID are
mapped according to the specialization, using a local doc-
tor’s database available in the local server. %e streaming
analytics engine continuously monitors the parameters for
critical and abnormal patients. %e summary of parameters
was sent to the local doctor and the emergency response
team in the hospital. %e mapping is stored and could be
retrieved through a web page, using the categorized status of
normal, abnormal, and critical as represented in Figure 3.

3.3. Tier III: Routing Data from Local Server to Remote Server.
%e mapped information was routed from the local servers
at a different location to the specified remote server. %e
remote server has a database that consists of a cluster of
expert physicians to be referred across different hospitals
and geographical locations for needy patients. It works on a
cluster binding algorithm, which binds the patient infor-
mation to the appropriate doctor from the cluster while

PDA
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Figure 1: Proposed five-tier architecture for remote medical care fusing cyber and physical spaces.
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operating and gathering the data.%is is an improved system
where clustering has been centralized for collecting and
managing data depending on the network parameters and
the availability of appropriate doctors. %is acts as an aid in
the remote server to view the mapped information. %e
previous mapping of PDA with a doctor in Tier II is done for
doctors in the same location whereas the binding in the
remote server does the mapping with an additional doctor in
the nearest neighboring locations as represented in Figure 4.

Figure 2 emphasizes collecting the six physiological
parameters and verifies whether all the six vital parameters
of the patient have been received. An abnormality table is
constructed in such a way that, whether they received six
vital parameters fall within the threshold, say a safer health
status, assuming normal and if the parameters go behind the
threshold slightly lesser or higher, it can be treated as ab-
normal and if the parameters shoot up and show turbulence
and are also lesser or higher beyond the threshold, it is
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Figure 2: TIER I: from medical kit to PDA; mode of communication: NFC.
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subsumed as critical after the comparison of the bench-
marked data set.

Figure 3 prioritizes the routing of data after receiving
from the PDA, and a mapping is done with respect to patient
and physician. A streaming engine starts monitoring and
flowing the status of the patient data continuously.

3.4. Tier IV: Routing Data from Remote Server to Fog
Controller. %e PDA-doctor mapped information from the

remote server is categorized according to the status (normal,
abnormal, or critical). Normal data is directly stored in the
database. %e fog controller has a decision time interval
configured for abnormal and critical states. %e abnormal
and critical data from the corresponding PDA is continu-
ously sent to the appropriate hospitals and expert doctors.
For the critical data, the patient status and the location
information were sent to the caregivers. Fog controller does
three jobs that are the geographical distribution of patient
data with less latency, localized decision mapping, and
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Whether all 6 parameters
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Figure 3: TIER II: from PDA to local server; mode of communication: wireless internet.
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appropriate load balancing based on the available time of the
doctor in the nearest location. If the expertise physician is
engaged with some critical tasks, the next available physician
in the nearest location has to be referred by the fog controller
in an optimized way with reduced latency as the time re-
quired for providing the healthcare services is less compared
to the cloud services as represented in Figure 5.

3.5. TierV:RoutingData fromFogController to PrivateCloud.
%e data received by the fog is routed towards the private
cloud as represented in Figure 6 after the specific tasks have
been completed.

(1) Categorize patient data rendering to the locality of
the server

(2) Categorize patient data conferring to the criticality of
data

(3) Categorize patient data bestowing to the availability
of doctor

(4) Correlate the patient parameters per flag values
(5) Notify the respective hospital or doctor based on

criticality and availability.

(6) Immediate action to both yes or no cases as per flag
values so as the patient can get the medical attention
without time lag

Figure 7 presents the timely remote medical diagnosis
system proposed with fog essentials, fog reduces the tasks of
the cloud and takes local decisions then and there and
provides the required data to the needy patients regardless of
the geographic boundaries globally.

An enhanced hospital management system swearing
WBAN with the patient in an autonomous and also in an
emergency situation is represented in Figure 7. %e fog
controller mechanism has been introduced in the archi-
tecture of CPS.%eWBAN circuit that is worn by the patient
is received by the personal data collector. All the hetero-
geneous data collected from different sensors in different
units were digitized. %e digitized data is made as a data
packet with additional security code, header, and other
priority relevant data that is used to emphasize the urgency
of the patient to be given preference over the other con-
tinuously monitoring patients. %is data sequence was
collected by the local server in the same hospital. Simulta-
neously, the same data was sent to the remote servers in the
adjacent localities based on the location of the current and
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Figure 4: TIER III: from local server to remote server; mode of communication: wireless internet.
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adjacent hospitals and the readiness of doctors to attend to
the patient. %e remote servers were available in a sufficient
number of hospitals and not in all the hospitals where all the

local servers operate. %en the data from the remote server
travels via the fog controller where the decision-making is
done based on geographical distances and the emergency of
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Figure 5: TIER IV: from remote server to fog controller; mode of communication: wireless internet.
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the patient data along with the availability of the physicians
in the nearby hospitals. Finally, the data reaches the cloud.

%e characteristics of fog have been defined as low latency
and location awareness, widespread geographical distribu-
tion, network mobility with a large number of interoperable
nodes, and predominant wireless access with real-time
streaming capability with heterogeneous applications [30, 31].
%e requirement of a smart hospital for providing accurate
and timely healthcare architecture using CPS was proposed
by the authors of [32, 33]. %e concept of the smart city
involving multiple disciplines like smart community, smart
transportation, smart healthcare, and smart parking was
proposed with the proposed architecture [34].

Some reliable transport layer protocols that provide end-
to-end reliability of data transmitted in healthcare wireless
sensor networks, and the advantages and disadvantages of

MAC, routing, and transport layer protocols have been
proposed by the authors of [35, 36]. %e paper reviews the
existing schemes on security solutions in wireless healthcare
scenarios with a summary of open security research issues
that need to be explored for future healthcare applications
using WMSNs [37, 38].

%e authors have proposed software architecture for
information sharing and collaboration that dealt with
analysis, modeling, and development. It also elucidates the
interoperability in sharing the medical records with the
semantic details [39]. %e authors proposed an IoT-based
new semantic interoperability model (IoT-SIM) to provide
semantic interoperability among heterogeneous IoT devices
in the domain of healthcare. %e doctors communicate to
their patients with IoT devices to monitor the patients’
current health conditions, and the information between the
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doctors and the patient is semantically annotated and
communicated. %e semantic web technologies provide the
tools that allow to process data more effectively and accu-
rately, create the framework for interoperability between HS,
and also integrate data from various sources with their
semantic meaning [40]. %e doctor allocation process from
Tiers II–V is illustrated in Figure 8.

4. An Application Framework for Cyber-Physical
System with Ganglia

To investigate system load and connectivity issues, we use
the Ganglia monitoring tool. Every instance to be monitored
should run the ganglia monitoring daemon (gmond). Ag-
gregated data instances should contain additional packages.
%ere is only one configuration file per cluster, and the
configuration file does not change as long as the server is
active. New instances are discovered immediately and ter-
minated instances are forgotten within 90 seconds.

Figure 9 indicates the architecture for the system, which
fuses the physical and cyberspaces.Whenever a new instance
comes up, the monitoring tool will discover all instances in
its cluster and send metrics to them. A newly launched
instance is discovered and added to a cluster immediately. It
will also do a rediscovery every 90 seconds so that instances
that have been terminated are removed from its list of
destinations as shown in Figure 9.

4.1. Cyber-Physical System. Cyber-physical system is a
driving force for interconnecting the physical and cyber

world. It is the basis for connecting wireless sensors to the
cloud even. %ere is plenty of scope for WSN acting as a
wireless body area network. %e term cyberspace is used for
managing physical spaces. But it is applied to the virtual
space that is created within the Internet. Cyberspace is more
than a symbolic and figurative space that exists on the In-
ternet. As cyber-physical systems are developed with the
products, sensors, equipment, systems, hardware, software,
and API, they can bring ubiquity everywhere in the world.

A Sensor-Cloud can be one of the pervasive applications
using sensors as an interface between the physical and cyber
world.

Sensor-Cloud is a part of cloud computing that uses the
physical sensors for different sensing modalities to accu-
mulate its data and transmit all the sensor data into a cloud
computing infrastructure. Sensor-Cloud handles the sensor
data efficiently, which is used for many monitoring appli-
cations. We use Sensor-Cloud for the WBAN application.
%e following points specify the necessity of a Sensor-Cloud:

(1) To acquire the data from sensors, sensor modeling
language can be used. %e metadata is very im-
portant, as sensor data without location is mean-
ingless in a sensor-centric world.

(2) %e Sensor-Cloud architecture provides instances
as created from the event-driven mechanism that is
devised as virtual sensors, which are going to travel
in the network based on the requirement and the
emergency of the patient’s data.

(3) %ese virtual sensors can be put into the cluster CPU,
cluster memory, cluster network, cluster process,
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cluster storage, and so on.%ese service instances can
be used through the graphical user interface.

(4) Once the service instances become useless, they can
be deleted by the users to avoid changes.

(5) Automation of service played a crucial role in
providing cloud computing sessions.

(6) %e performance metrics of the cloud can be cat-
egorized as efficiency, flexibility to avail cloud
services, the delivery time of the service with tacit,
and explicit knowledge.

(7) Using the instances properly, the allocation of resources
was done incorporating a policy-based resource pro-
visioning control mechanism through software.

(8) High importance is given to healthcare as per IOM
(Institute of Medicine).

(9) Fidelity of the system is considered as the most
important criterion because of the amount of data
collected from the sensor field and delivered to the
intended person within the stipulated time and as it
is also dependent on the application.

(10) As fidelity is a critical factor, it means receiving the
required amount of data packets to detect features
of interest in a given time instant.

(11) %e intensity variations in sensor data can be used
to model the trend analysis.

(12) To route the data packets, the greedy perimeter
stateful routing technique can be applied as it
forwards the packets to nodes that are close
to their destination. Also, it needs knowledge
about the geographical coordinates of the sensor
net.

(13) In regions where such a greedy path does not exist,
the node can deliver the data to the perimeter node
where the packet travels successfully through the
planar region of the network until it reaches a node
closer to the destination.

(14) When there is any network problem, it must be
resilient to withstand and recover quickly from
different complicated conditions.

4.2. Objectives of Cyber-Physical System Establishment.
%e following five objectives have been conceived to im-
plement the cyber-physical system to address the scalability
and reliability issues in remote medical diagnosis:

(1) Design and development of a data acquisition system
with threshold detection policies
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(2) Design and development of a software-defined
controller to analyze the network characteristics

(3) Development of a path planning strategy for time-
critical data

(4) Development of a knowledge base for patient data
and network data correlation aspects

(5) Design and development of a mapping table to map
the input events with network instances based on
priority queuing

4.3. Description of CPS Architecture. %e building blocks of
the architecture are as follows.

4.3.1. Physical System. %e physical system comprises the
physical wireless body area sensors connected to the ap-
propriate microcontroller units with required signal con-
ditioning mechanisms. %e noise removal and amplification
aspects are carried out so that the output from one unit of the
WBAN is given as one event from the physical device with

the timestamp. %e sensors in the WBAN unit were of
different modalities such as temperature, blood pressure,
skin conductance, oxygen saturation (SPO2), and ECG.
%ese parameters were in different units and different for-
mats. %e data packet formation for the medical data has to
incorporate all the sensor data in the digital format with
source ID, destination ID, sequence no., and length payload
with security codes. %e sample format is shown in
Figure 10.

4.3.2. DATA Acquisition Systems (DASs). %e DAS com-
prises an event detector, defined threshold alert mechanism,
and a database with a classification algorithm built-in. An
event detector is a mechanism through which if any input
signal has to be attended to and when the physiological body
parameters have been accessed. Defined threshold alert
mechanism consists of a two-way threshold-based alerting
where the input signal that goes beyond the critical level was
identified. Identification of the threshold value is based on
the comparison between the normal body parameter values
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and the measured body parameter values. %e threshold
monitoring tool has to sit all day long watching and waiting
for the event to occur based on the comparison. %is is a
monitoring system that will alert when the body parameter
values become critical. If the disease is identified properly,
proper physicians were connected without delay.

(1) Database with Built-in Classification Algorithm: (Stochastic
Modeling). Stochastic modeling is concerned with the ap-
plication of probability to real-world situations character-
ized by uncertainty. Due to the pervasive nature of
uncertainty, the tools have the potential to demonstrate their
measurement quality in almost every aspect of the medical
diagnosis system.

4.3.3. Priority-Based Instance Creation and Management.
%e interlinking of the physical and cyber systems occurs at
the priority-based instance creation and management sys-
tem. %is is again a mechanism that provides priority
queuing based on the criticality of instances that occur.
During the situation, when a critical issue occurs, based on
the emergency of the human’s health condition, the situa-
tions call for a queuing scheme that allows having priority
over all other conditions, priority queuing (PQ) is being
considered for the scenario. PQ has been allocated four
queues in our study, each with a different priority: high
priority, medium priority, regular priority, and low priority.
After the highest priority queue has been emptied that must
be served first, the data packets from each queue are
transmitted.Within each queue, packets are transmitted first
in, first out based on a crucial event in the calculation of
human body parameters. %e queue size does not affect the
amount of time the packets obtain in that queue. PQ queue
size is optimized for data packets. In order of priority, each
queue is served. %e high-priority queue is often first served
because it concentrates on emergency data packets; if the
high-priority queue is empty, then the medium queue is
emptied and also serves next to the patient’s critical
condition.

Whenever a high queue packet, which is an emergency
data packet, is received, the doctor must attend immediately.
%e queue is filled before any other queues are processed.
When the medium-priority queue is emptied, the usual
queue that holds normal body parameter values is emptied if
there are no packets in the high-priory queue. Finally, the
low-priority queue is emptied if the high, medium, and
regular queues are emptied. %erefore, when PQ is used,
packets in lower priority queues cannot be forwarded in the
required time, causing network apps to run out of time for

applications with packets using lower priority protocols. If a
packet does not fit any of the configured queues, the packet
goes to the usual queue. Since PQ is not dynamic, it does not
respond to network trends. When used, it is a good idea to
conduct network baselines regularly and to review traffic to
ensure that queue size and protocol distributions are cor-
rectly configured to manage the traffic at peak times shown
in Figure 11.

(1) High-Priority Queue. Packets arriving at the high-priority
queue shall immediately be served. %e medium-, regular-,
and low-priority queues are serviced after the high-priority
queue has been emptied. If packets arrive for the high-
priority queue at any time, they were transmitted before the
high-priority queue has been emptied before any other
queue receives operation. %e high-priority queue’s default
size is 20 packets.

(2) Medium-Priority Queue. %e medium queue is serviced
after the high-priority queue has been emptied. When a
high-priority queue arrives, the packets in the high-priority
queue are forwarded first, until the queue is empty, and then
the medium queue receives attention again. %e medium-
priority queue’s default size is 40 packets.

(3) Normal Priority Queue. If the high or medium queues
have no packets, the usual queue is serviced. When packets
arrive at the high or medium queues, these are forwarded to
medium in order, and packets are sent to the usual queue
after those queues have been cleared. %e normal priority
queue size is 60 packets. By default, all unspecified traffic is
allocated to the usual priority queue, but by using the default
argument, you can change this behavior.

(4) Low-Priority Queue. Low-priority queue packets were
forwarded if all other queues are empty. When a packet
comes in any of the other queues, the queues were cleared
first, until they are empty, and then the low-priority queue is
serviced back. %e low-priority queue default size is 80
packets.

A priority list is created to configure PQ. To create a
priority list, 16 priority lists can be created. %ere are 4
queues in each list: high, medium, regular, and low. Packets
are allocated to one of the four queues depending on their
features: the protocol, the input interface, the size of the
packet, the criticality factor, and patient position. Traffic not
specified in one of the four queues is sent to the standard
queue, the normal queue. %e priority-list command, its
arguments, keywords, and descriptions are included in
Table 1.

SEQ NO Source ID Destination ID Length Encrypted payload data 64-bits

Packet Header

Figure 10: Data packet format.
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A sample priority table consists of the following
information:

(1) Priority listing is the event number, based on the
incoming traffic received from ingress

(2) Arguments consist of parameter listing, based on the
combination of parameters for the cause of disease
and the attendance requirement of the physician

(3) %e keywords column indicates the percentage of the
severity of the disease and the need for attention

(4) Criticality factor presents any one of the four values
0, 1, 2, and 3 depending upon the queue in which the
data has to fit in for a diagnosis

(5) %e timestamp indicates the incoming data time,
based on the time of occurrence of the event, as it is
possible to predict the time from the wireless body
sensor data unit (from the data collector within the
body sensor unit)

(6) Location ID consists of the country code, state code,
and the IP address of the system from which the
patient’s information is received

(7) Assignment of queue indicates the name of the queue
through which the patient’s information was pro-
cessed for diagnosis

Table 1 presents the fields such as priority-list command
like the patient ID, the parameters that are observed from the
patient, the severity of the disease from the observed pa-
rameter, the critical value that indicates whether the patient
has to be admitted immediately by the doctor, timestamp of
the data, location data that includes the country name, state
name, and the IP address of the system from where the data

is being routed, and the importance of the queue from where
the data have to be fetched.

To assign a public IP address to the EC2 instance, the
following procedure is adopted:

(1) Open the Amazon EC2 console.
(2) In the navigation pane, choose the Instances icon.
(3) Select the instance of your own, and choose the

Actions icon, Networking, and Manage IP addresses.
(4) Expand the network interface. Under IPv6 addresses,

choose Assign new IP address.
(5) %en choose Save.
(6) To assign an ephemeral external IP address that does

not persist beyond the life of the resource, we create
an instance or forwarding rule without specifying an
IP address, the resource is automatically assigned an
ephemeral external IP address.

(7) Spot instances can also be created.

5. Mathematical Modeling

%e list of physiological parameters that can be
observed through the body sensor network is categorized as
follows:



n

i−1
Phy.Pi. (1)

Phy.Pi consists of the five vital body parameter values
considered for this research. ECG is modeled as A; body
temperature is modeled as B; and oxygen saturation is
modeled as C.

Weighted Priority
Queuing based on
Criticality Measure

Packet/Protocol
Classifier

Incoming
Data Packets

High Priority 

Normal Priority 

Low Priority 

Medium Priority 

Figure 11: Priority-based weighted queuing mechanism for data packet transfer.

Table 1: Sample priority table.

Priority list
command (listing
number)

Arguments
(parameters)

Keywords
(percentage of
severity) (%)

Criticality
factor (critical

value)

Timestamp (time
of occurrence)

Location ID of the
patient (country, state,

and IP address)

Assignment of
queue (name of

queue)
1001 ECG, BP 100 0 9:00 a.m. Inchlocid01 High
1002 BP, TMP 75 1 12:00 p.m. Pkpelocid45 Medium
1003 SPO2, TMP 50 2 2:45 a.m. Uscalocid56 Normal
1004 SC, TMP 25 3 4:54 p.m. Rumalocid98 Low
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(1) ECG can be measured from the human in the range
of +o to −o, where all the variations observed from the
human’s ECG values comprise the two extremities of
death conditions and all the living conditions before
death in both extremes. When we normalize the range
of ECG, a human can withstand; it has the maximum
ECG value when death can occur as well as the min-
imum ECG value at where death can occur. %e
maximum ECG value is normalized as +1, and the
minimum ECG value is normalized as −1. %e normal
ECG value, a human can withstand, is termed as 0. %e
acronym ALD indicates all ranges of ECG values in-
cluding the two extremities of death conditions along
with the normal life condition and the intermediate life
conditions between normal and +1 and between normal
and −1.%ese between life conditions have been viewed
as disease conditions and ready for diagnosis.

ALD � 
+o

−o
d(NECG). (2)

Equation (2) indicates the total number of ECG
values that can be measured from a human at any
time instant.

(2) Body temperature can be measured from the human
in the range of +p to −p, where all the possible
temperature values that can be observed from the
human can include both the extreme values of
temperature meeting death in maximum and min-
imum level, which are +1 and −1. Along with the
extreme values, the normal human body tempera-
ture’s normalized value is 0. Between 0 and +1 and
between 0 and −1, both intermediate values will lead
to diseases. %ese values need immediate diagnosis
based on their level of severity.

BLD � 
+p

−p
d(NTMP). (3)

Equation (3) indicates the total number of temper-
ature values that can be measured from a human at
any time instant.

(3) Oxygen content– (SPO2) can be measured from the
human in the range of +q to −q, where all the possible
SPO2 values that can be observed from the human can
include both the extreme values of oxygen saturation
meeting death in maximum andminimum level, which
are +1 and −1. Along with the extreme values, the
normal human’s oxygen saturation’s normalized value
is 0. Between 0 and +1 and between 0 and −1, both
intermediate values will lead to diseases. %ese values
need immediate diagnosis based on their level of
severity.

CLD � 
+q

−q
d(NSPO2). (4)

Equation (4) indicates the total number of Oxygen
saturation values that can be measured from a hu-
man at any time instant.

DLD � 
+r

−r
d(NBP). (5)

(4) Blood pressure can be systolic and diastolic and be
measured from the human that indicates the
pumping mechanism of the heart.
Equation (5) indicates the total number of blood
pressure values containing a separate column of
low blood pressure and high blood pressure. %e
extreme values for the human’s death conditions
about maximum and minimum values along with
the in-between values from the normal value in
both directions have to be observed as 0 to +1 and 0
to 1.

ELD � 
+s

−s
d(NSC). (6)

Pulse oximetry measures the amount of oxygen
being carried in our blood, as a percentage that can
be measured at the finger using a pulse oximeter.
%is measurement is known as the SPO2 and the
saturation of peripheral oxygen is SAO2, which is the
saturation of arterial oxygen. A decrease in oxygen
saturation and increases in pulse rate and heart rate
variability have been found to be associated.

(5) Skin conductance: equation (6) presents the total
number of skin conductance values about the normal
skin conductance value as zero and the extreme
values in both directions indicating death as +1 and
−1. Excluding the normal value, the entire set of
values has to be diagnosed with prioritization
parameters.

Excluding the death conditions from equations (2)–(6),
the following can be the equations for life and diagnosis:

AL � 
+o

−o
d(NECG) − NECG+o,NECG−o , (7)

BL � 
+p

−p
d(NTMP) − NTMP+p,NTMP−p , (8)

CL � 
+q

−q
d(NSPO2) − NSPO2+q,NSP02−q , (9)

DL � 
+r

−r
d(NBP) − NBP+r,NBP−r , , (10)

EL � 
+s

−s
d(NSC) − NSC+s,NSC−s . (11)

5.1. Case I: Instance Creation for Parameter 1 – ECG. As
mentioned, insto−instt indicates the life and death instances
about ECG. Instances between +o and−o can be termed as t.

All the ECG instances that we can expect become, insoto,
insot1, insot2, . . ., insott from the time instant t0 to tt.

Time instants of occurrences are represented in
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ECG � 
insott

insot0

d ALD( , (12)

where ALD is represented in equation (2).
A random sample of any of the ECG instances is

exhibited in the equation. Equation 12 shows a random
sampling of any of the ECG instances. Any subsample of
ECG instances that requires critical diagnosis is created from
the random sample.

Immediate diagnosis of ECG is represented in

ECGIM � 
insott

insot0
d ALD CF. (13)

5.2. Case II: Instance Creation for Parameter 2 – Temperature.
As mentioned, insto–instt indicates the life and death in-
stances about human body temperature. Instances between
+p and −p can be termed as t.

From the time instant t0 to tt, all the temperature in-
stances that we can predict become inspto, inspt, inspt2, . . .,
instt. Temperature instances are represented in

TMP � 
insptt

inspt0

d BLD( , (14)

where BLD is represented in equation (3).
A random sample of any of the temperature instances is

exhibited in the equation. Equation 14 shows a random
sampling of any of the temperature instances. Any sub-
sample of temperature instances that requires critical di-
agnosis is created from the random sample. Immediate
diagnosis of TMP is represented in

TMPIM � 
insptt

inspt0

d BLD CF. (15)

5.3. Case III: Instance Creation for Parameter 3 – SPO2. As
mentioned, insto–instt indicates the life and death instances
about human body oxygen saturation. Instances between +q
and −q can be termed as t.

From the time instant t0 to tt, all the SPO2 instances that
we can predict become insqto, insqt1, insqt2, . . ., insqtt.

%e oxygen saturation instances are represented in

SPO2 � 
insqtt

insqt0

d CLD( , (16)

where CLD is represented in equation (4).
A random sample of any of the oxygen saturation in-

stances is exhibited in the equation. Equation 16 shows a
random sampling of any of the SPO2 instances. Any sub-
sample of SPO2 instances that requires critical diagnosis is
created from the random sample. Immediate diagnosis of
SPO2 is represented in

SPO2IM � 
insqtt

insqt0

d CLD CF. (17)

5.4. Case IV: Instance Creation for Parameter 4 – Blood
Pressure. As mentioned, insto–instt indicates the life and

death instances about low or high blood pressure values.
Instances between +r and −r can be termed as t.

From the time instant t0 to tt, all the blood pressure
instances that we can predict become insrto, insrt1, insrt2, . . .,
insrtt.

%e blood pressure instances are represented in

BP � 
insrtt

insrt0

d DLD( , (18)

where DLD is represented in equation (5).
A random sample of any of the blood pressure instances

is exhibited in the equation. Equation 18 shows a random
sampling of any of the blood pressure instances. Any sub-
sample of blood pressure instances that requires critical
diagnosis is created from the random sample. Immediate
diagnosis of blood pressure is represented in

BPIM � 
insrtt

insrt0

d DLD CF. (19)

5.5. Case V: Instance Creation for Parameter 5 – Skin
Conductance. As mentioned, insto–instt indicates the life and
death instances about low or high skin conductance values.
Instances between +s and −s can be termed as t. From the time
instant t0 to tt, all the skin conductance instances that we can
predict become insst0, insst1, insst2, . . ., insstt.

%e skin conductance instances are represented in

SC � 
insstt

insst0

d ELD( , (20)

where ELD is represented in equation (6).
A random sample of any of the skin conductance in-

stances is exhibited in the equation. Equation 20 shows a
random sampling of any of the skin conductance instances.
Any subsample of skin conductance instances that requires
critical diagnosis is created from the random sample. Im-
mediate diagnosis of skin conductance is represented in

SCIM � 
insstt

insst0

d ELD CF. (21)

Combining all the critical instances for the mentioned
five parameters become

Z � 
insott

insot0

d ALD CF + 
insptt

inspt0

d BLD CF

+ 
insqtt

insqt0

d CLD CF + 
insrtt

insrt0

d DLD CF

+ 
insstt

insst0

d ELD CF + .

(22)

%e questions arise like, how to include the entire set
of critical instances that have to be given high prioriti-
zation. How to handle if the number of virtual instances
has come more in terms of CPU, memory, network,
cluster usage, and load/process time, which is shown in
Figure 12.
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6. Addressing the WBAN: Data Scalability Issue

6.1. Cyber System Components. Eucalyptus enables pooling
compute, storage, and network resources that can be dy-
namically scaled up or down as application workloads
change. It is compatible with Amazon’s EC2.

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a web
service that provides secure, resizable compute capacity in
the cloud. An Elastic Compute Cloud instance is a virtual
server that can run applications in Amazon Web Services
(AWS). When setting up an EC2 instance, we can custom
configure CPU, storage, memory, and networking resources,
and when an instance is created, we can create it with an
Amazon Machine Image (AMI).

Ganglia gets installed on the cluster at the bootstrap stage
that provides insight into how each box in the cluster is
performing. If the CPUwas running high, it might be wise to
choose EC2 instances that had larger cores, or if the memory
was overutilized also, then EC2 instances can be chosen with
a larger memory capacity.

6.2. Image Management in CloudSense. At this juncture, the
cloud is ready to operate. %e node at “192.168.20.2” was
registered, and the resource the cloud has to offer is within
the availability zone of the cloud. %e type m1 small indi-
cates that there are four machines available and can be
created each with one processing unit, RAM 192MB, and a
disk with 2GB space. %e VM images can be downloaded
from the Eucalyptus store. Eucalyptus has provided links to

prepackaged virtual machines that are ready to run in the
private Eucalyptus cloud.

6.3. InstanceManagement. %e images have been registered.
%ey are now ready to be uploaded and operated upon. An
instance can be sprung up after the assignment of a public IP
by the DHCP daemon. Instances can be terminated as and
when they are not required.

6.4. Cloud Monitoring. %ere are myriad ways to view the
performance of the cloud. Many tools have been developed.
Of them, the tool “Ganglia” is a very efficient and effective
tool that can be used to view the performance through
various metrics.

Ganglia is a scalable distributed monitoring system [41].
It scales well with very large numbers of servers and is useful
for viewing performance metrics in real time. %e appli-
cations of ganglia are represented in Figure 13.

On the back end, Ganglia is made up of the subsequent
components:

(1) Gmond (Ganglia monitoring daemon): it is a small
service that collects information about a node.%is is
installed on every server that is to be monitored.

(2) Gmetad (Ganglia meta daemon): it is a daemon on
the master node that collects data from all the
Gmond daemons (and also from the other Gmetad
daemons, on condition).
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Figure 12: Instance creation and management for smart health data.
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(3) RRD (round-robin database) tool: it is a tool on the
master node used to store data and visualizations can
be possible from Ganglia in the time series mode of
operation.

(4) PHP web front end: it is a web interface on the
master node that displays graphs and metrics from
data in the RRD tool.

Every node (server) that we want to monitor has Gmond
to be installed. Every node uses Gmond to send data to the
single master node running Gmetad, which should collect all
the node data and send it to the RRD tool to be stored. %e
data in the web browser can be viewed with the help of PHP
scripts and Apache.

Ganglia grid with the master node is shown as the
Ganglia server running the Gmetad daemon, and the other
nodes have been shown as connecting servers running the
Gmond daemon:

To monitor the data through the web interface, the data
is organized on several levels as shown in Figure 14. Ganglia
organizes the nodes, which are individually monitored
machines, into clusters, nothing but groups of similar nodes.
On a higher level, collections of clusters can also be orga-
nized into grids.

Important limitations for wider acceptance of the
existing WBAN systems for continuous monitoring are as
follows:

(a) Unwieldy wires between sensors and a processing
unit

(b) Lack of system integration of individual sensors
(c) Interference on a wireless communication channel

shared by multiple devices
(d) Nonexistent support for massive data collection and

knowledge discovery

Depending on the application requirements, the WBAN
coordinator is further connected to telemedicine and
medical servers for relevant recommendations, like con-
necting to the edge and fog terminals as everything can be
visualized by the Ganglia monitoring system as it supports
scalability in an efficient way.

Ganglia is a free and open-source monitoring tool for
high-performance computing systems such as clusters and
grids. It is made up of three components: gmond, gmetad,
and a web front end. Gmond is a multithreaded daemon that
runs on each node and communicates with gmetad. Gmetad
collects and archives metrics and generates reports. Inter-
nally, it makes use of the rrdtool for data logging and
graphing.%e web front end included with Ganglia is used to
visualize the data. Ganglia is a comprehensive monitoring
solution that visualizes and archives systemmetrics. It comes
preconfigured to monitor over 30 metrics without requiring
any additional coding. %e installation procedure consists of
downloading ganglia packages and their dependency
packages [37]. Figure 15 was taken from the web interface
provided by ganglia to monitor the eucalyptus cloud.

It can be clearly understood about the moment that no
heavy processes were going on, and hence, the utilization
rates are quite low. %e following figure indicates the cluster
load as a graph, which is measured as load/process versus
time.%e number of node participation is 1 as minimum and
2 as maximum.%e number of CPUs is 2 as minimum and 6
as maximum. %e process minimum is termed as zero, and
the maximum process is termed as 3. As it is not specified, it
is the cluster load at the hour when it was measured in
Figure 16.

As per the diagrammatic representation of cluster load
last hour in Figure 16, the node considers the instance as it
indicates the patient data loading. One patient, one instance
is formed when the number of nodes participating is 1, and
two patient nodes, two instances are created when the
number of nodes participating is 2.

Figure 17 is a graph specifying the cluster memory at a
given time in analyzing the cluster memory in terms of use,
share, cache, buffer, swap, and total. Memory utilization can
be done using the free command in Linux. %e command
displays the total amount of free, used physical, and swap
memory in the system, as well as the buffers used by the
kernel. We can also estimate the total physical memory; the
total used memory, the amount of free physical memory, the
size of the file cache, the total size of the swap space, the
amount of swap space used, and the amount of swap space
free.

%e representation in Figure 18 implies that the cluster
memory storage corresponds to the hospital information of
patient data in the memory pertaining to the collective
patient information at a particular time.

Figure 18 shows the cluster CPU usage at some time
during the operation of the cluster. To monitor per-process
CPU utilization, the parameters to be monitored are the
CPU, memory, page faults, stack, disk I/O, context switching
on a per-process for a specified time interval. %e addition of
the parent and child process can also be monitored using
special CPU and network monitoring devices. %e param-
eters can be indicated as threads, processes, users, and groups
that are resource hogs. %e amount of time that the system
spent in user mode is commonly measured in units of user-
HZ. User mode with low priority is observed as systemmode,
the idle task, and the waiting time for an I/O to finish are
measured.
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Figure 13: Ganglia applications.
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%e prioritization of data pertaining to the patient’s
abnormality condition is shown in Figure 18. Context
switching indicates that the data can be forwarded to the
port immediately as per the severity condition of the patient.
If the same type of prioritized information is received, it
could be mapped with parent and child processes as they fall
in the same category, due to medical emergency.

Figure 19 shows the network usage over a particular hour
during the operation of the cloud. %e bandwidth usage by
connection can be viewed as whether it is incoming traffic or
outgoing traffic and which application is utilizing how much

amount of bandwidth. It can also be viewed as how many
hosts are connected at a particular instant of time and what
type of traffic is going on in the network.

%e indication in Figure 19 corresponds to how many
patients are connected to the fog at a particular time and
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Figure 14: Ganglia monitoring system.
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whether the patient traffic is within the bandwidth limitation
or not, by comparing the incoming and outgoing traffic.

Figure 20 is the system load as it varies over time in the
cluster. Clustering makes one instance of an application
server into a master controller. %is master controller will
process all the requests and distribute them in too many
numbers of instances. %e algorithms used for this purpose
are the normal operating system’s scheduling algorithms
such as round-robin and so on. Clustering is done for load
balancing to enable scalability as the purpose of this research
is to increase scalability when the number of inputs becomes
enormous, which is shown in Figure 20. As scalability is the
ability to add more instances of an application server, it
increases the capacity of the system through the reduction of
the response time of the application.

Figure 20 corresponds to one instance as it relates to one
host like so many instances and group those instances of the
healthcare application and process the data to do the data
analysis and rank the data. It is highly essential to rank, in
order to give importance to high-prioritized data rather than
normal data, which does not require critical care.

6.5. WBAN Data. WBAN is used for people who require
emergency and continuous medical care. %ey have made
the lives of mankind a lot easier. At present, the data
produced by the LS-WBAN is processed on local systems.
%e data is brought to the local machine via gateways and
then stored on relational database systems. But the main
problem is the issue of scalability. A networkmay increase its
size over a huge geographical area. Such spatial data is
massive and huge data sets are generated, which need to be
crunched in real time for real-time analysis.

6.6. ?e Solution. Data can be streamed to the eucalyptus
cloud and instantaneously stored using blocks or buckets.
%ese data can be analyzed, and the analysis has been done
by springing up instances assuming the data scales up the
storage blocks in the cluster. %e analysis has been done by
bringing up the cluster to its limit andmaking a study of how
the cluster behaves accordingly.

6.7. Scaling the Cluster. %e cluster resources are based on
the front end for storage and the creation and functioning of

the VMs in the node. %e nodes are brought up one by one,
and the cluster behavior is studied based on the metrics
provided by the ganglia interface. An instance is started
using the instance command.%e resources are now reduced
as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21(a): resources after starting one instance. %e
figure shows the load/process metric. One patient is
monitored.
Figure 21(b): load/process after spawning one instance.
As the graph indicates, the number of nodes is indi-
cated as 1; the number of CPUs is indicated as 2; and
the number of processes is increased from 2.2 to 11
between the timings 16–16:20. %e figure shows the
cluster memory metric. After one instance is spawned,
cache, buffer, and total memory size are shown in
Figure 16. %e patient information after a time period
gets accumulated, and the number of processes to save
and store temporarily is being decided and represented.
Figure 21(c): cluster memory after one instance spawn.
%is figure shows the CPU usage in terms of user, nice,
system, wait, and idle. After one instance is spawned,
the number of users’ cache, buffer, and total memory
size. %e group of patient data nodes is collected by the
cluster after instance creation.
Figure 21(d): cluster CPU usage after one instance
spawn. %is figure shows network usage. %e entire
health network usage is being depicted.
Figure 21(e): cluster network after 1 instance spawn.
%is figure shows the legend and the cluster network
variation after the data received are depicted.
Figure 21(f): load versus time after one instance spawn.
It is a sample load pertaining to the hospital server.

Figure 22 represents the time at which another instance
is brought up and the resource availability.

Figure 22(a): availability after 2 instances spawn. %e
figure shows the load/process.%e data path availability
is shown for data transfer.
Figure 22(b): cluster load after 2 instances spawn. %is
figure shows the cluster memory usage. After moni-
toring 2 patient nodes, thememory occupied is depicted.
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Figure 22(c): cluster memory after 2 instances
spawn. %is figure shows CPU usage. After the
monitoring of 2 nodes, the CPU processing is
depicted.
Figure 22(d): cluster CPU after 2 instance spawn.
%is figure shows network usage. %e cluster CPU,
which resides and does the operation over the node
data, after acquiring 2 nodes’ data is shown in this
figure.

Figure 22(e): cluster CPU after 2 instances spawn. %is
figure shows network usage. %e network corresponds
to the hospital is depicted with regard to its workload.
Figure 22(f ): cluster network after 2 instances spawn.
%is figure shows the legend. %e combination of
clusters in a cluster network is depicted.

Figure 23 shows the resources available after the spawn
of the third instance. %e resources for computing, memory,
and storage are exhibited.
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Figure 21: Various stages of network resources at a specific time instance.
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Figure 23(a): the resource usage. %is figure shows the
load/process. %e usage of loading of a patient data per
process is depicted.
Figure 23(b): cluster load after 3 instances spawn. %is
figure shows the cluster memory usage. %e cluster is a
collection of patient nodes; the cluster load is exhibited.

Figure 23(c): cluster memory after 3 instances spawn.
%is figure shows CPU usage. %e processes acquiring
each patient information after the 3 instances of patient
node are being depicted.
Figure 23(d): cluster CPU after 3 instances spawn. %is
figure shows network usage. %e cluster CPU resides
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Figure 22: Time at which another instance is brought up and the resource availability.
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and does the operation over the node data, after ac-
quiring 3 nodes’ data, which is shown in the figure.
Figure 23(e): cluster network after 3 instances spawn.
%is figure shows the legend. In the collection of
clusters, the entire health network after the 3 instances
is depicted.
Figure 23(f): load after 3 instances spawn. %is figure
shows the load on that time instant. Cluster load on a
particular time instant is depicted.

Figure 24 represents the last available instance, spawned
up with the availability zone that shows the resources.

Figure 24(a): cluster load after 4 instances spawn. %is
figure shows the load/process. When the number of
nodes has been increased to 4, the cluster load is
depicted.
Figure 24(b): cluster memory after 4 instances spawn.
%is figure shows the cluster memory. %e memory
after 4 instances of nodes is depicted.
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Figure 23: Availability zone after 3 instances spawn.
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Figure 24(c): cluster CPU after 4 instances start. %is
figure shows CPU usage. After 4 instances, the CPU
utilization is being depicted.

Figure 24(d): cluster network after 4 instances spawn. It
shows the cluster network usage and the efficiency in
scalability.

Figure 24(e) shows legend after 4 instances spawn. %is
figure shows the load one metric after all instances are
spawn.

Figure 25 shows the network traffic cove the cloud set up.
If another instance is to be spawned up, the error that

occurs is shown with no availability of resources.
%e system information about the cluster is shown in

Figure 26.
Figure 27 shows the metrics for load, CPU, memory, and

network.
Figure 28 shows the memory metrics. It is based on

memory buffers, cached memory, free memory, shared
memory, and free swap space.
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Figure 24: %e resources are represented by the last available instance, which was generated with the availability zone.
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%e network metrics are based on bytes received, bytes
sent, packets received, and packets sent, which is shown in
Figure 29.

Figure 30 shows the CPU metrics based on CPU idle,
CPU idle, CPU Nice, CPU system, CPU user, and CPU wio.

%e process metrics are based on total running processes,
and the number of total processes is shown in Figure 31.

7. Interpretation of Results

%e study of the above graphs makes it all very clear. %e
cloud is an option for data scalability for handling and
analyzing it efficiently and can be used for the same till the
resources hit the threshold value of the resources in the
cloud. It can be seen from the graphs that there is a steep rise
in load as the instances are brought up. %e memory usage
also rises linearly at an observable high slope value. %e
network usage steeps up at the spawning up of the first
instance remains fairly constant thereafter. Bottlenecks can
be observed mostly in cluster memory. %e CPU bottleneck
problem may start if too many complex operations are
performed in the cluster. %e load on the cloud increases
linearly at a fairly low slope value.

Hadoop MapReduce is yet to be implemented on the
Eucalyptus cluster, and a study is made on the performance.
%e same scenario shall be tested on the OpenStack cloud
platform, and a comparison shall be made based on the

results with Eucalyptus. Security has not been enforced at the
enterprise level.%ere are myriad works to be done using the
cloud and shall be published soon. Considering data
availability, when one instance has come many instances,
then many servers may have the information at many lo-
cations. %e locations of the servers were the physician’s
locations correlating the prioritized instance generation and
management mechanism.

7.1. Performance Metrics. Performance of the proposed
system can be measured in terms of throughput, band-
width, delay/latency, packet delivery ratio, signal-to-
noise-interference ratio, link quality, nice, buffer size,
cache hits, heterogeneity of packets, relationship be-
tween group-related instances that can be applied in-
terchangeably with the number of instances and number
of packets transmitted generated, relationship between
packet loss and SINR and link failure, and scaling due to
buffer size increment and path optimization as shown in
Table 2.

If 0%<CPU usage> 80%, redirect the virtual instance,
else assign a new CPU—when to provide what type of re-
source with what capacity?

If 0%<Memory usage> 80%, increase buffer size, else
assign external memory—path optimization and flush out
cache memory using a specific set of algorithms.

If 0%<Network usage> 80%, redirect the virtual in-
stances in an unused path, else assign a new path closer to the
destination—load balancing and prioritized packet transfer.

If 0%<Cluster usage> 80%, redirect the virtual instance
towards destination, else assign a new cluster—apply net-
work partitioning and specify a new topology to handle
critical instances.

If 0%< load/process time> 80%, reduce the load by
reassigning any of the four mentioned categories—apply
utilization factor estimations and time-out mechanisms.

7.2. Software-Defined Policies for Smart Health

7.2.1. Software-Defined Policy for Resource Allocation.
Resources offered in a global data network can be as follows:

(1) CPU
(2) Memory
(3) Cluster
(4) Network
(5) Grid

%e process parameters required can be as follows:

(1) Process/load time
(2) %roughput/packet delivery ratio (packets trans-

mitted, received, and dropped)
(3) Latency/delay/jitter
(4) Congestion/network traffic
(5) Link quality/SNR
(6) Utilization factor/buffer size/BER
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Figure 27: Load metrics over time.
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Figure 28: Memory metrics.
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(7) Software-defined policy for the smart healthcare
application was based on the three mentioned
categories

(8) Parameter-/data-centric—high, medium, normal,
and low

(9) Network-centric—topology, flow, and routing
protocol

(10) Node-centric/IP address—location based and dis-
tance-based (hop distance)

(1) Case I: Parameter-/Data-Centric. If the healthcare data
relating to criticality is of high value, it is mentioned as CFIM.
(critical factor – immediate), which lies on or nearer to both
the extremities of death condition values. For this kind of
scenario, emergency path allocation was done.

If the healthcare data relating to criticality is of medium
value, it is declared as CFmed (critical factor – medium),
which lies in the medium range of the disease spectrum,
where the diagnosis can be done at a moderate level. For this
kind of scenario, a congestion-free path can be allocated
through the network.

If the healthcare data linking to criticality is of normal
value, it is stated as CFnor (critical factor – default), where
continuous patient monitoring is required. For this kind of

scenario, the data was allowed to flow through the paths with
the least congestion/congestion-free paths to reach the
destination.

If the healthcare data relating to criticality is of low value,
it is revealed as CFlow (critical factor – low), which means
these types of patients can wait for a while to meet the doctor
for a diagnosis. For this kind of scenario, the data was
allowed to flow through the available paths/less-congested
paths with an average waiting time of patients in the hospital
for the diagnosis.

(2) Case II: Network-Centric. Analyzing the network char-
acteristic, the data have to reach the destination in time
based upon the following three factors:

(1) Topology-based: response time
(2) Flow-based: ingress/egress
(3) Routing-protocol-based: proactive/reactive

Topology-based: response time. %e healthcare data
that is fed as an input to a system connected through
any topology, say star, mesh, ring, and so on, has to
be forwarded to the destination that is the nearest
doctor or hospital based on availability. A dynamic
software mechanism can be built in the forwarding/
routing/gateway node, so the data can reach the
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Figure 29: Network metrics.
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Figure 30: CPU metrics.
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Figure 31: Process metrics.

Table 2: Sample data requirements for resource allocation.

Number of
instances

Packets
transmitted

Packets
received

Packet
loss

Packet delivery
ratio/throughput

Signal-to-noise
interference ratio (dB)

Network
delay (ns) BER Resource

needed
1,20,000 120 118 02 98.33 98 0.002 0.67 CPU
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destination, based on response time requirements.
When the topology change occurs, if the data from
the forwarding node can reach the destination node
at a lesser time than the previously connected to-
pology, the new topology change has to be
accomplished.
Flow-based: ingress/egress. Depending upon the
inflows and outflows of a particular node or a system,
the waiting time of a healthcare data packet is made
nil. For the flow to be processed, according to the
flow table entry, the actual number of servers in the
up condition was identified using the link quality
factor, and then the flow was forwarded towards the
responsive server.
Routing-table-based: the routing protocol. It can be
used for transferring the patient data is categorized
typically as proactive and reactive.

Under proactive protocol-based routing, the patient data
that are under critical conditions can be transferred, and the
patients under continuous monitoring can also be trans-
ferred for doctor’s diagnosis at any time.

Under the reactive protocol, if a patient’s cumulative
healthcare data for a specific time is required for analysis by
the expertise, the router will forward the historical data for
diagnosis.

(3) Case III: Node-Centric (IP Address). TCP/IP provides
end-to-end connectivity. Node-centric data avoid the
communication overhead by combining the features of
TCP/IP specification of how data can be packetized,
addressed, transmitted, routed, and received at the desti-
nation. A communication network should allow a user to
focus on the data he or she needs, wherein smart healthcare
application, the ultimate aim is to provide the required
healthcare to any patient at any time regardless of the
geographical location, the patient is situated or met an
accident or in trauma. %erefore, to refer to a specific,
physical location where that data is to be retrieved is re-
quired. Node-centric data networking comes along with the
concept of TCP/IP such as data caching to reduce congestion
and improve delivery speed, simpler configuration of net-
work devices, and building security into the network at the
data level shown in Figure 32.

Communication in node-centric networking is driven by
receivers at the hospital side through the exchange of two
types of information packets: IP address and patient data.
Both types of packets carry a location name that can be
transmitted in a single data packet.

IP address (source): the patient data is kept in a data
packet along with the IP address of the node that is the
creator and transfers the data. %is data is embedded
into an IP packet that is then pushed to flow in the
network towards the destination using a congestion-
free path based on the response time requirement of the
packet.
Destination: once the embedded packet reaches the
destination node in the nearby hospital, based on

proactive or reactive mode, the node will return an
acknowledgment that contains both the IP address and
the patient data packet along with a signature by the
destination’s IP address, which binds the two. %is
packet follows in reverse the path taken by the IP
addressed data interest to get back to the source.

7.2.2. Software-Defined Policy on Process Parameter
Requirement

(1) Process/load time: based on the number of instances,
considering data availability and scalability issues,


n

i�1

ei

pi

� 
n

i�1
ui ≤ 1. (23)

A task set is schedulable under critical instances; ei is
the execution time of the task in the processor based
on its specification. pi is the period of task, and ui is
the utilization factor. %e earliest deadline first al-
gorithm is modified with the criticality and the
emergency of the patient, which will suitably take up
the process can be preferable.

(2) Bandwidth demands: a real-time signal processing
application like healthcare data processing computes
in each sampling period one or more outputs. Each
output X (k) is a weighted sum of n inputs Y (i),
expressed as follows:

X(k) � 
n

i�1
a(k, i)Y(i). (24)

%eweights a (k, i) are known as per prioritization of
the data and fixed. %e processor time-bound is also
measured based on the response time requirement of
producing a specific number of outputs in each
sampling period.

(3) Execution time: execution time is the amount of time
required for the processor to complete the execution
of the task Ji when it executes alone and has all the
resources it requires.

(4) Precedence constraints: AND/OR precedence con-
straints can be evaluated to combine the simulta-
neous critical events at the same location, where the
number of emergency cases is more.

(5) Usefulness function: the usefulness function is used
to describe qualitatively the real-time performance
objectives of the smart healthcare system. It em-
phasizes how a single patient can feel concerned
about his/her medical diagnosis. %e usefulness
function can guide the choice and implementation of
the scheduling strategies.

(6) Lateness: lateness is defined as the difference between
its completion time and its deadline mentioned to
complete that is the response time of the patient data
to be attended.

(7) Priority driven approach for instance execution: the
patient data is continuously perceived through the
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sensors and the streaming platform streams the
patient data. As the patient data has been prioritized
and categorized as normal, abnormal, and critical,
the simulation environment must create instances
appropriately. %e patient’s data collector has been
considered as a single node. %e Amazon EC2
console launches an instance for each node, which
will be a part of the cluster. Also, the workload for the
single cluster is required, based on the number of
nodes, as the nodes specify the number of instances,
against the cluster, a separate instance for that
workload is also created. To know the survivability of
the clusters, minimum of three nodes have been run
under trial. %e instances rely on Amazon Time Sync
Service for the clock synchronization among the
nodes. When choosing an AMI, some of the ma-
chines are preconfigured to use Amazon Time Sync
Service, whereas the other machines are not
preconfigured.

%ere are three instance types used such as m for
general purpose, c for compute-optimized, and i for
storage-optimized, with instance store volumes. We can
have, for example, 16 vCPUs and 32GB of RAM per
instance, for internal testing depending upon our work-
load. When creating an instance for the node, a private key
file must be downloaded to be used to securely connect to
the instance. %e location of the file must be decided and
the file path also.

To configure our network, the custom TCP inbound
rules to the security group must be enabled to allow TCP
communication on two ports for inter- and client-node
communication. %is task enables the nodes to work as a
cluster and make the load balancer route the traffic to the
nodes and the healthcare application to connect to the
load balancer. A procedure to timer activation, instance
creation, network instigation, security mechanisms, and
triggering the entire operation through simulation is as
follows.

7.2.3. Procedure

(1) Activate timer
(2) Instances remaining� 1000;//Observe the number

of instances at a specific time period
(3) Next release time� processor clock + 100 units;//

Current processor time at source + required re-
sponse time//Arrival time at the destination

(4) While (instances remaining>0)
(5) Now� processor clock
(6) If (now<next release time>), do
(7) Timer sleep until (next release time)
(8) Instances waiting in the specific type of task; //based

on the criticality of the data such as high, medium,
normal, and low

(9) Next release time� next release time + 100 units
(10) Else

(11) Instances in the program of the aperiodic task;
//Any patient data can be injected into the network
at any time

(12) Next release time�Now+ 100 units
(13) Instances remaining� instances Remaining – 1
(14) End while
(15) %read-destroy (thread-ID)

7.3. Advantages of Ganglia in Performance Monitoring. A
clustering coefficient quantifies the degree to which nodes in
a graph cluster. To create tightly knit groups with a relatively
high density of ties within the WBAN network. %e prob-
ability of ties is greater than the average probability of
establishing a tie randomly between two nodes [38, 39].
%ere are two types of tie connectivity between nodes: global
and local.

%e global version was created to provide an overview of
the network’s clustering, whereas the local version provides
information about the embeddedness of individual nodes
within WBAN networks. Both are useful in terms of per-
formance dimensions.

%e global clustering coefficient is computed using node
triplets. %ree nodes are connected by either two or three
undirected ties to form a triplet. %e global clustering co-
efficient is defined as the ratio of closed triplets to total
triplets. %is metric indicates network clustering and can be
applied to both undirected and directed networks, both of
which are referred to as transitivity [42, 43].

%e global clustering coefficient is defined as follows:

C �
3 × number of triangles

number of connected triplets of vertices

�
number of closed triplets

number of connected triplets of vertices
.

(25)

Each triangle forms three connected triplets. A
generalization to weighted networks was proposed [44],
and a redefinition to two-mode networks was expressed
after that [45].

%e local clustering coefficient of a node in a network
shows looseness towards its neighborhood to form a clique.
Such a graph can be treated as a small-world network.

A graph G � (V, E) formally consists of a set of vertices
V and a set of edges E between them. An edge represented as
eij connects vertex vi with vertex vj.

%e neighborhood Ni for a vertex vi can be represented
by its adjacently connected neighbors as follows:

Ni � vj, eij ∈ E∩ eji ∈ E . (26)

As eij and eji indicates an undirected graph, Ki can be
defined as the number of vertices, |Ni|, in the neighborhood,
and Ni, of a vertex.

%e local clustering coefficient Ci for a vertex vi is given
by the proportion of links between the vertices within its
neighborhood divided by the number of links that could
exist between them [40].
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An undirected graph has the property that eij and eji are
considered identical. %erefore, if a vertex vi has Ki

neighbors, (ki(ki − 1)/2) edges could exist among the ver-
tices within the neighborhood. %us, the local clustering
coefficient for undirected graphs can be defined as follows:

Ci �
2 ejk: vj, vk ∈ Ni, ejk ∈ E 




ki ki − 1( 
. (27)

7.3.1. Network Average Clustering Coefficient. In addition to
the global clustering coefficient, Watts and Strogatz define
the overall level of clustering in a network as the average of
the local clustering coefficients of all the vertices n.

C �
1
n



n

i�1
Ci. (28)

%is metric favors low degree nodes, whereas the
transitivity ratio favors high degree nodes. A weighted av-
erage is identical to the global clustering coefficient when
each local clustering score is weighted by

ki ki − 1( . (29)

7.4. Case Study: A Sample Smart Health Network.
Figure 33 presents the sample network that exists between
the patients and the hospitals. S1, S2, . . ., S5 indicates the
available patients at different locations, and they are not
interconnected with each other. D1, D2, . . ., D5 indicates the
availability of hospitals/doctors in predefined locations
spreading geographically. %e sample network connects
both the patients and the hospitals through the existing
paths. %e available paths are mentioned as follows without
considering the network congestion.

Based on the number of existing paths and available
paths, patient data have to reach the destination within the
mentioned response time. %e patient data have to be
collected from the patient using a data collector, and from
the data collector, it reaches the fog node. From the fog node,
it enters into the Internet to the cloud for further processing.
%e data transfer time between any two nodes depends upon
the distance and the speed of data transfer between the nodes
in the hospital network. In the simulation, the following
procedure has been adopted.

Step 1. Create instances
Step 2. Configure the hospital network—assigning the
nodes
Step 3. Synchronize clocks of the nodes in the network
Step 4. Set up load balancing as the data can flow in any
available path
Step 5. Generate certificates for the nodes
Step 6. Start nodes to function
Step 7. Initialize the cluster, which comprises a set of
nodes
Step 8. Testing and configuring the cluster with all the
nodes

Step 9. Run a sample workload using the instances
Step 10. Monitor the cluster for its performance
Step 11. Scale the cluster for more number of nodes to
participate
Step 12. Use the database to store and for further
compute operations
Step 13. Estimate the bandwidth for the service and fix
the data transfer speed
Step 14. Consider the data size and ensure the reach-
ability of data

To analyze the performance of the system, the following
table exhibits the constraints behind it. %e type of topology
and congestion in the path are not now considered in the
table shown in Table 3.

In Table 4, there is only one path available for the sources
and destinations, regardless of the response time require-
ment, the only existing path that has to be chosen for data
transfer, whereas if more than one path exists between the
source and the destination, based on the response time
requirement, whichever path is having less travel time was
chosen for data transfer. If more than one path is having
similar travel times, any path that is having less congestion
was chosen for data transfer. %ese constraints were made as
policies, which were fed into the software-defined controller
to route the data packets based on the criticality of the event
at the source. %e number of virtual instances indicates that
the same data packet can be delivered over many paths, with
the request being served by whatever path is active at the
time (Figure 34). %e number of virtual instances to be
created was estimated, based on the actual number of events
and the weighting factor of the event. Weighting factor
values are related to the emergency of the patient’s health
condition.

8. Concluding Remarks: Salient Features of the
Proposed Cyber-Physical System

%e WBAN architecture has been devised in terms of the
five-tier architecture, and the scalability of extending the
hospital network between interhospital service paradigms
over the networking environment has been simulated with
required diagrams. %e solution we proposed provided the
opportunity to interconnect not only doctors to the patients
regardless of their locations but also interconnect the hos-
pitals regardless of their geographic locations. %ere are
specific algorithms devised to operate at every tier, and the
simulation has been executed using Amazon creating the
required instances of EC2 so as to know the performance
and the scalability measures. %e results show evident in-
formation about the data transfer mechanisms at normal
and abnormal conditions, based on priority and ranking
based on emergency conditions.

%e performance factors have been estimated in a
promised inexpensive, unobtrusive, and unsupervised
monitoring method in normal and abnormal patient con-
ditions.%e technology fuses the cyber and physical phase of
the system that is ubiquitous and affordable, and the
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Figure 33: Sample network for smart healthcare application.

Table 3: Existing path in the sample network between patients and hospitals.

From patient to hospital Existing paths Travel time in units
S1–D1 S1—{S11—S12—S23—S24—S15}—D1 0.06
S1–D2 No path —
S1–D3 No path —
S1–D4 No path —
S1–D5 No path —
S2–D1 No path —

S2–D2
S2—{S21—S22—S13—S14—S25}—D2 0.06
S2—{S21—S32—S33—S34—S25}—D2 0.06

S2—{S21—S22—S34—S25}—D2 0.06
S2–D3 No path —
S2–D4 S2—{S21—S32—S33—S34—S45—S56}—D5 0.07

S2–D5
S2—{S21—S22—S34—S33—S32—S41—S42—S43—S54—S55—S56} D5 0.12

S2—{S21—S32—S33—S34—S45—S56}—D5 0.07
S2—{S21—S32—S41—S42—S43—S54—S55—S56}—D5 0.09

S3–D1 No path —

S3–D2 S3—{S31—S32—S33—S35—S25}—D2 0.06
S3—{S31—S32—S21—S22—S13—S14—S25}—D2 0.08

S3–D3 No path —
S3–D4 S3—{S31—S32—S33—S34—S45—S46}—D4 0.07
S3–D5 S3—{S31—S32—S33—S34—S45—S56}—D5 0.07
S4–D1 No path

S4–D2 S4—{S41—S32—S21—S22—S13—S14—S25}—D2 0.08
S4—{S41—S32—S33—S34—S25}—D2 0.08

S4–D3 No path —
S4–D4 S4—{S41—S42—S33—S34—S45—S46}—D4 0.07
S4–D5 S4—{S41—S42—S43—S54—S55—S56}—D5 0.07
S5–D1 No path —
S5–D2 No path —
S5–D3 S5—{S51—S52—S53—S44—S35—S36}—D3 0.07
S5–D4 No path —
S5–D5 S5—{S51—S52—S53—S44—S55—S56}—D5 0.07
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methodology is a success with the scalability factor also. To
make it realizable, the system design, configuration and
customization, seamless integration, security and privacy of
patient data, and other social issues have to be taken care of.

Fusing physical and cyberspaces through an application
is implemented in this research. It can be applied to any
domain, where the data usage becomes global. Secure data
forwarding is done through the cloud storage system, that is,
messages can be forwarded directly between end users over
and done with cloud services. Data availability and scal-
ability are maintained using optimization techniques
through software control mechanisms. Any patient at any
location in the globe can get a timely and proper medical
diagnosis through the cyber-physical system architecture.
Extensive security and performance analysis are possible
from data modification attacks due to the use of encryption
using BoxCryptor v2.0 and cloud database storage using
Eucalyptus v3.4. User identity management is supported
within Eucalyptus with capabilities to control virtual re-
source pools using fine-grained role-based access control
mechanisms for each resource pool. Ganglia supports
scalability and automatic resource provisioning techniques
with a threshold alert mechanism. %is concept can be
extended further with the clustering coefficient mechanism.
If the rules for physicians are made flexible, to serve any
patient anywhere in the world, Ganglia can be used to
replicate data across sites [46].
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In the present global scenario, social distancing is an inevitable one. 'e need for social distancing and advancements of
technology to facilitate the patients and doctors around the world mandated the telemedicine and remote monitoring of patience
details as the pivotal way to diagnose the disease. In this, it is essential to transmit the patient’s information such as X-ray and scan
images of them to the doctor in the remote location. Preventing the medical data from the technological adversaries is the need of
the hour. Infinitesimal attacks in medical images may cost human lives. 'is work proposes a lightweight, secure medical image
encryption scheme for the remote monitoring of health data.'e proposed encryption scheme uses computationally less complex
weighted shift approximate adder (WSAA)–based encryption logic. 'e scheme uses a 256-bit key for the encryption process that
strengthens the encryption and robust against various attacks. 'e proposed encryption scheme deploys the WSAA for diffusing
the pixel values. A unique way of key distribution for pixel-wise encryption within the image is proposed that avoids the need for
separate logic for the pixel-wise confusion. 'e proposed Encryption scheme is evaluated for its entropy and horizontal, vertical,
diagonal correlation, histogram, key space, and sensitivity. Experimental results affirm that the proposed scheme significantly
good with less computational complexity. 'e peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value of the decrypted image is infinity, and this
matches the ideal requirement of the medical encryption scheme.

1. Introduction

'e recent technological development and advancement in
the Internet of 'ings (IoT) facilitate the people to make use
of resources available around the world. 'is rapid devel-
opment of technology trends and enables the patients to get
the support of doctors globally. 'e patient’s information,
such as clinical test reports, X-ray, and scan reports, are sent
through the Internet medium.Most of the clinical data are in
the form of an image [1]. 'e information over the Internet

is more prone to vulnerabilities and attacks. Any corruption
or misinterpretation of medical data due to the intermediate
attack is nontolerable, and it may endanger to human lives.
'is necessitates the scheme for the secure remote moni-
toring of health data. 'ere are many image encryption
schemes presented in the literature for the general images,
but when it comes to medical image, those methods may not
be secure enough to preserve the information of the patients.
'is is due to the strong correlative nature of pixels with its
adjacent pixels in the medical images and various modalities
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of capture [2]. Most widely used modalities in the medicinal
field are X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultra-
sonography (US), computed tomography (CT), and positron
emission tomography (PET) [3–6]. 'is triggered and
motivated the researchers to develop various robust en-
cryption schemes [2, 3, 7–19].

Recent research uses efficient techniques such as
watermarking [7–10], Arnold mapping [11, 12], chaotic
mapping [13, 14], permutation [14, 15], compression [15],
scrambling [16], genetic algorithm [2], swarm optimization
[17], elliptic curve cryptography [18], and neural networks
[19] individually or as a combination for hiding the medical
information or authenticating the information. Re-
searchers developed their encryption schemes and vali-
dated for different modalities of medical images to defy
against attacks. 'e generic need of any cryptosystem is to
keep high computation cost and time of breaking the cipher
[7]. 'e entire above encryption schemes are good enough
to maintain the generic requirements. Nevertheless, the
scenario has changed, and one more requirement is also
needed to be considered along with those two generic
requirements.

Nowadays, computing systems are getting smarter and
almost all the devices which use the Internet are embedded
and low power systems in nature. 'is demanded the
lightness of computation and added the lightweight com-
putation of the scheme in the requirement list [20]. Based on
the need of the hour, many lightweight encryption schemes
have been proposed for general images [21–25] and medical
images [4, 5, 17, 26]. Various exciting and unique techniques
are introduced for encryption to make it light.'e logic used
in moves of the knight pawn in the ancient Indian game
chess along with a genetic algorithm is used to encrypt the
image [21]. 'is approach attains the secured encryption in
four stages with the moderate performance of entropy and
PSNR. Mondal et al. formulated a lightweight scheme; two
pseudorandom numbers (PRNs) are used. One is to permute
the plain image, and another is to encrypt it by deoxy-
ribonucleic acid (DNA) computation. 'is method achieves
better performance at the expense of computation com-
plexity [22].

Javeed et al. presented a chaotic-based lightweight sys-
tem which uses the chaotic oscillator for generating random
numbers to scramble the pixels. Authors claimed that their
system withstands for plaintext attacks and brute-force at-
tacks. 'is system has the complexity of solving and makes
use of second-order differential equations for generating the
random numbers [23].

A hybrid method of encryption after compression is
developed by Almalkawi et al. [24]. Here, 2D logistic chaotic
and Henon chaotic maps are used for bit scrambling and
pixel shuffling of the compressed image, respectively. 'is
method needs more number of rounds for better encryption.
A partial encryption method of encrypting the region of
interest area is proposed by the Khashan and AlShaikh [25].
Authors used the edge detection principle to locate useful
information in the region of interest, and information of
edges are encrypted. 'is obviously reduces the overhead of
computation, but it reveals other regions explicitly. Mortajez

et al. [26] developed a method of generating a key from the
images and shuffling the pixel positions based the generated
random numbers. 'e shuffled pixels are later encrypted by
the sequence of logistic systems and XOR gates.

From the literature, it is evident that complex logics are
needed to produce randomness. It also needs multiple
rounds for achieving better encryption. In this work, we
proposed a novel and unique scheme which avoids these
overheads and attains good encryption.

1.1. �e Significant Novelty and Contribution of Our Work in
the Encryption and Decryption Process

(1) A unique method of deriving random numbers for
shuffling bit positions of the pixels is proposed.

(2) Proposes a novel random error weighted (Hamming
weight) shift approximate adder of less computa-
tional complexity for diffusing the bits in the pixel.

(3) An effective key distribution strategy is proposed
among the pixels within an image to ensure the
randomness of encryption.

(4) 'e two ways application of encryption process
inherits itself the pixel confusion property and avoids
the need for separate logic and computation com-
plexity for the same.

(5) Uses very simple arithmetic and logical operations,
which makes the encryption and decryption process
a lightweight (based on computational complexity).
Cryptanalysis of the implemented scheme proves
that the proposed scheme defy various attacks.

1.2. Organization. 'e rest of the manuscript is presented as
follows: related works are discussed in Section 2. Section 3
describes the proposed encryption and decryption schemes.
Implementation of the proposed scheme and its outputs are
presented in Section 4. Security analysis of the proposed
schemes is detailed in Section 5. 'e suitability of the
proposed scheme for medical application is justified by
comparing PSNR with existing works in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the article with the consolidated research
outcomes.

2. Related Works

'e tremendous growth of the IoT triggered the researchers
to focus on the concept of lightweight cryptography recently,
even though it existed well before IoT. Most of the light-
weight works are described for general images and not for
medical images due to its close correlation of pixels. 'is
motivates and challenges the researchers. 'e development
of lightweight computation without accuracy loss has ac-
quired major attention. In this section, we presented closely
related latest works which involve less computation for the
encryption process.

A lightweight encryption scheme for implantable
medical devices is presented by Belkhouja et al. [27]. 'is
encryption scheme targeted information transfer through
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the wireless medium. Authors claimed that they had ensured
the patient’s information by encrypting the data using a
lightweight chaotic system generated keys. Abd El-Latif et al.
[28] developed the simple encryption protocol with the new
logic called controlled-NOT image. 'ey performed en-
cryption based on the NOT image generated from the lo-
gistic map. In addition to that, the method of key matrix
generation from the embedding process is suggested to
improve the encryption process. 'e encrypted image can
only be decrypted by having both the logistic map and the
key matrix.

'e idea of hardware-dependent [29, 30] encryption
schemes has started to evolve recently for better compatibility
and security. Ravichandran et al. [29] implemented a low power
medical image encryption scheme in the field programmable
gate array (FPGA) using the penta-layer approach. Encryption
of the medical image is done in five different layers. Each layer
uses a different scheme of shuffling and scrambling and attains a
secured encrypted image.High security is attained by producing
hardware-dependent encryption in the fourth layer. Janakira-
man et al. [30] created the hardware-dependent lightweight
steganography scheme by considering resource constraints in
the hardware for embedded applications. 'e authors explored
the device-dependent implementation of the cryptography
schemes, which exhibits robustness against various attacks.

Encryptionmethods for the secure transmission of DICOM
images are presented [26, 31]. A chaotic secure encryption
scheme with dynamic secret keys is developed byMortajez et al.
[26]. 'e system uses a periodic confusion strategy to encrypt
the DICOM images. 'e scheme first extracts the key from the
medical image, and pixels position has been permuted using the
periodic confusion strategy.'en, pixels are encrypted based on
random sequences of the logistic map and XOR operator. Based
on the cryptanalysis, authors claimed that their scheme is able to
withstand against statistical attacks. Manikandan and Amir-
tharajan [31] formulated the new way of scrambling and used a
RC6 cipher encrypted approximate coefficients of the Harr
wavelet transform for encrypting the medical images to with-
stand various attacks. With the sufficient key space, the algo-
rithm effectively withstands the key hack.

Venkateswarlu [9] has implemented a fast medical image
security algorithm for color medical images using both
watermarking and encryption schemes for better security in
each color channel. In this scheme, the patient’s informa-
tion, along with the smoothened key image, is embedded
into the image color channels to produce a watermarked
image. In the second stage, each watermarked color channel
is separately encrypted to generate a final encrypted image.
'e reverse process is done on the decryption side. 'e
author claims that it shows better resistance against key
guessing attacks. 'e key which made the scheme robust is
the actual set back of this method. Here, the image of size less
or equal to the plain image needs to be used as a key, and it
needs more bandwidth for transmission and needs to have
more storage for the computation.

Madhusudan and Sakthivel [12] developed the image
encryption approach that first represents image pixels in
binary form. 'e binary values of the pixels have been
shuffled by the two random numbers generated by the

Arnold map. 'e shuffled binaries are converted back to
pixel integers and positions of the pixels are scrambled
randomly with reference to the chaotic matrix to produce an
encrypted image.'e strength of the algorithm is justified by
various security analyses. In this work pixels are not handled
as an array; instead, it is converted into a sequence of
numbers later diffusion and confusion are done. 'e shape
conversion needs more logic to remember the indexes of
each pixel when it is in the decryption stage, and it is an extra
overhead.

Tamilarasi and Jawahar [17] designed a hybrid light-
weight encryption algorithm with the swarm optimization
technique (HLE-SO). HLE-SO combines the Paillier and
KATAN methods to make it lightweight. 'e authors’
utilized swarm optimization for managing key space which
addresses the limitation of the key sizes of the lightweight
encryption methods. 'ey deployed the scheme for EEG
medical data and simulated the algorithm using MATLAB.
Authors mentioned that the KATAN algorithm used for
lightweight features was subjected to 254 rounds.

Khashan and AlShaikh [25] presented a lightweight
encryption scheme which encrypts a selected portion of the
medical image. 'is scheme concentrates on the region of
the interest portion of the medical image rather than useless
black pixels around the actual medical image. To do that, this
scheme first performs edge detection then encrypts the edges
with the random keys generated by chaotic map using one-
time pad algorithm. 'is method of selective portion en-
cryption greatly reduces the computation overhead so that
authors claim that it is a lightweight scheme. Authors claim
their schemes robustness against various attacks. However,
still, most of the portion is visible in the encrypted image that
will lead to the guess of an image. Nevertheless, recovering
entire information without the proper key is not possible.

Mubashar et al. [32] used a novel block chain based
technique for the encryption of medical data along with the
optimization algorithm to create a framework for the IoT
based medical data archival system.

'e existing works in the literature have its own merits
and demerits. At the outset, frequent shuffling, more storage
requirement, and a number of rotations are the major cons
of the existing cryptosystems. Moreover, most of the works
mentioned above are developed without considering
hardware implementation complexities. Randomness and
less complex computations are the desired pros of the
cryptosystem. Our proposed architecture carefully handles
the listed overheads and makes use of the novel weighted
shift approximate adder to form a simple, lightweight, and
secure encryption scheme.

3. The Proposed Scheme

'is work is drafted to overcome the short comings of the
existing lightweight cryptography schemes especially when
they are implemented in portable devices. By carefully an-
alyzing the needs, we proposed a scheme which has ap-
proximate adder as a core part and performs encryption and
decryption process based on it. In this section, the research
flow of the proposed scheme is explained from the design of
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the novel proposed random error weighted shift approxi-
mate adder (WSAA) and its suitability for utilizing it in
cryptography domain is analyzed. 'e encryption and de-
cryption process are performed over various medical mo-
dality images using the MATLAB tool. Later, the strength of
the proposed scheme is evaluated by applying various
cryptanalysis methods and results of them are presented as
proof of versatility of the proposed scheme with the less
computation effort.

Our proposed random error approximate adder-based
lightweight encryption and decryption scheme for securing
remote medical data deploys the novel proposed random
WSAA for bringing diffusion kind of property to the pixel
values. In most of the cases, the diffused or permuted pixel
and original pixel will have an equal Hamming weight.
However, in our proposed scheme, weight after diffusion
and before diffusion would not be equal. 'is gives addi-
tional security for the information in the diffusion phase.

3.1. Weighted Shift Approximate Adder. 'e proposed
WSAA has two steps of computation. In the first step, an
operand is circularly shifted toward right up to the number
of positions equal to the Hamming weight of the given first
operand. 'e weighted shift (WS) operand is added with the
second operand and the shifted second operand in the
second step. It can be observed that the Hamming weight of
the sum is no way correlated to the source operand A or B. A
sample calculation is presented in Figure 1.

'e design expressions of the WSAA is given in the
following equations (1)–(5):

weighted shift(A) � circular shift(A,Hamming(A)),

(1)

Sum0 � WS0(A)⊕B0 ⊕ 0, (2)

Sumi � WSi(A)⊕Bi ⊕Bi−1, (3)

Carryin � Carry0 � 0, (4)

Carryi � Bi−1. (5)

In our propose, encryption scheme inputs for theWSAA
is as follows:

A � input pixel, (6)

B � segmented key, (7)

Carryi � shifted segmented key. (8)

'e segmented key is used as a second operand. 'e
second operand is shifted toward left by one position. It is
mentioned in equations (2), (3), and (7).

3.2. Error Characteristics of the Proposed WSAA. Error
characteristics of the approximate adders describe the nature
and accuracy of the results produced. In this work, the

proposedWSAA is aimed to produce more errors in random
so that it could be used in encryption schemes. For the
proposed 8-bit WSAA, the following error metrics [33, 34]
are calculated:

MED �
1
22n



22n

i�1
EDi,

NMED �
MED

D
,

ER �
number of erroneous results

total number of results
,

(9)

where EDi is the error distance which equals to the absolute
difference of ith actual and ith approximate result. MED is the
mean error distance and NMED is the normalized mean
error distance. D denotes the maximum result of 8-bit ac-
curate addition, and ER indicates the error rate.

'e calculated error parameters of the proposed 8-bit
WSAA are presented in Table 1. From the characteristics, it
is clear that the proposed adder can be able to produce 99.7%
erroneous results and its MED is also high. Moreover, the
produced results are also random in nature.

3.2.1. Statistical Characteristics of the WSAA. 'e proba-
bility of each value of output is 1/256. Since 8-bit is only used
to represent the result, theminimum value of the sum output
is 0 and the maximum value of the output is 255. Each
output value is produced by 256 unique combinations of
inputs.'is ensures the randomness of the produced output,
and it minimizes the probability of guessing. Table 2 shows
the few samples of combinations that produce 1 as the sum
output.

In the conventional accurate adders, a specific number
can be arrived as a sum result for a few related combi-
nations and it is highly predictable. For instance, a resultant
sum value 1 can be attained either by 0 + 1� 1 or by
1 + 0�1. Similarly a bigger sum result may have “n”
number of combinations to produce the sum as a result, yet
it is easily predicted. However, in the proposed adder, the
sum value is produced by various combinations of irrel-
evant numbers as shown in Table 2 and it is hard to predict
the same.

Moreover, unlike the conventional and other approxi-
mate adders in the literature, the proposed WSAA has a
peculiarity and it is noncommutative. Results of the same
combination of inputs in a different order will give rise to
different outputs, and the samples are given as proof in
Table 3.

'e proposedWSAA addition operation on a set S is said
to be commutative if

Input 1 + Input 2 � Input 2 + Input 1,

for all Input 1 � Input 2 ∈ S.
(10)

WSAA addition operation on a set S is said to be
noncommutative if
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Input 1 + Input 2≠ Input 2 + Input 1,

for all Input 1≠ Input 2 ∈ S.
(11)

'e above statements are justified with a few sample
inputs, and it is listed in Table 3.

'e proposed approximate adder’s error and statistical
characteristics make this adder an excellent fit for the
cryptography domain.

3.3. �e Proposed Encryption Scheme. 'e proposed scheme
uses a 256-bit key for the encryption process. 'is huge key
is not directly used for encrypting a single pixel. Rather it is
to be used as a keyspace to get the 8-bit segmented key for
encrypting the 8-bit pixels of themedical images. Most of the
modalities used in the medical imaging are in grayscale, so
the size of the key for the encryption is chosen as 8-bit. For
better encryption, pixels should undergo diffusion and
confusion process. In our scheme, diffusion in the pixel bits
is attained by means of theWSAA and confusion of the pixel
position is done by proper distribution of the segmented
keys to the pixel positions in a horizontal and vertical way.
'e distributed segmented keys (Sk) are used for encrypting
the pixels in two rounds.

Steps involved in the proposed encryption scheme are
given below.

Input: Plain Medical Image
Output: Encrypted (Ciphered) Medical Image
Step 1: A 256-bit secret private key (KEY) is taken for
the encryption process, and it is circularly right-shifted
to a certain number of bit positions equal to its
Hamming weight.
Step 2: Key segmentation and distribution for the pixels
in the medical image for the first round (horizontal) is
done with a row number of pixels (Rn) using the
following formula:

m � (Rn)modulus 32, (12)

SkRn[7: 0] � KEY[(7 + m∗ 8): (m∗ 8)]. (13)

Table 1: Error characteristics of the proposed 8-bit WSAA.

Adder ER MED NMED
Proposed 8-bit WSAA 0.997 149.25 0.293

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

A

Weighted Shift (A)

Hamming Weight = 4

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Carry 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

Bit Positions

Weighted Shift (A)

B

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1Sum

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Shifted Segmented Key

Shifted Pixel Value

Segmented Key

Diffused Pixel Value

Step –1

Step –2

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

Figure 1: 'e proposed 8-bit weighted shift approximate adder (WSAA) steps with a sample calculation.

Table 2: Samples of input combinations that produce the proposed
WSAA sum output as 1.

Input1 Input2 Actual sum Approximate sum of WSAA
0 255 255 1
1 1 2 1
2 3 5 1
3 251 254 1
4 7 11 1
5 243 248 1
6 247 253 1
7 23 30 1
8 15 23 1
9 227 236 1
10 231 241 1

Table 3: Proof for the noncommutative property of the proposed
WSAA.

Input1 Input2 Actual sum Approximate sum of WSAA
208 75 283 91
75 208 283 196
217 5 222 52
5 217 222 127
52 29 81 134
29 52 81 141
95 128 223 87
128 95 223 224
234 246 480 71
246 234 480 131
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Step 3: Each and every pixel in the specific row number
will be passed along with its segmented key to the
proposed WSAA and evaluated as per equations
(1)–(8). 'is completes the diffusion process.
Step 4: Steps 1 to 3 are to be repeated till all the pixels in
the medical image is covered. Once all the pixels are
covered, then move to Step 5.
Step 5: Key segmentation and distribution for the row
diffused pixels in the medical image for the second
round (vertical) is done with a column number of pixels
(Cn) using the following formula:

m � (Cn)modulus32, (14)

SkCn[7: 0] � KEY[(7 + m∗ 8): (m∗ 8)]. (15)

Step 6: Each and every row diffused pixel in the specific
column number will be passed along with its segmented
key to the proposed WSAA and evaluated as per
equations (1)–(8). 'is completes the confusion pro-
cess. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 until all the pixels are
processed.

'e process from Step 1 to 6 outputs encrypted medical
image with the best entropy and poor correlation between
adjacent pixels.

3.4. �e Proposed Decryption Scheme. 'e decryption pro-
cess is the reverse process of the encryption process. Steps
followed in the encryption scheme are carefully reprocessed
with the valid 256-bit key to gain the original medical image
back at the receiver end.

Input: Encrypted (Ciphered) Medical Image
Output: Plain Medical Image
Step 1: A 256-bit secret private key (KEY) is taken for
the encryption process, and it is circularly right-shifted
to a certain number of bit positions equal to its
Hamming weight.
Step 2: Key segmentation and distribution for the pixels
in the medical image for the first round (vertical) are
done with the column number of pixels (Cn) using
equations (14) and (15).
Step 3: Each and every column encrypted pixel in the
specific column number will be passed along with its
segmented key to the proposed WSAA and evaluated
as per equations (16) and (20). 'is solves the con-
fusion process and restores the pixel to supply for
Step 6.

WS0(A) � Sum0 ⊕B0 ⊕ 0, (16)

WSi(A) � Sumi ⊕Bi ⊕Bi−1, (17)

Carryin � Carry0 � 0, (18)

Carryi � Bi−1, (19)

A � circular shift(WS(A),Hamming(WS(A))). (20)

Step 4: Steps 1 to 3 are to be repeated until all the pixels
in the medical image are covered. Once all the pixels are
covered, move to Step 5.
Step 5: Key segmentation and distribution for the re-
stored pixels of the medical image for the second round
(horizontal) are done with the row number of pixels
(Rn) using equations (12) and (13).
Step 6: Each and every restored pixel in the specific
column number will be passed along with its segmented
key to the proposed WSAA and evaluated as per
equations (16)–(20).'is resolves the diffusion process.
Repeat Steps 5 and 6 until all the pixels are processed.

'e process from Step 1 to 6 outputs decrypted medical
image with the best PSNR value that matches with ideal
values and makes our scheme best fit for practical
applications.

4. Implementation of the Proposed Scheme

'e proposed WSAA-based lightweight medical encryption
and decryption scheme has been implemented and validated
using MATLAB 2019b. 'e scheme is applied and validated
for different modalities medical images such as X-ray, CT,
MRI, ultrasound, and PET. One sample image for each
modality is taken for the evaluation. Our proposed scheme
works well irrespective of the sizes of the images. For the fair
evaluation and testing, two different sizes of images
(512× 512) and (256× 256) are taken for testing the devel-
oped scheme.

'e results of the encryption and decryption process,
along with its histogram, are presented in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively. 'e histogram of the encrypted image is given
to prove the ability of the proposed scheme in distributing
the pixels over the wide range equally. Among the images
presented in Figure 2, X-ray chest, CTchest, MRI brain, and
ultrasonography fetal images are of size 512× 512, and the
PET brain image is of size 256× 256.

5. Security Analysis

'e proposed cryptosystem is validated for its basic func-
tionality, and cryptanalysis is done against various attacks.
Our proposed scheme withstands for all the types of sta-
tistical attacks. 'e performance against various attacks is
described in this section.

5.1. Histogram Analysis. Histogram of an image indicates
the frequency of pixels in the image. An attacker with the
histogram of an image can be able to guess the nature and
some information of the image. For our proposed scheme,
the histogram analysis was made and presented in Figures 2
and 3. Figure 2 compares the histogram of the original
medical image and the encrypted medical image. From the
figure, it is proved that pixels have been distributed in the
encrypted image uniformly to the wide range. 'is nature
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creates a tough challenge for the attacker to gain any useful
information from the encrypted image and makes statistical
attack difficult.

5.2. Correlation Analysis. By nature, an adjacent pixel of
any image has a close dependency with its neighbor pixels
in all the direction. In fact, this property of an image only
gives a smooth appearance to the image. 'is kind of
adjacent pixel dependencies very high in the case of
medical images having grayscale value, and it creates

really a great challenge for the cryptosystem to overcome
this and create ciphered images. 'ese dependencies aid
the attackers to regain the original image with few iter-
ations of guessing easily. Hence, the robustness of any
cryptosystem could be analyzed easily with this correla-
tion measurement.

Cor(a,b) �
Cov(a.b)
����
σ(a)

 ����
σ(b)

 , (21)

where
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Figure 2: Implementation results of the proposed encryption scheme. From left to right column: (a) plain medical images subjected to
encryption, (b) histogram of the plain medical images, (c) encrypted image of the plain images in the corresponding row, (d) histogram of
the encrypted medical images.
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Figure 3: Implementation results of the proposed decryption scheme. (a) Decrypted medical images subjected to encryption, (b) histogram
of the decrypted medical images.
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σ(a) �
1
N



N

i�1
ai − E(a)( 

2
,

cov(a, b) �
1
N



N

i�1
ai − E(a)(  bi − E(b)( ,

E(a) �
1
N



N

i�1
ai.

(22)

In the above equation, a and b are the adjacent pixels in
the plain or ciphered image and N represents the number of
pixels. Adjacent pixels are taken in a horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal direction, and correlation has been calculated. 'e
measured correlations at different adjacencies for the plain
and encrypted medical image sample X-ray chest image are
listed in Table 1. Pixel distribution of X-ray chest image is
plotted before and after encryption, and it is given in
Figure 4.

From the results shown in Figure 4 and Table 4, it is
evident that the proposed encryption scheme minimizes the
correlation among the adjacent pixels and distributes the
pixels values of all the ranges evenly throughout the image.
'is makes statistical analysis tough to crack the image.

5.3.KeySpaceAnalysis. 'e availability of high-end complex
systems with graphical processing units (GPU) supports the
brute-force attack. Hence, it is required to increase the
keyspace more than 2128 to avoid the attack. However,
lightweight cryptography limits the increase of the key
length up to 256-bits. In our work, we carefully handled the
key length and the number of bits used for the computation.
'e proposed scheme uses 256-bits as a secret key to confuse
the attackers, and it uses 8-bit key internally. 'is increases
the key space of the proposed scheme to 2256 for a single
round.'e proposed system uses two rounds.'us, the total
key space enlarged to 2512, which is more than enough to
resist the brute-force attack.

5.4. Key Sensitivity Analysis. 'e robust encryption scheme
needs to be very sensitive to the changes in the key values.
Any minimum variations in the key need to produce a
different encrypted image in the encryption process, and the
minimum variations should not decrypt any portion of the
image information. Our proposed scheme has been evalu-
ated for both the conditions with a single-bit variation in the
key.

Actual key K1 is
256′hF56C0062E818FFEA9F15E75DEF5EE81D-
F656831C2C3E31B39C0C62BA5C51E B4
1-bit changed key K2 is
256′hF56C0062E818FFEA9F15E75DEF5EE81D-
F656831C2C3E31B39C0C62BA5C51EB5

Encrypted image for different keys of 1-bit variation is
shown in Figure 5. It is found that an encrypted image with
key K2 is 98.458% different from the encrypted image with
key K1. 'is proves that the proposed encryption scheme is

robust in producing randomness even for single-bit
variations.

Results of sensitivity analysis of the proposed scheme at
the decryption side with keys K1 and K2 are presented in
Figure 6. Column (a) is the decrypted image with the actual
key K1. Column (b) is the decrypted image with the fake key
K2 of 1-bit change. 'e results indicate even a single-bit
change in the key is not accepted by the proposed scheme,
and it is highly sensitive to the original key.

5.5. Entropy Analysis. 'e unpredictability of the infor-
mation related to images can be measured with entropy.
Entropy analysis verifies the randomness and uncertainty of
the encrypted image information. Entropy information of
the images is calculated using Shannon’s formula [35] given
in equation (23), and it is represented in a number of bits.

H(p) � − 
2N−1

i�0
P pi( log2 P pi( ( . (23)

In the above equation, P(pi) represents the probability
of the pixel (pi) and number of bits in this is represented by
N. For a grayscale image of 256 levels, an ideal value of the
uniformly distributed information is N� 8 bits. Hence, it is
always preferred to get the nearer entropy as that of the ideal
case for the encrypted image. 'is ensures the uncertainty
and randomness, and it is difficult to guess the encrypted
pixel values. Deviation from this ideal value indicates the
possibilities of disclosure of original information.

Measured entropy values of the plain images and
encrypted sample images are listed in Table 5.

From Table 5, the entropy values of the ciphered images
are very close to the ideal value 8. Since a fraction of in-
formation only available from the encrypted image, the
proposed encryption scheme is secure against entropy
attack.

5.6. Differential Attack Analysis. Differential attack is done
to guess the key by analyzing the characteristics of the
encrypted image, and this analysis corresponds to explore
the strength of the encryption process against minute var-
iations in the plain text or key [29]. Our proposed scheme is
evaluated by the number of pixel change rate (NPCR) and
unified average change in intensity (UACI). Analyzed values
of various modalities of images are listed in Table 6.

5.7. Chosen Plain Text Attack Analysis. As the proposed
encryption scheme uses xor logic gates in the adder circuits
to encrypt the images, we attempted to do the chosen plain
text attack to prove that our scheme is versatile and it is not
revealing any information about the original image. 'e
chosen plain text attack [29] is performed by following the
equation

E1(x, y)⊕E2(x, y) � I1(x, y)⊕ I2(x, y), (24)

where I1, I2 are two plain images and E1, E2 are encrypted
images of I1, I2, respectively. In the above equation, if the
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statement is equal, then that encryption scheme is subjected
to chosen plain text attack. Our encryption scheme suc-
cessfully passed this analysis and produced unequal results.

5.8. PSNR Analysis and Comparison with Existing Works.
'is section presents the comparison of the peak signal-to-
noise ratio of the decrypted image with the plain image.
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Figure 4: Correlation analysis results and plot of pixel distribution in the X-ray chest image sample. Pixel distributions plots are from left to
right. For the plain image, (a) horizontal distribution, (b) vertical distribution, (c) diagonal distribution. Pixel distribution of encrypted
image, (d) horizontal, (e) vertical, and (f) diagonal distributions.
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Decrypted image and its histogram are shown in Figure 3.
By comparing Figures 2 and 3, we can come to the
conclusion that the decrypted image and its histogram
exactly match the plain image and its histogram. 'is
proves that no internal noises added during the encryp-
tion process. 'e PSNR value of the proposed scheme is
calculated, and it is equal to the ideal value infinity. 'e
PSNR value of the proposed work is compared with the
average PSNR values of the existing works, and it is listed
in Table 7.

6. Hardware Implementation

'e proposed encryption scheme is implemented in a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to evaluate its light-
weight and high-speed computation against various similar

works in the literature. 'e proposed encryption architec-
ture is deployed in verilog HDL as an encoder of block size
256-bit. Here, single block 32-pixels are to be encrypted in
parallel by scheduling the 8-bit key for each pixel from the
256-bit key. 'e proposed encryption architecture is sim-
ulated and synthesized in Xilinx ISE 14.7 for the
XC5VLX330T-2 FPGA. 'e resource utilization and per-
formance factors in comparison with existing lightweight
encryption schemes are listed in Table 8.

From the above table, it is evident that the proposed
WSAA encryption scheme has 112% higher throughput per
area and occupies moderate area (LUT) compared to LEA-
256 and utilizes 5.2% and 23.61% less area compared to LEA-
192 and LEA-256, respectively. 'is proves that the pro-
posed WSAA scheme is a lightweight and high-speed en-
cryption scheme.

Table 4: Correlation coefficients of different modality medical images.

Sample medical image
Horizontal Vertical Diagonal

Plain image Ciphered image Plain image Ciphered image Plain image Ciphered image
X-ray chest 0.9965 −0.2898 0.9963 −0.0205 0.9928 −0.0109
CT scan chest 0.9943 −0.0570 0.9895 −0.0073 0.9873 0.0168
MRI brain 0.9777 −0.1135 0.9833 0.0156 0.9581 0.0219
Ultrasound fetal 0.9938 −0.0279 0.9863 −0.0122 0.9809 −0.0049
PET brain 0.9674 −0.0766 0.9768 0.0316 0.9426 0.0194

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Key sensitivity test for single-bit variations in the key at encryption. (a) Plain X-ray chest image. (b) Encrypted image for actual key
K1. (c) Encrypted image for 1-bit changed key K2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Key sensitivity test for single-bit variations in the key at decryption. (a) Decrypted image with actual key K1. (b) Decrypted image
with 1-bit variation key K2.

Table 5: Measured entropy values of sample images before and
after encryption.

Modality Sample image Size
Entropy

Plain image Encrypted image
X-ray Chest 512× 512 7.5509 7.9913
CT scan Chest 512× 512 6.4985 7.9838
MRI Brain 512× 512 5.4162 7.9687
Ultrasound Fetal 512× 512 7.2543 7.9899
PET Brain 256× 256 5.9094 7.9850

Table 6: Measured entropy values of sample images before and
after encryption.

Modality Sample image Size NPCR (%) UACI (%)
X-ray Chest 512× 512 99.615 33.653
CT scan Chest 512× 512 99.258 33.374
MRI Brain 512× 512 98.995 33.391
Ultrasound Fetal 512× 512 99.579 33.521
PET Brain 256× 256 99.571 33.518
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7. Conclusion

'e technological advancement and the present scenario
mandate the remote diagnosis and secure transmission of
medical information in the form of an image over the Internet
from the data centre to another or from patient to doctors. 'e
disturbances and attacks on the medical images are non-
tolerable. 'is work proposed a unique approximate adder-
based lightweight encryption and decryption scheme which
tolerates to various adversarial attacks. 'e lightness of the
scheme is featured by the proposed novel random error
weighted shift approximate adder. 'e inheritance of the key
distribution and rounding scheme within the image pixels
contribute to the robustness of the proposed scheme against
various attacks. 'e proposed scheme is implemented and
tested for different modalities of medical images such as X-ray,
CT, MRI, ultrasound, and PET. 'e implemented system is
analyzed for the histogram, correlation, entropy, and key
sensitivity. 'e developed scheme defies the statistical attacks
and able to produce infinite PSNR at the decryption stage. It
satisfies the ideal condition for any medical transmission sys-
tem. 'us, our proposed lightweight approximate adder-based
encryption and decryption scheme is the best fit for real-time
secure remote monitoring of medical data.
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From this global health disaster, the health profession is searching for a new technology to monitor and mitigate COVID-19
infections. Accurate and reliable data are needed to surveil and prevent the diffusion of the coronavirus. However, there is a lack of
consistent data on existing technologies. Various entities—for example, medical labs and public hospitals—could provide data on
patients with coronavirus infection. Yet, this information might not be precise since it is not supervised and recorded correctly. "is
paper proposes a Blockchain and Business Process Management (BBPM) system in healthcare to solve these problems. "is system
could be crucial in tracing coronavirus diffusion and discovering more dangerous patients and is extremely proficient at controlling
the disease. BBPM can be utilized like a digital database that includes information concurrently utilized and distributed inside a wide,
decentralized, and openly accessible network. Usage of blockchains in the medical sector is anticipated to revolutionize the industry
in many regions, primarily because centralization in current health technologies inhibits information sharing and causes a lack of
confidentiality. Furthermore, BBPM could help supervise the diffusion of coronavirus infection worldwide by utilizing blockchain
networks on the mobile devices of individuals. Protecting patient information is one of the critical strengths of BBPM. Participating
BBPM nodes can be governments, hospitals, testing labs, or patients. In addition, the digital ledger has a few documents, including
patient reports, consequences, the condition of treatment, and a summary of discharge. "e BBPM system is categorized into four
processes. In the first process, the patient is analyzed and diagnosed by a testing lab to detect any early signs of COVID-19 infection. A
sample of the patients was taken. If it is positive, the second process begins. In the second process, the patient is isolated and begins
treatment for a minimum of 14 days. If the patient’s health condition is improving, the third process begins. In the third process, the
patients were retested for COVID-19. If the patient sample is negative, the patient is discharged, and an outline is created. During
discharge, the patient pays the hospital for treatment. However, if the patient sample is positive, the isolation period is continued for
another 14 days. In the last process, the details of total COVID-19 are confirmed, recovered, and death cases are conveyed to the
government by the testing labs and hospitals. Patient records are stored for upcoming usage; their confidentiality is maintained when
distributed on a larger scale. BBPM can guarantee the security and accuracy of patients’ recorded data.

1. Introduction

"e whole world is battling a new disease called COVID-19
and its mutations. It was initially discovered in Wuhan,
Hubei Province, China [1]. An unprecedented spread of this
virus has created many challenges that make the roots of
human civilization tremble [2]. Some of the most apparent
challenges are described below.

(i) Social exclusion: social exclusion is a method
employed to slow the disease spread and “flatten the
curve” of new cases with no licensed drugs or
vaccines for COVID-19 treatment and prevention.
However, most everyday activities, such as medical
treatment, transportation, education, banking, and
shopping, require physical contact. Apart from this,
controlling physical contact can lead to social
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isolation and unfavourable psychological
consequences.

(ii) False infodemic: the massive flow of fake data does
not adhere to government policies, such as harmful
self-medication or prophylactic treatments, panic
behaviours, depressive disorders and social disso-
ciation, motion restrictions, and restrictions on
work and shopping hours. Furthermore, predictive
models and evaluations of future claims based on
such false data would be meaningless. Unfortu-
nately, current sites and essential technologies
cannot cope with this issue, becoming increasingly
difficult to resist.

(iii) Continuation of necessary government services:
necessary government services, for example, public
utilities (sanitation, electricity, water, and so on),
salaries and pensions, tax gathering, marriage, birth
and death registration, elections, and visa provisions
are always anticipated to be obtainable at any time.
"eir continued distribution and management are
more challenging, as citizens and government
employees are under lockdown restrictions.

(iv) Real-time data distribution: global data synchro-
nization is a critical factor in combating the
COVID-19 epidemic. Distributing necessary data,
for instance, the number of infected patients, acute
cases, recovered patients, deaths, and so on, should
happen in real-time to raise public awareness,
support quick action, and forecast future methods.
However, technical challenges against the man-
agement of COVID-19 include misuse of data
ownership, a lack of ways to verify data damage, the
use of a single point-of-view, centralized data stores,
and insufficient transparency in data transfer, as
digital information is subject to security attacks.

(v) Finance and charitable distribution: some banking
institutions, such as the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, provide loans and
grants to many countries to deal with the COVID-
19 economic crisis. Such financial assistance should
be shared transparently with those in need. How-
ever, due to corruption and a lack of correct au-
tomation systems, multiple countries have failed to
receive such assistance [3]. In addition, citizens can
be encouraged to donate if they can see the final use
of the money donated.

In this worldwide health disaster, the health profession
seeks novel technologies for monitoring and controlling the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) epidemic. "erefore, accurate and
reliable data are needed to supervise and prevent the spread
of COVID-19. However, in current circumstances, there is
not enough reliable data with the present technology, which
may provide additional accurate data regarding the outbreak
of COVID-19. Certain sources, such as medical labs and
public hospitals, could present data on patients with coro-
navirus infection [4]. However, the information will not be
trusted since it was not supervised or recorded and probably

not aggregated [5]. "is paper proposes a blockchain and
business process management system (BBPM) to track the
spread of coronavirus and solve these issues quickly. "e
system identifies more at-risk patients and is extremely
efficient in controlling the epidemic. It is described in this
paper as the digital database. It includes data that can be
utilized and distributed simultaneously on a comprehensive,
decentralized, and openly accessible network. "e use of
telemedicine for people with diabetes in combating the
COVID-19 epidemic has already been proven [6, 7]. Dif-
ferent techniques especially deep learning [8] can be used
effectively to identify affected patients. In the healthcare
field, deep learning [8] has been executed in numerous
applications, for example, diabetic retinopathy detection [9]
and lung nodule classification [10]. Many sources of medical
images (for example, MRI, CT, and X-ray) create deep
learning, a better technique to discover affected patients.

Blockchain is considered a digital ledger that distributes,
decentralizes, and often stores public data [11]. Blockchain
consists of three main parts: blocks, nodes, and miners.
Chains consist of several blocks, each of which carries data,
hash, and nonce information. Also, miners can construct a
new chain block utilizing a procedure known as mining.
Nodes are electronic devices that maintain a copy of the
blockchain and keeps its network functioning.

Any user has a personal right to access a blockchain
network for transfer transactions through the so-called
consensus protocol. Blockchain uses a SHA256 hash to
insert transactions."eNSA creates a SHA256 hash, and it is
64 characters substantial [11]. Although all transactions are
recorded on a blockchain network, the public ledger does
not change and is not manipulated [12]. Both transmissions
are disseminated to different consumers throughout the
network to transmit and modernize information [13]. A
blockchain network can be copied to an individual location;
for instance, in a similar capacity, networks of healthcare
sharing or fractions of a global or regional information
transfer scheme [14]."e blockchain data structure is a set of
hierarchical blocks, illustrated in Figure 1. It shows an ex-
ample of a blockchain containing n blocks. Each successive
block includes the previous block’s hash, timestamp,
transaction data, the nonce number for the mining proce-
dure, and other details required for the protocol to operate
[15].

"e blocks are attached in tuple format as the present
block record values—for example, the preceding block hash,
timestamp, Merkle root hash (in a blockchain network, the
hash of the hashes of the entire transaction is called the
Merkle root hash) and nonce number (nonce stands for
“number only used once”; it is a random number utilized to
secure private communications by avoiding replay attack) in
its header [16]. Each block has two entities: a header and a
body. "e header includes the number of a block, the hash
value of a previous block to protect the dependability of the
chain, the hash of the present block body to preserve
transaction information, honesty, nonce, timestamp, and the
address of the block creator. All block bodies have numerous
transactions [17]. Furthermore, distribution, durability,
transparency, and audit capability are vital features of
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blockchain [18, 19]. "e types of blockchain are public,
private, and consortium. Each archive is obtainable for the
public in the public blockchain; thus, anybody can be in-
volved in a consensus process [20]. Only a set of nodes are
selected before the consensus method of a mutual network is
required. In a private blockchain, only nodes from a solitary
component are allowed to connect through the consensus
process.

Figure 2 shows the participating blockchain nodes and
documents of a distributed ledger in the proposed BBPM
system. "e participating BBPM nodes are testing labora-
tories, patients, government sites, and hospitals. In addition,
the digital ledger has documents, including patient reports,
consequences, the condition of treatment, and a summary of
discharge.

"e blockchain procedures involve the following steps:
(a) collection of required data from participating block-
chain nodes and (b) construction of source data converted
to large amounts of information. Blockchain ensures the
safety of the gathered information and assists in main-
taining its confidentiality. Blockchain-protected informa-
tion is examined by utilizing different solutions based on
artificial intelligence. BBPM presents potential solutions to
the COVID-19 epidemic, i.e., outbreak monitoring and
medical supply chain management. It is utilized to set up
quick, secure, and dependable data transfer with partners.
Around the world, health centres and people have en-
countered a deficiency of medical equipment to battle the
COVID-19 epidemic.

It is essential to build a BBPM to monitor COVID-19
transmission, as numerous recently implemented systems are
vulnerable to hacking and cybercriminals. Table 1 illustrates
the advantages of developing a BBPM-based solution instead
of a conventional centralized solution in various areas, in-
cluding fault tolerance, quality guarantee, data handling, and
so on.

BPM is the discipline of enhancing a business process,
modelling how it will perform in various situations,
implementing enhancements, monitoring the advanced
process, and continuously improving. A business procedure

is a set of behaviours that achieve particular organizational
goals. BPM is not a one-time job but a continuous function
involving continuous process reengineering. BPM fre-
quently engages spontaneous jobs in any business process,
and process enhancements could occur outside of auto-
mation. A well-implemented BPM could decrease waste,
decrease errors, decrease time consumption, and create
superior products and services. "us, this paper combines
blockchain technology with BPM to effectively combat the
COVID-19 epidemic.

"e significant findings of this study can be summarized
as follows. First, the patients were tested by a testing lab-
oratory according to the early signs of COVID-19 infection.
A sample of the patient is then taken, and if it is positive, the
patient is isolated for a minimum of fourteen days. "e
BBPM is utilized for treating and monitoring the patient
during the isolation period. After that, the recovery stage
begins, and the patient is retested. However, if the sample of
the patient is negative, the patient is released, and a summary
of discharge is developed.

"e rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
reviews the associated work. Section 3 describes the system
with a data model. "e methodology of BBPM is explained
in Section 4. "e results and discussion are examined in
Section 5; finally, the paper’s conclusion is presented in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Blockchain in Healthcare. "e traditional healthcare
system encounters a few issues, which include the following:

Interoperability: this is a way to exchange data between
various data systems. Data should be exchanged and used
for further applications. Healthcare systems’ key feature
is their health information exchange (HIE) or common
data distribution feature. With several EHR systems
being deployed in various hospitals, they have a varying
level of terminology, techniques, and functional capa-
bilities, which means there is no universally defined
standard. Moreover, medical records need to be swapped
at a technical level so that more of the data can be used.
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Information asymmetry: the biggest issue that critics
notice in the healthcare sector is data asymmetry, which
means that one contributor has better access to data
than another. Health systems and the public health
sector suffer from this issue because physicians can
access patient records, centralizing them. If patients
need to access their medical records, they have to
undergo a long and arduous procedure. "e data are
federalized to a solitary health sector, while their
regulation is delegated merely to hospitals.

Medical data breaches: an information breach of health
data includes the personal health data of any indi-
vidual’s EHR or medical billing data from their health
insurance.

Numerous health care systems are not set up to meet
patients’ needs or address problems associated with in-
competence and poor adaptation of these systems. Some
literature further suggests that the usage of health applica-
tions has had negative effects on data processing. "ese
issues justify finding a platform that could help turn the
healthcare sector into a patient-centric one—for example,
blockchain, which provides a safe, obvious platform and data
honesty for patients’ medical records.

Blockchain technology is increasingly strengthening
healthcare and operational protocols and creating the per-
fect foundation for a competent, proof-based decision-
making procedure. Table 2 shows the SWOT analysis for
model adoption based on blockchain in the medical in-
dustry. "is SWOT study underscores the key advantages
and disadvantages of the usual method, while the chances
and risks of adoption were identified.

Disintermediation, aimed at the absence of a central
authority to collect, process, and verify information or
construct and distribute samples, enables us to minimize
time, faults, and prices due to the effectiveness of procedures
to build and update a forecast model that supports supported
risk management and clinical practice. Blockchain is a
combined scheme; the procedures mentioned in it are au-
tomated and consistent.

"e blockchain verifies the reliability of the dealings, and
the information included therein cannot be altered while
enhancing the security in which the operations occur.
Furthermore, with the cryptography scheme, the consistency
of the information disseminated over the entire network and
the lack of centralized power create more confidence in the

scheme—for example, the requirement to maintain it be-
tween the contributors engaged in this procedure vanishes.
Finally, the assurance between the contributors to the chain
to cooperate in the execution and modernize incomplete
methods is increasingly necessary through the general at-
tention of the contributors in getting a precise, operational,
and efficient forecast method.

A blockchain-based health-information-sharing net-
work was proposed in [21]. "e authors used two liberally
linked blockchains to handle different health data types.
"ey combined the storage of off-chain and authorization of
on-chain to establish security and reliability criteria.

In [22], a radical user-centred healthcare information
transfer technique recommended using channel creation by
a decentralized and authorized blockchain to protect the
privacy and improve personal security through a relation-
ship program based on blockchain. Proof of legality with
authenticity is retrieved for unspecified periods from a cloud
database and embedded in the blockchain network to secure
the privacy of EHR in all documents.

"e safe and confidential Protected Health Information
networking project based on blockchain discussed in [23]
aimed to improve analysis in the e-Health program. A
private consortium blockchain was formed by creating its
data formation with consensus methods. "e private ledger
handles PHI, while the ledger society maintains a solid index
of Protected Health Information.

In [24], smart contracts using blockchain were proposed
to allow safe health sensor analysis and organization. "ey
created a network using the Ethereum protocol and a private
blockchain where the sensor connects to a computer that
refers to the intelligent contract and records of each activity
in the blockchain.

In [25], a system based on blockchain was established for
secure, operational, and competent access for patients and
physicians from third parties’ clinical data while maintaining
patient information confidentiality. Ethereum-based
blockchain uses smart contracts to increase access control
and encryption clarity, using modern cryptographic tech-
niques for advanced security.

In [26], a new framework for storing blockchain-based
clinical data was introduced. However, users need to keep
valuable data permanently so that when there is an interruption,
the originality of the data can be verified."erefore, the authors
used intelligent information administration methods and var-
ious cryptography techniques to secure consumer privacy.

Table 1: Comparison of using a conventional centralized system and A BBPM system.

Features Conventional centralized system BBPM system
Fault tolerance Huge hazard of a single point of breakdown A distributed ledger is highly fault-tolerant

Quality quarantee Administrators are required to authenticate data
(data provenance does not apply) Data could be tracked from its origin using cryptography technology

Transparency Databases are not transparent Data are stored on a distributed network
Data privacy High chances of malicious cyber attacks Data are stored using cryptography technology
Data integrity "e data can be changed Data are unchanging and compatible
Control Controlled by administrator (centralized) Even decentralized in private blockchains

Data handling Supports four primary functions: creating,
reading, updating, and deleting "ere are only read and write options
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MedBlock, an information administration system based
on blockchain, as discussed in [27], aims to manage patients’
data. "e centralized MedBlock database in this scheme
enables the safe entrance and reporting of medical data. In
addition, an advanced consensus procedure constructs a
consensus on health reports with no substantial power
expenditure or obstruction of the network.

In the mobile cloud, Nguyen et al. [28] recommended a
novel EHR distributor framework that integrates a decen-
tralized interplanetary file system (IPFS) with a blockchain.
Notably, they developed a reliable system for controlling
access using an intelligent agreement securing health records
delivery between patients and health care providers. "us,
they provided an efficient solution for reliable communi-
cation in the mobile cloud while securing the necessary
medical data against possible risks.

In [29], a review of the difficulties and feasibility of
blockchain in healthcare applications was presented. First,
they introduced the issues related to personal healthcare
dealings with an organization, which will face challenges
through its unique characteristics as a blockchain. "ey then
give extended consideration to blockchain tools in the health
sector and review previous work. At last, they explain the
benefits and possible research chances for blockchain-as-
sociated technology to be utilized in the medical industry.

In [30], a complete outline of blockchain technology was
presented. It presented a summary of blockchain structure
and the advantages of blockchain, including protection [31].
In addition, they reviewed the application of blockchains in
the medical industry. With the Health Information System,
the authors explained how health records could be secured
utilizing blockchain.

In [32], a shared program like blockchain in healthcare is
described. It presented a secure data access system using
blockchain to patients and doctors at a specific hospital. "e
security learning of their project shows that it maintains
companies’ honesty and resists famous attacks [33]. Sub-
sequently, the execution consequences exemplify the feasi-
bility of the proposed program.

MeDShare, proposed by Xia et al. [34], is a blockchain-
based source of data auditing management for health data
distributed in cloud storage among large data organizations.
Transfers of data transmitted from one company to another
are stored on MeDShare without damage. In addition, the
program uses access control algorithms to effectively

supervise data behaviours caused by companies when dis-
covering data breaches [35].

Wang et al. [36] recommended a specific EHR program
using blockchain technology and attribute-based cryptog-
raphy. "e authors used ID-based and attribute-based en-
cryption (IBE and ABE) [37], while [38] also used ID-based
signature (IBS) to generate a digital signature for encrypted
health data. It helps set up the project effectively and does
not require various cryptography programs for various
safety needs.

In [39], a frivolous blockchain structure for Health Data
Management (HDM) was recommended to slow down
calculations and interaction overhead compared to the
network of Bitcoin by separating network providers within
clusters and keeping a ledger copy per cluster. "eir
framework initiates the necessity for a canal that allows
secure and confidential dealings inside a collection of net-
work providers. Furthermore, they recommended a reso-
lution to avoid fraud in the Bitcoin network. "ey
demonstrate the effectiveness of the authors’ recommended
structure in providing security with secrecy to the Bitcoin
network by analyzing different attacks. "ey further dis-
cussed how the authors recommended structural deals for
discovering attacks.

In [40], an analysis of various solutions using blockchain
was provided. First, the authors explored the recent so-
phisticated solutions that make smart devices compatible
with blockchain in various industry 4.0 devices. After that,
the benefits and drawbacks of traditional security resolutions
are discussed in terms of their countermeasures.

Bach et al. [41] presented comparative research into the
consensus mechanisms of blockchains. In particular,
Ethereum currently uses the consensus protocol known as
the Proof of Work (PoW). It is a system that allows a
decentralized Ethereum network to agree to deal with bal-
ances of accounts. "us, it allows consumers to avoid
“double spending” their currency and ensures that the
Ethereum chain is harder to attack or overwrite.

Ying et al. [42] used attribute power to deliver keys to
information consumers in the Ciphertext Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CP-ABE) model to attain precise access
control for distributing health records in the cloud. Using
test surroundings in an Ubuntu Linux desktop, they assessed
the proposed program with a numerical simulation, and the
decentralized usage capability was avoided. In the context of

Table 2: SWOT analysis for blockchain-based model adoption in healthcare.

Positive Negative

Internal

Strengths
(i) Automation and disintermediation
(ii) Immutability
(iii) Hope
(iv) Transparency
(v) Confidentiality

Weakness
(i) Operating costs
(ii) Creating potential forks
(iii) Lack of flexibility
(iv) Data storage on local servers requires more capacity

External

Opportunities
(i) Greater cooperation among health system operators
(ii) Development of technical awareness and new
expertise

,reats
(i) Resistance to change
(ii) Lack of expertise
(iii) Lack of confidence in the use of new technology by health
workers
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blockchains, different studies have explored the potential of
blockchains to sustain e-health information distribution.

Numerous research projects are currently being con-
ducted on the utilization of standard blockchains in health
care. "e most current is MedRec [43]. "e MedRec method
uses the Ethereum platform to set up a decentralized health
proof distribution scheme for smart contracts. It distributes
medical reports among various health partners and patients
with any other contributor that executes health or medical
reports. For example, healthcare providers could add patient
records at any time, but it is up to the patient to determine
what information could be accessed by other providers.
MedRec recommends two mining methods. "e first uses
ether as an effective method. In contrast, the second rec-
ommends utilizing compiled and anonymous information
like a gift to motivate investigators. "e primary node going
to a block is allowed access to the desired information.

2.2. Blockchain and Business Processes. We did not initially
discover the application possibilities of blockchain for
business processes. Many blockchains are now widely ac-
cepted in different domains to assist in the function of novel
business processes. For example, a caterpillar proposed by
López-Pintado et al. [44] is an open-source business process
management system (BPMS) that runs on the summit of the
Ethereum blockchain. Like any BPMS, Caterpillar assists in
constructing procedure method events and lets consumers
supervise the status of procedure events and perform their
jobs. "e uniqueness of Caterpillar is that the status of each
processing event is kept in the Ethereum blockchain. In
addition, the flow of work algorithm is executed by smart
contracts created by the Business Process Model and No-
tation BPMN-to-Solidity compiler. "e compiler assists in a
broad range of BPMN configurations, containing consumer
and service functions parallel to exclusive gateways, sub-
processes, multiple event functions, and event handlers.

In [45], an automated BPM framework explored com-
posing services in free commerce surroundings, and
blockchain was investigated and presented to change and
check trade trust. "e BPM solution illustrates how
blockchain technology could provide instant, dependable,
and cost-efficient service and deliver quality services in
workflow composition.

2.3. Use of Blockchain in Epidemic Situations. "e possible
use of a blockchain system for regulating and alleviating the
COVID-19 situation is explained and explored in detail.

2.3.1. Data Management of Clinical Trials. Clinical trials
must maintain information according to rules, for example,
reports being open to shareholders, the confidentiality of
reports, security, and immutability [46]. Blockchain records
andmakes real-time data available to physicians. It enhances
data accuracy, facilitates data transfer, guarantees compli-
ance, and provides an audit path for superior confidentiality
and data security [47, 48].

Conducting clinical trials to implement the COVID-19
vaccine is a complex, time-consuming, and expensive
process. "e vaccine’s clinical trials require close coordi-
nation and cooperation between the companies engaged and
are frequently situated in geographically distributed areas.
Researchers, regulators, donors, and pharmaceutical com-
panies are instances of companies that have been seriously
engaged in clinical trials to implement and administer the
vaccine for COVID-19 successfully.

Traditional centralized clinical trial data management
systems encounter several challenges, including compliance
with course enrollment, limited effectiveness and clinical
testing necessities, data confidentiality guarantees, compli-
ance with clinical trial rules for participants’ healthcare, and
reliability of clinical trial data. Furthermore, centralized
clinical trial management systems could provide multiple
versions of clinical trial data to construct organizations’ data
pits. Consequently, they could guide the duplication of
clinical trial information frequently recorded and handled
by numerous companies.

"erefore, copying clinical test data makes it hard to
access, implement, and examine consequences. Furthermore,
centralization creates clinical trial data susceptible to changes
by external hackers. Blockchain technology could help re-
search institutes, and pharmaceutical companies protect
clinical trial data’s honesty when developing a vaccine. It
ensures that a single and synchronized view of clinical trial
data is obtainable to all accredited companies. "erefore,
problems, such as duplication and discrepancy of clinical trial
data because of the breakdown of previous centralized clinical
trial management systems, could be successfully addressed.

Smart contracts could check a company’s access rights
before allowing the utilization of clinical trial data to protect
data confidentiality and safety. "e authorized contributors
can digitally check that the clinical trial necessities have
signed the consent form. "us, anonymous data gathering
and verifiable approval management will allow contributors
to distribute their case records to authorized companies
without disclosing their identities.

To keep contributors in a clinical trial, pharmaceutical
companies generally provide appreciation tokens to con-
tributors in cash or on gift cards. Smart contracts will help
the payment process quickly by presenting an automated,
transparent, and accountable system for converting cryp-
tocurrencies. Accountability and transparency features en-
sure that data can only be utilized for the intended purpose,
thus increasing user confidence.

2.3.2. Vaccine and Necessary Drug Supply Chain.
Blockchains could effectively handle the healthcare supply
chain, especially in epidemiological circumstances that en-
gage important transactions across the globe. "ere may be
instability in its distribution until an approved version of the
vaccine is available to sell and advertise. Dishonest per-
formance, for example, incorrect vaccinations, high pricing,
and stock accumulation may be possible. "ese problems
can be effectively managed to utilize a blockchain-based
medical supply chain [49].
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Symptomatic patients can contact remote health pro-
fessionals through information technology infrastructure to
reduce the risk of transmission of infectious viruses using
advanced remote health practices, such as telehealth and
telemedicine services. In addition, remote detection and
treatment of patients could notably reduce patient access
and staff limitations, thereby effectively controlling the quick
rise in global COVID-19 cases of employment in remote
health services.

Because they are governed and handled by a centralized
authority, remote health systems can be susceptible to the
point-of-failure issue, which finally infects the honesty and
reliability of health records. "e intrinsic features of the
revolutionary blockchain technology could introduce vari-
ous advantages to the remote healthcare industry. Significant
features include setting up a source of electronic health
records, checking the legitimacy of users, requesting patient
data, verifying patient anonymity, and automating micro-
payments to use remote health services.

"ese significant features help to demonstrate self-ex-
amination clinical instruments for COVID-19 testing suc-
cessfully. Following a test result, individuals whose test
results are negative should generally adopt self-isolation
policies to minimize the spread of the virus to the com-
munity. "ere is a need for safe tracking of medical items for
self-isolated individuals; blockchain technology brings
changes to explicitly record the timestamped location data of
medical items in the ledger. Guaranteeing social exclusion
and wearing masks when engaging in business behaviours
can help avoid the diffusion of COVID-19.

"e growing number of confirmed cases of COVID-19
worldwide, particularly in areas with the highest virus
transmission rate to estimate the diffusion of COVID-19,
requires the administration of drugs without contact with
patients. Aerial vehicles may be utilized to transmit medi-
cines and medical supplies to distant patients. Also, aerial
vehicles could help in transporting medical supplies to
hospitals located in remote locations. For example, China
has used aerial vehicles to deliver medicine from one city to
another during the COVID-19 epidemic.

Blockchain allows the location of aerial vehicles to be
tracked, checking the level of service provided, and com-
puting the reputation score of an aerial vehicle using its
effectiveness in a reliable, responsible, and transparent
manner. By executing access to control protocols and
identity management, blockchain technology reduces the
feasibility of attacks by enemy vehicles. Furthermore, it
invariably stores orders provided by the control room on
aerial vehicles (for audit purposes to check noncompliance
with published orders) with measures to discover human
movements and reactions by cleaning highly infected areas.

A swarm consists of several autonomous aerial vehicles
that work together to attain a general aim. For example, a
crowd of aerial vehicles could utilize blockchain technology
to achieve the most dependable global results by trading
safely in a blockchain. To take another example, a voting
system based on blockchain makes it possible to discover
densely populated areas where aerial vehicles can be sprayed
with disinfectants.

2.3.3. Communication Tracking. Health facilities are active
inpatient contact monitoring systems; however, records
obtained may be misused. "e utilization of blockchain will
offer data stability and authenticity [50]. Networks of
blockchains could monitor patient behaviour and present
current updates to infected fields. In addition, records could
be created for affected and potential victims through con-
tacts. Communication tracking poses challenges to privacy,
as information has to be collected, fitted, and distributed.
Guaranteeing the identity protection of users with COVID-
19 introduces other issues. Although participation in the
exam can ensure some control, we have not yet observed
how we can guarantee that merely appropriate information
is distributed. Blockchain could play a neutral role in a
disseminated way to separate authorized solvers from
mitigating users/patients and the identity of user and place
data. It could present a resolution to protect the confi-
dentiality of technological plans before adhering to rules
within the centralized scheme.

Moreover, the integration of blockchain with anonym-
ization and encryption techniques could also defend the
individuality of users. Blockchain is nonregional and pro-
vides an appropriate worldwide usage platform for detecting
and controlling the COVID-19 epidemic."is explicit aspect
may prevent the public from deliberately misinforming
officials or other third parties.

Respecting the social distancing orders provided by the
government could notably reduce the social interaction of
humans to avert the spread of COVID-19. Social exclusion is
activated by a public health activity called digital contract
tracing, which can break a person’s chain of spreading the
virus. Digital communication tracking constantly monitors
the affected population to quickly and efficiently discover all
social communications during the incubation period of
infected COVID-19 patients. It primarily uses Bluetooth or
GPS to use nearby data to discover social communications
with a virus-infected person.

After coming in close contact with a confirmed COVID-
19 case, exposed persons should be tested, supervised, and
self-isolated. "e clarity and consistency of the data ensure
that users’ health data, for example, COVID-19 test results,
cannot be changed or removed by attackers or health
workers. Furthermore, the General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) protects the confidentiality of users’ infor-
mation through the confidentiality rules outlined in the
Privacy Act. "e positioning technique parameter refers to
technologies that could be utilized to discover a user’s
location.

"e coverage area parameter explains the geographical
regions in which a COVID-19 patient could detect social
interactions with another person. "e heavyweight designs
of the Contact Tracing application are intended to utilize
computer resources aggressively when identifying and
verifying social interactions between people. Conversely,
lightweight application design enhances computer resources
by leading users and providing essential features. Digital
contact tracing users’ necessity promises an extended battery
life of devices and greater confidentiality, safety, and
transparency of data related to COVID-19.
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Preferably, the digital contact tracing solution could
present greater confidentiality of data, an expanded coverage
region, a lightweight application plan, better data protection
and clarity, and battery-friendly functionality. However,
ensuring the confidentiality of an individual’s health data
and, at least, COVID-19 false-positive events is a significant
challenge for digital communication tracking solutions.
Data confidentiality is protected by encrypting a person’s
location and contact history and averting the dissemination
of personal health information to the public.

On the occasion of close contact with a COVID-19-
affected patient, users can be informed about the latest social
interaction without revealing the evidence of the affected
person (e.g., their name). Digital contact tracking by
smartphone applications such as Google-Apple’s Contact
Tracing and Singapore’s Trace Together uses Bluetooth to
discover the close physical contacts of a person affected by
the virus. However, regarding the battery barriers of
smartphones, Trace Together is not user-friendly. Further-
more, Google-Apple Contact Tracing does not reveal the
location and identity of users to protect data confidentiality.

Blockchain-based solutions are less reliable because they
are subject to data fraud through the application adminis-
trator, given the high confidentiality and sensitivity of users’
information. Unchanging and decentralized blockchain
technology is a feasible alternative to digital communication
tracking. It protects the confidentiality of the user’s infor-
mation by allowing pseudo-anonymity. Digital contact
tracking with a custom exposure matching mechanism can
use the blockchain site to store social contact data and enable
authorized users to access the information to protect its
confidentiality. An external trusted network of servers is
utilized in the provided system to create anonymous ad-
dresses for users to protect data confidentiality. "e orga-
nization has executed some smart agreements, for example,
registration of companies, COVID-19 testing, geodata
processing, query processing and approval management,
automation of services, and assurance that the evidence of
individuals affected by COVID-19 has not been revealed to
others.

As a private blockchain-based system, all entities are
registered before making a transaction on the blockchain.
Geodata processor contracts assure us that the duplicate data
(e.g., the location data of a user with limitedmobility) are not
forwarded to the contact solver to speed up the contact
tracing process. COVID-19 testing contracts assisted in
recording COVID-19 test results on the blockchain for each
employee. Subsequently, the consent management contract
seeks to legalize the location data usage of the employees of
an organization. "e contact solver component of the
contact tracing system leverages AI-based techniques for
identifying social interactions among individuals. It informs
users about possible risk levels based on many factors, such
as distance, mobility, and total time spent during social
interaction with a COVID-19 infected person.

In a blockchain-based system, all companies are regis-
tered before creating a transaction on the blockchain. "e
Geodata Processor Agreement guarantees that no duplicate
information (e.g., the location information of a user with

limited mobility) is sent to the contact solution to expedite
the contact tracking procedure. "e COVID-19 test contract
allows each worker to store the COVID-19 test outcomes in
the blockchain."e consent management agreement aims to
legitimize the use of location information by employees of a
company. "e Contact Solver element of the Contact
Tracing System uses AI-based methods to identify social
communications between individuals. COVID-19 informs
users about potential risk stages using factors such as dis-
tance, movement, and total time spent during social com-
munication with the victim.

2.3.4. Data Collection. Monitoring outbreaks by deploying,
collecting, and retrieving data that respond effectively to the
epidemic, understanding trends, and managing tests are vital
resources. Blockchain’s ability to confirm and store enduring
real-time data confirms information reliability [51]. "e
utilization of the blockchain network presents the surveillance
and communication infrastructure to assist in capturing,
recording, and examining virus spread and control data.

2.3.5. Consumer Information Confidentiality. "ose re-
sponsible for making the policy and health practitioners
should obtain patient information through patient moni-
toring and other enhanced decision-making and discuss
patient privacy problems. In these troubled days, a balance
law must be enacted between registry management and user
confidentiality management to enhance hope in the scheme.
Blockchain is a viable resolution for maintaining and dis-
playing patient data, monitoring patient processes, and
setting up degrees of social isolation while protecting
confidentiality.

2.3.6. Early Discovery of Susceptible People. Different triage
systems based on AI can reduce patient concerns."e online
bot would assist in comprehending the origin symptoms of
early discovery and then guide them through preventive
measurements, for example, social exclusion and hand
sanitation. It would warn users about medical facilities if
symptoms intensify [52]. "e secrecy of patient data is vital
to the protection of their social and personal values.
Blockchain-based architecture could efficiently manage
these safety and confidentiality problems.

2.4. Blockchain Cases of COVID-19 Epidemic. A few of the
blockchain cases utilized to fight the COVID-19 epidemic
are explained below.

Hyperchain is a platform based on donations created to
support hospitals and governments donating to affected
patients in China [53]. To solve the lack of facilities during
this epidemic, numerous users could join the millions of
nodes of hyperchain that could receive donated items and
necessary medical equipment from factories.

PHBC: this platform based on blockchain is utilized for
continuous and unknown checking of society and
working places open to COVID-19 and dangerous
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viruses [54]. A vital aspect of this platform based on
blockchain is detecting the movement of noninfected
individuals and controlling these individuals’ return if
they go to the affected regions.
VeChain: this is a platform using a blockchain created
to supervise vaccine manufacture [55]. All behaviours
associated with vaccine manufacture, from substance to
codes to packages, are stored and recorded in a dis-
tributed ledger. "us, it presents an efficient way to
decrease the risk of possible changes to vaccine data.
Hashlog: this project was developed by Acoer, a
Georgia-based health technology startup [56]. "e
Hashlog blockchain solution could be implemented
through distributed blockchain ledger technology,
ensuring logging and data visualization of coronavirus
outbreaks from US Centers’ public Data for Disease
Control (CDC) and WHO.

2.5. Blockchain Security. "e blockchain platform should
guarantee the fundamental features of security: confiden-
tiality, integrity, and availability that advantage the
healthcare industry.

Confidentiality could be attained by ensuring that the
application is on a personal blockchain and that users have
restricted access. It will reflect the certification needed in the
healthcare field, such as becoming a physician, with the
proper qualifications needed. Likewise, in the business
network, the accounts of the physicians should be con-
structed by the medical entity. In addition, blockchain
network data should be allowed to protect confidentiality. In
addition, contributors will have various roles and privileges.
In addition, encryption should ensure that the data between
the blockchain and the user is safe. Confidentiality is further
mandatory in this business network; however, it directly
battles data breaches and phishing attacks [44].

Integrity: integrity is about ensuring that information is
reliable and accurate. Blockchain attains this in two
different methods: (1) hashing and (2) shared distrib-
uted ledger. Strong collision-resistant and safe hashing
algorithms should be utilized to ensure integrity.
Likewise, privacy and access control ensure that the
data are reliable by controlling the number of indi-
viduals who could damage the data.
Availability: significantly, there is dependable and
simple access to data on the blockchain. Ensuring that
the network of blockchains is fault-tolerant decreases
the number of failed links to information in the
blockchain. In addition, the data in a blockchain are a
shared ledger; thus, there is a variety of copy infor-
mation that ensures that the data do not disappear. "e
network of blockchains should run on the newest
version of HyperLedger to ensure that errors do not
impact the system’s availability.

Berdik et al. [45] presented an extensive review of the use
of blockchain as a service for applications within today’s data
systems. "is review provides the reader with an in-depth

foresight on how blockchains can help to protect and handle
today’s data systems."e review includes detailed reports on
the various examples of blockchain studies and applications
presented through the investigation group and their im-
plications for blockchain and other applications or their use
in scenarios. A few of the very significant discoveries this
review highlights are the framework of blockchain and the
latest cloud and edge computing examples that are im-
portant in allowing the extensive adaptation and imple-
mentation of blockchain technologies for novel players in
today’s unparalleled vibrant global market.

3. System Model

"is section discusses the BBPM system model and the
notations utilized in this model. Here, Figure 3 illustrates the
system model. It has four entities.

Participating nodes in BBPM are testing laboratories,
patients, government sites, and hospitals. In addition, the
digital ledger has documents, including patient reports,
consequences, treatment conditions, and a summary of
discharge. Figure 4 demonstrates the necessary steps utilized
in BBPM to trace and store the data’s active COVID-19
patients. (1) Patient visits a testing lab. (2) First, the patients
were analyzed by a testing lab according to the early signs of
COVID-19. "e testing lab is an important node in the
network of blockchains. It acts as a miner. (3) "e patient
sample is taken, and if it is negative, the patient may be
discharged; a summary of discharge is also constructed. (4)
However, if the result of the patient sample is positive, the
patient is isolated for a minimum of 14 days. (5) During the
time of isolation, BBPM is used to treat and monitor the
patient. (6) After that, the recovery stage begins, and the
patient is retested for COVID-19 after 14 days. (7) If the
patient dies during treatment, the body of the deceased will
be disposed. (8) After recovery, the patient pays the hospital
for treatment. (9) Details of total COVID-19 confirmed cases
are informed to the government through the testing lab. 10)
Details of recovered and death cases are informed to the
government through the hospital. "e government records
patient data for upcoming usage; its confidentiality is
maintained and provided when required to be demonstrated
on a large scale. Figure 4 demonstrates the workflow of the
BBPM scheme.

BBPM provides a guarantee of the accuracy of the pa-
tient’s stored information. Table 3 shows the notations used
in the proposed system model.

4. Proposed Methodology

"is section discusses the Blockchain and Business Process
Management (BBPM) system in health care methodology.
One of the major issues has been the requirement for current
information on the epidemic and the spread of COVID-19.
BBPM helps solve this problem more efficiently. One sig-
nificant benefit of this system is that it provides provable and
safe information utilizing its peer-to-peer networking fea-
tures and distributed ledger technology. "is technology
plays a vital role in recording patient data on COVID-19
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signs, locations, and records of health situations during the
infection. BBPM helps distribute, encrypt, and securely
record digital transactions. It is anticipated to revolutionize
calculations in numerous regions, mostly where centrali-
zation is unnatural; moreover, privacy is necessary. By
establishing a network of blockchains on citizens’ mobile
devices, it could be improved internationally to monitor the
spread of COVID-19.

In general, there are three kinds of nodes: miner nodes,
full nodes, and light nodes. A miner node could suggest
blocks and contain a whole blockchain history. Full nodes
contain the entire blockchain history, although without
presenting novel blocks. Meanwhile, light nodes depend on
the full node blockchain history. In the BBPM scheme, the
miner nodes are the testing lab, and the hospital is a full
node; the patient and government also play the role of light
nodes. In the BBPM system, many patients, testing labs, and
hospitals are obtainable. "us, control of access is essential.
"eir BBPM scheme presents access control. "e collection,
use or disclosure of personal health data without the consent
of individuals is generally called as unauthorized access or
“snooping.” Unauthorized access involves viewing personal
health data in electronic data systems and can be triggered by
a number of factors, including individuals’ conflicts, in-
terests, personal gain, or concerns about their health and
well-being. As a health data protector, we must take rea-
sonable steps to guarantee that personal health data are
protected against theft, loss and unauthorized access and
disclosure, and that records containing data are protected
against unauthorized copying, alteration or removal. We
must take reasonable steps to guarantee that personal health
data are not collected without authority and that records of
personal health data are retained, altered, and disposed of in
a secure manner. Protecting privacy should be integrated

into the provision of health care and should be embedded in
the culture of each health care system. To overcome this
problem, access control is proposed in this BBPM.

At BBPM, the patient could merely see his or her digital
ledger; moreover, nobody else could see his or her ledger.

Patient record based on
Covid-19

Test lab acknowledges
receipt of sample

Test result for Covid-19
uploaded to IPFS

Patient tagged for
quarantine

Patient admitted into
facility

Treatment for Covid-19
initiated

Treatment status updated

Patient tests negative

Patient discharge

Generate discharge
summary

Figure 4: Workflow of the BBPM system.
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Patient

Payment
Details of
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Figure 3: Proposed system model.

Table 3: Notations.

Notation Description
BH Block header
BB Block body
Bid Block ID
EB Encrypted block body
DS Discharge summary
DD Discharge date
PD Patient details
TD Treatment details
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Furthermore, a testing lab can only see the ledger of the
patients it has tested. Like the testing lab, the hospital can
only see the ledger of the patients it has treated. Finally, the
government cannot look at any patient’s ledger. "ey can
only view statistical information, such as total, recovered,
and death cases.

4.1. Algorithm Design. Algorithm 1 explains the proposed
Blockchain for Business Process Management (BBPM) in
healthcare.

4.2. Benefits of BBPM System in the COVID-19 Pandemic.
"is section discusses the benefits of the proposed BBPM
system in the COVID-19 pandemic, as shown in Figure 5.

4.2.1. Enhancing Transparency When Treating Affected
Patients. Transparency is one of the most significant aspects
of BBPM. It is essential to protect personal data and in-
formation regarding patients undergoing treatment. "e
spread of false information on social websites creates fear
against untested data. "e ability to verify BBPM data and
modernize current information could present a viable way to
guarantee the analysis of data accuracy."us, it could aid the
change from an organization powered by interoperability to
patient-centred interoperability.

4.2.2. Traceability. Diagnosis refers to the monitoring of
affected patients. Controlling the spread of the coronavirus
is essential. With BBPM, one could trace the activities of
affected patients; present modern information regarding
total confirmed, recovered, and death cases; and report
direct combating efforts. "is tracking could be completed
through the transaction of the blockchain network’s storing
and tracking capabilities.

4.2.3. Enhanced Healthcare Protection. BBPM operates on
platforms that deal with reasonable and excellent healthcare
security. It could present a viable solution for monitoring
coronavirus outbreaks to defend numerous patients from
this infection. It monitors affected patients by regular testing
to ensure timely and appropriate treatment. If hospitals have
a safe and dependable health record database, it will reduce
the risk of misdiagnosis.

4.2.4. Record and Exchange Treatment-Associated Data.
Keeping a record of the gathered information and trans-
mission of treatment-associated information are some of the
very serious and difficult jobs during the COVID-19 epi-
demic. From July 2020 to June 2021, an average of 3,343,448
health records was breached each month. "e BBPM system
could maintain an incorruptible, decentralized, and obvious
record of patient information. BBPM lets healthcare pro-
viders, doctors, and patients distribute similar data rapidly
and securely.

4.2.5. Enhancing the Recovery of Affected Patients.
Timely treatment can improve the recovery rate of affected
patients. In addition, BBPM helps to monitor isolated cases
in hospitals effectively. In a COVID-19 infection, the
blockchain patient’s symptoms, location, and historical
health status can be recorded with high privacy. "e data
block spreads over distributed networks of end-users,
governments, and health professionals.

4.2.6. Disease Control. To control and prevent the spread of
infection, effective and accurate disease monitoring is es-
sential. BBPM could be utilized worldwide to monitor the
spread of COVID-19 infection in humans. In the COVID-19
pandemic, BBPM must sustain the victims of the virus by
immutably storing patient disease signs.

5. Experimental Results

"e effectiveness of the proposed work is examined in this
section. "e intensity of COVID-19 was high that the World
Health Organization (WHO) had to announce COVID-19
as an epidemic within a week of its complete growth. "e
greatest difficulty many governments face is a shortage of
accurate methods for diagnosing recently affected cases and
predicting the danger of the coronavirus pandemic.
"erefore, this paper proposes the Blockchain and Business
Process Management system to resolve this COVID-19
disaster. "is experiment uses a blockchain constructed
utilizing POJO in Java. Blockchain makes dealing easier
among unreliable groups. "e blockchain is a collection of
blocks, including many transactions. Each block is hashed, a
hash is added, the hash is reconnected, and the hash is
rehashed until there is a hash and Merkle root. Each block
stores the hash of an ex-block by linking the blocks. "us, it
ensures that a block will not alter without altering the ad-
jacent blocks. However, the experiment grasps a string of
data that contains anything you can envision, including
smart contracts based on the style of Ethereum. "e ex-
periment driving this BBPM system also calculates the
performance of the BBPM system with a primary evaluation
metric, namely, execution time.

5.1. Execution Time. Execution time (ET) is explained as the
period (in a sec) between the transaction confirmation (TC)
and its execution (TE) in the blockchain network shown in
the following equation:

ET � TE − TC. (1)

"e time of execution increases as the number of
transactions is raised."ese transactions perform a variety of
operations contained in the smart contract algorithm as
explained in Algorithm 1. For example, when merely one
consumer is utilizing the system, operations at a time, in-
cluding testing records, hospital allocation records, treat-
ment and monitoring records, re-examination records,
corpse disposal records, discharge summary records, pay-
ment records, and statistics records, it would take 1min
20 seconds, 30 seconds, 50 seconds, 1min 10 seconds,
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40 seconds, 30 seconds, 25 seconds, and 15 seconds, re-
spectively, for these operations to be performed. "is time
would increase when 100 consumers are utilizing the system
concurrently. "e experiment assessed the effectiveness of
the BBPM system using a comparison between the average
size of EHRS or blocks and the average execution time for

accessing EHR from centralized storage or accessing blocks
from the blockchain using existing BSF-EHR [57] and the
proposed BBPM algorithms, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 compares centralized storage and the existing
BSF-EHR algorithm, and the proposed BBPM algorithm
works quickly. Furthermore, Figure 7 shows the

Testing Lab (Miner)
Res�Take a sample of the patient and examine and diagnose COVID-19 in the testing lab
if (Res�� positive) then

Patient registration
"e private key and public key generation for a patient using RSA algorithm
Select hospital for patient isolation and treatment
BB�Generate block body using patient details with hospital name, testing lab name, and date of testing
EB�Encrypt BB based on the public key of the hospital
Hash�Generate hash based on HmacSHA1 algorithm
Timestamp�Get current date and time
Nonce�Generate random numbers
BH�Generate block header using previous block hash, timestamp, and nonce
Block�Add BH with EB
Upload Block to Blockchain

Else
DS�Generate Discharge Summary of the patient
DD�Get current date and time//Discharge Date
BB�Generate block body using patient details with hospital name, testing lab name, date of testing, DS, and DD
EB�Encrypt BB based on the public key of patient
Hash�Generate hash based on HmacSHA1 algorithm
Timestamp�Get current date and time
Nonce�Generate random numbers
BH�Generate block header using previous block hash, timestamp, and nonce
Block�Add BH with EB
Upload Block to Blockchain

End
Hospital
"e hospital can only access the ledger of the patients who should be treated
EB�Extract EB from a block of the blockchain
BB�Decrypt EB based on the private key of the hospital
PD�View details of patient, testing lab name, and date of testing from BB
TD�Get details of treatment using patient monitoring
if (the patient health improves) then

//Take a sample of the patient and re-examine the request to the testing lab
BB�Generate block body using PD and TD
EB�Encrypt BB based on the public key of testing lab
Hash�Generate hash based on HmacSHA1 algorithm
Timestamp�Get current date and time
Nonce�Generate random numbers
BH�Generate block header using previous block hash, timestamp, and nonce
Block�Add BH with EB
Upload Block to Blockchain

else//if the patient is death
Dispose of the body of the patient

End
Patient
"e patient can only see his or her digital ledger
EB�Extract EB from a block of the blockchain
BB�Decrypt EB based on the private key of patient
PD�View details of patient, testing lab name, date of testing, hospital name, treatment details, and discharge summary from BB
Government
Government can only see the details of statistics to ensure the patient’s privacy

ALGORITHM 1: Blockchain and Business Process Management (BBPM) algorithm.
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effectiveness of the BBPM scheme using a comparison be-
tween the number of user requests and execution time for
accessing EHR from centralized storage [28] or accessing
blocks from the blockchain using the existing BSF-EHR and
the proposed BBPM algorithms.

Figure 7 concludes that the proposed BBPM algorithm
quickly responds to any user request compared with cen-
tralized storage and the existing BSF-EHR algorithm. Fig-
ure 8 compares the blockchain hash generation time of
different algorithms using blockchain in healthcare, spe-
cifically Shynu et al. [58], the BSF-EHR algorithm of
Abunadi et al. [57], and the proposed BBPM.

Figure 8 concludes that the BBPM algorithm takes less
time for hash generation than other algorithms as BBPM
used lightweight hash generation algorithm, namely,
HmacSHA1. "is lightweight hash generation algorithm
takes less time for hash generation than others. "e ex-
periment calculates the execution time for accessing health
records, from demanding information to getting informa-
tion. In centralized storage, health records are recorded on a
centralized server. If the hospital desires to access a patient’s
health record, it creates a health record demand. Now, we
note the present time (PT1), and they send the health record
demand to a centralized server. After receiving the health
record demand from the hospital, the centralized server
search also obtains the patient’s health record and transmits
it to the requested hospital. We then note the present time
again (PT2). "us, the execution time for using health
records� (PT2−PT1) secs.

Moreover, the execution time is frankly relative to the
size of the health record. If the size of the health record is
very large, the time taken to access the health record is
important. On the other hand, if the size of the health record
is small, the time taken for accessing the health record is
little. "erefore, the execution time varies depending on the
size of the health record. At BBPM, each hospital and testing
lab maintains the blockchain. "is blockchain contains the
EHR of any patient in an encrypted format. After decryp-
tion, the testing lab or hospital can access the EHR of the
patients it has tested or treated. Compared with centralized
storage and the existing BSF-EHR, the proposed BBPM takes
the smallest amount of time."e experiment’s consequences
regarding various sizes of health records show that BBPM is
better than centralized storage based on execution time."is
outcome also demonstrates the efficiency of the BBPM
system. Table 4 shows an evaluation of BBPM by comparison
with some associated works [57].

Enhancing
Transparency

When Treating
Affected
Patients

Enhancing
the Recovery of

Affected
Patients

Enhanced
Healthcare
Protection

Storage and
Exchange of
Treatment

Related Data

Benefits
of BBPM

system in the
COVID-19
Pandemic

Disease Control

Traceability

Figure 5: Benefits of BBPM system in the COVID-19 pandemic.
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6. Conclusion

"is paper presented a Blockchain and Business Process
Management System (BBPM) for combating the COVID-19
epidemic. "e existing blockchain or business process
management system is used separately to mitigate the
COVID-19 pandemic. But, this paper integrates the
blockchain and business process management system for
COVID-19 epidemic mitigation. In this way, the benefits of
both technologies can be obtained simultaneously. "e main
role of the BBPM system is to assist in managing the dif-
fusion of this epidemic. "e system could assist us during
this epidemic disaster by presenting the advanced resolution,
explosion monitoring, user privacy protection, donation
monitoring, and secure daily operations. "e BBPM system
should minimize network delays by offering a safe envi-
ronment for recording and transmitting sensitive data. A
lightweight blockchain plan is essential in the medical in-
dustry to improve information confirmation and transac-
tional communication. Creating modified ledgers that could
be located on neighbouring servers in the blast region in-
creases blockchain performance. BBPM system consumes a
lot of energy because every transaction needs robust
hardware resources. Scalability is the main limitation of this
BBPM system. Another drawback of this BBPM system is the
complexity of blockchain and the need for a comprehensive
network of users. In the future, to deal with the above
problems, a novel, energy-efficient and scalable BBPM

system is needed. Furthermore, the final mixture of the
BBPM system with other growing techniques, such as big
data and artificial intelligence, will efficiently manage deadly
epidemics similar to the coronavirus.
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